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Letter of Transmittal

State of Colorado,
^Department of Public Instruction. V

Denver, Nov. 15, 1892. j

TO HIS EXCELLENCY,

JOHN L. ROUTT,
Governor of the State of Colorado:

Sir—I have the honor to submit herewith the

Eighth Biennial Report of the Department of Public

Instruction for the two years ending June 30, 1892.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

Nathan B. Coy,

Superintendent of Public Instruction.
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Report of the Superintendent of Public

Instruction.

GROWTH OK THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM.

The Colorado school system is of recent growth.
Less than a generation has passed since the first legis-

lative assembly of the territory, at Denver, in 1861,

passed the first school law, which provided, among
other things, for the appointment by the Governor of a

"Territorial Superintendent of Common Schools."
Scarcely is the period of a young man's majority cov-

ered, since the first report to which any value attaches

was published in 1871; while the period under State

Constitution corresponds to the years of a mere strip-

ling. During this short time, however, a system of

common schools has been developed, complete in all

essential details and ranking well with those of the

oldest and best experienced states. The excellence of
the system is attested by the average ability of the
officers and teachers connected therewith, by the
superior rank of the graduates in the leading educa-
tional institutions of the east and by the recognition
paid the State's foremost educators in national educa-
tional councils. The strides by which this growth has
been attained are shown in a series of statistical tables,

running back to the beginning of systematic, progress-

ive development in 1871. The commemorative period
which the nation is celebrating, and in which education
is playing so important a part, would seem to justify

the introduction of these summaries in this report.
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TWENTY-ONE YEARS' GROWTH, 1871-1892.

From 1 87 1 to 1892, the number of persons of school
age increased 1,270 per cent.; enrollment, 1,658 per
cent. ; number of school districts, 748 per cent. ; number
of school houses, 1,625 percent; value of school houses
and property, 6,419 per cent.

1877-1892.

Equally interesting will be found the evidences of
growth during the period of statehood. Increase in

number of persons of school age, 390.9 per cent. ; enroll-

ment, 444.1 per cent; average daily attendance, 488.8
per cent ; number of school districts, 333. 5 per cent

;

number of school houses, 528. 5 per cent. ; value of school
houses and property, 1,050.5 per cent.

EIGHTH BIENNIAL PERIOD, 189O-1892.

But it is the special intent of this report to set forth

the present status of our schools, noting in particular

the progress of the past two years.

Unusual activity and expansion mark this short

period. Beginning with elementary instruction and
extending to higher education, the growth has been
symmetrical. The roots of the system have penetrated
into deeper soil, while the branches have expanded into

higher atmosphere. Public interest, which has been
more general, has been for the most part intelligent and
helpful. Especially has the support of the press been
strong and enlightened. It cannot be charged that

material things claim the exclusive attention of the
people. Loyalty to the common schools is well nigh uni-

versal. All classes unite in ascribing to careful mental
and moral training the State's best development and
surest guaranty of safety.

THE STATISTICAL TABLES.

The numerical evidence of growth is to be found
in the statistical tables following.

These tables are prepared from the annual reports

of the county superintendents, fifty-five in number, on
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blanks furnished by the Department of Public Instruc-

tion. The county superintendents derive their

from the records of the (nearly) fourteen hundred dis-

trict secretaries who, in turn, are dependent lai

the (approximately) twenty-seven hundred tea<

charge oi the schools. Every item of the county super-

intendents1 reports was subjected to the closest scrutiny

for correction or verification after reaching the State

Superintendent's office. That this was no small un
taking will be appreciated, when it is stated that there

are forty-two such items for each school district and
thirty-five in the summary of each report. Rarely is a

report without error, while some are faulty in every
item.

SCHOOL BOUSES.

The increased value of school houses and school

property, amounting to 24 per cent., as compared with

15.7 per cent, in number of school houses, indical

high average of quality. The improvement of country
school houses is marked. The new buildings also which
have been erected in and around Denver, Golden, Colo-

rado Springs, Pueblo, La Junta, Durango, (xrand

Junction, etc., are all superior. The average value of

school houses in Colorado (including site, furniture,

etc.,) is ^3,949.13. According to the Report of the

United States Commissioner for 1888-9, tne average
value of each building, including site, furniture, etc., in

the entire United States, is 51,495. The amount ex-

pended for sites, buildings, etc., in this State is 29.94 per

cent, of the total expenditure; in the United States, it

is 22.5 per cent. About 53 per cent, of Colorado school

houses are frame, 16 per cent, brick, 15 per cent, log,

5.8 per cent, adobe, 5.4 per cent, sod, 4.2 per cent.

stone, and a few are dugouts.

ENROLLMENT AND ATTENDANCE.

While the total school population has increased

1 1. 5 per cent, during the past two years, the total enroll-

ment has increased 17 per cent., and the average daily

attendance 23 per cent. This is verified by comparing
the increased expense per capita of school population.
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13.6 per cent., with that of enrollment, 9.3 per cent.,

and of daily attendance, 6.8 per cent. In the same way
other items could be cited in verification. It has been
found upon investigation that the percentage of enroll-

ment and attendance has improved since the passage of
the Compulsory Education Act. Better enrollment is

found in graded than in ungraded schools : the increase

being 26 per cent, and 3.8 per cent, respectively. The
increased enrollment in high schools was 38 per cent.

The proportion of high school enrollment to whole
number enrolled is 3.12 per cent.; in the United vStates

it is 4.5 per cent.

EXPENDITURES AND RECEIPTS.

The large increase in total expenditures (30. 3 per
cent.) as compared with the increase in total receipts

(18 per cent.) may be accounted for in great part by the
large investments in permanent school property.

The decrease in the amount of State fund appor-
tionment (18. 1 per cent.) is due to the reduction of the
public school income fund, by reason of the unremun-
erative character of a large part of the investment.

TEACHERS.

The ratio of male to female teachers has been stead-

ily diminishing in this State for many years. This is

true of the entire United States, also, and is justly

viewed with concern. But the proportion in Colorado

(25 per cent, of the whole number) is less than in the

entire United States (34.5 per cent, of the whole num-
ber). The ratio in Colorado in 1877 was as 233 to 297 >

in 1882, as 270 to 630; in 1887, as 344 to I
) 4^j ^n 1892,

as 665 to 2,088. This diminishing ratio has taken place

nowithstanding the fact that during the same period

the average wages of male teachers have increased 38.2

per cent., while those of female teachers have increased

only 7.4 per cent. The quarterly examinations for

teachers' certificates show a higher scholarship among
the female applicants than among the male.

A preference for women as teachers for ungraded
schools is indicated by an increase of average monthly
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salary amounting to 6.9 per cent as contrasted with
only 3 per cent, for men. tn graded schools th

is triR- although not to the same degree. The
monthly salary of men increased 3.23 per cent., that of

women only .6 per cent. It is thus plainly evident that

satisfactory male teachers are more difficult to obtain
than female teachers. The amount paid for teachers'

wages in this State is 44.72 per cent, of the total expen-
diture; in the United States it is 66 per cent.

GRADED AND UNGRADED SCHOOl

( )f the whole number of pupils enrolled in the pub-
lic schools of the State (76,647), 62.9 per cent, are

enrolled in graded schools; 37.1 per cent, in ungraded.
On the other hand, the number of teachers in graded
schools is 36.6 per cent of the entire number; in

ungraded schools, 63.4 per cent. In other words, 62.9 per

cent, of the pupils enrolled are taught by 36.6 per cent,

of the teachers, while 37.1 per cent, of the pupils are

taught by 63.4 per cent, of the teachers. That is, the

average number of pupils taught by one teacher in

graded schools is 47.8, in ungraded 16.3.

The average length of the school year in graded
schools *is 169 days, in ungraded, li8 days.

The estimated cost per capita of enrollment for

teachers per year in graded schools is Sn.iu, in

ungraded is $15.81, (the estimated total amount paid

teachers in graded schools in 1892, $535,000, as com-
pared with $450,000 to those in ungraded schools, is

accounted for not so much by the difference in average
monthly wages as by the number of days taught).

It will thus be seen that little more than one-third

the whole number of teachers in the State have the care

of a little less than two-thirds the whole number of

pupils, during a period of one-half more time and at an
estimated per capita cost of about one-third less than is

required for the smaller number of pupils, with the

larger number of teachers. The greater economy, to

say nothing of efficiency, in graded as compared with
ungraded schools, is thus pointedly set forth.
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STATE COURSES OF STUDY

The State Manual and Course of Study, adopted by
the State Association of County Superintendents, at the
meeting in May, 1890, has stood the test of experience
admirably. Almost without exception, trial has re-

sulted in enthusiastic adoption. In the appendix to this

report, will be found answers from county superintend-
ents, to a circular letter inquiring about their experience
with the course. The replies are preponderatingly
approving and encouraging. The course is excellently
arranged and the suggestions clear, concise and compre-
hensive. With the exception of minor changes, which
experience may suggest from time to time, it is probable
that no radical revision of the course will be required for

some time to come.

THE COLLEGE PREPARATORY COURSES OF STUDY.

In the appendix will be found the College Prepara-

tory or High School Courses of Study, as formulated by
the committee of the State Teachers' Association, 1889,

and adopted by the Association in 1891. Many high
schools in the State are reported to be working accord-

ing to the plan with very satisfactory results. The
committee, at the meeting of the State Teachers' Asso-
ciation in 1892, wisely decided to postpone further con-

sideration of the courses, until the national committee
of ten, appointed at Saratoga, should make its report.

The enrollment in high schools in this State,

amounting to 3.12 per cent, of the total school enroll-

ment, emphasized by an increase of 38 per cent, dur-

ing the past two years, is proof of a commendable inter-

est in higher education.

THE STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION.

This is the representative educational body of Colo-

rado. Organized in 1875, under the leadership of that

educational pioneer, Horace M. Hale, its membership
embraces teachers of all grades, not only of public but

also of private instruction. It reaches a higher point of

interest and attendance with each returning annual

session. An unusual feature of the meeting in Decern-
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[892, was a half day 1

ion devoted to the

reception of the pioneers of Colorado's school work.

Addresses were made by the first (territorial) Governor,
the first (territorial) Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion and the first teacher of a Colorado public school.

The association was found to have outgrown its early

organization, and in the future will be managed under
a revised constitution and by-laws.

•

THE COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS AND THEIR work.

The office of county superintendent is no sine-

cure. The duties, when properly discharged, call

for large patience, intelligence, tact and firmness. The
office suffers from too frequent changes, due to political

cause>. ( )ne term is scarcely sufficient to give a working
acquaintance with the duties of the position. Neverthe-
less at the election in 1891, sixty percent, of the incum-
bents were retired. About fifty per cent, is the rule. It

is true that in some instances better men were substitu-

ted, but the choice is not always that way. The good
ones may be supplanted by their inferiors at the next
election. Hap-hazard methods too often prevail, not
only in nominating conventions, but at voting booths.

Nominations to elective educational offices ought really

to be in the hands of the people whose interests are most
directly affected, and not at the disposal of whimsical
party caucuses. A gratifying feature of the last election

was the return for a third successive term of a few
superintendents, whose past services justified their

retention.

The present body of superintendents is marked by
unusual ability and efficiency. Nearly all the members
have been teachers at some time, either in Colorado or

elsewhere. Some were formerly superintendents in

other states, while a few occupied the office previously
in this State. The State association, wdiose transactions
at semi-annual gatherings afford instructive and into

ing reading, is a most important and valuabl niza-

tion. The results of its conferences and recommenda-
tions for the short period of its existence, since 1SS9, are

abundant and gratifying.
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THE STATE Nt)RMAL INSTITUTES.

Four years have passed since the State Normal
Institutes were organized on their present active basis.

The attendance has increased in two years 76. i^ per
cent.; the cost 8.2 per cent. There has been advance-
ment also in the spirit and quality of work. The Insti-

tutes of 1892 were conducted with marked ability. Some
of them profited by the presence as summer«6qjourners, of
men and women eminent in educational and literary

circles elsewhere ; as Hamilton W. Mabie, of the Chris-

tian Union; Elizabeth Harrison, of the Chicago Kinder-
garten College; Professor W. H. Brewer, of Yale Univer-
sity; President E. H. Cook ot the National Educational
Association ; President John W. Cook, of the Illinois

State Normal School ; Professor T. H. Kirk, Assistant

Superintendent of Public Instruction of Minnesota; Pro-

fessor L. W. Parish, of the Iowa State Normal School,
and others.

The value of the Institutes has been demonstrated
by the work accomplished. The principal lack is finan-

cial. A State appropriation of $100. 00 instead of $50.00
for each institute district and an examination fee of one
dollar ($1.00) from each candidate for a county certifi-

cate would supply the lack. Such a modification of the

statutes as will permit this is heartily recommended.

The sentiment prevails that Colorado is too broadly
extended and the requirements of different localities too

unlike to make a uniform course of study for the
Normal Institutes either feasible or desirable. This
sentiment is expressed by the following report of a com-
mittee appointed by the State Association of County
Superintendents at their annual mid-winter meeting,
after a thorough discussion of the question

:

1. "It is the sentiment of the committee that the

work of the State Normal Institutes should be largely

professional, embracing methods of teaching and science,

philosophy and history of education ; and that in no case

should it be used as a preparation for examination for

teachers' certificates.

2. "The committee recommends that where prac-

ticable, the institutes be divided into grades, according

_ 1
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to the kinds of teachers1 work, prima: mar.

and that instruction be suited to the different grade

3.
k

'It is recommended that each district mark out
such a course of work as will best conform to the 1

ing conditions in the district.

4. "It is recommended that two weeks be the limit

of the institute-."

Nathan B. C
Z. x. Snydi

J. S. E
J- P« J A

W. C. Thi

\TK teachers' READING CIRCLE.

The State Teachers' Reading Circle is barely on its

Inaugurated in 1S90 by City Superintendent
Eddingfield of Aspen in a paper before the 5

Teachers' Association, the movement developed into

definite shape by the appointment in 1891 of Mr.
Eddingfield as secretary and manager, with Nathan B.

Coy, Denver, J. P. Jackson, Colorado Springs and
James H. Hays, Greeley, as an advisory board. In the

books selected for the first year, Page's Theory and
Practice and Hale's Lights of Two Centuries, will be
found both instruction and inspiration—the latter quite

-sential to the teacher as the former. That the

circle is warmly welcomed is shown by the large enroll-

ment already secured. The direct outcome of and aid

to the Normal Institutes, its aim is to supply material
with which to feed during the year the ambition which
the spirit of the Institutes is intended to an
Intelligent leadership is all important. This should be
secured either by the county superintendent himself or

by some one designated by him.

KINDERGARTENS.

A marked feature of educational development in

this State during the past two years has been the pro-

nounced movement in favor of kindergartens. The
strength of the movement is evidenced by the associa-

tions formed for the promotion of kindergarten interests,
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according to the principles of Froebel.

The movement may be said to have.hadUtoimm*

ciation, being a!ded in ^^^rens school
gradn-

students of the norma department Ther we^ g^ Qf

ated from the norma departments m ^ as

1892 fourte?n young ladies, who^rece v
lment at

Hans, Berlin, Germany, and^ecenuy^ ^ &
York. Graduates from this department ^^

Irtn^etnrir rSn^rten methods

Snoring to a six-months' course of study

There are, connected with^»H£*^£K
Denver associations twelve/r^kmdet^rtens ^ ^
^^^.^SSSSSSffi the care of the
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»f Mercy, which was opened September, i

and has an enrollment of nineteen. ( Hher fri > k:

:

ii the State are the Froebel Kindereartei

Fort Collins, with an enrollment of one hundred tw
opened in 1880 as a public school, and ever since

maintain Montclair, a school of fifteen,

opened November, 1891 as a part of the public school

La Junta, a school of forty-five, founded Sep-
temb . and since maintained by T. T. Woodruff,

a wealthy capitalist, of Boston ; at Colorado Spr
connected with the Free Kindergarten Association, a

school of forty members started in 1890; at Ron-
school of sixty members started February, 1892, and
supported by the Colorado Fuel cc Iron Co. ; at Sopris,

a school of thirty-four members opened November, 1892,

and likewise supported by the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co.
;

at Boulder, a school of twenty-five, opened Septem-
ber, 1892, under the auspices of the Boulder Free
Kindergarten Association, free only to the children

of the poor; a class of twenty-seven deaf, and of

nineteen blind, at the State School for the Deaf
and the Blind, started September, 1891, and a class

of about fifty, connected with the model department
of the State Normal School, at Greeley, opened Septem-
ber, 1S92. For several years, instruction in the Pueblo
industrial public schools (District No. 20) has been exclu-

sively kindergarten during the first six months. About
one hundred fifty pupils are to-day receiving such
instruction in those schools.

There are in Denver private kindergartens, sup-
ported by tuition fees from the pupils, including the
school of the Misses Allen and Williams, opened in 1881,

and having an enrollment of thirty-three ; the school of

the Misses Field, opened in the autumn of 1891, and
having an enrollment of thirty-five ; the school of Miss
Fay, opened September 1S91, and having an enrollment
of twenty-one ; the school of Mrs. Carter and Mrs. Miller,

opened September, 1892, and having an enrollment of
thirty; a class of forty-five, at Wolfe Hall, started in

: and a class of twenty at Loretto Academy, started

in 1S92. Outside of Denver the tuition schools include
a school of twenty at Colorado Springs, opened in 1890,
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under the auspices of the Colorado Springs Free Kinder-
garten Association, and the school of Miss Wickard,
numbering thirty members, also started in 1890 ; at

Aspen, Miss Collar's school, numbering seventy, and
opened September, 1891 ; at Pueblo, a small school, par-

ticulars of which are not known by the writer.

There may be in the State, other kindergartens than
those mentioned above, although we have endeavored
repeatedly and painstakingly to reach all.

To sum up then, there are in the State four schools
for the training of kindergarten teachers; two at Den-
ver one at Colorado Springs and one at Greeley. The
total number of students at these four schools is about
one hundred.

From the figures given, the total number of pupils
receiving so-called kindergarten instruction is about
seventeen hundred twenty-five, distributed among
thirty-two different schools, nineteen of which are located

in Denver. About sixty per cent, of the entire enrollment
are also in the Denver schools, and in the same propor-

tion are from the families of the poor. Seventeen per
cent, of the entire enrollment are in kindergartens con-

nected with the public schools; eighty-five per cent, are

in schools which have been opened since the beginning
of 1890.

Mrs. F. A. Collar, associated with her daughter in

the kindergarten at Aspen, claims to have opened the
first kindergarten in Colorado at Denver, in 1875.

The Fort Collins school board claim to have
opened in 1880 the first public school kindergarten west
of the Missouri river.

The prominence given the subject. for the past few
years at the annual meetings of the Colorado State

Teachers' Association, the organization of a State

Kindergarten Association in the summer of 1891, the

prospect of the introduction of a bill in the next legisla-

ture permitting the use of public school moneys for the

education of children under six years of age, make prob-

able the establishment in the near future of kinder-

gartens as a regular part of the school system of the

State. The wisdom of this movement will be tested by
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experience. Many warm friends and supporters of kin-

dergartensper w view with apprehension theii connec-
tion with the public school "machine."

The influence of Proebel is by no means limited to

the so-called kindergartens established in his name.
The spirit of the great teacher pervades all advanced
elementary instruction of the present time, whether in

public or in private schools.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION.

University Kxtension was most successfully inaugu-
rated in Colorado by a course of lectures on the French

ilution, delivered by Chancellor McDowell to a class

at Greeley, in the winter of 1891 and 1892. The
numbered over one hundred, about half of whom sub-

mitted papers for examination which ranked excellently

well. Other courses have since been given by the State

University and Colorado College, as well as the Univer-
sity of Denver. That a common plan might be followed,

the organization of a Colorado center of University
Extension was effected in the spring of 1S92 by the

co-operation of the universities and colleges in the

State. The State Superintendent was elected president

of the center; Chancellor McDowell, secretary. The
purpose and scope of the organization are set forth in

detail in the appendix to this report.

SCHOOL LIBRARIES.

The value of the library as an educational factor is

now well-nigh universally recognized. No school can
be considered properly equipped which has not a collec-

tion of well-selected books. It is observed that respon-

sibility does not cease with the development of the
pupil's power to do; direction should be given to power.
Accordingly, the teacher's real responsibility only just

begins with the pupil's ability to read ; the value n{ the

acquisition like that of all acquired power depends upon
the use made of it. Education consists largely in learn-

ing the right use of books, and this knowledge is to a

great extent a matter of early training and familiarity

with the best standards.
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The item of greatest increase, in the tabular sum-
maries employed to show educational growth in Colo-
rado, is that of school libraries. The increase in the
last year was 28.9 per cent.; in the last two years,

67.4 per cent.; and in the last fifteen years 2590 per cent.

Interesting are the stories of the beginnings of these
libraries. In some instances parents and pupils have
contributed money and books, in other instances parlor
and lawn entertainments by the pupils, for which a
small admission fee was charged ; basket picnics, birth-

day and Christmas offerings, etc., have been ingeniously
and effectively resorted to for raising funds.

In country districts, the school library, by becom-
ing at the same time the people's library, may serve

most helpfully in drawing together the scattered ele-

ments of the community and thus promoting public wel-
fare by establishing mutual acquaintance and good will.

Much attention has been given recently to the
selection and classification of books for school libraries,

with reference to different ages of readers. Several
valuable lists have been printed by school boards, libra-

rians and publishing houses. It was hoped that some-
thing of the kind would be prepared for Colorado
schools under the authority of the Department of Public
Instruction. A committee for the purpose, of which the

State Superintendent is chairman, was appointed at the
Colorado Springs meeting of the State Association of
County Superintendents in 1891. The committee has
given the subject much serious attention, but has not
succeeded in completing a satisfactory list. A compila-
tion of the right sort must necessarily result from wide
experience as well as observation, and hence, be of slow
growth. Some very suggestive lists, however, have
been prepared during the last year, by Mr. J. C. Dana,
of the Denver Public Library, whose interest, experi-

ence and keen discrimination, qualify him especially for

such work. These lists may be obtained by addressing
Mr. Dana, at the High School building, District No. 1.

PRIVATE SCHOOLS AND EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.

A considerable part of the educational work of this

State is done by private institutions, statistics of which
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Qtial to a full report of education. To obtain

these a printed form was prepared by the Superintend-
ent of Public Instruction during the past copy
oi which was sent to each private institution. The
information returned was very meagn the sake
o( a fuller representation of educational matters than is

lble under the present conditions, I would recom-
mend that the State Superintendent be authorized by
law to require all such institutions to furnish on blanks
provided for the purpose statistics of a general character

relating to endowment, maintenance, receipts, expendi-
tures, enrollment, attendance, length of terms, teachers,

courses of study, etc. Provision ot this kind has been
made in other States.

OFFICIAL BLANKS.

The list of blanks used in the Department of Pub-
lic Instruction is far from complete, and in form main
are far from satisfactory. In the case of two—the

teachers' daily register and the district treasurer's order

book—new and improved forms have been substituted

through the exhaustion of the old supplies. In the

register, simple formula.1 are given to aid the teacher in

keeping record of important items. Sections from the

school law of special application to teachers are printed

at the beginning of the book.

The treasurer's order book, in form and accom-
panying instructions, will be found to convey all that

is essential to meet the requirements of system and
accuracy in the keeping of district financial accounts.

Other forms can well be improved when the oppor-
tunity is afforded. Only the necessity for economy has
prevented further revision without waiting for the
exhaustion of the supplies on hand.

TEXT BOOKS.

The law of Colorado respecting text books is con-
tained in the following :

ki Every school board, unless otherwise especially

provided by law, shall have power, and it shall be their

duty to fix the course of study, the exerc
and the kind of text books to be used ; Praznded. That
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but one kind of text book of the same grade or branch
of study shall be used in the same department of a
school, and that after the adoption of any book, it shall

not be changed in less than four years, unless the price
thereof shall be unwarrantably advanced or the mechani-
cal quality lowered or the supply stopped/' * * *

4iTo provide books for indigent children, on the written
statement of the teachers that the parents of such child-

ren are not able to purchase them, and to furnish free

text books for the use of all pupils, when authorized to

do so by a majority vote of the district as expressed at

any regular or special meeting."
uTo require all pupils to be furnished with the

proper and suitable books as a condition of membership
in school." (Sec. 51, Colorado school law.)

"Neither the General Assembly nor the State Board
of Education shall have power to prescribe text books to

be used in the public schools/' (Sec. 16, art. IX., Con-
stitution of the State of Colorado.)

It was a long-sighted forethought which secured
such protection at the outset. While other States have
writhed and groaned under the burdens of obnoxious
school book laws, passed during a spasm of popular
reform, Colorado has looked calmly on, secure in the
constitutional bar provided by the State's First Assembly
against such hasty, thoughtless legislation. The educa-
tional sentiment of the State is stijl decidedly in favor

of the present local option provision of the act of 1877.

PHYSICAL CULTURE.

It is oratifvino; to note the growing interest in

physical culture as a feature of educational training.

The typical student is no longer pale-visaged, stoop-

shouldered, thin-voiced and of slovenly gait; but ruddy,

erect, full-chested and of elastic step. Encouragement
of school and college athletics is justified in spite of

certain abuses, by the general discipline* of self-com-

mand which they impart. Members of college and
university athletic teams are eagerly sought as managers
of corporations employing large numbers of men,
because of their superior power to control and direct.

Physical training enters the schools through military
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drill, calisthenics, gymnastics, exercises incidental t<

cutionary training, field athletics, etc. The higher
institutions and the schools of the larger cities have
regular exercises under trained directors. This practice

is becoming more and more common in the lower
school-. To be of real benefit, the exercises should
occur oftener than once or twice a week.

PHYSIOLOGY AND HYGIENE.

The observance of the law relating to the teaching
of physiology and hygiene, with special reference to the

effects of alcoholic stimulants, enacted by the Sixth
General Assembly, is probably attempted in most of the
schools of the State. With what degree of SUCCes

would be difficult to tell ; in most cases, doubtless, with
poor results. (July careful preparation will enable any
teacher to present the subject intelligently or profitably.

Extreme tact must be practiced in adapting selected

material to prevent the exercise from becoming dull, un-

practical, not to say ridiculous. Printed instructions in

the form of pamphlets and text books are not always well

chosen. Prejudice, begetting exaggeration and falsehood,

too often characterizes such specially prepared instruc-

tions. It is a pleasure, therefore, to draw attention to two
sources of reliable and helpful information, which have
recently been brought within the reach of teachers.

One is an elementary text book of anatomy, physiology
and hygiene, by H. Xewell Martin, of New York,
entitled, "The Human Body and the Effect of Nar-
cotics," published by Henry Holt ec Co. In substance
and form it is excellent. The other help is a small cir-

cular prepared by Mrs. Mary H. Hunt, Superintendent
of the Scientific Department of the Woman's Christian

Temperance Union, " For use in the Preparation of

Essays, Examinations, Papers, etc., for the Scientific

Temperance Department of the World's Columbian
Exposition." The circular consists of questions and
suggestions for a course of lessons in physiological tem-
perance, arranged to cover all the grades of a city school

system, from primary through high school. A number
of them were forwarded to the State Superintendent, in

December, 1892, by the kindness of Mrs. Hunt, and dis-

tributed among the schools of the State."
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MANUAL TRAINING.

Manual training has received but little attention in

the schools of Colorado. Outside of those schools

whose characteristic features are industrial, as the State
Agricultural College, the State Industrial School, the
State School for the Blind and the Deaf, there is but one
school district in which manual training is a part of the
course—District No. 20, city of Pueblo. With the
difficulty of keeping pace with the rapid growth which
has characterized our new State, it is as much as should
be expected if new features of educational training are

adopted only after they have passed the experimental
stage. The establishment of a Sloyd department in
the State Normal School, under a most competent
instructor, the introduction of Sloyd into certain pri-

vate schools, and the announcement of a Manual Train-
ing Hi'gh School in Denver, on a broad scale, are

indications that this important branch of educational
development is not to be slighted in the future.

COMPULSORY EDUCATION AND CHILD LABOR.

Alarming reports come from the State Commissioner
of Labor Statistics concerning the employment of chil-

dren under fourteen years of age, in violation, it is

claimed, of the Compulsory Education Act. The rapid

increase of the evil within a comparatively short period

corresponds with the establishment of large manufac-
turing plants in the State favorable to the employment
of children. Girls are said to constitute by far the

larger class exposed Six months ago the charge was
made on official authority that there were then more
girls under fifteen years of age at service in the cotton

factory at Manchester, near Denver, than was the entire

number of the same age at service in the State in 1880,

not including those engaged in professional and domestic
service.

In view of this, an attempt will probably be made
to have the next Legislative Assembly so modify the

present law as to hold employers to a sharper account-

ability. Compulsory laws serve as helpful means to wor-

thy ends by giving timely alarm, and thus fixing public

attention upon ^the threatening evil. But they are sel-
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doin satisfactory in their results. This is shown in the

history of such laws iii the older States, like- Massachu-
setts and Connecticut ; where from the beginning,
amendment has followed amendment for more than half

a century, without making the laws absolutely effective.

Agitation educates to a higher standard, hut does not

eliminate wholly the evil aimed at. It would seem
that the law of Colorado might well be amended
at least to better protect the children of the well-to-do,

whose presence in workshops during the years when
they should be in school is due to parental greed and
not to parental need.

The school census has never called for the listing

of the names of those between eight and fourteen

of age, hence there are no exact data by which to deter-

mine definitely the extent of the law's violation. Cen-
sus blanks and school reports should in the future take
account of these ages.

CIVIL GOVERNMENT.

The chief end of all school training, it is tritely

claimed, is to fit the pupils to act well their parts in after

life as free American citizens. The final test of training

is conduct. Right conduct in civil life implies, to a

degree at least, a correct knowledge of the machinery
and methods of government. For such knowledge, text

books pertaining to both national and state administra-

tion have been written. For an acquaintance with the

foundation principles of our national government, there

is nothing to compare with k> Fiske's Civil ( Government in

the United States/' Until recently, there has been no
corresponding guide for the study of our State govern-
ment. The want is now happily supplied by a neat little

text book, entitled "Civil Government in Colorado,
1

'

prepared by Superintendent D. R. Hatch, of the S

Industrial School at Golden, and published by The
Chain *x. Hardy Co., Denver.

The appearance of this book should lead to a wider,

more thorough study of civil administration within our
own State. The school district, as the simplest political

unit of representative government, furnishes an admir-
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able starting point for study of this kind. From it the
transition is easy to the township or county, thence to

the State.

ARBOR DAY.

Arbor day was widely observed both in 1891 and
1892. Nearly all of the schools which were in session

at the time held commemorative exercises. In some
localities there were good reasons for not planting trees;

as, lack of water, unseasonableness of the weather, abun-
dance of trees, etc. Some schools held exercises at their

buildings in the forenoon and adjourned to the fields and
groves for the afternoon. In 1891, the Rocky Mountain
columbine was chosen as the State flower, and in 1892,
the Colorado blue spruce as the State tree. Both selec-

tions were most happy, beautiful in themselves and
possessing characteristics peculiar to this region. The
spruce has a world-wide reputation as the handsomest
specimen of its class. Its home is Colorado. The
columbine has been mentioned as the most suitable

national flower, its common name suggesting the great

discoverer, and at the same time the peace loving charac-

ter of the people; while the botanical name, Aquilegia,

suggests the national bird ; and its various colorings in

different localities correspond to those of our national

ensign.

THE WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

Education has notoriously fared ill at former world's

exhibits, and there is a painful impression of a similar

fate awaiting it at Chicago next year. Educational
leaders may thank themselves in part if this proves true.

Their failure to unite in season upon a suitable head
for the department, to say nothing of bitter antagonism
towards capable men proposed, may be charged to their

account. Meanwhile other departments were ignoring

educatio'n in the allotment of space. Lack of apprecia-

tion on the part of the public generally of such exhibits as

education is limited to will also explain the slight that

has usually been given. At Chicago, almost all lines of

industry and art have been provided for in advance of

education ;
and even after having been tardily given a
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fair share of space, education has narrowly
virtual exclusion through the gradual encroachment of

other departments. The threatened catastrophe was
avoided only through the combined efforts of its friends

throughout the state-. Following is the protest for-

warded from Colorado at a critical moment :

COLORADO'S PROTl

To the Honorable Board of Directors, Columbian Exposition,

Chicag

:— It has authoritatively come to the notice of

this board that slight, [fatty, provision has been made by the directory

of the Columbian Imposition for an exhibit of the educational into

of the country, and that an original assignment of space of nearly

200,000 square feet has been transferred to other purp<

The Hoard of World's Fair Managers for Colorado begs leave to

call the attention of the directory to the fact that the common schoo-

system of America, maintaiued at an -annual expense, directly from

the people, of nearly $200,000,000, is an institution peculiar to our

own country, and one which more fully typifies the life of the Ameri-

can home and community than does any other enterprise.

Not only in the immediate voluntary financial outlay, but the cul-

tivation and training of all those elements of character that contribute

toward? efficient citizenship so earnestly fostered by the people, would

seem reasonably to present, to any authority, the importance of

making ample provision for the exhibit.

We trust that the magnitude of the institution known as the

American Common School, the large share of American life that is

devoted to education and its adjuncts, including church schools and

universities, will be duly appreciated by the Columbian man
and that ample and adequate provision will promptly be made there-

for.

A national exposition with no exposition of educational methods,

processes, means and conduct, would poorly typify the real American

life.

On behalf of the Board of World's Fair Managers for Colorado,

John L. Roitt,

O. C. French, President.

retary.

( )n behalf of those engaged in the work of education in Colorado,

Nathan B. Coy,

State Superintendent oj Public fnslrm

3—1.
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The preparation of the educational exhibit from
this State, like that of the other exhibits, has been seri-

ously retarded by the inability of the Colorado Board of
World's Fair Managers to command the funds appropri-
ated for their use by the Eighth General Assembly.
The Superintendent of Public Instruction, having been
appointed by the Governor to the State Board of Man-
agers, was naturally placed in charge of education in
the organization of departments. The position was
accepted by him upon the presumption that a com-
petent manager would be placed at his disposal, who
would give his entire time to collecting materials for

exhibit. The State Teachers' Association, at its meet-
ing in 1 89 1, unanimously recommended for the position

Hon. Fred Dick. The recommendation was presented to

the State Superintendent and forcibly urged by him
upon the Colorado board; but unsuccessfully by reason of
straitened financial condition. In consequence, the
preparation of an educational exhibit has been depend-
ent upon the limited time at the disposal of the State

Superintendent. He has been materially aided by the
co-operation of leading school people of the State,

especially President Snyder of the State Normal
School, who has given helpful talks on the subject at

teachers' gatherings in the State throughout the past

year. Notwithstanding the disadvantages labored
under, there is good prospect of an exhibit which will

be at least creditable to the State.

THE NATIONAL COLUMBIAN PUBLIC SCHOOL
CELEBRATION.

The public school celebration of October 21, 1892,

was probably the most widely observed national event
ever celebrated by the schools. Carefully tabulated

reports from twenty-nine counties show that out of a

total of 1,424 schools embraced in those counties, 1,026

were in session on Columbian Day. Of this number, 842
observed the day, 784 carrying out the national pro-

gramme. Of 49,781 pupils enrolled, 40,748 were in

attendance October 21. Among the visitors were 483
school directors and 24,138 others. Six counties report

observing the day and carving out the national pro-
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gramme, but give no further particulars. Ten counties

have made no report at all, but thei

believing that the day was appropriately observi

'a of them to some extent.

BOOL LAW \TloN.

The public schi in of this State is fortti

in having been spared thus far the despoiling elTe(

inconsiderate legislation. The original Ad "To
establish and maintain a system of free schools" was
wisely framed. Simple in construction, generally effect-

ive in execution, it remains today the same in substance
as when first adopted. Amendments have been o

from time to time, but they have usually been of minor
importance, while the successive separate enactments
added to the original body of the laws have been such

as were demanded by the enlarged sense of the schools'

opportunities and privileges. Well will it be if the wise
rvatism which has marked legislation on this sub-

ject in the past shall always prevail. Experience will

inevitably suggest still further amendments and addi-

tions, but they should be made with due deliberation

and caution.

Legislation tonching school law, passed by the

hth General Assembly :

House Bill No. 72, relating to fees and salaries,

makes the office of county superintendent of schools
a salaried office in three comities of the State ; in first

- (Arapahoe) counties, at $3,000; in second class

(hi Paso and Pueblo) counties, $2,506;
u
in counties of

all other classes
1

' the sum of five dollars per diem, actu-

ally and necessarily employed for the comity, and ten

cents per mile for each mile actually and necessarily
traveled in the performance of duty " To determine
whether the county superintendents holding salaried

positions should be permitted to employ deputies at the

county's expense, as formerly, when the compensation
for all was by per diem and mileage allowance
case was brought in the district court by the sup
tendent of Arapahoe county, which resulted in the fol-

lowing decision by Judge G. B. Allen :
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STATE OF COLORADO,

COUNTY OF A

)LORADO, ~\

RAPAHOE. J

IN THE DISTRICT COURT,
DIVISION No. 1.

No. 16273.

A. D. SHEPARD,
Plaintiff,

vs.

THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMIS-
SIONERS OF ARAPAHOE
COUNTY,

Defendants.

(March 1, 1892.)

On appeal from an order
of the Board disallowing
the claim of $81 for ser-

vices of a deputy in the
office of the County Super-
intendent of Schools, for

the month of January.

Allen, J. (Orally).

Upon the hearing of this case, it appeared to the Court that the

commissioners disallowed this claim under the apprehension that the

salary law of 1891 had changed the law as it formerly existed, with

reference to their authority to make such payment.

Section 17, of the statute of 1877, provides: "If, for any cause,

the superintendent is unable to attend to the duties of his office, he

may appoint a deputy, who shall take the usual oath or affirmation

of office, and who may exercise all the functions of county superin-

tendent, but such deputy shall draw no salary from the public fund,

Provided, That the superintendent may receive a per diem for the

services of such deputy. '

'

Section 25 of the statute of 1887, inter alia, provides: "The
Commissioners shall provide him with a suitable office at the county

seat, and all necessary blank books, stationery, postage, expressage

and other expenses of his office, not otherwise provided for, which last

mentioned expenses shall be paid for from the county fund. He shall

keep his office open for the transaction of official business, such days

each week as the duties of the office may require."

Under the provisions of said section 17, the county superintend-

ent is authorized to appoint a deputy, if for any cause he is unable to

attend to the duties of his office, and this means not only in case of a

total disability to discharge the duties of the office, but also in any con-
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tingency where the superintendent la tumble t<> perform or Attend to

the dntiei of his office, by reason of the extent or amount oi

that he individually hi unable to perform the same

The object of the salary act of 189X, as expressed in the tit l<

"To provide tor the payment ofaalariea to certain officers, to pi

for the disposition of certain fees, and to repeal all acts inconi

therewith. 11

With reference to the office of county superintendent, the only

provision contained in said salary act which pertains to such

found in section 14, which provides as follows : "County superinten-

dents of schools in the several counties of this state, shall receive the

following compensation for their services, to be paid quarterly out of

the county treasury, to wit : In counties of the first class, the sum of

three thousand dollars per annum; in counties of the second

the sum of twenty-five hundred dollars per annum."

"All acts and parts of acts inconsistent with the

provisions of this act are hereby repealed."

It will be observed that this provision of the statute only make-

reference to the subject of compensation for services, and provides for

the payment of such compensation by an annual salary. Consistent

with the title of the act, that is the only regulation that could be made
with reference to this office, for the reason that the office of county

superintendent never was an office authorized to charge or collect fees.

It was entirely dissimilar in that respect to other county offices. The
compensation theretofore provided for such services under the statute

was to be paid from the connty treasury, from the general fund.

The only provision of the general law sought to be changed by the

salary bill was that part of section 25, which reads as follows (speaking

of the county superintendent): "For the time necessarily spent in

the discharge of his duties, he shall receive five dollars per da

fifteen cents for each mile necessarily traveled one way," which was

then a per diem and mileage. That is the only provision of the act of

1SS7 that, upon the passage of the salary act of 189 1, was incon

with the provisions thereof as relating to the office of the county

superintendent. That is the only provision of the general statute that.

either by words or implication, can be said to be repealed by the terms

of section 14 of the act of 1891.

All of the provisions and conditions of the general law as it e\

prior to the passage of the salary act not inconsistent with that act

remain in full force, and we are of the opinion that the law with

reference to the power of the county superintendent to appoint a

deputy has not in anywise been changed, and the fund from which

such compensation shall be paid is the general fund, as provided by
law.

\
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The action of the board of county commissioners is reversed and
an order directing the payment of the claim will be made.

It should be observed that the necessity for the
assistance must be clearly shown. Doubt has been
entertained as to whether the new salary law repealed
that part of the old which restricted in amount the
salary of the superintendent to ''$109 for each regularly
organized public school in the county." I am inclined

to think that this restriction is repealed, and . in this

opinion I am upheld by eminent legal authority. The
old law operated unfavorably in two ways. First, by
permitting in some counties an excess of compensation,
in others too little; second, by encouraging the estab-

lishment of new and weak districts for the sake of

the pecuniary consideration.

House Bill No. 295 authorizes school directors to

purchase and display United States flags upon school

buildings. To what extent this act has been made use
of to supply schools with flags is not definitely known.
It is certain that many schools have been supplied
since the act went into effect. But the movement was
not inaugurated by legislation; it was already well
under way before the flag bill was drawn up, some
schools having purchased, others having been pre-

sented with banners by patriotic orders, such as the

Sons of America and the Grand Army. The move-
ment was a part of a concerted action begun some five

years since with a view to creating in the minds of the

school children of the land more definite ideas of their

country and its institutions, their significance and claims
to loyalty. Its beneficial effect is already attested by
substantial testimony: first, in awakening the senti-

ment of patriotism; second, in stimulating an interest

in American history; third, in improved school dis-

cipline.

The highest sense of patriotism is not subserved by
daily unfurling the flag in weather fair or foul. A
more sensible plan is the use of it to emphasize import-

ant events in the school and the nation. Such a plan
is embraced in the following, prepared by one of the

Denver school boards:
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r.h.ms ..I Board ov Bdi cai /

AkM'M'
)

Thi" Hoard ot Education directs that the
|

of the 9C\

schools cause the national flag to fly from the flag-Staffl from sunrise

to Bonaet on the opening and closing days of school in each term, on

all national and State holidays, and on the following named d.i

.

bruary II—Birthday of Lincoln.

February 22—Birthday of Washington.

April 9—Appomattox.

April [9—Battle of Lexington.

April 30—Inauguration of Washington and contract signed for the

purchase of the Louisiana Territory.

May 14—Founding of Jamestown.

May 27— First telegraphic message.

June 14—Adoption of the flag by Congress.

June 17— battle of bunker Hill.

September 2— hirst trip of steamboat.

September 3—Treaty of Paris.

September 22—Emancipation proclamation.

October 19—Cornwallis' surrender.

October 21—Columbus discovered America.

December 22—Forefathers' day.

Also on occasions of national importance, such as may occur from

time to time, for which special instructions will be given.

The principals will cause the pupils of the schools to receive appro-

priate instruction, relative to the historical anniversaries, to the end

that patriotism may be inculcated as a part of the education of the

children.

This arrangement will cause the flag to be raised the current school

year as follows :

September 1—Labor day.

September 2—Opening of school and first trip of steamboat.

September 3—Treaty of Paris.

September 22—Emancipation proclamation.

October 19—Cornwallis' surrender.

October 21—Columbus discovered America.

November 27—Thanksgiving day.

December 19—Closing day of fall term.
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December 2 2—Forefathers' day.

December 25—Christmas.

January 1—New Year's day.

January 5—Opening day of winter term.

February 12—Birthday of Lincoln.

February 22—Birthday of Washington.

March 27—Closing day of winter term.

April 6—Opening day of spring term.

April 9—Appomattox.

April 17—Arbor day.

April 19—Battle of Lexington.

April 30—Inauguration of Washington.

May 14—Founding of Jamestown.

May 27—First telegraphic message.

May 30—Decoration day.

June 12—Closing day of school.

June 14—Adoption of the flag by Congress.

June 17—Battle of Bunker Hill.

July 4—Independence day.

In addition to the above, each school named for an eminent

American citizen, will display the flag on the birthday of the man for

whom the school is named.

House Bill No. j/p amends section sixty-four (64)

of the school law relating to the levy of county school

tax. The bill is unhappily phrased. No little trouble

has been experienced in efforts to get at its meaning.
Stripped of verbiage it authorizes the county commis-
sioners, at the request of the county superintendent, to

levy a per capita tax of Si 0.66 J
3 in order to secure to

each district iu the county (containing a school popula-
tion of not less than fifteen persons, according to the

school census preceding the time of making the levy)

a teachers' salary fund of Si 60; that is sufficient in

amount to pay four months salary at S40 per month.
The rate of tax levy necessary for this may be obtained

by multiplying the per capita sum (Sio.66-\0 by the

number representing the school census of the county
and dividing the result by the number representing the

total assessed valuation of the countv. The bill further
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authorizes the levy by the count) commissioi

case the school districts fail to certify the same, of a

special tax for the other expenses of the district n<

to maintain a school four months in the year. The intent

ofthe bill wasthe reliefof the school districts from m
consequent upon indifferent or incompetent dire<

No purpose was entertained of authorizing an unequal
apportionment of the county school funds. That would
have been a violation of sections 72 and 73 of theschool
law which authorizes that all apportionments ofthe gen-
eral school fund by the county superintendent shall be

based on the census lists of the several districts for the

school year next preceding, and shall be made according

to the number ofpersons ofschool ag

House Bill No. 328 amends sections 41, 43 and 40
of the school law so as to provide for more than one
voting place in school districts of the first class. The
purpose was to relieve the pressure at the polls in large

cities where only one voting place existed.

.sV/<77/e' Bill No. 88 amends section 81 of the school

law so as to create thirteen (13) State Teachers' Normal
Institute districts in place of six (6). It also authorizes

the co-operation of the president of the State Normal
School with the Superintendent of Public Instruction in

the organization and conduct of the Normal Institutes ;

and the appropriation to each institute by the county
commissioners of two dollars instead of one for every
person certified by the executive committee as attending
from their respective counties. These modifications

have been of great benefit to the Normal Institutes,

increasing the attendance by lessening the distance to

them for many teachers, and enhancing their efficiency

by valuable executive assistance and additional financial

support.

Senate Bill No. jo (y> provides for the annual ass

ment and levy of one-sixth (1-6) of a mill in place of
one-fifth ( 1-5) for the support and maintenance of certain

state educational institutions.

note Bill Xo. 21, "In relation to the sale of

tobacco to children under sixteen (16
was, bv mistake, omitted from the revised issue of the
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school law of 1891, but was afterwards, by request,

printed in circular form and sent out to school officers

and teachers. It draws attention to a common and
injurious habit among boys.

CIRCULAR LETTER.

Department of Public Instruction, \
Superintendent's Office. j

The attention of school boards throughout the State is called to

the law, as herewith presented, relating to the sale of tobacco to

children.

It will be noticed that not only the sale, but the giving of tobacco

to children is prohibited, and the penalty for a violation of the law is

provided.

Teachers, principals and superintendents will find it possible

materially to mitigate the evil of cigarette smoking by reminding the

dealers, especially those who have stores in the vicinity of the school

houses, of the existence of such a law and of a disposition to enforce

its provisions.

Copies of this letter will be furnished for distribution wherever

desired.

Nathan B. Coy,

Denver, October 7, 1891. State Superintendent.

AN ACT
IN RELATION TO THE SALE OR GIFT OF TOBACCO TO CHILDREN

UNDER SIXTEEN YEARS OF AGE.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

Section i. Any person who shall sell, give or furnish any

tobacco or article made in whole or in part of tobacco, to any child

under sixteen years of age, without the written order of the father or

guardian of such child, shall be fined in a sum of not less than five

dollars, nor more than one hundred dollars, or imprisonment in the

county jail not more than three months.

SEC. 2. Justices of the peace in their respective precincts shall

have jurisdiction to try cases under this act, subject to the right of

appeal, as in the case of assault and battery.
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c, 3, Whereas, la the opinion of the Genera] Uaembly an

euieigency exiata; therefore, this act ahall take effect and be In

from .md after its pnatnge.

Approved April 1, 1891.

in 9eaaion Laws of Colorado, 1891 Criminal Code . p. 131.

THE PUBLIC school REVENUE.

Comparatively few school officers or teachers, to say

nothing of the public generally, have an intelligent

acquaintance with the source, the manner of collecting

and apportioning of the public school funds. Ignorance
on the part of school officers often leads to annoying
experiences. Hence the following statement

:

sources.

The revenue for the support of the public schools

in this vState is derived from State, county and district

sources. That derived from State and county sources

constitutes what is called the general fund, as distin-

guished from the special fund, derived wholly from
district sources.

STATE.

The school revenue derived from State sources

and known as the public school income fund, consists of

the proceeds from the public school investment fund,

the interest on deferred payments of school lands which
have been sold and the proceeds arising from school

lands under lease.

custodian.

The custodian of this fund is the State treasurer.

SUPERINTENDENT.

The fund is approved semi-annually (in January and
July) by the Superintendent of Public Instruction among
the several counties of the State, in proportion to the

school population as shown by the report of each county
for the year next preceding such apportionment, previous
deduction having been made for supplies, as provided in

section nine (9) of the school law.
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COUNTY.

The school revenue derived from county sources
consists of a tax which the county commissioners are

authorized to have levied for the support of the schools
within the county, of not less than two (2) nor more
than five (5) mills on the dollar, of the assessed valua-
tion of all the taxable property, real and personal,

within the county, together with certain moneys derived
from fines, penalties and forfeitures.

GENERAL FUND.

As stated at the beginning of this article, the reve-

nue derived from State and county sources constitutes

what is called the general fund, the use of which is

restricted to teachers' wages and necessary current
expenses (such as fuel, etc.), at least until a school shall

have been conducted for a period of ten months in any
orie year.

APPORTIONMENT.

This general school fund, the county superintendent
is authorized to apportion among the several school
districts entitled to the same, according to the number
of persons of school age, on the first Monday in January,
April, July and October, in each year, and at other times
if there be sufficient money in the treasury to require it.

(See page 3).

BASIS.

The July apportionment in each year, and all appor-

tionments for a period of one year, except in the case of

the apportionment to new districts (section thirty-two

(32) School Law), are based on the census lists and
reports of the district secretaries for the school year next
preceding.

FORFEIT.

A school district may forfeit its apportionment of

the general school fund by failure of the district secretary

to file his annual report and census list with the county
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superintendent; also by the failure of the district to

maintain a public school at k-ast three months in any
school year.

DISTRICT.

The school revenue, derived from district tout

coii>i>ts of a special tax which the school board of each
district is authorized, for school purposes, to certify to

the county commissioners as necessary, on or before the

day designated by law for levying the other I

requisite for the year, together with the surplus of bond
taxes, if any remains after paying the coupons and the

expenses of collecting such special taxes.

FIFTEEN MILLS.

This levy, in a district of the third class, cannot
exceed fifteen (15) mills per dollar of the assessed valua-

tion of the taxable property of the district.

IN LTKU OF BOARD.

If any school district shall fail to certify a special

tax, sufficient to maintain a public school each year, as

required by law, the county commissioners are author-
ized to see that the same is levied. (Section sixty-four

(64) of the school law as amended by the Eighth Gen-
eral Assembly).

CUSTODIAN.

The county treasurer is the custodian of the district

tax fund, except the district bond fund, explained below,
and holds it separately for each district, subject to the

legal warrants of the district board.

The law makes it the duty of the county assessor

and county treasurer to so arrange their tax schedules
and books as to conform to the provision for a separate

and distinct account with each district.

SEPARATE ACCOUNTS.

As it is required of the county treasurer to keep the

general and special funds entirely separate and distinct

from each other, so should district school officers dis-

tinguish between them in the drawing of warrants.
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Disregard of this and the complications resulting there-

from led to the preparation of the following instructions
during the past year and the pasting of them on the
cover (inside) of the new district warrant books. The
instructions include also extracts from the school law
relating to legal warrants and the method of preventing
the payment of those which are illegally drawn.

INSTRUCTIONS TO SCHOOL DIRECTORS.

Directors should use the warrants furnished by the
State in payment of all claims against the district.

County treasuiers should not recognize warrants that

are not furnished by the State or that are in excess of
the tax levy of the current year.

Of all reports of school officers, those relating to

the finances are the least satisfactory.

It will be observed:

1. That the moneys in the custody of the county
treasurer to be drawn upon by district school boards
may consist of two separate funds, and but two, viz: (a)

a general fund, (b) a special fund.

2. That a warrant should state specifically which
of the two it is intended to draw from.

To distinguish them:

i. The general fund is made up of a State fund
and a county fund. The State fund is derived from the

interest on the proceeds from the sale of school lands

and from the proceeds of school lands leased; "all

estates that may escheat to the State; also all other

grants, gitts or devises that may be made to the State

for educational purposes." The county fund is derived
from the general tax levy of two to five mills by county
commissioners (Section 64) and from the penal fund
(Section 69).

2. The special fund is a district tax fund, levied

either by the district board (Sections 67 and 70) or by
the county commissioners (last clause of Section 64), to

which may be added the surplus, if any, after paying
the interest coupons of a bonded debt and the expenses
of collection pertaining thereto (Section 92).

Caution:
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1. "X11 orders shall be drawn upon the county
treasurer except in favor of parties to whom th

has become Lawfully indebted. 1 m
shall not be lawful for the on I any

district to issue warrants, at any time, in an amow
if the tax levy for the current year."

tion 68).

3. "Until the registers, summaries and abstracts

ribed (in Section 61 of the .school law) have
been filed (as therein required), it shall be unlawful

for any district to draw a warrant for the last month's
salary of any teacher, principal or superintendent, whose
duty it is to make and file such register, siiinnia:

abstract. " (Section 61.)

4. "If the county superintendent shall notify the
county treasurer in writing that there has been a failure

on the part of any of the board of directors to comply
with the law, and that said money should be withheld
from said board of directors, he shall retain the same
until further notice from the county superintendent."
(Section

5. All blanks, whether of the order or of the stub,

should be carefully filled in. This is absolutely neces-

sary to secure accuracy of accounts. (*Section 54.)

Nathan B. C<>y,

April 27, 1892. State Superintendent.

The special fund forms the principal portion of the

public revenue for the support of the schools. Nomi-
nally, it supplements the general fund, but usually by
largely exceeding it, as may be seen by examining the
financial statement for almost any school year.

STATE TAX.

A special State tax is levied for the support of cer-

tain State institutions (the University, School of Mines,
Normal School, etc.), but it is paid directly to those
institutions, and not through general apportionment as a
part of the public school fund.

BOND FtXD.

Funds that may be needed for school pur]

excess of those which are obtainable through the
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sources already described, are usually raised by creating
a bonded indebtedness of the district. Detailed instruc-

tions are contained in sections ninety (90) to one hun-
dred two (102) of the school law. The chief thing
is to see that the constitutional requirements (section 7,

article XI), are complied with ; otherwise embarrass-
ment, caused by hindrance and delay, may attend efforts

to float the bonds.

CUSTODIAN.

Respecting the custody of the funds derived from
the sale of school district bonds, an opinion of Attorney
General Maupin, to be found among the official decis-

ions of this report is worthy of perusal. The opinion
revokes a former decision of this department.

COMMISSION.

For collecting the school taxes, the county treas-

urer is entitled to a commission of one (1) per cent., and
no more. Flagrant disregard of this restriction occurs
in some localities, to the extent of charging three (3)
and even four (4) per cent. The dishonesty is some-
times practiced in districts which, on account of their

very limited resources, can ill afford to endure it

There should be better security against such imposition-

and when such extortion has been practiced, restitution

should be demanded.

THE PUBLIC SCHOOL INVESTMENT FUND.

The public school investment fund, the interest

from which forms the principal factor in the public

school income fund, consists of the proceeds from the

sale of school lands; "all estates that may escheat to

the State; also all other grants, gifts or devises that may
be made to the State for educational purposes."

Formerly the proceeds from leased school lands

were credited to the investment fund, but the law of

1887 recognized them as properly belonging to the

income fund, and authorized the transfer of them, as

the securities in which they were held matured, to the

credit of the income fund. (Session Laws 1887, page
362.) The amount thus transferred was more than
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£113,000, and accounts largely for the great in< rease in

the apportionments from January, to January,
. inclusive. The regular annual revenue from this

source is about $13,000.

ction 3, Article- IX. of the State Constitution

provides that the "'public school fund of the State shall

forever remain inviolate and intact; the interest thereon

only shall be expended in the maintenance of the

schools of the State, and shall be distributed among the

several counties and school districts of the State, in

such manner as may be prescribed by law. No part of

the fund, principal or int iiall ever be transferred

to any other fund or used or appropriated except as

herein provided. The State treasurer shall be the cus-

todian of this fund, and the same shall be securely and
profitably invested, as may be by law directed. The
State shall supply all losses thereof that may in any
manner occur."

It was doubtless supposed at the time of its crea-

tion that this constitutional provision would be a

sufficient protection against improper management.
The present unfortunate condition of the fund, how-
ever, scarcely fulfills expectation, as the subjoined

statement will show.

According to the records of the State treasury

department for the biennial period ending November
30, 1S92, the public school investment fund amounted
at that time to $1,016,296.08. Of this amount Si,001,-

459.68 were invested as follows: 5300,000 in State

capitol bonds at t,
]

j per cent, interest, 5444,51746 in

State salary warrants of the issues of 1887-88-89 at 6

per cent, interest, and the remainder in State warrants
of 1891-92 at 6 per cent.

Nearly one-half of this invested fund is yielding no
return because of warrants issued during the years 1887-

88-89 in payment of appropriations in excess of the con-

stitutional limit. These illegal warrants were, by an
erroneously fixed order of priority, given precedence of

payment, so that the funds in the treasury were exhausted
before the legal warrants in which the school funds were
invested were reached.
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The over-due interest on these amounted at the close
of the fiscal year (November 30, 1892) to $124,153.61,
and the annual accretion, as long as the fund remains
unchanged, will be $26,656.75. Taking into account
the unusual expansion in all lines of educational work
during these years, and the extreme sensitiveness of the
public to an increase of tax rates even for school pur-
poses, this loss to the public school fund is serious. It

will certainly be restored some day; that is guaranteed
by the constitutional paragraph already quoted: u

T7te

State shall supply all losses thereof t/iat may in any man-
ner occur* It is merely a matter of time; but time is

an important consideration to the school interests,

deprived thus, as they are, of so large a portion ('2$ per
cent., in fact',) of the annual State apportionment fund
rightly due them.

Much time has already elapsed without even the
first step toward restitution having been as yet success-

fully taken. If the present time be improved to the
very best advantage, the day of relief must necessarily

be deferred at least two years, on account of the neces-

sity of an amendment of the State constitution to accom-
plish it. House bill No. 319, Eighth General Assembly,
prepared and introduced by Representative Ammons of

Douglas county, was designed to meet the exigency, but
was forced to give place to another bill which involved
an amendment of another article of the constitution, and
was at the time erroneously supposed to be of equal or

paramount importance. Fortunately, Mr. Ammons has
been returned for the Ninth General Assembly, and it is

safe to say that no legislation during the coming session

of that body will be by him regarded as of prior claim
to the making good the school fund deficit.

A careful study of the problem leads to the conclu-

sion that the proper solution of it is the creation of a

bonded indebtedness by the State, for the purpose of

raising the money to pay off the warrants.

This is the plan which, it is understood, Mr. Ammons
wrill embody in his bill to be introduced for the consider-

ation of the incoming Legislature. The adoption of it

will be a stroke of economy on the part of the State, as

the bonds could easilv be floated at a much lower rate of
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interest than the warrants are now drawing. Th
the delay, the more expensive will be the settlement in

the end, to say nothing of crippling meanwhile the

school Interests. The leakage should be stopped at the
earliest possible moment. The plan proposed is really

a plan for retrenchment.

Till-: STATIC SCHOOL LANDS.

Related to the State school investment fund, a

5, are the State school lands. The special into

in .school lands taken of late in this State will perhaps
justify a brief sketch of the origin and history of the

government land grants for education. New England
and New York led the way at an early day, by setting

apart a certain portion of unoccupied lands for "gospel
and school purposes. " The proceeds from the sale of

such lands in the Boston Back Bay contribute to-day

towards the support of certain public educational insti-

tutions in the state of Massachusetts. Unqestionably,
this early policy of the primitive colonies inspired the

subsequent course of the national government in the
matter of popular education. The earliest action of this

nature was that of the ordinance of the government of

the Northwest Territory, passed in 1785. V>y this the
sixteenth section (one square mile) in every township

-et apart for the maintenance of common sch<

"an ordinance, second only in importance to the Declara-
tion of Independance.

,, The ordinance of 1787 con-

firmed this provision and increased the grant by two
townships of land to the State

sk
for the purpose of a

university." In 17S9, after the adoption of the Federal
constitution, the ordinance of 1787 was confirmed, and
accordingly every state organized since the beginning
of the present century has received in this proportion
for education of all grades. In 1S4S, on the admis
of Oregon, the thirty-sixth section was added to tin

teenth, for the same purpose. In 1862* a further grant
of public lands was made to all the states for the estab-

lishment of a college of agriculture and mechanics ; and
in 1S90 this grant was increased.

The total land grants made by the United States for

educational purposes during the first century of its t
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ence amounted to more than 80,000,000 acres
; a tract

twice as large as the state of Ohio, worth at government
prices more than $100,000,000.

What has been the history of the management
of these lands? For the most part unsatisfactory and
discreditable. Neither the public nor the actual settler

has been the principal beneficiary ; but the profit

has gone to the speculator and the lot-holder. This
is true largely of all lands granted by the gov-
ernment to the states. " Of 20,000 millions of dol-

lars that had at one time been paid by actual settlers

for public lauds, only about one-twentieth was public
income.'' The rest was private profit. One who has
given the subject of school land-grants special study,

writes: " No part of the history of the United States is

more melancholy than the record of the wTreck of these
splendid educational endowments in several of the
states of the south, or the plunder and waste of them in

others of the new territories of the west. A chapter
from the history of Chicago is pertinent:

uThe sale of the school section bounded by Madison,
State, Twelfth and Halstead streets, was the greatest

administrational blunder, or crime, in our annals. The
tract (640 acres) was divided into 142 blocks—perhaps
5,000 lots—among the most valuable for wharfing and
building purposes in the present city. Suppose these

to have been leased instead of sold (say upon fifty-year

leases, in order that lessees should have proper induce-

ment to build upon them), they would now constitute an
education 'foundation' beside which Oxford, Edinburgh
and Cambridge, Harvard, Yale, Cornell and Columbia
all shrink into insignificance. At a rough guess, the

sum may be placed at $100,000,000. One hundred
thirty-eight blocks were sold at $38,619.47, and four

only retained. The four retained are blocks one (Madi-

son, Halstead, Monroe and Union streets), blocks eighty-

seven and eighty-eight (Harrison street, Fifth avenue,

Polk street and the river), and block 142 (Madison,

State, Monroe and Dearborn streets) ; the last named
alone worth two hundred times the entire purchase price

of the 138 blocks that were sold."

—

KirklatuTs "Story of
Chicago"
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Colorado, fortunately, was early warned Hei

governor, John I,. Routt, in his message to the Erst

lath e assembly, advocated a policy of leasing rather

than selling the public lands of the State. Sixteen
;

later ( [8oa) we find him again as chief executive, advo-

cating tin- same policy with even greater vigor. His
advice has been, tor the most part, the policy pursued.

It is supported bv the present law regulating the man-
agement of school lands, as expressed by section 1 2 <»f

the act approved April : "All Lands granted by
Congress to the State for the support of the common
schools, being sections 16 and 36 and all

that may be selected in lieu of such sections are hereby
withdrawn from the market, and the sale thereof pro-

hibited; Provided, Any parcel of such land may be sold

when the State board is of the opinion that the best

interest of the school fund will be served by offering

such parcel for sale.

The following from the recent report of the State

Board of Land Commissioners shows the amount and
:it status of the lands belonging to the school fund

to date of November 30, 1892 ; also transactions relating

thereto during the past two years.

Total amount belonging to the fund, 3,655,686.11
acres. Of this amount about 3,000,000 consist of the

school sections 16 and 36 of each township
which the state came into possession of by the Enabling
Act. They are widely scattered and of different degrees
of value. While certain small parts are within reach of

water supply for irrigation, and other limited areas

have timber and mineral upon them, the greater part is

of little value except for grazing purposes. The remain-
11 acres consist of what is known as indem-

nity lands, granted to the State in lieu ot lands lost by
previous settlement, mineral restrictions, private land
claims and Indian and military reservations. The-
much the more valuable, being located for the most
part along or near streams o\ water, by which they may
be brought under cultivation.

Altogether, there have been sold of the school lands

73.60 acres ; 504,059.14 are under lease and yield an
annual rental of 541,600
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There were sold during the two years ending Nov-
ember 30, 1892, 460 lots in the town of South Creede for

$154,951.00; 13,083.10 acres in sections 16 and 36, at

prices ranging from $3.50 to $17.00 per acre, 15,013.99
acres indemnity lands at $2.50 per acre.

The sales of indemnity lands were made " under
the provisions of the act for the sale and irrigation of
State lands, approved April 17. 1889 ; and for the pur-

pose of obtaining and applying water to the remaining
alternate sections retained by the State, as contemplated
by the act."

About two per cent, of the State school lands have
been sold.

These lands have brought an average price of about

$15 per acre.

About twenty-seven per cent, of these lands have
been rented for periods of years.

The length of such periods has been five years.

The two per cent, of school land sold amounts to

more than 67,000 acres, largely the choicest sections,

located in and near the most thickly populated centers of
the State, as Denver, Pueblo, Colorado Springs, etc.

Some of this land has increased in value, since the sale

a few years ago, 200 to 400 per cent.; for instance, that

adjoining the city park of Denver.

I heartily concur in the recommendations of the

register of the Board of Land Commissioners of a special

commission to attend to the details of inspecting, apprais-

ing and classifying the public lands of the State, believ-

ing that greater efficiency and economy in the manage-
ment of them would be thereby secured and a large

increase of revenue therefrom. It is not possible for the

State officers composing ex-officio the board, in connec-
tion with their other official duties, to give the depart-

ment the attention which it demands.

STATE LIBRARY.

On another page will be found a carefully prepared
report of the State library by the courteous and efficient

assistant librarian in charge, Professor T. N. Haskell.

The report represents the classification, character and
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general value of the books contained. The numb
volumes at present is [i,66o,an increase of [,580 in two

Attention is called to the neglected condition of

the library, in dark and contracted quarters, and without

the financial support necessary to rive it respectable

;nition among other State libraries.

REPORT <>!• STATE LIBRARY.

HON. Nathan B. C

Superintendent of Public Instruction, ana

I. v-Oitnio State Librarian:

DBAS Sik— It is my duty and pleasure to report to you the con-

dition of the State Library, which you put in my rare; and, perhaps,

to suggest some things concerning its improvement and removal into

the new Capitol.

The last Biennial Report, for the term ending June 30, 1890, said

there were then "ten thousand and eighty volumes of books in the

State Library," 1. e.—upon shelves and in storage. Since that time I

have received eighteen hundred and twenty volumes—two hundred

and forty of them being law books for the Supreme Court—leaving in

the library now shelved as far as possible) eleven thousand six

hundred and sixty volumes, and a good many pamphlets, magazines

and papers, required by law to be bound, without any legal provision

to pay

These numerous volumes include the early miscellaneous "Terri-

torial Library" and the various "books of reference"—some ofthem of

great value—contributed by foreign countries, the United States

Congress and Cabinets, the several States and Territories, and some
cities, publishing *ocieties and linns.

Having no appropriation for the purchase of new books to make
our repository complete, we are not able to supply the expectations of

all our visitors; yet, as a "reference library," it has proven very useful

to most persons who have come to its alcoves and tables to consult its

diverse authorities, and perhaps a score a day have expressed their

grateful appreciation of its advantages and our aid.

As the library has been moved several times, and always crowded
into close quarters, its classification and arrangement have been difficult

to establish and are still imperfect, and the conveniences now are

necessarily incomplete.

Though I have made some evident improvements in the order of

the institution, I can, as yet, speak only in a general way of its

several parts, as Documentary, Geographical, Historical, Biographical^

Miscellaneous, Periodical, etc.
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Among the public documents, those most consulted are our com-
plete set of Patent Office Reports, with their careful drawings and
specifications. There are here, four hundred and fourteen large, well-

bound volumes, many of them twice as large as Webster's Unabridged
Dictionary, and filled with the most wonderful inventions of art and
utility, in the history of the world. These books and their brainy

inquisitors are equally interesting objects of study and thought.

Next, for important reference, stand over three hundred volumes

of the American State Papers, the Official Globe and Congressional

Record, giving, for near a century, the chronicles of our national legis-

lature and other departments of government amenable thereto. Then
come the Official Registers of the United States Government as a

whole, including foreign appointments, Diplomatic and Consular

Reports, Our Commercial Relations, the departments of State, Navy,

War, Interior, Agriculture, Postal Service and the Judiciary, to which
national reports, several states have added their own similar docu-

ments, all suited to enhance our people's acquaintance with the gov-

ernment and resources of the country, in all its relations and parts.

The Contributions to Knowledge, sent us in large amounts from

the Smithsonian Institute, are also regarded interesting and useful, and
are much resorted to. The Miscellaneous Collections, National

Museum and regular Smithsonian Reports, add increasing credit and

honor to the name of that noble-minded foreigner who founded the

now famous institute that bears his name.

THE GEOGRAPHICAL DEPARTMENT,

including government surveys, maps, charts and analagous astro-

nomical and meteorological observations, is very well patronized and
increasing in size and importance; while its patient and laborious

authors, like Davis, Hayden, Henry, King, Maury, Powell and

Wheeler, are ranked as chiefs among the honored savants of America

and Europe ; and the Reports from the Weather Bureau, Signal and

Experimental Stations and Service, are very- useful and much valued.

THE HISTORIC AND BIOGRAPHICAL DEPARTMENTS

have the works of Allison, Abbott, both Bancrofts, Gibbon, Hume,
Hildretli, Miller, Motley, Napier, Prescott, Smollett, Sismonde,

Strickland, Thier, Ticknor and others; Colonial and Rebellion

Records, State Archives and Adjutant Generals' Reports, Greeley's

American Conflict, The Military History of Grant and Memoirs of

Sherman, together with the works of John Adams, Thomas Jefferson,

Daniel Webster and Henry Clay. There are also here interesting pre-

historic and ethnological works, and a diversity of books and papers

relating to the African and Indian tribes, the Chinese, labor troubles
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and charities and reforms The reporti upon labor and capital, immi-

gration, cholera, etc., are voluminous and some oi them val

TiiK MISCELLANEOUS Dl P \ktm

ling to us name, s various assortment of entertaining and

useful books, suited to evei The moat liked imong

these are Harper's Libraries for Young People, which have been very

popular in the Empire state and elsewhere, and remind us of th<

dom of New York i n giving over a hundred thousand dollars a year

for the extension and support of her State library system, while our

own proud and opulent commonwealth appropriated one thousand,

which were 9Carcely enough to pay a good watchman through the year.

This paucity of appropriations on our part, for so important a

State institution as this, is of course, "penny wise and pound foolish,"

and should be liberalh corrected by the incoming legislature. We
only to look at our library as it is and as it should be, to see the

need of immediate, just and generous legislation. Here our many
thousand books, pamphlets and papers, received mostly "'without

money and without price," are crowded into a forty by twenty-foot

room, with not an inch of space nor a penny to spare for the mineral

cabinet required by law; while in the new library hall, a hundred feet

square, there will be room not only for shelving, classifying, catalogu-

ing and keeping in order the valuable books we now have, but to

receive others that we need, and yet have places for the mining,

manufacturing, agricultural and other interests of our people. N it

too much then, to expect our legislators hereafter, to be incre isingly

liberal toward the State Library, making it the librarian's independent

and only care, with as ample pay and aides as the importance of his

office and work implies 3

THH MAGAZINE AND PERIODICAL DEPARTMENT

even will not be, as all is now, dependent on public spirited gratuity,

and consisting of only the daily and weekly papers of the State, a few-

regular monthlies like the Educational Review, the Journal of

the Franklin Institute, etc., and numberless sample copies, such as

come to us of their own accord, but we will then be able to fall into

line with the library interest of other states, and as a generous rival,

may eventually lead the van and hold our torch on high, insfa

having, as it were, to hide and hang our heads when the National

Library Association comes along.

I have now shown that this library, limited, neglected and inade-

quate as it is. has found a useful place in our history, and is full of

hope just in proportion to its legal constitution and means of supervi-

sion, enlargement and support.
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In conclusion, let me illustrate the general value of our collected

volumes, as they are, by two memorials received not many months
since, and which are so full of inspiration that they deserve this special

and climactic space. These are "Tributes of ail Lands to Abraham
Lincoln," being a large quarto containing, as on its 652d page some of

the most eloquent eulogies of the age, and the other 'spontaneously

acknowledged in the following words : "Received, October 5th, A. D.

1892, from the City of New York, through the courtesy of Messrs.

Clarence \Y. Bowen and GovernorJohn L. Routt, "The History of the

Centennial Celebration of the Inauguration of George Washington as

the First President of the United States,"' the same being in folio form,

elegant binding, filled with the patriotic spirit and prophetic foresight

of our fathers, illustrated with the choicest historic pictures and por-

traits of that time, and presented to Colorado for use in her library and
preservation in her archives."

Very- respectfully submitted,

Thomas Nelson Haskell,

Librarian in Charge.

STATE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.

The State educational institutions are, the Univer-
sity, the School of Mines, the Agricultural College,

the Normal School, the Institute for the Mute and the
Blind, and the Industrial School. The first four consti-

tute the institutions of higher education.

In the carefully prepared reports found elsewhere,

the condition and prospects of each are set forth in

detail. Progress marks the record of them all. Within
a short period the growth has been wonderful. The
increase of attendance, ranging from 50 to 200 per cent.,

amounts to a general average of nearly 100 per cent, for

the biennial period. This may be regarded as the

natural outgrowth of steady and substantial develop-
ment in the elementary schools, which constitute the

roots and trunk of the public school system. From this

growth have come largely increased needs. The present

facilities are severely taxed. It has been necessary in some
instances to turn away applicants for admission. This
phenomenal development is highly creditable to the

State and its educational system, and should be encour-
aged by the amplest assistance that the public revenues
will permit. To approximately meet the exigencies
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will require generous legislative appropriation?; but it

is believed that the State is abundantly repaid for lib

aid to its institutions of learning by the constantly

recurring benefits that flow to her from them.

Three of the State institutions have called new
men to take administrative charge within tv.

After forty years of continuous service in the

cause of education, twenty-three of it in Colorado,

Horace M. Hale resigned the presidency of the State

University for a life of less responsibility and care— still

hale and hearty, with honors thick upon him. President

C. L,. Ingersoll of the Agricultural College, after seven
- in that capacity, resigned to take an important

position in the University of Nebraska. After but one
year at the head of the State Normal School, President
Thomas J. Gray, finding his ideas of administration to

be at variance with those of the board of trustees, sent

in his resignation. The vacancies were filled by men of
pronounced character and of wide reputation. The
remarkable success of the institutions under the new
officers is striking- evidence of fitness in the selection.

The death of Professor Isaac C. Dennett of the

State University, at his home in Boulder, October 14,

. was an irreparable loss, not only to the institution

with which he has been connected for thirteen years,

but to the State with whose educational interests he had
been closely identified since its birth in 1876.

THE STATE UNIVERSITY.

The record of the State University for the biennial
period just closed is a remarkable one. The time was
favorable for new development when the accession of
Mr. James H Baker to the presidency occurred as a for-

tunate coincidence. The past year especially marks an
epoch in the history of the institution. Prior thereto, a

university scarcely more than in name, it has come to

assume real proportions and rank. In addition to the
usual college of liberal arts courses, professional schools
have been established on a broad, comprehensive 1

All are in charge of able and enthusiastic faculties.

Associated with the university by privileges rather than
by organic connection, is the Colorado School of Divin-
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ity, a novel experiment, having a faculty representing
eight distinct ecclesiastical denominations. The move-
ment has called forth no little comment from the press

of the country, both secular and religious. The experi-

ment is looked upon as the possible forerunner of milder
and more rational methods in biblical and theological

investigation. The university as the crowning step in

the organized system of public instruction, which begins
with elementary studies, is deserving of loyal recogni-
tion and generous public support.

THE STATE NORMAL SCHOOL.

Although the youngest of the State institutions of
learning, the Normal School manifests the vigor and
self-reliance of maturer years. The explanation may
be found in the pressing need, long felt, of such an
institution, and the consequent prompt support given it

by those for whose benefit it was established. Notwith-
standing the many experiments, beginning with the

Massachusetts Normal School Act of 1838, the ideal

training school for teachers has never been realized.

The conditions in Colorado are supposed to be favorable

for a nearer approach to satisfactory attainment than in

other states; first, because of the freedom from tradi-

tional prejudice; second, because of the high average
ability of Colorado's material for good teachers. Keen
interest is felt for what is possible and hopeful expecta-

tion of what is probable in the Colorado experiment.
The management is of a hisfh order; the influences and
associations of the school stimulating and inspiring.

Through contact of the president and his faculty with
teachers in county, district and State associations, the

spirit of the school is already sensibly felt throughout
the State. The beneficial effect is sure to be shown in

the future work of the schools.

THE STATE SCHOOL OF MINES.

The report of the officers of the State School of

Mines sets forth clearly and concisely its admirable
condition, administrative and educational. It is doubt-

ful if any of its institutions are returning more to the

State and its citizens, in proportion to the means
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invested. The requirements for admission arc more
exacting than at any other institution of its class in the
United States, and yet the management has been
obliged to turn away several applicants .since the begin-
ning of the present school >car. The practical cha

ter and thoroughness of the work done are made mani-
fest by the demand for the services of the students to fill

paying positions in mines',' smelters and sampling works.
The field work of the school is of great value in making
known the precious resources of the State and thus invit-

ing capital and residents.

STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

If the usefulness of an institution of learning is to

be measured by the practical benefits which it directly

confers upon a leading industry, the services of the

vState Agricultural College are deserving of more than
ordinary recognition. Judged by the market value of

the products oi the soil, agriculture stands second to no
industry in this State. In quality of products it is

unsurpassed in many lines by any other state or

country. The biennial report of the president, rendered
through Vice-President Lawrence, on account of the

protracted serious illness of President Ellis, recounts
briefly the relations of the institution to the nation and
the State. Beginning in 1887, the College has issued

some twenty bulletins on subjects touching the inter-

ests of the farmer. These bulletins contain the results

of the practical experiments of specialists on topics

relating to the field, the garden, the orchard, the dairy,

etc., etc. The purpose is to advance the interests of

the farmer by leading him to recognize the value of

scientific principles applied to his work. The splendid
collection of farm and fruit products that will be exhib-
ited from Colorado at the Columbian Exposition is

unquestionably attributable in large measure to the

influence of this State institution.

STATE SCHOOL FOR THE DEAE AND THE BLIND.

The comprehensive report of the superintendent of
the School for the Deaf and the Blind affords a most
interesting epitome of this very important department
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of the public school system. No more patient, pains-
taking effort is required from any class of teachers than
from the instructors of the unfortunate pupils of this

school. That the work is faithfully and efficiently done,
no one who has visited the institution can doubt. The
courses of study are similar in kind to those in the regu-
lar public schools. The methods and devices are neces-

sarily peculiar, but those employed by Superintendent
Ray and his associates are the most approved. The
purpose of the instruction is to make useful, self-support-

ing citizens, by cultivating to the fullest degree all the
natural capabilities. The instruction is not along a sin-

gle line, but embraces all the systems in use for the
relief and assistance of such pupils. Important depart-

ments are, the kindergartens recently introduced, and
the department of manual training, both of which are

conducted with most gratifying results. It is strange
that any parents should hesitate to commit their blind
or deaf children to the care of this excellent school.

Not even in their own homes is it possible for them to

receive such close attention and such careful, intelligent

training. The superior sanitary arrangements of the

school are shown by the health report :
" not a death

and but one case of serious illness during the period of

two years/'

It is the purpose of the instruction to send out each
pupil with a knowledge of some practical handicraft by
which to earn his own support. Warning is given to

.

parents by an enumeration of the causes of blindness
and deafness, showing that in many cases it might have
been avoided.

The need of a State school for feeble-minded
children is imperatively urged. Superintendent Ray
claims to have the names of upwards of fifty such unfor-

tunates who should have the fostering care of a special

institution for their benefit. From other sources it is

learned that they number seventy or more. It would
seem that the State ought at once to provide for this

class of now neglected children.

THE STATE INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.

The superintendent of the State Industrial School
presents a condition of things which should certainly
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ive the Stated early and serious attention. If it is

true that the system in vogue there is twenl

behind the times, and that in consequence the influen-

ces for right training fall far short of what they should

be, the institution is not a credit to the State.

Among those who have given the subject attention,

there is a prevalent opinion that the school has never
received from the State the support to which it was
decently entitled. The suggestions offered by Superin-

tendent Hatch, for improvement, are specific and defi-

nite: "We are working here with plastic material;

something can be made of it; vice and crime and
misery can be prevented. I ask the board of control

and legislature to give us the facilities tor doing this

work ; give us comfortable buildings
;
give us trades to

teach the boys; give us a chaplain to watch over their

spiritual interests and care for them when paroled
;
give

US a proper and modern law." An institution of this

character should either be properly sustained by the

State, or else abandoned. The statistical tables furnish

some interesting items of information relating to causes

of commitment, parentage, nationality, etc., of those
committed. An excellent showing is made of industrial

products from the farm, brick-yard, tailor-shop, shoe-shop
and broom-factory.

THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC [NSTRUCTION

The office of Superintendent of Public Instruction

was created by an act of the first Territorial Assembly,
which convened in Denver in the fall of 1861. The
appointing power was conferred upon the governor. In

1865, by an amendment of the school law, the territorial

treasurer became ex-officio Superintendent of Public
Instruction. In 1870, the office was again made distinct

and appointive at the hands of the Governor, "by and
with the consent of the Legislative Assembly;" it so
remained until the organization of the State government
in 1S76, when the office became elective. Following
are the names of the superintendents, manner of appoint-
ment and tenure

:
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W. J. Curtice .Territorial Appointed by governor. ,1861-1863

W. S. Walker Territorial Appointed by governor.. 1863-

F. W. Atkins. Territorial Ex-officio (treasurer) 1865-

Territorial Ex-officio (treasurer) 1S66-

Columbus Nichols Territorial Ex-officio (treasurer) 1867-1869

Wilbur C. Lothrop Territorial. Appointed bv governor 1870-1872

July
Wilbur C. Lothrop Territorial Re-ap'nted by governor.. 1S72-1873

Resigned
Horace M. Hale Territorial Appointed by governor

to fill vacancy.. July, 1873-Jan. 1874

Horace M. Hale Territorial Re-ap'nted by governor. . 1874-1876

Jos. C. Shattuck State Elected 1S76-1878

Jos. C. Shattuck State Re-elected 1878-1880

Leonidas S. Corn ell... State Elected 1SS0-1882

Jos. C. Shattuck State Elected ...1882-1S84

Leonidas S. Cornell... State Elected 1S84-1886

Leonidas S. Cornell... State Re-elected 1SS6-188S

Fred Dick State Elected iSSS-iSgc
t

Nathan B. Coy State Elected.. 1890-1892

John F. Murray State Elected 1892-1S94

All are still living, and with one exception, are

residents of Colorado; but, strange to say, only • the
present incumbent is directly connected with educa-
tional work. All the others are engaged in mercantile
pursuits.

The office has changed frequently in recent years

through the succession of political parties. Strong as

the sentiment may be in favor of non-partisan treatment
of educational appointments, practice does not respect

the sentiment. Within four years, four persons have in

turn held this office. It is generally conceded that

one term (two years) barely introduces one to the duties

of the position. Four years should be the minimum
tenure. This could, without doubt, be accomplished if

rightly undertaken. Furthermore, it is worthy of con-

sideration whether it would not be well to have the
office filled by the governor, on the recommendation of

a representative committee from the State Teachers'
Association.

Provision for the maintenance of the office is not
what it should be, in view of the character and the
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amount imposed. Prior to the special appropriation
made by the Eighth General Assembly, tne support
was : rdly and wholly disproportional

that allotted to the other State departments. It is still

unequal and inadequate.

The recommendations offered in the report here-

with submitted are :

First. That the >n for Normal
Institutes be increased o, instead of $1,30
now, so as to allow $100 a season to each district instead

nd. That a fee of one dollar be charged each
applicant for a teacher's certificate at the quarterly
examinations, the money SO collected to go to the dis-

trict institute fund.

Third. That better maintenance be afforded the

Department of Public Instruction.

Fourth. That the office of comity superintendent
of schools be appointive, for four years, at the hands of
the county commissioners or county judge, on the
recommendation of a committee from the County Teach-
ers' Association.

Fifth. That the office of State Superintendent of
Public Instruction be appointive, for four years, at the
hands of the governor, on the recommendation of a
committee from the State Teachers' Association.

Sixth. A renewal of the recommendation made by
my predecessor : That the State Superintendent be

ici(\ a member of the governing boards of the State
University, the State School of Mines and the Agricul-
tural College, as he is now of the State Normal School.

:01th. That private schools and educational
institutions be required to report to the State Superin-
tendent on blanks furnished by him, general statistics,

so as to render more complete the report of the depart-
ment.

Respectfully submitted,

Nathan B. Cov,

Superintendent ofPublic Instruction.
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Exhibit I

Tabular Summaries showing Educational Growth

for Different Periods from 1871-1802.

I. 1871-1892.

II. 1877-1892.

III. 1890-1892.

IV. 1891-1892.
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Exhibit II

General Statistical Tables, Compiled from the Annual

Reports of County Superintendents, for the Years

Ending June 30, 1891 and 1892, respectively.

I. Examinations of teachers. 1891 and 1892.

II. School population. 1891.

III. School population. 1892.

IV. Enrollment and attendance. 1891.

V. Enrollment and attendance. 1892.

VI. Teachers and salaries. 1891.

VII. Teachers and salaries. 1892.

VIII. Districts—school houses and per capita cost.

1891.

IX. Districts—school houses and per capita cost.

1892.

X. Receipts. 1891.

XI. Expenditures. 1891.

XII. Receipts. 1892.

XIII. Expenditures. 1892.

XIV. Apportionment of State fund. 1891 and 1892.

XV. Summary of receipts and disbursements. 1891
and 1892.

XVI. Traveling fund, department public instruction.

1891-1892.

XVII. Incidental expense fund, department public

instruction, January n, 1891 to January
11, 1893.

XVIII. Remarks of county superintendents.
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TABLE XV.

. [PT8 and DX8B1 R8BM1 NT9 01 B< HI - »]

B BNDINi

1 1 1 Ma

Amount m hands of District ami County
Treasurers, July J 642,1,

1 General Fund

From Special Pund 60 12

From all ot!.- 56 63

For Teacher $ 894,4 •

For current (xpuins

For sites, buildings and furniture 17 79

For temporary loans, including interest on
bond- 699 64

Balance, same being amount in hands of Dis-
trict and County Treasurers, Jun:

s

ykak ENDING JUNE 30. 1^2.

Amount in hand- of District and County
Treasurers, July i, [891

From C.eneral Fund .

.

From Special Fund...

From all other sources

For Teachers' wages

For current expenses

For sites, buildings and furniture

For temporary loans

Balance, same being amount in hand.- of Dis-
trict and County Treasurers. June .; \ -

1

5S3.836 84

986.7*4 69

$ ;6 68

336.936 31

659.561 99

220,897 96

510.391 96

712,924 90 1 P4 90

It will be noticed that the amount reported on hand July 1. [891, does not cor-

respond with amount on hand at close of the school year. June 30, 1S91. This may
be accounted for by the fact that some District Secretaries allow a day to elapse

between reports, that is, they do not tie the one to the other of the separate two
years' reports by talcing the balance on hand from the former for the latter.
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TABLE XVI.

TRAVELING FUND

DATE. ITEMS. DR. CR.

To appropriation 1S91 $ 500 00

To appropriation 1S92 500 00

189I. Same Cr.

July s By voucher on file inauditor's office 5 23 2?

July 31
» 125 00

August " 71 90

November 30.
" 4 25

1S92.

March 31
» 14 70

May 31
'• 26 60

June 30
«« 54 55

July 30
.. 25 80

August 30
,. 61 62

September 30.
11 ii 27 50

November i__
i. t i •• " 4 00

November 30.
„ i2 37

By unexpended balance in hands 54S 46

$1,000 00 Si,000 00
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TABLE XVII.

INCIDENTAL '

• INI) JAN. ii, 1891 TO JAN. 11, 1893.

To appropriation, 1891

To appropriation

1891.

By paid clerical assistance..

By paid trip to Chicago and return

By paid sundry expenses of office, telegrams.

1.833 35

2,000 00

typewriter supplies and express.

By paid clerical assistance...

By paid trip to Brooklyn and return

By paid sundry expenses of office, telegrams,

typewriter supplies and express

To balance 51 04

$ 3.884 39

Vouchers on file in Treasurer's office.

$ 1.631 67

114 15

29 29

1.943 59

146 30

19 39

$ 3.884 39
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Remarks of County Superintendents, 1892.

ARAPAHOE COUNTY

A. D. SHEPARD.

Arapahoe county has one hundred school districts, divided as

follows: three districts of the first class, four of the second and
ninety-three of the third. There are one hundred forty-one school

houses, containing four hundred twenty-six school rooms, necessi-

tating the employment of three district superintendents, forty prin-

cipals, four hundred thirty teachers and three hundred seven school

directors.

A marked improvement has been made in the past two years in

the character of the school houses that have been erected. Tasty

brick buildings have taken the place of the old stereotyped frame,

and in the east end of the county (^known as the rain belt) the sod

houses are being replaced by neat, comfortable frame buildings.

Directors, as a rule, have given more time to the schools, have

been more liberal in furnishing apparatus, have been more careful in

the selection of teachers, and, to a considerable extent, refused to

employ teachers who did not hold first or second grade certificates.

The result is apparent in the increased attendance at the Arapahoe

County Teachers' Association, which is composed of as fine a body of

teachers as can be assembled in this State or any other.

Nearly five hundred teachers have attended the normal institutes

of this county during the past two years, which has made this branch

of the school system a decided success, and the schools are reaping the

benefits.

The public school property is estimated at $2,800,000, which, with

£ 1, 200,000 invested in private educational institutions, makes

54,000,000 invested for educational purposes.
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The public school libraries, which are well pati

and pupils, contain 26,000 volumes.

in conclusion, permit me to say that thepublii rest on a

sure foundation, and, while we do not claim perfection, we are well

tfied w ith the pi

ARCHULETA COUNTY.

C. W. PRICE,

We have Bis school districts in this county, and district No. 1

two departments, .ilso the directors in district No. 2 were asked

to build another school house to accommodate scholars too far distant

to attend the old BChool house. School district No. 3 is composed of

Mexicans and they take quite an interest in their school and are-

anxious to secure American teach

Some of our schools are in log houses yet, but are making prepar-

ations to build better ones. The school officers desire, as far as possi-

ble, to keep up a good attendance and furnish books and clothing

where necessary, and also, they are anxious to get good teachers and

often are compelled to send away for them.

The school population is 218, but they are not all in school, as they

are scattered too much, but there is no locality in the county, where

there are ten or more scholars, but what they have a school.

< >n account of the deep snows, but two districts have a winter

school.

BACA COUNTY.

DR. R. D. HitMSIIER.

Number of districts June 30, 1S91, thirty-four.

Number of districts June 30, 1892, thirty-one.

Our county is new, having been organized in 1889. County officers

were appointed at the solicitation of county seat boomers. A number
of these were elected afterward through the same influence to a.

extent. Such a condition of affairs could not be conducive to the best

interests of schools.

In 1890, in order to negotiate or sell delinquent taxes, our county

commissioners reduced the rate of taxation as low as possible and cut

the special levies of a number of districts. The districts not being

informed of this state of atfairs went ahead, had their schools and

issued their warrants. The consequence was they were plunged into

debt and have been in debt ever since, to the great injury of the

schools. Then again, there has been a want of knowledge of the
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school laws of this State, many or nearly all of our people being

recently from other states. The laws have never been fully carried

out. The reports to districts have not been made as required by law.

Consequently the directors, in many instances, have not had sufficient

information to conduct the affairs of their districts in an intelligent

manner. Machinery must work freely to work well.

Recognizing this simple law of nature, the superintendent has

made it a point to see that the directors are informed as to their duties

and resources ; to see that the districts keep track of their affairs by
keeping their accounts in a proper way ; and to see that the county

officers make their proper reports to the districts. The result of the

superintendent's work has been very gratifying.

Officers of the districts are performing their work intelligently

and promptly. Expenses are being kept within the districts' re-

sources, and nearly all the districts will be out of debt with the close

of this year. Teachers do not have to blindly discount their orders.

They are very much encouraged and feel more like work and fitting

themselves for the work. This year they are getting better wages, as a

rule, than heretofore.

A Co-operative Teachers' Institute was held during the past sum-

mer that resulted in awakening interest in our common studies or the

subject of the quarterly examinations. The teachers voted the insti-

tute as the best ever held in the county.

Our teachers are giving us the brightest schools ever had. Here-

tofore little has been done with phonetic methods; now they are being

pushed vigorously, as far as known, in every district in the county.

Language work, instead of being little known as heretofore, is being

fairly taught in every school so far as visited this year.

Our county has proved itself to be a good county. Farmers raise

good crops of small grain, and the people are here to stay. The
county is prosperous. Delinquent land tax is at a premium, and our

county is paying cash on demand for its warrants.

While everything looks brighter for our schools as far as the pros-

perity of our county and the preparation of our teachers are concerned,

it seems that our schools must receive another backset by the action of

our commissioners in reducing the valuation of our county twenty per

cent. This will have the same effect as reducing the special levy

twenty per cent. It will also lessen the general county school fund

twenty per cent., and be a great loss to our school interests.

The writer has taught under the Ohio and Indiana school systems,

but for practical and economical management he thinks the Colorado

system. leads them all.
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The State Superintendent, Nathan B. Coy, has done everything

Baked In relation to school work in our county. He ;
:

to answer inquiries from the county superintendent, and insists

m getting the reports due himself, it is tobe

hoped his successor will make .is good s State officer.

BOULDER COUNTY.

WII.I.IAM V. i As

I have the honor to submit report of school work in this county

for the year ending June 30, 1

-

It gives me pleasure tobe able to report an advance all along the

line of education. A prosperous year has closed, and we have a bright

outlook for the future. The work in the school room has been of a

higher order and the attendance more regular than heretofore. The

Study for rural schools has been more closely followed and

already good results begin to appear. More than twenty pupils passed

the final examination and have been admitted to the preparatory

course of the University.

The census of the city schools has increased and already the

boards ofEducation are looking to the erection of a new school build-

in-. Last year both Boulder and Longmont erected a building at the

cost of520.000. < >ther districts have found it necessary to increase their

facilities for accommodating the children. The work in our city

schools is of an excellent character, and there seems to be a tendency

among outside districts to send pupils into the towns in order to take

advantage ol the longer term and the better graded work.

Districts 23,47 and 49 have erected new school houses during

St year in order toaccommodate the pupils of these districts. < )ne

of these buildings is of brick, one frame (addition) and one log.

Lafayette has employed one additional teacher, it being necessary to

divide the grades in that thriving little town.

( )ur semi-annual teachers' association is in a nourishing condition.

The meetings of this association alternate between boulder and I

mont, and are productive of great good. Two days are devoted to

each meeting. Inspiration has been given our teachers by the able

lectures from men connected with our State institutions. Tin

twenty-live cents which each member pays is applied to the purch

books for our county teachers' library. We have now over 100 volumes

of professional works, besides many reports and pamphlets. The record

shows that 152 books have been read by members of the association

during the past year. We are adding to the number in the library

ear. Steps have also been taken to establish school libraries in

each school district.
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Quite a number of schools have purchased an American flag and
have erected in the school yards a suitable pole. Fifty of our teachers

have joined the reading circle.

CHAFFEE COUNTY.

JAMES CONDIT.

Our schools are in quite a prosperous condition. The larger per

cent, of our teachers are holding first grade licenses and rank high as

teachers. I am sorry to report quite a large per cent, of third grade

licensed teachers. Some of this class are doing perfectly satisfactory

work ; a few have been notified to bring up their grade if they expect

to be licensed again.

I have made it a rule not to renew any first grades unless the

teacher attends our county and district institutes ; as a consequence,

all Chaffee county teachers are found in attendance ; a large per cent,

of our teachers have always attended—this brings them all out.

Our schools are well supplied with apparatus ; in some of the dis-

tricts, too well supplied with certain useless kinds. The school boards

are too prone to buy indiscriminately of agents ; too few books of refer-

ence are bought, and too many of certain questionable kinds of charts

are purchased.

We are suffering from want of uniformity of text books. We are

no nearer uniformity to-day than three years ago, and not as near a

solution of the problem as then. The need of uniformity in Chaffee

county is very great, we hope to do something along this line during

the coming year.

The compulsory education law is helping our school attendance.

Circulars have been issued to the secretaries giving a fac-simile of the

law—the secretaries have been urged to see that this provision of our

school law is completely carried out.

We expect good results to come from this law during the coming

school year.

As a rule our teachers are energetic, progressive and alive to the

interests of school work. This is due to a great extent to the county

associations and Normal Institutes; also, to the practical tendency of

our examinations, and the efficient co-operation of our State Super-

intendent.

CHEYENNE COUNTY.

S. C. PERRY.

The growth and condition of schools in this county are just about

the same as last year. The number of school children is less than we
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fcvo districts have been discontinued, catting the nam-
An from mtzed districts to five. Nonewdistri< I

been organized in this county during the

any kind tor school purposes have been erected. District No,
just completed the sinking of a well and erection of wind-mill and
pump for the same, which give an abundance of water foi the

planted about the school grounds.

The condition of the school* ring the advantages and dis-

11 that we can expect The attendance is fully up to

what it was the past year. We have had a good list of teachers on
hand and they .>re doing good work.

Let me call attention to the fact that but very little of the popula-
tion in this county is permanent

CLEAR CRBBK COUNTY.

DR. WM. K. CoI.I.INS.

Ill connection with my annual report for the school year ending
June 50, I take pleasure in announcing the excellent condition of
Clear Creek county schools, taken as a whole.

The progressiveness of most of the teachers now employ.
very gratifying. In one respect our system is lacking. We have hadno
county teachers' association for the interchange of ways and means
in the school room, for the introduction' of new methods, and for the
discussion of educational subjects. We hope to see one organized in

September.

At present time the kindergarten methods are used in our primary
department with excellent results. We have one district furnishing
free text books to its pupils. District nine is reorganized and opened
July 1. Districts six and fourteen will probably unite 60on.

We have a nourishing Teachers' Association, the first on record
in the history of the county, and a Reading Circle consisting of twelve
wide awake teachers

STILLA COUNTY.

RICHARD S. ASAV.

Some encouraging features of the condition of the public schools
in Costilla county may be observed when we compare the past year
with the present. Each successive year pi tep forward in
enlarging and refining the work accomplished.

During the year just passed, we have obtained some teachers who
are both able and willing to perform the arduous labor of instructors.

10-1
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While in the years 1889-90 much furniture and apparatus was pur-

chased, in the year 1891-92 fully as worthy a duty was done by paying

for the material purchased.

Financially, the past year was a merited success. The several

districts were badly in debt, some of which had overdrawn warrants

outstanding to the amount of $1,000 to $1, 800. At this writing the

twenty districts of the county are practically out of debt, except in the

case of bonds given for school houses, etc. The southern half of the

county is occupied exclusively by Mexicans. In the north, each

district has built a good frame building, except district 21, which

at the present time is contracting to have a $1,500 house erected. It has

been considered the best policy in the less populated country to

make the districts large, even so much so as to have two or three

school houses in one district, thereby being enabled to have a more

efficient board of directors.

Some errors may be presented in the financial statement, but, if

there be such, they arise not from any intended deception, but from a

want of knowledge that has heretofore existed regarding the general

fund and the special fund We have the resources and will develop

what we have.

CUSTER COUNTY.

DR. W. E. BRUCE.

The number of pupils in county has not increased. Length of

term has increased in schools of county about five per cent. Wages
for teaching are the same. Scho61 warrants are also worth about five

per cent, more than two years ago (they have not been worth their

face). Degree of scholarship is materially better on part of pupils.

Number of district, same.

Only one new school building (in place of a rented one).

DELTA COUNTY.

F. W. ROBISON.

The schools of Delta county are not wanting in educational facili-

ties, in the way of school furniture, maps, globes, charts, books of

reference, etc. Many districts have purchased new apparatus this

year.

Two districts furnish the text books for use of pupils.

Four districts have a good library in connection with the school

and six others are making efforts toward starting one. It will not be

long till there is a good library in every school. This is mostly if not

entirely the work of teachers and pupils.
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great interest In school \\<>rk.

We ii ive a County Teachers1 Assod ition which meet

and Is always well attended. At the first session ol the Association thi->

year, nineteen out of twenty-two teachers in theconntj

one of the sbsentees being prevented from sttendin

Pollard's synthetic method is used in the primary department of

the Delta schools and is giving universal satisfaction.

The character ofthe work done in the schools throughout the county

i> such a^ to warrant mi in pronouncing her a peer among her ->i>ter

counties, and it is hoped that the present Standard of excellence will

be maintained.

DOUGLAS COUNTY

P. H. HAMMOND.

The most successful school year in many respects, that Douglas

county lias had for many years, ended June 50, last; the largest number
of good teachers and the smallest number of poor ones being

employed. Boards of directors and patrons have learned that good
teachers are absolutely essential to successful and progressive school

work.

The highest number of first grade and the lowest number of third

teachers being employed that the county has had in any one

f its history, the successfulness of the work i> easily accounted

id it is sincerely urged that all concerned in this work will

.or to maintain the present high standard of our schools. The
only way to do this is to secure the be^t teachers that can possibly be

had.

The chances are at least two to one that a first grade teach

better than a second grade, and not less than ten to one that she is

better than a third grade.

School directors are cautioned against engaging teachers upon the

certificates they are going to get, as several mistaken have been made
by so doing. There are plenty of good teachers who hold certificates,

either from this or other counties, for all the schools, and have several

to spare.

Sixteen schools were taught the past year by first grade teachers,

only one of which was a partial failure. Twelve were taught by

teachers holding a second grade, resulting in one failure and one par-

tial failure. Four held third grades, two of which
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EAGLE COUNTY.

JAMES DILTS

The history of schools, for the past two years in Eagle county, is

a record of healthful growth, not only in the increasing number of

districts organized, but in the quality of teaching and the consequent
interest taken in schools by both pupils and parents The school has

become one of the enterprises talked about in almost every neighbor-

hood. A widening general culture is apparent.

There are five reed organs owned by the districts and some one
able to play the organ in each school owning one.

The people are becoming more careful in selecting teachers, and
teachers are meeting by more careful preparation.

Eagle claims to be the banner county of her class in Colorado.

ELBERT COUNTY.

C. F. LINDSLEY.

Schools and school interests are on the increase in the count}-. Dis-

rict boards are in general ready and willing to help both teacher and
pupil in any way within their power and means; there are now twenty-

two districts. During the last year we have run, at different times,

twenty-five schools. This is exceedingly well, when we take into

consideration the great extent of territory in the county not yet

settled. There will be two graded schools next year, Elbert and
Elizabeth, the latter place having under construction at the present

time a four-room stone building, put up by district No. 2. Besides

this, there will be four other buildings erected this fall by as many
different districts. There have been two teachers' meetings held

during the year. At each of them great interest was shown by all

teachers present, especially in the line of rural school work, of which

this county school work is mostly made up. There is a strong

feeling existing among the taxpayers and patrons of our schools that

we must do more to build up the school interests and school work of

our county, that we may appear as well as our sister counties in this

respect.

EL PASO COUNTY.

J. P. JACKSON.

The county now has fifty-six districts and a school population of

over 5,000. Marked progress has been noted during the past year.

This is especially true of the rural schools.

The city schools of Colorado Springs, Colorado City and Manitou

have long since established a high reputation for thoroughness and
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The roral schools, from shorter terms, ch

tnents and mpervision, have had much to contend with.

J effort has been m ide durio

them and to organize them in our uniform system under the m
ment of the county superintendent as are the various -

under the rapei i city superintendent 6wing to their num-
ber, now sixty, »ximate this

end, but th gratifyiri ichers,

sch< - and patrons h tte.

Th the whole county hive been graded and a

of the next teacher Welch s

don register is provided for this purpose. Monthly examinatioi

rt cards are sent to the parents, an<l a brief summ iry of the

condition of the school is sent monthly to the superintendent

of the sent during the first and th

month of the session, blanks for the aboi

by the county.

Tin anal and Course of Study is in all th<

with it a supplement prepared by the superintendent, adapting it more
specifically to the needs of this county.

An examination was given last spring to pupils finishing the com-
mon school course. Twenty-eight passed with credit and
sented with neatly engraved diplomas which admit them to the high,

schools of the county.

It is gratifying to know that these b.
•

rls have not re

on their laurels but are now pursuing advanced studies in neighboring
village schools or have entered our city high schools.

A committee of leading educators, appointed by the superintend-

ent last spring, reported a list of text books recommended for uniform
use in the county. Most of the school :opted
this list, and it will aid materially in unifying the work of the various
schools.

At the last annual meeting in May, twenty-nine districts, all the
more populous ones, including four- fifths of the school population of
the county, instructed their boards to provide free text books
for their schools. Already good results are noted. Never before have
the country boys and girls been so well provided with reading matter.
Most boards purchased two series of rea Masterpieces of
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American Literature, King's Geographical Reader and other matter

for supplementary reading, of which the rural schools have heretofore

been sadly in need.

The State Normal Institutes are proving of much value in raising

the standard of teachers. Many improvements noticed can be traced

to the work of the institute.

The compulsory law is enforced only in part, but its moral effect

is good, even where not enforced to the letter.

Meetings of the school officers of the county have been inaugu-

rated during the past year. While difficult to secure a general atten-

dance, as yet, the results have been good in working up a more intel-

ligent interest in educational work.

The primitive log school house has given place to the neat and

comfortable frame or brick, which is well furnished and equipped

with apparatus. In some cases, however, the commendable zeal and

liberality of our school officers have led them to be imposed upon by

agents of high-priced apparatus of little value.

The financial standing of our districts is excellent and their war-

rants can be cashed without discount at any time.

With the beginning of 1892, Colorado Springs opened school in the

Lowell, a beautiful, well ventilated, eight-room brick structure, which

relieved the previous overcrowded condition of her schools. With the

beginning of 1893, she will move her high school into a handsome new
building, casting $100,000. It is of beautiful architecture and will do

honor to this city of beautiful buildings.

The teaching of vocal music, under special supervision, intro-

duced in our three cities two years ago, has proven a decided success.

The musical spirit has pervaded the country schools and now most

of them are provided .with organs, and in some the teachers give

efficient instruction in the science of vocal music.

Physical culture is given considerable attention. In the cities it is

now systematically taught under the direction of specialists.

. The study of literature is assuming an important place in our

schools.

The American flag floating from our buildings and the introduc-

tion of civil government in our course of study to be pursued with the

aid of a text book in all our schools puts them abreast of the times on

the important subject of patriotism.

School boards are retaining for a longer time, often at advanced

salaries, teachers who have proved satisfactory and are lengthening the

sessions to nine months per year.
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FREMONT COUNTY.

|. II. 1'KKl.M \N.

LOOl work in Fremont COUnty may be Baid to be making com-

mendable
|

High taxes for school purposes are cheerfully

paid. Good houses and uvll supplied are generally famished.

Attend irygood. It will be noted that during the year just

: 98.6 per cent, of the school population under sixteen years of

has been enrolled in the schools.

( >ur greatest present need is a school of higher grade that shall

attract into it the brightest boys and girls from the country and

village schools as they finish the work these schools are prepared to

do. Though Fremont county has three so-called high schools, none

Of them has been prepared to meet the needs. They have not the

room, nor sufficient faculty, nor proper libraries nor apparatus. An

effort is now making to advance the high school of district one until it

shall he prepared to give at least two of the courses recommended by

the State Teachers' Association, and so, while furnishing a good

academic training, it will prepare for the State I'niverity.

GARFIELD COl'NTY.

s.
Iff, wiNTK.

The educational interests are steadily advancing in Garfield

county, and each annual election brings out a full vote of both sexes,

who see that the interests of their children are not neglected. Politi-

cal contention never enters into a contest for school directors. Garfield

is the banner couuty for fine school houses. Every district can boast

of their school building as being the best equipped and the best build-

ing in the neighborhood. The idea seems to prevail that in order to

encourage the youth, we must make the school building and apparatus

attractive. I wish to say a word for the teachers. Perhaps the pro-

fession of teaching is the only one that is not protected, and in view

of that fact, when a teacher receives a license to teach she is expected

to perform the school work, or step down and out. The majority of

my teachers have been steadily employed for the past five years, and

it ought to be a sufficient guarantee of a teacher's ability to obtain

a school any where in the county upon reference as to her past record
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as an instructor. Most of our teachers have been faithfnl workers in

the school room, and to all teachers contemplating an engagement in

our public schools we say that there is something to do besides draw-

ing the monthly salary. There is something besides the scholastic

attainments necessary to the success of a teacher. She must be a

model of social excellence, and should remember that the ragged,

barefoot boy, or the orphan girl, demand the same attention as the

child of the rich. Make everything pleasant and attractive for every-

body. Look after the educational interests of pupils under your care

so as to prepare them for future citizenship.

GILPIN COUNTY.

DR. E. F. UKE.

The schools of this county are in a satisfactory condition; taking

into consideration that many districts, from lack of funds, have to

have short terms. Each district has a comfortable school house, and

many are supplied with maps, globes, etc., to facilitate work.

Our teachers are taking an active interest in the meetings of the

County Association, and about ninety per cent were in

attendance at our Normal Institute at Golden, in August. School

directors are mainly interested in the schools, and are demanding a

higher grade of scholarship in their teachers. I hope to soon see the

third grade certificate abolished. I look forward to an era of greater

progress the coming year.

GRAND COUNTY.

HILRY HARRIS.

The number of schools has not increased any in the last two years.

The school population has increased about two per cent. The con-

dition of schools and school work is not what it should be. The school

tax levies are too small, the terms of school too short, (hardly filling

the requirements of the law), and too many third grade teachers have

been employed, consequently the educational advancement of the

school population is very slowT and of low grade.

GUNNISON COUNTY.

CHARGES FUELU2R.

In regard to the growth and condition of the schools in this

county i Gunnison), I beg leave to report that the schools have more

than kept pace with the growth and development of the county. The

school population of 1S92 is five per cent, larger than in 1891 and over

ten per cent, larger than in 1S90.
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The State course of study has been adopted into each 9chool of the

county. In Mexican schools it has been changed to meet the require-

ments having to battle with the idioms of a strange lang

11 as pursue the regular course of work. Monthly report

require I from teachers to county superintendent, of examination, a

duplicate of which i.-> also sent to the district hoard; individual reports

of the work of each pupil being also sent monthly to parents.

At the commencement of each term, teachers are required to report

cation of school to this office with statement of page of each

branch at which pupil is started; this is recorded, and pupils are

absolutely required to make certain advancement in a given time of

actual school attendance. Semi-annual examination^ arc given by

myself of all schools in the county for promotion of those properly

prepared. Pupils not prepared for examinations for promotion are

required to take examination for standing in their own grade

I have instituted a system of gold and silver medals for rank and

scholarship, to he determined from class records kept by the teachers

in a class book furnished by myself. I expect this to be productive of

a great amount <>f inter

General condition of educational interest is good. < >ne school

building was erected last year at an expense of $6,000.

The Rouse district has a kindergarten department, which is under

the very competent management
#
of Mi>s Fannie E. Johnston, of

Ottawa, Canada, and Denver, Colorado. Kindergarten schools are a

decided success in every particular. It has satisfactorily demonstrated

the fact that the kindergarten for the mining town is the long looked

for redeemer of its children from ignorance they are so apt to follow.

The teachers' library of this county now contains about 400

volumes.
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Several districts will incur bonded indebtedness for purpose of

erecting school houses this year.

We anticipate good results from the graded system now inaugur-

ated.

HINSDALE COUNTY.

J. C. LOGAX.

Our county contains five school districts and eight schools. The
limited supply of means and the floating population of some of the

districts, located in mining regions, are the most serious difficulties

under which our schools are struggling.

A new district, including Creede, was organized this year. This

district contains four schools, three graded and one ungraded. Dis-

trict No. i, which includes Lake City, has a commodious brick

building and well graded schools. Free text books would aid

greatly the progress in the schools.

JEFFERSON COUNTY.

J. S. EAGLETON.

The progress of educational work in Jefferson county has been

very encouraging for the past two years. Since the last biennial

report there has been $35,000 expended in new buildings. The
buildings which have been erected are models of comfort, having the

most improved methods of heating and ventilation.

The sentiment in favor of higher education is growing rapidly.

Golden district No. 1 has established a complete high school course

and is prepared to fit pupils for the college or university course; dis-

tricts No. 6, 8 and 22 are doing the first year's work of the high

school. In the rural districts greater effort is being made to secure

better teachers and more thorough work than ever before. The work
of grading and systematizing the work in rural schools has been very

successful with the exception of a few schools where they employ a

new teacher every four or six months. There is no difficulty in

grading or classifying rural schools if competent teachers are kept in

charge for two successive years or longer. Some of the very best

work that is being done in the county is found in our rural schools,

both as to rapid advancement and thoroughness Pupils wTho com-

plete the State Course of Study have no difficult}- in taking up the

work in the high school and continuing it successfully.

Our Normal Institutes have been well attended the past two

years.
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kiowa COUNTY.

The ichoolfl in this COtlllty arc- in as flourishing a condition as call

I. considering tome of our sparsely settledjdisti

We have twenty-one organized school districts, each <>f which

maintains a school from five to ten months.

Financially onr schools can well boast, with the Missouri Pacific

railroad traversing the county for a distance of eighty miles, and the

Union Pacific land grants extending along the entire county.

During the past year there were two school houses built. District

No. 5 constructed a subtantial brick building at a cost of £ 1,000

District No. 21 has just completed a neat frame building at a cost of

$500.

irlv all of the districts furnish the text books for the pupils,

and most of the schools are fairly well supplied with apparatus.

Our teachers are progressive and manifest much interest in their

school work.

Teachers' associations are regularly held and the attendance is

usually good.

We anticipate profitable work in our reading circle, for our

teachers are much interested in its success.

LA PLATA COUNTY.

CHARLES A. l'IKK.

The changes made in the last General Assembly in the school

law have proven to be of great value; especially so are those relating

to levies for the general county funds. The smaller districts are now
able to maintain the required length of term with much less difficulty

than formerly, and without burdening the taxpayers with exorbitant

special rates.

This county has raised, the past two years, the maximum
amount for the general fund, and as a consequence the burden o{

taxation has been more evenly distributed and the poorer districts

considerably relieved.

Schools have been maintained in all the districts of the county

for more than four months, with but one exception. One district has

lost its organization from failure to comply with law, occasioned by
sparsity of population and by lack of the necessary qualifications
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essential to district organization. It was comparatively new, and its

organization was ill-advised and uncalled for. as the sequel proves.

The other districts are in a prosperous condition.

Considerable improvement has been made in erecting better build-

ings and in providing improved apparatus, etc. School district No. 9

has now in process of construction a high school building, at a cost of

about $20,000. The design of this building is excellent, and it will be

equipped with all the modern improvements. Two other buildings

have been erected by this district at a cost of about $1,200 to accom-

modate outlying territory. An excellent school building has also been

erected in school district No. ir.

Altogether there has been great improvement in the schools of

the county the past year. There is a sentiment among the people in

favor of employing experienced and first grade teachers. A large

majority of those now engaged in the County hold first grade certifi-

cates.

The normal institutes held in the district this year and last have

been productive of much good, in stimulating teachers to better work

and in arousing interest in educational matters among the patrons of

the schools.

KIT CARSON COUNTY.

J. W. AUGUSTINE.

The educational condition of the schools of this county is very

good.

Kit Carson county is divided into forty-three school districts, and

employs forty-eight teachers, nearly all of whom are residents of this

county.

Our teachers are energetic, progressive and alive in the interest

of their pupils and schools.

School boards are beginning to realize that it takes live, pro-

gressive teachers to teach a good school; hence, wages are better

than last year.

Much of the enthusiasm aroused in both teachers and school

boards may be attributed to the Normal Institute and the county and

district associations of the past year.

The State course of study will be followed more closely than

heretofore.
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hool. our teachers would remain in one locality, and

build up educational work with greater interest. I would

recommend the abolition of the temporary certificate, or at least that

not more than one such license be granted to the same person, which

would require this license to issue from the State office.

- ANIM \ TV.

JOHN \v. DOITHIT

Having assumed the duties of county school superintendent in

January, 1892, I am unable to compare the progress made in the

past two years with that of the preceding two farther than was shown
in my annual report. While our city schools in the past have been

efficiently managed, the spirit of success did not seem to permeate the

entire work so thoroughly as now apparently exists under the able

management of City Superintendent Kugene C. Stevens. About the

same can also be said regarding schools in the rural districts ; and

the interest manifested by the Spanish and English speaking teachers,

their good attendance at normal institute, organization of teachers'

association, reading circle, number Hale's Lights of Centuries. Page's

Teacher and Pupil purchased, and journals of education read by all

and brought about during your administration are certainly encourag-

ing and no doubt will be productive of much good in the future.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

H. A. I.OWKLI..

The schools of this county have progressed well during the past

year.

Our school population has not increased to the extent it promised

to do two years ago, but the interest of school directors and patrons

has surely increased very much. They are working for better school

houses, better teachers and better schools.
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Teachers are receiving better wages and all are doing good work:
while the best of feeling seems to prevail between teachers, directors

and patrons.

The length of terms of school throughout the county average

about eight months

Special taxes levied average four and one-half mills in the differ-

ent districts.

Kit Carson, Lincoln and Cheyenne counties have formed a Joint

Teachers' Association, and three meetings are held each year; one
meeting in each county. The attendance and interest manifested by
teachers and citizens, prove beyond question their value in school

work.

New school houses have been built at Arriba, Bovina and Limon
at an average cost of about $1,500 each. The schools on the* whole

are well furnished with desks, maps, charts, etc.

We have to contend with the usual difficulties incident to thinly

settled districts. Children have to travel long distances to attend

school, and in many cases are not able to attend at all. With an

increased population and more districts we hope to improve this

condition of affairs.

LOGAN COUNTY.

D. C. FLEMING.

The educational condition of the schools of Logan county has

very materially advanced during the year. A large percentage of the

districts are well supplied with apparatus, and about one-half own
text books. However, owing to the sparsely settled condition of

parts of the county some districts are not advancing educationally

as they would under more favorable circumstances.

We are laboring earnestly to raise the professional standard, and

that we are partially successful is shown by the increased interest of

our teachers in their work in the school room and during the District

Normal Institute of this county, there being an attendance of eighty-

one members, showing an increase of thirty over the past year. An
urgent demand among the various districts for teachers of a higher

grade and professional ability has proved an incentive that the living

teacher cannot resist.

MESA COUNTY.

E. T. FISHER.

The following is a brief report of the schools of Mesa county for

the last two years. There has been an increase of fifty per cent, in
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the Dumber <>f teachers, fifty-two per cent In the tcfa ition,

fifty Dine pel cent in the nnmber <>f school buildings, and i
j s per

cent in the valuation of school property.

ording to the annual report of [892, the total expenditure!

school purj 60. i \, which was an increase of 173 per cent.

over that of 1S90. This increase in expenses is mostly due to the

nnmber of new school buildings. The average cost for each pupil,

based on enrollment, in 1890, was about £3.40, and in [89a it was $2. 80,

a decrease of nearly eighteen per cent.

Most of the districts furnish free text books, use the State course

of study, and are well supplied with dictionaries and school appli-

ances.

More than half of the districts have already adopted the uniform

of text books recommended by the committee last spring, and

it is hoped all changes in the future by the remaining districts will be

in line with this uniform system. vSchool boards are demanding
trained teachers and they are willing to pay wages accordingly.

As a result, nearly half of the present teachers of the county have

had special preparation for their profession.

We believe that Grand Junction now has one of the best

equipped public schools in western Colorado.

Its four years' high school course will prepare students to enter

the State University without examination.

Fruita, also, has an excellent three years' course in
:

ts high

school, and will graduate a class of seven in 1893.

All the teachers, save those of two districts, will do systematic

work in the State teachers' reading circle during the present school

year.

To be able to say that nearly every school in the county celebrated

Columbus Day speaks well for the patriotism of those interested in

school work.

While there is room tor much improvement, the teachers and

school boards are to be congratulated on the interest they have taken

in the schools of the county.

During the coining year special attention shall be given to more
thorough work in the school room and to the careful grading of the

country schools.

School boards are urged to assist in this work by employing first

class teachers and retaining them as long as possible.
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MONTEZUMA COUNTY.

D M. I.ONGENBAUGH.

Two schools and three new houses have been added during the

year. A new building in district No. 4 is in course of erection, which
when completed will be a credit to the district. The lower story will

be used as a towTn hall, while the upper story will be divided into two
school rooms.

The Montezuma county educational association has held regular

meetings during the year, which were participated in by teachers,

school officers, patrons and pupils, and have resulted in much good

to the schools. A Teachers' Reading Circle was organized and carried

on by local management during the winter, and will be reorganized

during the coming year under the direction of the State Teacher's

Reading Circle. There has been an increase in the school population

of the county during the year. Columbus day will be generally

observed by the schools. The Normal Institute of this, the eleventh

district, was held at Mancos, this county, from August 8 to 20, and

was attended by all the teachers of the count}- but one. Better

teachers are in demand, and better facilities and buildings are being

provided.

MONTROSE COUNTY.

W. J. HORTOX.

The following is a statement in part of the condition of the

schools in Moutrose county as compared wnth two years ago.

Number of new districts formed, seven.

Gain in number of persons of school age, 197.

Increase in number of teachers employed, seven.

Increase in number of months of school, 25.5.

Increase in teachers' wages, $2,303.42.

Increase in number of school buildiugs, five.

Increase in number of graded schools, one.

The efficiency of the work done in our schools is quite noticeable

over that of two years ago.

MORGAN COUNTY.

S. A. WALLACE.

The schools of Morgan county are in a good, healthy condition.

Since the last biennial report three new districts have been organ-
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l.l five new BChool houses have been built. School houses an-

il] In good repair, and most of the districts are well furnished with

tins. Most of the districts bold school from six to nine months
in a \ -lie districts can afford it, they .in- tarnishing the text

.iiid I think in .i ; ry district in the county will

own the text books. Arbor lerally observed by the

schools. Last year the stars ami stripes floated over one school

house, but before another year passes I think every school hoi

the county will float the stars and stripes.

< >ur teachers are doing energetic, earnest and thorough work,

ami our scho >ls are showing good results.

OTERO COUNTY.

C. W. I-KNI.ASON.

Otero county has a school population of 1,490, a gain of 207, or

sixteen per cent, during the past year.

There are nineteen organized districts, employing thirty-two

teachers, a gain of four.

We have two graded schools; one at Rocky Ford, in charge of

Professor A. L. Tenny, with four assistants; and one at La Junta, under

Superintendent \V. Iff. Kollock, with Professor J. M. Daniel, as prin-

cipal of the high school and seven other teachers.

Bach of these districts has a very intelligent and efficient board of

directors, with a very able and earnest corps of teachers.

The La Junta high school prepares for the scientific course of the

University, and the intention is, as the number ofpupils increase, to pre-

pare for the Latin, scientific and classical courses. Hut I believe, and I

think that the superintendent and the board of education of La Junta

agree in this opinion, that while the fact exists that less than fifteen

per cent, of the pupils enrolled in the primary schools ever enter the

high school, and of those that enter the high school only about one-

fourth complete the course, and of these not over one third seek a

college education, that it is wise, while working to build up our higher

institutions of learning, to remember that the great majority of the

children get all of their school training in the primary and secondary

schools, and to so arrange the curriculum of these schools, that they

shall be first, and preparatory and finishing schools second.

I have found in my experience as an examiner that graduates

from some of our best high schools have but a very limited knowl-

11—I.
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edge of arithmetic, the history of the United States, except as a mere
collection of facts, and of geography, except as to the location of

cities, rivers, mountain peaks, capes, islands, etc.

My relations with the teachers and school officers of the county

have been exceedingly pleasant. I have had the most hearty co-op-

eration of both in every effort to improve the schools of the county.

I should not omit here to give due credit to the patrons of the

schools and the taxpayers of the county for the interest they have

shown in the welfare of the schools, and for their willingness to pay

good wages, only stipulating that they shall have good teachers.

I have been able so far to do but little more than to become
acquainted with the condition of the schools and the educational

needs of the county, and to outline a plan of work for the coming

year.

I hope during the year to have the State course of study adopted

by every school board in the county, with a resolution giving the

county superintendent power of supervision, as far as practicable,

similar to that exercised by city superintendents.

I found the finances of many of the districts in very bad condi-

tion, owing largely to a lack of knowledge on the part of directors as

to the revenue to be expected from the general fund. To remedy

this, I made a statement to each secretary of the financial condition of

his district, the revenue afforded by each mill of taxation, and the

probable revenue from the general fund. Nearly all of the districts

responded with a levy sufficient to meet all demands.

Our institute, under the supervision of Professor Kollock, assisted

by Professor J. M. Daniel, Professor Combs and Mrs. White, was a

success. The teachers were earnest, faithful and eager to improve.

We endeavor to arrange our work to meet the needs of the teachers

as shown by the examinations and the work in the school room.

Each day the instructors prepared an outline of the following day's

work on each subject, and before adjournment each member of the

institute was furnished with a copy made on a duplicator by Professor

Daniel, to whom the committee feel greatly indebted.

The interest in the institute and its lasting benefit was greatly

increased by the presence with us of the State Superintendent Hon-

orable N. B. Coy, President Baker of the State University, President

Ellis of the Agricultural College, and President Snyder, of our State

Normal School.
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It w.is the desire of the committee to have the teachera and school

da Iearn something <>t the State educational institutions, and

become acquainted with the gentlemen who have them in chai

that the children may know what the State is doing to furnish higher

education, ami to assist them in making preparation for the B

duties of life.

As a result of the work of these gentlemen in the institute and of

the effort! of the instructors and teachers, each of the institutions

named will receive pupils from this county next year.

lam very strongly of the opinion, which I expressed at the meet-

in- of the County Superintendents' Association, that the success of

the Normal School will directly tend to the building up of the Uni-

versity, and to a less degree of the Agricultural College Better teach-

ing means better thinking. Children love to think just as they love

to eat, and as they learn to think, the pleasure of thinking, as well

as its usefulness, will lead to a desire to go higher.

PARK COUNTY.

GEORGB A. MILLER.

There has been a marked improvement in the schools of this

county during the past two years, a general revival of educational

interest among the people, and particularly among the teachers, who
realize the importance and advantage to be derived from the reading

circle and county association, and are alive to the methods of the day.

The teachers are better, methods are better and the schools are

better.

PHILLIPS COUNTY

CHARLBS H. TIMBKRI.AKK.

The school interests of this county during the past two years

have been materially advanced in that the terms have been length-

ened and a more efficient teaching force has been secured, which has

left its impress in a more lively interest in their work of both pupils

and patrons. Better and more commodious buildings have been

provided, much needed apparatus has been added and most schools

have advanced from no grade at all to a fair system of graded work.

Monthly teachers' institutes have been maintained, in addition to the

yearly district institute, which have been of great help to the

teachers and a strong means of unifying the work in the county. A
teachers' reading circle was established about one year ago, meeting
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monthly at the county superintendent's office, in which most of -the

teachers of the county have taken an active part. This year's course

has been Hawthorne's American Literature and Baldwin's Art of

School Management. The meetings of the circle have been most
pleasant and interesting, and, I think, have also been productive of

good; and we are glad to be able to say that, while we have had
many discouragements to contend with, our schools have gone
steadily forward, reaching their present flourishing condition only

through the united efforts of all our people.

PITKIN COUNTY.

E. C. STIMSON.

During the school year ending June 30, 1892, there was a general

advance in the conditions of the schools of Pitkin county. Five new
school districts were organized, and in nearly every district the school

was in session a greater number of days than in any previous year.

In many cases salaries have been increased with a view to secur-

ing more permanent teachers' tenure of office.

Owing to the condition of the county geographically, the districts

are so scattered that general county teachers' meetings are not practi-

cable, but in district No. 1, Aspen, teachers' meetings have been regu-

larly held, and with profit to all concerned.

It may be safely said that the growth and progress of the schools

have kept pace with the advancement of this county along other lines.

PROWERS COUNTY.

ARTHUR E. CRAWFORD.

The schools of Prowers county are progressing nicely; the results

obtained are abreast with the material progress and development.

Everywhere throughout the county, I find directors who are deeply

interested in the welfare of the schools, for the reason that there can

be no greater impulse given to attract intelligent, energetic and

industrious people to our county.

During the past year, school houses have sprung up everywhere;

and now an elegant school house is in the process of construction

and two large, handsome brick buildings are contemplated.

District No. 19 has the nicest school house in the county outside

of Lamar, which is a credit not only to the community but to the
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boanl of director*, who made manifest such magnificent i

good judgment I would that everj school district in the county

might erect inch a school bouse District No
frame school house costii - Several of our school hotuv

fairly well equipped in apparatus, etc Lamar has the finest school

house in the county, it is large two-story brick, i ".500.

It is neatly finished and well furnished.

[ndeed, I regret to Bay that I have had an immense amount of

work in Securing annual reports that were in any way near cornet,

largely from inadvertency of secretaries, and extending the preroga-

1 teachers to get their salaries without complying with the

A teachers' reading circle has been inaugurated, and bids fair to

become a prominent factor in the educational work of the county.

Arbor observed, and no little amount of interest was

taken in the exercises of the day. The vote upon the "vState Tree"

created enthusiasm of respectable proportions.

The Normal Institute of district No. S, held in La Junta, Angust

8 to 19, was a grand success.

The high schools of Lamar and Granada are doing nobly.

May I leave with you this sentiment ? That the 13.000,000 pupils

coming from all climes and nationalities, soon to be our future citi-

zens, and if taught the immunities of American citizenship, the

future is secure. Our nation is greater and grander than any other

nation because the public schools have given to every child the rudi-

ments of an education. Our schools are the fountains of culture.

PUEBLO COUNTY.

CHAS. W. BOWMAN.

In administering the public school system in the plains country,

we are confronted with peculiar conditions. The scattered nature of

the population necessitates large districts, geographically speaking, in

order to include the requisite number of children. Result: distance

from the school house prevents many from attending; the school and
the community lack the esprit de corps generated by numbers, and
which is found where the population is/lenser.

During the year one school in the county had but one pupil in

daily attendance for one month, and it was necessary to maintain the

school during that month to save the organization. Schools with a
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daily attendance of from four to ten are not uncommon. It is a

question oft-recurring whether there ought not to be provision for the

abandonment of a district where the school population drops below
ten. In some cases, also, there is such a scarcity of adults as to ren-

der it difficult to maintain a school board. Several cases are within

this jurisdiction where a man and his wife are members of the same
board, and their children the sole beneficiaries of the public funds.

Under the above conditions it of course often happens that no school

election is held, and the district really has to be held together and
carried along by the strong arm of the State. It should incidentally

be mentioned that one of the evils of the per diem and mileage sys-

tem of compensation for county superintendents has been the organi-

zation of weak and helpless districts. Happily three counties, includ-

ing Pueblo, have been placed under the salary system, the tendency

of which is to divert the attention of the county superintendent from
trying to secure pay for his services to his legitimate duty of pro-

moting the interests of the public schools.

Nevertheless, we are glad to note signs of progress in the rural

districts. The older school officers are better informed as to their

duties. The olde- schools are having their influence upon the com-
munity, in awakening an interest in education. Weak districts are

dropping out. A better grade of teachers is being demanded, and
preference is given to those professionally trained. Free text books
have been adopted in several districts.

The large increase in school population, in the value of buildings

and in the number of teachers employed over last year, is due to the

growth of the city schools. Of these, only words of commendation
can be written. The boards are composed of leading citizens, who
give their services from the highest motives and are deeply interested

in making the public schools the equal of any in the State, and in this

they have succeeded beyond doubt. The division of the city into two

districts tends to promote a healthy rivalry, which, if it remain

friendly, must be a stimulus to the highest effort upon the part, not

only of the boards of education, but upon the part of teachers aud

pupils. An important step forward was the adoption by the voters of

one of the city districts
I No. 20) of free text books. This renders the

schools of nearly one-half of the city absolutely free.

An association of the school directors of the county was formed

in the spring of 1891, since which, meetings have been held quarterly.

Among the good fruits borne through this agency, is the adoption of

free text books in at least one district, and an awakened interest in

school libraries.
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An >nof teachei i was formed in the spring with

an enrollment <»t about sixty members. There was much enthu

msnifestst the first meeting, and doubtless great benefit will grow

out of it.

The key to success in administering school affairs, if sn 4

possible, seems to lie, first, in recognizing the conditions; second,

doing the best possible thing for each case; and third, keeping at it.

Rio BLANCO COUNTY.

JAMBS i.ytt:

itwithstanding a slight falling off in the school census for this

mpared with last, interest in school matters has not abated.

A progressive spirit pervades the work, competent teachers are

employed, and all are required to hold certificates as prescribed by State

school laws. A handsome and well arranged school building has just

been completed in district 2. District 8 held no school during

the past school year, although ihe board bnilt a substantial log

building for school purposes. As they took no steps in the direction

of holding a school term, I annexed the district to District 6 from

which it was originally taken. So there will be two school houses in

District 6, for some time to come at least, and a term will be held

in each. All things considered, satisfactory progress has been made
in educational work in this county during the year 1891-92.

ROUTT COUNTY.

J. II. CAMPBELL.

Since the last biennial report we have organized nine new dis-

tricts and have built as many new school houses. Frame, with roofs

of shingles, now generally take the place of log and adobe, with

dirt roofs.

Though most of our districts are from fifty to a hundred miles

from railroad stations, several of our houses are furnished with furni-

ture from eastern manufactories. The interest in school work is on
the increase.

SAGUACHE COUNTY.

O. C SKINNKR.

In so far as numbers of children are concerned, the increase has

been light; but we have added to our school property and introduced
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rather a better grade of teachers. Our association meetings are regu-

lar (monthly) and well attended.

New districts organized, one.

Number of buildings erected, six.

Increased valuation by same, $4,760.

Increase in census (pupils), thirty-four.

Average increase in attendance over preceding two years, thirty.

No county institutes were held during the first eighteen months
of this period, but during the last six months they were held

monthly, and much interest is taken in the work.

Most of the teachers have joined the Colorado Reading Circle.

A persistent and determined effort is now being made, by both

the county superintendent and the teachers, to grade the schools,

and there is every promise of success, despite the obstacles pre-

sented.

The districts are being more thoroughly supplied with needed

apparatus, and I believe there is marked improvement in the work
done.

SAN MIGUEL COUNTY.

H. C. LAY.

The gratifying improvement and condition of the public schools

in this county during the last two years is best shown by the following

figures:

ITEMS.

Number of districts

Number of schools

School population

School enrollment

Average daily attendance

Days school..

Average teachers' wages .

Total teachers' wages

JULY I, 1S9O. JULY I,

4

4

216

109

64

359

$65 00

$i,939 00

6

8

379

269

157

750

$75 00

$3,067 00
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in everything except the Dumber of ichool bom
growth has been even more than proportionate to the increase in the

material prosperity of Ihe county at every point
;

;m<l in this one

exception the lagging is not real bat only seeming, as it arises from

the fact that in several districts buildings have been loaned fi

charge, or have been rented until s suitable house could b<- huilt.

Telluride baa increased its school room accommodations this

and expects to put up a new school building in the spring to cost not

ieSS than f I

SEDGWICK COUNTY.

E. H. STEVENS.

Igwick county, being one of the new counties formed in :

has made very excellent growth in its educational work.

At the time it was organized, the agricultural resources were but

slightly developed, the county having been settled only about four

still the people were thrifty and fully alive to their own interest

in educational matters.

At the time of its organization most of the territory was organ-

ized into school districts, but there have been a few formed since, so

that now all cf the territory is in organization.

The school work in this county has kept pace, yea more, with

settlement in the county. The county was not prosperous for two or

three years immediately following its organization, but the schools

moved onward in a sure line of progress, except that they did not

increase any in number of pupils for about the same number of years.

To-day we think they stand second to none with equal advanta.

but superior to many in other and older states.

They are small in number of pupils, hence the work of grading

has not made equal progress with the general advancement of pupils

individually ; still we are are not wholly without progress in this line.

While we are not supporting any of the higher educational work,

we are fast approaching a standard where we will be recognized.

The teaching force is slowly but steadily and surely improving.

The teachers, who two years ago were made up very largely of young
girls from our schools, but who were earnest and energetic, and did

good work, everything considered, have been supplanted by others

more thoroughly qualified.
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The average monthly salary of teachers in this county has been

increased materially, thus bringing in a better class of teachers and
crowding out the poorer ones and thereby raising the average qualifi-

cations of our teachers much. We have now a very good corps of

teachers. I think the teaching force in this county is thirty per

centum stronger than it was three years ago.

The equipment of the schools is indeed excellent, better than

many much older settled countries.

The people seem willing to spare no pains to make the schools a

success, looking only for success in the material advancement of the

pupils, which certainly is the only true success in school work.

The school houses, while many are of sod, are comfortable and
generally quite tidy. Some new ones are being built each year, and

most that are built now are of frame and very good buildings.

We have in the county a number of buildings that are really

model.

The work of the normal institutes is very apparent for good.

More especially is this true since the State was re-districted, forming

more and smaller districts.

We think the county is the ideal normal institute district.

Our teachers have taken hold of the State reading course with a

will, and we expect much good to come from it in the way of

improving our teaching force.

Upon the whole, we consider the schools of Sedgwick couuty in

a very creditable condition and improving.

SUMMIT COUNTY.

GEORGE H. CLARKE.

As compared with school census of 1891, which numbers 461, we
have 500, an increase of thirty-nine. The average attendance is

greater and a stronger and more active interest is exhibited through-

out, both among teachers and pupils; to some extent, perhaps, attribu-

table to a change in teachers, and to more frequent and prolonged

inspection. Changes have also been made in school boards hitherto,

in some cases, comparatively inactive, and greater care is taken of

school needs, resulting in a visible improvement in interest, attract-

ing more frequent visits from parents and citizens generally. One
new school house is now in course of construction in District 3

and increasing interest is apparent in school patrons, born of a visi-

ble progress and growing activity.
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In three icbooli of this county I find favorable and

>mparison with the I else

when- in the State, tnd I cannot donbt hut wt shall keep pa< •

ichoola throughout Colorado.

Better lystem i- obtaining r grading, broader meth<

with their commensurate results. There seems however, until

ire formulated, little hope of successfnl enforcement of the

attendance of many children whose parents seem to care lit;

their educational privileges, and who in consequence, now roam the

street- a result, largely drift into courses which cannot but

produce evil results, and against which influence tin- present law

is powerh

But one district in the county has adopted free text books; I am
sanguine however, that this will be followed by all. Three schools

only are graded.

A new district is expected to be formed in the extreme eastern

part of the county, where there are now thirty children of school age

without a school house or any organization

the whole, we have reason to be, and are, proud of the schools

of this mountain county. They compare favorably in intelligence,

attention, method, discipline, attendance and advancement with any

with which I am acquainted, and are doing good and real work with

credit to themselves, their teachers, county and State, aiding their full

part in demonstrating that our State school system, although com-

paratively young, may claim as high and practically progressive a

plane of effort, labor and result as any in the Union.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

JOHN X. TAGI'K.

We have not increased our census lists over that of last year.

Two new districts have been organized in the county during the last

year. Our schools have manifested increased interest in educ.r

work, as manifested by attendance and the character of work done.

Financially, many of our country districts are crippled, partly due to

small amount of taxable property situate in the districts, largely due
to the mismanagement of the county commissioners in allowing the

county treasurer four per cent, commission for collecting, instead of

one per cent, as allowed by law.
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WELD COUNTY.

W. C. THOMAS.

Supplementary to my annual report I wish to say that the school

work of Weld county in general is progressing very satisfactorily.

The educational spirit is abroad and steady advancement is marked.
A number of school buildings have been erected within the past year,

all the school houses in the county are well supplied with apparatus

and the educational interests are in no way lagging.

A corps of ninety-five energetic teachers are now at work, sixty-

five of whom have been enrolled in the State Teachers' Reading
Circle, and are pursuing the work outlined by the committee.

Steps have been taken to establish a teachers' library.

Our county association, which meets semi-annually, is well attended

and a large per cent, of our teachers were enrolled in the district insti-

tute the past summer.

We are endeavoring to follow the course of study given in the

State manual and find that much advantage is derived therefrom.

But few of the districts have yet purchased text books for their

schools, although there seems to be considerable of a move in that

direction.

YUMA COUNTY.

M. W. HAVER.

The unsettled condition of the people necessary in the develop-

ment of a new county has worked against the advancement ofthe pub-

lic schools as rapidly as we might hope. Many of the schools are

located in sparsely settled parts of the county and the attendance is

small, while those in the more thickly settled parts have had asteady

and healthy growth. While the school population has not increased

much during the last year, the average attendance has been greater, a

better interest has been awakened, and, on the whole, we think the

schools are better than ever before. We have a better class of teachers

than at any time within our history and expect to continue to improve.

Several country school houses will be built within a. few months,

which will be an incentive to better work, both on the part of the

pupils and teachers.
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Exhibit III.

Lists of School Officers.

I. County superintendents.

II. City superintendents and principals.
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TABLE I-

N r\ BUPHRIN :

I89S- 189 i

i hoe .

Archuleta

Baca

Bent

Boulder

ChanV

Chey-

Clear Creek

Conejos

Custer

Delta

Dolor.

Doug!

Eagle

Elbert

El Paso

Fremont

Garfield

Gilpin

':

Gunnison

Hinsdale

Huerfano

Jefferson

Kiowa

Kit Carson.

Lake

La Plata..

.

Larimer

Lnimas

<-pard .

Chrotuo

Springfield

LAfl Animas

Boulder

c w Prl

; > Homshei

John a. Murphy

W. v

j A. Condit

9 C 1' i Kit Carson

William R.Collins. M. D ... Georgetown

Frederick W. Robinson I.a Jara

Richard S A^-ay Mosca

Henry J. Mueller \V< -telifTe

Frank W. Robison Delta

Franci- A McNeill. M. D .

P h Hammond Ca>tle Rock

Dilta Gypsum

C. F. Lindsley Elizabeth

J. P. Jacks..

n

Colorado S;

Jacob H. Freeman. Canon City

s. m White < rlenn

E. F. Lake, M. D Central City

Hilry Harris Kremliug

Charles Fueller Gum

Willi: • ndorf Lake City

D Rhoades. Jr W'.iNt nburg

I .olden

H. A. Long - leridan Lake

J. W. Augustine Burlington

J. J. Crook. M I) : : idville

Charles A. Pike Duraugo

S. T. Hamilton. Fort Collins

John W. Douthit Trinidad
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TABLE I.— Concluded.

NAME. POST OFFICE.

Lincoln

Logan

Mesa

Montezuma .

Montrose

Morgan

Otero

Ouray

Park

Phillips

Pitkin

Prowers

Pueblo

Rio Blanco ..

Rio Grande .

Routt

Saguache

San Juan ...

San Miguel..

Sedgwick ._.

Summit

Washington.

Weld

Yuma

H. A. Lowell

D. C. Fleming

E. T. Fisher

D. M. Longenbaugh.

Wm. J. Horton

S. A. Wallace

C. W. Fenlason

W. W. Rowan, M. D.

Geo. A. Miller

C. B. Timberlake ...

E. C. Stimson

A. E. Crawford

Chas. W. Bowman ..

James Lyttle

Jesse Stephenson ...

J. A. Campbell

Onias C. Skinner

J. N. Pascoe, M. D. .

H. C. Lay

E. H. Stevens

Geo. H. Clarke

Jno. N. Tague

W. C. Thomas

M. W Haver

Hugo

Sterling

Grand Junction

Cortez

Montrose

Fort Morgan

La Junta

Ouray

Fairplay

Holyoke

Aspen

Lamar

Pueblo

Meeker

Monte Vista

Steamboat Springs

Saguache

Silverton

Telluride

Julesburg

Breckenridge

Akron

Greeley

Yuma
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TABLE II.

errs \m. prim

L86

W. T. Bddingfield .

J. H.

P M Con, lit

P. K. l'.itti-

1.. C. Greenlee

J. H Win Sickle

C. V. l'arke:

W Tripletl

lttery

A. B. Copeland

W. M KOll<

tcClung

P. W. Search

!

Arthur J. Fynn

I» B >tevcnson

M. Nabel Halloway.

J. Iff. Seright

W. 1,. Burdi< -.

Norman Clifford

Mrs. Annie Abram>

W. !•:. Carver

A. H. Robinson

B. <;. Woodford

Prof. J. H. Allen ...

J. H. Mathev

T. I. Cunningham ..

Mrs. Ada C. Moore..

Tilmon Jenkins

Intendent

rintendent

intendent

intendent

Superintendent

Superintendent ..

Superintendent

Superintendent ..

Superintendent ..

Superintendent ..

Superintendent ..

Superintendent

Superintendent

Superintendent ..

Superintendent

Superintendent ..

Principal

Principal

Principal

Principal

Principal .

Principal

Principal

Principa!

Principal .

Principal

Principal ...

Principal ..

Principal

Principal . .

.

Principal

boulder

Central City

Colon

Colorado Springs

Deni

Denver No. 2

Deni •

Fort Collins

< ".olden

1 .rand Junction

Greeley

La Junta

Pueblo No. 1

Pueblo

Trinidad

Alamosa

Alma

Black

Boulder

Breckenridge

. . Brighton

but D

-- Canon City

District No. 1. Canon City

Castle Rock

Creede

Central City

Cheyenne Wells

12—1.
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TABLE II.

—

Continued.

POSITION.

Principal.

Principal,

Principal

.

Principal.

Principal.

V. Reed „ |

Principal.

Principal.

Lillian B. Branschbach.

Geo. B. Trumbull

R. C. Drake

C. A. Ranney

A. E. Phillips

Wm. J.
Sawyer

W. H. Smiley ..

E. F. Hermans.

C. I. Hays

T. O. Baker

E. Kesner

Principal...

Principal..

Principal..

Principal..

Principal. .

Mrs. R.G.Leake.. -
Principal..

Edgar D.Varney I
Principal..

j. A. Pease
Principal-

Alice M. Murphy.... -
j

Principal.

M.H.Lobdell !-- Principal.

J.M. Price •--- Principal.

G. E. Moorhouse
j

Principal.

J.L.Mayfield Principal.

Mrs. Frances R. Lang... -

j

Principal.

Principal

.

G. A. Walker

Alice Biggs

S. H. Johnson

W. A. Haggott....

Angie Graham ...

G. F. Hoff

E. F. Nichols

Walter H. Clarke

Grace Freeman ..

Adella Holdridge

Principal..

Principal..

Principal-

Principal.

Principal.

Principal.

Principal.

Principal.

Principal.

p. O. ADDRESS.

Colorado City

Colorado Springs

Como

Craig

Crested Butte

Del Norte

Delta

Denver No. i

Denver No. 2

Denver No. 17

Durango

Fairplay

Florence

Fort Collins

Fort Morgan

Fruita

Georgetown

.Glenwood Springs

golden

Granada

Grand Junction

Granite

Gunnison

Holyoke

Idaho Springs

Julesburg

Lake City

Lamar

Las Animas

La Vera

Leadville
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TABLE [L—Concluded.

Ml

G. 1.. Hai

a. 1. Hamilton

w c 1 rimfl m

C. H. John

Orant K.irr

L. J. Craiiu :

William I. Calhoun.

J. W Arasmith ...

Elbert M. Fi-her

F H. Dania

Charles E. Pilkins

R. D. McClelland . .

Dimon Roberts

Lydia A Webster.

A. I. Tcnuc

James M. St-

Arthur L. Penhallow

N. EJ Haydeu

John J. Barnett

K. Wylie

M I.. Hunt

Peter J. Den

Grant E. Finch

H H Brodie

Principal.

Principal.

Principal.

Principal

Principal.

Principal.

Principal

I '.ttleton

•1 : i. agmont

I'rincipal

Mmitou

Principal . .. Meeker

Principal Mont

Principal

Monument

Principal.

.

M prison

Principal Nevadaville

Principal New Castle

Principal
j

Ouray

Principal .Poncha Springs

Principal ...Centennial School, Pueblo

Principal Central School, Pueblo

Principal Rocky Ford

Principal.. Saguache

-

Silver Plume

-Mlvertou

- >uth Denver

.Steamboat Springs

Sterling

Trinidad

Princip Wa'.-enberg
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Exhibit IV

Official Decisions of the Department of Public

Instruction, Revised and Indexed, 1888-1802.
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Official Decisions.

Bim.i. AND PRAYER.

Laws respecting^ in school.

1890-1892.

Neither the constitution of the State nor the statutes touch

directly the reading of the bible or prayer or any other form of

religious or devotional exercises, except to forbid that observance or

participation shall be compulsory. The spirit of the constitution per-

mits religious exercises in school if nothing sectarian is introduced

and the trustees do not object. The laws of the different states bear-

ing on this point differ. In Iowa "neither the electors, the board of

directors nor the sub-directors can exclude the bible from any school

in the state." In Missouri, on the other hand, "the directors may
compel the reading of the bible.'' In Dakota "the bible may be read

in school not to exceed ten minutes daily, without sectarian com-

ment.'' In 1869 the Cincinnati board of education forbade the read-

ing of the bible in the public schools of that city. An appeal was

taken to the courts, and in [870 the Superior Court of Cincinnati

decided against the board of education. In 1S73 the Supreme Court

of Ohio reversed this judgment and sustained the board of education.

In delivering their opinion the judges "held that the management of

the public schools being under the exclusive control of directors,

trustees and boards of education" it rested with them solely to deter-

mine "what instruction should be given and what books should be

read therein.'' The contest was very excited and attracted wide

attention. The discussion in the two courts is probably the most

exhaustive to be found on the subject.

The authority conferred on boards of directors by the sch>u

of Colorado section 51, second', "to fix the course of study, the

exercises and the kind of text books to be used,'' would seem to
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make very applicable the decision of the Supreme Court of Ohio. A
teacher cannot safely disregard in such a matter the request of the

board.

BOARDS OF DIRECTORS.

May certify special tax.

1890- 1 892.

Section 67, school law, authorizes the school board to certify for

a special school fund without instructions from the electors so to do.

Must certify special tax.

1890-1892.

Section 62 provides for the relief of the electors in case the board

do not make necessary provisions for the schools.

May rent school property.

1890-1892.

The school directors constitute the custodians of the school prop-

erty of the district, and may at their option permit the use of the

school house for other than school purposes. Any money thus

obtained should be considered a part of the district school fund, and

should be accounted for accordingly.

»

May erect out-buildings.

1890-1892.

A district board, having already constructed and furnished a school

building, may subsequently erect a coal house or other simple out-

building for the convenience of the school, without a special vote of

the electors ; the out-building to be considered an appurtenance or

appendage of the school building.

Vacancies in second and third-class districts, hozv filled, tenure of
appointees.

1890-1 892.

Vacancies that for any reason occur in boards of districts of the

second or third class, should be immediately filled by the county

superintendent, "and the officers so appointed shall hold office until

the ensuing regular election."
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>

A school board has a legal right to require such qu

teachc: i t<» them to be for the best intei the school,

provided such qualifications do not conflict with those required by

the Si

entitled to ;< times*
,

School directors are not legally entitled to witness ires m a case

where the district is a party.

first and second-class districts may sell school buildi

instructed to.

Directors of first and second class districts have a right to sell a

school building when directed so to do by the electors at a special

Meeting called for that purpose. Such sale should he made in the

manner prescribed by the electors, which should be at public sale

after proper advertisement.

Of third-class cannotpurchase school site.

The directors of a third-class district cannot legally purchase a

school site without a favorable vote of the electors.

Cannot be gamisheed.

A school director cannot be legally gamisheed in his official

capacity.

Cannot teach.

M-hool director cannot legally become a teacher in the district

in which he holds that office. See section 2606, General Statutes of

Colorado, 1883, seepage

Empowered to employ and discharge teac>

1890-1892.

The power to employ or discharge teachers rests solely with the

school board, and not with the county superintendent or directly with

the electors of the district. This applies also to vacancies that may
occur by reason of sickness or any other cause.

Must qualify.

wO-1892.

A person elected to the office of director of a school district can-

not legally qualifv after the expiration of twenty days from election.

By operation of the law, in case of failure of the director-elect to

qualify within twenty days, the office becomes vacant.
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Not authorized to employ interpreters in Mexican districts.

1890-1892.

A school board has no authority to employ an interpreter in

Mexican districts to help out a teacher who does not understand the

Spanish language.

Offirst class districts, how organized.

1890-1892.

A school district of the second-class having become a first-class

district, the board, at the first meeting after election, should proceed

to elect new officers ^president, secretary and treasurer 1 as provided

in section 41. The officers of the old district do not hold over after

the change has been effected.

Secretary, custodian of books and papers, authorized to draw
warrants.

1890-1892.

The secretary is the proper custodian of the books, papers and
documents of a district school board, and is the one authorized to

draw all warrants issued by the board, these to be countersigned by

the president and treasurer.

Secretary only paid officer.

1890-1892.

The secretary is the only officer of a district school board whom
the law allows to draw pay for his services, and his pay is fixed by the

board.

Vacancies, in second ajid third-class districts, how filled.

Vacancies in school boards of the second and third classes must be

filled by appointment made by the county superintendent, and the

person so appointed holds the position until the next annual school

election.

Vacancies in, what may constitute.

The appointment of persons to fill vacancies in districts of the

second and third classes is solely with the county superintendent. If

a director is absent from his district four months, it is a valid reason

for appointing his successor in office.
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e tpelpupils.

A pupil can be expelled by the board of director! for any off

thai in their judgment deserves inch penalty.

Legal custodians of schoolproperty.

A tax payer of a district cannot dictate for what purpose the

school building can be used. The school directors arc the legal custo-

dians of the school property

Contract by /.vo members legal.

Two members of a board in a district of the third-class can legally

contract for furniture for their school house, but such contract should

be made or ratified by a vote at a regular or special meeting of the

board. The third member of such board cannot legally refuse to

warrants issued in payment of such furniture simply upon the ground

that he considers such furniture unnecessary. If illegality or fraud

exist then he can refuse, but the fact that he considers the furniture

unnecessary is only a matter of opinion, and he should be governed

by the opinion of the majority.

A contract to teach made by two directors with the proposed

teacher is valid, and the person so engaged to teach can collect the

amount named in the contract as compensation for his services if he

perform such services in accordance with the terms of the contract.

Two members of a school board in districts of the second and
third classes can make a legal contract without the consent of the

third member, providing such contract is made at a regular meeting,

or at a special meeting legally called, and of which all the directors

had legal notice.

In districts Of thefirst-class
t
may examine and license teachers.

School boards, in districts of the first-class, have entire control of

the examinationvand licensing of applicants to teach in their districts.

They also have a legal right to renew certificates without examination.

T:eo members may dismiss teacher.

Two members of a school board have a right to dismiss a teacher,

providing their action is taken at a regular or special meeting of

which all members o{ the board have notice. But a teacher having a

contract with the board cannot be dismissed without good cause for

such action being shown. Section 60, last claus
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May purchase desks.

A school board of a district of the third class has a legal right to

purchase desks for a school building without a vote of the electors of

the district.

Cannot chang hool building.

A board of school directors cannot legally change the site for a

school building which has been selected by a legal vote of the electors

of such district.

: file oath of office.

All school directors are required by law to file an oath of office

with the county superintendent This applies to such cities or dis-

tricts in Colorado, as are organized under a specie

Cannot loan school mom

A school board cannot legally loan the money of the dis:

How appointed, in default of annual election.

If the annual election of school d is n t held, and a

special election is not called within the required ten days thereafter,

it then devolves upon the county superintendent to fill vacaucies by
appointment.

May purchase text booksforpupils of district only.

If a school board purchase books to be used by the pupils of the

district, such books are for the use of pupils attending school within

such district and for no other. If residents of the d e fit to

send their children into adjoining distr: can not compel the

district in which they reside to furnish the text books for their

children.

/// divided distr:

Where a division of a school district places a member of the

school board in the new district, it works a vacancy in the board of

the old district, and does not make such person a member of the

board iu the new district. A full board must be chosen in the new
:. and all vacancies in the old district filled by appointment

made by the county superintendent.
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Limit '. it

A school '. ated from organized territory, which is

>nded for building purposes, fean issue new bonds to an

amount not to exceed the difference between its share of the pi

bonded indebtedness and three and one-half per cent, of tl

value of its property, both real and personal.

Lands exempt from.

Lands \$ which title has not been obtained from the government

at the time school bonds arc issued by B district of which such lands

form a part arc not subject to tax for the payment of such bonds.

Hence, if said lands are set off or detached from the district before

title is perfected, they are not subject to a bond tax in the original

district when title is complete.

Ufaximum amount, basis of.

In estimating a maximum amount of bonds that can be issued by

a school district the estimate must be based upon the last complete

ised valuation.

Lands under contract or purchase, liable.

8
J
2.

State or government lands occupied under contract of purchase,

title having already been acquired and land deeded, are subject to

assessment the same as other lands for the payment of bonds issued

by the school district of which they form a part, or such portion of

said bonds, if any, that remain unpaid; Provided
x
"That said lands

were deeded before said bonds had matured."

Legal petition for meeting to vote upon.

1S90-1S92.

The petition asking that a meeting be called for the purpose of

voting school district bonds must be signed by not less than twenty

legal voters. A majority of the qualified electors assembled at such a

meeting may vote bonds; Provided, "That such qualified electors

shall have paid a school tax in such district for the year next preceding

such election."
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Only tax payers may vole on question of issuing.

1S90-1S92.

Any person not a taxpayer, but otherwise a legal voter, is entitled

to a vote at a regular or special district school meeting upon all mat.

ters coming before such meeting, except upon a proposition to con.

tract a debt by loan.

Three and one-half per cent, limit.

1890-1S92.

In no case shall the aggregate bonded indebtedness of any school

district exceed three and a half per cent, of the assessed value of the

property of said district.

census.

Defined.

1890-1892.

A school census is defined in section 80 of the school law to be a

census embracing all persons between the ages of six and twenty -one

years; a school age to be any age over six and under twenty-one years.

ir/ien and by whom taken, penalty for failure to report.

1890-1892.

The school census is taken annually in Colorado between the

tenth day of April and the first day of May. The work is delegated

to the secretary of each district, who is authorized to make a list of

all persons of school age who were bona fide residents of the district

on the tenth day of April. These lists should be forwarded, on or

before the first of June, to the county superintendent, who
embodies them in his annual report to the state superintendent, and

uses them as a basis in apportioning the general school fund. Fail-

ure, therefore, on the part of any district to report census, causes that

district to forfeit its portion of the general fund until satisfactorily

explained.

A void duplicating names.

1890-1892.

Care should be taken to avoid duplicating names.
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\nd the blind.

Deaf mutes ami blind peraoni between the agea of lis and

twenty-one ahould be included in the school cenaua

Of attached t

If territory ia attached to a district after the annual cenana of

that district has been taken, the names of persons of school age

residing in the annexed territory should be added to the censi:

and the district given its per capita for such additional names.

SKTIFICAT1

Of other states.

State certificates issued by other states are not recognized by the

law of Colorado. Persons who wish to teach in this State must hold

certificates issued upon examination by the proper district, county or

State authority.

Temporary, term of.

Temporary certificates are valid only until the next examination

subsequent to the date of issue, and a teacher holding such temporary

certificate cannot legally continue the school after the expiration of

that time without a certificate legally issued upon examination. The
law which applies to other certificates in such cases does uot apply to

temporary certificates.

revoked without cause.

A certificate to teach cannot be annulled or withdrawn from a

holder without cause for so doing. Section 16 of the Colorado school

law especially provides for such cases.

/;/ divided counties.

A person holding a certificate issued by the county superintend-

ent of one of the counties that was divided by the last General

Assembly, and wishing to teach in the new county created by such

division, should be treated the same as one living in a different

county from the one in which he wished to teach. If he holds a first

grade certificate the county superintendent may issue a duplicate

certificate, according to section [6, otherwise the applicant must be

examined and receive a certificate from the county superintendent of

the county in which he proposes to teach.
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Alleged exorbitant wages no bar to.

Alleged exorbitant wages named in a contract between a county
superintendent and the directors of a district would not be lawful

reason for revoking a certificate unless fraud of some kind could be

shown.

Revocation, pending an appeal.

When a certificate is revoked by a county superintendent, such

revocation takes effect on the day named by him, and the holder

thereof cannot lawfully teach during the pendency of an appeal to the

State Board of Education.

When not renewable.

A certificate issued under section 16 of the school law terminates

at the expiration of the time for which the original was issued and
cannot be renewed.

A first grade certificate cannot be renewed after the expiration of

the time for which it was issued.

A first gracfe certificate issued in one county cannot be renewed by

a county superintendent of another county.

Valid only within district where issued.

Certificates issued by districts of the first-class are valid only

within such district.

Dated, when.

All certificates to teach should be dated as if issued on the last

day of a regular examination.

State Superintendents authority to grant.

The State Superintendent has no authority to grant a certificate to

teach except when directed to do so by a vote of the State Board of

Education in cases of appeal and of State examinations.

Offer to teachfor lozv wages, no bar to.

An offer to teach for unreasonably low wages is neither a good

nor a sufficient reason for refusing to grant a certificate.

Second temporary can not be granted.

A second temporary certificate cannot be issued to the same per-

son, no matter in what county the first certificate may have been

issued.
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Temp i >:tv super

The men! will nol paw upon the right

cant to a tempoi ticate. The decision <>i the county Buperin-

tendent In such final.

i
, absolutelyforbidden.

ither a county nor State superintendent has any discretion in

the matter of granting * second temporary certificati

law absolutely Forbids it.

"Duplicate** optional with county superintendent.

The granting of a "duplicate" first-grade certificate is optional

with the county superintendent to w^om application is made.

/ alid pending an appeal.

A person holds a certificate that expires September 8. He begins

school under contract on September i lie fails to obtain a certifi-

cate in the examination held on August 29, 30, and appeals to the

State Hoard of Education. Held, that he may continue his school

during the pendency of an appeal.

Should accompany appeal papers.

1S90-1S92.

In case of appeal from the decision of county superintendent to

the State Board of Education by an applicant for certificate at a

regular examination, the certificate, if any, issued to said applicant

upon such examination, should accompany the papers sent to the

State Board.

Untitles to full rights.

/W892.

A teacher holding a certificate to teach, issued by the proper

authority, is entitled to all the rights and emoluments implied

thereby until certificate is revoked for cause.

Second temporary cannot be granted.

,0-1892.

Attention is called to the following passage taken from the school

law of Colorado, section 16, lines 14-16: "It shall not be lawful to

renew a temporary certificate, nor to grant a second one to the same
person." Under "Official Decisions," page S3, third decision from

13—1
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bottom of the page, of the seventh biennial report, may be found the

following: " Neither a county nor a state superintendent has any dis-

cretion in granting a second temporary certificate. The school law

absolutely forbids it." Also on page 87 of the same, last decision

reads as follows: "A second temporary certificate cannot be issued

to the same person, no matter in what county the first certificate may
have been issued." These references indicate that the school law

and the official decisions of this department are very plain and

explicit on the subject. They are intentionally so, because of the

error which may easily creep in through an abuse of the temporary

certificate privilege. There is a strong feeling among school officers

that it ought to be entirely done away. In the face of this feeling

and the definiteness of the law and official decisions relating thereto,

the request for a second temporary certificate to the same person

should not be granted.

County superintendent's discretionary pome* respecting, should

be cautiously exercised.

1S90-1S92.

The discretionary power vested in county superintendents in the

granting of certificates should be used cautiously; especially when
the applicant averages low in such important branches as arithmetic

and grammar.

Failure in botany and science does not debarfrom third grade.

1S90-1S92.

Failure in botany and natural sciences does not preclude an

applicant from receiving a third grade certificate, if the standing

attained in the other studies fulfills the conditions.

First grade indefinitely renewable.

1890-1S92.

A first grade certificate may be renewed, indefinitely, without

examination, in the county in which it was originally issued.

COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT.

Must require bond of district secretary.

A county superintendent has authority to require a district treas-

urer to give bond in double the amount of money liable to come into

his hands, if such amount exceeds $20.
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Ma '!" mat:

between ichool din I the county superintendent, the

latter has advisory poweri only in arrangin

tion of books and grading of schools.

I
change district boundat

A county superintendent may legally change the boundaries of a

school district without a vote of the elector- of the district when it is

for the purpose oi h irmonizing the district bounds

Can issue only authorized certificate orpermit.

A connty superintendent can issue no certificate or "permit " to

a person to teach in the public schools of Colorado except the certifi-

cates mentioned in the school law, namely : a first, second or third.

or a temporary.

May teach in his county.

There is nothing in the school law of this State to prevent a

county superintendent from teaching in his county on account of his

holding that office.

Examination for certificate.

If a county superintendent desires to obtain a certificate to teach

in the county in which he resides, he is advised to appoint a deputy

to conduct the examination and pass upon the answers given to the

questions propounded, also to issue the certificate in accordance with

the result of the examination.

Compensation for attending Normal Institutes.

A county superintendent is legally entitled to receive full com-
pensation, both per diem and mileage, for attendance at the Normal
District Institutes.

/tosses upon bond of directors.

ounty superintendent is the proper person to approve of the

official bond of a school director, and if a person elected to that

office cannot give a satisfactory bond it works a vacancy in the board

after twenty days from his election. (See section 47.

Cannot remove a director.

A county superintendent cannot remove a member of a school

board from office.
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Legitimate compensation of.

1890-1892.

County superintendents should be allowed compensation for time

taken up by official correspondence. In the case of Smith vs. The
Board of County Commissioners of Jefferson County, 10th Colo.

Report, is the following: "Among the rejected items of his (the

county superintendent's) account are charges for official correspond-

ence with teachers, school officers and others, all pertaining to

school affairs. These services constitute legitimate office work, and
entitle appellant to compensation therefor. This mode of transacting

business affairs is employed to some extent in nearly, if not all,

departments of business,«and we perceive no reason why it should

not be as efficient in the administration of school affairs as in other

departments of business "

Qualifications for.

1890-1892.

In addition to other qualifications, a person to be eligible to the

office of county superintendent must have resided in the county at

least one year preceding his election.

COUNTY TREASURER.

Fees for collecting school taxes.

A county treasurer is entitled to fees for collecting school taxes

as follows : In counties of the first-class, one per cent.; in counties of

the second-class, one per cent., which per cent, may be increased by

the board of county commissioners, but not above four and one-half

per cent.; in counties of the third-class, one per cent., and such

additional per cent, as the board of county commissioners may allow,

not to exceed ten per cent, in all.

Commission for sale of school bonds.

A county treasurer is legally entitled to two per cent, commission

on money paid to him from the sale of school bonds. He is also

entitled to a commission for collecting taxes to be used in paying

both principal and interest on school bonds, but he is not entitled to

a commission for paying out the money.

Can legally pay what ivarrants.

A county treasurer can legally pay only such warrants as are

issued against the school fund of the current year.
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Disn

illy detach

ranizedtei nnot be legally detai -'net

and added to another by theconnty superintendent without a petition

from the residents of the territo - where tl

inflicting.

In the organization of new counties by the last Genet

blv. the county lines, in a few cases, divided organized school districts

into two parts, leaving the district in two counties
;
in such cases, the

hould be considered .is a joint district.

proceedings void, when.

'.ure to open a school in a newly organized district within six

months from the date of organization, makes void all proceedings

pertaining to the formation of the district, unless the time for opening

• ol therein be extended to eight months by the county superin-

tend!

it ion, amount of school necessary to maintain

Four months of school in each school year are necessary in order

that a district may hold its organization* d 77.)

Three months of school are necessary to entitle a district to its share

of the public funds. ictically makes four

months of school necessary in each district.

rganization.

lew district cannot be legally organized with less than ten per-

sons of school age residing therein.

In the organization of a new school district, the law requires two-

thirds of the votes cast to be favorable.

. when entitled to share offunds.

A new school district, as soon as its organization i- complete, is

entitled to its share of the special fund standing to the credit of the

old district of which it was formerly a part, also to receive each month
ire of the uncollected special tax; providing always that a >chool

has been commenced in the district in good faith.
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When not divisible.

A school district cannot be legall}' divided so as to leave fewer

than fifteen persons of school age in the old district.

A district having an area of less than nine square miles cannot

be divided for the purpose of forming a new district.

A school district cannot be divided, nor territory taken from it, if

in so doing it will leave less than fifteen persons of school age in the

district.

Not annulled for failure to make annual report.

1890-1892.

A school district, having kept up its organization and maintained

a four-months' school during the year, cannot be annulled merely for

the reason of having failed to make the annual report. The secretary

of the district is the culpable party in such a case, and is liable on his

bond for any loss that may result to the district by reason of his

negligence.

Not entitled to funds until duly organized.

1S90-1S92.

No school, except one duly organized according to law, is entitled

to recognition as a public school, either in the distribution of funds or

in any other official way.

Conditions of organization unlike.

1S90-1892.

The conditions prescribed for the formation of a new school dis-

trict out of unorganized territory do not apply to the formation of a

new district out of one or more old districts. (Section 27 of the

school law.

)

New, county superintendent's discretion in organizing.

1S90-1S92.

The county superintendent exercises his own discretion in the

matter of organizing a new district, even though a petition may have

been duly presented.
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Wken'held, n

The regular annua] election for members of school boards is held

on the first Monday in May throughout the State. Any bi

tainin - *»d school interests may I ted at that time.

Notice, however, must be given of the "time and place" of such busi-

- do

Manru r of conducting.

bona 44, 45 and 46 of the school law prescribe the manner of

conducting the election—including the "previous notice"— not the

same in all districts) "the time during which the ballot box or boxes

•hall be kept open," who "shall be entitled to v« Hinting the

lualifying," " administering the oath of office," etc.

retards report of.

^0-1892.

Immediately after the election 6f one or more directors according

to law, the secretary shall transmit to the county superintendent a

statement, giving the name and post-office address of the president,

secretary and treasurer, respectively, of the new board. (Section 54. 1

As to first-class boards.

1 890- 1 892.

School boards of the first-class shall, at the first meeting after

their election, elect a president, who shall be a member of the board,

a secretary, who may or may not be a member of the board, ami a

treasurer, who shall not be a member of the board, and who shall hold

office for one year and until their successors are elected and qualified.

•.ion 41.)

.0-1892.

In districts of the first and second classes the boards, after organi-

zation, shall exercise all the power given the electors of districts of

the third-class, as specified in section 63.
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1S90-92.

District boards of the first class shall also have power to fill any

vacancy which may occur in the board, until the regular election, at

which time the vacancy shall be filled for the unexpired term. (Sec-

tion 48.)

Legal voters at.

1890-1892.

Every person, male or female, over the age of twenty-one (21)

years, who shall be a citizen of the United States, or, not being a

citizen, shall have declared his intention to become such citizen not

less than four (4) months immediately preceding the election at which

he offers to vote, and shall have resided in this State six (6) months

immediately preceding the election at which he offers to vote, in the

county ninety (90) days and in the district thirty (30) days, shall be a

legal voter at an annual school election.

In new district.

1890-1892.

Again, when directors for a new district (not of the first-class) are

elected they hold office only until the ensuing regular election (sec-

tion 28), when a full board shall be elected, as indicated for all

districts of the first and second class in section 41, viz: one (1) presi-

dent for three (3) years, one (1) secretary for two (2) years and one

(1) treasurer for one (1) year; and annually thereafter there shall be

elected for three (3) years a person to fill the vacancy occurring.

Citizenship.

1890-1 892.

"The citizenship of the wife follows that of her husband."

(Morse on Citizenship, pp. 203, 248 and 301.)

Who are eligible to office.

1 890-1892.

"Every qualified elector shall be eligible to hold any office of the

State for which he is an elector, except as otherwise provided by the

constitution." (Section 1153, General Statutes 1883.)
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Evidently the la* it uniformity of ele the

ent school districts. H can only be said that uniformity

h county, without sny

attempt at State uniformity. At the approaching election let the

office that becomes regularly vacant in the majority o

county icant in other distric in be done

without friction.

/ 'a i third-class distri

1S92

Vacancies that may occur in a district of the second or third 1

gh failure to qualify or through absence from the district, death,

l ition, removal or otherwise, are to be filled by appointment of

unty superintendent only until the ensuing regular election

(section 23), at which time the vacancies shall be filled for the unex-

pired terms, not for regular full terms Failure to regard this has

often led to confusion.

iNS.

/;/ first-* i ft ids in charge 0/ board.

In districts of the first class, the school directors have entire

charge of the examination of applicants for positions in the schools

of tluir district.

'i not be taken in parts.

The quarterly examination cannot be taken in parts. If an appli-

cant is successful in some of the subjects and unsuccessful in others,

the entire examination must be taken at some future time.

State Superintendent cannot excuse from.

Th Superintendent has no authority to excuse a pei

from taking an examination.

- S AND FORFEITURES.

School moneys uperintendenVs responsibih

1890

More than any other person, the county superintendent is the one

to look after that portion of the school fund arising from fines, for-
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feitures, etc. (^Section 69, school law. 1 He should examine the

books of county treasurers, records and fee books of justices of the

peace and clerks of courts, to ascertain whether or not the fines

have been collected, and if collected, whether they have been

placed to the credit of the proper fund and paid over.

County treasurer's responsibility.

1S90-1892.

The county treasurer is responsible if moneys are turned into

the wrong fund by him. It is his duty to place money collected from

fines, forfeitures, etc., to the fund designated by law.

Institution of proceedings for.

1890-1892.

The county commissioner should institute proceedings in the

name of the people for the use of the county after the same has been

looked into and reported by the county superintendent.

Bring suit for.

1S90-1S92.

The district attorney or county attorney should bring suit; this

on forfeited recognizance, etc., etc.

Before municipal courts.

1890-1892.

In case of fines before municipal courts, moneys properly belong

to the town or city or libraries.

To what fund credited.

1890-1892.

As a rule, the money for schools from these sources should be

turned by the county treasurer, into the general school fund of the

county, rather than into that of a particular district; although fines

assessed by justices of the peace may. in some cases, go to the credit

of the school district in which the action occurred. Generally speak-

ing, the proceeds of all fines or forfeitures should be placed by the

county treasurer to the credit of the general school fund of the

county, unless otherwise expressly provided by statutes.
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FUNDS.

forpurchase of organ.

School direcl Listrict of the third-class may pur

tor the use of the school and pay for it out of tfa fund.

The general fund cannot be used for thai purj

hool.

The school funds cannot be legally used for defraying the

expenses of a Binging school.

era/, forfeit money turned into.

All money which shall become forfeited by a school district shall

be put into the general fund of the county and re-apportioned as other

money. | Section 26.)

ancefune

All moneys remaining to the credit of any district on June 30,

should remain to the credit of such district, and cannot be turned into

the general school fund of the county for re-apportionment.

General, moneyfrom fines turned into.

County treasurers should place the money arising from fines col-

lected, and belonging to the school fund, in the general fund.

Apportionments^ when made.

90-1892.

There are only two apportionments of the school fund by the

State Superintendent during the year, one in January and one in

July. Other apportionments, if any, are made by the county super-

intendents. See sections 11 and 19, respectively, of the school law.

The proper custody of funds derived from Hi of bonds;

proper custodian of

(0-1892.

The custody of the money derived from the sale of school district

bonds is a subject of frequent controversy between school board

county treasurers. The latter contend that it should be deposited with

them, and that they are entitled to the three per cent. comn.

provided generally by statute for the collection of funds not specific-

allv named therein; while the school officers insist that the district
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treasurer is the proper custodian of such funds, and that they thereby

escape all charges for the compensation of the county treasurer. The
State Superintendent, having been applied to by several parties during

the first year of his administration for advice upon this question,

referred it to the Attorney General, and obtained the subjoined state-

ment as to the proper construction of the law thereon. The construc-

tion reverses a former decision of this office. (See Seventh Biennial

Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, pages 7S and 82.)

"The statute nowhere gives express directions as to where or with

whom money derived from the sale of school district bonds shall be

deposited. In such cases the courts consider the general nature of the

duties pertaining to the respective offices, and hold that, in creating

and mentioning offices, law-makers have reference to the general class

of duties which, by common acceptance, belong to such offices respect-

ively. Applying this principle to the fact that the principal duty of

the treasurer of any institution is the custody of its funds, it appears

that, except as otherwise provided by law, the principal duty of the

county treasurer is the custody and disbursement of county money,

and the principal duty of the district treasurer is the collection and

disbursement of the funds belonging to the school district.

"But the law provides that the county treasurer shall collect all

revenues derived from taxation, and that he shall pay out the funds so

derived and belonging to the different districts of his county except

money for the redemption of school bonds on warrants drawn by

certain school officers against such funds The fact that, in the

majority of cases, school districts have no money from any other

source, and that consequently the county treasurer is by law the cus-

todian of the funds of the majority of the districts in his county,

easily leads to the inference that he is primarily entitled to the cus-

tody of the money of all districts, no matter from what source or

for what purpose the money has been collected

"But I am incliued to think the law provides for the disburse-

ment of school moneys derived from taxation through the county

treasury merely for the purposes of convenience, and that this fact

does not justify the assumption that the duties naturally pertaining to

the office of school district treasurer are further curtailed than by
express provision of law, or. necessary implication therefrom.

"If this view is correct the district treasurer is the proper cus-

todian of money derived from the sale of school bonds. This conclu-

sion appears to be further supported by certain provisions of the

school law; e. g. section 47, which requires the school district treas-

urer to give bond in double the amount of any money likely to come
into his possession, if such sum exceeds $20; also sections 92 and 93,
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HOUI>\

The legal holidays recognized by the laws of Colorado an

r Day, third Friday in April
;

urth of July; Labor Day, the first Monday in

ad Christmas.

tide.

/.>-iS92.

In the observance of legal holidays, the banks are a good guide.

Birthday, last, having fallen upon Sunday, the banks

obser

LABOR DAY.

K

189O-1S92.

A meeting held on Labor Day. for the purpose of voting b

fixing a site for a school house, or for any other business that might

properly be brought before such meeting would be leg

MIL!

Included in $:

The charge for miles traveled under section twenty-five forms a

part of the limit of $100 per district.
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NORMAL INSTITUTES.

Creditsfor attendance at.

The credits, which county superintendents are instructed to give to

applicants for certificates by reason of attendance at the Normal Insti-

tute, should be given to those persons only who have attended an

institute in Colorado.

NOTICE.

Legal, defined.

A legal notice, under section 68, is a publication for twenty days

in some newspaper, published at the county seat of such county.

(Session Laws, 1887, page 405.)

Of special meeting of electors.

More than one question can be voted on at a special meeting of

the electors of a school district, provided each question is separately

stated in the notice of such meeting.

PHYSIOLOGY AND HYGIENE.

Meaning of, the act providingfor the study of.

1 890-1 892.

The act providing for the study of the nature of alcoholic drinks

and narcotics, and -their effects upon the human system, requires the

study of physiology and hygiene in all the public schools throughout

the State.

PARENTS.

Right of to withdraw children before close of school.

1890- 1 892.

The right can hardly be conceded to parents to withdraw their

children from school prior to the close of a session, in order that they

may take a lesson in dancing or music, when such withdrawal inter-

feres with the regular work of the school. To admit the right would

be to introduce irregularities which would tend to disturb and weaken

the entire school management. A school board can make such rules as

may seem best for the schools under its charge. On the other hand, a
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parent ma] |uest thai his child I ool at

fu-.l time, it maybe for th< g I of the child that h<

dancing Lessons; but s sensible parent ought to Bee th

may be taken outside of ichool hours, it is possible also to obtain the

assistance of the dancing master by suggesting thai he set horn

public school children that will not interfere with the regular

work. This has been done in certain schoola There seems to he no

.oils trouble over s matter of this kind-.

Right of to select studi

[890 [892.

Section 51 of the Colorado school law prescribes the powers

and duties of school hoards, among which is "to fix the course of study,

the exercises and the kinds of text hooks to he used " Common
school law requires that pupils shall study the particular branches of

the course which tlu with the consent of the directors, shall

ibe, unless honest objection is made hy the parents. If ohjection

is made in good faith, the present tendency is to allow parents to select

from the prescribed course, those branches which they wish their

children to study ; and for the exercise of such right of choice the

children shall not he liahle to suspension or expulsion.

RESIDl.N

Non-residence defined,

A non-resident of a school district is one whose permanent

dwelling place is not within the boundaries of that district.

Of a minor.

The residence of a minor is the residence of his parent or guardian.

ision of Supreme Court, Wisconsin, respecting.

If a person moves his family into a school district for the purpose

of availing himself of the advantages afforded hy that district, and

subsequently, during the school year, removes from the district, he is

not a resident of such district, within the meaning of the term as

in the school law of Colorado. The following is taken from a decision

of the Supreme Court of Wisconsin X. W. Rep., vol. 41, page 1,014):

"Effort has been made to guard against the precipitancy of non-resi-

dents to points where superior advantages exist, and schools of high

order are maintained, by holding that such children only are entitled
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to free tuition as are actually residing in the district for other reasons

as a main purpose, than to participate in the advantages which the
school affords."

Of wife.

The wife of an alien becomes naturalized upon the naturalization

of her husband, and is a citizen, as the term is used in the school. law.

Which exemptsfrom provisions of school laze.

Section 2, page 67, of the Colorado school law, exempts persons

living more that two miles from a school house from the provisions of

that act.

"/;/ good faith.'"

1890-1S92.

Considerable difficulty is sometimes experienced in determining
" bo)iafde'n residence. The law defines the residence of an unmar-
ried person of school age (^that is, of a minor) "to be identical with the

bona fide residence of the parent or guardian of such person; Pro-

vided, that such parent or guardian be a resident of the State."

Where a family resides regularly a part of the year in one district

and a part of the year in another, the residence for school purposes

should be the one held in goodfaith on the 10th day of April.

1. "That place shall be considered and held to be the residence

of a person in which his habitation is fixed, and to which, whenever

he is absent, he has the intention of returning.

2. ''A person shall not be considered or held to have lost his

residence who shall leave his home and go into another state or terri-

tory or county of this State for temporary purposes merely, with the

intention of returning."

SPECIAL TAX.

Special, how certified.

A district board of the third class can legally certify a special tax

to the board of county commissioners without a vote of the electors of

the district.

Special, when may be reconsidered or amended.

After a district has voted a special tax, and such tax has been cer-

tified to the count)' commissioners by the directors, it cannot be recon-

sidered or amended, nor can the board of directors make a new levy
;

but it mav be reconsidered if the certificate has not been filed.
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r building
%
vote <>/' elector* essential.

\ vote hi favor of Levying a tax for building purpose* ii not -

dent to authorize die directors of a district to erect a school building,

when such tan haa been collected. There must be a vote by the elect-1

on directly upon the question of building a school house.

Specialfor teacher** residence*

When the electors of a school district, at a legal meeting, vote to

i building on the school site of the district to be used as a teach-

er's residence, and vote a special tax for that purpose, such action

legally authorizes the directors of the district to contract for the erec-

tion o( such a building.

Special, may be certified without vote of electors; with vote,

must be.

The directors of a school district have a legal right to certify a

special tax to the county commissioners without a vote of the electors.

In districts of the third class such tax must not exceed fifteen mills on

the dollar. If a vote of the electors has been taken in the district,

then the directors should certify the amount voted.

SCHOOL SITE.

In third-class, school site, how determined.

The site for a school building in districts of the third class can be

selected or changed only by a vote of the electors taken at the annual

meeting, or a special meeting legally called.
i

School must be held within.

School must be held in a building situated within the boundaries

of the district.

Departments.

The departments of a school cannot be legally considered as sep-

arate schools.

Mooi. YEAR.

ined.

The term "year" used in the act entitled, "an act to secure to

children the benefit of an elementary education," is defined to mean
the school year. And the term, "a court of competent jurisdiction,"

used in the same act, is defined to mean a justice, a county or a dis-

trict court.

14—1
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Ten months, not five.

Two schools in one district, holding a five months' session each,

do not conform to the requirements of the law as prescribed in section

TUITION.

Determined by directors.

1890-1892.

The payment of tuition for the school privileges afforded to

children attending outside of their own district is a matter which the

boards of the respective districts must arrange between themselves.

May be requiredfrom those who have attained majority.

1S9C-1892.

A person, having attained the age of twenty-one years, is not

thereby debarred from school privileges, but the board may require

tuition of him. This ruling applies to those who may have been

under the age of twenty-one at the time the last school census was
taken.

Paid by parents.

There is no legal provision for the payment of tuition out of a

fund belonging to a school district. If a tuition is charged pupils who
attend school in a district other than that in which they reside, that

tuition must be paid by the parents, and not by the district from

which the pupils come.

TEACHER.

Salary of legally increased.

A teacher's salary can be legally increased during the term for

which he is employed only at a regular or special meeting of the

school board.

Salary §/, annual, monthly.

If a teacher is engaged by the year, at an annual salary, vacations

are not deducted. If he is employed by the month, and paid a fixed

sum per month, vacations are deducted if there is no contract to the

contrary. A teacher could just as lawfully claim pay for the long

summer vacation as for the customary holiday vacation.
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white taking examination*

A teacher is not entitled to receive pay for the time lost while

attending a teacher's examination.

Cannot be dismissed without cause.

A teacher cannot be legally dismissed before the expiration of the

time for which she is engaged "without good cause shown,'' and, if so

dismissed, she can collect full salary, provided she holds herself in

readiness to fulfill her part of the contract.

Cannot teach without authorized certificate.

A person cannot be legally employed to teach in the public

schools for any length of time, however short, unless such person has

a certificate to teach, issued by the proper authorities.

May collect full salaryfor period of engagement. Contagious

disease no bar to contract.

90- 1892.

Section 60, school law of Colorado, contains the following state-

ment as the closing sentence :

"No teacher shall be dismissed without cause shown, and such

teacher shall be entitled to receive pay for services rendered. At the

top of page So, Seventh Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Pub-

lic Instruction, an official decision states ' that a teacher cannot be

legally dismissed before the expiration of the time for which she is

engaged, without good cause showm,' and if Sp dismissed she can col-

lect full salary, provided she holds herself in readiness to fulfill her

part of the contract." The following is the decision of the Supreme
Court of Michigan (April 30, 1880) in the case of Dewey vs. Union

School District : "If the school board closes the school during the

term because of the prevalence of a contagious disease, the teacher

does not lose his pay, unless he consents to lose it, provided he holds

himself in readiness to teach subject to the order of the board. There
may be a condition of things which makes it eminently expedient and
pmdent to stop the schools, but no rule of justice will entitle the dis-

trict to visit its misfortunes upon the teacher who had no agency in

bringing it about " (Dewey JS District 43, Michigan 480.) It will

thus be seen that the official decision of this department contained in

the Seventh Biennial Report is sustained by the highest judicial

authority in the State of Michigan.
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Depopulation of district ?io bar to contract.

1890-1S92.

Under a written contract "with a school board to teach a stated

length of time, a teacher is entitled to compensation for the full time,

although the school should lapse by reason of the residents leaving the

district
;
provided the teacher has fulfilled her part of the contract and

expresses her willingness to complete the requirements of her agree-

ment. The school board should have taken into consideration the

possibility of such an event at the time the contract was made.

Contract, power of retiring board respecting.

1890-1S92.

A retiring school board cannot impose upon a succeeding board

an obligation to retain a teacher for a longer period than the close of

the current school year.

May be dismissed for cause.

1S90-1S92.

The school board has it in its power to dismiss a teacher for incom-

petency or immorality. But according to section sixty, last clause,

school law of Colorado: " No teacher shall be dismissed without good

cause shown, and such teacher shall be entitled to receive pay for ser-

vices rendered.'' In order to make good charges of immorality,

specific acts must be declared and supported by affidavits of witnesses.

The possession of a proper certificate of qualification is prima facie

evidence of competency and fitness. Hence the law, section sixteen,

line seven, provides that a county superintendent "may revoke certifi-

cate of an}- grade at any time for immorality, incompetency or any

other just cause."' If satisfied that the charges can be sustained by

proof, the proper course for the board is to bring the matter to the

attention of the county superintendent, with a request that he make
use of the power granted him by the law.

fu risdiction o 1 er pupils.

1890-1892.

Respecting the jurisdiction of teachers over pupils on their way to

and from school, it may be stated that the legal decisions in the

majority of states recognize the authority of the teacher as concurrent

—that is, joint and equal—with that of the parents. In some states,

decisions have been made which give the school authorities some

control over pupils and their conduct after they have reached home
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However, auth< • >upii^ when not on tl

premises should be confined t<> protecting and promoting the wi

of th( Snch .u
•

directly afiect harmfully the dis-

cipline and teaching of the school ahonld be I

example, truancy, wilful tardiness, quarreling with other children, the

I and profane langi her should

the co-operation of the parent, if possible, in such matters, for the

sake don.

/.ast mofUA's salary withheld until report isji

I890-1892.

part of the last mouth's salary of a teacher should be paid

until the I law arc made and filed according to

Bcations.

No qualification of age in < olorado,

-0-1892.

There is no qualification of age for teachers in this State.

WARRANTS.

Illegal, liability of treasurer for.

1S90-1S92.

As to whether a school district warrant is legally drawn when
I by the president and secretary and not by the treasurer, is a

question for the county treasurer of the proper county, to pass upon

when the warrant is presented for payment. Should he pay such war-

rant and afterward, upon investigation, it be found to have been

issued to some person or persons to whom the district was not justly

indebted, he, the treasurer, would be liable on his official bond by rea-

son of the fact that the warrant was not sufficiently authenticated as

provided in section 58, school law, which reads: "It shall be the duty

of the treasurer to couir 11 warrants drawn by the president

and secretary on the county treasurer."

The law does not require the county treasurer to keep several

accounts of the specialfund of a district.

The only provision for the payment of teachers* so/at

1890-1S92.
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A teacher having accepted a stipulated salary, can receive that sal-

ary only by warrants drawn by the district secretary, and takes them
for what they are worth. It would not be proper for the board to sim-

ply supplement, by an additional warrant, the shrinkage of irregular

warrants on account of the discount in the market. The deficit may
be made good by the board, at a regular meeting, voting to advance

the salary so as to cover the shrinkage in value of the depreciated

warrants.

Must be signed by president of board.

1890-1892.

The president of the school board being the principal functionary,

a warrant drawn without his signature is illegal.

Holder must bear discount.

1890-1892.

When school district warrants are sold at a bank or elsewhere and

a discount is charged, the holder of the warrant must bear the loss.

Not invalidated by special rate of interest, nor date ofpayment.

It does not invalidate a school warrant to specify a rate of interest

not exceeding eight per cent, nor to have a date of payment specified

therein. A county treasurer would undoubtedly follow the legal

directions as to the rate of interest and time of payment, regardless of

what might be written in the warrant in addition to the usual form.

Legality of essential conditions.

The auditing of bills against a school district must be performed

by the board of directors at a meeting thereof, and vouchers or war-

rants issued for the payment of such bills are legal only when
issued by a vote of a majority of the board at such meeting.

Issue of limit.

The total amount of school warrants issued must not exceed the

amount of tax levy for the current year.

Excess, not valid.

A school warrant payable two years from date of issue and in

excess of the special tax levy for the current year is invalid.
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Legal restriction* in matt <

The only legal restrictions placed upon school directors in the

matter of taring trananti are that they must be issued to peraooj

to whom the district is legally indebted, and the total amount

lamed must not be In excess of the special t.i\ levied for the

current \ I

WOMAN.

Not barred by marriage from teaching.

The school law of Colorado does- not prohibit married women from

teaching in the public schools of this State.

Agi for voting.

1890-1892.

A woman must be twenty-one years old in order to fulfill the

requirements of the statute granting to her the right to vote at school

district election-

When a tax-payer, may vote on bonds.

1890-1892.

If in addition to being a legally qualified elector a woman is a tax-

in her own right, she is entitled to a vote on the question of

contracting a bonded debt

May serve as deputy county superintendent of schools.

A woman can legally act as deputy county superintendent of

schools, and a county superintendent is legally entitled to a per diem

for work performed by such deputy.

' eligible to officeof county superintendent.

A woman is not eligible to the office of county superintendent of

schools.

May vote to organize a ne:c district.

1890-1892.

A woman may vote at a meeting called for the purpose of organ

izing a new district.
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May vote on question of sitefor school house.

Sex does not disqualify a person from voting upon the selection of

a school site.
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Exhibit V.

State Association of County Superintendents.

1801.

I. Officers.

II. Circular: State Superintendent to county super-

intendents.

III. Programme. (Colorado Springs, May 13,14, 15.)

IV. Minutes and report.

V. Register of membership.

VI. Circular: State Superintendent to county super-

intendents.

VII. Minutes and report. (Denver, Dec. 28, 1S91.

)

VIII. Register of membership.

1892.

I. Officers.

II. Circulars: State Superintendent to county super-

intendents. State Superintendent to county

commissioners.

III. Programme. (Aspen, June 15, 16, 17, 18.)

IV. Minutes and report.

V. Register of membership.

VI. Circular: State Superintendent to county super-

intendents. Programme. (Denver, Dec. 27.)

VII. Minutes and report.

VIII. Register of membership.
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State Association of County Superintendents

1S91.

OFFICERS.

President, Hon. Nathan B. Coy.

First Vice-President, E. C. Stimson, Pitkin county.

Second Vice-President, Reuben Berry, El Paso county.

Secretary, P. M. Condit, Delta county.

Treasurer, B. C. Killen, Elbert county.

Executive Committee, A. D. Shepard, Arapahoe county ;
\V. V

Casey, Boulder cdtnty ; D. S. Harris, Kit Carson county.

circular.

Dki'artmf.nt of Puhlic Instruction, )

Df.nver, Colo., April 22, 1891. (

To County Superintendents:

An attractive and suggestive programme has been issued by the

executive committee of the State Association of County Superintend-

ents for the meeting at Colorado Springs in May. It is hoped that the

committee's request for a full attendance will meet with a hearty

response. No educational gatherings during the year bear closer, more
important relations to the public schools of the State. The good
accomplished by the few already held is great ; the possibilities of good
to come are beyond estimate. The privilege of attending these meet-

ing should be eagerly embraced. No county superintendent can afford

to miss them. Their value to the schools of the State, severally and
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collectively, is so great as to justify the Department of Public Instruc-

tion in authorizing per diem and mileage compensation to the county

superintendents for attendance upon them. The hope is indulged that

no board of county commissioners will take so narrow a view of the

welfare of their own schools as to contest this claim with their county

superintendent.

PROGRAMME.

i. Address of welcome by Reuben Berry, of El Paso county.

2. Topic: "Best Method of Securing School Libraries," C. B
Timberlake, of Phillips county; James Dilts, of Eagle county.

3. Five-minute reports by county superintendents.

Discussion.

4. The State Normal School, President Thomas J. Gray.

5. Topic: ''Course of Study for Normal Institutes, " J. S. Eagle-

ton, of Jefferson county; E. H. Stevens, of Sedgwick county.

6. Topic: "Examinations and Certificates," A. D. Shepard, of

Arapahoe county; B. A. Arbogast, of Summit county.

7. Topic: "Supervision of Schools," E. C. Stimson, of Pitkin

county; T. M. Duffy, of Park county.

8. Topic: "The Work of County Associations," W. V. Casey, of

Boulder county; P. M. Condit, of Delta county.

9. Topic: "Official Records of Directors andsCounty Superin-

tendents," S. T. Hamilton, of Larimer county; C. W. Foreman, of

Rio Blanco county.

10. Recommendations to county superintendents, Nathan B. Coy,

State Superintendent.

W. C. Thomas, of Weld county; .

S. T. Hamilton, of Larimer county;

J.J. Tobin, of Montrose county,

Executive Committee.

MINUTES AND REPORT.

The State Association of County Superintendents convened in reg-

ular annual session at Colorado Springs, May 13, 1891, in the lecture

room of the First Presbj'terian church.
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[a the absence of the president, Hon. Pied Dick, Superintendent

: Weld county was elected temporary chairman.

in the of the secretary Superintendent !•: T. Piaher,

Superintendent s. T. Hamilton was elected secretary pro t<-m.

The opening addressby Superintendent EL Berr/of El Paaocounty,

aadreaponae by State Superintendent Nathan B. Coy, were followed

by an address of welcome to the county superintendents of the State

by Mayor Sprague of Colorado Springs.

The regular programme was then taken up.

The first topic, "Best Method for Securing School Libraries," was

presented in s short paper by Superintendent Timberlake ofSedj

county. An animated discussion followed, at the close of which a

Committee, consisting Of the State Superintendent and the principal of

the Normal School, was appointed to prepare a list of books for school

libraries, and to confer with publishers as to prices.

This was followed by a five-minute report from each county super-

intendent present.

Superintendent J. E Ray of the school for the Deaf and the Blind

dorado, then gave the convention an invitation to visit the

school, which was accepted.

The convention then adjourned to meet at 8:30 a. m., May 14, in

the chapel of the school for the Deaf and the Blind, to listen to a lec-

ture by a deaf mute, which was interpreted by Superintendent Kay.

After inspecting the various departments of this school, the superintend-

ents again convened at the Presbyterian church to resume the work of

the convention.

The programme for the day was as follows :

1. Paper by J. S. Eagleton. Subject: "Course of Study for

Normal Institutes."

Discussion of paper led by Superintendent Condit, Delta county.

The general opinion seemed to be that a uniform course of study for all

districts was not desirable at present.

The next number on the programme was a paper by Superintend-

ent A. D. Shepard, Arapahoe county Subject: " Examinations and

Certificates."

He was of the opinion that the State Superintendent should be very

careful in the kind of questions selected for the quarterly examina.

tions, and believed that tirst-class certificates should be granted only to

first-class teachers, and that there should be such uniformity in grading

the papers of applicants that a certificate of a certain grade from one

county would be equal to a certificate of like grade in any other county.
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Principal Gray, of the State Normal School, then addressed the

convention. In a brief manner he explained the work of the school

and indicated that the need of the Normal trained teacher was
apparent.

This address was followed by a paper by P. M. Condit, of Delta

county. Subject: "County Associations." Mr. Condit said these

meetings should be made as attractive as possible to secure the attend-

ance of teachers.

A paper was then read by E C. Stimson, Pitkin county. Subject:

"Supervision of Schools." One of the points made was to secure

first-class teachers and leave them to do the work.

The next in order was a paper on "Official Records," by S. T.

Hamilton, Larimer county, which showed the importance of many
needed changes in the form of official blanks, and how poorly records

are kept by many school boards. At the close of the discussion, by

request of State Superintendent Coy, a committee consi rting of S. T.

Hamilton and A. D. Shepard was appointed to confer with the State

Superintendent in remodeling the blanks for official records

Hon. N. B. Coy then gave the superintendents some suggestions

on unity and system in school work. He thought the county super-

intendents should look after the school boards and endeavor to create

a healthful sentiment. The teachers should be supported in their

work, and whatever is undertaken should be done well.

The following named officers were elected for the ensuing year :

President, Hon. N. B. Coy.

First Vice-President, E. C. Stimson.

Second Vice-President, R. Berry.

Secretary, P. M. Condit.

Executive committee, A. D. Shepard, M. V. Casey and D S. Har-

ris.

«On the evening of the 14th, the superintendents were very pleas-

antly entertained at the residence of President Slocum of Colorado

College.

Friday, May 15, 1891, convention adjourned to meet at Aspeh,

June 15, 16, 17 and 18, 1892.

REGISTER OF MEMBERSHIP.

Arapahoe county, A. D. Shepard.

Baca county, Charles Smith.
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Boulder county, M. Y

Delta county, P. M. Condit.

le county, Jama Dilta.

Elbert county, B. C. Killen.

El Paso county, Reuben Barry.

Gtmniaon county, Chas. Fueller.

Jefferson county. J. S. Lagleton.

Kit Carson county, I). S Harris.

Larimer county, S. T. Hamilton.

Lincoln county, H. A. Lowell.

Morgan county, \V. B Garver.

Phillips county, C. B. Timberlake.

Pitkin county, K. C. Stimson.

Prowers county, G. T. Feast.

Sedgwick county, H. H. Stevens.

Weld county, W. C. Thomas.

CIRCULAR.

T. Fisher,

Secretary.

State of Colorado, \

Departmknt of Public Instruction.
Denver, Colo., December 7, 1891. J

To County Superintendents

:

CtKNTlemkn—Your attention is called to the meeting of the

State Association of County Superintendents, to be held in Denver,

December 2S, announcement of which has already been made by the

Executive Committee.

All who can should attend this meeting. It is the purpose to

make it of special value to the superintendents recently elected, who
will constitute sixty per cent, of the entire number on the new list.

Besides the address of the State Superintendent, there will be

practical talks based upon the experience of those who have been a

long time in the service.

Among the topics that will be considered, are the following :

Difficulties Peculiar to the Beginning of a County Superintend-

ent's Work and How to Meet Them.

The County Superintendent in his Office.

The County Superintendent and the District School Boards.
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School District Funds and the New Tax Law.

The County Superintendent and his Teachers.

The County Superintendent and County Supervision.

The County Superintendent and County Associations.

The County Superintendent and the Public.

The County Superintendent and the State Superintendent.

Those who are wholly without experience in the work will do

well to study up carefully in advance the school law relating to

the duties of county superintendents, and to bring to the meeting,

note book and pencil.

You are requested to be on hand promptly at the time set for the

opening of the meeting, 9 a. m., and to come prepared to stay through

the sessions of the State Teachers' Association, which promise rare

entertainment in the papers to be presented, the address of Mr.

Bardeen (famous for his bright talks), and the social features, which

are expected to be unusually attractive.

Urge your teachers to come also, that there may be a large and

enthusiastic gathering.

Especially do not slight the Superintendents' meeting, but by indi-

vidual effort help to secure a full attendance, that the occasion may
be one of welcome to the incoming, God-speed to the out-going

members of the association.

You are requested to indicate what are the probabilities of your

coming.

Most cordially,

Nathan B. Coy,

State Superintendent.

MINUTES AND REPORT.

The State Association of County Superintendents met informally

at Denver, December 28, 1891, in the High School building, District

No. 1. The meeting was called to order by the president, Hon.

Nathan B. Coy, who in a brief address, called attention to the prac-

tical character of the meeting; that it was not an occasion for theor-

izing; that the word "supervision" covers duties of county superin-

tendent. He then considered supervision as applying to relation with

directors, teachers and school work as a whole. The ideal school

man is an educational philosopher, as well as man of affairs. He fol-
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lowed with statistical rammi hool matters gathered from

county superintendents' reports. He offered criticism and tnggettioiii

upon reports sent to his office

Discussion by Superintendents Shepard, Ca>ey, Lay, Lake,

Thomas, Stevens and Oth<

Superintendents Coy, Shepard, Condit, Hamilton, Carver and

others considered the question of issuing certificates. The general

opinion seemed to be that temporary certificates were necessary evils;

that markings should honestly indicate the actual result of the

teacher's examination; that teachers are responsible for their own
failures; that the county superintendent should ever have the good of

the school before him; that more care should be exercised in business

affairs of superintendent's office. In answer to question by Superin-

tendent Fueller, Mr. Coy recommended that every applicant be

expected to write upon all subjects.

Subject: "County Superintendent and County Association,"

discussed by Superintendent Eagleton. He called attention to the

relation of city and county superintendents' duties. Considered the

county course of study the important feature ; insisted that practical

work should be done and alone by competent teachers. Discussed by

Fenlason, Hamilton, Thomas, Casey, Jackson, Garver, Stevens, Con-

dit and others. In the discussion it was stated that the common
ignorance of the average teacher of graded work made the county

superintendent's efforts difficult ; that he should take upon himself

this responsibility. He should visit his schools with the determina-

tion of carrying out a specific plan ; he should try to establish a uni-

formity of text books and district ownership as means to the end of

grading schools.

Adjourned to meet at 1 130 p. m.

AFTERNOON.

Superintendent Thomas discussed " County Superintendent in

His Office." He considered visiting schools the most important part

of superintendents' duties. Business of county superintendent when
he takes his office is to familiarize himself with all its requirements.

Discussion outlined by Superintendents Hamilton, Shepard and
Stevens. Superintendent Stevens raised the question whether county

superintendent has any authority to declare a vacancy. Opinion of

State Superintendent that he has.

Superintendent Harris presented "Difficulties of a New County
Superintendent." Greatest difficulty to be met is want of familiarity

with the educational condition of his county.

15—I.
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Discussed by Superintendents Fenlason, Dilts and others. Topic:

"County Superintendent and District School Board," presented by
Superintendent Casey. He argued that no school could rise above its

school board. He urged cultivating acquaintance of directors and
frequent examinations of directors' books.

Many important points in connection with school law were dis-

cussed by Messrs. Dilts, Shepard, Thomas, Hamilton, Eagleton,

Jackson and others.

Superintendent Shepard was asked to explain object of section 64,

school law, and general objects in reference to general and special

tax. His remarks were of value to every one interested in school

matters.

Moved, that Mr. Knapp be instructed to inform Mr. Bardeen that

county superintendents have adjourned to meet in regular session

to-morrow at 9 a. m. and request his presence. Motion prevaile.fi.

Meeting adjourned to meet in Gumry Hotel during evening.

DECEMBER 29, 1S9I.

State Superintendent Coy rapped meeting to order.

"The County Superintendent and His Teachers" was presented

by Superintendent Dilts. He gave emphasis to responsibility of the

teacher and the need of high-minded teachers. Aim of the superin-

tendent should be to help his teachers. His full sympathy should be

with them.

Remarks commented upon by Superintendents Harris, Fenlason,

Shepard and Thomas. It was argued pro and con that county super-

intendents had nothing to do with bettering teachers; that it was the

duty of the teacher to first learn how to teach before trying; that it is

largely a matter of business; that county superintendents must be in

advance in educational progress.

At this point Mr. Bardeen came into the room and was grace-

fully introduced by State Superintendent Coy.

Mr. Bardeen paid a fine tribute to the advanced condition of

Colorado's educational interests; continued the discussion of the rela-

tion of the superintendent to his teachers; referred to the New York

plan of issuing certificates. " If schools are supported by a state tax,

every child of the state is entitled to help from the state."- Explained

the "omnibus plan" in vogue in New York. "The help of a con-

scientious superintendent is invaluable.''

President Baker of Boulder followed. He spoke of the efficiency

of the Boulder University. Urged the elevation of the teacher's

work as fast as possible.
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President Snyder of Greeley •

highly o( the educational advancement and aentiment; nrgt

higher rtandards; spoke of ideal requisites of inperintendent;

believed that a superintendent should be a "teacher of teachers;" an

individual pooaeoaed of wide sympathy.

The teachers1 reading circle w.i> diocnaaed, led by Superintendent

Stevens.

J. P. Jackson spoke of such action as would arouse enthusiasm.

I'. M. Condit offered the following resolution:

" Having learned of the recent death of Superintendent K. I..

Byington, honorary member of this Association, be it

%
*Resolved

t
That we, the County Superintendents of Colorado,

express our sorrow at his loss, and our condolence with his bereaved

family.

" That we recognize the valuable educational work of Professor

Byington in this State; that in his Christian character we have an

example that we commend."

Moved by Superintendent Hamilton and seconded by Superinten-

dent Shepard, that resolution be adopted by Association and spread

upon the minutes of this meeting.

Unanimously adopted.

State Superintendent Coy briefly reviewed the work of the meet-

ing and discussed the duties before us.

Adjourned to meet at 10:30 a. m. December 30, 1891.

DKCKMUKR 3D, I89I, 10:30 A. M.

State Superintendent called upon Mr. Shepard to state object of

this called session. Object given—to prepare subjects for June meet-

ing and show county superintendents why they should be present.

Normal Institute course of study discussed at some length.

Superintendent Coy spoke of Colombian Exposition; advised

forming committees as soon as possible for Normal Institu

Mr. Dilts gave it as the prime object of the Institute to learn

method: to rgow—cultivate skill and strength of mind.

Superintendent Stevens moved that a committee be appointed to

outline a course of study for the coining Institutes of 1S92, committee

to report their deliberations in Colorado School Journal, in April

number, and report to be presented at June meeting of the County
Superintendents, to be held at Aspen.

Motion sustained.
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State Superiiitendent Coy and President Snyder, of State Normal,

chosen to act upon that committee.

Meeting formally adjourned to meet in regular session at Aspen,

June 15, 16, 17 and 18, 1892.

REGISTER OF MEMBERSHIP.

Nathan B. Coy, State Superintendent.

Arapahoe, A. D. Shepard.

Boulder, W. V. Casey.

Chaffee, James A. Condit (elect).

Clear Creek, W. R. Collins (elect).

Delta, P. M. Condit.

Eagle, James Dilts.

Elbert, B. C. Killen, C. F. Lindsley (elect).

El Paso, Reuben Berry, J. P. Jackson.

Fremont, B. G. Woodford.

Gilpin, E. F. Lake (elect), F. B. McLeod.

Gunnison, Charles Fueller.

Hinsdale, J. C. Logan (elect).

Huerfano, Nelson Rhoades, Jr. (elect).

Jefferson, J. S. Eagleton.

Kit Carson, J. W. Augustine (elect), D. S. Harris.

Larimer, S. T. Hamilton.

Lincoln, H. A Lowell.

Logan, D. C. Fleming (elect), F. A. Long.

Morgan, W. E. Garver, S. A. Wallace (elect).

Otero, C. W. Fenlason (elect).

Park, George A. Miller (elect).

Phillips, Charles B. Timberlake.

Prowers, A. E. Crawford (elect), G. T. Feast.

San Miguel, H. C. Lay.

Sedgwick, E. H. Stevens.

Summit, B. A. Arbogast, George H. Clarke (elect).

Weld, W. C. Thomas.
P. M. Condit,

Secretary.
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State Association of County Superintendents

1892.

OFFICERS.

President, Hon. Nathan B. Coy.

Vice-President, Superintendent Cha.s. B. Timberlake. Phillips

county.

Secretary, Superintendent E. C. Stimson, Pitkin county.

Treasurer, Superintendent James Dilts, Eagle county.

Executive committee: J. P. Jackson, El Paso county; J. S. Kagle-

ton, Jefferson county; J. W. Douthit, Las Animas county.

CIRCULAR.

Attendance at the regular meetings of the County Superintend-

ents of Schools is an official duty, for the performance of which a

county superintendent is legally entitled to the usual per. diem and

mileage. This applies to all counties except counties of the first and

second class, viz: Arapahoe, El Paso and Pueblo.

Nathan B. Coy,

State Superintendent of Schools.

Denver, May 1, 1S92.
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circular.

State of Colorado,
Department of Public Instruction

Denver, May 28, 1892.

To the Honorable, the Boards of County Commissioners :

Gentlemen—Your sympathy and support are earnestly solicited

in behalf of the State Association of County Superintendents, whose
annual meetings, instituted only about three years ago, have already

wrought very beneficial results, and justify more generous public

support than they have hitherto received.

It is exceedingly desirable that every county superintendent in

the State should be enabled to attend these meetings. I myself would
favor making their attendance obligatory ; but to do this, provision

should be made for their expenses. County commissioners have it in

their power to make this provision by allowing the usual per diem

and mileage granted for services within the county. Ample authority

for this may be found in the Supreme Court decision rendered in favor

of County Superintendent Smith versus the commissioners of Jeffer-

son county. (^Colorado Reports, Vol. X, p. 17.) The law herein set

forth plainly regards the public school system as a State, not a county,

system. Hence the necessity of uniform, systematic organization

—

an end difficult to attain with the frequent changes of superintendents

and teachers from which country schools commonly suffer. At the

biennial State election, fifty to sixty per cent, of the county superin-

tendents regularly go out of office. The disadvantages resulting from

such sweeping changes may be largely lessened by giving the new
officers the opportunity of personal conference and counsel with those

more experienced. Such opportunity is afforded by the annual meet-

ing of the State Association. Some county commissioners do not

hesitate to grant per diem and mileage ; others refuse, probably

through ignorance of the value of the meetings. Therefore, this

communication is sent out, trusting that it will secure your ready

acquiescence in the recommendations offered and thereby the advance-

ment of school organization in the State.

Respectfully,

Nathan B. Coy,

State Superintendent.

PROGRAMME.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15, 2 O'CLOCK P. M.

Opening address by the president, Hon. Nathan B. Coy.
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"To What Extent Should Chics be Taught in the Public

tephenaon, Rio Grande county; J. P. J

1 ounty.

RSDAY, JUKB lb, 9:30 a. If.

Examination of tcaelu

This suhject to he presented by the executive committee:

FIRST That the committee recommends that each topic should

contain questions confined exclusively to the branch in which the

applicant is examined.

• -Concerning what would constitute a proper answer to a

general question, instructions should be given to the applicant not to

exceed a given number of lines.

Third— Fixed rules for the grading of examination papers

should be adopted, similar to those in use by the United States Civil

Service Commission.

FRIDAY, JUKB 17, 9:30 A. M.

"Barriers to the Progress of the Pubiic Schools of Colorado"—E.

H. Stephens, Sedgwick county; J. H. Freeman, Fremont county.

SATURDAY, JUNE l8, 9:30 A. M.

"Is the Tendency of the Public School Toward Immorality?"

—

Charles Fueller, Gunnison county; E. F. Lake, Gilpin county.

2 o'clock p. m.

Miscellaneous business and election of officers.

MINITES AM) REPORT.

The State Association of County Superintendents convened in

fourth annual session at Aspen, June 15.

The meeting was called to order in the court room of the county
court house at 2 p. m., President Nathan B. Coy in the chair.
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Judge Ingraham of Aspen, who closely resembles President Har-

rison, having been introduced by Superintendent Stimson, cordially

welcomed the visitors to the Queen City of the Mountains, in words
of high praise for the free school system of Colorado.

On behalf of the Association, Superintendent Shepard responded

tersely and appreciatively.

The address of President Coy which followed, drew attention to

the happy auspices under which they met in the beautiful city of the

mountains, the large attendance, which bespoke the manifest interest

in educational work in the State and the unusual dignity given the

meeting by the presence of the heads of three of the State institutions

which were related to the common school system of our State, as

spires to cathedrals, as the peaks to the mountain ranges.

The value of the Association might be learned by a glance at

what it has already accomplished. Important recommendations made
at the first meetings, held only a few years since, had secured a better

system and increased the efficiency of the schools throughout the

State. A course of study had been prepared which was gradually

being adopted with gratifying results; summer Normal Institutes had

become well established; attendance of pupils at school was more
closely looked after; county supervision was more efficient, and a

more earnest educational spirit had been awakened.

Much more remained to be done by the Association. A growing

popular interest was enriching the educational system of the State at

its roots, and thereby giving increased vigor to trunk and branches.

The remarkable extension of higher education throughout the

country was equally manifest in Colorado. While the general

increase of attendance in the schools for the past two years was about

ten per cent., that in academies and higher institutions, both public

and private, was more than forty per cent.

The number of pupils enrolled in high schools had increased

during this period from 1,414 to 2. 112; the value of school houses and

property from $3, S3S, 353 to 15,079,770; total receipts from \

to 52,803,465.51; total expenditures from $1,585,519 to $2, 419,513. 46:

number of teachers from 1.924 to 2,534.

While the total school population had increased twenty per cent.

,

the number enrolled and the average daily attendance had increased

twenty-five per cent.

There had been a decided increase in the expenditure per capita

of pupils, which might be explained in part by the fact that the rapid
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IC in population had led to provision for the future in substantial,

commodious buildings. The improvement in the architecture of

country school bui'. dly marked.

The importance of bringing good literature within the reach of

aphasized. The volumes in school libr. tries

had Increaaed from 20,016 in 891.

Appreciation 1 of the difficulties experienced by

county superintendents in combining proper supervision of schools

with office duties, and means for overcoming these difficulties were

-ted. The vigor with which the work had been prosecuted dur-

ing the new term was highly praised, and justified some changes

made by the last election. Those who are serving continuous terms

of office do not find that familiarity with the work lessens responsi-

bility or the amount of labor, but reveals constantly more to be

accomplished; while the new incumbents, who are faithful, soon

learn that the office is no sinecure. In spite of difficulties, progress

would be steady and uninterrupted if the noble efforts now making

were continued.

Free schools, like free governments, seem * to be of American

inspiration; in fact, however, they are but the realization of the best

thoughts of all ages. The American system was the dream of

philosophers and statesmen from Plato to Charlemagne, Gustavus

Adolphus and Luther.

The greatest educational problem of to-day is the improvement

of public schools. Secondary schools and higher institutions of

learning need less thought. The trouble with the country schools

arises largely from poor teachers. This is true not only of Colorado,

but of all the states. Unquestionably the deterioration of agricul-

tural interests as compared with other industrial pursuits explains in

large degree the country school problem. Schools are generally on

a level with their surroundings; and, as farming seems about to

recover from the degenerate tendency of past years, so also may we
expect the country school to be elevated. Much is expected from our

State Normal School in extending to country teachers professional

training and spirit. Its phenomenal success during its brief existence

warrants for it a future of great results.

It must ever be borne in mind, that the mere routine work of the

school room does not fulfill the chief end of education. The growing

teacher will idealize her work by contact with the stimulating thought

of the best minds in the profession and, beyond that, in general litera-

ture. Help in this direction may be had through normal institutes

and teachers' reading circles. The teacher who ignores these essen-
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tial aids to growth has no more realizing sense of the scope of her

work than would the traveler who should pretend to know our

mountains by having passed up one of the canons, or more narrowly

crossed them through a tunnel.

The address closed by calling the attention of the county
superintendents to their forthcoming annnal reports, and the import-

ance of having them accurate and complete in every detail.

Information having been received that the court room would be

required during the remainder of the week for an unexpected session

of court, the Patriotic Order Sons of America very hospitably

tendered the Association the use of their comfortable and attractive

assembly room, and further extended the compliments of the order

for Friday evening. These courtesies were appreciatively accepted.

Superintendent Stephenson, to whom was assigned the preparation

of the paper of "Civics in the Public School," being absent, upon
motion of Superintendent Shepard, the regular programme was
waived for a time, and the presidents of the State institutions were

invited to address the Association.

President Baker expressed his sympathy with the superintendents

in their duties; called attention to their relation to higher education;

observed that a gap existed between the rural schools and the uni-

versity, and urged as a remedy the establishment in every county of

at least one high school, that should prepare students for college.

President Snyder spoke glowingly of the country school, its

advantages and its needs. By country schools he meant the schools

of the smaller towns and the rural districts ; called attention to the

fact that ninety per cent, of the eminently successful business men
were educated in such schools. Their great need is the right kind of

teachers. The Normal School is intended to supply that need. It is

the peoples' school, and the one at Greeley will carry out to the letter

the work imposed on it by the people, namely, the development of

sentiment in education.

President Ellis remarked upon the difficulty of securing for the

country schools talent equal to that of the city. Good pav usually

secures good teachers. Some means should be devised for securing

better pay for country teachers.

At the close of these remarks, motion was passed that a com-

mittee of three be appointed by the chair, to receive resolutions relat-

ing to the co-operation of the county superintendents with the State

institutions of higher education and professional training, such reso-
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rations to be acted upon by the Association ti t'mal adjourn-

ment Messrs. Stimson, Jackson and Freeman were appointed upon

ommittee.

Superintendent Stephenson itiU failing to appear, the tubje

"Chrica in the Public Schools" was opened by Superintendent Jack-

son. He claimed that civics should be carried along with all dis-

ciplinary and culture studies; advocated less time for grammar,

iphy. arithmetic, etc., that the significance of citizenship and

its duties might be taught; considered that a special text book for

Colorado should be introduced.

This discussion wis participated in by Superintendents vStimson,

Thomas, Freeman, Fisher, Hamilton, Condit, Fenlason, Casey,

Eagleton, President baker and Mr. J. H. Miller, Lincoln, Nebraska,

editor of the Northwestern Journal of Education.

All persons present were invited to join in the discussions of the

meeting.

The question of a text book on State civics was referred to the

Committee on Resolutions.

A resolution was adopted that all invitations, excepting that to

visit kindergarten exhibits, be placed on file, to be acted upon as the

Association might deem best. A general invitation was extended by

Superintendent Eddingfield to visit the schools of Aspen.

At the morning session, June 16, called to order by President

Coy, reports of the meetings held in Denver in December last were

read and approved. Motion carried that secretary hereafter read

reports of meetings daily. Motion carried that the question of

engaging a stenographer to report proceedings in full be referred to

the Executive Committee and be reported on at the next regular

meeting.

The Executive Committee, through its chairman, Superintendent

Shepard, introduced for discussion "The Examination of Teachers."

He held that questions should be specific and pertinent, so that

applicants should have no cause for quibbling. County superintendents

should have a uniform scale of marking. The rules adopted by the

United States Civil Service commissioners were recommended.

Superintendents Hamilton and Casey sanctioned the recommenda-
tions of Superintendent Shepard, and invited free discussion.

Superintendents Lake, Jackson, White, Freeman, Fenlason,

Condit, Douthit, and Presidents Ellis and Snyder joined in the

discussion, which occupied the greater part of the day.
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It was suggested by the chair that a State Committee to examine
the papers of all applicants would be essential to uniformity of

marking. It was generally agreed that marks should indicate the

actual work done, and certificates be issued accordingly; and

that great care should be exercised in issuing certificates.

President Ellis agreed that long experience in the examination of

teachers only added to his confusion in giving advice. He held

that honesty and capability, based on successful experience as a

teacher, were necessary for a good examiner. Considerable latitude

could safely be allowed such an examiner. Personal power of the

teacher, as well as scholarship, should receive recognition.

Superintendent Freeman denounced stereotyped rules ; believed

in personal acquaintance with the teacher, and would give weight to

professional knowledge.

At the afternoon session in which the discussion of the subject

of examinations was continued, Superintendent Lake held that, when
a teacher had once passed a satisfactory examination, another should

not be required at the hands of the same examiner.

Superintendent Jackson urged that close attention be given to the

fundamental subjects.

Superintendent Shepard thought that there was danger of giving

too much latitude to the examiner on the sentiment basis, and illus-

trated by an incident from his own observation.

Superintendent Stevens argued for scholastic preparation as the

first requisite, and professional training the second, both being

essential in a good teacher.

Superintendent Fenlason considered uniformity of marking very

important. %

Superintendent Condit favored two sets of questions: those for first

grade certificates to be more difficult than those for second or third.

President Snyder, in response to a call, closed the running

discussion by declaring that in addition to technical scholarship,

good common sense and practical knowledge were desirable in

a teacher ; advocated some way of determining these qualifications
;

the law could be changed so as to give county superintendents more
authority and make examinations less frequent ; would not lay too

much stress on uniformity which was the death of some things ; held

that professional training meant something more than mere senti-

ment; it meant professional worth.
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Motion carried thai the recommendation! of the L om-

mittee »>c referred to the State Superintendent, with the iugjp

that he make inch nee of them a-> he saw lit. The recommendation!

are herewith submitted :

That the committee recommends that each topic should

Contain question* confined exclusively to the branch in which the

applicant is examined.

tmd. Concerning what would constitute a proper answer to a

general question, instructions should be given to the applicant not to

given number of lin

Third. Fixed rules for the grading of examination papers should

be adopted, similar to those in use by the United States Civil Service

Commission.

The following resolution, offered by Superintendent Shepard, was

adopted by the Association: "Thatit istheopinion of the county super-

intendents that the State department should prepare certificates so

that they shall show the actual standing of the applicant in the sev-

eral branches, said certificates to indicate the averages in first and

second groups and also the general average; also the county superin-

tendent's estimate of the teacher's practical ability; and that a sep-

arate certificate be prepared in accordance with section 16 of the

school law."

The following resolution was offered by Superintendent Douthit:

olved, That it is the opinion of this Association that there

should be but two teachers' examinations held each year, and that a

fee of one dollar should be charged each applicant for a certificate,

said fee to be placed to the credit of the Normal Institute fund of the

district in which the fee is paid; and, further, that the Committee on

School Law be instructed to see that the resolution is made a part of

the school law by appropriate legislation.'"

After prolonged and animated discussion, during which various

conflicting proposals were offered, it was finally decided that the

resolution be referred to the Committee en School Law, with the

request that they report the same at the next regular meeting

Superintendent Eddingfield, as chairman of the State Committee
on Teachers' Reading Circle, asked permission to modify the course

that had been adopted for the first year by the State Teachers' Associ-

ation, by substituting Hale's "Lights of Two Centuries" for Mont-

gomery's "History of England," and urged the co-operation of

superintendents in introducing the course; the professional part of it

would be Page's "Theory and Practice."
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By request, Mr. Miller recounted the experience of the Teachers'

Reading Circle in Nebraska, and gave it a thorough endorsement.

Further discussion led to the conclusion that the Teachers'

Library and Reading Circle were of great value.

The Association, by resolution, approved of the changes recom-

mended by the committee.

An evening session of an informal character was held in the court

room, in which troublesome questions of school law were discussed

for the benefit largely of the new members.

On the morning of June 17, the association resumed its work,

with the president in the chair, and, after the usual reading of the

minutes of the previous day's proceedings, listened to a paper by

Superintendent Stevens on "Barriers to the Progress of the Public

Schools of Colorado." Mention was made of unfit school buildings,

ownership and uniformity of text books, inefficient teachers,

superintendents and boards, and
/

finally, a lack of public senti-

ment in the community. Superintendent Freeman led in

the discussion and advanced the following points: 1. School

advantages should be extended to every boy and girl.

2. School attendance should be increased by the enforcement of

the compulsory law. 3. Weak districts should be strengthened by the

assistance of the strong. 4. High schools should be promoted. 5. Bet-

ter teachers, with more secure tenure of office, should be obtained. 6.

Text-books should be free. 7. Sanitary conditions of buildings should

be improved. Superintendent Hamilton held that the greatest

barrier was the weakness of the teaching force, and the next, want of

funds.

President Baker emphasized the need of skilled teachers; of

longer terms in rural districts; hoped some wise legislation would be

enacted to remedy existing evils. "Something must be done, " said

he, "to bridge the chasm between the schools and the colleges." An
animated discussion took place on the significance of the law touching

the establishment of high schools.

A telegram from Mr. Mather, proprietor of Glenwood Springs

bath houses, offering the freedom of the establishment to the Asso-

ciation, was referred for answer to the Executive Committee.

The afternoon lesson of this day was devoted to an exhibit of

kindergarten work by Mrs. Collar and daughter; which confirmed in

the minds of those who witnessed it, the value to very young children

of this kind of training.
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In the evening, the Association were guesti oi the P ()

One hundred or more Ml down to delicion of itniwbe

and cake. Literal iee preceded the refreshments.

Superintendent Fueller*! paper on " is the Tendency of «>ur Public

Schools towarda Immorality/ 1 hearty commendation for its

staunch support of the schools.

Addressee from prominent members of tin- P. I set forth

the origin and spirit of the order. Following the supper came s num-

ber of l>rit which, with the music, prolonged the evening's

entertainment to past midnight

The short session of Saturday a. m. was devoted to reports of

officer^ and committees.

In the absence of the treasurer-elect, Superintendent Hamilton

presented a statement of the finances of the Association.

Committee on Nominations, consisting of Superintendents Fisher,

Stevens and l'enlason, submitted the following, which was unani-

mously accepted: President, Hon. Nathan B. Coy; vice-president,

Superintendent C. B. Timberlake; secretary, I
*.. C. Stimson ; treas-

urer, James Dilts; Executive Committee, J. B. Jackson, J. S. Eagle-

ton, J. W. Douthit.

The Committee on Resolutions submitted the following report:

Be it resolved, by the Association of the County
[
Superintendents

of the State of Colorado, assembled at Aspen, this the iSth day of

June, 1S92, that it is the sense of this Association that the subject of

civics be taught in every school in the State; in the lower grades by

general instruction, given orally by the teacher, and in the higher

grades of the common school course in connection with United States

history, followed by a brief text book on the subject, and that this be

followed by a more extensive work, to be taught in the high schools.

As a further aid in teaching the subject, it is thought highly advan-

tageous to have published in a cheap form a small book relating

especially to the government of our own State.

That we, the County Superintendents of the State of Colorado,

recognizing the importance of unifying the work of our various edu-

cational institutions, believe that a very great necessity exists for well

equipped and thorough working high schools, in every county in the

State, which shall give one or more of the courses of study recom-

mended by the State Teachers' Association, and which shall be free

to all boys and girls of the county who are able to pass the required

examination for admittance.
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That we will use oar influence to inspire a desire for a liberal or

special education, and as loyal citizens of Colorado, we will direct all

such to the higher institution, which meets the need of each.

That we extend our grateful thanks to the D. & R. G. railroad

company for the many courtesies shown us; to the county of Pitkin

and citizens of Aspen for their cordial hospitality; to the press of

Aspen for its excellent reports of our proceedings; to County Super-

intendent Stimson for his special interest and successful efforts in

making our stay pleasant; and especially to the Patriotic Sons of

America, do we wish to express our lasting obligation for the use of

their hall, their unstinted hospitality and the abiding interest which
they show in the public school system of our country, and warmest
support which they manifest on all occasions in the cause which we
represent.

Signed, J. W. Douthit,

J. H. Freeman,

J. P. Jackson,
\V. C. Thomas.

A spirited contest between the friends of Boulder, Greeley and
Fort Collins for the next place of meeting, resulted in the selection of

Boulder, with a provision for giving a day each to the Greeley State

Normal School and the State Agricultural College. President Snyder

reported the action of the Committee on Normal Institute work,

already published in the April number of the SchoolJournal.

The report of the Committee on School Libraries was accepted and

the committee continned.

Superintendent Shepard repo.ted for the Committee on School

Records and Blanks. The report was accepted and the committee

continued, with the request that they consider suggestions which

had been offered during the present meeting. The question of pub-

lishing the full proceedings of the Association in pamphlet form for

general distribution, referred to the Executive Committee.

Manager Knapp, of the National Educational Association, spoke

briefly upon the meeting at Saratoga.

The secretary reported, as received from membership fees, $28.

Expended for telegrams, $3.

Before adjournment, the president acknowledged the compliment

•paid him by a re-election ; expressed his appreciation of the courte-

ous treatment which had lightened his duties as presiding officer; con-

gratulated them on the successful work of the meeting, from which

he felt that they would return to their labors more intelligent and

more enthusiastic.
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TIk on, having accepted the invitation to make free use

of the bath wood Springs, adjourned In time to reach the i>

& R. G. depot for tin i i v> a. m. outgoing tram. A delightful after-

noon at the Springs prepared them for their homeward trip, which

ted at g p. in.

R8GISTSB '" mi:mhhkshii'.

Nathan B, Coy, State Superintendent.

ipahoe, A. I ). Shepard.

Moulder, w. v. Caaej.

Chaffee, James Coinht.

Cheyenne, S. C. Terry.

Clear Creek, W. R. Collins.

Delta, F. W. Robison.

le, James Dilts.

Elbert, C. F. Lindsley.

El Paso, J. P. Jackson.

Fremont, J. H. Freeman.

Garfield, S. M. White.

Gilpin, K. F. Lake.

Gunnison, Charles Fueller.

Hinsdale, J. C. Logan.

Jefferson, J. S. Eagleton.

Kit Carson, J. W. Augustine.

Larimer, S. T. Hamilton.

Las Animas, J \Y. Douthit.

Lincoln, H. A. Lowell.

Logan, D. C. Fleming.

Mesa, E. T. Fisher.

Morgan, S. A. Wallace.

Otero, C. W. Fenlason.

Park, George A. Miller.

Phillips, Charles B. Timberlake.

Pitkin, E. C. Stimson.

Routt, J. A. Campbell.

Sedgwick, E. H. Stevens.

Summit, George H. Clarke.

Weld, W. C. Thomas. \> y[ o>ndit,

fan

.
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circular.

Department of Public Instruction, /

Denver, Colo., December 14, 1S92. \

The Annual Mid-Winter Meeting of the State Association of

County Superintendents will be held in Denver, Tuesday, December
17, beginning at 9 a. in., in the high school building.

No formal speeches are expected, but the following topics will be
presented for informal discussion. It is hoped that every superin-

tendent will come prepared to say something on one or more of them:

PROGRAMME.

1. An Informal Address on the Condition of the Work, Hon.
Nathan B. Coy, Superintendent of Public Instruction.

2. Free Text Books.

3. The Normal Institutes and How to Improve Them.

4. Compulsory School Law.

5. Some of the Weak Points in the School Law.

6. How to Get Better Results in the Records of District Treasur-

ers and Secretaries.

7. The State Teachers' Reading Circle.

8. Uniformity of Text Books and How to Get Them.

J. P. Jackson,

J. S. Eagleton,

John W. Douthit,

Executive Committee.

To County Superintendents:

Undoubted progress has been made of recent years in systema-

tizing the educational work of this State. The progress may be traced

largely to closer supervision, which is materially aided by frequent

consultation of educational leaders with each other. In view of these

palpable facts, you are urged to attend the meetings to be held in

Denver during the holiday season, especially the one on the 27th

instant, announced above. If you have any choice in the subjects

named, please indicate by numbering in the order of preference.

Cordially yours,

Nathan B. Coy,

State Superintendent.
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MINI II | \M> Kl POST.

The State ltoocietion ol County Superintendent! convened
informally it Denver, Deoembex 17, in the high school building, dis

triet N

The Association wu called to order by the president, Hon.

Nathan B. Coy, Superintendent Of Public Instruction.

Stimsen being al>seut, Jacob II. 1 'iceman WMB chosen secretary

pro tcm.

President Coy extended to the superintendents the complin;

of the season, and then proceeded to give an outline review of the

of education in the State during the past two years.

"In addition to the formal statistical reports required by law, the

county superintendents were requested to furnish brief statements of

the growth and condition of the schools under their supervision.

Forty-eight out of a total of fifty-five responded. These statements

may be said to reflect the educational tone or standard of the com-

munities to which they relate. The representations are for the most

part highly creditable. A healthful, encouraging state of educational

affairs is generally reported. The facts most frequently brought

out are:

"First An increased interest on the part of teachers, shown by

their eagerness to avail themselves of the means of self-improvement

afforded by county associations, normal institutes, teachers' reading

circles, libraries, educational journals, etc.

''Second—Greater interest on behalf of the directors, shown by
their demand for better teachers and the offer of better wages to

secure and retain them; the requirement of a higher grade of

scholarship, some school boards refusing to employ any but those

holding first or second grade certificates; the desire to have better

buildings, brick taking the place of frame and frame the place of sod

and adobe; improvement of school grounds with neat out-houses,

fences, trees, water, etc.

'"Third—Growth of public spirit among patrons, leading them to

uuite with teachers and officers in promoting school interests; an

appreciation of higher education and a recognition of the schools as

the best means of promoting material welfare.

"Several counties report improved financial condition of districts,

warrants that were at a discount having advanced. One of the oldest
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comities, strange to say, organized its first county teachers' associa-

tion during the past year, and reports a flourishing, enthusiastic

organization. On the other hand, some county teachers' associations

convene twice a year regularly. Still others hold meetings quarterly.

One county reports an enrollment of 98 per cent, of the school popu-
lation, another a demand for additional high school privileges,

another 'the largest number of good teachers' and hence 'the most
successful school year in many years. One county superintendent

hopes to have the Stars and Stripes flying from every school house in

his county before the end of another year.

"The fruit-growing county of Mesa makes the most remarkable

statement of growth, namely: an increase of 50 per cent, in the num-
ber of teachers, of 52 per cent, in school population, 59 per cent, in

the number of school buildings, 145 per cent, in valuation of school

property; the adoption of free text books and the State course of

study in most of the districts; enrollment in teachers' reading circle

of all the teachers except those of two districts, and a high school that

will prepare pupils to enter the university without examination.

"Huerfano county reports great success attending the establish-

ment of a kindergarten 'as the long-looked-for redeemer of the

children of mining towns.

'

"The effect upon the future of the schools of this quickened

interest on the part of those responsible for results cannot be other

than favorable. Better teachers and more interested officers and

patrons mean better school management, better system, closer

grading, broader methods, longer terms, better enrollment and

attendance, better classification, more efficient and economical admin-

istration.

"A few counties only report unfavorably and complain of falling

off in attendance, mostly in the parched districts of the plains, which

residents have been forced to leave on account of drought. In some

mining camps 'a floating population works disadvantageously to the

schools.' Other complaints are 'frequent changes of teachers,' 'need

of free text books,' 'lack of public spirit,' 'too many weak districts,'

'lack of funds,' 'crippled financial condition, sometimes due to dis-

honesty of county officials. ' Usually progress of schools will be

found to be most marked in counties where the superintendents are

the most energetic and the most capable."'

Superintendent Aaron Gove then made an announcement con-

cerning the Colorado School Journal; each superintendent is expected

to receive the Journal complimentary. They are urgentK requested

to make it what thev would have it.
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The summary presented by President Coy ;:ioli<.n "f Mr.

man, requested tor publication in the paper- <>f the city.

Superintendent Thoznsi <>i Weld county opened tin on on

Text Books." Many STgumentl were offered in

favor of public ownership of books. Experience In every city where

item has been fully tried, QSS been very satisfactory.

A motion by Freeman, seconded by Shepard, that the present law

of Colorado on the subject of free text books is satisfactory, was

unanimously carried.

The evil of weak districts was presented by President Coy, who
argued that when districts are able to send but two or three pupils to

school, some provision should exist abolishing such districts.

Superintendent Skinner, of Saguache county, has districts in

which school is maintained for the benefit of a single scholar. Others

present had similar trouble.

Superintendent Perry of Cheyenne county agreed with Superin-

tendent bowman of Pueblo, that such small districts should be

abolished.

Superintendent Eddingfield ot Aspen thinks it the duty of the

State to provide schooling for every child. Possibly the amount
appropriated to each child should be limited.

Superintendent Hamilton of Larimer county thinks the law is

about right as it now stands. Let remote and thinly settled districts

be supplied with a few months school at the expense of the district to

which they belong.

Superintendent Lake of Gilpin county has one very weak district

in which the patrons assist in maintaining the school.

Shepard of Arapahoe has the weakest as well as the strongest

districts in the State. One district has a valuation of only $450.

Thinks the law is now the best of any.

Superintendent Augustine of Kit Carson county thinks every

child should be provided for.

Superintendent Lake of Gilpin county spoke regarding acknowl-

edgment of certificates.

The general opinion seemed to be that superintendents should

use discretion in the matter.
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President Coy introduced to the Association the superintendent-

elect, Hon. J. F. Murray, of Colorado Springs, who spoke briefly,

announcing that he had chosen as his assistant, Professor Young, of

Cheyenne .Wells.

President Snyder was then introduced. He promised us the best

Normal School in the United States.

Professsor Work, in charge of the Sloyd department of the Nor
mal, was introduced, and spoke of the character and importance of his

work, especially for city schools. Country education gives many of

the advantages that Sloyd'offers.

Miss Tefft, of the kindergarten department of the Normal, was
introduced, and complimented Coloradans upon their readiness to take

up and help forward the work of kindergarten culture.

A communication from the officers of the National Teachers'

Association was read, in which they offer their services to assist those

who become members of the Association to secure accommodations in

Chicago during the World's Fair.

Superintendent Shepard spoke on the subject of illegal school

warrants.

At 12:10 the Association adjourned until 2 o'clock.

The afternoon session was called to order by the secretary at 2:40.

Chairman Coy being absent, Superintendent Fleming, of Logan
county, was chosen chairman pro tern.

The subject of the reports of district officers was taken up and

discussed by Superintendents Fenlason, Miller, Skinner, Hamilton,

Freeman and Bowman.

Changes in the blanks now in use and in the law were urged.

Superintendent Miller, of Park county, moved that a committee

of three be appointed to confer with the State Superintendent in regard

to the preparation of more satisfactory blanks.

After much discussion as to the propriety of such action, Superin-

tendent-elect Murray asked that such a committee be appointed. The
chairman then appoinled as such committee Superintendents Bowman,
Hamilton and Miller.
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Superintendent Douthit, ae membei ol ti.

ited that the luperintendenta report tothe committer

as they deaire to diecuai at the May meeting.

\t 6 o'clock the meeting adjourned.

\ BpecUl meeting, calledby the Executive Committee, waa held in

room I >, Wedii Ding, December 28, at 7

Superintendent Penlaaon waa chosen chairman pro tern.

The question .is to whether the Association will have a president

after the expiration of the term of office of Mr. Coy waa diac

at some length.

It was moved by Freeman and seconded by Long, that the Execu-

tive Committee he instructed that, after the expiration of the term of

office of Mr. Coy aa Superintendent of Public Instruction, a vacancy

will exist in the office of president of this Association, which they are

required to fill by appointment.

Superintendent Shepard moved that the Executive Committee be

instructed to correspond with Mr. Timberlake, the Vice-President of

. -sociation, and ascertain if he will be present at Boulder to take

charge of the meeting, and if not they are to appoint a president.

The substitute was carried.

The Executive Committee announced that J. S. Eagleton waa

chosen secretary of the committee.

At 8:45 the session adjourned.

RKOISTER OV KNROM.MF.NT.

Nathan B. Coy, State Superintendent.

Arapahoe, A. D. Shepard.

Chaffee, James Condit.

Cheyenne, S. C. Perrv.

Delta. F. W. Robison.

Eagle, James Dilts.

Elbert, C. P. Lindsley.

HI l'aso, J. P. Jackson.

Fremont, J. H. Freeman.

Garfield, S. M. White.

Gilpin, E. F. Lake.
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Jefferson, J. S. Eagleton.

Larimer, S. T. Hamilton.

Las Animas, J. W. Douthit.

Lincoln, H. A. Lowell.

Logan, D. C. Fleming.

Otero, C. W. Fenlason.

Park, George A. Miller.

Pueblo, C. W. Bowman.

Saguache, O. C. Skinner.

Summit, George H. Clarke.

Weld, W. C. Thomas.
Jacob H. Freeman,

Secretary pro tern.
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Exhibit VI.

State Normal Institutes.

1801.

I. Organization.

II. Circular: State Superintendent to county super-

intendents.

III. Circulars : State Superintendent to Institute con-

ductors and instructors ; to teachers ; to

county superintendents.

IV. Suggestive Outlines for State Normal Institute

work.
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Colorado State Normal Institutes.

1891.

ORGANIZATION.

Among the resolutions adopted by the State Teachers' Associa-

tion at its meeting in Denver, December, 1S90, was the following,

offered by Professor Paul H. Hanus of the State Normal School:

WHBRB \s, The State Normal Institutes held during the past two

years have been very successful, and have been a great help in direct-

ing attention to the value of professional training for teachers, and

Wm.KKAS, The time has come when further progress is attainable,

and when a more definite plan for State Institute work throughout

the State should be devised; therefore be it

Resolved^ That a committee, consisting of the State Superintend-

ent of Public Instruction, one or more representatives of the State

Normal School, one representative of the city superintendents and

one representative from the executive committee of each Normal
Institute district, be appointed by the president of the State Teachers'

Association to devise a bill for holding and maintaining Normal Insti-

tutes in the State of Colorado; said bill to be properly introduced in

the Eighth General Assembly, and its adoption urged in lieu of the

present Institute law.

The principal features of the bill prepared and adopted in accord-

ance with the above resolution were:

First. The increase in the number of districts from six (6) to

thirteen (13).
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Second. The association of the president of the State Normal
School with the State Superintendent in the general supervision of
the Institute.

DISTRICTS.

No. i. Counties of Sedgwick, Phillips, Logan, Yuma, Wash-
ington and Morgan.

Counties of Weld, Larimer and Boulder.

County of Arapahoe.

Counties of Gilpin, Clear Creek and Jefferson.

Counties of Douglas, Elbert and El Paso.

Counties of Kit Carson, Lincoln and Cheyenne.

Counties of Fremont, Custer and Pueblo.

Counties of Kiowa, Otero, Bent, Prowers and Baca.

Counties of Huerfano and Las Animas.

Counties of Saguache, Costilla, Conejos and Rio Grande

Counties of La Plata, Montezuma, Archuleta, Dolores

i.

No. 12. Counties of San Miguel, Ouray, Hinsdale, Mesa, Delta,

Montrose and Gunnison.

No. 13. Counties of Chaffee, Lake. Park, Pitkin, Eagle, Sum-
mit, Garfield, Routt, Rio Blanco and Grand.

OFFICERS.

Directors, ex-officio.

Nathan B. Coy, State Superintendent of Public Instruction.

Thomas J. Gray, President of the State Normal School.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEES AND CONDUCTORS.

District No. 1—
President, Superintendent C. B. Timberlake, Phillips county.

Secretary, Superintendent E. H. Stevens, Sedgwick county.

Treasurer, Superintendent William E. Garver, Morgan county.

Conductor, President Thomas J. Gray, Greeley.

No. 2. 1

No. 3- (

No. 4- 1

No. 5- '

No. 6. 1

No. -,

No. 8. 1

No. 9- '

No. 10.

No. 11. (

and San Juan,
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District Xo. 2—

i dent, Superintendent w. v. I mty.

\, Superintendent S. T. Hamilton, Larimei county.

Treasurer, Soperintendent W. C. Thomas, Weld county.

Conductor, President Thomas J. Gray, Greeley.

District Xo. 3—

President, secretary, treasurer, Superintendent A. i>. Shepard,

Arapahoe county.

Conductor, Principal \V. K. Knapp, Denver, District No. 2.

District Xo. ./

—

President, Superintendent Henry Bowman, Clear Creek county.

Secretary, Superintendent J. S. BagletOU, Jefferson county.

Treasurer, Superintendent F. B. McLeod, Gilpin county.

Conductor, Superintendent \V. Triplett, Golden.

District No. 5—

President, Superintendent B. C. Killen, Elbert county.

Secretary, Superintendent P. H. Hammond, Douglas county.

Treasurer, Superintendent Reuben Berry, El Paso county.

Conductor, Superintendent Eugene C. Stevens, Trinidad.

District Xo. 6—
,

President, Superintendents. C. Perry, Cheyenne county.

etary, Superintendent H. A. Lowell, Lincoln county.

Treasurer, Superintendent D. S. Harris, Kit Carson county.

Conductor, Superintendent D. S. Harris, Kit Carson county.

District Xo. 7

—

President, Superintendent B. G. Woodford, Fremont county.

Secretary, Superintendent J. P. Thurmond, Pueblo County.

Treasurer, Superintendent Price Walters, Custer county.

Conductor, Principal Edgar L. Hewett, Florence.
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District No. 8—

President, Superintendent F. E. Torbit, Kiowa county.

Secretary, Superintendent F. C. Ford, Bent county.

Treasurer, Superintendent G. T. Feast, Crawford.

Conductor, Superintendent W. T. Eddingfield, Aspen.

District No. g
—

President, Superintendent T. D. Baird, Huerfano county.

Secretary, Superintendent George C. Shiels, Las Animas county.

Treasurer, Superintendent A. Levy, Walsenburg.

Conductor, Superintendent P. M. Condit, Delta county.

District Xo. 10—
President, Superintendent Jesse Stephenson, Rio Grande county.

Secretary, Superintendent T. M. Lyons, Saguache county.

Treasurer, Superintendent Fred. Elter, Costilla county.

Conductor, Superintendent E. C. Stevens, Trinidad.

District Xo. n—
President, Superintendent D. M. Longenbaugh, Montezuma

county.

Secretary, Superintendent W. P. Underwood, Archuleta county.

Treasurer, Superintendent Charles A. Pike, La Plata county.

Conductor, Superintendent J. R. Durnell, Durango.

District Xo. 12—
President, Superintendent E. T. Fisher, Mesa county.

Secretary, Superintendent P. M. Condit, Delta county.

Treasurer, Superintendent Philip H. Shue, Ouray county.

Conductor, Principal J. A. Guttery, Grand Junction.

District Xo. 13—
President, Superintendent James Dilts, Eagle county.

Secretary, Superintendent Lee Champion, Chaffee county.

Treasurer, Superintendent Edward C. Stimson, Pitkin county.

Conductor, President Thomas J. Gray, Greeley.
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CIUO I AK.

01 Colorado, i

Dbpartmbnt or Pi raxji Instri c n<

ounty Supi >its:

Pending the issuance of I Dew revised edition of the school law.

the Department of Public Instruction has prepared copies of the bill

relating to Normal Institutes for distribution among the county

superintendent! of the State. The bill petted as recommended by

the State 'lYachei s' Association. An allowance of fifty dollars for

each district is provided for in the general appropriation bill, and the

railroad authorities have consented to a one and one-fifth rate fare

throughout the State. Thus every inducement is offered for energetic

and enthusiastic work in hehalf of the Institutes. The importance of

at once organizing the various executive committees is apparent, as

the time remaining for preparation is already short.

"Course of Study for Normal Institutes'! having been selected as

a topic for discussion at the May meeting of the County Superintend-

ents, it is very desirable that the several executive committees be on

hand to aid in that discussion. Each committee should come prepared

to offer suggestions as to the kind of work that would best suit its

district. Prom these suggestions it may be possible to arrange a

skeleton course for the State, which can be adapted by special features

to the needs of each district. Thus may the school interests of the

State be harmonized without violating the welfare of any part, and

the essential benefits of co-operation be amicably secured.

The State .Superintendent anticipates with pleasure the opportu-

nity of the May meeting for a better personal acquaintance with the

county superintendents of the State.

Respectfully,

Nathan B. Coy,

Denver, April 22, 1891. State Superintendent.

circular.

State of Colorado.
^Department of Public INSTRUCTION, f

To Institute Conductors and Instructors:

It has been found impracticable to prepare such a syllabus of

work for institutes as was contemplated for use this summer. In the

first place, the time allotted was too short for satisfactory work. In
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the second place, because of the unusual delay this year in letting

the contract for the State printing, and the precedence of certain

official documents over all other matter for publication, it will be

impossible to get the printing of such a pamphlet and also the new
issue of the school law done in time. Hence only the school law

will be printed at present. The directors of the various institutes will

therefore prepare their own programmes in accordance with the fol-

lowing suggestions:

Let the "State Course of Study for Public Schools," as prepared

last year by a committee of county superintendents, furnish the basis

for institute work.

Bear in mind that the chief object of an institute is to impart a

knowledge of the principles and methods of teaching and of school

management. The instruction should consist not merely in teaching

several branches of study, but in teaching how to teach those

branches.

•

The instruction should be specially adapted to the needs of

country teachers. The wants of teachers in the particular localities

should be ascertained as far as possible, and the instruction made
prominent in those branches in which there seems to be the greatest

need.

By reason of the limitation of time, the instruction should aim

particularly at definiteness and clearness. There is danger of pre-

senting too much matter and of passing over the ground too lightly

and too rapidly. A clear distinction should be made between the

important and unimportant. A few of the more essential parts of

arithmetic, grammar, geography, etc., should be selected, and these

should be presented so clearly as to leave a. permanent impression.

Every lesson should have a plan, and this plan should be out-

lined on a blackboard and copied by the teachers in their note books.

The institute recitation should be a model in every respect. The
same order should be maintained and the same attention exacted as

the teachers are taught to maintain in the school room. Thus are

didactics made practical.

As the object of the institute is to aid each teacher in developing

innate teaching ability, the work should be individual and personal

in its character as far as possible. The spirit of inquiry should be

encouraged. There should be frequent opportunities for questions

and answers, for exchange of thought, for suggestions coming directly

from the members of the class.
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While tin- most practical professional work should be In the

instruction given ill those elementary branches that .ire taught in our

common school ittention should be given to school orj

tion and ichool management, ethici [civil and social
,
supplementary

reading in connection with history, geography and physiology and

hygiene ai applied to the common laws of health, especially to the

efiectl of intoxicating drinks, narcotics and stiniul.ints. An outline

of work in these subjects will be sent out in a few da ipplc-

nient to the State course of ttndy,

Systematic study of the school law under the direction of the

county superintendents is heartily commended. Particularly should

an exercise on the subject of school reports be given in each institute,

in order that the value of the statistics compiled from school teg

may be thereby improved, and thus district secretaries and county

superintendents be relieved of much unnecessary annoyance in con-

nection with the making of annual reports. At least one half-day

should be set apart at each institute for the discussion of the subjects

relating to the duties of school directors.

Certain evenings of the institute may properly be devoted to such

exercises as will interest and instruct the people. On these occasions

the teacher should be lost in the citizen, and education considered in

its wider, more popular aspect. Lectures, scientific and literary,

interspersed with music, readings, etc., may well have a place. But

entertainment should not be the only end in view. Better ideas of

education should be imparted, and a livelier public interest and

wider co-operation in the work of school improvement should be

awakened.

The whole spirit of the institute should tend toward creating and

sustaining a desire for continuous self-improvement. To this end

teachers should be urged to take and read some educational paper,

and to read each year at least one educational book. As an aid to

this a list of standard educational works will be published with the

supplement to the State course of study.

Conductors are requested to report to this department the subjects

presented, the amount of work done and the special topics discussed

in each subject. These reports will be preserved for reference in

determining the work of succeeding institutes.

The Superintendent will be glad to confer, either by correspond-

ence, or, where possible, by personal interview, with Executive Com-
mittees and institute instructors.

17-1.
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To the Teachers of the State :

You are reminded that the summer institutes are for your especial

benefit. The aim is to give to the teachers of the rural districts a taste

of the professional training afforded by the State Normal School, the

privileges of which they may be unable to enjoy. The demand for

the professional training of teachers is constantly increasing, and like-

wise the facilities. The Normal schools in the east are overflowing

with students preparing for better work. The trend of the profession

everywhere is upward. More and more each year bright young men
and women are entering its ranks for permanent work. In many
places remuneration is appreciating. Among the measures warmly
urged by the school superintendents of the country at the national

meeting in Philadelphia last February were : "'The establishment of

Normal Schools, colleges for the preparation of teachers, schools of

pedagogy in the universities, courses of lectures on the science of

teaching, educational periodicals, the principles of civil service as

applied to the teachers of the public schools, and the enactment of

laws in the several states requiring from all candidates for the office of

teacher, certificates of qualification from the state authorities." The
successful teacher of the future cannot afford to ignore these indica-

tions of progress, nor to slight the facilities afforded for professional

training and improvement Experienced teachers can do much for

the success of the institutes by giving the conductor and instructors

their hearty co-operation.

These suggestions earn- with them the hope that the institute

work of the present season may bear abundant fruit in the subsequent

work of the schools.

Cordially,

Nathan B. Coy,

State Superintendent.

Denver, June 15, 1891.

CIRCULAR.

ie of Colorado. 1

Department of Public Instruct:

To County Superintendents:

You are requested to give as wide circulation as you can through

your local papers, aud otherwise, to the information contained in the

enclosed circular concerning Normal Institutes, especially that part

of it addressed to the teachers of the State.
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The figure! on the margin of th< ounty superin-

tendents show the attendance it the Normal Institute

Without donbt, distance from the place <>f meeting bad much Eo do with

the poor re] ition from [t*ii hoped that the

reapportionment into smaller district! will bring out s better i

sentation t: Much will depend upon the effort! made by the

county superintendent! themselves to stimulate the interest and

ambition of teachers. It is believed that the well known energy and

efficiency of these officers will not be depended upon in vain.

Those Of you who have not already done BO are earn

requested to report upon the census returns .md tea* imina-

tions before July i.

I heartily approve of the recommendation made by my prede-

cessor, that district school directors allow at least one week's wa

teachers who shall attend one of the summer institute courses, but

refusal ought not to keep teachers away; the benefit of them should

be considered worth the individual expense.

Please state, in your local announcements, that the law respect-

ing Normal Institutes authorizes the adding of five per cent, to the

standing, at ensuing examinations, of teachers who shall have

attended one of the summer institutes; also, that a rate of one and

one-fifth fare has already been agreed to by the Railway Passengers

Association of the vState.

It is hoped that the date and place of holding each district insti-

tute will be reported to this Department in time for announcement
in the July issue of the Colorado School Journal.

Respectfully,

Nathan B. Coy,

State Superintendent.

Denver, June 15, 1891.
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Suggestive Outlines for Normal Institute

Work.

In the preparation of the following outlines, free use has been

made of the similar work of others. Especially helpful have been the

reports of New York (1891), Indiana (1888), Michigan (1886) and
Illinois (1888).

It is not expected that the outlines will be strictly adhered to,

but that they may serve as suggestions, not merely to institute

instructors, but also to teachers in the regular work of the term.

Hence, they may be regarded as supplementary to the State course

of study.

United States history, civil government and ethics are introduced

as kindred studies, of great importance in the training for intelligent

citizenship, for which in these times there are so great demand and

need.

The aim throughout has been to suggest work that is practical

and within the reach of all teachers.

The circular will serve its best purpose if it but simply arouse the

spirit of honest and thorough inquiry among those for whom it is

prepared and to whom is herewith extended cordial greeting.
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Tin oK'. \m/atu>n 01 DISTRICT SCHOOLS.

a Choice of school* Young 1 L select a di

BChool at first.

atracts should be made in writing and conditions definitely

Stated. Both parties should haw a copy.

c Obtain information respecting the condition of the school, the

school house, etc Consult the former teacher, the boaid

and parents. Be sure that the school room is neat, com

fortable and clean. Friendly visits to the families of the

district cannot be too highly recommended.

fay.

a Be early. This is all-important.

b Take the names of the pupils as they enter the room. Kndeavor

to make the first impressions pleasant. Learn what you

can of each pupil's studies, advancement, etc.

c Call to order exactly on time.

d Have a definite plan of work for the day :

i. What you will do.

2. How and when you will do it.

e Let the opening exercises be short.

f Assign lessons promptly. Commence with last lesson of pre-

ceding term and with a short advance lesson.

g Complete the enrollment. Take

i. Full name of pupil.

2. Full name of parent or guardian.

3. Age of pupil.

// Hear lessons assigned according to temporary programme.
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j. Permanent organization.

a In the preparation of a daily programme the following rules

should be observed :

i. There should be as few classes as possible.

2. The studies that require the greater mental effort

should come in the early part of the day.

3. The recitations of the youngest pupils should be short

and frequent.

b District schools would be greatly improved by being graded.

Suggestions about grading. Sample programmes, both for a

graded and ungraded school, to be made out by members of

the class.

SCHOOL GOVERNMENT.

Ends to be attained.

a To train the pupils in self-government and self-direction, as the

foundation of character.

b To secure industry, order and regularity in the school work.

Successful government and successful teaching aire insepa-

rable.

2. Basis.

a Moral—That is, power making itself felt without appeal to

pains and penalties. It depends for its efficiency upon

1. The character of the teacher.

2. Upon the nature of the pupils, and

3. Upon the relation between the two.

b Physical—Thas is, power making itself felt, when necessary,

by pains and penalties. The need of this will continue in

schools and in society so long as human nature remains as it

now is
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Strength of will and en<

• rol and orderly

, Thorough knowli abject* taught.

J Definite plans and clear notions of what to do.

A manifest interest in the pupils.

/. Means qfgoverning*

a Training the will and forming correct habits of feeling, thought

and action.

b Punishment:

i. Object, to prevent wrong-doing.

a By reforming wrong-doer.

b Hy deterring others from wrong-doing.

C By condemning wrong-doing.

2. Kinds

:

a Certain rather than severe.

b Just ; bearing a proper relation to the offense.

Natural and consequential, as the forfeiture

of rights and the loss of privileges. Sus-

pension or expulsion is a natural punishment

for insubordination ; limits to use.

d Corporal ; when justifiable.

c The spirit and manner in which punishment

should be inflicted.

/ Improper punishments ; illustrations.

3. Aids to punishment :

a Good eyes and good ears ; the ability to know
what is going on.

b Common sense
; practical wisdom and tact.

c A positive moral character and life.

d The possession by the teacher of requisite

authority with confidence and co-operation

of school officers.
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e Parental co-operation :

1. In preventing tardiness and securing

regular attendance.

2. In influencing home study and in vari-

ous other ways assisting and encour-

aging the teacher.

f School recreations ; collections, botanical,

zoological, geological, archaeological, etc.

5. The practical problem.

In all governing, to secure the necessary order and unity of action

in the whole body, and to allow the greatest possible individual

freedom.

6. Practical suggestions.

a Have the fewest possible rules.

b Have only such rules as will commend themselves to fair-

minded pupils.

c Do not attach specific penalties to general rules.

d Have no penalties which are unnecessarily irritating and

offensive.

e Govern as far as possible without appearing to govern.

f Cultivate the honor and manhood of pupils by trusting them,

even though you are sometimes cheated.

g Remember that a child cannot entirely "put away childish

things."

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION.

i. Teaching processes.

a Instruction—Its aims or objects:

1. To occasion the pupil's acquisition of knowledge

and power.

2. To impart knowledge directly.
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I trilling— Its functions:

i. To deepen the impression! and to Impart skill of

mind and bodily 01

2. To give power to apprehend again with eSSC and pre-

claion, and ability topnpils to rediscover or retrace

knowledge.

;v Principle. By repetition the mind gains power and

skill to act again more easily in any defined

direction.

C Testing— Its purposes:

i. To disclose results of instruction and drill.

2. To arouse interest, secure attention and to assist in

classification.

d Show that these three processes support and assist each other,

and that they all unite in occasioning those activities which

result in culture, power, kuowdedge and skill.

2. Teaching exercises.

a A lesson, when the chief end or object is to impart knowledge

or skill, or both.

b A recitation, when the chief end or object is to test the pupils'

knowledge or skill, or both.

c Most of the exercises in the primary classes should be lessons;

in intermediate grades they should be about evenly divided

between the lesson and the recitation, and in advanced

classes more of the exercises should be recitations.

\. Comparison of the lesson and the recitation.

a The objects of the lesson in the order of importance are:

i. To instruct.

2. To drill.

;,. To test, testing being incidental.
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b The objects of the recitation in order of importance are:

1. To test.

2. To drill.

3. To instruct, instruction being incidental.

c The test should be thorough, a test of knowledge, not of mem-
ory merely.

4. Relation of the lesson and the recitation.

a The oral lesson preparatory to the pupil's study and to the

recitation proper, instruction before study.

b In primary classes every subject should be first developed

orally.

c In more advanced classes less preparatory instruction required;

pupils should be trained to obtain knowledge from books.

d The lesson and the recitation in advanced classed may often

be combined, the one being made subordinate to the other.

e When the pupil fails to recite for himself, the mistake of the

teacher reciting for him should be avoided. In such cases

another lesson should be given.

7. The recitation.

a Importance, as an index of the teacher's real power and work.

It is here that contact of teacher's mind and heart with

pupil's is closest.

b General purposes:

1. To cause the pupil to restate, so far as possible, in his

own language, the matter contained in the assigned

lesson.

2. To give additional clearness to the pupil's knowledge

by means of illustration and explanation.

3. To create an interest in the subject by supplying

suitable motives to pursue it, and by engaging the

pupil in the art of thinking.
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Marks of a good invitation:

i. Good ord< ttention.

\ lively interest in tin- subject under discussion.

3. An Intelligent restatement of the matter contained

in the lesson.

4. A. sharp appetite for knowledge.

=;. A disposition to think.

BSential personal traits:

1. A good knowledge of the subject and a living interest

in it.

2. A graceful, kindly manner.

Enough of the nervous temperament to give quick

discernment of eye and ear.

4. The ability to ask questions which are clear, definite,

pointed and suggestive.

5. Skill in stimulating pupils to self-activity.

< Certain mechanical aids:

1. A simple system of signals for calling and dismissing

classes.

2. A comely and uniform posture of pupils.

3. Assigning lessons which are neither too long'uor too

short.

4. A time-table well planned and faithfully followed.

f Teacher's preparation:

1. A thorough and fresh knowledge of the subject-mat-

ter, logically arranged and clearly in mind.

2. Familarity with, but independence of, the text book.

3. A knowledge of the nature of the pupils, as well as

the subject-matter and the best way of presenting

it; also, a knowledge of principles to be observed

and method to be employed in each exercise- uni-

form method not alwavs the best.
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4. Consideration in the assignment of work for

a The ability and advancement of the class.

b The time available for work or study.

c The nature of the work or task.

5. Advantage of teacher's preparation.

a In lessening the burden of government, and
reducing worry and fret.

b In keeping the mind fresh and vigorous,

begetting enthusiasm aud promoting health.

g Methods of conducting recitations.

1. The catechetic or question method.

a Its advantages or merits.

1. Thoroughness as a test.

2. In permitting a logical unfolding of the

subject.

3. In permitting the imparting of incidental

instruction.

b Its disadvantages.

1. It is not a good drill in the expression

of thought consecutively.

2. It does not necessitate the logical analy-

sis of a subject.

3. It does not require a systematic arrange-
• ment of the different parts of a subject

by the pupil.

c Questioning:

1. Purpose (to direct, to incite, to lead, to

arouse, to test).

Subject-matter of questions.

Form of questions.

Logical order.

Importance of first question.

Study the answer before asking.

Answers to questions (to the point, clear,

direct, 'concise, definite, complete).
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Tin- topical method

(/ Its advantages or m<

1. [t cultivates the power o( exprettionby

requiring the pupil to tell what be

knows in consecutive sente:.

It reqnirea a logical tnalysia of the sub-

ject and a Systematic arrangement ot

the facts and principlef by the pupil,

both in study and recitation.

3. It is an excellent preparation for writing

and speaking.

b Its disadvantages:

1. It is superficial when not directed by

the teacher; mere talking too often

accepted for reciting.

2. It is imperfect as a test of knowledge.

3. Union of these two methods:

a The lesson prepared and recited, in the main,

topically.

b Wrong and incomplete statements or other

evidence of imperfect knowledge being

followed by careful questioning.

// Methods of calling on pupils:

1. The consecutive method.

a Advantages:

1. Rapidity; no time lost in designating the

pupil to recite.

2. It is easy for the teacher.

3. It gives all the pupils an opportunity to

recite.

b Disadvantages:

1. Failing to hold attention of entire class.

2. Permits a partial preparation of the

lesson.

3. Prevents thorough and effective testing.
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2. The promiscuous method.

a Advantages:

1. Secures and holds attention of entire

class.

2. Necessitates preparation of entire lesson

by each pupil.

3. Permits effective testing and makes the

recitation a thorough mental drill.

b Disadvantages:

1. Less rapid than the consecutive.

2. It is not so easy for the teacher.

3. Pupils often omitted and tests improperly

distributed.

3. The simultaneous or concert method.

a Not reliable as a test.

b When it may be used.

4. Show how all these methods may be effectively and

profitably combined.

REVIEWS AND EXAMINATIONS.

/. Purposes of reviews.

a To test results of previous instruction and drill.

b To fix in the mind important facts and principles passed over.

2. Kinds of reviews.

a Periodical; as daily, weekly, monthly, term, annual.

b Topical; of a given subject or of a section or division of a

book, when completed.

3. Methods of reviews.

a By oral questions in the recitation.

b By written questions to be answered in writing.

c By topics assigned to guide in study, and also in the recitation.

d By outlines, presenting an analysis of the subject.
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/. Purpo ramiiutfiot

a To u->t the pupil's knowledge and skill, anil to compan
reeulta with some itand

b To ghre the pupil correct [demofhia Atteinmente, and to indi-

cate what he knowa end what he ought to know.

To afford a baaria fbt claaaification and promotion.

d To afford the teacher a tangible means of measuring his own
ancc

e To furnish an incentive to both teacher and pupil to do faith-

ful work.

j. Methods of examinations.

a Oral; advantages and defects.

b Written; advantages and abuses.

6. Character of tests.

a They should not be narrow and technical, emphasizing "all

the lumber of the text books."

b They should test knowledge of important facts and principles

of the subject taught.

c They should test the pupil's understanding; should train,

rather than cram, the memory.

PSYCHOLOGY.

/. Definition: science of mind.

2. Educational value.

"The nature of education is determined by the nature of the

mind."
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j. The mind.

a What it is and what it does.

b The laws of its growth.

c Means of its culture.

d The right methods of using the means of culture.

e Practical knowledge of, necessary to the teacher.

y. Attention.

a Defined.

b How secured.

c How retained.

d Conditions of.

e Importance of.

"To education the conception of attention is the most important

of all those derived from psychology."

—

Rosenkranz.

"The one serviceable, safe, certain, remunerative, attainable

quality in every study and in every pursuit is the quality of atten-

tion."

—

Dickens.

It is suggested that the work covered by the above outline be

considered the minimum in this study for each institute. The
subject-matter is embraced in the first fifty (50) pages of "Baker's Ele-

mentary Psychology," and still more fully in the first eighty-five (85)

pages of "Sully's Teacher's Hand-Book of Psychology." "The Art

of Securing Attention," by Professor Fitch, of Cambridge, England,

and reprinted by Hitchcock & Walden, Cincinnati, Ohio, is a most

estimable little book, and should be in the possession of every

teacher. It contains about forty (40) pages, and costs not to exceed

twenty-five cents.

5. How knowledge is gained.

Perception.

a Ideas of pressure and resistance—The sense of muscular

resistance.

b Ideas in regard to the surface of objects—Touch and its

organs.
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I. Iras of tl.ivor Tastr.

d Ideas of odor Smell.

t Ideas of sound- Hearing.

/ Ideas of light and color Sight.

g Secondary (or acquired) perceptions.

h Law: [deal belonging to one sense cannot be conveyed

through another sense. Application of this !a\v in

teaching.

Senae training.

i. Neglect of.

Importance of.

Beat means of.

\fsmory.

Two-fold character; reproduction and recognition, spontaneous

and voluntary.

Kinds

—

i. Arbitrary—rote learning.

2. Suggestive—learning by heart.

;v Associative.

Growth of memory— "Plastic period."

How best cultivated.

Educational value.

On what depends.

7. Imagination.

Kinds—

1. Reproductive.

2. Constructive.

Necessity of training.

Its utility in education and in life.

Means of cultivation.

Relation to general school work.

Relation to preceding powers.

Results to be aimed at by teacher.

18-1.
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8. Reason.

Kinds—

i. Inductive—Deductive.

2. Analytical—Synthetical.

3. Demonstrative—Dogmatic.

Means of cultivation.

9. Principles of mental culture.

Senses trained by object teaching.

Ideas before words; thoughts before sentences.

Knowledge before definitions; facts before inferences; processes

before rules.

Power to do comes by doing; power to think comes by thinking;

right habits result from acts frequently and rightly performed.

PHYSIOLOGY AND HYGIENE.

i. I lility of the study.

a Practical.

1* For self-knowledge. An acquaintance with the deli-

cate mechanism of the body tends to prevent

trifling with it. One does not tinker with a fine

watch nor give it to a blacksmith for repairs.

Quacks and nostrums do not find favor with one

that understands the body.

2. As an aid to correct personal habits and practices.

b Educational.

1. For the study of things as opposed to words and

abstractions, thus training the powers of observa-

tion and comparison.

2. As an exercise in tracing out adaptations of means to

ends.

3. For the cultivation of accurate diction through its

precise nomenclature.

4. For developing the idea of analogy as distinguished

from similarity.

5. As a centre about which group the beginnings of the

most important elementary facts of biology and

physics.
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.^unici I

a \
. ot' the b

1. Hones ;m<l joints.

2. Muscles.

3. Skin and tpp

. -.tal proct

1. Digestion.

2. Absorption.

3. Circulation.

4. Respiration.

3. Methods of teaching.

a 1. Make the study eminently practical.

2 Let hygiene be the end aimed at ;
teach no more anatomy

and physiology than is needed to set forth the con-

ditions oflife and health.

b 1. Make the recitation mainly topical.

2. Preface assigned lessons with oral instructions.

3. Describe the parts in common language before applying

technical names.

C 1. Illustrate with blackboard, charts, manikin or skeleton,

microscope, prepared specimens, and, when possible, the

part or object described taken from the lower animate.

2. Teach pupils to become familiar with the location of organs

by touching those parts of their bodies beneath which

the organs are situated, and to compare functions and

adaptations of these corresponding parts of lower

animals.

d Emphasize the ill-efTects of stimulants and narcotics, but avoid

extravagant statements which the observation and experi-

ence of children would contradict ; especially should care

be used not to hurt the feelings of children that suffer from

the drink-habit in others.
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e How to use specimens: When fresh joints, etc., are used for

illustration, take the utmost pains to secure neatness. Use
dinner plates, plenty of tissue paper or white cloth, pins

and needles. Cover every part except what is to be shown.

Keep all covered until the proper time comes. Have water

and clean towels handy. The exhibition of the muscles

and nerve?, and even of the organs of respiration, circu-

lation and digestion of a small cleanly animal., e. g. t
a red

squirrel, if well managed, arouses intense interest and is

very instructive.

/. Bones.

a Head and face, calling attention to their structure, in manner
of joining, etc.

b Shoulders, arms and hands.

c The trunk, including spinal column, ribs, breast and hip bones.

d The legs and feet.

e Position of the body.

f Effect of tobacco on bones, especially of the young.

1. Stunting of growth; consequent dwarfing of bodies

of youth.

2. The muscles, voluntary and involuntary.

a Their use.

b Hygiene of the muscles; e.g., need of good food, exercise,

rest, change of position, etc.

c Effect of alcoholic drinks on muscles.

1. Frequent abnormal formation of fat.

2. Inferior quality of the fat formed, and its effects on

movement of the muscles; its deceptive appearance.

3. Food, divided into three elasses.

a Mineral, as lime, salt, phosphorus.

b Tissue-making, as meat, eggs, grains.

c Heat-making, as butter, fats, sugar, etc.

d Alcohol as food, not useful.

e Effect of alcohol on tissues :

1. Hardens tissues, making foods into indigestible

substances.
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y
^

/. Digestion.

it Teeth and salivary glands

tnd Inteatinea,

Pro] ma.

d i ilcohol upon them

i. Separation of pepeiii from gastric juice.

I ii.hu- stimulation of mucous coat.

3. Miu-ous coat robbed of its moiatore ; coneeqnent irri-

tation and shrinking; exciting and distendii

yeoaela, forming sorea and at times ulcers.

r Effect of tobacco upon them :

1. Injury of lining of stomach.

2. Formation of gastric juice impeded.

5. Respiration.

a Nostrils, bronchial tubes, lungs, diaphragm ; their structure.

b Why we breathe ; what we exhale.

c Importance of good ventilation.

d Effects of tight clothing, stooping posture, etc.

e Effect of alcohol on the lungs :

1. Insufficient action of the diaphragm and intercostal

muscles.

2. Injury to air-cells of lungs

/ Effect of tobacco smoke on throat and lungs ; irritating to air

passages.

g Proper care of throat and lungs.

6. Circulation.

a Anatomy, physiology and hygiene of the heart, arteries and

capillaries.

b Action of alcohol on the circulatory organs and the blood :

1. Quickens and weakens the pulsation.

2. Insufficient rest allowed.

3. Occasional fatty degeneration of heart.

4. Distension and weakening of the walls of the blood

vessels.
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c Action of tobacco on the heart

:

1. Excited pulsation and loss of rest.

2. Weakened pulsation.

3. Other dangerous complications of the heart's action.

7. The skin.

a Its structure.

b Absorbent powers.

c Need of frequent bathing.

d Caution against wet clothing, strong drafts, chills, etc.

8. A?iimal heat, how produced and maintained.

a Alcohol as a protection against extremes of heat and cold,

deceptive.

p. The nervous system.

a The brain and its divisions.

b The spinal cord; its connections, situation and means of

protection.

c Proper care of these organs.

d Effect of alcohol on the brain and nerves.

1. Stagnation of blood in swollen blood vessels.

2. Liability of weakened cerebral arteries to rupture

from violence of circulation; result apoplexy.

3. Brain robbed of moisture.

4. Deadening of brain and nerves; powers of thought

deranged or overcome.

5. Effect on character; a legacy to posterity.

e Effect of tobacco, tea, coffee, opium, etc., on brain and nerves;

1. All are narcotics, that is, active poisons; and when
used to excess tend to injure the intellect and

* character.
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ne for the tea

a The teecher'i liability to 111 health; breathing impure air,

orbing exhalatifw, etc

/> overwork, worry end ena

I
Cart- as to diet, rxercise. rest, sleep.

5M(vV hygiene.

a Condition of outbuildings, grounds, well, etc.

b Lighting room, shape and location of windows.

Heating.

i. Modes of heating.

2. Temperature.

3. Effects of overheating.

d Ventilation.

1. Methods.
i

2. Benefits.

3. Necessity of.

e Condition of room.

1. Arrangement of desks.

2. Adornment of walls.

3. Position of pupils at desks.

4. Closets for clothing, dinner-pails and apparatus.

/ Recess, outdoor and indoor exercise.

g Sitting in drafts, in damp clothing, by hot stoves.

h Care of person.

i Contagious diseases.

/ Amount of work to be required of pupils.

k The will to be trained to obey hygienic law.
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Reference books.

Colton's Practical Zoology ogives very full directions for the study

of organs of animals).

Blaisdell's Our Bodies aud How We Live
I
contains numerous

and practicable experiments). •

Martin's Human Body, briefer course (makes prominent the doc-

trines of energy and gives good directions for demonstrations).

Buckalew & Lewis' Practical Work in the Schoolroom 'primary

lessons.

Woodhull's Manual of Home-Made Apparatus.

Woodhull's Simple Experiments for the Schoolroom.

Lind's Easy Experiments in Chemistry and Natural Philosophy.

In teaching the nature and effects of alcoholic drinks and nar-

cotics, the Primer of Physiology and Hygiene, by William

Thayer Smith, is excellent for supplementary reading.

The Information Reader No. i, Foods and Beverages (Boston

School Series), recently published, is also very good for its

information on food materials and their hygienic values.

UNITED STATES HISTORY.

/. Objects to be attained.

a Creation in pupils of a taste for the reading and study of

history.

b Information on the part of pupils.

i. As to books to be read, and

2. As to methods of reading and study.

c Knowledge.

i. Which shall serve as a basis for future reading and

study.

2. Which . shall render reading intelligible by enabling

the pupil to understand historical references.

2. Matter.

i. For intermediate grade, some good primary history.

2. For advanced grade, any good text book, or books, on Uuited

States history.
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Htlps.

Borne larger books on United st.it- ace, black'

, outline maps, biographical dictionary, li

prominent men tor general reading and reference, newspapers

and magazines.

Js.

a Select ome topic for study.

b Find out through pupils what text books and other works on

United States history are in the neighborhood and can be

made available.

c Read from the different books and converse with class on the

topic.

d Teacher and pupils read in class, stories, anecdotes and bio-

iphical sketches from other books bearing on topic in

hand.

e Stories and anecdotes bearing on topic may be given orally by

members of class, but in all such cases "authorities" should

be required of pupils.

f Reproduction by pupils, both orally and in writing, of the

substance of what has been read or related.

g Make constant use of maps to fix locations. If possible, keep

before class an outline map of North America, including the

West Indies. Have pupils sketch on blackboards and slates

maps of localities studied about.

// Refer pupils to books of history and biography for subsequent

reading.

i Direct and suggest to pupils matter for future reading and
reference.

j Require pupils occasionally to write short biographical

sketches of prominent persons spoken of in text books.

TOPICS.

a. Aborigines. Discoveries.

Columbus—Sketch i f life, theories, voyages.

Vespucci—The Cabots.
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b. Explorations.

Spanish (results). French i results). English (results). Dutch

|
results).

c Settlements and colonies.

By whom settled and time of each; reasons for settlements; forms

of government of colonies and changes in such forms; customs

and manners of colonists; wars with Indians; French and
Indian wars; cause of each and results.

d Taxing the colonies.

i. Reasons for taxation.

2. Stamp act; principle involved.

e Growth of ideas of independence.

Efforts made by England, during ten years from 1765 to 1775, to

crush out the spirit of liberty and keep colonies in subjection.

f Revolutionary war.

Beginning; Declaration of Independence; continuance; results;

Articles of Confederation; formation of Constitution; the prin-

cipal events and leading men from the Revolution to the War
of 1S12.

g War of 1S12.

Causes; results; chief characters.

// Mexican war.

Causes; results; prominent actors.

i Slavery.

1. In the colonies.

2. In the Constitution.

3. Prohibition of foreign slave trade.

4. Missouri compromise.

5. Compromise of 1S50.

6. Kansas-Nebraska bill.

7. Dred Scott decision.

8. John Brown's raid.

9. Emancipation proclamation.
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the rebellion.

1. The doctrine od

2. Nullification.

3. Abolition movements.

4. Election <>f Lincoln.

>ion.

6. Firing on Fort Sumter.

b Events, civil and military.

I. OfiS6i.

Of 1S62.

Of 1863.

Of 1864.

Of 1865.

1 Results.

d Constitutional amendments resulting therefrom.

e Prominent men connected with.

/ Growth and development of the United States.

1

.

Territory

—

a Thirteen colonies and northwest and southwest

territories.

b Louisiana and Oregon.

c Florida.

d Texas.

e California, etc.

/ Gadsden purchase.

Alaska; show on maps territory acquired.

2. Population.

3. Agriculture, commerce, manufactures, education.

literature.

4- Inventions.
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CIVIL GOVERNMENT.

/. Reasons for teaching.

a As an essential factor in human history.

b As a preparation for the duties of citizenship.

2. Origin and necessity of the state.

a Theories as to source of authoritv. \ ,,
U1

-
(. Human.

j. Kinds ofgovernment.

a Patriarchal.

b Theocratic.

c Monacal,
j^T

d Democratic,
j Representative_A republic.

4. The ends of civilgovernment secured by—

cz Constitution, j 3££L.
/ I nwntten.

b Statutory law.

c Common law.

d Officers.

5. Government of the United States.

a Its complex character:

1. National.

2. State.

3. Local.

4. Advantages of this system.
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1. Coloni.il.

2. Under Arti don; inaofficienq

V Under Constitution

a Origin an<l preamble.

lion.

C Adoption.

J Ratification.

1. Legislative, law-making—Congress:

a House of Repreaentativea.

1. How composed.

2. How apportioned.

3. Eligibility.

4. Term.

5. By whom elected.

6. Vacancies; how filled.

7. Powers—concurrent; exclusive.

b Senate:

I. How composed.

2. Eligibility.

3- Term.

4- When and by whom chosen.

5- Vacancies; how filled.

6. Powers—Legislative, executive, elect

ive, judicial.

Executive—Law-enforcing:

a Officers

b President and Vice-President.

1. How elected.

2. Eligibility.

3- Tenure of office.

4- Compensation.

5- Powers.

6. I Hities.

1
Impeachment of President.
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c Cabinet.

i. Names.

2. How chosen.

3. Salary.

4. Duties of each.

5. Present Cabinet officers.

3. Judicial—Law-interpreting:

a Courts—Supeme, circuit, district.

b Appointment and tenure of office.

c Jurisdiction and duties.

d Special constitutional provisions:

1. Prohibitions on United States; habeas corpus, ex post

facto, etc.

2. Personal rights.

e State governments.

1. Relation to general government.

a Rights of states.

b State prohibitions.

2. Branches of state government

:

a Legislative : Branches, powers, number of

members, eligibility, term.

b Executive : State officers, powers and duties,

term, eligibility.

c Judiciary

:

1. Justice courts: Jurisdiction, functions.

2. County courts : Jurisdiction, func-

tions.

3. District courts: Jurisdiction, officers.

4. Court of appeals : Jurisdiction, offi-

cers.

5. Supreme court : How constituted,

where held.

3. County government.

4. Municipal government.
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Civil Cthii

1. Definition ; treat of the dntiei of dtinenthip

2. Duties :

a Obeying law ami authority.

b [ntelligent voting

1 tppoeing bad men for ofl

</ Taking interest in Local, state and national

Htt.'.

e Sustaining schools

/ Serving on jur.

g Making honest returns of property for

tion.

h Becoming educated ;is far as possible.

—The idea of the above outline is to suggest some of the things that

every voter ouKht to know. There i- a growing popular demand that the next

generation of voters shall have a good general idea of the underlying principles of

our government. There arc many text hooks upon the subject written especially

for schools.

KTHICS (^MORALS).

/. Definition.

Treat of the things that ought or ought not to be done.

2. Educational aim.

Right conduct.

j. Agencies.

School, home, church, society, etc. In many instances school is

sole agency, hence responsibility of teachers.

/. Methods.

a Indirect

Training in moral practices, and thus establishing the

habit of right doing. A wisely managed school in

its regular exercises and modes of discipline fur-

nishes the best of training in the elements of good
character, viz : Obedience, punctuality, cleanli-

ness, good manners, rights of others, a trained

will, self-control, industry, etc.
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2. Needful moral qualities in teacher :

a Sincerity, prudence, courtesy, even temper,

warm heart, genial nature, earnest manner,

examplary habits, etc.

b Knowledge of child nature, enabling him to

supply right motives and bring to bear

right influences.

b Direct

:

i. Topics to be treated at stated times or as occasion

offers : Honesty, kindness, truthfulness, unselfish-

ness, reverence, purity (in thought, word and deed),

obedience (to parents, teachers and laws), integrity,

patriotism, benevolence, frugality, hope, cheerful-

ness, self-reliance, mercy, etc.

2. Correction of evil and bad habits : Idleness, profan-

ity, lying, stealing, obscenity, use of tobacco and

intoxicating drinks.

3. Materials: Current incidents, anecdotes, stories, noble

lives, heroic deeds, sentiments in the school lesson,

didactic talks.

4. Sources of material : School reader, histories, biogra-

phies, standard prose and poetical selections ; the

memorizing of gems and appropriate mottoes,

especially for young children, is a great help in

enforcing moral precepts.

5. Attack prevailing evils by a kind and thorough gen-

eral talk ; special ones singly and in private.

TOPICS SUGGESTED FOR DISCUSSION AND ILLUSTRATION.

/. Duties to self.

a Improvement—physical, mental and moral.

b Self-respect—not self-conceit nor hypocrisy.

c Industry—essential to health, happiness ; safe-guard against

temptations to vice.

d Worthy aims—not pleasure, nor riches, nor honor, but subor-

dination of self to common good and contribution to com-

mon possessions (physical, mental, moral).

e Patience, perseverance, courage.

f Fidelity in trusts.
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for righto—life, liberty, property, reputatioi

< Truth ful:

d Benevolence.

i Dntiea to parents and teachers; superiors, inferiors, equals,

brutes.

/" Duty of courtesy ; respect for sacred places; respect for works

of art .md nature.

Mties in regard to public buildings and public gatheriu

I-RII>AV AFTERNOON UTKKAky BXBR<

1. Importance.

Properly conducted, may be made the most interesting and

profitable school exercises of the week.

/ 'alnc to pupils.

a In school life for practicing the art of independent thinking by

expanding topics considered or suggested in the regular class

work.

b In after life in permanent ability and taste for reading, think-

ing, writing and speaking which may be developed.

c As a preparation for special occasions, as closing exercises of

term or year : observances of national holidays, and thus a

most valuable means of cultivating the sentiment of patriot*

Should include.

a At first, principally reading and gems of thought.

b Later, recitations, compositions and declamations.

c Work supplementary to the regular school work, especially in

language, reading, geography and history.

19—1.
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4. Methods.

a Selections approved and compositions correcte

b Large schools divided into sections.

c Interest of pupils first gained by making exercises supplement

regular school work.

THE DISTRICT LIBRARY.

1. The essential part of the equipment of every school.

2. Value.

a To the school:

1. In furnishing books of reference for supplementary

work.

2. In cultivating a love of good reading—the best safe-

guard against folly and vice.

b To the community:

1. As a center of common interest and association.

2. As an educating agency.

3. Means of acquiring.

a Donation.

b Subscription.

c Assessment.

4. Selections.

Should be made with special reference:

1. To the varied capacity of readers.

2. To supplementary school work.
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VALUABLE BOOBS POF [NSTRUCTOR8 AND MEMB1 R

>RMAL INSTITi Tl. CLASS

[ETHOD WORK.

Is of Teaching

School Room c.nia.

>n Teaching

Ifethodi of Teaching

Normal Methods of Teaching

Object Lessons in Teaching

Methods and Principles of Teaching

Principles and Practice of Teaching..

r. of Elemental? instruction..

How to Teach

Development Lessons

Methods of Instruction

Mind Studies for Young Teachers...

Art of Teaching.

The Sentence Method

Primary Reading—How to Teach It.

Addition Manual

Topical Study of Geography

Gmbe Method

Topical Analysis

Graded Language Lessons

How to Teach Penmanship

Primer of Pedagogy

idj in Pedagogy

Practical Hints to Teacher

Object Teaching and Methods.

ouincy Methods

Graded Exercises in English

Methods in Teaching Geography...

Lessons on Color

A Practical Analysis of Words

\1 1 IIOK

DeOrafl

Parker

Calkins

Winehip

Johonnot

Sheldon

Riddle

I)e Graff

Wickersham

Jerome Allen...

Ogden..

Parnham

Boston Method..

Ginn . .

Miss Ida L. Grif-

fin :.-

Soldan

Wedgwood

.

Richardsou

Burritt

Putnam

Vincent

Bowland...

Barnard

Partridge .

Eaton

Crocker . .

.

Crocker ...

Ken:.

$1 25

i oo

I 5o

I 50

1 50

1 00

1 00

I 50

1 00

50

20

i5

5°

20

50

60

1 00

1 25

50

10
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VALUABLE BOOKS FOR INSTRUCTORS—Continued.

ON METHOD WORK.

TITLE. AUTHOR. PRICE.

Outlines of Map Drawing Bangs

White...

Prang

Prang ..

$ 3°

Industrial Drawing.. .

The Prang Course of Instruction in Drawing

Normal Drawing Class. ..

ON SCHOOL ECONOMY.

General School Laws...

Theory and Practice of Teaching

The Art of School Management

School Management

School Management

School Economy

School Management

Common School Law

Hand-Book for Young Teachers

School Discipline

School Management

What Every Teacher Ought to Know

Theory and Practice of Teaching

Practical Hints to Teachers

Art of Securing Attention

The Art of Securing Attention

Philosophy of Education

Lectures on the Science and Art of Education

History of Education

Dept. of Public
Instruction 1

Page

Baldwin

Raub..
.

Holbrook ...

Wickersham

Landon

Bardeen

Bardeen

Kennedy.,...

Jewell

Chapin

Doty

Rowland

Hughes

Fitch

\ 25

1 50

1 25

1 25

1 50

S5

50

75

15

1 00

15

25

1 00

50

GENERAL EDUCATIONAL WORKS.—For Reference.

Tate

Payne..
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District Xo. i.

Institute District No. i held a two days' session in Sterling, Logan

county.

The conductor, Professor Thos. J. Gray, taught geography, psych

ology and general methods. These subjects were presented in such a

wav as to be beneficial to the teacher of them.

Professor Gray endeavored to get the teachers to observe the

methods of thought and to^ follow out the thought process in all their

work.

Much lasting good was done the teachers of the district.
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Great interest was shown in the primary work as presented by
Mrs. Timberlake with classes of little folks. The observation of

actual work was proven to be far superior to the expounding of

methods or the spinning of fine theories.

Superintendent E. H. Stevens of Sedgwick county presented

school law in a very able and interesting manner.

Geo. H. Martin of Logan county considered a few points in arith-

metic, but being somewhat of a farmer his attention was divided

between his crops and the Institute.

The parties to whom grammar and orthography were assigned

failed to attend and these subjects were handled by Superintendents

Timberlake and Garver.

The lecture course consisting of three lectures was one of the

interesting features of the meeting.

The first lecture of the course on the subject, "Physical Health

Necessary to the Strongest Mental Activity," was delivered before

the Institute by Dr. J. N. Hall of Greeley.

The second was an evening lecture by Professor T. J. Gray.

Professor Gray spoke to a full house and held his audience for more
than an hour.

The third lecture was delivered by State Superintendent Nathan

B. Coy. Professor Coy chose for his subject, "The Trip to Toronto,

and the N. E. A." Owing to the inclemency of the weather a small

audience attended this lecture.

The attendance on Institute reached sixty-seven, fifty-two of

whom lived in Logan county, six in Sedgwick county, five in Phillips

county and four in Morgan county. Yuma and Washington counties

were not represented even by their county superintendents.

These six counties sent but two representatives to Institute last

year, because of the great distance from the place of meeting.

District No. 2.

Institute District No. 2, comprising the counties of Boulder,

Larimer and Weld, held its session at Greeley, August 10 to 21.

Conductor, Thomas J. Gray.

Instructors, J. T..McCleary (music), Mrs. E. Davis, J. R. White-

man and S. T. Hamilton.

Attendance, 141.
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Th< l much Interest by regular attend i

The program!]

The opening exercise from "The Lady of the Lake," pron

very attractive featu

All instructor! did good work, bnt P McCleary deserres
<

special mention for winning the heart of the teachers from the

beginning.

lectures delivered during tl were by Rev, Geo. T. (

man ol Longmont, on 'The Friend <>f the Centuries;'1 Chancellor

McDowell on "To-morrow ami the Day After;" Professor Ha
:ion;" and Professor I'.. L. Byington with Btereoptican \

The following resolutions ware adopted before the Institute

adjourned:

Resolved, That we as teacher*, appreciate the liberality of the I

Colorado in providing for the maintenance of Normal [nstil

That we extend thank* to the executive committee for securing u* instructors

of such eminent ability and wide experience in normal work.

That we express our gratitude to the several instructors for the interesting and
profitable manner in which they have presented the subjects under consideration-

and to the lecturers and musicians who have contributed so much to our enjoy"

ment.

That our thanks are due the county commissioners of Weld county

for the use of the court house
;
the Methodist and Congregational churches of

Greeley for the use of their respective churches
;
the citizens of Greeley for their

hospitality and kindly interest in our work; the press of the -urrounding town< for

and especially the press of Greeley, for gratuitous copies of the reports

of our proceedings.

That we extend our thanks to the different railroads for favors shown
the members of this Institute.

That we severally extend our heartfelt thanks to Captain Boyd for

his valuable gift of a copy of the History of the Greeley Colony, to each of us.

The institute next year will be held at Boulder. We congratulate

ourselves upon the most successful institute ever held in this part of

the State.

W. C. Thomas,

Secretary.

District Xo. ^.

The Normal Institute of the Third District, composed of Arapa-

hoe county, convened) at the Franklin school building in Denver,

Monday, August IO, at 8:40 a. m., with W. E. Knapp as conductor,

L. P. Norvell, Miss Rose Malone, \V. J. Whiteman and A. D. Shepard,

as instructors, and \V. M. Spears, recording secretary.
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The Institute opened by singing "America," followed by the reg-

ular programme.

8:40 a. m. to 9:10, roll call, music, Whiteman.

9:10 a. m. to 9:40, primary numbers, Miss Malone.

9:40 a. m. to 10:10, reading, Norvell.

10:10 a. m. to 10:40, history, Knapp.

10:40 a. m. to 10:50, recess.

10:50 a. m. to 11:20, primary reading, Miss Malone.

11:20 a. m. to 11:50, arithmetic ^alternate), Knapp and Norvell.

11:50 a. m. to 12:15, pedagogy (alternate), Knapp and Norvell.

12:15 p. m. to 12:55, noon recess.

12:55 P- m - to 1:20, school law, Shepard.

1:20 p. m. to 1:50, primary methods, Miss Malone.

1:50 p. m. to 2:00, recess.

2:00 p. m. to 2:30, grammar or geography, Norvell.

2:30 p. m. to 3:00, physiology, Knapp.

The Institute was in session two weeks, and during the entire

session the most intense interest was manifested on the part of the

teachers, most of them remaining for an hour or more after the

session each day to take notes from the blackboard, with reference to

the work of the morrow.

The record of the Third District Normal Institute is as follows:

Number of teachers enrolled, 225; instructors, 7; total, 232. Average

number of visitors daily, 15; average daily attendance based on enroll-

ment of teachers, 194 ; average number of days attended, 9 ;
per cent,

of attendance, S6}4; number who paid the registration fee, 222.

The institute closed with singing the "Star Spangled Banner," and

adopting the following resolutions :

We. the members of the Normal Institute of district number three. Colorado,

deeming it expedient to express our sentiments, do hereby resolve that we heartily

approve of the plan of work as laid down by the executive committee of the Insti-

tute now about to close, believing that it very fully meets the varied wants of our

teachers, both in method and matter, and that we appreciate the compliment so

gracefully bestowed by the management in consulting us as to our preference in

future Institutes.

Seonid—That our thanks are due, and are hereby tendered the school board of

district number two. West Denver, | for the use of Franklin school building and
apparatus.
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so kindly aided lh I
;ced rates to thosr m

. Ii.it we liW

has so freely extended all lid thai could '

hearty tli.mU of tUl Institl

the in. urn. ii aid rendered tbephyaiology elaea, to the Ice i

i Ifldal mauutactui •

University for the use ofit* I

Sixth—That we tender out thani rintendenl

of Public [natmction ; to President Snyder and Pioftasoi Kayi ol the

Noim.i! School to Profeaaoi Greenlee, Superintendent of the v.

schools; Mi^-< Murphy, and others, for their rery In es ; end that

we express our appreciation of tin- man

>

//'/—That the iiifinl>crs of the Institute tender tlieir heartfelt that.

the instructors, irhO have labored so earnestly and diligently 1.

1

methods of instruction, ami especially to Miss Iffalone for her work In that most

difficult yet most important department. Prim Malone has

sown good Med which, it is hoped, will bring forth bountifully; and, if it d

the fault will not be with her.

Mak in \ IN'.K am.

Ika C. Ai>

J A Ml s B. Wl si H WF.k.

Hi .1.1 \ M B&OWK.
C null'

A. D. Shepard,

Secretary Executive Committee.

District No. /.

The Fourth Normal Institute District, comprising Clear Creek,

Gilpin and Jefferson counties, held a very interesting session, beginning

August 10 and closing August 21.

The instruction was confined to the first eight grades of school

work.

W. Triplett, superintendent of the Golden schools, conducted the

Institute and had charge of the advanced work.

Miss Laura P. Mellon, of Denver, had charge of the primary

work.

The teachers were favored by very interesting lectures during the

session by Superintendent Coy, Professors Hays of the State Normal,

Chauvenet and Ihlsing of the State School of Mines.

Superintendent Bowman, of Clear Creek county, gave ten very

interesting lectures.

Superintendent McLeod, of Gilpin, gave instruction in physiology.
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Superintendent Eagleton, of Jefferson, gave instruction in school

law.

Notwithstanding District No. 4 is small, the teachers are alive to

the interests of school work and are determined to have first-class

institutes.

The following resolutions were adopted :

WHEREAS, The Normal Institute of the Fourth Institute District of Colorado
is drawing to a close, and we deem it proper to give expression to our feelings in

reference thereto; therefore be it

Resolved, That the county superintendents are to be commended for their judg-

ment in arranging the work of the Institute, their zeal in the cause of education

and the courtesy they have ever shown to the teachers.

Second, To the conductor, Superintendent Triplett, we owe our sincere thanks
for his patience and untiring effort, and the consideration he has shown to the

teachers during the Institute, and that he is entitled to our respect for the instruc-

tion he has so ably rendered.

Third, Miss Mellon deserves our most earnest esteem and gratitude for her

enthusiastic and vivid presentation of the various phases of primary work.

Fourth, To Professors Coy, Hays, Chauvenet, Ihlsing and Bowman we feel

indebted for their instruction and profitable lectures.

Fifth, That we fully appreciate the instruction in school law as closely

explained by Superintendent Eagleton and the efficient instruction given by
Superintendent McLeod in physiology.

Sixth, To the teachers residing in Golden, who so kindly provided the pleasant

social entertainment on Tuesday evening, we offer our sincere thanks. Also, we
feel grateful to the people of Golden who have added to our pleasure and comfort

by receiving us into their hospitable homes.

J. H. Smith,
Lizzie C. Klein,
Cora E. White,
Committee on Resolutions.

District No. 5.

Institute District No. 5, comprising the counties of Douglas,

Elbert and El Paso, held its session at Colorado Springs, August 10

to 21.

Conductor, Eugene C. Stevens.

Instructors, L. B. Grafton, Minnie M. Van Pelt, Carrie B. Palmer,

Clara Eckhardt, Fannie Muchmore, Fonette Flausburg.

Attendance, 112.

Mr. Stevens, as conductor, proved to be the right man in the right

place; his development lessons were instructive, interesting and

inspiring; nothing lagged.



I. B. Gi klanitou, handled in a matterlj m sub-

rithmetic and grammar, especially that pertaining to

Miss Van Pelt, Of Col Parker's Normal of Chicago, presented new
metho hing in primal

j

Miss Palmer's pnpila in physical cnltnre made great progreaf and

teachers so benefited l>\ her instruction as to be able to carry on tin-

work among theii own schol i

Miss Clara Bckhardt'fl rapid .system of penmanship sh<>

raperioi ity over othera,

Miss Muchmore presented Mrs. Pollard's synthetic- system of read-

ing. It was calculated t<> gain followers and admirers

Mi.ss Flausburg's daaaea in Bngliafa literature illustrate<l how
much work could he done to awaken a love for good reading among
children.

During the session Mrs. Leslie Mae P.assett gave an elocutionary

entertainment.

Superintendent Nathan B. Coy talked upon the meeting of the

iation at Toronto.

Professor Z. X. Snyder, of the State Normal, lectured on the

" Model Teacher."

Professor A. J. Fynn, of Alamosa, gave his lecture, " An I'.xcur-

sion to Canterbury."

Professor J. M. Dickey, of Colorado Springs, delivered his latest,

"Our New Heritage—A Rocky Mountain Outlook."

Mrs. Jacohs, of Denver, ably presented the claims of kindergarten

and urged its incorporation as an essential element of our public

school system.

The importance of libraries in ungraded schools, and of free and

uniform text hooks was universally conceded by the majority of mem-
bers present.

By way of diversion, excursions were made to Austin's Bluffs,

Green Mountain Falls, Broadmoor Casino. Also a visit to the Gazette

printing office, all of which were highly enjoyable.

The institute closed at 4 p. m. of the twenty-first, after a most

successful, entertaining and instructive session, reflecting great credit

upon the executive committee, conductor ami instructors.

Rbubbn Bbrrby,
1 ttary.
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District No. 6.

The first annual session of the Normal Institute for the sixth dis-

trict was held at Burlington, Colorado, July 6 to 17, 1891, with the

following instructors in charge : Principal, J. S. Young, of Cheyenne
Wells, Colorado, Miss Fannie Muchmore of Orleans, Nebraska; Super-

intendent D. S. Harris, of Kit Carson county, conductor ; Superin-

tendent H. A. Lowell, of Lincoln county, secretary.

Thirty-seven teachers were in attendance. They were earnest,

careful workers, and made the Institute a most successful one.

Arithmetic and United States History, by J. S. Young, synthetic

reading by Miss Muchmore, grammar and didactics by Superintendent

Harris, occupied most of the time.

Particular attention was given to the manner of presenting the

subject to pupils, the plan of recitations and the methods for study.

These recitations were made particularly instructive by the prompt,

earnest work of the teachers.

Lectures were delivered before the Institute upon "School Law,',

by County Attorney T. J. Edwards; "Contracts," by Deputy District

Attorney J. W. Clements.

These lectures were instructive and were appreciated by the

teachers.

Note-taking was insisted upon by the instructors. Each teacher

prepared lists of "Ten things to be avoided;" "Ten things to be remem-
bered and used;" list of poems, songs and books to be used in connec-

tion with the study of United States History. These lists were given

to committees and from them all a list was made and given to the

Institute.

The best of feeling prevailed between instructors and teachers,

with nothing to mar the pleasure of the meetings.

At the close of the Institute the teachers presented Conductor D.

S. Harris with a gold pen and holder, also a fine autograph album, con-

taining the names of teachers in attendance.

A Normal District Teachers' Association was organized and plans

made for holding a meeting during the year in each of the counties

comprising the district.

H. A. Lowell,
Secretary.



SDPEWNTENDBOT PUBUC IN*

Normal Instate, dtottfct nombe. seven, met at Can h*

nd )and cloeadAngnfl

:..- "-eu. ..fbU,ren,e...ndO.S.Mole,.of

Canon City.

.,tilIlts . ,. p. Thurmond. B. G. W lford. J.
!,cev. Mr.

Bona nnd Mrs. Banghmnn.

th hl ,,,. to not restnc ^^*T»^. i»tmcU» to secure

£TS' .- • IS -i.au,;,,. the actua, worn of infraction

[:;;, c"o.„,non branches was made one of the prune features of the

Institute.

Tlnrtv mmutes daily was devoted to the discussion of mined-

ianeous <'.uer.es pertaining to school management, methods, etc.

-I'M. was found to he a valuable feature of the work.

seises in rapid calculation, conducted by Messrs. Hewett and

Mole:! brought out many interesting and valuable processes.

Mrs Bond's exercises in primary work and Mrs. Baugbman's in

school music were highly appreciated.

Work in the natural sciences comprised ten lessons in each of *e

sa«tsrnSSwas=RM
I.ac

Pi- lessons were given in civil government by Superintendent

Thu^ond o, F-ueblo^arrd five in school law by Supenntendent

Woodford, of Canon City.

Mr Moles gave five lessons in geography and a daily drill in

phvsi .1 cn:,nre^throughont the entire session; <^^M^
subjects of arithmetic and didactics in twenty lessons each. Hia-o*

„ dTdactics was a most able exposition of all the most valuable

nehod of presentation of subjects taught in the common schools

lo nt lessons devoted to a searching analysis of the laws of mental

growth

.

Mr Hewett presented the subjects of grammar and rendu!)

fifteen .clous each : also, penmanship and United States lustory.

continuing during the entire term.
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In reading, his work comprised a daily drill in the elements of

elocution, three lessons in orthography and the critical reading of

Evangeline. The idea of supplementary»reading in all grades was
particularly emphasized. The work in history comprised a complete

review of the history of America from the discoveries of the North-

men to the present day. Historic pictures, biographical sketches and
current events were prominent features. Biography was made
especially prominent.

In penmanship Mr. Hewett gave the teachers the benefit of a series

of drills equal to any that can be obtained in the best of commercial

colleges.

The practice of muscular movement drills with music was a novel

and interesting feature and one of the most practical and valuable of

the Institute work.

Mr. Hewett' s perfect system, and its adaptability to every grade

or kind of school will be a valuable acquisition to the school work of

this district.

Ninety-five teachers were enrolled, mostly from Pueblo and Fre-

mont counties.

The superior standing on examination of those who attended the

Institute over those who did not attend, completely justified the the-

ory of those in charge that the majority of our teachers need actual

instruction in the common branches.

Hon. Nathan B. Coy delivered an interesting lecture on the sub-

ject "An Educational Outlook."

Professor James A. Hays spoke to the Institute .on the "Requis-

ites of a Successful Teacher;" also giving a useful exercise in English

grammar.

Rev. Robinson, of Canon, gave an instructive lecture on the

"Origin of the Heavens and Earth," and another upon the "Origin of

Man."

District No. 8.

The teachers of the Eighth District commenced a two weeks' ses-

sion August 10, at Las Animas.

The enrollment of fifty-five was soon swelled to eighty.

The enthusiasm which was aroused the first day, and augumented

by the reception of Wednesday evening, at which the teachers all

became thoroughly acquainted, continued and grew to the close of

the session.
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There mi no division Into classes except foi

ise of the limited Dumber in attendance, making it easy

fox one instructor to interest the whole school, partly because the

ity of teachers wen- from ui bools, but more particu-

larly b< iiit- unsatisfactory results ol too mudi cla

the Pueblo teasion last y<

We were eaped illy fortunate in the selection of instructors. \v.

T. Bddingfield, of the Aspen city schools, and W. M. Kollock, of the

I. a junta schools, linked together in institute work, are force

Indeed.

Our aim was high in an estimate based upon the censu

school children, or the number, of teachera employed, we aimed to

place the enrollment of district No. 8 in the van. Did we succeed ?

Fred c. Pord,

District No. p.

Normal Institute district No. 9, closed its session July 31, at La

Veta, Colo., having had an attendance of sixty-five

There is no question of its being a success.

Under the skillful management of Professor P. M. Condit, of

Delta county, the teachers left well satisfied with their work.

During the day no long, tedious lectures were given. Classes of

children were brought in and given regular drills with fine success

under the tutelage of Miss Man- A. Wilson, Miss Mary Reese and

Mrs. Taylor, the latter two of Huerfano county.

Professor A. E. Beardsley, of Las Animas, took the classes into

the mountains and instructed them in practical geology, chemistry,

botany, etc., and these subjects were made extremely interesting.

In the evenings lectures by Professors Condit, Beardsley, Rev.

Mr. Post and Professor H. E. Gordon, of Tillotson Academy, Trinidad,

were interspersed with declamations and music.

Miss (/trace Freeman, of Huerfano county, and Miss Rilla Oui>en-

berry, of Trinidad, aided very materially in this work.

All other subjects were handled by master hands; in fact, the

executive committee selected instructors for their specialties

Each instructor knew his subject thoroughly, and the best evi-

dence of the interest taken is that but one teacher left during the

session, and he had private business.
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To the people of La Veta the teachers of district No. 9 exteud
their warmest gratitude. Nothing could have been improved upon.

A banquet given by the La Vetans to the teachers showed that in

La Veta hospitality and good will are engendered in the hearts of its

cultured inhabitants. A reception on the first night of the Institute

demonstrated this.

Some of the finest piano music can be heard in La Veta, and all

our teachers listened night after night to the master touch of Dr.

Morse's accomplished daughters. Von Bulow or Rubinstein might be

proud of such pupils.

The Institute in district No. 9 will long be remembered as a red

letter in the hearts of those attending.

Next year it meets in Trinidad.

The following resolutions were passed:

Whereas, The session of the Normal Institute, District No. 9, having com-
pleted its session of two weeks' normal teaching on July 31, 1891, your committee
begs leave to offer the following resolutions, to-wit:

Resolved. That we heartily endorse the action of the State legislature at its

recent session creating Normal Institutes and providing for their maintenance.

Resolved, That the Normal Institute offers invaluable opportunities to teachers

for self improvement, through the instruction and discussions there offered, and
strongly tends to elevate the teachers' occupation to the dignity and worth of a

profession.

Resolved, That we, as teachers and as individuals, feel, that in the Institute we
have amply been repaid for our trouble and expense in attending said Institute.

Resolved, That our thanks are due especially to Professor P. M. Condit, B. S.,

for his practical methods of instruction in psychology and didactics, for his care

in making the Institute a success, and for his efficient management as conductor of

the Institute.

Resolved, That we express our high appreciation of the able and efficient

labors of our county superintendents, T. D. Baird and G. C. Shiels in their interest

in this Institute. We further desire to express our appreciation of their liberal

and advanced ideas on education. We believe their work to be in the direction of

progress and of such high value to the educational interests of our district as to

merit the approbation of all who are in sympathy with the work of educational

advancement.

Resolved, That we desire especially to make known the gratitude we feel for

the courtesy and hospitality shown us by the citizens of La Veta and surrounding

neighborhood in providing for our social entertainment and personal comfort, and
for the lively interest taken in the works of our Institute.

Resolved. That we hereby tender our thanks to Professors H. E. Gordon and

A. E. Beardsley, of Trinidad, to Rev. Mr. Post, of La Veta. and to Mrs. Higgins,

president of the W. C. T. U., for their special and instructive lectures before the

Institute.
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The u sachets of the Tenth district held their institute in the high

school r«» -in of the- Alamosa public school building, commencing July

27 end ending August 7.

Fifty-one members were enrolled, forty-nine <>f whom ere in active

work in the school room.

Superintendent Norland, of Conejos county, had done everything

in hia power to make all attending comfortable.

Professor E. C. Stevens, city superintendent of Trinidad,

employed as conductor and took charge of the work in a manner thai

won the attention and admiration of all present.

He -led by Jesse Stephenson, county superintendent of

Rio Grande county, and Miss Sarah McNaughton, primary instructor

of the Alamosa school.

Reverend Marsh, of Monte Vista, on Thursday evening, July 30,

gave a very entertaining and instructive lecture on the subject "The
Personal Element in the Teacher."

Professor Stevens' daily lectures on pedagogical and psychological

subjects were pertinent and convinced all present that he knew what

he was saying. He delivered a very able lecture Tuesday evening,

August 4, subject : " The Rights of Children."

Superintendent Stephenson's review of the school law was very

beneficial to all the teachers.

Miss McNaughton's presentation of primary methods proved to be

just the thing for the young teachers present.

Professor Hays, of the State Normal, presented some very fine

thoughts regarding the teachers' manner and practice in the school

room, and also showed the necessity of special training on the part of

the teachers.

Wednesday evening, August 5, Professor Hays delivered a short

address to the teachers and citizens of Alamosa with regard to the

object of the State Normal.

He was followed by State Superintendent Coy, who gave a very

vivid description of the annual meeting of the Teachers' National

iation at Toronto.

SO—I.
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The Institute closed Friday, August 5, and all went home feeling

their time and money were well spent.

Thomas M. Lyons,

Secretary Executive Committee.

District No. 11.

The Teachers' Normal Institute for the Eleventh Normal Institute

District of Colorado, convened at the public school building in Durango,

on August 10, and continued in session two weeks, with the following

corps of instructors : J. R. Durnell, conductor, A. J. Floyd, Miss

Lewie A. Strong and C. A. Pike, instructors.

An interesting programme had been prepared, including instruc-

tion in pedagogy, civil government, school law, history, arithmetic,

grammar, geography, orthography, reading, physiology, botany, phil-

osophy and primary work.

Thirty-seven teachers were in attendance from three counties of

the district. When it is understood that there are less than forty

organized school districts in the Normal district, it will be seen that the

attendance was altogether satisfactory.

A large majority of the teachers were from La Plata county.

On the first and second days of the meeting the presence of Pro-

fessor J. A. Hays, of the State Normal School, added great interest to

the occasion. His instructive and entertaining talks were of great

value to the Institute.

Tuesday evening, August 11, Professor Hays delivered a lecture

on the subject of "Attention," which was highly praised by all who
heard him.

On Friday evening of the same week, the teachers enjoyed a

scholarly and thoughtful lecture from Superintendent T. O. Baker, of

the Durango schools.

Much of the time of the sessions was taken up with lectures upon

the subjects presented by the conductor and instructors.

Professors Durnell and Floyd and Miss Strong proved themselves

able and successful workers in a marked degree, and the teachers

were earnest and intelligent in recitation and discussion.

Much work was done upon the recitation plan and was of a

thoughtful character not always to be seen at such meetings.

All agree that the session just closed was the most important and

successful yet held in this district.
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Much regret was expressed thai State Superintendent I

prevented by other dntiee from attending tome time 'luring the at

The laat daj d wai held at Trimble BpringB) where the

sos of the day were thoroughly enjoyed by thoee pre

The school district officer! have been \ In K ivi»g

mce to teachera attending the institute, nearly all complying

with the recommendation of the Superintendent of Public In

tion relating to salary.

Distriit No. F2.

trict N" 1-2 held its session at Grand Junction, August 17-28,

1S91.

After Institute was called to order by Superintendent l'isher, chair-

man executive committee, Professor J. A. Guttery, conductor, began a

series of lessons on psychology in relation to school work. He first

showed by diagram the departments of the brain and explained their

functions and mode of action, then how to cultivate the meijtal pow-

ers and the laws of development in relation thereto. He dwelt at

length upon sense perception and its value in education. This was fol-

lowed by a discussion of the worth of a trained mind. The conductor

also presented the subject of school methods, dwelling especially upon

school room tactics and decorum.

Professor Harding presented the subjects of natural science,

physics, botany, zoology and astronomy, giving many illustrations

and experiments which made his work thoroughly enjoyable.

Mrs. Timberlake, in primary work and reading, gave the most

modern methods in such a way as to impress upon all their value and
her ability as a teacher and a "teacher of teachers."

Superintendent l'isher presented the most necessary points of

school law in a practical way, confining his work to one subject at a

time, well presented.

Superintendent Condit's work in arithmetic was an excellent

presentation of the subject, and gave a clearer insight into the some-
time puzzling subjects, percentage, metric system, bank discount,

stocks, bonds and exchange.

Dr. Thrailkill gave an interesting talk on "Light and the Eye."

State Superintendent Nathan B. Coy, and Professor Hays, of the

State Normal School, favored the Institute with instructive talks.

Lectures were given by Superintendent Coy, Chancellor

McDowell and Superintendent Condit that were interesting and
educative.
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Much credit is due the people of Grand Junction for their interest

in the Institute, and their efforts to make the teachers' visit a pleas-

ant one.

There were present from Mesa county, 34; Delta county, 15;

Montrose county, 7; Ouray county, 9; San Miguel, 1; Hinsdale, 1;

Gunnison, o. Average daily attendance, 53.

W. J. Sawyer.

District No. /j.

One of the most successful Normal institutes ever held in Colorado

was that of district No. 13, which closed at Aspen on the 4th inst.

The corps of instructors included Professor Thomas J, Gray, con-

ductor, and Miss Emma I. Holloway, Miss Lillian Pike, Superintend-

ents Dilts, Stimson, Champion and Eddingfield as assistants.

Ninety-one teachers were enrolled and a large percentage of that

number were in constant attendance.

Evening lectures were delivered at the Opera House during the

session by the Hon. J. W. Dean, Professor James H. Hays, of the

Normal School, State Superintendent Coy and others.

New fields of thought have been revealed, and a desire for inves-

tigation has been stimulated that will be productive of the best results.

To some it seemed that two weeks of Institute work immediately

preceding the opening of school would leave the teachers in a tired-

out condition, but the reverse seemed to be true. They are aroused to

new life, and are eager for work. Recognizing this fact, a course of

reading for the year was proposed, and a committee, consisting of Miss

M. I. Holloway, Mrs. Leake, Miss Pike, Mrs. E. V. Fritz and Mr.

Robinson, was appointed to arrange for the work. This is undeni-

ably a sign not only of life but of vigorous growth. If but this one

result can be secured the Institute instructors will not feel that time

and energy had been spent in vain.

Another very important work of the Institute was the appointment

of a committee for the purpose of encouraging and overseeing the

preparation of work for the Columbian Exposition, and also for the

next Normal Institute.

The following are the names of members of the committee, and

the respective counties they represent : W. T. Eddingfield, Pitkin
;

Professor W. S. Webster, Garfield ; Miss B. Anderson, Chaffee ; A. H.

Robinson, Rio Blanco; T. W. Duffy, Park; James Dilts, Eagle; Miss

A. Holdredge, Lake; Mr. Q. B. Kelley, Routt; Dr. B. A. Arbogast,

Summit; Mr. Pettingal, Grand.
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w. T. Bddingfield \\ Lent ; A. n. I

president, and Miae A. u<>idr< tary.

The Thirteenth [natitute district of Colorado pro]

shoulder to shoulder with any and .ill other diatricti In the ' nion, and

it i-- believed her teachers and pupila are able to do this.

Mr. Eelley moved b vote of appreciatioa and thanks to tlie

inatructorfl who have made thi^ [natitnte inch a grand

; thanks to the citizena of Aspen, Including the lecture]

especially Rev. s. H. Beavis, for their kindly interest and helpful

encouragement

If the choice of place for the next annual meeting waa left to a

hers who have spent two weeks here, there ia no doubt

it would be unanimous for Aspen.

CIRCULAR.

STATE of Colorado, 1

Department of Public Instructioi

To County Superintendents :

I take pleasure in herewith extending to the county superintend-

ents and their teacher associates congratulations upon the very suc-

cessful Institute season of 1891. To their united efforts mainly is due

the extraordinary success of that work. I shall be greatly deceived

if the fruit of their efforts is not manifested in a marked improvement

of school room achievement during the year. Testimony to the value

of the Institute'instruction in the stimulus and suggestions imparted

has come to me from many sources.

Meanwhile, increased interest and efficiency ought to attach to the

County Teachers' Association. If nothing more should he accom-

plished in those gatherings than a review of some of the work of the

Normal Institutes, that work would thereby be materially deepened

and strengthened. I trust that a strenuous effort will be made to hold

at least one meeting during the presen t school year in each county of

the State. One meeting at each of the several different places would
benefit a much larger number of teachers.

It is with a view of ascertaining the condition of the county work
that I have prepared a set of questions to be submitted to the county

superintendents of the State. I beg that the answers be as full and

explicit as possible, and be forwarded to the State Superintendent at

the earliest possible date.
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Any assistance in organizing and carrying out the work of the

county associations that can be rendered from this office will be gladly

given. When possible, the State Superintendent will take pleasure in

attending the meeting.

President Snyder, of the State Normal School, and his associates,

have kindly consented to lend a helping hand to this work. Friday

and Saturday nights would be most convenient for them, interfering

least with their regular duties.

Teachers' Circulating Libraries and Reading Circles are made sub-

jects of especial inquiry in the accompanying circular.

The present time seems ripe for advancement in the work of

county Associations. May it not be confidently expected ?

Cordially,

Nathan B. Coy,

State Superintendent.

Denver, October 14, 1891.
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Colorado State Normal Institutes.

[892.

OFFICERS.

Directors, ex-officio:

Nathan B. Coy, State Superintendent of Public Instruction.

Z. X. Snyder, Ph. D., President State Normal School.

ICXECUTIVE COMMITTEES AND CONDUCTORS.

District No. /—

President, Superintendent D. C. Fleming, Logan comity.

Secretary, Superintendent E. H. Stevens, Phillips county.

Treasurer, Superintendent S. A. Wallace, Morgan county.

Conductor, Superintendent P. M. Condit, Colorado City.

District No. 2—

President, Superintendent W. V. Casey, Boulder county.

Secretary, Superintendent S. T. Hamilton, Larimer county.

Treasurer, Superintendent W. C. Thomas, Weld county.

Conductor, Professor Ira M. De Long, Boulder.
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District No. j—

President, secretary, treasurer, Superintendent A. D. Shepard,

Arapahoe county.

Conductor, Principal W. E. Knapp, Denver, district No. 2.

District No. 4—

President, Superintendent Dr. E. F. Lake, Gilpin county.

Secretary, Superintendent Dr. W. R. Collins, Clear Creek county.

Treasurer, Superintendent J. S. Eagleton, Jefferson county.

Conductor, Superintendent J. Allen Smith, Central City.

District No. 5

—

President, Superintendent P. H. Hammond, Douglas county.

Secretary, Superintendent J. P. Jackson, El Paso county.

Treasurer, Superintendent C. F. Lindsley, Elbert county.

Conductor, Superintendent T. H. Kirk, deputy State Superin-

tendent Public Instruction, Minnesota.

District No. 6—

President, Superintendent J. W. Augustine, Kit Carson county.

Secretary, Superintendent S. C. Pern-, Cheyenne county.

Treasurer, Superintendent H. A. Lowell, Lincoln county.

Conductor, Principal J. S. Young, Cheyenne Wells.

District No. 7

—

President, Superintendent Charles W. Bowman, Pueblo county.

Secretary-, Superintendent Jacob H. Freeman, Fremont county.

Treasurer, Superintendent W. E. Bruce, Custer county.

Conductor, Professor Ira M. DeLong, Boulder.

District No. S—

President, Superintendent C. W. Fenlason, Otero county.

Secretary, Superintendent A. E. Crawford, Prowers county.

Treasurer, Superintendent H. A. Long, Kiowa county.

Conductor, Principal W. M. Kollock, La Junta.
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President, Superintendent J. w. Douthit, Las Anlmmt county,

cretary, Superintendent Nelson Rhoadesjr., Huerfano county.

turer, Principal G. E. PincH, Trinidad.

Conductor, Superintendent P. M, Condit, Colorado City.

—

President, Superintendent Richard s. Asay, Jr., Saguache county.

v, Superintendent 1". W. Robinson, Conejos county.

Treasurer, Superintendent Jesse Stephenson, Rio Grande county.

Conductor, ProfessorJames H. Hay-, Greeley.

District No. //

—

President, Superintendent C. W. Price, Archuleta county.

retary, Superintendent C. A. Pike, La Plata county.

Treasurer, Superintendent D. M. Longenbangh, Montezuma
county.

Conductor, Superintendent A. B. Copeland, Greeley.

\rict No. 12—

President, Superintendent E. T. Fisher, Mesa county.

Secretary, Superintendent J. C. Logan, Hinsdale county.

Treasurer, Superintendent P. W. Robison, Delta county.

Conductor, Principal G. L. Harding, Pongmont.

District Xo. /j

—

President, Superintendent James Dilts, Eagle county.

Secretary, Superintendent James Condit, Chaffee county.

Treasurer, Superintendent Kdward C. Stimson, Pitkin county.

Conductor, Professor P. W. Parish, Iowa State Normal School.
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CIRCULAR

State of Colorado,
Department of Public Instruction.

To County Superintendents

:

The committee appointed by the State Association of County

Superintendents at their meeting in December last, to consider a

uniform course of study for Normal Institutes, met in Denver March

19, and after a thorough discussion of the question, submitted the

following as their views :

First—It is the sentiment of the committee that the work of the

District Normal Institutes should be largely professional, embracing

methods of teaching and science, philosophy and history of education;

and that in no case should the Institutes be used as a preparation for

examination to get a certificate.

Second—The committee recommends that Institutes, where it is

practicable, be divided into grades to correspond to the kinds of work
the teachers do, as primary and grammar, and that instruction be

given to suit the particular grades.

Third—It is recommended that each district mark out such a

course of work as is best suited to the existing conditions in the

district.

Fourth—It is recommended that a two weeks' course is long

enough.

Nathan B. Coy,

Z. X. Snyder,

J. S. Eagleton,

J. P. Jackson,

W. C. Thomas.

Using this report as a basis, the State Superintendent will have

ready in a few days a circular to county superintendents, setting forth

the ends to be sought and the means to be employed in the prepara-

tion and management of the Institutes. Meanwhile, districts that

have not yet organized are requested to do so at an early date, and

report to this office.

Nathan B. Coy,

State Superintendent.

Denver, April 1, 1892.
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The various Normal Institute Districts have Inaugurated prelimi-

nary arrangement! for the summer meeting! to the extent ofcho

Kxecutive Committee- Now let programmes be presented that will

win favor both at the start and at the finish. Reality should more

than bear out anticipation. The names and the topics on the pro-

grammes will have much to do with inviting attendance. The char-

acter of the feast will be thus indicated in advance Live subjects

treated by live instructors will insure a lively attendance. The best

talent available should be secured in every instance. There is an

ample supply of good institute ability in the State. In some districts

it may be local, in others it cannot be. Conductors and instructors

should be selected from a higher motive than a desire to get or to give

profitable summer employment.

It is lamentably true that limited finances will prevent some of

the committees from procuring such assistance as they would otherwise

wish ; but the assistance should be the best that the limited resources

can command. The State Superintendent has a list at his office which

includes some names of excellent talent, both home and foreign.

The uppermost thought in all the preparation should be the needs

of the average district school. Conditions vary in different localities.

This should not be lost sight of. County superintendents must be

relied on largely for specific information on this point. A generous

spirit should rule in locating the meeting. General, not sectional,

interest should determine the question.

The grand purpose of the Institute is to improve the quality of

teaching by practical, illustrative methods applied to that which is of

most importance in each branch of study. Theory and practice and

school management should come in for a large share of attention.

The programmes should offer something new each year. Only
thus can the best teachers be induced to attend, and their stimulating

presence, so essential to the best results, be counted on.

No time should be lost in the preparation of the programmes. If

possible, they should be ready in time to distribute among the teach-

ers before they disperse for the summer.
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It is probable that the higher institutions, both public and pri-

vate, will contribute generously to the lecture bureau.

Not stagnation nor retrogression, but progression should be the

watchword.

Nathan B. Coy,

State Superintendent .

Denver, May I, 1892.

circular.

State of Colorado, \
Department of Public Instruction, j

To County Superintendents :

All county superintendents should actively interest themselves in

the approaching State Normal Institutes. Teachers are less likely to

feel an interest if county superintendents manifest indifference. Each
superintendent should head a delegation of his own teachers to the

Institute of the district to which his county belongs. The labor and
responsibility for the success of the Institutes should not rest wholly on
the executive committees.

The Institutes are seriously crippled financially. More help

should be received from the State. Larger appropriations should be

made for their support and encouragement. Teachers should be

enabled to attend them without expense to themselves. But all this

will be difficult of attainment, unless it can be shown that the Insti-

tutes are wTell patronized and encouraged by the teachers.

The comfort and convenience of the teachers should be regarded

to the fullest possible degree. Responsibility for this must necessarily

rest with the county superintendents, and those who constitute the

executive and local committees.

Teachers should understand that, if they would secure the benefit

of special railroad rates, they must take a receipt for purchase of

ticket from agent at the starting point. If there be no agent at starting

point, ticket and receipt therefor should be obtained at the first office

reached after the train has been boarded. Failure to observe this has

frequently caused forfeiture of special rate privileges.

Pains should be taken to get the best available boarding accommo-

dations for teachers.

A suitable assembly room should also be secured. Good circula-

tion of air, good light, comfortable seats and desks, and necessary

materials for class work and blackboard illustrations contribute much
to satisfactory results at an Institute.
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m of the State. They are «'••
i icel oi

of guidance and Inspiration t<> I Thai tho

held in Colorado have proved valuable t

may be shown by abundant testimony n foi

betieving that those of the present season will be of even greatervalue

ami assistance than those in the past have been The sttendaw

materially increased each year. No exception to the good precedent

established should occur during the pn <>n.

it is hoped that thisappea] will meet with hearty n

Cordially,

Nathan B. (

Sti i tt • Superin tenden t.

Denver, July 7, 1S92.

TIIH DISTRICT INSTITI .

District Xo. 1.

The Normal Institute of District No. 1 met in the Franklin school

building at Sterling, August 1.

The Institute was called to order by the president, Superintendent

Timberlake, of Phillips county.

Superintendent Fleming welcomed the teachers to Sterling and

invited them to meet at the town hall, where a reception would be

given them by the citizens of Sterling.

The conductor, Professor P. M. Condit, was introduced, and spent

little time in preliminaries but proceeded at once to outline the work.

On psychology he disabused the minds of the teachers of the dread of

the subject, showing them it was a subject of vital importance, as it

dealt directly with the child-mind.

To many of the teachers, psychology was a new and unexplored

field, but with Professor Condit as leader in the work, they found it

both interesting and attractive. The first week was given to the ele-

ments of psychology and the second to applied psychology.

Model work in language and model work in primary arithmetic

were given throughout the session by Professor Condit, in which he

impressed on the minds of the teachers the importance of primary

principles. One hour each day was spent in practical teaching, after

which Professor Condit gave practical talks on methods. A very

interesting half-hour was spent each day of the second week with

the question box.
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Professor A. E. Beardsley conducted the class work in science.

The first week was occupied with mineralogy and geology and model
work in botany. The second week he gave lessons in zoology and
practical work in field botany. Each lesson was supplemented with

object lessons on the particular subject before the class. Specimens

of minerals, plants, etc., were brought in and placed in the hands of

each member of the class. The microscope was used very extensively

in studying the lower forms of plant and animal life.

Lessons in primary work, both interesting and instructive, were

given by Miss Emma Miller. Much interest was manifested in the

hour each day devoted to physical culture, which was also conducted

by Miss Miller.

Superintendent E. H. Stevens expounded school law during the

first week and presented technical and commercial grammar in a very

satisfactory manner during the second.

Very instructive lessons in history and civicsiwere given by Super-

intendent Timberlake.

The entire corps of instructors gave satisfaction, and much credit

is due them for the energetic manner in which they managed their

classes and the work they accomplished.

One of the greatest aids and encouragements to the success of the

Institute was the interest shown and help given by State Superintend-

ent Coy and representatives of our State institutions. Superintendent

Coy, in his work in the Institute, showed the teachers that they were

here for a specific purpose, not to gain information on subject matter

or text book knowledge, but how they best could use this information

skillfully. In the evening he delivered a lecture on the common dis-

trict county school.

Doctor Ellis, of the State Agricultural College, illustrated men-
suration by means of geometrical blocks and figures. At the close of

his work the class gave him a vote of their appreciation for his visit

and his work with them. In the evening he delivered a lecture on

"Reading in the Home " to a large and attentive audience.

At the beginning of the second week, Dr. Snyder of the State

Normal, and Professor DeLong, of the University, were with us and

ready for work. Professor DeLong gave practical talks on didactics,

in which he analyzed the motives and showed what went to make up

a good teacher.

Dr. Snyder talked on pedagogics from a psychological point of

view.

Professor DeLong gave a lecture on the " Scroll of the Skies."
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Dr. Snyder lectured on the subject, "She is a \

The announcement thai sjx.ci.il paini ironld i>e taken to make the

social intercourse *>l teachers, daring rest, one Of the pri:

features of the Institute wit Well Carried out. On tin- first evening

the citizena of S we the teacheri reception.

Mayor Palmer welcomed them to Sterling.

Judge Armor delivered an addrest which abounded in wit and

al thought for the teacher.

responded to by Superintendent Timherlake and

others.

During the session, Superintendent Fleming also gave the teach-

eiS a reception which was enjoyed hy all.

Mr. Sherman, of Sterling, offered a ten dollar dresfl pattern to the

lady who would give the best recitation. Five ladies entered into the

contest and, after a very close contest, Mrs. Munson was awarded the

prize.

The Institute closed with a spelling match, prizes being offered by
the citizens of Sterling. On oral spelling, after a close contest, the

first pri/.e, "Hume's History of England," was awarded to Mr.

Pereau ; the second, Thackery's complete works, to Mr. Crissman.

On the written spelling the decision was not so easily rendered—four

having spelled ninety-six words correctly out of one hundred.

Several unsuccessful attempts were made to break the tie. The first

prize, "International Dictionary," was awarded to Mr. Charles Green;

the second to Miss Dyer.

At the close of the Institute the following resolutions were

adopted :

Believing that the session ofour Institute, now drawing to a close, has been one
of pleasure and profit to us, inasmuch as the instruction received will enable us to

more successfully perform our duty in that important work which devolves upon
us as teachers. Therefore be it

AY .'. That we return thanks to Professor Condit for the able manner in

which he has conducted the Institute; to Professor Beardsley and other instructors

for the way in which they have presented their subjects ; to Superintendent Coy,

Dr. Ellis, Prof DeLong and I>r. Snyder for their lectures: to Superintendent Flem-

ing for providing for the comfort of the teachers of the Institute; to the people of

Sterling for their hospitality, and to the school board and county commissioners

fur the use of the school building. Be it

Furthti Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be spread on the records

of this Institute. Also that a copy be sent to the < una! and to

each of the several county papers included within the district.
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District No. 2—

District No. 2 held a very successful and profitable Institute at

Boulder.

Professor Ira H. DeLong, conductor, with Professor Hays of the

State Normal School; Miss A. D. Wheeler, of Fort Collins, Mr. White-

man, of Greeley, and Superintendents Thomas and Hamilton, as

assistants.

An excellent two weeks' course of instruction had been laid out

and submitted to each teacher before the Institute began, thus giving

them opportunity to prepare on the matter under discussion.

At the opening of the Institute each teacher was provided with a

note-book, and the conductor gave some suggestions as to the best

method of keeping it so that helpful notes could be carried to the

school room.

Professor DeLong is a model leader and an ideal Institute con-

ductor. The magnetism of his presence before the teachers, the

direct, lucid explanations, the earnest manner, the harmonious work-

ing of the Institute had made every teacher his friend.

The work of his able corps of assistants was fully up to the

standard, and a unanimous vote of the teachers expressed apprecia-

tion of the earnest endeavor to make the work of real help to them.

The work was divided so that the teachers could take just such

instruction as they most needed.

Many distinguished visitors were present, impressing upon the

teachers the importance of their work and giving some very interesting

statistics relative to school matters.

The lectures by President Ellis, of the Agricultural College, and
President Baker, of the|University, were well attended and thoroughly

appreciated.

The reading circle was discussed by the conductor, and by Super-

intendent Naber of Columbia City, Indiana, and the plan explained.

Membership cards were distributed, and seventy teachers enrolled.

President Ellis spent an hour one day on the subject of mensura-

tion, illustrating by means of cardboard, how each of the figures

should be made. He advised the teachers to present the object to the

pupil and develop the rule for working. Few who heard him can

forget how wonderfully simple and plain the subject became as he

illustrated by means of paper figures he had made himself.

Professor Baker also gave quite an interesting talk on psychology.
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On Friday night a debate m held The

the Public School Sjttem Commeneurate with the < >ut

lay ?," was well handled by two teacheri from each connt]

and one contra.

The enrollment reached 131. and at the cloae appn iolu-

were passed, thanking all who had contributed toward the

ss of the Institute.

\V. V

Dish.

The Third District Normal Institute, composed of Arapahoe

county, held its annual session at Denver in the East Denver high

school building, August 15 to August 26.

Conductor, \V. K. Knapp.

Instructors, I,. P. Norvell, Miss Rose M.ilone, \Y. J. Whiteman,

Aaron Gove, L. C. Greenlee, J. H. Van Sickle. John C. Dana. James
II. Baker, /. X. Snyder, Alston Ellis.'E. H. Cook, of New York, John

\V. Cook, of Illinois, and County Superintendent A. D. Shepard.

Bvening lectures were delivered by James H. Baker, B. H. Cook

and Rev. Robert Mclntyre.

There were 243 registered members, all of whom paid the regis-

tration fee of $1. Of the above number 1S6 were persons who have

had some experience as teachers and 57 who had no experience in

teaching.

There were 27 males, 216 females.

Average daily attendance, 202— 18 males, 184 females. In addi-

tion to this, there was an average daily attendance of fifty visitors.

The Institute was a decided success in every particular.

At the clo9e of the session a vote of thanks was tendered to the

conductor and instructors and also to the board of education of school

district No. 1 for the use of building.

A. D. Shepard,
retary Executive Committee.

District Xo. 4.

The Fourth Normal Institute district comprises the counties of

Jefferson, Clear Creek and Gilpin. Clear Creek and Gilpin lying

mostly in the mountains have but few schools outside of the cities,

while Jefferson, largely comprising an agricultural section, is more
densely populated and employs more teachers than the other two

together.
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The Institute for 1S92 began on August 8, and closed August 19,

after an interesting session of two weeks.

The instructors were as follows : J. Allen Smith, superintendent

of the Central City public schools, conductor and instructor in arith-

metic, advanced reading and United States history.

\Y. Triplett, superintendent Golden public schools, instructor in

grammar, geography, orthography, theory and practice of teaching.

Mrs. Ellen Wallace Collins, of Georgetown, instructor in primary

reading, number work and language lessons.

Miss Lydia Hooper, of Idaho Springs, instructor in kindergarten

methods as applied in the common schools.

J. S. Eagleton, count}- superintendent of Jeffersou county,

instructor in school law.

Dr. E. F. Lake, county superintendent of Gilpin county, instructor

in physiology.

Realizing the general deficiency in preparation of teachers in

arithmetic and grammar, daily lessons were assigned and prepared in

these branches and regular class work done.

The Institute held but one session a day, beginning at S o'clock

a. m. and closing at 12:30, an arrangement that met with universal

approval of the members and praise of the visitors.

Eighty-three members were enrolled, an excess of eight over last

year, or an increase of more than ten per cent.

President Baker, of the State University, gave a most entertaining

and profitable lecture on " Higher Education."

President Ellis, of the Agricultural College, used the most of one

session on his very practical and systematic presentation of mensura-

tion.

President Snyder, of the Normal School, completely won the

Institute with his lecture.

Professor L. W. Parish, of Iowa State Normal School, gave a talk

one day on didactics.

State Superintendent Coy was present a short time one day, but

did not take part.

It was decided to hold the next session of the Institute at George-

town, Clear Creek County. Good interest characterized the Institute

throughout.
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The State Normal Institute ot D

Springs, in Colorado College, August 15 to -'6. incltksi

The nnl the Institute one of the m
ever held in the district.

Those sttending speak <>f it in the highest terms, many of tl

from eastern ll ng that it WSJ the bett Institute they had

ever attended.

The plan was new to many, who had been Used to tin I

instructing method.

The object was not to review, as teachers can do that at home.

but to arouse thought and broaden the mind.

T. H. Kirk, assistant State Superintendent of Minnesota, has

been conductor of Institutes in Minnesota for many years, and in his

work here proved his ability to make an Institute lively and wide-

awake, as well as profitable. His work in geography and history was

especially helpful.

Psychology, usually considered dry and hard, was made
interesting. Conductor Kirk showed plainly that the teacher should

have some knowledge of the human mind, some idea of its develop-

ment through the successive stages of school life and how the several

school studies affect the mind, before he can do intelligent work.

The presentation of "Snow-bound" by .Mr. Kirk was one of the

best features of the Institute. The teaching of literature is one of

the important advances of the day, and the teachers were glad to have

this opportunity of fitting themselves for the work.

Dr. Snyder, president of the State Normal, gave a pleasant talk

on psychology. All who are familiar with Dr. Snyder's genial

manner know what a welcome visitor he is at Institutes.

President Alston Ellis, of the Colorado Agricultural College, was

present two days, and gave valuable and practical instruction on the

subject of mensuration. As President Ellis has been a teacher for

over twenty years, he understands thoroughly what is practical and
wastes no time in giving mere theories. His lecture in the evening

on " Literature" was very pleasing because of its originality.

As music is a prominent feature in Colorado schools, special atten-

tion was paid to it at the Institute. Mrs. B. B. Watts, supervisor of

music at Colorado City, conducted the work. Though little can be
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accomplished in music in two weeks, the class derived a great deal of

benefit from the drill. The work was so thoroughly explained that

many teachers will be able to take it up alone and introduce it into

their schools.

Many teachers did not realize what a bright and interesting sub-

ject reading could be made, until they heard it presented by Miss

Carolyn E. Byers, of Highland Park Normal School, Des Moines,

Iowa. She also taught the class in physical culture. Miss Byers has

the rare faculty of inspiring and enthusing those under her

instruction.

If Mrs. Watts and Miss Byers can judge by the number of visitors

they had, they may rest assured that their class work was very enter-

taining.

The teachers had an unexpected treat in the way of a lecture by

Mrs. Col. Parker, of Cook County Normal School. The lady hap-

pened to be in the city for a few days and kindly consented to talk to

the teachers.

Mrs. Parker modestly remarked that as the wife of her husband
she was glad to be there.

After hearing her speech Mr. Kirk decided that Col. Parker might

be glad to be there as the husband of his talented wife.

Two of the most prominent educators of the State—State Superin-

tendent Coy, and President James H. Baker of the State University

—

visited the Institute. Unfortunately their time was so limited that

they could give only brief talks.

Superintendent Coy spoke of general reading for the teacher.

President Baker spoke concerning the relation of the State

University to the public school system.

Principal L. B. Grafton, of Colorado Springs, assisted greatly by

giving instruction in arithmetic during the second week. Mr. Graf-

ton is one of our best Institute workers and is well known to the

teachers.

In arranging the programme, the committee was careful not to

neglect the social part. One great object of these Institutes is to

make the teachers better acquainted, and bring them into closer

sympathy in their work.

An excursion was made to the Broadmoor Casino to hear the

famous Hungarian band.

A small party, composed mostly of teachers recently from the

east, climbed Pike's Peak.
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Superintendent Hammond, of Douglas county, and Superintend-

ent Undaley, of Blbert, were present and gave valuable assistance in

the executive management of the Institute, the latter remaining the

full tWO Vfl

The pleasure of meeting so many prominent educatoi

f sufficient pay for the two weeks attendance. The teachers were

undoubtedly benefited and strengthened for their work.

Much better work may be expected in our schools during the

coming year as the result of the Institute just held.

District No. 6.

Institute was held at Burlington, Colo., July 1 1 to 22 inclusive.

J. S. Young, conductor and instructor.

Professor R. W. Guse, instructor.

Number of teachers enrolled, thirty-seven.

Also present the superintendents of Kit Carson, Lincoln and

Cheyenne counties.

Meetings were held in the school house and lectures were given

in the church by the following gentlemen

:

State Superintendent Nathan B. Coy; subject, "Educational

Work of Our State."

President Ellis, of State Agricultural School; subject, "Reading

in the Home Circle."

Professor R. W. Guss, of Greeley Normal School; subject, "The

Story of Our Continent; or Geology as an Aid in teaching Geog-

raphy.''

Principal J. S. Young, of Cheyenne Wells; subject, "Education

of the Human Will."
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The lectures were instructive and entertaining, and were largely

attended by citizens as well as members of the Institute.

The attendance at the Institute was excellent, considering the

small number of teachers in this district. The average daily attend-

ance was also good.

The teachers deserve much praise for their efforts during the

intensely hot weather that prevailed through the entire session.

Many of them came long distances, some closing their school in order

to attend.

Instruction was given in the following branches: Geography,

orthography and reading, grammar, botany, physiology, by Professor

R. W. Guss; arithmetic, United States history, bookkeeping, theory

and practice, by J. S. Young.

President Ellis, during his two days' visit, also rendered valuable

assistance by presenting the subject of "Mensuration," and illustrat-

ing by numerous models and devices; also by his talks on "Litera-

ture," with list of books for teachers to read.

The efforts and methods of conductor and instructors were

entirely satisfactory, and all voted the Institute a success.

H. A. Lowell,
Secretary.

District No. 7.

The Seventh District State Normal Institute was held at Pueblo,

Colo., July 18-29, inclusive, with the following able corps of

instructors:

Ira M. De Long, professor mathematics Colorado State Univer-

sity, conductor and instructor in mathematics and school manage-

ment.

Daniel Ward, principal Hinsdale school, Pueblo, instructor in

geography, history and grammar.

David K. Bond, late superintendent schools, Blair, Neb.,

instructor in common school science.

Miss Nellie A. Hall, Canon City, Colo., instructor in primary

work.

The attendance this year was large, the total enrollment reach-

ing 115.

In addition to the regular course of instruction, the Institute was

favored with a lecture by Rev. John C. Hay, of First Christian

Church, Pueblo, on "The World's Greatest Teacher."
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-: iti- University, on "The Opening of i Lotus Bud, M both of

b were highly appreciated.

Tin- Institute in regular session was addressed by President /. X.

Bnyder, of the State Normal School, State Superintendenl Nat!

lent Ellis, i»t" the State Agrieultura

John p. Owen, of the Agricultural Colic

Before the dose resolutions were passed commending the Execu-

tive Committee for the excellent course of instruction which had been

presented, and also thanking the instructors for their faithful work.

The teachers were especially grateful to county superintendent

Bowman, of Pueblo, Colorado, and to the citizens of Pueblo for their

open hearted hospitality in furnishing many pleasant and instructive

tours about the city.

Jacob h. Fbjceman,

Superintendent Fremont County,

Secretary Executive Commi

Distrx

The Institute of the Eighth District was held at I. a Junta, begin-

ning August 8, and continued two weeks.

This Institute district includes the counties of Otero, Bent, Prowers,

Kiowa and Baca, the latter furnishing but two representatives as the

superintendent of that county organized an Institute of his own*

The Executive Committee, composed of Superintendents C. \V.

Penlason, of Otero, A. E. Crawford, of Prowers, and II. A. Long, of

Kiowa, was careful in its arrangements, and everything needful was

done to insure success in the work.

\V. M. Kollock, of La Junta, was the conductor. He was sup-

ported by J. M. Daniel and Mrs. White, of La Junta, and G. W.
Combs, of Chivington.

Dr. Ellis, of the State Agricultural College, visited the Institute

during the first week and his stay here was greatly enjoyed by the

teachers. He gave them some valuable talks on books, and with his

fine set of apparatus to illustrate object teaching in mensuration,

imparted to them some valuable methods. On Friday evening he

delivered a lecture on " Literature." Saturday was spent by most of

the teachers in a neighboring wood, where they enjoyed a day of quiet

rest.
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On Monday of the second week President Baker, of the State Uni-

versity, visited the Institute. During the forenoon he talked to the

teachers in reference to the University, and during the afternoon gave

the class a fine drill on instruction in geography, history and grammar.

David K. Bond, late superintendent of schools, Blair, Nebraska,

instructor in common school science.

Miss Nellie A. Hall, Canon City, Colorado, instructor in primary

work.

The attendance this year was large, the total enrollment reaching

115-

In addition to the regular course of instruction, the Institute was
favored with a lecture by Rev. John C. Hay, of the First Christian

church, Pueblo, on "The World's Greatest Teacher, "and also an illus-

trated lecture by Professor J. Raymond Brackett, of the State Uni-

versity, on the "Opening of a Lotus Bud," both of which were highly

appreciated.

The Institute in regular session was addressed by President Z. X.

Snyder, of the State Normal Institute, State Superintendent Nathan
B. Coy, President Ellis, of the State Agricultural College, and Profes-

sor John P. Owen, of the Agricultural College of New Mexico.

District No. g.

The Normal Institute of District No. 9, consisting of Las Animas
and Huerfano counties, convened at Trinidad, Colorado, at the Rice

High School building, Monday morning, August 15.

The session was opened with prayer by Rev. Casey of the M. E.

church, followed by a few appropriate introductory remarks by Super-

intendent Nelson Rhoades, Jr., after which the Institute was turned

over to P. M. Condit, on the part of the executive committee, which

consisted of John W. Douthit, president, Superintendent Nelson

Rhoades, Jr., secretary, and Professor Grant E. Finch, treasurer.

During the first week five periods of time were occupied by the

reading by Professor Shiels, of a paper on the subject of "Methods
of Teaching in Spanish Schools," which called forth remarks of

interest from all interested in that important department.

The subject was supplemented by Professor H. B. Wise, of Huer-

fano county.

The discussions on the above subject called forth an interesting

paper from Casimiro Cruz, a Mexican teacher of Huerfano county.
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The feature of " Practical Teaching' 1 was an In >ne.

< )ne of the most interesting periods of the week was presentC

Mis^ Fannie Brown of Trinidad, in " Primary Reading."

[nteresting methods and facts relating to the "Study of History"

were presented by Professors Finch and Brodie.

"Civics,"' as rendered by Professor G. E. Finch, of the Trinidad

High School, was quite interesting.

"Composition'' was given by Professor Brodie of Walsenbuig,

and modified by Professor J. J. Matthews, also of Walsenburg.

The works delivered by Professor Beardsley on "Elements of

Science," " Model Work on Botany," "Applied Sciences," and

"Field Botany," were highly interesting and beneficial, and well

appreciated by all.

One of the most popular, beneficial, new and well presented fea-

tures of the Institute was that of "Physical Culture," given by Miss R.

Quisenberry, of Trinidad.

On Monday, the first day's session, we were gratified at two differ-

ent hours of the day by interesUng talks from Dr. Ellis, of the State

Agricultural College.

On the evening of the same day the doctor delivered a lecture on
11 Literature," which was well attended and highly appreciated.

Dr. Baker, president of the State University, was with us Wednes-

day, and in the evening delivered a lecture at the Christian church.

On Friday we were agreeably favored for a short time with the

presence of State Superintendent Coy, who addressed the Institute on

the subject of "Columbus Day."

Teachers were much enthused on Tuesday and Wednesday of the

second week by the presence and work of Dr. Snyder, president of the

State Normal School. Dr. Snyder had with him, and exhibited to

the Institute, many specimens of work prepared for the Columbian
Exposition. His talks were filled with brilliant thoughts of general

interest to the teachers.
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The Institute closed on Thursday with an entertainment which
brought to our Institute fund an acceptable addition. With a total

enrollment of seventy-three thus closed one of the most interesting

and beneficial Institute sessions ever held in this State.

Not only were our State institutions well represented, but also

many of a private nature, among which we mention the Denver Uni-

versity, represented by Chancellor McDowell, who delivered an
interesting lecture to an admiring audience on Wednesday evening of

the second week; and Tillotson Academy, of Trinidad, represented by
Mr. Gordon, who lectured before the Institute on Monday evening of

the same week.

Great energy and interest characterized the efforts of Professor

Condit. His plans were well laid and the work well executed. The
teachers went away feeling that they had been well guided by him
through two weeks of superior educational advantages.

District No. 10.

The second annual Institute of the Tenth district of Colorado was
held at the beautiful little city of Monte Vista.

The Institute opened August i and closed August 13.

The tenth district comprises the counties of Saguache, Costilla,

Rio Grande and Conejos.

The Institute was conducted by Professor James H. Hays, vice-

president of the Colorado State Normal School.

He was ably seconded in the work of the Institute by Mr. Grant

Karr, principal of the Monte Vista public schools, Superintendent

Jesse Stephenson, of Rio Grande county, and Superintendent F. W.
Robinson, of Costilla county.

Mrs. Omie Stephenson, an excellent primary teacher of the

Monte Vista schools, rendered admirable service in primary work,

illustrating her methods with a class of first year pupils.

County Superintendent O. C. Skinner, of Douglas county, was an

enthusiastic attendant at all exercises, and added much to the interest

of the Institute.

The work in arithmetic, history, school management, grammar

and methods was presented by Professor Hays.
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Karr, graduate of the Minois Normal (Jnivei

Civici and school law i bt by Superintendent Stephenson.

An inter* e in mensuratio ren by Superini

ent Robinson, who is civil i ion.

Principal Rnd, of the Del Norte schools, gave I talks on

methodi of teaching geography.

While the work of the institute was calculat brengthen

scholarship, yet the primal object of all exercises was to furnish illus-

trations of improved methods in the several lines.

Professor Hays emphasized the simplification of arithmetic by

showing the similarity, and frequently the identity, of many to;

arithmetic. This w.i^ especially true in teaching common fractions,

decimal fractions and percentage, proving that all three are hut one

subject

Mr. Karr neatly illustrated hy apparatus of his own construction

how most of the topics in physics can he presented to pupils at a lim-

ited expense.

His entire apparatus had been prepared by himself and was as

Successful as that that costs many dollars. Teachers were shown
how to make all this apparatus.

The science of history was rendered a grateful service by the

3tion of combining with it biography, literature and the study

of ideas and institutions irrespective of limitations of time or period.

The history of slavery in the United States and the acquisition of

territory to the original thirteen states were thus studied.

The enrollment of the Institute was forty-one. Many of these

teachers came distances which eastern teachers would hardly under-

take.

It was the universal opinion of all that this meeting of the

teachers of the great San Luis Valley was a very profitable one.

State Superintendent Coy and Dr. Snyder, of the State Normal
School, were in at the closing hours of the Institute and both made
interesting addresses.

( >n Thursday evening, August .1, at the Presbyterian church,

Professsr Hays delivered to an attentive audience his instructive lec-

ture on "English as It Should be Spoken."
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For the benefit of the teachers and others this lecture was printed

in full in the Sat/ Luis I 'alley Graphic.

On Wednesday, August 10, Mr. Grant Karr gave an interesting

lecture before the Institute on "The Benefits of Education."

This paper was highly appreciated by those who had the pleasure

of hearing it.

At the close of the Institute Professor Hays received many con-

gratulations and kind words from the teachers who were in attend-

ance, as well as their sincere thanks for his efforts on their behalf.

District No. //.

The Normal Institute in the Eleventh district, comprising Monte-

zuma, Archuleta, Dolores, La Plata and San Juan counties, was held

at Mancos, in Montezuma county, for two weeks, beginning August 8.

It was conducted by Superintendent A. B. Copeland, of Greeley,

who conducted the first Institute in the State under the law which

gives these gatherings a legal status in the school system.

Mrs. Helen P. Look, of Durango, and County Superintendent C.

A. Pike, of La Plata county, were the regular assistants and instructors,

and valuable assistance was also rendered at times during the session

by Principal A. J. Floyd and Mrs. Lina M. Eaton, of Mancos.

Mr. Pike gave instruction in school law, Mrs. Look in the various

departments of primary work and also in English grammar, while

Mr. Copeland had the work of didactics, arithmetic, geography,

reading and United States history.

The attendance was large, considering the number of schools in

the county where the session was held, and the remoteness of the

other counties of the district. Every teacher in Montezuma county

was present but one, and it would be difficult to find a more interested

body of educators than those convened at this Institute.

State Superintendent Coy was present one day, and called the

attention of the Institute to the Columbian Exposition and also to the

special observance of Columbus Day (October 21) in the public

schools. In the evening he addressed a large audience on "Our

Public Schools."

The conductor also gave two evening lectures, one on " Patriotism

in the Public Schools," and the other on astronomy.
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The Normal Institute In district No prising San Miguel,

our.iv, Hinsdale, Mess, Delta, Monti'. si- and Gunnison com
i\ Gunnison, beginning August 15 end lasting until the _">th.

it w.is conducted by Professor G. 1. BUrding, superintendent

the Longmont schools.

There was a total attendance of fifty-seven tear:

County superintendents Charles I'ueller, of C.unnison
; B. T.

Fisher, of Mesa, ami V. \V. Rohison, of Delta, were present and

assisted in the work.

Professor Harding conducted lessons in arithmetic, orthography,

astronomy and psychology.

Principal W. H. Hoff in civics and history.

Mr. G. P. Hoff in botany.

Mrs. Harding in primary work.

Ou Wednesday of the first week President Kllis, of the State

Agricultural College, gave an instructive talk on methods of teach-

ing mensuration, and in the evening delivered a lecture on "Liter-

ature."

During the Institute, lectures were delivered by President Baker,

of the Uujversity of Colorado ; President Snyder, of the State Normal

School and the Rev. II. Martyn Hart, of Denver.

Conductor Harding brought with him an excellent telescope

which was of great service in the lessons on astronomy. On Wednes-
day evening of the second week he delivered a lecture on "Leon
Gambetta," the great French leader. Altogether the work of the

Institute was of a high order.

The following resolutions were passed previous to their adjourn-

ment :

We, the teachers in attendance upon the sessions of the Twelfth district Nor-

mal Institute, held in C.unnison. in order to show our appreciation of the kindness

received and benefits derived, deem it due to give public expression. And there"

fore, be it

That we thank the county superintendents of the Twelfth district for

the provisions made for our improvement at the Institute, and congratulate them
on the complete success of their plan*-, especial mention being due.
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Resolved, That we tender our most hearty thanks to Professor Harding and his

assistants for the able manner in which they have conducted the work of the

Institute and the untiring interest manifested in all the objects of our convention.

Resolved, That we most heartily thank the people of Gunnison for the interest

shown in our welfare and for courtesies so freely extended to us during our stay,

and liberal contribution made to help defray expenses.

Resolved, That we thank the officers of the Methodist and Presbyterian

churches and the board of directors of the public schools of Gunnison for the use

of their respective buildings, and the management of the D. & R. G. R. R. for

favors extended, and to the editors of the Gunnison papers for kindly notices.

Resolved, That we tender our thanks to President Ellis, of the State Agricul-

tural College, to Superintendent Fisher, of Mesa county, and to Superintendent
Robison, of Delta county, who deserves our sincere thanks for his care and
thought fulness in the arrangements made for our comfort and convenience, and
by his hearty welcome to the members of the Institute, making with us a lasting

impression and a cause for gratitude to the teachers of district No. 12.

To President Baker, of the State University, and to President Snyder, of the

State Normal, for their able and eloquent lectures delivered during the sessions of

this Institute, and the deep interest they have manifested in our success.

District No. sj.

The State Normal Institute, held at Buena Vista, August 22-

September 2, 1892, was the equal of any ever held in that part of the

State.

The instructors were specialists in their subjects, and the com-
mittee may well feel favored in having secured so strong a corps.

The conductor, Professor L. W. Parish, of the Iowa Sj:ate Normal
School, is a man of force and accurate scholarship, and an inspiring

teacher of teachers. His work in educational psychology, primary

numbers and special methods was superior and highly appreciated.

Deputy Superintendent Ellen W. Collins, of Clear Creek county,

presented primary work skillfully and agreeably.

Principal C. A. Woody, of the Salida public schools, in presenting

civics, was clean-cut, helpful and entertaining.

Superintendent James Dilts, of Eagle county, in arithmetic, was

direct, logical and practical.

Miss Lillian Pike, recently appointed director of physical culture

and elocution in the North Denver public schools, conducted exercises

in calisthenics most satisfactorily.

Professor W. J. Whiteman's instructions in singing were marked

by his usual thorough energetic manner.
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1 iir lecture i ourse before th<- institute irss unusually ttrong, end

included one lecture from State Superintendent i

Chancellor McDowell end Profsssor De Long, three from

Bills and four from President Snyder

The counties of Chaff , of the ten comprii

the district, responded by sending nearh ne of theii

The sttendance from Pitkin, Summit and Lake was not

as it should have been. Garfield county had only one teacher pn

during the entire session.

White, Grand, Rio Blanco and Routt foiled to haves tingle rej

tentative

Only five counties, Chaffee, Eagle, Park, Pitkin ami Summit,
were represented by their superintendents

Before adjournment the following resolutions were offered and

adopted :

That the members of thi> Institute, teachers of the Thirteenth

Normal district, in m bled at BuetlS Vista, Colorado, A
hereby expn MOT I. W. Pariah, Mrs Ellen W. Collin-. Iftisfl Lillian Pike,

ior J. W. Whiteman, Superintendents James Dilts and C. A. Woody, our
high and most sincere appreciation of their earnest and effective work as

Instructors during this, our fourth annual session.

That our mo-t grateful thanks arc due and most heartily tendered to

Chancellor W P. McDowell. President X. X. Snyder, President Alston Kllis. the

Hon. Nathan B Coy. Professor Ira M. DeI<ong and Superintendent K. C. 91

for their very entertaining and instructive lecture-.

Resotved, That we commend and fully appreciate the ahle and efficient man-
agement of the executive committee.

That we herewith tender our respectful thanks to the citizens of

Buens Vista and to the proprietor of Cottonwood Springs hotel, for many pleasant

courtesies, and to the several railway lines for their generous reduction of rates.
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ATTENDANCE AT NORMAL INSTITUTES.

BY COUNTIES, FOR THE YEARS 1 889-1892.

COUNTIES. 1889. 1890. 1893.

Arapahoe ...

Archuleta ...

Baca.

Bent

Boulder

Chaffee

Cheyenne ..,

Clear Creek

Conejos

Costilla

Custer

Delta

Dolores

Douglas

Eagle

Elbert

El Paso

Fremont ...

Garfield

Gilpin

Grand

Gunnison ..

Hinsdale ...

Huerfano ..

Jefferson ...

Kiowa

Kit Carson .

Lake

La Plata

Larimer

Las Animas

Lincoln

47 63 227 246

-- 2 2 --

-- 6 4 2

2 9 29 15

5i 25 36 62

8 16 10 42

-- -- 3 4

6 6 8 11

12 3 21 9

6 2 4 2

4 6 3 13

7 6 15 12

-- -- 2

7 7 9 7

11 10 12 13

3 5 4

25 63 9S 65

43 28* 58 26

4 12 19 --

19 9 9 17

3 .. 18

-'- 1 2

1 3 -- 23

63 65 58 55

3 21 2 6

-- 2 4i 3i

6 20 5 4

45 30 12

3i 61 28 25

4 2 51

.. 2 3
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COUNTll B.

ami .

a

Phillip*

Pitkin

Prowei

Pueblo

Rio Blanco

Kio Qrande

Routt

Saguache .

San Juan

Miguel

Sedgw

Summit .....

Washington.

Weld

Yuma

Totals

1889.

5

ii

49

2

536

L80O 1891.

7 2

5 11

80 20

6

1 IS

1,063 ."9

:»-i.
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COST OF STATE NORMAL INSTITUTES FOR YEARS
1S89-1S92.

1889.

District No. 1. Institute held at Boulder $ 243 10

• 2, " Golden

'* " 3. " ' Canon City

'•
4, '• " Red Cliff

5, " Montrose

" " 6. " Monte Vista

34o 75

324 00

321 64

352 95

299 49

1890.

Golden ...

Pueblo...

Leadville

Montrose.

Durango.

$ 1,886 93

District No. 1, Institute held at Fort Collins ._ $ 410 10

332 51

465 75

1S6 00

295 94

5 1,964 10

1891.

District No. 1, Institute held at Sterling $ 1S9 00

" 2, " " Greeley 44625

3.
'" " Denver 60500

i, " Golden.... 22125

5, Colorado Springs 39025

" " 6, " "' Burlington 9180

7.
" " Canon City (not complete).. 6S 90

S,
'' Las Animas 36200

9.
" •• LaVeta... 2S4 00

" 10. '• Alamosa 225 45

••
ii, " Durango 21675

•' 12, '• Grand Junction. 234 00

13.
" Aspen, (no report)

^ 3.535 65
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itute held .<• I

| .'iMrl

Denre

I tides

Ooloi i 1
•

BaiUagtoii

Pneblo

I.. i Junta

Trinidad 175 oo

Ifootc Vista

Mancoa 234 oo

Gunni»)n 162 90

" Buena Vista

$ 3i 9ii 00
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Exhibit VII.

Teachers' County Certificates.

I. Circular—Rules governing quarterly examinations

for teachers' county certificates.

II. Circular — Additional instructions concerning

quarterly examinations for teachers
1 county

certificates.

III. Circular—Directions to applicants for teachers'

county certificates. Form of applicant's state-

ment.

IV. Questions prepared for the quarterly examinations,

February, May, August and November, 1891.

V. Questions prepared for the quarterly examinations,

February May, August and November, 1892.
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Regulations Governing Quarterly Exami

nations of Teachers.

State of Colorado,
Department of Public Instruction

Superintendent's Offk I
To County Superintendents:

The following regulations, in reference to quarterly examinations

for teachers' certificates, are hereby prescribed for the guidance of

county superintendents.

i. The questions to be used in these examinations will be for-

warded to county superintendents in sealed envelopes. These must

be first opened in the presence of the applicants, at the time set for

the examination.

2. County superintendents should give due notice erf the place

of examinations, and the hour at which they will begin.

3. Applicants should be instructed to supply themselves with

pencil or pen and ink. Paper of uniform size will be furnished by

the county superintendents.

4. It is optional with county superintendents whether appli-

cants shall write on both sides of each sheet of paper or on but

one side.

5. No names of applicants should be taken, but at the In

Ding of the examination each applicant should be given an envelope

with a number written thereon, by which he will be known during

the examination.
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6. All answer papers should be examined and graded by number
before the envelopes which contain the names of the applicants are

opened.

7. No applicant should be allowed to take any part of the

examination except at the time designated.

8. Answer papers of applicants that have been examined in

any other county should be accepted only when forwarded by the

superintendent of that county.

9. No applicant should be allowed to leave the room until his

work has been completed and handed to the examiner.

10. No portion of the time allotted to the examinations should

be consumed by needless talk.

11. A written certificate (or a statement with references) of good
character should be required of each applicant; also one of past suc-

cess in teaching.

12. The answer papers, arranged and filed in good order, should

be collected at the expiration of each session.

13. For convenience in grading, the topics should be divided

into two groups. First group, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12; second

group, Nos. 6, 7, 8 and 9. Issue certificates upon the following

conditions:

FIRST GRADE CERTIFICATE.

First Group. Average ninety per cent.; no branch below seventy-

five per cent.

Second Group. Average seventy-five per cent. ; no branch below

sixty per cent.

SECOND GRADE CERTIFICATE.

First Group. Average eighty per cent. ; no branch below seventy

per cent.

Second Group. Average sixty per cent. ; no branch below forty-

five per cent.

THIRD GRADE CERTIFICATE.

First Group. Average seventy per cent. ; 110 branch below sixty

per cent.

Second Group. Average fifty per cent; no branch below forty

per cent.



SU1

a certifi< it< of the third grade ihall not

v tod •/.

14. All answer papers submitted bj applicanti thouldbeind<

in in k by the county superintendent, with the standi

placed on file in hit office for at least lis months.

15. Besides the standing attained at tin- examination, practical

experience in teaching should be considered in issuing a 1
•

16. Applicants for certificates of the first grade should '

taught successfully for at least one year.

17. The connty. superintendents should render tfa rts to

the Superintendent of Public Instruction as soon as possible. Rlanks

will he furnished for the purpose, on which should be placed the

names of all applicants.

[8. In addition to the regular certificate blanks, failure bl.

will be forwarded to county superintendents, in order that all appli-

cants who wish may receive their standing.

19. No private examinations shall he lawful except fortemporary

certificates, valid only until the next public examination.

20. These instructions should be preserved for future use.

Nathan B. Coy,

State Superintendent.

ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING nlARTERLY
EXAMINATIONS.

State of Colorado, 1

Department of Public Instruction, j

To County Superintendents

:

In averaging examination marks for teachers' certificates, the

following instructions, in addition to those already giveu, should he

observed:

I. Each group should be averaged on the whole number of

subjects in that group; /. <?., the average of the first group should

always be found by dividing the sum of all the marks, including

zeros, by eight; likewise the average of the second group, by dividing

by four; and the final average, by dividing the sum of all the marks
not by dividing the sum of the averages of the two groups

by two). In no other way can the averages be correctly found.
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2. In averaging, the fractional result should not be given ; but

if it exceeds one-half, it should be counted as a unit ; if it is less

than one-half, it should be omitted.

3. Strict accuracy in figuring averages should be observed.

Errors occur frequently, in some instances to the advantage, in others

to the disadvantage, of applicants. They should never occur.

4. If five per cent, for attending State Normal Institute is added,

it should be estimated on the final average attained, and not on 100

per cent. , as a basis.

5. The numbers in parentheses, at the left of the questions, indi-

cate the attainable credits.

6. [a) A temporary certificate is good only until the next regu-

lar examination; hence, should be given only upon satisfactory evi-

dence of the ability of the applicant to obtain a certificate at a regular

examination.

(b) A first grade certificate may be renewed for the county in

which it was issued by the superintendent of that county.

{c) A certificate of ' 'like grade, '

' as provided for in section six-

teen (16) of the school law, has not.the force of the first grade certifi-

cate, in lieu of which it is issued, beyond the unexpired period of that

certificate, and is not renewable.

7. While failure in 8 and 9 may not exclude an applicant

from obtaining a third grade certificate, it should disqualify for any cer-

tificate higher than the third grade, however satisfactory in other

branches the scholarship of the applicant may be.

8. Inferior teachers should not be employed so long as those of

superior qualifications are available. In case a certificate is issued on

unsatisfactory scholarship, the reason therefor should be stated on

the certificate, and also in the report.

9. A report of the quarterly examination should be rendered by

each county superintendent, even if no certificate is issued nor candi-

date examined.

10. Reports should be complete in every detail for filing, before

they leave the hands of the county superintendents.

Nathan B. Coy,

State Superintendent.



SUPERINTENDENT PI B IN.

DIE] PO \imi.i |

i. At the head of every sheet of pap munition,

write your number end the subject.

i Kparate sheet of paper for each lubject; that is, <lo not

write two rabjecta on tin- nunc ih<

3. I><> not fold the pa]

4. Number your aiiswexi to correspond with the questions, but

d^ not repeat the question*

5. Read each question carefully, that you may answer undrr-

•tandingly.

6. C.ive complete solutions of arithmetical problem

answers will not be accepted.

7. Ask no questions. Any doubt as to the meaning of a question

may be submitted in writing, and will be considered when your papers

are examined.

S. Collusion between applicants, or any other act of dishonesty,

will make worthless the examination.

9. In estimating your standing, the general appearance of the

papers, as well as the correctness of the work, will be considered.

10. Morning sessions, 9 o'clock to 12. Afternoon sessions, 1:15

to 4:15-

Office of County Superintendent, i

No County. Colorado. J

You will be known during the examination, not by your name,

but by the number on your envelope.

Answer the following questions, and seal them, together with

your written certificates of character and of success in teaching, in

the envelope.

Name in full

Post office address ? ._ _

Age ? Born in the state of

How long have you taught school ? calendar months.

In how many different districts of Colorado have you taught?
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In what other states have you taught?

In what schools were you educated ?

Give the date and grade of your last certificate

By whom was it issued ?

How many teachers' examinations have you taken ?

What educational papers do you read regularly

Do you read the daily papers?

What Normal Institutes or Teachers' Associations have you

attended in this, or any other state, during the past year ?.__ _



SUPERINTENDENT PUB \.

Questions for the Quarterly Examination

of Teachers.

FIRST QUARTER, 1S91.

FIRST DAY, A. If.

/. Penmanship {30 mi>/.

1. Name in order of importance three essentials of a good

penman.

What elementary instruction should introduce practical

work ?

3 Of what may a recitation in this subject consist ?

4- Suggest different methods for criticising and correcting errors

in writing.

5. Analyze the letters g-1-i-d-e.

6-10. Your writing in the answers to these questions will be

marked as half the examination in penmanship.

.-. Arithmetic ^g<> minit

1. Define an integer, prime number, decimal fraction, ratio and
root, (iive an example of each.

2. In how many ways may a fraction be divided ? Illus
-

each.
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3. A teacher having a school of 144 girls and 112 boys divides it

into the largest possible equal classes (so that each class of girls shall

number the same as each class of boys). How many classes are

there, and how many pupils in each class ?

4. Express decimally the quotient of l*-*-^

5. What per cent, greater than % is ^? What per cent, is gained

by buying oil at 80 cents a gallon, and selling it at 12 cents a pint?

6. Traveling west from Boston, which is 71 3' west longitude, I

find on my arrival at St. Louis that my watch is ihr. 17m. 24s. faster

than the time at the latter place. What is the longitude of St. Louis?

7. How many square inches of surface in a cube containing 1,728

cubic inches?

8. Write in full a sixty day promissory note for $100, bearing

interest at seven per cent. Find the amount due at maturity.

9. In what time will the interest of $300 at nine per cent, become

$60.75?

10. A plot of ground is eighty rods square. What is the breadth

of a driveway around and upon it, containing an area equal to \ the

area of the whole field.

3. Reading {thirty minutes).

1. What essentials should be made the aim with primary classes?

2. What faults should be shunned?

3. In reading poetry, what is of the first importance ? What
errors are to be avoided ?

4. Of what value is the dictionary in this study ? How do you

teach its use ?

5. Define emphasis, rhetorical pause.

6-10. Read a stanza of poetry and a paragraph of prose, to be

marked by examiner.

FIRST DAY, P. M.

6. Physiology (45 minutes).

1. Describe briefly the process of digestion.

2. How would digestion be affected by copious draughts of cold

water while eating ?
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v Locate And describe the cerebrum. Wh

4. What is the CUticle? What puij

Name .ui.l describe tive parts of the

7. School

1. Give the legal definition of a public school.

: the law of Colorado ng free text booke.

By whom are vacancies in district school boards to be fill.

4. Name the "National Holidays'' designated by the school

law.

5. In whom is vested the power to suspend or expel pupils from

school ?

8. Br minutes .

1. Describe two important functions of leaves.

2. What is grafting ? How is it effected ?

3. What is germination ? What are the requisites for it ?

4. Describe the difference in growth between the exogenous and

the endogenous stem.

5. What parts of plants constitute the organs of nutrition ?

SECOND DAY, A. M.

Spelling will be marked by correctness of orthography in his-

tory and geography examination papers.

10. United States History (90 minutes).

1. What parts of North America were explored or settled by

Yasquez, La Salle, the Huguenots, Dutch, Swedes"

2. Name tive great wars between this country and foreign

powers. Date the commencement of each.

3. Where and how were the following names prominent : King
Philip, Plains of Abraham, Benedict Arnold, Saratoga, Pittsburg

Lauding.

4. Name the presidents who have died, or have been impeached,

in office.

5. What has been the policy of the Government regarding the

India
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6. Give an account ot the recent Indian trouble in our country.

7. Name the last territorial purchase of the Government; price

paid. Has it been valuable? Why?

8. Name the five states last admitted to the Union.

9. Name five important subjects discussed in Congress during

the Harrison administration.

10. Give a brief account of George C. Bancroft.

//. Geography {go minutes).

1. By a small diagram illustrate the relative positions of the

equator, tropics, polar circles and zones, naming each.

2. Name two cities in Europe situated in nearly the same lati-

tude as New York city. Name and locate three rainless districts.

3. Name in order the bodies of water sailed over in a voyage from

St. Louis to Constantinople.

4. Name five great imports of the United States and the country

from which each comes. Name five great exports and the state pro-

ducing each.

5. What effect upon our foreign commerce has a high protective

tariff?

6. Who is the latest noted African explorer ? What can you tell

of him and his work ?

7. What and where are Samoa, Congo, Yokohama, Morea, Hekla,

Oklahoma, Atacama, Baikal, Yukon, Toronto?

8. What do you know of Stanton's recent explorations of the

Colorado river ; their object, hardships, results?

9. Name five State educational institutions of Colorado ; locate

each in its town and county.

10. Draw a map of Colorado, indicating its latitude and longitude;

locate the Front, Park, Saguache and Saugre de Christo ranges ; South

Platte, Arkansas, Grand and Rio Grande rivers ; North, Middle,

South, San Luis Parks and the Great Plains
; Long's and Pike's Peaks,

and the Grand Canon of the Arkansas.
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. P. M.

9. Natural Si ;<•

1. Define and illustrate an element (chem

2. Kxplaiu artesian well*.

3. What ia weight 5

Name two sources of artificial heat.

5. Why does it require longer time to boil an egg in Denver

than in Boston ?

6. Define and give an example of stratified rock.

7. What are watersheds? Eltas ? (iivean example of 1

8. What causes tides ? What is the peculiarity of the tides in

the Hay of l'undy ?

9. Describe the course and beneficial effects of the best known
oceanic current.

10. State what you know of the formation of coral islands.

4. Grammar [go minuUs.)

1. Write a compound sentence of two members. Change it into

a complex sentence. Define a compound sentence; a complex.

2. Write correctly in all particulars the following: John and me
done our work quick and writ a letter to mr smith we seen his horse

lay on the ground oughtnt we to have told him of it alas what a loss.

3. Give, in separate columns, the first person singular of the

present and past tenses, and the present and past participles of the

verbs : catch, fly, go, see, lie (recline .

4. Give one or more sentences in which the word " that " is used

as a conjunction, adjective, relative pronoun, noun. Write a sentence

containing the infinitive mode as its subject.

5. Diagram or analyze

—

1<
7V// mc with whom you associate and

I will tell you what you are."

6. Parse the italicized words iu the foregoing quotation.

7. Distinguish between the use of " shall " and " will."

8. Illustrate the use of an adjective modifier as a word, a phrase,

a clause.

9. Name five auxiliary verbs, and tell what each denotes.

-I
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10. In composition form, write about the best school journal

which you read regularly; its name, editor, place of publication,

contents, reputation, value to yourself.

5. Theory and Practice, (./j minutes.)

What ought to determine the length of lessons for a class ?

What is the duty of a teacher at recess ?

How should a pupil be taught orthoepy ?

What are your methods of moral instruction ?

How do you stimulate punctuality ?

SECOND QUARTER, 1891.

FIRST DAY. A. M.

/. Arithmetic [go minutes).

1. A dividend is 5443256; the successive divisors are 9, 14, 600;

the remainder is 56. What is the final quotient ?

2. A can do J of a piece of work in 4 days; B can do ? in 4
days; C can do I in 8 days; D can do 3 in 7 days. How long will

it take them all to do it?

3. How deep is a cellar 35 feet long, 27 feet wide, if 245 cubic

yards of earth are removed in digging it?

4. Define the meter; give its equivalent in inches. For what is

it used ?

'5

5. A merchant sold a pair of gloves for $— which had cost him
13 16

I— How many cents did he gain? What per cent?
20

6. How many square yards in the walls and ceiling of a room

which is 25 feet long, 15 feet wide and 12 feet high ?

7. An agent received $5,650 to invest in wheat, after deducting

his commission of 3 '

3
' per cent. How much was expended in wheat,

and what was his commission ?



I N.sT R!

romissory note due in

per cent, by the First Nition.il o , ami yields

e of the i

M S3

J. '.hat — = — . Find the missing term

and prove it correct.

io. Two nu-n start from the same place at the same time. I

travels south at the rate of three miles an hour, and the other m
the rate of four miles an hour, for seven hours. Then they travel

directly towards each other at the rate of three and one-half m:'

hour, till they meet. How many hours do they travel, and how
many square miles of area do th round ?

2. f 'nittd States History {go min;

i. What other cities than Washington have been our national

capital ? The inauguration of what presidents have they witn<

2. The Declaration of Independence was signed when, w fa

and by what body of men ?

3. When and where was slavery first introduced? When and
how abolished ?

4. When and unde*- what circumstances were women imported

and sold for wives ? What did they cost ?

5. What are state school lands ? How obtained ?

6. Name, with dates, the presidents twice elected to office.

From whom were purchased Louisiana, Florida, the Gadsden
Purchase, Alaska ?

8. Write the story of the recent Mafia trouble in New Orleans,

with results

9. Name three important bills passed by the Colorado F.ighth

General Assembly, which have become laws ?

10. Explain the historical meaning of the names, "Rock of

Chicamauga ;" " Stonewall Jackson."

FIRST DAY, P. If.

6. Physiology {45 minui

1. Why is more food required in cold than in warm weather ?

2. Name five glands or kinds of glands which secrete.
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3. Name some part or place where each of the following tissues

is found: osseous, fibrous, mucous, serous, nervous.

4. Name in order the organs through which the air passes in

respiration.

5. Describe fully the spinal column.

8. Botany 175 minutes).

1. What are parasitic plants ? Give example.

2. To what part of the plant does the edible potato belong ?

What are its "eyes ?"

3. Describe the circulation of the sap in an ordinary exogenous
tree.

4. What are the sanitary advantages of house plants ?

5. How do trees affect climate ? Illustrate geographically.

9. Natural Sciences (60 minutes).

1. Define and give an example of capillary force.

2. Give an illustration of the transmission of force which does

not move the body through which it is transmitted.

3. Give the meaning of the terminations (a) ic, (d) ous, (c) ide,

(d) ite, (e) ate, as used in chemical nomenclature.

4. If a gun is fired at some distance from the observer, will the

light or the sound be perceived first? Why ?

5. What are geysers ? Give some generally accepted theory to

account for their action.

6. Mention a variety of rock of which the chief constituents

are remains of former animal life; one of former vegetable life.

7. Name eight principal planets in the order of their distance

from the sun.

8. Give four grounds for knowledge of the conditions of the

interior of the earth.

9. How high does the atmosphere of our earth extend ?

Where is it most dense ?

10. Describe, in the order of development, the three stages in

the life of an insect.



PBRINTBNDBNT PI I »N.

N DAY, A. M.

§

I. ' f the spherical form ith.

What is the "land ofthe midnight sun ?• why so call

What titk- i> given to th -a of Rtu I Germany ?

Of Turkey? OfJapan? Of Brazil?

4. Name and locate four inland lak Bait and having no
outlet.

Name and account for two of the characteristics of Colorado
climate.

6. Name and locate five great river baaina of North America.

7. Locate Yellowstone Park, and name some of its characteristic

features.

8. How many counties has Colorado ? Hound the one in which
you are located ; name its county seat.

9. What and where are the (Golden Gate, Crimea, Roman Cam-
pagna, Congo, The Hague, Black Forest. Maelstrom, Soudan, Mam-
moth Cave, Land's End

10. In voyaging from Lake Superior to the Atlantic ( k

name in order the bodies of water over which we pass.

4. Grammar <<?<> minutes.)

1. "And let me tell you, girl,

2. Howe'er you babble, great deeds cannot die;

3. They with the sun and moon renew their light

4. Forever blessing those that look on them.''

Alfred Tennyson.

In the above, classify the clauses as principal or subordinate.

Name the modifiers of "tell."

Give the mode of each verb.

Name all the "phrase modifiers."

Name all the "clause modifier

Parse tell (1 , you 1 1 1,
girl 1 >, blessing (4), those

Correct where neces-

1

2

4

5
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Each of the boys did their duty.

I do not admire these gaudy sort of colors.

She looked beautifully but acted badly.

He screamed like he was hurt.

8. Be what you seem. Analyze or diagram.

9. "Such as I have, give I unto thee." Parse "as."

10. Describe briefly a model Arbor Day school celebration. (To

be marked as composition.)

SECOND DAY, P. M.

3. Theory and Practice (43 minutes).

1. What is the teacher's responsibility to the study-class? Give

two ways by which pupils below third reading class may be profitably

occupied while at their desks.

2. In conducting a recitation, would you call the name of a pupil

before asking the question ? Give reasons for your answer.

3. From what side (right, left, front or rear) should the light of

a school room be admitted ? Give reason for answer.

4. Who is the United States Commissioner of Education ? What
are the objects of school discipline ?

5. How should a teacher recognize her responsibility for the neat-

and preservation of school property ?

7. School Law and Civil Government (30 minutes).

1. Who constitute the State Board of Education of this State ?

2. How are the members of the President's cabinet appointed?

3. What tax levy is allowed in this State for school libraries ?

4. From what source does the United States Government derive

its powers ?

5. When is the district treasurer required to give bond and in

what amount ?

10. Orthography and Penmanship (30 minutes).

1. The following are abbreviations of what : inst., etc., Ph. D.,

P. M., pp.? Give meaning of each.
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• example <>f i nffi]

3. Give five different voire] loundaoJ >. and illnatrate by *

4. Discriminate between the meanings of enough and sufficient

illustrate each.

5. Sjk-11 correctly the following: pt isi>, thorro, sintilate, pan
privah

'

t, prererrable, riHender, embaraa, ilite.

| Penmanahip will be marked in the anawera to the ab

//. Reading [jv minutes).

" For wh.it are men better than sheep

That nourish a blind lif»- within the brain,

If. knowing God, they lift not hands of prayer

Both for themselves and those who call them friend ?
"

, Ufred '/'<>i>:

r. Of what nationality is the author of the above ? [s he living

or dead ? ( rive in your own words the thought of the above quotation.

2. Apply diacritical marks to a in the following words: what, are,

brain, pan. call.

3. Write an expression requiring the aspirated tone.

4. Define pitch. Why is it important?

5. How do you conduct the recitation of a reading class?

6-10. Read a paragraph of prose and a stanza of poetry to be

marked by the examiner.

THIRD QUARTER, 1891.

FIRST DAY, A. M.

/. Arithmetic [go minutes).

1. Write in words, 802.0000040; 64.000300. Write in Arabic

Notation, MDCLXVI. Write in figures, six hundred six millionths ;

six hundred, and six millionths.

2. Explain and" illustrate the principle on which is based the

reduction of a fraction to its lowest terms.
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3. Express in words the meaning of each of the following:

v ;
'<

;
93; v 5041.27 ;

48-^4x2-6.

4. A ship on the Atlantic ocean sails in a straight course until

the watches of the passengers are i hour, 20 minutes, 24 seconds slow

by ship's time. In what direction has she sailed and over how many
degrees of longitude.

5. A trader sold two cows for 525 each ; on one he gained 20 per

cent. : on the other he lost 20 per cent. What per cent, did he gain

or lose by the transaction ?

6. Write the Metric table for measures of length, with the

equivalent United States values.

7. A, B, C, D together own a square mile of ground. A owns l/z
as many acres as B; B owns 3

3 as many as C ; C owns )i as many as

D. How many acres does each own ?

S. A standard bushel is represented as a cylindrical vessel i8)4

inches in diameter, and 8 inches deep. What would be the dimensions

of a similar vessel that would hold two bushels?

9. What is the face of a note for 60 days, which, discounted at a

bank at 8 per cent, per annum, yields f 1,000?

10 A rectangle is 408 by 30S feet. A walks from the northeast

corner directly to the center; and thence directly to the northwest

corner. How far does he walk ?

2. United States History {go minutes).

1. Give some account of the Mound Builders.

2. Give the general history of the Indian race in the United

States since its occupation by white men.

3. Name two religious sects which made extensive early explo-

rations, with results in each case.

4. Name an important event associated with each of the follow-

ing dates : 1541-2 ; 1638; 1754-63; 1783; December 14, 1799.

5. Explain the Missouri Compromise bill.

6. State the general organization of the United States govern-

ment (at Washington, D. C).

7. Name the four different forms of government in the country

from 1770 to 1790.
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itial a.lnr HI the time of the <-

Of the foil • nts: War with the Hat'

purchase; John Brown's rebellion; Centenn

of the Fifteenth amendment

9. What action baa Colorado taken with to the Colutn-

bian Exposition ?

ia Name the state offices of Colorado.

ST I'AV, 1\ M.

t I

1. Name and describe the bones composing the anterior extrem-

ity, arm, fore-arm, hand

2. Of what value as foods are pork, beans, bananas, oatmeal,

potatoes ?

I escribe the structure of the blood as learned under the

-cope ; also its functions.

4. What art- some of the physical effects produced by excessive

drinking
'

J
.

5. Describe, with examples, the different kinds of levers in the

body.

S. Botany • ft mink

1. Name the kinds of buds, and tell how they are arranged on

the stem.

2. Name the parts of a leaf.

3. What is a rhizome ;
bulb ; cotyledon ; bract ; legume ?

4. Name the parts of a flower in the order of their occurrence,

commencing at the outer envelope.

5. Give the modes of veining in leave?.

9. Natural Sciences \ 60 min

1. How is coal formed ?

2. Name five varieties of quartz found in Colorado, used as

jewel ry.

3. Name the different classes of heavenly bodies.

4. Name the chemical elements of air!* water ?
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5. Define and illustrate "solid ;" "liquid ;" "gas."

6. Describe in its three stages the life and work of the silk worm.

7. Give the ruling peculiarities of each of the three kingdoms

—

mineral ; vegetable ; animal.

8. Rock salt, how obtained ? Locate the most noted country

which produces it.

9. What is the chief constituent of marble, and of what king-

dom ? Whitby-jet? Sandstone?

10. From what and how is chocolate made ?

SECOND DAY, A. M.

3. Geography {go minutes).

1. Describe Colorado in relation to its extent, climate, soil,

industries and natural products.

2. Locate the zone which has produced the highest development

of mankind. Give reasons for this development.

3. Name the principal seas of the Pacific, north of the equator.

4. Locate the Great Pyramids and tell briefly of their history,

(construction, shape, object, age, use.)

5. Define and give example of a water-shed, delta, estuary,

tributary, glacier.

6. Name the states and territories of the United States and the

countries of Europe and Asia crossed by the fortieth parallel of north

latitude.

7. What is longitude and from what meridians do we reckon it ?

8. Name the three branches'of the Caucasian race; the six divis-

ions of nations comprising the most important branch.

9. Bound the county in which you live; give its county seat.

How many counties has Colorado ?

10. What do you know of the new lake in the Colorado Desert?

4. Grammar (go minutes).

a "Alone, but with unbated zeal,

b The horseman plied with scourge and steel;

c For jaded now and spent with toil,

d Embossed with foam and dark with soil,

e While every gasp with sobs he drew,

f The laboring stag strained full in view."
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i. Diagram «>: ition.

2. Nuiir. and i lassify ai co-ordin I

junction and the vrordi 01 lentenct

Give tin- Mii.jtvt an.l predicate ofeach proposition and cl

cdinate.

4. l'.irsr, I all -lie,
1

11-- '.ill.

5. Name all tin- "phrase modifiers' 1 and the won! which 1

modifies.

6. Correct the following an<l give reason for correction:

Neither John nor his father were accused of dishou-

Can I be excused from reading 5

7. Distinguish between the use of "shall" and "will" in de
tive ->entence^, first, second and third per^on>

8. Illustrate in sentences, a present participle used as [a 1 suhject

of a verb, ib) object of a verb, [c] object of a preposition, [d attribute

of a preposition, (e) appositive of a noun.

9. Name and illustrate five idea> expressed by adverbial

elements.

10. Illustrate "as" used as three different parts of speech. Name
each (part of speech).

SECOND DAY, V. M.

5. Theory and Practice {45 minn:-

1. Name three advantages and two disadvantages of the "mark-

ing system."

2. What basis for promotion do you recommend in graded

schools ?

3. In what subjects can concert exercises be profitably

employed ?

4. Make a problem involving the method of finding the average

daily attendance and solve it.

5. Give briefly your opinion on the subject of school discipline.

hool Law [jo minutes).

1. Give the steps necessary to be taken in the formation of a

new school district.
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2. Normal Institute : by whom and how organized ? Number

of Institute districts in the State ?

3. What constitute the Normal Institute fund ? Under what

conditions and to what amount does the State contribute to such

fund?

4. How many directors in districts of the first-class ? How and

when elected ?

5. Name all the qualifications required of an elector offering to

vote upon the question of contracting a bonded debt.

10. Orthography and Pen ina nsh ip {jo m in u tes \

.

1. Give the plural of hero, money; with a rule for each.

2. Give the abbreviations of the following: take notice, namely,

and so forth, that is, in the year of our Lord.

3. Define and illustrate a proper diphthong.

4. What is a synonym ? Give example.

5. Spell ten words selected by examiner.

(Penmanship will be be marked on the answers to the above. 1

//. Reading (30 minutes).

"Not enjoyment and not sorrow,

Is our destined end or way;

But to act, that each to-morrow

Find us farther than to-day.
'

'

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.

1. Give a brief outline of the life of the author of the above.

2. Render the above stanza in prose.

3. Give five important objects to be attained in conducting an

advanced reading class.

4. Apply diacritical marks to in not, or, done, move, wolf.

5. How do you teach beginners in reading by the word method?

6. Read a stanza of poetry and a paragraph of prose to be

marked by the examiner.
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!

1 IKs!' 1»\\, \ M

/. Arithmetic po »;ni:,:

i. Give live rules governing the oseof Letters in Roman Notation,

and illustrate by numbers.

Define and illustrate exponent, denominator, multiple, power,

root.

3. A can shear 11 sheep in a day, B 63 and C Si; what is the

number of sheep in the smallest fiock that would furnish exact

labor for each of them shearing done ?

4. I'pon what principle is cancellation based ? Illustrate.

a
x 55 J

<*9>
5

'
*; x 3 ;

• of 3

6. How many mm. arc there in 4 cm. 3

How many em. in 7 m.?

How many Km. in 1675 m.?

How many Hm. in S25 m.?

How many dm. in 82 m.?

7. A man wishing to sell a horse asked 25 per cent, more than it

cost ; he finally sold it for 15 per cent, less than his asking price, ami

gained I7.50. How much did the horse cost him, and what was his

a.sking price.

8. $2,000. DENVER, Cot.o., September 9, 188S.

Six months after date, for value received, I promise to pay Albert

Steele, or order, two thousand dollars, with interest at seven per cent.

Chaki.es Kkki.kk.

Discounted at the First National Bank November 12, iSSS, at ten

per cent. Required the proceeds.

9. A ladder fifty-two feet long stands against the side of a house.

How many feet must it be drawn out at the base that the top may be

lowered four feet ?

10. How many strokes does a clock strike in twenty-four hours?

Under what subject does this problem come? State formula for find-

ing result.
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2. United States History (go minutes.)

1. (10) Name, with dates, the discoverers of (a) Pacific Ocean,

{b) Florida, < i Colorado, [d) Cape Cod, (e) Roanoke Island.

2. (10) Locate the part or parts of the New World in North
America claimed by five different European nations.

3. (13) Name the thirteen original states, with date of settlement

of each.

4. (7) What were "Writs of Assistance?"

5. 1 10) Give two causes which led to the War of 1812.

6. (10) Explain the doctrine of state sovereignty and its connec-

tion with the War of Secession.

7. (10) Give a brief outline of General Grant's life.

8. (10) What presidential act caused, or was the precursor of, the

Thirteenth Amendment? In whose administration was it adopted?

9. (10) Name four important events of Pierce's administration.

10. (10) Give'a brief outline of the Chilian revolution.

FIRST DAY. P. M.

6. Physiology (45 minutes).

1. (25) Define Respiration
{expiration'

What is its obJect?

What change is made in the air by respiration ? What change is

made in the blood by respiration ?

2. (50) Describe each of the following organs in its connection

with respiration : (a) larynx, (b) epiglottis, (e) trachea, (d) bronchus,

(e) air cells, if) pleura, (g) mucous membrane, (i) lungs, (J) heart,

(£) diaphragm.

3. (5) In crowded rooms, what two symptoms may indicate the

harmful presence of carbonic acid ?

4. (10) Name two of nature's provisions for purifying the air.

5. (10) Describe one simple, healthful method of ventilation.

Why is this subject important just now?
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8. Botany /•. mint

1. (25) Define ovule, style, cone, nmbel, osn

2. (ao) What causes defoliation ? What

3. (20 What are deciduous leaves? Persistent? <

Lme three Bowerleas plante. How are they

reprodtu 1

S. 15) What parts arc lacking in cryptogamoufl plants-'

1. (3) What is a satellite ? [2 Name the planeta of our «

:i which have satellites

2. (10) In what seaaon is the earth nearest the sun? Why is the

temperature of the north temperate /.one lower in winter than in

summer ?

* 3. (10) Give two proofs of the earth's former fluidity.

4. (io) How are coral islands formed?

5. 1 10) Which has the greater attractive force on tides, the sun

or the moon ? Why ?

6. (10) What are cyclones? Name two most noted regions

where they prevail.

7. (6) What is a magnet ?

8. (10) What are the fauna of a country? Name three examples

of the arctic fauna ; three of the temperate ;
three of the torrid.

9. (10) Define inertia, impenetrability, malleability, ductility of

matter.

10. 19) Name the prismatic colors. What causes white ? black?

SECOND DAY, A. If.

;. Geography [go minutes).

1. (14 Give the capital cities of the states and territories touch-

Colorado.

2. (101 In voyaging from Christiania (Norway to Constanti-

nople, name in order the bodies of water passed over.

3. ( 10 ) What and where are Yukon, Canaveral, Bermuda, Tehaun-

tepec, Valparaiso, Guthrie, Smyrna, Malacca, Transvaal, Sydney ?
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4. (S) Why has the Indian Territory attracted special attention

this fall ?

5. (14) Draw a map of the county in which you live, locating its

county seat and the contiguous counties or states.

6. (8) What can you tell of the Pike's Peak Railroad?

7. (10) Name in order from north to south the states and terri-

tories through which the Denver meridian passes.

8. (8) What republics has Europe ?

9. (8) What and where are steppes, llanos, selvas, pampas ?

10. (10) To what divisions of the Aryan branch of the Caucasian

race do the Russians, Irish, Swedes, Spaniards, Persians, respectively

belong ?

4. Grammar {90 minutes).

1. "Are souls straight so happy that, dizzy with heaven,

2. They drop earth's affections, conceive not of woe ?

3. I think not. Themselves were too lately forgiven,

4. Through that love and sorrow that reconciled so

5. The above and below.

"

Mrs Brozcning.

1. (10) Give the full name of the author of the above; nationality;

name of her husband ; for what was he celebrated ?

2. (20) Diagram or analyze the first two verses.

3. (10) Parse fully the italicized that in verse four. Parse below.

4. (10) Give in all tenses of the verb " to be " the second person

singular of the indicative and potential modes.

5. ( 10) In the above quotation give the simple subject andp redi-

cate of each principal and each subordinate proposition.

6. (6) Define and illustrate an abstract noun. Give example of

a proper noun used as a common noun.

7. 14) Define and illustrate " passive voice."

8. ( io) Give principal parts of cleave '.split), go, lie (recline), fly,

slay.

9. ( io) Correct with reasons: "From Pocahontas has descended

many of the first families of Virginia.'' " I intended to have gone to

the matinee, but was prevented.
'

'

10. do) Distinguish between a simile and a metaphor, with

example of each.
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i. 15) Name ii ii characti the

nfal management >>t'a school, with ret

Give five method! of obtaining co-operation of pupil*

with teacher.

3. (ao) What reapontibilitj has the teacher for the health, man-

ners, morals, carriage, language of pupils?

4. 1201 what use would you make of sand-modeling in

geography 5

5. 1 151 How do you pas> the time of recess?

/tool Law [jo minui

1. < 101 By whom are district warrants drawn ? P.y whom coun-

tersigned ?

2. 125) When are County Superintendents of Schools elected ?

When do they take office? Term of office? Amount of bond

required and by whom approved ?

3. 115) School census: when taken? by whom taken?

includes what persons ?

4. 130) When a new district is formed from one or more old

what becomes of the school funds remaining to the credit of the

old district or districts ?

5. 1201 Give the clause in the State Constitution touching the

text book question.

Orthography and Penmanship 1 30 minutes).

1. 1201 Give meaning and derivation of Liliputian, Utopian,

atlas, January, tantalize.

2. 1201 Give five rules for forming plurals. Illustrate each.

3. 120) Define and illustrate a prefix; a compound word.

4. (401 Spell ten words given by the examiner.

//. Reading.

1. 1 10 1 Why should a teacher be familiar with diacritical marks ?

2. i 101 What is quality of voice? Where should pure, orotund,

pectoral, aspirate quality be used ?
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3 (2o) Give briefly a reading programme for the week, each

day's lessou to consist of reading and one other exercise pertaining

to the subject, and no two lessons alike.

4. (10) How can rhetoric, biography, history, etc., be taught

with reading classes ?

5 . (50) Reading of a stanza of poetry and a paragraph of prose

to be marked by the examiner.
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Questions for the Quarterly Examinations

of Teachers.

FIRST yi'ARTKR, 1892.

FIRST DAY, A. M.

/. Arithmetic {go minutes).

1. Define and illustrate digit, addend, concrete, vinculum,

reciprocal.

2. Find the surface of a cube which contains 8 times the vol-

ume of another cube whose edge measures 1 foot.

3. A vessel sailed from a certain port at high noon. Next day

When the clock showed noon, the sun by observation showed 12 h.

12 in.; how many degrees had the vessel sailed and in which direc-

tion.

4. How many yards of carpeting 27 inches wide will be

required to cover a floor 22 feet long, 15 feet wide? Commercial
computation.

5. Find the sum of 325.6 dm., 2,064.5 cm., 23.8 Dm., 2.5S3 Km.,
in terms of a meter.
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6. A, B and C together own $14, 100 in the proportions of %, >/% t

h respectively. What is each man's share? (Solve by proportion.)

7. In the examination of a class, 160 questions were sub-

mitted to each of the five members. A answered 130; B, 125; C,

115; D, 122; E, 158. What was the average per cent, standing of

the class.

8. A merchant sells goods at retail at 30 per cent, above cost,

and at wholesale at 12 per cent, less than the retail price. What is the

gain per cent, on goods sold at wholesale ?

9. Show which is worth most, $320 due in twelve months, $310
in six months, or I300 cash; money worth eight per cent.

10. A walk nine feet wide encloses a square garden; the area of

the walk being one-fourth of an acre, what is a side of the enclosed

square ?

2. United States History {go minutes.)

1. (8) Write concerning the discovery and exploration of Amer-
ica by the Northmen. (Time, persons, places, evidence.

)

2. (15) The settlement of Virginia: give time, authority for,

object of, character of settlers, religion; name five important events,

with dates.

3. (12) Navigation acts: give two important demands; two

important causes; two important results.

4. (6) Name and locate three early colonial colleges.

5. (12) Name two events in which Benedict Arnold distinguished

himself, one by patriotism, one by treason, with the results of the

latter event to his country and to himself.

6. (6) In whose administration was the first tariff act passed ?

What was its object ? Why was it successful ?

7. ( 10) Who invented the cotton gin ? What did it accomplish ?

How did it strengthen slavery ?

8- (9) What was the Monroe Doctrine ? Its cause? Its result ?

9. (10) State briefly how the following names have become cele-

brated in our history: Elisha Parish Lovejoy, Aaron Burr, Henry

Clay, Commodore Perry, James Russell Lowell.

10. (12) Give dates of the presidential administration of Grover

Cleveland. Name two prominent events of that period; two promi-

nent deaths; four states admitted.
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iikst DAY, P. If.

6, 1

i i Describe the mastication, digestion, absorptioi

tion ami assunilatioa of food.

2. (40 Describe briefly the month, esophagus, stomach, pyl<

dnodenum, small intestines, (.-"ions, rectum, peritoneum, mucous mem-
brane

3. 20) Explain the uses of saliva, bile, and the gastric, tm- pan-

creatic .m<l the- intestinal juices.

4. 120) What effect 011 digestion, and why, has Strong emotion }

alcohol ? tight clothing? tobacco ? severe exercise?

8. Botany (45 minutes .

1. 1151 Name tile organs of nutrition of a plant, and explain how-

each act> in nourishing the whole.

2. (10) Describe and illustrate cellular and vascular plants.

3. (is* What other name has the root of a plant? Define spon-

gioles. What relation in growth is there between the roots and

branches of a tree ?

.1. (20) What is leaf arrangement? What is meant by the

fractions 1 | applied to leaf arrangement ?

5. (40) Define calyx, and describe it as to (a) color, (/>) part-

regularity. Define pistil and describe it as to (a) carpt ua, (c)

stalk, [d] ovary, <• ovule.

9. Natural Sciences {60 minutes).

1. (10) Describe platinum as regards weight, color, value, quali-

ties, uses.

2. 2n> Name the live geologic ages, with the class, or classes, of

animals distinguishing each.

3. 1 10) What is a phonograph ? Name one in the human body.

4. (10) Describe distillation.

5. (12) Define matter, a body, molecule, atom.

6. (8) Distinguish between physical and chemical changes;

illustrate each.

7. (8) Define aphelion, perihelion, solstice, equinox.
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8. (8) Name four classes of animals included in vertebrates.

9. (6) Prove that the earth's rotation on its axis is from west to

east.

10. (8) What effect in the transmission of sound has water, alti-

tude, dry air, a vacuum ?

SECOND DAY, A. M.

j. Geography (go minutes).

1. (8) Define great circles ; small. Upon what is latitude meas-

ured ? Longitude ?

2. (15) How many races of men are there? Name and locate

each.

3. (6) What three motions has the sea? What causes them

?

4. (15) Define, name and locate an archipelago ; oasis; canon;

peninsula
;
plateau.

5. (10) Locate the Falls of Minnehaha ; Yosemite ; Shoshone;

Giessbach; SchafFhausen.

6. (10) How are the following names famous geographically?

Kane ; Stanton ; Hayden ; Kennan ; Livingstone.

7. (8) Draw an outline map of the grand division containing

Chili; outline Chili and its contiguous countries, and locate Valparaiso,

Santiago and the Juan Fernandez.

8. (10) What different waters give continuous transportation

from New Haven, (Conn.) to Chicago, through United States posses-

sions ?

9. (8) Where is a summer's day six month's long? Explain.

10. (10) Tell briefly of the Creede mining camp. How are the

Colorado schools interested in this ?

4. Grammar (go minutes).

1. (25) Diagram or analyze :
" A ruler who appoints any man to

office, when there is in his dominions another man better qualified for

it, sins against God and against the state."

—

Koran.

2. (6) Give three ways of pluralizing compound nouns, with an

example of each.

3. (10) Illustrate in sentences the infinitive used as (a) subject,

(b) predicate nominative, (c) object, (d) adjective modifier, (e) adver-

bial modifier.
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! declinethecompound p moon oftl

5. , my and mine

6. (10) Give the rear end gmrrrnmrnt of the italicized not

th, knock ///rat this gate." Taming of the Shrew. (
A

)

tought I heard a cry. (c) "Woe worth the day." [d ft

send the / ttet companion. * The Board appointed him
manager.

7. ta . /n many as know how it iidone will have no difficulty

what parts ot" ipeech are the italicized words and how
governed ?

8. 171 Define a defective verb and name two.

9. 131 He is what he appears. Parse what.

(20) Punctuate and write correctly :—a stranger in a printing

office asked the youngest apprentice what his rule of punctuation war,

said the hoy i sit up as long as i can hold my breath and then i put a

comma when i gape i insert a semi colen & when i want to Mieeze i

make a paragraph

SKCOND DAY, I'. If.

5. Theory and Practice {45 minutes).

1. 1201 Upon what principle does the maintenance of order

during a recitation depend?

2. 120) By what are you guided in assigning lessons to a class 3

(two considerations.)

3. (20) What is the inductive method of teaching? Illustrate its

use.

4 1201 Why are competitive exercises for prizes harmful ? How-

far may the spirit of emulation be helpfully cultivated ?

5. I
jo. What importance do you attach to reviews ? Why?

7. School Law {4$ minutes).

1. 1501 Kxplain the school law respecting records and reports

required of teachers, and the penalty for failure to observe.

2. (20) Temporary certificates ; nature, conditions and tenure 3

5. 120) What language other than English may be employed in

the schools of the State, and upon what conditions ?

4. 1301 Give contents of the anti-tobacco act, stating when
passed.
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12. Reading (so minutes).

The High Tide on the Coast of Lincolnshire.— 1571.

1. The old mayor climbed the belfry tower,

2. The ringers ran by two, by three
;

3. " Pull, if ye never pulled before
;

4. Good ringers, pull your best," quoth he.

5. "Play uppe, play uppe, O Boston bells !

6. Play all your changes, all your swells,

7. Play uppe ' The Brides of Enderby.' "

Jean Ingelow.

1. (10 ) Give the sex and nationality of the author of the quota-

tion. Living or dead ? Name two other poems by this author.

2. (20) What is a mayor ? A belfry tower ? Why did the mayor
climb the belfry tower? What did it contain? What were the

ringers? Why did they run? "Pull" what? "Pull your best"

why? "Quoth he"—who was he? "Boston bells" were what?

"Play all your changes, " etc. , meaning? "The Brides of Enderby"

was what ? Why played ? Whom did the mayor first address ? In

what lines ? What did he next address ? In what lines ?

3. (5) What figure of rhetoric is used in the last three verses ?

Define it.

4. (10) Give five directions to a class for preparing to read this

stanza.

5. (5) Give two good reasons why reading is taught so poorly,

as a rule.

6. (50) Read a stanza of poetry and a paragraph of prose, to be

marked by examiner.

9

10 and 11. Orthography and Penma?iship (30 minutes).

Penmanship will be marked on the writing of this exercise.

1. (10) Indicate by diacritical marks the sound of i in each of the

following words: Pin, machine, sir, five, ruin.

2. (10) From what language is each of the following derived:

pueblo, crevasse, zero, manna, wampum ? Define each.

3. do) Give a noun whose suffix means (a) act of, (b) to make,

(c) one who, {d) pertaining to, (e) state of being. Underscore each

suffix.

4. (10) What is the distinction between the phonic and the

orthographic spelling of words ?
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5. uoi Define accent When is it called primary? When sec-

ondary in example <>t •

6. > examiner.

ARTKR. :

1 [RST DAY, A. If.

/. Arithmetic [go minutes).

1. ( 101 Define and illustrate unit, sign, angle, length, reciprocal.

Three men own land fronting as follows : A, 600 feet ;

feet ; C, 900 feet. They wish to cut their lots of an equal

width. How wide will the lots be and how many will each have ?

3. (ioi Thesum of : °; ' and
4

' '''

is equal to how many
I of 1.85

times their difference ?

4. 1 101 If I make a profit of lS t\% by selling Worcester's diction-

aries for 5 .85 above the cost, how much must I advance on the price

to realize a profit of

5. (ioi What is the use of the meter ; are; stere ; liter; gram ;

and what are the English equivalent measures ?

6. Hoi In 1S37 the silver dollar contained 412

'

2 grains of stan-

ilver, but in 1853 the weight was changed to 384 grains. The

fineness remaining the same, one dollar of the old coinage was worth

what per cent, of the new ?

7. 101 Write in full a six months promissory note for $500 at 9/;.

Discount the same at a bank for 30-33 da. at 12. and find the

proceeds.

S. 1 10 1 The cost of the public schools of a certain city for the

next school year is estimated at $$6. S4S. To meet this, what amount of

school tax must be assessed, the cost of collecting being 2
,
and

allowing 6" of the assessed tax to be uncollectible ?

9. 1 101 If the weight of a man 5 ft. 10 in. in height be 1S0 lbs,

what must have been the weight of Goliath, whose height was 10 ft.

4' in-

10. (101 If the height of a room fifteen feet square is nine feet,

what is the distance from one comer of the floor to the diagonally

opposite upper corner of the ceiling?
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j. I 'nited States History {go minutes).

i. (10) Distinguish between the Puritans and the Pilgrims.

2. ( io) Locate in early American history Acadia. For what event

was it noted ? In what poem is it made memorable ?

3. ( 10) Name three valuable plants indigenous to America.

4. ( io) From what was derived the appellation "Charter Oak ?
"

5. (10) When did the city of Washington become the capital of

the United States? What other cities had witnessed presidential

inaugural ceremonies ? Of whom ?

6. ( io) Name the two earliest political parties of our nation, and

give a distinguishing feature or characteristic of each.

7. 110) What is a protective tariff? Give two desirable results

claimed for it.

8. ( io) What was the peculiar political situation in the election of

President Hayes ? How was it decided ?

9. 1 10 1 Explain the civil service bill.

10. (io) What states were added to the Union during the war?
What states since the war ?

FIRST DA.Y, P. M.

6. Physiology {45 minutes).

1. (10) What is Hygiene ?

2. 135) Describe briefly and locate each of the following: pelvis,

iris, aorta, tympanum, cerebellum.

3. ( 25 ) Name five organs which carry off the waste matter from

the body.

4. (12) What is the physiological difference between a near-

sighted and a far-sighted eye ?

5. (18) Name three ways in which the skin is of service to the

body.

8. Botany (75 minutes). .

1. (30) Define whorl, bract, cotyledon, defoliation, pollen.

2. 120) What are aerial roots ? Give two examples.

3. (20) What is an exogen ? Name two examples. How may the

age of an exogen frequently be determined ?
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4. (ia) Describe three functioj ree>

5. (18) < Jive thi

anil name three plants which Illustrate.

,j. Natural Science* {60 mini

1 1 Define and exemplify impenetrability.

2. (10 What ia specific gravity ? [Unatx

3. (10) Describe the b ind tell two of its

4. 1 10) what are chemical elements? Name two.

5. 1101 What are igneous rocks? Whyare they non-foaailifei

6. 151 What are isothermal lines?

7. (20) Into what four classes are the fauna of the earth divided?

ribe each and name a representative.

8. 151 What are neap tides?

9. 1 101 What is meant by the boiling point? Under what two

conditions does it vary '.'

10. 1 io) Define the ecliptic and the obliquity of the earth's axis.

SKCOND DAY, A. Iff.

3. Geography (go minutes).

1 do) What is the greatest longitude a place can have? Why?
Name a country or a group of islands which has the greatest longi-

tude from Greenwich.

2. (41 What are nomads? Why so called? Name and locate one-

class of nomads.

3. do) What is a constitutional monarchy? Why so called?

Give example.

4. Ho) What and where is the'eouutrv of dikes and canals?

Explain their necessity.

5. do) Who is Count de Lesseps? For what is he famous 5

6. (6) Name the countries of Asia and of North America on
which the sun's rays fall perpendicularly on the 21st of June.

7. (10) What is the language of Brazil ? Australia? Holland?

Cuba? Corsica?
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8. ( 10) Where and when will the next National Educational

Association meet? How is the place celebrated in history ? For what

is it famous to-day?

9. do) \Vhat river separates Washington from Oregon? Arizona

from California? Ontario from Quebec? West Virginia from Ohio?

South Carolina from Georgia?

10. (20) Give the parallels of latitude and the meridians of longi-

tude which bound Colorado. Give the number of her counties.

Name and locate by counties, with county seat, each of the state

educational institutions.

4. Grammar {go minutes).

1. ( 10) State three important objects of studying grammar.

2. do) Define syntax
;
prosody.

3. (10) Use do, be, have, will, art, as (a) principal, (b) auxiliary

verbs.

4. (10) Where is the sign of the infinitive omitted ?

5. (10) Define a figure of speech. Illustrate.

6. "There is no Death ! What seems so is transition
;

This life of mortal breath

Is but a suburb of the life elysian,

Whose portal we call Death."

H. W. Longfellow.

(10) Give the case of Death, (first line); transition, suburb,

portal, Death, (fourth line).

(2) Give subject of is (transition); is (suburb).

(16) Parse there, so, but, whose.

(3) Give the modifiers of life (third line).

( 10) Give synopsis of is, in second person singular, in all tenses,

indicative and potential modes.

(4) Name the principal clauses ; subordinate.

(5) Diagram or analyze the last line.

SECOND DAY, P. M.

5. Theory and Practice {45 minutes).

1. (20) Name two main objects of education. Name three impor-

tant objects of recitation.

2. (20) What relation does the public school hold to the State ?

3. (20) What is the responsibility of the teacher in school ethics ?
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5. (ao) wiiatjis the Socratic method of initr two

prominent educational reform

5

1. 1201 School dirt] liferent clnmci of?

2. (ao) School elections

:

who are entitled to vote at?

3. 1201 School directors

:

powera of pertaining to teach

4. 1401 Dutrict meetinga: ./H^caUed?
( h, Spedal|p

awef8of?

/j. Reading [jo minuU

1. (10) Define orthoepy. What three points does it embrace ?

2. 1 101 Give live rules for the use of capital letters.

3. 1 io) Explain and illustrate phonetic analysis.

4. 151 Distinguish between grammatical and rhetorical pauses?

5. 115) Explain and illustrate the apostrophe, caret, diaeresis,

asterisk, paragraph.

6. 150) Read a stanza of poetry and a paragraph of prose, to be

marked by the examiner.

10. Orthography {30 minutes).

1. (io) Indicate the accent and syllabication of acclimate,

squalor, vagary, idea, nomad.

2. (101 Name live different organs of speech.

3. 1 io) Define and illustrate a mute, aspirate, digraph, triphthong,

liquid.

4. Hoi Give five rules in spelling.

5. do) Give meanings of the following abbreviations: id., i. e.,

do., esq., I. II. S.

6. 1501 Spell ten words given by the examiner.

//. Prnmanshi/> (jo minutr

Penmanship will be marked on the writing of this exercise.

1. ( 101 Describe a good position for writing.
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do) Define space; slant.

( io) Name three letters one space in height; two, two spaces.

(io) Define and illustrate right curve; left curve.

( io) How should the light fall upon the desk in writing ?

(50) Marking of the penmanship of this exercise.

THIRD QUARTER, 1892.

FIRST DAY, A. M.

/. Arithmetic {go minutes).

1. (6) What is arithmetical language ? Illustrate.

2. (14) What is the standard unit of time ? How is it determined?

Explain "Eastern," "Central," "Mountain," "Pacific" time. Where
is it regulated ?

3. (10) § of the time past noon equals ? of the time to midnight.

What time is it ? Give mental analysis in full.

4. (10) A ship's chronometer set at Greenwich points to 5 hr. 45 m.

24 sec. p. m., when the sun is on the meridian; what is the ship's

longitude ?

5. (10) J. H. Crofton has a cellar 45 ft. long, 27 ft. wide, 8 ft.

deep, which he contracts to have walled at a cost of $3.87 ]/z a perch,

the wall to be 2 ft. thick, and one-half to be allowed for corners;

what will be the cost ?

6. (10) If a chicken eats 2 dl. of corn in one day, what will it

cost to keep 173 chickens a week, when corn is worth $2.15 per HI.

7. (10) What is the difference between simple, annual and com-

pound interest ? Illustrate in a three years' note for $100 at 6^.

8. (10) Mr. Chappell gives me his note for $300, due two years

hence, at 8 per cent. I sell it the same day to Mr. Blasdell at 10 per

cent, discount. What does Blasdell pay me ? Is this note worth

more or less than its face ? Why ?

9. (10) What is the duty at 25 per ceut. on 27 tons, Scwt, 3 qr.,

20 lbs of iron, invoiced at $48 per ton ? At what price per ton must

this iron be sold at retail to allow a profit of 10 per cent, to the im-

porter, and 8 per cent, to the retail merchant ?
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I

Two trees stand on Op]

tlu- height of one tri-i- i> to the width of tlu- stream || ; , the

width of the stream is tO the height of the other as 4 is to 5. What is

the distance between their to]

.-. United staffs // go minutes).

1. (10) Give two characto irhich distinguish the Indian

from the Monnd Builder.

2. (10) Name five characteristics of the Quakers. Give the d

two places and two results of their persecution.

3. 191 Explain the Stamp Act ; its injustice ; its repeal.

4. (10) Name five immediate results of the Revolutionary War.

191 When, where and by what body was the Constitution

adopted ?

6. 191 In whose administration was the naturalization law first

passed? What was its object? What change in it was later made ?

7. no, Kxplain the Kansas-Nebraska bill.

5. 1 101 Who was William Henry Harrison? How noted in I '. S

history? Name three important acts or events of the present admin-

istration at Washington.

9. 1 131 Name three constitutional requisites for eligibility to the

presidency of the U. S Who are the Vice-President and the Secre-

tary of State of the present administration ?

10. ( 101 Write of Cyrus W. Field in not to exceed ten lines.

FIRST DAY, I'. M.

6. Physiology
| # tninuMs).

1. i2n> What is insensible perspiration? Sensible? Name two

uses of perspiration. What is the danger from sudden checking ?

2. (2oi How does the oxygen of the air enter the blood ? Give

four effects of this action.

3. 1 201 Name five essential parts of the ear, and describe the

office of each.

4. i2o» Describe the cerebrum shape, matter, convolutions, rela-

tion of depth of convolution to mental capacity and action .

5. .
1201 Give five points of contrast between arteries and veil
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S. Botany (45 minutes.)

1. (20) The odors of flowers; where located and to what due ?

2. (20) Define node, hirsute, tuber, ovule, vesicle.

3. (20) In what manner do roots lengthen ? For what purpose ?

Have they power of choice ? How shown ? What is the effect upon
the plant of crowding the roots ?

4. (20) Name and describe the organs of reproduction in phane-

rogamous plants.

5. (20) Write five lines on fungi.

9. Natural Sciences {60 minutes).

1. (12) Name the molecular forces, and give example of each.

2. (10) Distinguish between gravity and specific gravity.

3. (10) Explain the thermometer.

4. (8) What is the peculiarity in the geographical distribution of

volcanoes ?

5. (10) Name two causes of constant ocean currents, with example

of current so caused ?

6. ( 10) Name five important food plants of the tropics.

7. (10) What is petrifaction ?

8. (10) Characterize amphibians; give example.

9. (10) Give two harmful effects of the action of tobacco on the

heart.

10. (10) Write five lines on oxygen.

SECOND DAY, A. M.

3. Geography {go minutes).

1. (12) What and where is the greatest latitude a place can have ?

Give two examples of great circles on the earth's surface ; two of

small.

2. (8) Name two animals used as beasts of burden in the (a)

frigid, (b) temperate, (c) torrid zone. Name two of the largest marine

animals.

3. (10) How do the following foods grow : rice, peanuts, oysters,

yams, dates?
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\. (10 Name and locate the water-shed which

plain from the basin of the St. Lawren<

5. (10) Same and locatethe highest mountain] fthe

five great continents,

6. ite the Sahara and the Soudan ; contrast theii

featu:

7 1 Over what waters would a ship sail in a voyage b)

>ute from Lisbon t<> Calcutta ?

Name the Bve great continents 1 in the order of the

density of population
;

('" in order of the population.

9. (10) Give the names of counties, dates, plaqc of meeting and

name of conductor of the summer normal institute to which your

county belongs.

10. 1 i". How is Colorado peculiarly interested in the presidential

campaign of 1892 ?

/. Grammar [go minutes).

1. (,10) What five uses of the noun may the infinitive have?

Illustrate each.

2. (10) Name and illustrate all the modes of go.

3. \.io) Define and give example of an impersonal verb ; a copu-

lative verb.

4. ( 10) What is essential to a verb that it may have a passive

voice? Change the verb in the following sentence to the passive voice,

preserving the full sense : "The first fresh dawn awoke us."

5. (10) Correct the following, if incorrect, with reason : "Who
do you think me to be?" " 1 intended to have gone to Chicago."

6. (10) Form the possessive singular and plural of princess,

sheep, brother-in-law, lady, monkey.

7. "It is the crown of a nation, one might almost say the chief

duty of a nation, to produce great men, for without them its history

is but the annals of ants and bees."—-James Russell Lowell.

6 Parse it, for, but.

1 r4) Govern (give case of) crown, duty, to produce, men, them,

annals, bees.

Antecedent of its ? them ?

4 Mode and tense of might say?

(2) Classify the last clause as principal or subordinate.

Diagram ( r analyze the last clause.
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SECOND DAY, P. M.

5. Theory ci7id Practice (75 minutes).

1. (20) Name five proper penalties in school government.

2. (20) Discuss, in not more than ten lines, the relation of respon-

sibility betweeen parent and teacher.

3. (20) Give three instances wherein a teacher is responsible for

his example in punctuality; two for his example in order.

4. (20) Name five immoral habits which should debar the teacher

from receiving a license.

5. (20) Name five of the moral habits which the public schools

may be expected to lead the child to form.

7. School Law (75 minntes).

1. (25) Name the officers of a school district and the duties

of each.

2. (20) Why is it necessary that teachers should be examined

and licensed to teach ?

3. (20) From what sources are the funds for the support of the

public schools derived ?

4. (15) What children are required to attend school and for how
long each year ?

5. (20) What jurisdiction has the teacher over the pupil outside

the school building ?

12. Reading (30 minutes).

1. (10) What is the aim (or object) of reading?

2. ( 10) Give five means by which a teacher may develop in child-

ren a love of good literature.

3. (ioi Name ten books worthy of being recommended for read-

ing to children under twelve years.

4. (10) What four characteristics are essential to good oral

reading ?

5. (10) Explain the value of paraphrasing.

6. (50) Read a stanza of poetry and a paragraph of prose to be

marked by the examiner.
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/o and ii. i Orthography and Bfnmanship.

Penmanship will be marked on the writing of thia exercise.

: define orthography
; vowel

2. (io) Give live riik-s for punctuation ; illustrate e*ch

3. 1101 Give abbreviations foi Doctor of [yaws, Member o( *

Christinas, gentlemen, noon.

4. (16) Give meaning of each of the following as prefixes, and

illustrate in use : be. ad. <li a, de. per.

5. 1 10) Discriminate in meaning between (a) hasten and hurry,

haracterand reputation.

6. 1501 Spell ten words given by the examiner.

FOURTH QUARTER, 1892.

FIRST DAY, A. M.»

/. Arithmetic {go minutes).

1. ( io) Define and illustrate quantity ; usury ; axiom ; aliquot
;

repetend.

2. do) If a pole be '

> in the mud, I in the water, and 6 feet out

of the water, what is its length ?

3. (10) Draw diagram which shall locate the N. W. \ of the S.

\V. % of a section of land, and indicate the amount of land it

contains.

4. 1 ioi How many square inches of paper will be required to line

the four sides and bottom of a square box whose cubical contents are

12,167 cubic inches.

5. (10) Bought 150 boxes of raisins at 5 per cent, less than the

first cost, and sold them at 5 per cent, advance on the first cost,

thereby gaining $45. What was the first cost per box?

6. (ioj Reduce g^j X -j\\ to its simplest form.

7. do) What sum must I lend for 5 years, 6 months, at B

cent., to receive on settlement $957.24.
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8. (io) The school tax of a certain town being £5, 625 at the rate

mills on the dollar of taxable property, what is the taxable

property ?

9. (10) At what discount must I buy stocks so that by selling at

2 per cent premium, I may gain 20 percent, on my investment ?

10. (10) If it costs 572 for material to paint a spire 50 feet high,

what will it cost for material to paint a similar spire 75 feet high ?

2. ( tilted States History [go minutes).
1

1. (10) To what colonies did each of the following persons

respectively belong : a Miles Standish. b Roger Williams, c John
Smith, d Peter Stuyvesant. » e James Oglethorpe ?

2. (10) Why was this country named America rather than

Columbia ? Name the lands discovered or explored by Columbus in

each of his voyages to the New World.

3. (10) Give the origin or meaning of the names of five states of

the Union (other than N. H., N. Y„ N. J.)

4. (12) Name two political leaders of the Revolution; two patri-

otic generals ; two American tories ; two British generals ; two

decisive battles, with resul t of each.

5. (10) What was the* Dred Scott Decision? In whose adminis-

tration rendered?

6. (10) What were the Alabama claims ? What was the Geneva
award ?

7. (10) Name four distinguished generals who became presidents

of the United States. How many men have served the nation as

presidents ?

8. (9) The President's Message, when and to whom addressed ?

Purpose of?

9. (10) What important tariff legislation was enacted in 1890?

What is its characteristic ?

10. (9) What three noted men of letters have died since the last

Quarterly Examination ? Name a memorable literary production of

each.

FIRST DAY, P. M.

6. Physiology (75 minutes).

1. (20) Describe the pleura and its office.

2. (20) What three formations compose the tooth ? What is the

office of incisors; of molars?
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3 ribe the pa

ribc the passage of the blood from the veins through

the heart to the Arteries, (14.) What constitafc

:s tli- Dumber of heart beats per minute in an adult

5. jui Why has the habitual use of alcol.

to produce redness Ol the nose ami !.i

8. /'0

1. (ao) [f we compare the croai section of .1 corn stalk with that

of a maple, what peculiarities do we notice? What do they indicate'

To what 1 lassitication do they lead ?

2. (20) Define and give example of a biennial herb; a perennial.

N'ame five parts of a plant and give function of each.

4. (20) Describe pollen; its office; where produced; to what

applied; how scattered ?

5. 1 20 Name two plants valuable for furnishing clothing; two

for food; two for narcotics; two for condiments; two for oils.

o. Natural Sciences \6o minutes*.

1. (io\ What is capillary attraction ? Give a common example.

2. 19) Mention three conditions that affect the rapidity of evapo-

ration.

3. (10) What is erosion ? Locate the most remarkable example
of erosion.

4. 12) Name and describe the four classes of clouds.

5. (10) Name five circumstances which affect climate.

6. 1 12) What is understood by the vertical and the horizontal

distribution of vegetation ? Name a country noted for both.

7. (5) How is the eclipse of the sun caused ?

8. (10) Name five general properties of matter.

9. (io^i What causes lightning ?

10. (12) Distinguish between vertebrates, articulates, mollusks,

radiates.
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SECOND DAY, A. M.

3. Geography [go minutes).

i. (8) What is the zenith ? The nadir ?

2. {8) What place can have neither latitude nor longitude?

3. (10) What and where are Sargasso, Maelstrom, Atacama, Gobi,

Manitoba ?

4. (10) Locate the Ottoman Empire; name its capital; how was
the empire prominent in the early history of the Christian religion ?

5. (4) What is the seaport of Paris ? Of Rome ?

6. (10) Name a group (or chain) of mountains of the Appalachain

system in (a) New Hampshire, [b) Vermont, (c) New York, (d) Penn-

sylvania, (e) Virginia.

7. (10) Mention five seas, bays or gulfs on the southern coast of

Europe, with an important city on or near each.

8. (10) Name ten different railroad lines operating in Colorado.

9. ^20) Locate, with name of county seat of each, (a) two counties

of Colorado important for fruit; (b) two for grain; (V) two for vege-

tables; (d) three for silver ore; (e) one for gold ore.

10. (10) Describe for the benefit of a tourist, some locality in

Colorado worthy of a visit, and locate by outline map.

4. Grammar (go minutes).

1. (10 1 Of what does each of the following treat: orthography,

etymology, syntax, prosody ?

2. ( \o\ When does a proper noun become common ? When
does a common noun become proper ? Illustrate each.

3. (9^ Show the antecedent of a relative pronoun as (a) a word,

(b) a phrase, (c) a clause.

4. (S) Give two examples of personification, one in the mascu-

line gender and one in the feminine, with reason for the gender in

each case.

5. (10) Give synopsis of the verb lie (reclined, 1st pers., sing, no.,

inter, form, ind. and pot. modes.

6. "Salt Lake City, the capital, which is about sixteen hundred

miles distant from Chicago, was then an unbroken wilderness; but

the entire valley now blossoms as the rose, through the industry of

the peculiar people who have made it their home.'1 ''
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In t: [notation

b ofthe italicized words

tne the personal pronouna and then ata.

i rive the simple predicate of the first subordinate predi

"about"

Name and classify the conjunctions

Give the modifiers of the second principal clause.

Give one copulative verb, one regular, one irregular, with

principal parts of each.

(3) Select one "word modifier," one "phrase modifier," one

"clause modifier."

Difference in nse between "who'' and "which."

SECOND DAY, P. M.

5. Theory and Practice
( f$ minutes .

1. (20) State two respects in which an ungraded school may be

preferable to a strictly graded one ; three reasons in favor of grading.

2. \ioi Give two rules which should be observed in lighting

school rooms.

3. (30) Discuss, in not more than a hundred words, the subject of

whispering in school.

4. (20) State three dangers to which a teacher is liable, in asking

questions to test pupils' knowledge. Of what use are school records ?

5. (20) Name five different methods of teaching.

School Laze 1/5 in in;, I

. 1. (60) Name and explain the various certificates issued to teach-

ers in Colorado.

2. 1 20) State the school law relating to non-resident pupils.

3. (20) Registers and blank books for the use of teachers and

school officers are furnished by whom, and how charged ?

12. Reading (30 minutes).

1. (101 How should you begin to teach a child to read ? Name
in order the different steps to be pursued.
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2. (10) How do you dispose of the uew words which occur in

your reading class ?

3. (10) What is phouetic analysis? Two reasons for teaching it.

4. (10) How would you encourage a taste for good literature in

elementary schools?

5. (10) Give two good results arising from requiring pupils to

reproduce the reading lesson in their own language.

6. (50) Read a stanza of poetry and a paragraph, of prose, to be

marked by examiner.

10 and 11. Orthography and Penmanship.

Penmanship will be marked on the writing of this exercise.

1. (10) Use a prefix or a suffix with each of the following words,

and tell how the meaning becomes changed : light, fuse, tough,

shower, touch.

2. (10) State two advantages of written spelling over oral.

3. (10) Define, and use correctly in sentences, empiric, weird.

4. (10) Indicate syllables and accent of each of the following :

construe, grimace, condolence, visor, abdomen.

5. (10) Write in full : Alt.; C. O. D.; Cong.; Dwt; O. S. .

6. (50) Spell twenty-five words given by examiner.
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Exhibit VIII

Teachers' State Certificates.

I. Circular : Relating to examinations for teachers'

State certificates.

II. Circular : Instructions to applicants for teachers'

State certificates. Form of applicant's state-

ment.

III. Questions for the examination of applicants for

teachers' State certificates. Denver, June 27,

28, 29, 30, 1892.

IV. Names of those who have received teachers' State

certificates under the law of Colorado.
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Examinations for State Certificates.

State of Colorado, i

Department of Public Instruction. .

Provided there should be applicants, an examination for State

certificate will be held in Denver, during the latter half of the month
of June. Four days will be given to the examination.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

i. Testimonials of character.

2. Successful experience as a teacher, of not less than two years

in the State.

3. A thorough knowledge of reading, arithmetic
I
mental and

written), English grammar, modern geography, physical geography,

history of the United States, the Constitution of the United States and

the Constitution of Colorado, with the elements of civil government,

and the theory and art of teaching.

4. A. general knowledge of physics, anatomy and physiology,

botany, zoology, chemistry, astronomy, geology, mineralogy and

psychology; also School Law of Colorado, algebra, the elements of

plane and solid geometry ,not including spherical geometry . and

English literature.
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5. Examination in one of the following branches, choice to be

made by the candidate: Latin, limited to the first four books of Caesar

and the first two books of .-Eneid, with questions upon the grammat-
ical principles involved in the passages translated, and Latin composi-

tion. German, limited to translations from German into English,

and from English into German, with questions on German grammar.

SYSTEM OF MARKING.

Scale 100.

In zoology, physics, chemistry, astronomy and geology, nothing

below sixty ; in all other branches, seventy
;
general average not less

than seventy-five.

Spelling graded by certain pages of answer-papers.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR STATE CERTIFICATE WITHOUT
EXAMINATION.

1

.

Testimonials of character.

2. A diploma from some other state, or from some institution of

learning which represents scholarly attainments equivalent to those

required to pass a regular state examination in this State.

3. Eminent services in the educational work of the State for not

less than five years. (Eminent services have been defined by the State

board of examiners to mean services as superintendent of public

instruction, superintendent or principal of city or graded schools (a

full course of eight grades), president and professor of a state institu-

tion of learning, principal and assistant principals of high school.

)

Applicants for state certificates by examination should report to

the State Superintendent some time during the month of April.

Announcement of the exact time and place of the examination will be

made not later than June 1.

Nathan B. Coy,

State Superintendent.
April 4, 1892.

INSTRUCTIONS TO APPLICANTS FOR STATE CERTIFICATES.

I. Admission to the examination for a State certificate is con-

ditioned upon the candidate's having had two years' successful

experience in teaching in the State of Colorado, and upon his being

present at the beginning of the examination.
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2. The candidate will be known daring the examination, not by

me, but by the Dumber on hit envelope.

\t the head of every heel of paper need the candidate

should write lu> number and the mi 1

4. A separate sheet of paper should he used for each sub

that is, two subject- should not be written upon the same sheet

5. Answer paper! should not he folded. <>nl\ one side of the

sheet should DC used.

6. Answers should he numbered to correspond with Questions,

but questions should not be rep*-. tied.

7. Bach question should he carefully examined, hut no more

should be written than is necessary tor 1 complete answer. Quantity

will not he accepted in place of quality.

Complete solutions of mathematical problems should be

given. Mere results will not receive credit.

9. Candidates must not take to the examination room books or

papers of any description. All necessary materials will be supplied

by the examiner.

10. Candidates must not leave the room until work has been

completed and handed to the examiner.

11. In estimating the standing of candidates, the general appear-

ance of the papers, as well as the correctness of the work, will be

considered.

12. For evidence as to good character and successful experience

reference may be made to county superintendents, city superintend-

ents ami principals of high schools.

13. Candidates should ask no questions. Any doubt as to the

meaning of a passage may l>e submitted in writing, ami will be consid-

ered when the papers are examined.

14. Collusion or communication between applicants during the

examination, or any other act of dishonesty, will render the examina-

tion void.

15. All statements ami answers must be written with ink.

16. The examination in each subject is restricted to the half day

designated.

17. Candidates will be informed by mail, as early as practu

of the results of their examination.

18. Morning sessions, 9 a. in. to 12 m.; afternoon sessions. 2

to 5 p. m.
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Before entering upon the examination, the candidate will fill out

the following statement, and seal it, together with written certificates

of character and of success in teaching, in the envelope.

STATEMENT OF CANDIDATE.

Examination held at Denver, Colorado, June 27, 28, 29 and 30,

1892.

Full name __

Postoffice address ...Age years

Birthplace _ __

Successful experience in teaching years.

Give three references as to experience, with names and postoffice

addresses.

Is this your first examination for a state certificate?

If not, when and where have you been present at previous exam-

ination ?

Give three references as to moral character, with names and post-

office addresses.

In what schools were you educated ?

I hereby certify that the foregoing statement is correct in every

particular.

Signature of candidate
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Questions for the Examination of Appli-

cants for State Diplomas.

Geography (60 minutes).

1. Give the history of a drop of water.

2. Draw a relief map of North America.

3. What is the altitude of the sun at 12 o'clock, June 22 ?

4. Draw a drainage map of South America.

5. Locate four of the largest cities in the world.

6. How are mountains formed ?

7. Give an account of the people who live in the Arctic regions.

School Management (60 minutes).

Prepare an outline of the factors of a school and discuss each.

Write twenty lines on " Hygiene of the School Room."

Define good school government and state its objects.

Discuss scholarship as a factor in the good disciplinarian.

State fully the principles which should govern in the prepara-

tion of a daily programme.
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Algebra go minutes).

I.

State and give reasons for the rules of signs for the four funda-

mental operations in algebra.

Simplify

(3x—5) (4x + 2)-

f
X3 — 64 (X2+2X— 15) )

J
(
2x + 9)

2 + _l_ (x + 6)
[

I x—

4

x—

3

J

-•) i6x2-(iix + 7) (93c — 3) }

II.

How may an expression of the form x2 —y2 always be factored ?

What binominal factor may always be found for xn —y°
,

n being

supposed a positive integer? What for x 2n _ 1 — y2n _ i
f

with

same limitation for n ?

III.

In reduction of fractions, what operations upon the terms are

permissible ? From these, what rule have you for simplifying com-
plex fractions?

Simplify

2b5 b6

2b2 b3 a a2 3b4

a — —— — 2ab 2 — 2b3 _
a a2 a3 — b3 (a — b)

( a _ b) (a2 — ab - b2 ) (a* _ ab - b 2
1 1 a3 — 2a2 b + 2ab 2 — b3 )

IV.

State axioms upon which transformation of an equation is based.

Explain by one or more of your axioms why, in transposing a term

from one member of an equation to the other, its sign is changed.

Explain the various methods of eliminating and illustrate each

by applying it to the two equations^
a

i j\* ^ Z£* \ for the elimi-

nation of y.
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V.

tte genera] principlet to be observed in the redaction of

inequalities.

If a • b, is a- b* ncceaiarily true? is

a c e g
Show that if— > — > — > — , all tlu- denominator! being

b .1 f h

a a + c + e + g g
id positive, then • > —

.

b b+d+f+h h

If a,- b. and care unequal, show that a 2 -(- b2 -\- c 2 > ab -f- ac -\- be.

VI.

What meaning is attached to an exponent when it is

{positive and integral ?

positive and fractional ?

zero?
negative ?

9 14 42 2 j

Extract the square root of — z
2 ay - — az yz -f

— +
25 3 5 5 9

49a- .

Extract the cube root of x6 — 2Qf{x3 — 27 -ff^x3
- 9

;

4 *
4 —

29
>

4 x; . 67 >,x.

VII.

Write the expansion of (a -f- b)n .

Demonstrate the Binomial Formula for the case in which n is a

positive integer.

In what order must the terms of the binomial be written, when
the exponent is fractional or negative, in order that the expansion by

the B. F. may be a converging series.

Find \ 127 by means of B. P.

VIII.

Discuss the solution of the general quadratic equation with a

single unknown ax 1 o. giving all the methods of solution

with which you are acquainted. What relation must exist among the

co-efficients in order that the roots may be real and unequal ? Real

and equal ? Imaginary ?

86—1.
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Construct the quadratic whose roots are a and b.

Given (\ x-f I -. \ x — i) : (\ x - i - \ x — i) :: ( 4x — i) : 2. Find X.

Geometry {go minutes).

1. If two opposite sides of a quadrilateral are equal and parallel,

the figure is a parallelogram.

2. An inscribed angle is measured by half its intercepted arc.

3. From two points on the same side of a given straight line (but

not in either a parallel or a perpendicular to it, ) draw two lines that

shall meet each other at some point of the given line, and make equal

angles with that line.

4. Let two circles intersect, and from one of the points of inter-

section draw diameters of each. Now show that the other extremities

of these diameters and the other point of intersection of the circles

are in the same straight line.

5. Find a mean proportional between two given straight lines.

6. If two straight lines are intersected by three parallel planes,

their.corresponding segments are proportional.

7. A triangular pyramid is equivalent to one-third of a triangular

prism having the same base and altitude.

Psychology {go minutes).

(Omit any two questions.

)

1. Define psychology.

2. Designate the principal modes of the mind's activity.

3. Define sensation, perception, presentation and representation.

4. Give condensed statement of the laws of association.

5. Explain the processes of an act of judgment.

6. Designate the main functions of feeling.

7. Define will.

8. Give theories of determinism and of free will.

9. Practical application of laws of attention.

10. How may the perceptive powers be trained ?

11. Value of mnemonics?

12. Ways and means of moral training ?
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unit any two question

I VOU li.ive tor breakfast steak, bread, butter, pot

the alinu ntary principles present, ami stab- the changes which each

nndergoea in the proceee of digestion.

Describe the course of the circulation of the blood starting at

and returning to the right auricle of the heart

What arc the functions of the liver?

4. Describe in a general way the structure and functions of the

kidney.

5. Describe accurately and without exaggeration the effects of

tobacco smoking. Why is cigarette smoking especially injurious

6. Describe the mechanism of breathing. What differences in

composition exist between inspired and expired air '

7. Describe generally the structure of the brain. What is the

function of the cerebral hemispheres?

8. Suppose that the spinal cord is cut or injured below the

medulla oblongata, and that the hand is now cut, what effects would

be noticed in regard to pain and to »ioi'e»ie>it of the hand ?

9. What are the effects on the body of "moderate" and of

"excessive" drinking 5 What organ is first affected, and in what

10. What do you know of the structure of the blood, and of the

uses of its several parts ?

Zoology (60 minutes).

(Omit any two questions.)

1. Classify the animal kingdom into its main divisions. Men-
tion the book you have studied.

2. What do you understand by mollusca, and into what groups

may they be classified ?

3. Compare the fore leg of a horse with the arm and hand of a

man, noting correspondences and differences.

4. In what ways do (a) insects, [6) crustaceans. c) mollusca

breathe ?

5. What do you know of the geographical distribution [a] of the

elephant, yd) of the tapir, (c) of the mountain lion or puma, (d) of

marsupials?
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6. In what respect does an ostrich or cassowary differ from an

ordinary bird.

7. How would you distinguish the mouth parts of a butterfly, a

beetle and a bedbug from one another ?

8. Classify as far as you are able the following animals : Jelly-

fish, earth-worm, cuttle-fish, shark, alligator.

9. Name the principal anatomical differences between man and
one of the higher apes.

10. What is a coral ? What do you know of the manner in

which coral islands are built ?

Latin {go minutes).

Omit 1 and 2 or 3 and 4.

1. Translate : (Caesar Bell. Gall. IV. 5.)

His de rebus Caesar certior factus, et infirmitatem Gallorum veri-

tus, quod sunt in consiliis capiendis mobiles et novis plerumque rebus

student, nihil his committendum existimavit. Est enim hoc Gallicae

consuetudinis, uti et viatores etiam invitos consistere cogant, et quid

quisque eorum de quaque re audierit aut cognoverit quaerant ; et mer-

catores in oppidis vulgus circumsistat, quibusque ex regionibus veniant

quasque ibi res cognoverint pronuntiare cogant. His rebus atque audi-

tionibus permoti de summis saepe rebus consilia ineunt quorum eos in

vestigio poenitere necesse est, cum incertis rumoribus serviant, et

plerique ad voluntatem eorum ficta respondeant.

2. Give construction (case and reason for it) of the above itali-

cized words.

Decline consiliis, his, quorum.

Compare mobiles, summis.

Give principal parts of veritus, quaerant, cogant.

Give reason for subjunctive veniant, other than its being indirect

discourse.

3. Translate : (Cicero in Catilinam II. 8.)

Sed cur tarn diu deunohoste loquimur, etdehoste quijamfatetur

se esse hostem, et quern, quia (quod semper volui) murus interest, non

timeo : de eis qui dissimulant, qui Romae remanent, qui nobiscum

sunt, nihil dicimus ? Ouos quidem ego, si ullo modo fieri possit, non
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tam aided ttndeo quam aaiiare aibi Ipeoe, placate rd publicae, neqne

itl (ju.i rr fieri boo pceait, ri me andire '•///, intelligo. / >/

enim voins, Qniritee, ex qnibna generibna bominuxD I

parentur: ddnde dngnlia medidnam conailii atqn

qnam poUro, adferam.

\. Locate Italicized verba in No. 3.

Give Gen. Sing. Pern. of kw; Gen. i'l. ofhoste; case of Rot

Decline generibus^ hominum.

5. Translate: (Virg. Aen. I. 579~593)

His animnm arrecti cfttfjj et fortis Achates

et pater Aeneas jam dudum ernmpere nubem 580

ardebant. Prior Aenean compellat Achates:

'Nate dea, quaewaaic animo sententia surgit?

omnia tuta rides, blassem Bocioaque receptos:

I'nus abest, medio in iluetu qnem vidimus ipsi

submersum; dictis respondent cetera matris.'

Vi\ ea fatus erat, cum circumfusa repente

adndit se nubes et in aethera purgat apertum.

Restitit Aeneas claraque in luce refulsit,

OS umerosque deo similis; namqne ipsa decoram

Caesariem uato genetrix lumenque juventae 590
purpureum et laetos oculis adflaret honores:

quale manus addunt ebori decus, ant ubi (lavo

argentum Pariusve lapis circumdatur auro.

6. Give construction of italicized words in No. 5.

Give principal parts of fatus erat, refuhit, addunt.

Mark the scansion of lines 5S7 and 592.

7. Translate into Latin:

a Ciesar sent ambassadors to Ariovistus, who were to say that he

ought not to make war upon the Gauls.

b There was nobody in the city who did not fear Catiline.
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German 75 »iinutes).

1. Decline:

Der kleine Garten.

Eine lange Treppe.

Das alte Haus.

Ein dickes Buch.

Kleines Weib.

Frische Blume.

Ein alter Mann.

Hoher Himmel.

Die runde Pflaume.

Das Herz.

2. Give the principal parts of the following verbs :

Tragen, haben, nennen, rufen, sprechen. bringen, schreiben,

denken, sollen, laufen.

3. Conjugate haben in the active voice.

4. What auxiliary forms the German passive ?

5. Write in German the following sentences :

I am older than you.

I have seven sisters.

We will talk about it to-morrow.

Where did you see my father ?

Why did you not tell him so ?

6. Translate :

Ein Vater wunschte einmal, dass sein Sohn fruh aufstehen sollte,

und erzahlte ihm die Geschichte von einer Person, welche fruh am

Morgen eine Borse mit Gold gefunden habe. "Ja, " sagte der Knabe,

"aber die Person, welche das Gold verloren hat, ist doch noch

fruher aufgestanden.

"

7. Write in German a letter of six lines.

8. Use in one or more sentences the following words : Hitze,

gut, schlafen, hier, Sommer.

9. Decline the German definite article.

10. Name and decline the German personal pronouns.
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,

i. Explain briefly the 1 hooting stars.

Describe the Appearance and the movement of a comet

appro
I then cecedes from the sun.

3. Is the sun cooling off? What is the physical condition of its

substances What is its distance from the earth ? is it s star or .1

planet . Why do yon so class it
j

.

4. During what season of the year an- we nearest the sun" To
what extent are the changes of the seasons dne to the variations in

this distance. ?

5. What major planets have heen discovered within historic

time> ? Who discovered them? What planets, apparently, have

always been known ?

6. Who discovered the moons of Jupiter? Of Mars ? What
planets are without known moons? What planets have more than

two moons ?

7. How do the physical conditions of Jupiter and of Mars differ ?

8. In days or in years, give the time of one axial rotation for at

least three of the planets ; also the time of orbital revolution for at

four of them.

9. Describe briefly the rings of Saturn. Of what do you think

these rings are composed?

10. Supposing the time to be noon of the 21st day of December,

draw a figure showing the position of the sun relative to the horizon,

the equinoctial, and the observer's meridian.

English Literature (60 minutes).

1. What races have inhabited Great Britain within historic

times? What elements were contributed by each to the English

language or literature?

2. Name a pagan poem of war and the sea. Name a Christian

Anglo-Saxon poem of religion.

3. Name a long historical poem of the middle- English period,

descriptive of the settlement of England.

4. Tell the story of Una and the Lion.

5. Tell the story of Patient Griselda.

6. What position is assigned to Uriel by Milton in Paradise Lost?
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7. Name a novel written by Fielding.

8. Characterize Addison's Spectator papers.

9. Explain the plot of one of Shakespeare's plays.

10. Give an account of the rise of the Art School in English

poetry.

Physics (go minutes).

(Omit any two questions.)

1. Define specific gravity of a body or substance and describe

one method of finding the same experimentally in case of a substance

denser than water.

2. Define energy and distinguish between the kinetic and poten-

tial state of energy.

3. State the "parallelogram law" for forces acting at one point,

using an explanatory diagram with statement.

4. What number on the centigrade scale indicates the same

temperature as 63 on the Fahrenheit scale ? Explain how you find

the answer.

5. (a) State the velocity of sound in air at "ordinary" temper-

ature, (b) Find the length (at same temperature) of the wave caused

by a sounding body which vibrates 128 times each second, explaining

the process of finding wave length.

6. (a) State the velocity of light, (b) With a carefully drawn
diagram, show how a convex lens makes a real image of an object

placed at a suitable distance from it. Represent, in this diagram,

three pencils of light, marking one source A and its image A 7
, another

source B and its image B / and the third source C and its image C.

7. Describe (using a diagram with your description) the effect

of a charge of positive electricity upon an insulated conductor placed

near it.

8. Name the essential parts of a voltaic cell.

9-10. Suppose two closed circuits, A and B; A having a battery

or other current generator included within it; B having no such cause

of a current within itself. Describe the effect on B of the following

operations: (a) Bring the two circuits nearer together; (b) separate

them to a greater distance; (c) suddenly start the current in A by

closing the circuit without altering the distance between A and B; (d)

suddenly stop the current in A by "breaking" its circuit without

changing other conditions.
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Aritkmftu (75 mitt*

< > 1 1 1 i t .my three questi

1. in buy the N. w. \ oftm
'

ti.>n of laud, how many acres do I bin f What part ot a whole

Locate the parta by diagram.

2. How many acrei in a circular park whose drcumferent

one mile ?

Bought of John Smith & Co. a hill of goodi amounting to

$2,760, for which I paid cash and gave my note at 4 months, with

6 per cent. Interest added, for the remainder. What was the

of the note ?

4. Compare the amounts of a $500, 8 per cent, note, running 4

years, at simple interest, at annual interest unpaid, and at compound
interest.

5. Reduce ] — _t_ — v

( 4': 21,

result in words as well as figures.

6. What is the weight of a block of stone 12 ft. 6 in. long, 6 ft.

6 in. hroad and 8 ft. 3 in. thick, if a block of the same stone, 5 ft.

long, 3 ft. 9 in. broad and 2 ft. 6 in. thick, weighs 7,500 lbs.

. X "* of to a
> 5 2

decimal and write

7. Picture also
J

of
j
also 2\ X

I

8. After '

2 the yarn has been taken from a ball 6 inches in

diameter, what is the diameter of the ball ?

9. If a ton of coal occupies 40 cu. ft., how many tons can be

placed in a coal house of the shape and dimensions given in the

picture ?

6 ft. 10 ft.

10. Find the area of the surface of the largest globe that can be

turned from a block of wood 6 in. by 4 in. by 8 in.

11. Show how you explain finding the solid contents of a

rectangular solid.
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12. I of the time past noon equals I of the time to midnight.

What time is it ?

13. A man sold a house and lot for I3.975.25, receiving for the

lot
J

, as much as for the house. What was the cost of each, if he
gained iV on the house and )i on the lot ?

Chemistry (60 minutes).

(Omit any two questions).

1. Discuss the formula of water, (H 2 O2 ), showing what is indi-

cated directly, and what is to be understood by the symbolism.

2. Give some account of the function of CO2 gas in nature.

3. If the formula of an oxide is MO ("M" standing for a metal)

and if this oxide contains 60 per cent, of the metal, and 40 of oxygen,

what is the combining weight of the metal, that of the oxygen being

assumed as 16?

4. Name the following compounds: H 2 SO4 ; N H3 ; KCI
;

P2 5 ;
Na 2 S03 .

5. What substances would you take, and how would you pro-

ceed, in producing NH3 gas ?

6. Describe the gases of which the atmosphere is composed.

7. If a gallon of oxygen is combined with carbon, forming C0 2

or carbon dioxide gas, what will the volume of that gas be ?

8. Name the elements which enter into the composition of the

animal body; specify those which are essential to the skeleton.

9. What elements are necessary for fertility in a soil ?

10. Give the general laws regulating the combination of gases.

Geology and Mineralogy (60 minutes).

(Omit any two questions.)

1. How do rocks become disintegrated into soils?

2. What is meant by stratified, sedimentary, metamorphic and

igneous rocks; give example of each.

3. Explain the origin and history of our Rocky Mountain

canyons.

4. Describe the ores from which iron is commonly obtained.

5. What evidences have we of past glacial action in these

mountains ?

6. Name some of the great geological divisions, i. c, eras and

ages.
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What arc theft DM to thi

or dietingnfahing the minermli compoeing

granite.

9. Name itld ve varieties of (juart/. Died in jewelry.

10. What art- the economic valoei of the common <

minerals.

nit any two question

1. What is understood by " The Divide ?
" What art- the three

main mountain ranges of the United Stal

2. Trace the general course of the (xulf Stream. Explain its

origin.

3. Explain the cause of waves on the ocean.

4. Describe the "Trade Winds."

5. Why is the atmosphere of Colorado dry ? How would you

account for the so-called "rainless regions" of the world ?

6. What are glaciers ?

Explain the change of seasons.

Into how many races is the human family divided ? Name
them.

9. What are volcanoes ? WThat are earthquakes ?

10. Explain the formation of clouds.

United States History 60 minutes).

'Omit any one question except 9 )

1. Name the principal causes of the rapid settlement of America

in the sixteenth century.

2. What difference in character between the settlors in the North

and South, and how did this difference influence the subsequent

history of the United States ?

3. Name the thirteen original colonies, and tell how many years

elapsed between the establishment of the first and the last.

4. What accusations are made against the Rritish in the Declara-

tion of Independence ?

5. Name the successive seats of the war during the Revolution.
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6. Write a brief account of American slavery between 1619

and 1865.

7. Write a brief history of the Indians in this country since the

settlement ofJamestown.

8. What good was accomplished by the war of 18 12 ?

9. What problems of national importance are being discussed in

the United States to-day ?

Civil Government (60 minutes).

(Omit any two questions.)

1. What was the origin of the Constitution of the United States?

2. Suppose the United States should purchase Cuba ; how, under

the provisions of the Constitution, could that island secure a repre-

sentation in Congress ?

3. How are vacancies in the state's representation in Congress

filled ? Describe the manner in which a bill becomes a law.

4. In how many instances has the choice of a president devolved

upon the House of Representatives? How has Congress settled the

order of presidential succession in the event of death, removal, etc.?

5. How may new states be admitted into the Union ? In case it

were deemed advisable to erect two or more states within the present

limits of Texas, what would be the method of proceeding ?

6. When shall the United States protect a state against domestic

violence ? What department of the government shall extend this

protection ?

7. Who may be impeached ? How are impeachments conducted ?

What punishment may follow conviction ?

8. How may an act of Congress be declared unconstitutional ?

What acts of Congress have been pronounced unconstitutional?

9. Describe the method of ratifying an amendment to the Con-

stitution. What restrictions are placed on the power of Congress by

the first amendment ?

10. When did Congress pass an act to enable the people of

Colorado to form a State government ? How may the Constitution of

Colorado be amended ?

Botany (60 minutes).

1. What is a seed ? What do seeds contain ?

2. Name the different kinds of buds. What is the relation as to

position between buds and leaves ?
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3. How do plants climb ? What is the differei Limb-

ing planta and twining planti }

4. What is a rhizoma? Abnlb? Acorn? Give an exampl<

each.

5. 1 define the terms serrafc and sinuate aa applied t«> the

outline ofleavea Give the distinctions indicated by the terms Lobed,

cleft, parted and divided.

6. Name and describe three kinds of indeterminate infloi

7. What is a perfect flower? A complete" flower? Aregnlarflo

1 symmetrica] flower .

8. Explain the terms union and consolidation as applied to the

as of flowers.

9. Name the parts of a pistil and give the office of each.

io. What is a fruit? Explain the structure of the strawberry, the

raspberry, the apple.

Grammar [60 minutes).

lit any three. 1

1. What is the standard of good English ?

What are the chief uses of grammar? In what respect is the

study of grammar unnecessary?

2. How does the English spoken in America compare with that

spoken in England ? Mention some points of difference.

3. What classes of words are used in sentence making? Give

an example of each class.

4 What are the essential elements of a sentence? Illustrate.

5. How are sentences classified with regard to form ? With
regard to structure ? Illustrate.

6. How do we form the possessive case, singular and plural of

noons? Illustrate. Give example of some exceptional form.

7. Distinguish between the direct and the indirect object of

verbs.

s
. What is meant by 'Objective Predicate" 2 "Predicate

Nominative" ?
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9. Give the construction (case and government) of the italicized

words in the following sentences :

1. Gather her a bouquet of roses.

2. Who made him umpire ?

3. Here the river is a mile broad.

10. Write sentences illustrating the use of a clause: (1) as a noun;

(2) as an adjective.

11. Illustrate, in a sentence, the substantive use of an infinitive

and state its construction.

12. Analyze: "Who are you who talk of peace?" Classify

each word in the sentence.

13. Analyze: "Pardon my asking if you like to read;" parse

pardon, my, asking.

Reading (60 minutes).

(Omit any two.

)

1. The true objects of elocutionary study are only two; name
them.

Discuss the relation of physical culture to reading.

2. Name three requisites of intelligible reading.

How is breathing related to the whole subject of expression ?

3. What is the duty of the teacher in regard to the preservation

of a pure speech ?

What is pure tone ?

4. Upon what does excellence of pronunciation depend.

Why do few people read naturally ?

5. Name the essentials to expressive reading.

What are the three sources of emphasis ? Define inflection.

6. Besides that of pausing, what other means has the cultivated

reader for the manifestation of the logical division of a sentence ?

In intellectual reading, what portion of a sentence is given by

itself ?

7. How will a good reader pronounce clauses and sentences ?

WT
hat are the essential parts of a sentence ?

8. What is necessary to the proper expression of a sentiment ?

What is necessary7
, beyond comprehension and sympathy, to the

proper expression of a thought ?
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School

< » u i it any two question

1. In

2. District school boards vacancies filled by whom '

3. District bonded <K-Dt qualifications required of an el

offering to vote on the question of contractu]

4. New school district •necessary steps to be taken in the forma-

tion of?

5. Records and reports required of teachers—law respecting and

penalty for failure to observe ?

6. School districts—different classes ot ? How designated ?

7. School directors—powers of, pertaining to teach

NAMKS OF PKRSONS WHO HAVE

I'NDBR THE LAW

Issued prior to l8pl.

H M. Hale.

Aaron Gove.

Justin E. Dow.

F. J. Annis.

I. C. Dennett.

J. H. Baker.

II . L. Parker.

H. F. Wagener.

Mary Thomas.

Adele M. Overton.

Ira \V. Daris.

A. E. Chase.

Robert Casey.

1". B. Smith.

P. H. Hanus.

J. C. Shattuck.

F. B. Gault.

C. L. Ingersoll.

W, W. Remington.

J. S. McClung.

E. C. Stevens.

RECEIVED STATK CERTIFICATES

OF COLORADO.

W. C. Thomas.

Miss N. O. Smith.

Mrs. Cornelia Miles.

S. A. Wilson.

Robert H. Beggs.

A. B. Copeland.

Miss A. E. DeLan.

E. L. Byingtou.

Wm. Eiseman.

J. H. Freeman.

J. P. Jackson.

C. V. Parker.

W. A. Lindsey.

Miss Atta L. Nutter.

E. C. Hill.

J. A. Guttery.

Mrs. E. K. La Barthe.

W. T. Eddingfield.

A. C. Courtney.

Grace Patton.

L. S. Cornell.
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Issued in iSgi-2.

Fanny Manly, Denver.

Benjamin R. Gass, Denver.

Emma E. Maxwell, North Denver.

Ellen Wallace Collins, Georgetown.

James W. Lawrence, Fort Collins.

Alice Biggs, Gunnison.

J. M. Daniels, La Junta.

G. W. Wyatt, Denver.

G. L. Harding, Longmont.

O. S. Moles, Canon City.

Fred Dick, Denver.
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Exhibit IX.

State Educational Institutions.

I. The University.

II. The Normal School.

III. The Agricultural College.

IV. The School of Mines.

V. The School for the Deaf and the Blind.

VI. The Industrial School.

i-,—\
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The University of Colorado,
j

Boulder, 1892.

REGENTS.

I l-.KM I XIMKKS

BOM W..i i i I.(>m>'>ni.k . Denver 1892

inwiN J Ti Mii 1 ..Boulder 1892

Hon. Ciiaki.is R Dn.i.i v ..Denver 1894

BOM Shim .\ A. Gii-tin Boulder 18^4

Hon. W. H. Cochran Del Norte.. 1896

Hon. Oscar J. PPBTFFBM Denver.. 1896

OFFICERS OF THE BOARD.

JAMB8 H. Hakkr President.

S 1 dn \ . \ A . GlFFXM Secretary.

Chaklks G. Buckingham Treasurer.

FACULTY

JAMES H. BAKER, M. A.. LL. I)., Pkksiim m.

Professor of Psychology and Ethics.

MARY RIPPON,

Professor of the German Language and Literature.

ISAAC C. DENNETT. Ph. D.,

Professor of Latin.
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J. RAYMOND BRACKETT, I'M. D.,

Professor of Comparative and English Literature.

JAMES H. KIMBALL, M. D.,

Professor of Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine.

HERBERT W. McLAUTHLIN. M. D.,

Secretary of Medical School and Professor of Materia Medica, Therapeutics and
Clinical Medicine.

WILLIAM J. WAGGENER, M. A..

Professor of Natural Philosophy.

LUMAN M. GIFFIN, M. D.,

Professor of Anatomy and Physiology.

• CHARLES SKEELE PALMER, Ph.D.,

Professor of Chemistry.

IRA M. DeLONG, M. A.,

Professor of Mathematics.

JOHN GARDINER. B. Sc,

Professor of Biology and Histology.

MAURICE E. DUNHAM, M. A.,

Professor of Greek.

JEREMIAH T. ESKRIDGE. M. D.,

Dean of the Medical Faculty and Professor of Nervous and Mental Diseases.

NEIL McPHATTER, M. D..

Professor of Gynecology and Abdominal Surgery.

HORACE O. DODGE, M. D.,

Professor of Physical Diagnosis and Hygiene.

A. STEWART LOBINGIER, B. A., M. D.,

Professor of Pathology and Clinical Surgery.

LINDLEY M. KEASBEY, Ph. D., R. P. D.,

Professor of History and Political Science.

EUGENE T. ALLEN. Ph. D.,

Professor of Chemistry (ad interim).

G. MELVILLE BLACK, M. D
,

Professor of Laryngology and Rhinology.

MOSES HALLETT,

Dean of the Law School and Lecturer on American Constitutional Law and
Federal Jurisprudence.

CLAYTON PARKHILL, M. D.,

Professor of Principles and Practice of Surgery and Clinical Surgery.
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\ invent D M AKKII AM
;tn on th< I..i\\

l<>ir. M D

ProfeMOi <>t « tphthaii

ebeni -/i I t TOLLS,
I.'vtuier on tin- :

JOHN \v >R, M D

cry.

wii.i.aki) teller.

Lecturer on Equity jurispuidenee Pleading and Practice.

HERBERT B wintney M i>

Profcaaot ofthe Diaeaaea of Children.

BUGS liiTi.HK,

Lecturer on Common Law and Code Pleading, and Peculiarities of Colorado Law
and Practice.

VICTOR A ELLIOTT.

Lecturer on the Law of Water Rights and Riparian Privi>

ROBERT S. MORRISON.

Lecturer on the Law of Mines and Mining.

LEWIS !.. I.EMEN. M. I).

Professor of Clinical Surgery.

JOHN CAMI'RELL.

Lecturer on the Law of Municipal and Private Corporations.

GEO. B. PACKARD, If. D..

Professor of Orthopedic Surgery.

OSCAR P. A. GREENE.
Lecturer on Roman Law.

CHARLES S. THOMAS
Lecturer on the Law of Evidence and Bailment^

CHARLES M. CAMPBELL,
Lecturer on the Law of Personal Property. Bills of Exchange and Promissory

Notes.

MERRICK A. ROGERS.

Lecturer on Criminal Law and Procedure, Guarantee and Suretyship

ALFRED C. PHB1 I

Lecturer on the Law of Personal Rights, Tort> and Damages
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WILLIAM C. KINGSLEY,

Lecturer on the Law of Domestic Relations and Partnership.

HENRY T. ROGERS.

Lecturer on the Law of Wills, Executors and Administrators.

ROBERT W. BONYNGE,
Lecturer on the Law of Agency and Insurance.

THOMAS E. TAYLOR. M. D.,

Lecturer on Obstetrics.

JOHN VROOM, M. D.,

Lecturer on Bandaging and Minor Surgery.

ERNEST KENDALL, M. D.,

Lecturer on Histology and Urinary Analysis.

I

CHARLES H. FARNSWORTH,
Instructor in Music.

CAROLINE M. HYDE, B.S.,

Instructor in Latin.

DELPHINE BELL,

Instructor in French.

EMLEY B. QUEAL, M. D.,

Demonstrator of Anatomy.

FREDERICK F. KRAMER. B. A.

Instructor in Semitic Languages.

HERBERT B. SHOEMAKER.
Instructor in Elementary Law and Common Law Pleading.

CALVIN E. REED,

Assistant Lecturer on the Law of Real Property.

WILLIAM M. MAGUIRE,
Assistant Lecturer on Constitutional Law.

HENRY C. CHARPIOT.

Assistant Lecturer on the Law of Domestic Relations.

EDWIN B. MORGAN,
Assistant Lecturer on Equity Jurisprudence.

ALBERT S. BLAKE,

Assistant Lecturer on the Law of Contracts.
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Municipal Corporations.
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llblllH'lo:

CHA1 >WRBY, 1

I.ibl.

HBRBB&T B Mini.MAKHR, a 1

Secretary.
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REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT.

To the State Superintendent of Public Schools, Colorado:

Dear Sir—I have the honor of presenting the Eighth Biennial

Report of the State University of Colorado.

I came to the duties of the presidency in January last. Reference

to the previous work of the institution has already appeared in public

utterances, and need not be repeated here. I shall endeavor to set

forth the work of the past few months together with present prospects,

needs, etc.

DEPARTMENTS.

The State University is the head of the public school system of

Colorado. It is a true university in both the American and the German
sense, and it is the one of our public institutions that represents higher

and liberal education. It is a university in the American sense,

because it contains the college and the professional schools ; in the

German sense, because it is arranging to offer graduate courses with

true seminary methods. The State Preparatory School is connected

with the University, but it does not properly rank as a department of

it, for the reason that the work of a university cannot include second-

ary education.

The departments of the University are as follows :

College of Liberal Arts.

Classical course, leading to the degree of A. B.

Philosophical course, leading to the degree of Ph. B.

Scientific course, leading to the degree of B. S.

Literary course, leading to the degree of B. L.

Graduate Courses.

Leading to the degrees of A. M. and Ph. D.

Colorado School of Science.

Technological, to be developed as rapidly, as possible.
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Colorado State . hoot.

Conducted by the I niversitv.

The Colorado Divinity School.

located in Boulder in order to DM some of the University

courses, hut it is not governed or supported by the I'-

ll >N t<) tiik STATU.

DOC undertaking the duties of my office some thing! have l>een

done looking toward the growth and usefulness of the University.

It was thought that the University had not performed its whole

duty when the departments were organized and made ready for the

-ion of students. A necessary and proper function of the

regents and faculty is to go forth to the people and make known the

existence and importance of higher education as provided by the

State. Through the voluntary co-operation of a generous press, the

efforts of members of the faculty in visiting schools, institutes, etc.,

and the use of circulars, a wide interest concerning the University

has been aroused.

CON MICTION WITH HICH SCHOoI.S.

Since the University is in the line of that general education which

begins in the common schools, and since a complete course to and

through the University is the ideal attainment for every youth of Colo-

rado, the relation of the high schools to the University is of vita]

importance. More than a little has been done within a year to effect

a recognition of the connection on the part of the high schools, and

many of the high schools are adopting the State courses and are modi-

fying or enlarging their work in order to prepare for the University.

The natural thing for a graduate of a public high school, who desires

a higher education, is to enter the University, and this as much because

of the superior work there done, as from the feeling of loyalty which

all public-spirited citizens and all pupils in the public schools should

entertain toward their State and their school system.
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MEDICAL SCHOOL.

The Medical School, which was languishing because of poor

clinical advantages, has been completely reorganized with a large and
strong faculty, and it has been arranged to conduct the last two years

of the course in Denver. This is not in any sense a removal of the

department to Denver. The first year of the course, all the executive

work, etc., remain in Boulder ; the upper classes are taken to Denver

to enjoy the necessary and just privilege of clinical work. A building,

which is ample and convenient, has been rented on Stout street, near

Seventeenth. The work of the school this year is to lay a careful

foundation for a strong growth, and the success of the experiment is

already assured. The expense of this school to the State is merely

nominal. The rents, incidental expenses and salaries of the professors

fall within $4,500 per annum. Practically, the faculty donate their

services.

LAW school.

Owing to a considerable demand for a law school in the Rocky
Mountain region, it was thought desirable to establish one as a depart-

ment of the University. Judge Moses Hallett consented to become

dean and undertook the arduous work of organizing a faculty, aided

by the efficient co-operation of the secretary, Charles M. Campbell.

The men secured are among the leading practitioners of the Colorado

bar, and they constitute one of the strongest faculties the country

affords. The school opens with twenty students, a number far beyond

the most sanguine hopes of its friends. The hospital has been con-

verted into a dormitory and lecture hall for the Law School. The
students have named the place Kent Hall, an appellation which the

University is willing to adopt because of its fitness and convenience.

At present the instructors and lecturers are performing their work

without salary. The incidental expenses of this department are

limited for the current year to $1,500 The foundation of a law library

has already been laid. The department is one of large promise, and

the L'niversity and the citizens of Colorado owe a debt of gratitude to

the men who with loyal spirit are doing this work at loss of time and

income.

STATE PREPARATORY SCHOOL.

The State Preparatory School, under the government of the

University, has increased in size until there is no longer room for all

the classes upon the campus. This was foreseen last year and arrange-
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ments were made to conduct the fii the ichool outside of the

college grounds Tl Bouldei offered the use of rooms, and,

recognising the needs of the Universil the larger

•hare <>f the rutin- expenses, The
i

>i < >u 1 j>t and gen ion oi

Bonlder .it this time is deserving <>f much praise The relation of the

ear tq the University is the same as formerly : the itndenl

those who would have entered under any condition . the* conrses are

preparatory conrses
;
the ichool is conducted as preparatory school,

and it is under the control of the University.

The length of the courses has been changed from three to four

iinl the work is most efficient and of the highest standard in

every department The grade is now on a par with thai of thi

fitting schools in America. i>r. Burdick, the principal, *

for his eminent fitness to conduct preparatory work. This department

is maintained (i) for pupils from districts in the State of Colorado

having no high schools, (2) for those who cannot find at home the

desired preparatory course, (31 for students from other States who
desire a superior preparation for college. Already nearly half of the

students .ire from remote places. Some of the courses offered are

excellent as finishing courses

It is the purpose to maintain this school, because a central Pre-

paratory .School of high grade will long be a necessity for Colorado.

The two classes now conducted in the college buildings will he forced

out within a year or two by the University students, and it is of vast

importance that immediate provision be made for them. There should

be an expenditure of 175,000 for a building and dormitory for the Pre-

paratory School. Should the present arrangement with the city of

Houlder be continued and prove satisfactory to our legislators, much
of this expense to the State would be saved.

SPECIAL STUDENTS.

The courses of the University are open to all citizens of Colorado

of suitable age and attainments, even though they may not aim at a

degree, provided good reasons may be offered for pursuing partial

work. This privilege has been used in many cases to advantage, and

any students, singly or in a body, having satisfactory reasons, are wel-

comed to the University as specials.

In view of these facts, the Colorado Divinity School, a union

organization, has recently been located in Houlder. The faculty is

made up of representatives of some eight denominations. The studies

of the University that are of service in a theological course are used

freely by the divinity students. This requires no additional expendi-
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ture by the University, and it is a great saving and advantage to the

School. The Divinity School is not governed or supported by the

University, but will use some of its courses. This union of theological

and secular training will prove beneficial to both institutions. This

movement is a long step in advance ; if successful, it will make an

epoch in church history. The press of the entire country has made
extended comment which in the main is favorable to the enterprise.

SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL.

It is apparent that the growing needs of Colorado and the future

of the University demand a department which already exists in most
state universities. I refer to a scientific technological school. The
admirable work already done in the scientific and mathematical depart-

ments is a foundation for such courses as are offered, for example, in

the Sheffield Scientific School By the addition of one special profes-

sor, work in civil and electrical engineering can be begun at once. In

due time we shall aim at mechanical engineering as well as civil and
electrical. The courses will be four years in length, and the College

standard of admission will be required. There is no purpose to cover

the ground of mining and agriculture, since these departments already

exist as separate schools in the State We believe that this school will

become an important department of the State University.

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.

All the buildings on the campus have undergone some necessary

repairs during the past few months and the grounds have been improved

to a noticeable extent. The athletic grounds have been put in a good
condition.

GROWTH.

There is a large increase in attendance, over seventy-five per cent,

more than last year. The most noticeable and important increase is in

the freshman class. This numbers thirty-five, and represents every

section of the State—only four are from Boulder and vicinity. The
Preparatory School has an entering class of over ninety pupils, an

unprecedented number. Owing to the adjustment of the new courses,

a few of these are located in the second year. The Law School opens

with twenty-five members. In spite of its changes and reorganization,

the Medical School has an attendance between two and three times as

large as that of last year. The entire enrollment for the year, includ-

ing the Preparatory School, will amount to about 300.
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[n my inaugural address, I set forth the needs of the (Jnivei

Completion of the tcientific building.

I

airing of tlu- main building.

A new main building.

A ladies' dormitory.

An extension to Woodbury Hall.

A gymnasium.

A building for the Law School.

An observatory.

A library building.

Facilities for the Preparatory School.

Improvement of the campus.

Addition to the library.

More apparatus and better facilities for all departments.

More professors.

Additional income for the Medical School.

Additional income for the Law School.

%

The beginning of a scientific (technological) school, like the

Sheffield at Yale.

The above is a plain enumeration of needs, and all are genuine.

It is unnecessary to say we do not expect all of them to be supplied at

once, but we do expect that our legislators will recognize the mission

of the great state universities; thu they will desire to make the

University of Colorado the peer of any ; that they will recognize the

cost of the many departments ; that they will see the necessity qf

immediate expenditure to secure future growth ; and that they will do

justice, both absolute and relative, to the State University. The insti-

tution invites investigation as to its growth, its needs and its pros-

pects. The University, as a whole, should cost five times as much as

any one school or department. With increase of facilities, its growth

will be surprisingly rapid.
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It is imperatively necessary that the annual income of the Univer-

sity be increased, and that, in addition, certain of the needs enumer-
ated be met this year by special appropriations. A specific statement

will doubtless be made by the regents, to the proper committees of

the next General Assembly.

DONATIONS, ETC.

Col. Ivers Phillips, a prominent and revered citizen of Boulder,

recently donated $1,000 to the Latin department of the University, to

be expended for illustrations in Roman Archaeology. Early in the

year, the city of Boulder contributed $2,000 to meet certain needs of

the Institution. For both these gifts, the University desires to pub-

licly make grateful acknowledgments.

These donations show a confidence in our work and growth, and

they are but the beginning of private munificence which, within a few

years, will be shown toward the University. A liberal policy on the

part of the State at this time will invite the confidence of citizens and

increase the possibility of private assistance.

The Union Pacific railroad has recently consented to run a mid-

day train, called the " University train," between Denver and Boul-

der. It has built a platform and side-track opposite the University

for the convenience of students and members of the faculties. These

accommodations will be helpful to the University, and its friends are

grateful to the liberal management of the road. Mr. George Ady,

general agent of the passenger department, and Mr. W. A. Deuel,

general superintendent of the Gulf division, Union Pacific railroad,

have been especially instrumental in securing a recognition of the

need of this train and the advantage that it will be to the railroad.
I

STANDARDS.

After a careful estimate of the work here, I can say with confi-

dence that the standards of the University of Colorado are high

throughout. The freshman class of this year has been admitted upon

the standards advertised in the last catalogue, although several appli-

cants have been conditioned. There is promise that many young
high schools will improve their courses during the present year in

order to reach the standards more fully.

The length of the preparatory work has been increased from

three to tour years, and the work itself has been put upon a superior

basis. The science work in the University is of the very highest

grade in amount and quality ; the methods are abreast of the
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nio>t advanced. The progi ptril and thorough

tioti In all deportments, I believe, would surprise any intelligent

oIimivit. We proclaim with confidence that noatndet

now needs to go east tor higher education, [f the nniv<

Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin and i have claims upon

tlu-ii yonng men and women , to henceforth has thi^ Univers

claim upon the youth of Colorado And it invites them in the name
of a reasonable loyalty to the public school system, and because of

the excellence of the work offered. A graduate of last year has just

entered the Harvard Graduate School on par with her own Alumni.

and our University has furnished two instructors to Yale and one to

I,eland Stanford.

There would be less need to speak of our standards were terms

need everywhere in the west with discrimination and wisdom. It is

desirable that there should be a correct understanding of what con-

stitutes a college or a university. The wrong use of the terms tends

infuse people and harm the cause of education. Probably the

majority of our best educators would be glad to limit to higher insti-

tutions of liberal education and science schools of college grade what-

ever should be distinctively characteristic of them. The American

college of to-day gives a degree at a point eight (not less than seven)

years beyond the grammar school. This standard is maintained by

the University of Colorado in all its academic courses.

Unfortunately many expect that under equal conditions a college

should contain as many students as a grammar or a high school. The
world over, students in higher courses of liberal training are rela-

tively few, but they in the aggregate become of inestimable value to

the world. The State University is young, but it has been accumu-

lating strength for vigorous growth. The capital that may be invested

now will bring large returns speedily.

ADMISSION.

A carefully guarded certificate system has been employed for

admitting students to the collegiate department of the University I

few high schools have already been placed upon the "accredited " list,

and the number will be increased as the improved standards of other

schools may warrant. Recommendations for admission without

examination, coming from non-accredited high and preparatory

schools and from normal schools in good standing, are considered by

the faculty. I speak especially of the admission of normal gradu-
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ates, because of the interest in the subject shown in a department of

the National Educational Association at its last meeting. In a promi-

nent group of principals of normal schools there was a strong senti-

ment favoring a connection between normal schools and colleges

such as exist between high schools and higher education. It was fur-

ther held that one work of normal schools should be to inspire toward

higher education, and that many of the graduates should seek the

broad training of college before beginning their life work.

THE FUTURE.

The next five years should see 300 students in the college, 200 in

the professional schools, and 400 in the preparatory school. This is

undoubtedly too conservative an estimate. There is no reason why
the glorious history of other state universities should not be repeated

in Colorado. Unless ignorance and selfishness stand in the way, it

needs no seer to predict a great future for the State University.

FINANCIAL REPORT.

I herewith submit the financial report for the last two years, as

presented by the secretary of the Board of Regents and the treasurer

of the University ; also the report of the librarian.

Very respectfully,

James H. Baker,
President of the I 'niversity of Colorado.

Boulder, Colorado, October 1, 1892.

SECRETARY'S REPORT.

I herewith submit my report as Secretary of the Board of

Regents, showing the total amount of money expended between

October 1, 1890, and October 1, 1892, and for what purpose, to-wit :

Salaries of Professors. Instructors. Librarian and Secretary of

the President,.. $43,59' 96

Janitors and Janitors' supplies 1,631 98

Supplies and expenses Chemical Laboratory.. 529 52

Literature and Art . . : 202 07

Greek .-... 79 90
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Law Department

RCgCfl 1,641 00

I. it>! , 19

n

1 ise of Medical Department, including salaries of Pro

fessori -,>90 12

Expense of Professors in making tours through this state to

examine candidate* tor admission to the University

Advertising 1,60285

Printing. Postage and Stationery... 8-v

•ise of keeping Horses and Wagon 58329 «

Fuel. Lights and Oil

Furniture and Furnishings 1,093 37

Amount expended on Woodbury Hall, in completing 6.620 35

Amount expended on Hale Scientific Building, not including

$30,000 appropriated by the Legislature 8,583 46

Other expenses on Buildings and Grounds, including salary

of teamster 10/

Sundry small accounts 3.669 71

595.609 36

This report does not include the special appropriation of $30,000

made by the Legislature for a Scientific building. It includes, how-

ever, the sum of 18,583.46 which the regents found necessary to

expend on the Scientific building to put it in proper condition to

leave after the special appropriation had been exhausted.

Respectfully submitted,

October 1, 1S92.

S. A. GlFFIN,

Secretary.

as—1.
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TREASURER'S REPORT.

From October i, 1890, to October 1, 1892.

RECEIPTS.

Balance cash on hand October 1, 1890 _.$ 5,799 47

Received from State Treasurer, general fund 78,420 00

Received from State Treasurer, land income fund 9,977 47

Received from State Treasurer, special fund 83 77

Received fiom H. M. Hale, president, fees and tuition... 1,048 00

Received from H. M. Hale, president, chemicals furnished to

students 129 80

Received from Prof. Palmer, chemicals furnished to students.. 65 90

Received from Prof. Dennett, material furnished students 14 00

Received from Jas. H. Baker, president, fees and tuition 412 45

Total $95,950 86

DISBURSEMENTS.

Disbursements as per vouchers $91,003 96

Cash on hand October 1, 1892 4,946 90

Total _ ?95,950 86

Respectfully submitted,

C. G. Buckingham,
Treasurer.

LIBRARIAN'S REPORT.

October 1, 1890, to October 1, 1892.

INVENTORY OF BOOKS.

No. Vols.

1892 8,209

1890 6,810

Increase i,399
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PR]

lUiiy Roger W Times and Trihum-

Mi 30

BUl Historical 22

Allen. Bdward <'. Miscellaneoui

Bdacatlona]

i ii John C

Buckingham, Charles < veArt

liner. Prof, and tin niological 11

Brackett, l'rof. J. K Literature 2

Mathematics and Bibliography 2

Miscellaneous, one vol. each General 20

Public

Wolff. Joseph Rebellion Records 33

Teller. Ikifry M Miscellaneous Government 20

Officials. State Reports 3 _
Total donations

COMMENT.

The growth of the Library has been seriously checked from inad-

equate accommodations. One hundred periodicals are taken, and

completed volumes of critical reviews are bound to date. A read-

ing room for the proper distribution and use of periodical literature

is much needed.

Since last report, 20,000 cards of bibliography and reference on

the books of the general library have been constructed. The use of

the library has grown apace with the perfection of these appliances

for easy consultation.

The librarian finds no material inconvenience from the extension

of the privilege of direct access to the shelves to the University

students. Counts on average days indicate a use of 30,000 volumes

annually. In 1S91-2, the circulation to those officially connected

with the University aggregated 3,840 volumes.
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The demands of the library for generous appropriations to pur-

chase books and to provide suitable storage and facilities for use are

exceedingly urgent. With rapid growth in numbers and departments

of work, it is the universal desire that, as heretofore, the library by

its excellence attract to the University and retain students and pro-

fessors of superior scholarship and worth.

Charles E. Lowrey,

Librarian.
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Tlu- entire Medical Department i^ limited In expenditure to f.\

unum. The member* of the BfedictJ Faculty, twenty in Dumber,

Imoat none of this in the m mainly

expended in incitlcnt.il exj>ensea.

The members of the Law Faculty, twenty-six in number, doi

their sei vkea to the State, with the exception of George W. Rogera
and Herbert B. Shoemaker, the former <>r whom i> paid |

annum, while the latter receives his salary aa Becretary of the

Univei
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The Colorado State Normal School,

Greeley, 1892.

TRUSTEES

:

C. H. Wheeler, Greeley. Hon. W. H. Meyer.

Hon. J. R. Flickinger, Pueblo. Dr. Jesse Hawes, Greeley.

Isaac Gotthelf, Denver. Hon. J. W. McCreery, Greeley.

Hon. Nathan B. Coy, ex-officio.

OFFICERS OF THE BOARD :

J. W. McCreery __ President

A. J. Park Secretary and Treasurer

FACULTY

:

Z. X. SNYDER. A. M., Ph. D., President,

Psychology, History and Science of Education.

JAMES H. HAYS, A. M., Vice-President,

Pedagogics and Latin.

ELMA RUFF, Preceptress,

History, Literature and Composition.

ROLAND W. GUSS, A. M., M. E.,

Physical Science.

MARY D. REID.

Mathematics.

SARAH B. BARBER,

Elocution and Delsarte.
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Bfftory

N.itu:

WORK, M

joiin B WHZT]
Vocal Mil-

saraii \i.h }: GI48AN,

1 School.

k. B. r .

Model Teacher.

MAY CAM-

1

1.I.D.

Assistant.

I.AIRA K. TKFFT.

Kindergarten.

EDGAR L. HI'WETT,

Penmanship.
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REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT.

Greeley, Colo., November i, 1892.

To the Hon. Nathan B. Coy,

State Superintendent of Public Instruction.

Dear Sir—I have the honor to submit the second biennial

report of the State Normal School of Colorado, for the period ending

October 31, 1S92.

I took charge September S, 1891. The school had been open but

one year, with an annual attendance of ninety-six. The second year

opened with 125 and closed with 272 in the normal department, and

forty-one in the model, making a total enrollment at close of second

year, 1892, of three hundred thirteen (313).

The present year has opened very auspiciously, with 230 in the

normal, sixty-five in the model and forty-five in the kindergarten

department, making a total of 340 up to date. At the same rate of

increase as last year, the present school year will close with at least

500*.

I. FUNCTION OF THE NORMAL SCHOOL.

The function of the Normal School is to make teachers. To do

this it must not only keep abreast the times, but it must lead the edu-

cational van. It must project the future. There must be within it a

continual growth in scholarship, power, culture and influence; such

scholarship, such power, such culture, such influence as will grow
strong men and women, equipped for the work of teaching. To this

end those who graduate must be scholars and teachers—teachers pos-

sessing a high type of character. To make the former there must be

strong academic departments ; the latter, strong professional training.

They must possess a scholarship consisting not in an accumulation

of knowledge, but in a trinity of knowledge, power to think, and

culture. Such a trinity is the result of very careful training. It

demands experts as teachers of the various subjects. Such the school

has. Each one was selected because of his or her special fitness for

the work of the department.

That phase of training with which the professional department

has to deal is power to teach. To quicken and develop this power,

appropriate stimuli and training are necessary. To know the child and

how to lead it give rise to the proper stimuli. These stimuli consist in
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:1k- activity in children, iu <>'

itnre, and In the
|

Living

r Training reenlti from an i the above rtimnli

such :i.il training the school is prepan <1. In short, the func-

tion of the ich< promote and elevate th

doing promote and elevate the profeaaion <>f teaching, which will

result in the riae of the genera] intelligence and culture of the people

of the State

II. COURSES 01 MM :•

i. Bngliah Gramo

2. Speech.

J. Bngliah Composition.

4. Rhetoric and Latin.

ce.

i. Physiology.

2. Chemistry.

3- Zoology.

4. Botany.

5. Geology.

6. Physics and Physical Geography.

Mathematics.

1. Arithmetic.

2. Algebra.

3. Geometry.

4. Meusuration.

History\ L Heraturc and C

1. United States History.

General History.

History of Literature.

Study of Authors.

Civics.

2

3

4

5

Art.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Writing.

Drawing.

Kindergarten.

Sloyd.

Music.

Painting.
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Professional.

i. Theoretical Work.

Psychology.

Science and Art of Education.

History and Philosophy of Education.

School Management.

Methods.

Ethics.

2. Practical Work.

Psychology.

Art of Education.

School Management.

Methods.

Observation and Teaching in Model School.

Observation and Teaching in Kindergarten.

III. SLOYD DEPARTMENT.

This department was established at the beginning of the year, in

compliance with the sentiment and fact that a training of the hand
and eye should go along with a training of the mind. Its value is

not so particularly utilitarian as educational. Education consists in

the emancipation of the entire individual—body and mind. The
Sloyd has a tonic influence on the entire school. Better work is done

in all departments.

The course of work consists of four series :

Series /.

Kindergarten occupations and gifts--from 4 to 6 years

i. Parquetry.

2. Sewing.

3- Stick laying.

4- Paper folding.

5- Clay modeling.

6. Making objects. •

7- Games and songs.
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//. Series II.

Work in paper and (Mitel

1. Geometrical loUda

a. Cube

b. Priama

I Cylinder.

</. Cone.

ft Original constructions based upon the fon:

///. Series III.

Moulding and carving in clay and paraffin—age, 9 to 10.

1. Fruits and vegetables.

2. Moulding on tablets—raised work.

3. Moulding in tablets—depressed work.

4. Carving designs in paraffin.

//'. Series IV,

Constructions in thin wood—age, 11 to 12; 30 different articles

made.

/
'. Series I '.

Constructions in thick wood—age, 13 to 14; 35 pieces constructed.

IV. KINDERGARTEN.

The fundamental principle in kindergarten training is to condi-

tion the child for harmonious development by rendering it self-active

through the play impulse. In the evolution of public education it is

becoming apparent that the kindergarten school is to serve as the

transition from home education to primary school proper. It serves

to initiate the child into the long-established primary school just as

industrial education initiates it into civil society.

It is but a matter of time until it will become a settled part of our

public school system. It would be a blessing to civilization if every

child could have the benefit of kindergarten instruction during its

most formative period.

This department was established at the opening of the present

school year and put in charge of a very competent per*on; so that

the school is now prepared to give a complete course in this subject.
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V. MISCELLANEOUS.

Below we append a few statistics which may interest the educa-

tional people of the State :

Number of counties of Colorado represented in the school 40

Number of States represented 17

Average age of students 21

Average age of graduates 23-j-

Number who have taught 133

Graduates of colleges and universities 20

Graduates of other State normals 12

Graduates of high schools 52

Gain per cent, over last year in the normal department, 181.

Thanking the educational people of the State for their interest in

and help to the school, the Department for the special aid and encour

agement it gave, and the liberality and fidelity of the Board of

Trustees, I am,
Your obedient servant,

Z. X. Snyder,

President.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT FROM THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD
OF TRUSTEES, FOR THE YEAR ENDING JULY' 31, 1892.

BUILDING ACCOUNT.

Receipts—

Balance on hand, account appropriation, April, 1S91... I30.000 00

Disbursements—

Completing east wing $ 6.007 3S

To architect on account ._. 2,000 00

To work done on central building 5,100 00 $13,107 3S

Balance $16,892 62

MAINTENANCE ACCOUNT.

Receipts—
Received from taxes of 1S91 „ $19,300 00

Received from library account 613 $2

Received from model school, tuition :

:

Balance overdrawn at bank... 6.424 66
$26,479 93
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$ 1.309 60

Furniture- tad fixtures '498

Improvement •

Faculty

other employes .118 00

Trusters < -xpenst s an ': W 80

Kent fa 50

Fuel

Advertising.

institute expen-r

Commencement expense. 1891-1892 : :

Printing 1S1 35

Merchandise * 24827

Labor 173 28

lusurar.ee 375 00

Catalogues... 171 50

•.-

670 43

Chemicals 131 36

Water tax 183 33

Kindergarten material

Taxidermist material

Model school. 210 00

Diplomas 10500

Freight 6240

Interest ...... 260 23

General expense item-- $8653 $26,373 33

$26,479 93

There is an outstanding indebtedness of $9,400, caused by the failure of the

appropriation of 1SS9 for $10,000, account building

R ENSVING YEAR.

a ill be required for the ensuing year (estimate) as follows

For furnishing and maintenance ... | ;v>,ooo 00

For completion of building, as per plans. : ^5,000 00
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The Colorado State Agricultural College.

Fort Collins, 1892.

STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.

TERM EXIRES.

Hon. B. S. LaGrange __ Greeley ---1S99

Hon. James E. Dubois Fort Collins 1899

Hon. A. L. Emigh.. Fort Collins 1S97

Hon. John J. Ryan Loveland 1897

Hon. Frank J. Annis.. ...Fort Collins.. 1S95

Hon. Charles H. Small Pueblo --1895

Hon. R. A. Southworth. Denver... 1893

Hon. George Wyman Longmont

His Ex'l'cy, Gov. John L. Routt
)

>Ex officio

President Alston Ellis )

OFFICERS OF THE BOARD.

Hon. George Wyman ...President.

Hon. Frank J. Annis Secretary.

Hon. Franklin C. Ayery Treasurer.

FACULTY.

ALSTON ELLIS. A. M.. Ph. D., L. L. D.. President.

Professor of Political Economy and Logic.

W. S. LAWRENCE, B. S.,

Professor of Mechanics and Drawing.
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Professor .tu:e «ad Language.

DAVID (» BJUNB, I. M D ft M D

Profrs>or of Chemistry and C.eology.

I

Professor ol" I'hy-ic- .im.I I- |lll> rilng

CHAR] i

Bd Horticulture.

:i\ C I'KNT, Cut. j ill Im

rrofe--'.r of Military Science and Tact

clakf.ncf p. cili.lt

Professor of Zoology and Entomo

WAI.TKK J. QUICK :

Professor of Agriculture.

t'.KA B.8.,

Proft- ish and Stenography.

WILLIAM J. MEYERS. B -

Professor of Mathematics

FRANK J. ANNIS If. S..

Secretary of Faculty.

i ANTS.

F. L. WATROU8,
stant to Professor of Agriculture.

L. D. CRAIN.

-tant to Professor of Mechanics and Drawing.

JAY D. STANNARD
Assistant to Professor of Physics and Irrigation Engineering.
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REPORT OF THE ACTING-PRESIDENT.

Fort Collins, Colo., November i, 1892.

Hon. Nathan B. Coy,

Superintendent of Public Instruction :

Sir :—I have the honor to submit the following biennial report of

the State Agricultural College, for the period ending October 31, 1892.

As the College receives both National and State financial aid, it

will be necessary to refer briefly to its relations to both the Nation and

the State.

An act of C6ngress of July 2d, 1862, granted lands and other privi-

leges to certain colleges in the different states, and under various

conditions and restrictions.
•

The principal requirements as set forth by the act of Congress

which granted these privileges, are, that the college shall be one

"Where the leading object shall be, without excluding other scien-

tific and classical studies, and including military tactics, to teach such

branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic

arts, in order to promote the liberal and practical education of the

industrial classes in the various pursuits and professions of life."

In accordance with this act of Congress, as well as by two subse-

quent acts, the college is the beneficiary in forms and amounts, as

follows :

The government has located within the State boundary of Colo-

rado 90,000 acres of land from the proceeds of the sales of which an

income for the college may be derived. This income, as yet, is very

small.

By provision of the Morrill bill, there is also a revenue to the Col-

lege regulated as follows : At the time of the passage of the bill,

August 30, 1890, the amount of income was fixed at $15,000 for the first

year, and an advance on this of $1,000 for each subsequent year until

the amount should reach $25,000, when this amount is to remain fixed

at $25,000 per annum thereafter.

Having the Experiment Station attached, the College also receives

moneys from the Hatch fund. This amounts to $15,000 a year. The
amount is the same for each year.
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nstitution, the mill

on ever] dollar of taxable property in the State. Tl

Income ol about $40,000 tor the present

Of these funds named, the only one available for building pur-

. rand. The Morrill rand and the Hatch fund

have provisions which prohibit the use of the money tor building

purposes.

The institution is controlled by a Board of Trustees, which is also

the State Hoard of Agriculture, and in them is vested the pOWCT of

I
of all matters pertaining to the institution.

The College is not sectarian, but it does all in its power to b

the highest moral principles among the students; to carry along with

its educational work such training as will tend to make the best citi-

zens of those who are in attendance.

The institution is maintained at the public expense, and those

who are in attendance are expected to perform their duties in such a

manner as shall constitute a good return for the generous support of

the citizens.

To this end, those who come here wasting their time, or expect-

ing to take things easy, will not be allowed to have the time of the

instructors wasted upon them, and cannot remain connected with the

institution. Only those who are earnest workers will be allowed the

benefit of the excellent educational advantages offered.

The educational tone of the institution is kept high, and it is

-ary that all who come here should come here to work and not

to idle away their time.

Keeping the age of admission at fifteen, by statutory provision,

brings to the institution a class of students who have become mature

in their thoughts and ways, and warrants the institution in adhering

to a firm policy regarding the work of students while here.

COURSES OF INSTKICTION.

We recognize the fact that every student has preferences in

regard to the line of study he takes up. With some this is simply

a matter of taste, while others wish to pursue particular branches

with a view to preparing for their future work.
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The courses have been arranged so as to meet the wants of the

students as far as possible in this respect.

As we consider it desirable to first lay the foundation of a good
general education before taking up special branches, the requirements
for the first three years are made the same for all students. At the

beginning of the junior year the choice of the following courses is

given.

i. The Agricultural Course.

2. The Mechanical Course.

3. The Irrigation Engineering Course.

4. The Ladies' Course.

The College, as at present conducted, has the following depart-

ments :

Agriculture.

Botany and Horticulture.

Mechanics and Drawing.

Mathematics.

History, Literature, Language.

Chemistry and Geology.

Physics and Irrigation Engineering.

Military Science and Tactics.

Zoology and Entomology.

English and Stenography.

The Experiment Station.

The students are expected to be in their various classes from 8

a. m. to 11:30 a. m., when active exercise in the form of military drill

is engaged in by the young men for fifty minutes.

Work on the farm and garden is required of the lower classes for

two hours in the afternoon, while the upper classes are assigned to the

various laboratories to make practical demonstration of the theoretical

work discussed in the class-room.

Study hours are from 7 to 10 p. m.

Constant improvements have been made in the equipment of the

various laboratories.
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The stu.lv oi tided by large collections of

photographs of people .m<l places.

The English end stenography department nou poetesses a nun
of firsl pewriters, and liter. iture pertaining to the work In

ISO.

The mathematical department illustrates its work by sets of suit-

able models. The drawing department is suitably equipped for

instruction in industrial drawing.

The botanical laboratory, the well-arranged green-house and

ing-house, afford excellent instruction for the students in that *

The chemical laboratory, now enlarged and improved, is well

designed to secure the best work in that direction.

Collections of mounted specimens, illustrative of the natural his-

tory of the country, are provided.

A good supply of surveyors' instruments is furnished for the

instruction of students in surveying in the field.

The farm department is supplied with fine breeds of horses, cattle

and sheep, for the benefit of the students studying along that line.

The farm of 240 acres affords excellent facilities for instruction in

agriculture and irrigation in its various branches. Students also have

the benefit of experiments on farm products.

The irrigation engineering department has lately come into

possession of numbers of photographs, models, etc.

The department of physics is constantly gaining in equipment.

Suitable shops have been provided for thorough instruction in

various branches of the Mechanic Arts.

A gymnasium, with bath-rooms attached, is provided for the use

of the students. The young ladies are provided with a regular

instructor, who sees that the work is intelligently directed for their

best good.

The library at present ^contains 4,270 bound volumes and 6,880

pamphlets. The books are all carefully classified and indexed accord-

ing to the Dewey decimal system, and cover a wide range of subjects.

It is especially strong in history- and literature and in books treating of

scientific subjects.
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The attendance by years has been as follows :

vkaks. ma; 1 KMALES. TOTAL.

First

Second

Third

Fourth

Fifth

Sixth

Seventh

Eighth

Ninth..

Tenth

Eleventh

Twelfth

Thirteenth (to date)....

14

35

49

40

50

45

63

7i

73

56

77

IOI

125

II

22

32

37

46

42

42

38

34

18

29

45

35

25

57

81

77

96

87

105

109

107

74

106

146

160

Up. to the present time, there are thirty-two graduates, many of

whom are already well established in their chosen callings.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE MATERIAL EQUIPMENT.

A number of new buildings have been erected, which are mater-

ially aiding in the progress of the various departments.

An agricultural hall has been completed and put in running order,

and a dwelling house has also been built on the farm. The farm has

been laid out in drives, which greatly adds to the facilities for inspect-

ing, in an agreeable manner, the work done there.

The mechanic shop has received an addition in front, and another

addition which has teen fully equipped as an iron foundry.

Six other buildings have been constructed upon the College prem-

ises, in addition to those above mentioned. One of these is designed

for curing and drying tobacco, another for holding the hose carts

connected with the College, a third for the housing of implements,

two for the College live stock, and a forcing and potting house in

connection with the horticultural department.
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Daring the
]

railroad depot has been erected on the

College grounds, to that people coming to the ( rill find it a

onvenience instead of being obliged to go Into tl here-

A well kept dormitory furnishes stopping place for portion of

the ttudents, although it is far too small to meet the requirement! in

that direction. Many of the young men hoard in private families in

the town. All the young ladietj who come from a distano

Obliged to iodge in private families, for as yet there- is no dormitory

for their accommodation.

- w. akiks <»! FACULTY.

:i i:i!i- |6,ooo

J. \V. Lawrence i.Soo

Maud Bell 1.500

I O'Brine 1,500

1.. G Carpenter...... 1,500

CrandtH [,500

J. C. Dent (detailed from United States army)

C P. Gillette 1,500

\V. J. (juick 1,500

('.race Pattern.. 1,500

W J. Meyers. 1.500

1STA NTS.

P I. Wa: •

nit to Professor of Agriculture $i,20c

I.. I). Craiu, Assistant to Professor of Mechanics and Drawing... 1,000

J. D. Stannard, Assistant to Professor of Physics and Irrigation

Kngineering 1.000

SAI.AKIHS EXPERIMENT STATION.

W.J. Quick, Director and Agriculturist ...... I1.250

P. J. Annis, Secretary 500

C. S. Crandall, Botanist and Horticulturist 500

David O'Rrine, Chemist 500

I. (.. Carpenter, Meteorologist and Irrigation Engineer... 500

C. P. Gillette, Entomologist 500

C. M. Brose. Assistant to Horticulturist 900

R. E. Trimble, Assistant to Meteoroloi; - Soo
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Charles R. Baker, Assistant to Entomologist 800

Charles Ryan, Assistant to Chemist 600

F. A. Huntley, Superintendent Arkansas Valley Station 800

G. F. Breninger, Superintendent Divide Station 800

K. M. Bashor, Superintendent San Luis Valley Station 800

THE STATION COUNCIL.

ALSTON ELLIS, A. M., Ph. D., LL. D.

President.

WALTER J. QUICK, B. S..

Director and Agriculturist.

FRANK J. ANNIS, M. S..

Secretary.

C. S. CRANDALL, M. S.,

Botanist and Horticulturist.

DAVID OBRINE, E. M., D. Sc, M. D.,

Chemist.

L. G. CARPENTER, M. S..

Meteorologist and Irrigation Engineer.

C. P. GILLETTE, M. S.,

Entomologist.

ASSISTANTS.

FRANK L. WATROUS.
To Agriculturist.

CHARLES M. BROSE,
To Horticulturist.

R. E. TRIMBLE, B. S.,

To Meteorologist.

CHARLES F. BAKER.
To Entomologist.

SUB-STATIONS.

ARKANSAS VALLEY STATION, ROCKY FORD, COLORADO.
F. A. Huntley, B. S. A., Superintendent.

DIVIDE STATION, TABLE ROCK, COLORADO.
George F. Breninger, Superintendent.

SAN LUIS VALLEY STATION, MONTE VISTA. C6LORADO.
Edwin M. Bashor, Superintendent.
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August,

February.

January.

April.

J"iy.

October.

January.

April.

J«iy.

October,

Jauuary,

April.

July.

October,

December.

May

1889

1889

1890

1890

1890

1S90

1891

1891

1S91

1892

.rology.

• ..'tables.

.mil Plants

Pol toes and Tobacco.

Bxperimeati m a;

[naectaand insecticides.

Potatoes and -.ugar Beets.

Alfalfa. Its Growth, C< Digestibility, etc.

BoUfl and \: kali. Fertility, Irrigation, etc.

Tobacco.

-agar Beets.

Some Colorado C.ras>e» anil their Chemical
Ana',

j

The Measurement and Division of Water.

Progress Bulletin on Sugar Beets.

August, 1892

' Two Insect Pests, The Codling Moth and the Grape-
vine Leaf- Hopper.

The Artesian Wells of Colorado and their Re',

to Irrigation.

A Preliminary Report of the Fruit Interests of the
State.

Index Bulletin for 17 Previor.

Observations upon Injurious Insects. Season

1

.

The Best Milk Tester for the Practical Dae of the
Farmer and Dairyman.

2. The Influence of Food upon the Pure Fat Present
in Milk.

The purpose lor which these bulletins are issued is to eliminate

unprofitable ways of conducting fanning operations, to show by well

authenticated tests, how these methods may be improved upon, and

in every way possible, to advance the interests of the farmer and put

farming upon a basis of scientific principles.

In their preparation, the aim has been to investigate, in an

unprejudiced manner, the various methods employed in agricultural

pursuits, with a view to comparing, improving and testing the same.
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The experiments recorded often extend over a period of several

years, in which the various plants treated have been grown under dif-

ferent conditions of soil, slope, dampness, etc. The results are then

carefully studied in order to ascertain, if possible, the conditions most
favorable to their growth and the development of those qualities for

which they are cultivated.

Almost every interest of the farmer is touched upon in these

bulletins. The best products for different soils, the profitable con-

ducting of vegetable gardening, the means for destroying the insect

pests that are troublesome to our farmers, all have been carefully

studied and reported upon. A knowledge of these points is of inesti-

mable value in endeavoring to carry on a farm practically and
profitably.

The stock raising interests of our State have not been over-

looked, as is shown by the bulletin devoted to the feeding qualities of

alfalfa. Another bulletin along the same line treats of the effect

upon the quality of the milk produced by difference of food and

treatment.

The Station distributes each year seeds of various kinds, thus

making the results of their experiments in this line available to the

farmers of the State.

In several cases, the yield per acre on the College farm has also

exceeded any reported elsewhere in the State, showing that farming

upon scientific principles pays in practical life.

Our Station, being situated in the,midst of an irrigated region, has

turned its attention to the most satisfactory means of measuring

the water used for irrigating purposes, so as to prevent the injustice

that so often occurs in the division of water.

The work has not been wholly expended on those lines of agri-

culture already known in the State, but has sought to increase its

usefulness by proving that other products than those already widely

introduced may be grown successfully and with profit. Thus experi-

ments have been made, upon quite an extensive scale, to determine

the adaptability of our State to the raising of such products as sugar

beets, tobacco, sorghum, etc.

The Station hopes to do much towards introducing new interests

and improved methods, and in determining the kinds of grain and

other products best suited to our soil and climate.
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it d materially aid the Humeri of our State and help to

ido to that rank as an agricultural region, which |he If

holding, when time and reaearch have turned her n

advantages to the beal account

In conclusion, 1 may say that the College is steadily increasing in

usefulness. It is being placed very mar to the wants of the people,

and every effort is being pat forth to make the education which

the student receives < a practical value as possible to him in

the work of life.

The institution la becoming hetter known throughout the State,

and is receiving most gratifying recognition from all quarters.

There has been a steady increase in the number of students. Two
vigorous literary societies, a scientific society, and a College paper are

conducted by the students, and throughout the entire institution, a

cheerful educational spirit prevails.

Very respectfully yours,

J. W. Lawrknck,
Acting President.
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The Colorado State School of Mines,

Golden, 1892.

trustees.

F. Steinhacer Denver Arapahoe county

James T. Smith Denver Arapahoe county

A. A. Blow Xeadville Lake county

Edw. F. Browne Aspen Pitkin county

J. P. Kelly Golden Jefferson couDty

I

OFFICERS OF THE BOARD.

President F. Steixhauer

Secretary James T-. Smith

Treasurer „ Moritz Barth

FACULTY.

REGIS CHAUVENET.. A. M.. B. S.,

Professor of Chemistry.

ARTHUR LAKES.
Professor of Geology and Drawing.

MAGNUS C. IHLSENG. E. M.. C. E.. Ph. D.

Professor of Engineering.

PAUL MEYER. Ph. D.,

Professor of Mathematics.
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Librarian and Registrar.
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REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT.

Golden, Colorado, December 1, 1892.

To His Excellency, the Governor, and the General Assembly of the

State of Colorado :

Gentlemen—In compliance with the statute governing State

institutions the board of trustees of the State School of Mines, by
their president and secretary, beg leave to submit the following

report, covering the management of the institution for the past two

years, and making known, in the briefest convenient form, the special

needs that are incident to its growth.

RESOURCES OF THE SCHOOL-

The Eighth General Assembly changed the direct tax of one-fifth

of one mill on the dollar of the taxable property of the State, which
constituted the chief item in the school's resources, to one-sixth of

one mill. This was done to accommodate the State Normal School at

Greeley, in order that that institution might be cared for without

diverting a larger share of the State's rather limited income to the

support of higher and special education. By this change in the law

the School of Mines suffered a loss of revenue in the past two years

equal to $10,189.11; the total receipts from all sources, as shown in the

secretary's statement, being $82,555.19, as compared with $92,744.30

in the two years ending November 30, 1890.

In the report to the Eighth General Assembly attention was
called to the status of the Teller bill, which passed the United States

Senate at three different sessions, without practical opposition. It

proposes to set aside for the State School of Mines, on certain condi-

tions which the school can readily meet, 50 per cent, of the total

receipts from the sale of mineral lands within the limits of Colorado.

The bill is now pending in the House of Representatives, in charge

of the committee on education. Were it enacted into law the institu-

tion would probably derive a yearly cash revenue of about $7,500

under its provisions, the amount varying with the activity in taking

up coal, iron and other lands designated as mineral.

It should be noted, however, that the general government is no
longer confronted with a surplus. On the contrary, the authorities of

the treasury department report a deficit of some $50,000,000, which
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the pn riled iij)Dii to proride for.

Tins state of aHairs will sriiotislv affect the prospects <>! the Telh-i

bill in the house tn tart, anleei all tigiii pi sptive, tin- hope

irhich was indnlged two jrears ago, that the bill would be considered

merits .111.1 passed) might as well I np, ami the L- .

ture reminded that the School of Mines, in the future as in the past,

must depend upon th c, ami sn occasional special appropria-

tiou, for current expenses and improvement pnrpo

the information of the Ninth General Assembly the full text

of the Teller bill, as reported favorably to the House b\ the

mittee on education, is given below :

AN ACT
To Aid Tin-. STATB of Colorado to SUPPORT a

School of Mini

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in CongTi >led:

riON i. That each state and territory having within its

limits public land undisposed of shall receive annually for the

maintenance of any school of mines that is now or may hereafter

be established in any such state or territory fifty per centum of

all moneys paid to the United States for such lands ; Provided
%

That said sum so to be paid shall not exceed ten thousand

dollars per annum, nor shall it exceed the amount expended by such

state or territory for the support of a school of mines within its limits.

SEC. 2. That before any money shall be paid to any state or

territory claiming the benefits of this act, the governor of such state

or territory shall annually certify to the secretary of the interior that

a school of mines is being maintained within its limits, in which

students in attendance are given instruction in chemistry, metallurgy,

mineralogy, geology, mining, mining engineering, mathematics,

mechanics and drawing, that studentsfrom other states and territories

are received into such school of mines on the same terms and condi-

tions that students residing therein are received, and he shall also cer-

tify the amount of money appropriated and actually used by such

state or territory during the preceding year in support of it

school of mines.

Sec. 3. That upon receiving the certificate required by the next

preceding section, and being otherwise satisfied that the terms and
provisions of this act have been fully complied with, the secretary of

30—1.
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the interior shall certify to the secretary of the treasury the amount
of money derived during the preceding year from the sale of public

lands within the limits of the state or territory claiming the benefits

of this act, together with the amount which such state or territory is,

by virtue hereof, entitled to receive, and the secretary of the treasury

shall thereupon cause the amount so certified to be paid to the treas-

urer of such state or territory for the support and use of its school of

mines.

REDUCTION OF DEBT.

Two years ago, by reason of the construction of a new building at

a cost of some $37,500, the debt of the institution, represented by

moneys borrowed from the City National Bank, of Denver, was

$11,481.22. At the date of this report, December 1, 1892, the debt at

the bank is $10,655.46, partly offset by a cash deposit of $5,682.74,

leaving the net debt at $4,972.72, showing a reduction in two years

equal to $6,508.50. This reduction was accomplished despite a falling

off in revenue of over $10,000, as compared with the preceding two
years, and the expense incident to a largely increased attendance.

The expenses of the school for December, 1892, and January,

1893, will be met by the cash on hand at the date of this report. This

will keep the institution on a cash basis, without further borrowing,

until returns are made to the state treasurer from the tax levy for

1892.

NEW BUILDING NEEDED.

With the present buildings in full use, attendance at the State

School of Mines is necessarily limited to 130 students, provided they

are fairly distributed among the classes. This fair distribution is not

feasible at the present time, because the large increase in new students

swells the first year or freshman class to abnormal proportions, and

has caused the management to turn away quite a number of appli-

cants for admission since the beginning of the present school year.

There is yet some unoccupied room in the second, third and graduat-

ing classes for students from other institutions of learning, or appli-

cants who can pass the required examination, which is more exacting

at the State School of Mines than at any other institution of its class

in the United States. The management has not sought numbers at

the expense of quality. It has insisted upon quality regardless of

numbers and with excellent effect.

If the demand for admission to the school continues to increase as

it has in the past two years, at the rate of 67.6 per cent., another

building, to be designed especially for the use of the engineering
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tment, should be started In the spring of [893, In order th.a the

•ut may be ready for dm by the opening of the fell term. This

icd new building, the site for which hat

estimated to cost, properly fitted up, about £24,000. [fthemom
en from the State's improvement fund

for the benefit of the State University ;it Boulder, ami the Stan

mal School in I the reven tied to meet the current

expenses of the commonwealth will not be interfered with, and per

maneut value will be shown for the sum expended.

The School of Mines can do longer follow its established practice

of building and fitting up by drafts upon the on. -sixth mill designed

for current expenses. This revenue, with the growth of the school,

can no longer be diverted. Hence an appeal is made for a t\

appropriation from the State's improvement fund, in confidence that

it will be granted if the merits of the claim shall be intelligently b

by the governor and the General Assembly.

MUSEUM <>r MIM.RAI.S.

Since date ol last report, two years ago, the value of the mineral

and geological collection has been increased from $2,825 to $4»5 2 5» a

difference in favor of the institution of 51,700, represented by the pur-

of the Randall cabinet, formerly located at Georgetown, Clear

Creek county, and by the addition of rare mineral specimens, by pur-

ind gift, from widely scattered districts. The collection, taken

as a whole, is the most complete in the Statu, and one of the finest in

the country. It will add largely, without other additional cost than

that included in proper care and supervision, to the State's display at

the World's Columbian Exposition.

When the Chicago fair has adjourned, the museum of minerals

will be fitted up at the school for convenient display. By that time

increased transportation between Denver and Golden will place the

collection within easy reach of the large number of tourists who yearly

visit the capital of the State. In fact, (roldeu is even now a suburb of

the capital city, and daily becoming more so, the county line having

already been crossed by Denver and Highland additions.

riKi.n work OF Tin. FACULTY.

( taring to lack of funds, the field work of the faculty—Colorado's

substitute for a geological survey—has been limited during the past

two years to a survey of the application of electricity to mining in this

State by Professor Lewis C. Hill, the result of which is appended to

this report.
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During 1891 Professor M. C. Ihlseng published a manual of

mining, which is now in its second edition, and has been adopted as a

text book at every known mining school in the country. It meets
with quite a demand from practical miners.

The School of Mines Scientific Quarterly, a publication edited by
the students, was commenced in the spring term of 1892. It reaches,

by exchange, the educational and scientific circles of the older states,

and has a paid subscription list of over three hundred.

The reports heretofore issued, containing the results of the

faculty's field work, may be found in college libraries all over the

land. The demand from miners, mining companies, libraries and
capitalists has practically exhausted the entire supply. This is

especially true of the 1S87 report, in which were included the following

papers, which are here cited to show the nature and scope of the

work :

1 'Iron Resources of Gunnison County, '

' by Regis Chauvenet.

"Notes on Leadville," by Magnus C. Ihlseng.

"Western Assay Methods," by George C. Tilden.

"The Ore Chutes and Recent Developments of Iron Hill, Lake
County, Colorado," by A. A. Blow, M. E., member of the board of

trustees.

"Geology of Colorado Ore Deposits," by Arthur Lakes.

The report for 1889 was an exhaustive review of the geology of

Colorado coal deposits by Professor Lakes. It has met with a steady

demand from capitalists interested in coal mines in this State.

INSTRUCTION AND ATTENDANCE.

As noted in the report of two years ago, special courses for

students have been entirely eliminated. All students are limited to

the regular four-year course. The change from optional courses to

the strictly regular has not unfavorably affected the attendance, which

showed an average, regulars and irregulars included, of 38 students at

the end of 1888, as compared with 65 at the end of 1S90, all regular,

and 109 at date of this report.

The average age of students now on the registe'r is between twenty

and twenty-one years. The minimum age of admission is seventeen

years, which is considered too young for the best results.
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Studenta in attendance at thi> tim

rado

tana .. .

• 5

i

miaoii

i

Kan -as

i

aia

3

Nebraska i

i

Canada i

Australia

South America i

France i

Total 109

Students registered from territories, vther states and foreign coun-

tries are in most cases connected, by their parents or guardians, with

mining or smelting enterprises in Colorado. The graduation of such

students is no loss to the State, even when the calculation is made from

the monetary standpoint, as one of them, now located in a mining

district in Clear Creek county, has brought more capital to the

than the institution has cost the taxpayers from the date of its estab-

lishment up to the present.

The division of students into classes is as follov.

Seniors, fourth year, to graduate next June ._ 6

Juniors, third year 24

Sophomores, second y i:

Freshmen, first year

The present junior or third year class is the first product of the

organization of departments in the regular four-year course.
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The graduating class last June included nine young gentlemen,

four of whom earned diplomas as mining engineers (E. M. ), and five

as metallurgical engineers (M. E. )• Seven of the class are engaged in

active positions, among them being the chief chemist of the Pueblo

Smelting and Refining Company, at a salary of $250 per month.

EMPLOYMENT OF GRADUATES.

One of the difficulties, the management of the school is called

upon to contend with, is the calling away of students in their second

or third year. This arises from the offer of paying positions in mines,

smelters or sampling works. Among recent graduates and under-

graduates whose present address is known, the following are noted as

specimen cases :

E. W. Johnson, chemist at Pueblo Smelting and Refining Com-
pany.

Charles D. Smith, chemist at the International smelting works,

Monterey, Mexico.

D. E. Heller, Parrot smelting works, Butte, Montana.

W. E. Hindry, Little Chief mine, Red Cliff, Colorado.

William B. Lewis, in charge of sampling works, Deming, New
Mexico.

Charles H. McMahan, chemist at International smelting works,

Monterey, Mexico.

Edward C. Small, mine manager, Pioche, Nevada.

E. A. Thies, mining superintendent, Mexico.

George K. Kimball, representative of McArthur-Forest gold

process in mining states and territories.

William B. Budrow, chemist at Denver cement works.

William H. Muzzy, chemist at Iron Mask mine, Leadville.

Louis W. Shaffer, assayer at the Chamberlain sampling works,

Idaho Springs, Colorado.

James W. Stubbs, mining superintendent, Barberton, South Africa.

Harry S. Piper, gold milling, Cripple Creek, Colorado.

Charles W. Comstock, late instructor at Cornell University, now
engaged with bridge building firm, Chicago.

Henry L. Bellatn, chemist at Virginia City, Montana.

Carl Ambrosius, mining superintendent, Leadville.
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William H. Craigue, chemist and .1

Jerry Kingman, analytical chemist. Helena, Montana.

.uk I). Alirr, chief chemist at Pueblo Smelting and Refining

Company.

Charles a. Gehrmann, mining and milling superintendent, [daho

Springs, Colorado.

William 1'. Oden, mining Superintendent, Ni Wot, Montana.

John H. Garvin, instructor in iluinistry, Denver High -
s <

Victor C. Heikes, mineralogist, with state Board of bianaj

World's Columbian Exposition.

Dana C. Irish, mining superintendent, Mexico.

William K. Kveleth, metallurgist, Butte, Montana.

Bdmond C. van Diest, superintendent of Maxwell land grant in

Colorado.

Levi S. Preston, surveyor, Maxwell land grant, New Mexico.

John H. Moreland, mining superintendent, Central America.

Bela I. Lorah, mining superintendent, Central City, Colorado.

L. J. W. Jones, chemist, Pueblo.

E. V. Hensusan, metallurgist, Australia.

James L. Wells, mining surveyor, Park county, Colorado.

Charles W. Meade, mining, Virginia City, Montana.

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES

The records, checked up by the auditing committee, show receipts since

November 30, iSqo, date of last report, to be as follows :

pts—

Warrants drawn on State auditor :

From students, for chemicals, etc. u6 19

From sale of reports. ^3655

Total receipts $82,555 19

The total was transferred to Moritz Barth. treasurer of the school, and is

accounted for in his report. It falls below the total of the preceding two years by

$10,189.11.
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Disbursements—
Following were the disbursements for the two years beginning December i

1890, and ending November 30, 1892, date of this report :

Buildings and grounds $ 4,635 72

Furniture and fittings j 5,559 00

Permanent apparatus 6,690 97

Library 1,038 14

Salaries 36,109 99

Repairs 3, 191 46

Supplies _. 7,922 80

Fuel, lights and incidentals thereto 2,308 47

Printing, advertising and stationery 2,239 72

Sundries, insurance and expenses 7,17618

Total of warrants issued $76,872 45

In the treasurer's report the amount of warrants issued and paid

during the two years is stated at $76,835.90. This is $36.55 less than

the expenditures for the same period, which is accounted for by the

fact that the warrants outstanding November 26, 1892, when the

accounts were audited, were ascertained to be $36.55 in amount.

The first four items in the table of expenditures, namely, build-

ings and grounds, furniture and fittings, permanent apparatus and

library, reaching a total of $17,923.83, represent 23 per cent, of the

total expenditures, and also the additions made to the permanent

property of the institution during the two years. The sum repre-

sented by the other items, $58,948.62, is 77 per cent, of the total, and

is correctly reported as current running expenses, the average being

$2,456 per month, as compared with $2,000 per month in the two years

ending November 30, 1890. The increase in running expenses is,

therefore, 22.8 per cent., while the increase in attendance is 67.6 per

cent.

James T. Smith,

Secretary.

REPORT OF THE TREASURER.

Statement of the Treasurer of the State School of Mines, showing receipts and
payments from November 30, 1890, to December 1, 1892 :

Receipts—
Cash on hand December 1, 1890 $ 2640

Received from State Treasurer 77,698 21

Borrowed from City National Bank of Denver, on tax

levy for 1892.. 10,655 46

Received fr<5m James T. Smith, secretary. 5,682 74

Total to account for $94,062 81
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turned ni
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cash on hand Novembei

Total credits $94,062 81

MORITZ BAJ

7V«

SALARY LIST.

I'l.k \NMM.

Cfcauvenet, a m h. s . President $3,000

Arthur Lakes 1,800

Magnus G IMseng B M C B Ph. D. 2,100

Paul Meyer, Ph.D. - 1,800

Benjamin Sadtler, A. M., B. S.

George C. Tilden. C. K

Hill. G 1 _

Klbridge G. Moody... *ioo per month during session of school.

Clarence S. King |ioo per month during session of school.

STUDENTS, 1892-93,

-I MORS.

Collins. Philip Montague Georgetown . Colorado.

Hawley. R. Howard Pueblo Colorado.

•"Jewell, Gilbert S Sydney New South Wales.

Milliken, Wm. B ..Coal Creek.. Colorado.

Osborne. Arthur H. Golden .'.. Colorado.

*Stephens, Wallace A. . Denver Colorado.
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The Colorado School for the Deaf and

the Blind.

Colorado Springs, 1892.

TRUSTEES.
TERM EXPIRES.

Daniel Hawks, President ..Greeley 1895

Joseph E. Humphrey, Secretary Colorado Springs ---1897

Andrew L,. Lawton.. ...Colorado Springs 1S93

Joseph A. Davis Westcliffe 1895

Henry Bowman Idaho Springs.. 1897

J. H. Thedinga, Treasurer of Board..Colorado Springs.

EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT.

John E. Ray, A. M Superintendent

DEAF DEPARTMENT.

TEACHERS.
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT.

To the Board of Trustees of the Colorado Schoolfor the Deafand
the Blind:

Gentlemen—I have great pleasure in handing you herewith, a

detailed account of the progress of our school for the past biennial

period.

Since the time of my last regular report, the growth of the school

has been constant and rapid. The enrollment has increased from year

to year, until it has reached 176

The efficiency of the school, too, has kept pace in all directions

with the numerical growth, nor has there been any hindrance to our

work, in the way of sickness, during this period, there having been no
death and but one case of serious illness among the pupils, that of a

small boy of frail constitution, who suffered from pneumonia last

winter. Through the skillful efforts of our excellent physician, Dr.

B. P. Anderson, he recovered and now seems to be as well as ever.

This is a most wronderful record, when we consider the liability of

sickness among all children, and more especially so among those

whose constitutions are often, if not generally, seriously impaired by

the diseases which produce deafness or blindness. These things sub-

ject our pupils to inroads of disease of which normal children know
nothing.

There are three departments in our school; the literary, the domes-

tic, the industrial. In each of these are employed the most skilled

instructors it is possible to secure, each a specialist in his or her par-

ticular line of work. These enable us to cultivate to the highest pos-

sible degree, the minds, the hearts, the hands,, the bodies ofour pupils.

We strive to fit each one for usefulness, and to turn out into the world

at the end of their stay with us, not helpless, worthless unfortunates,

but independent, self-supporting, self-respecting citizens; ladies and

gentlemen in that highest sense, which renders every man and

woman a wealth producer. That we fail sometimes goes without say-

ing, but a mechanic must not be considered culpable if he fails to

turn out a good product when he has only poor material with which

to work. We do the best we can with the material in hand.

Believing fully in that old adage, that "An idle brain is the devil's

workshop," we are putting forth special efforts to keep every pupil

employed as much of the time as possible. The larger ones spend
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three hums daily, Including Saturdays, in the iii«i :

The smaller once, during the afternoon, arc placed under ladiea who

keep them employed In such hand imea, wall

is will engage their little busy minda and bands,

in.iuv of the- avenues to temptation which would oth<

thronged with evil. Tin bee are no varied aa to pi

monotony and fatigue in addition to being kept out of miachief,

the little <»ncs arc thus taught habits of industry, and their little hands

tted in the directions which lead to usefulness and hmppini

Let it always be borne in mind that this is a school for the ednca-

i those children who are deprived, by reason of deafness or

blindness, of the privileges of the ordinary public schools, and not an

asylum for the unfortunate, nor a home for the afflicted, nor yet a

refuge for the homeless. We are a part ofthe public school system of
the State:

MTKRARV.

The school is peculiarly well supplied with teachers in this depart,

ment. Without a single exception they are men and women of large

experience and decided ability. They have been selected from some
of the oldest and best institutions in this country, and bring with

them experience, enthusiasm and successful records. And our new
school building is most admirably adapted to our needs.

There is, however, one serious hindrance to complete success in

this department, that without which no school can prove a thoroughly

ideal one—school apparatus. The lack of the necessary appliances

has operated seriously against us. With the exception of a set of

anatomical models and a few maps, we have nothing—not even an

air pump, nor a spirit lamp, nor a retort. It is very evident that we
are most seriously hampered in our efforts at instruction. In teaching

the deaf or the blind, there are many dificulties with which we have

to contend naturally. Let these not be increased for the lack of nec-

essary appliances, nor the embarrassment be intensified.

DEAF DEPARTMENT.

Years of experience and observation have convinced us that the

modes of instruction used in our school are the best and most success-

ful, taking all the deaf into consideration. That the "combined
system" will prove the greatest good to the greatest number, there can

be no doubt to the unprejudiced mind.

A large number of our pupils have some power of hearing.

These are taught through the ear Others, who have no hearing, can
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be taught to speak by proper effort. These we teach articulation and
lip reading. Others still belong to neither of these classes and can not
be taught through the ear, nor can they be taught to speak. This is

proved by actual and faithful experiment, and then they are turned

over to the teacher of the manual methods, where it has been proved

beyond a doubt, that every deaf child of reasonable intelligence can

be taught to use the English language well. By the manual methods,

I mean the sign language, used as a medium of communication, the

manual alphabet and written language. It will thus be seen that we
use all the methods of instruction employed by any school for the

deaf. The prime object is the same in all cases—a correct use of the

English language.

We ha^e a regular course of instruction, similar to that pursued

in our public schools, in which the work of the teacher of each grade

is mapped out and well defined. At the close of the past session, June
1, 1892, Maximilian Kestner, of Denver, having completed the pre-

scribed course of study and passed satisfactory examinations, was
graduated from the school. He goes to Washington, D. C, this fall,

to pursue more advanced studies at the National Deaf-mute College.

ARTICULATION.

The work in this line has been of such encouraging character

during the past session, that an additional teacher has been employed
for the present session. It is the plan of the school to give every

child who enters an opportunity to learn to speak. Such as make
commendable progress, after a fair trial, are given lessons in articu-

lation and speech reading daily. Those who show 110 aptitude for

acquiring either are placed in the manual classes.

aural CLASS.

Twenty-two of our pupils have received all their instruction

through the ear during the past session. I do not claim that the

regular use of the ear improves the child's hearing, but I do claim

that there is as much reason in supposing that the aural apparatus is

rendered healthy and active by use as that the hand or the arm is

strengthened by use. I claim also that a child's ability to distinguish

sounds improves by daily practice. So long, then, as we have pupils

possessing* a sufficient power of hearing to receive aural instruction

this class should be maintained. There are many children who have

to drop out of o^r public schools because they are hard of hearing to

whom this class will prove a great blessing.
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Only a year i tptember was this new departure tried in our

school. It is no longer an experiment The work accomplished by

both the deaf and the blind children has been of so sal:

Character as to establish this as one of the permanent features of the

school. It is no less popular with the pupils than with the teachers

and management All has been excellent, but I regard the clay

modeling as peculiarly fine. Many competent judges have pro-

nounced it the best they have ever seen.

TIIK BUND DEPARTMENT.

The attendance here has been greater even than in the deaf

department. Five years ago there were but thirteen blind children

in the school. Last session alone we enrolled forty-eight, and the

present biennial term has brought the number up to sixty.

The course of study is the same as that prescribed for the city

schools, and a good many of our pupils' progress will compare very

favorably with that of their seeing brethren.

We still use the system of raised type, which has been in the

school since the establishment of the department. An effort is made
to teach every pupil the line print—or the raised type, as it is gener-

ally called— first. Most of those who come to us in early life learn to

read this quite well, but there are some who cannot. After this, we
teach the New York point system, which is much more readily

learned, for the reason that it is easier to feel a point than a line.

This point print consists of a regular system of semi-perforations,

or indentations, made in thick, stiff paper by means of a blunt-pointed

little stiletto, a certain number of these points, occupying a certain

position with respect to each other, representing the respective letters

of the alphabet.
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At the recent meeting of the convention of instructors for the

blind, held at Brantford, Ontario, the American Printing House for

the Blind was authorized to print hereafter all books in this New
York point system, thus making an effort for uniformity in type for

the blind, which is so desirable.

Another advantage in the use of the point print is that the blind

not only read, but can also write it, and thus communicate with

friends at a distance. Their music lessons, as well as their literary

exercises, are written off in this type, which is a wonderful aid to

them iu their regular work.

A few of the American schools for the blind use a different system

of point print, known as the Braille, invented by Louis Braille, of

France, many years ago ; but the original arrangement has under-

gone so many and so great changes, and there are so many modifi-

cations of it, that it is really confusing to know what is really meant
now, when one speaks of Braille. But a still more important feature

of the situation is that it requires much more space to write or print

it, and the greater length of the letters is vertical intead of horizontal,

and it is so much more difficult to read, since it requires a greater

effort to grasp the letters.

During the past year our blind boys have given a series of enter-

tainments, to which a small admission fee was charged, and by this

means have raised a sufficiency of funds to purchase a fine set of band
instruments, upon which they have learned to play quite well, paying

for their instruction as well.

THE DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT.

The homelike character of this department has been rendered

even more efficient in several ways. An assistant matron has been

appointed to look after all the little ones while out of school for certain

hours, and the little girls all the time. She is to be with them con-

stantly, to attend to all their needs, to teach them lessons of neat-

ness, propriety, gentleness, industry and usefulness. While not in

the care of the assistant matron, the little boys are to be in charge of

a lady whose own child is one of our pupils and who can fully sym-

pathize with all mothers who have children with us.

The girls are admirably well provided with sleeping apartments

so nicely furnished, in our elegant new Girls' Hall, erected out of

funds appropriated by the last General Assembly. In their own house,

entirely separate from all the other buildings, under the immediate

supervision of the assistant matron and girls' supervisor day and
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night, the) are well pr I [ainst all Improper infim

. u<l, tin apartments <>t Lhc rapei

intendent and hi-- famil) art- in this building, and the night iratchman

hourly visits through the halls.

The daily routine of w«»rk is outlined in the following achedule:

I MM STKI \I.

The larger pupila are all taught aome species of handicraft, at

which they may hope to make a Living after leaving school. Such

have been Belected as have been practicable and have suggested

themselv< 9 I ipted to the Learner and the country in which he

is to live.

The larger deaf boys have been taught carpentry, cabinet-making

and printing. The larger blind hoys have broom and mattress-making

and chair-Seating. All these departments have proved very satisfactory

and a BOUTCe of small revenue to the school, since we find ready sale

for all our products. But the most pleasing and important feature of

it is that we have turned out persons from these shops who are now
doing well at their trades.

The larger girls are taught the various branches of house work,

together with dressmaking, needle-work, hammock-weaving, em-

broidering, etc. The larger deaf girls took lessons in bread-making

and baking last session, which proved very helpful to them. They
made all the bread we used for months. This year we are giving

lessons to two classes of the deaf boys, whose parents requested that

they be taught baking.

ATTENDANCE.

The attendance for the past two years has reached 176. Of this

number 134 have been enrolled the present session.

The enrollment at the last report was. 108

Admitted during the two years 0*

Total enrollment for two years 176

Removed from the State *... 7

Graduated 1

Dismissed as feeble-minded . 3

Etpelled 2

Voluntarily remaining at home 29

Total diminutions 42

Trt-sent enrollment

SI—I.
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These are classified as follows :

Deaf boys 49

Deaf girls
,, 38

Blind boys ... ... 29

Blind girls 18

Total

CAUSES OF DEAFNESS.

In my last two reports I have given mucb space to the discussion

of this subject, and so shall not deal in detail with the subject here.

For particulars I refer the reader to the tabulated statements at the end

of this report. I should like, however, to throw out just a word of

warning to parents. If the causes of deafness and blindness assigned

are all to be credited, one can readily see that the utmost care possible

should be exercised, since several of our pupils have lost their hearing

or sight from apparently very trivial causes. Parents cannot be too

careful of their childrens' eyes and ears.

Of the 116 deaf children enrolled, the following are the assigned

causes of deafness:

Congenital 26

Unknown 15

Spinal meningitis.. 13

Scarlet fever 12

Cold in head 7

Brain fever 6

Typhoid fever 2

Other fevers ' 4

Cold and inflammation in head.. 6

Measles ... 5

Diphtheria 4

Whooping cough a ".... 4

Catarrh 4

Teething t 3

Fall y
2

Muscular rheumatism 1

Throat disease _..- . 1

Sunstroke 1

Total I.--. 116
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five of thete were born deaf, ox became deai b I

>! age; twenty-two became deai before they wen
i deaf at ten, <>t before; two became de en.

I IU8BS "i BLIND!

Of tlu- sixty Mind pupils enrolled I find the following

blindness aasigned:

. Cllltlll

(Tnknowa

Inflammation

Cold

Smallpox

Spinal meningitis.

Stuck fork in

Kail 2

Cut with scis-or» .2

Powder explosion . 2

Ashes blown into eyes of..........

Scarlet (ever

Struck by snowball.

Snow blind

Atropy

Cut with bone

Scratched with knife

Pricked by glass

Measles _ 2

Scrofula 1

Total 60

Twenty of these became blind at two years of age, or younger;

fifteen at five, or under; nine at ten, or under; one at eleven; two at

twelve; two at twenty-seven; one at twenty-eight and one at thirty-

eight.

CHANGES.

Since the publication of our last report a number of changes have

taken place in our corps of officers and teachers. The Honorables

Henri R. Foster, of Denver, and J. W. Stillman, of Colorado Spnugs,

who had served the school most faithfully and efficiently as members
of the Board of Trustees, the former six years and the latter three,
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whose terms of office having expired in March, 1891, were succeeded
by Colonel Henry Bowman, of Idaho Springs, who had previously

been connected with the Board four years, and Honorable J. F. Hum-
phrey, of Colorado Springs. Both these gentlemen have been long

identified with educational interests in their respective counties.

Mrs. E. A. McWhorter succeeded Mrs. Anna Richards, as matron,

at the close of the school year, 1891, and she was succeeded by Mrs.

Lena B. Elder, July 1, 1892. Mrs. Elder's daughter, Edith, has been
appointed clerk and visitor's attendant. Miss Ada R. King, for a num-
ber of years at the head of the articulation department of the Hart-

ford, Connecticut, school for the deaf, succeeded Miss L. K. Thomp-
son as teacher of articulation, in 1891. Miss Prudence S. Burchard,

who has had charge of the articulation work in the school for the deaf,

at Rome, New York, has been added to this department of our school.

Mr. A. J. Tillinghast, himself the son of deaf parents, a full graduate

of one of our best colleges, and having taken a special course at the

National Deaf Mute College, at Washington, D. C, has been added to

our corps of teachers in the deaf department, Mr. S. W. Gilbert,

who filled the place for him last year, having taken a position in the

Indianapolis school for the deaf.

Mrs. C. C. Wynn, who has been connected with the blind depart-

ment of the school since its establishment in 1883, resigned her posi-

tion as teacher in June, 1892, and the position is now filled by Miss

Mary P. Wright, who comes to us from the Ohio school for the blind,

bringing a most satisfactory record. The growth of this department

has made it necessary to add another teacher, and Miss Jessie Baker, of

Columbus, Ohio, who has taught the blind several years, takes the

place.

The Kindergarten, already referred to, was established and is still

presided over by Miss Margaret H. Taylor, who for some time was a

teacher iu the Royal College for the Blind, in London, England, and

has since been connected with the Illinois school for the blind.

Mrs. A. C. Manning resigned her position as teacher of the aural

class in the spring of 1891, and was succeeded by Mrs. Mary F. Miller,

who has since been appointed assistant matron. Miss Mary Harbert,

for a long time girls' supervisor and seamstress, on account of feeble

health resigned in the summer of 1891. Miss Kate Cree, an experi-

enced dressmaker and most efficient officer, succeeds Miss Harbert as

seamstress, and Miss Hattie Swiler succeeds to the position of girls'

supervisor.

Dr. E. M. Marbourg, who for three years has served the school

most successfully as occulist and aurist, without charge, resigns, and

Dr. S. W. Morrison, of this city, succeeds him. Mr. John W. Taylor
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jives his whole time to the care of the beating plant and the

broom and mattreae shops, and Mrs. Tayloi succeeds him ai I

supervisor. Bin, Taylor has had i the small hoys for two

Mr. h M. Herbert has also given up his diss in the literary

department to devote his time to the printing

OUR THANKS.

are due and are hereby moat heartily tendered to the newspaper! of

our city, which have shown the school innumerable favors ; the mer-

chants and other citizens who have contributed in BO many v.

the pleasure and comfort of the pupils; the various railroads of the

State for reduced fare for the pupils, as well as for other special i

the publishers of several of the newspapers of the State, and most of

the institutions of the various states, who have furnished us with

their papers; the American Printing House for the Blind and the Society

for the Distribution of Evangelical Literature Among the Blind, for a

number of publications.

l'KKMANKNT IMPROV KM KNTS.

The ('.iris' Hall, for which an appropriation was made hy the last

General Assembly, has been completed and is now in use. The
structure is of white lava stoue, trimmed with pink lava, ha> two

stories and a basement, with a separate projection in the rear, con-

nected by a corridor, in which are all the lavatory, bathing and water-

closet conveniences. The arrangement renders any trouble from

sewer-gas or other stench in the sleeping rooms impossible. In

the building proper in the basement are four large play and reading

rooms. Upon the main floor are to be found the girls' work-room,

the assistant matron's room, the supervisor's room, the superintend-

ent's apartments, and two large, well-lighted, well-ventilated dormi-

tories for the smaller girls. I'pou the upper floor are thirteen nice

rooms large enough to accommodate four large girls each, thus pro-

viding a privacy which is so desirable. The building is so constructed

as to permit the sun to shine into every room at some time every day.

The sickness which prevailed in the school three years ago

showed the absolute need of a separate building for hospital purposes.

A neat wooden structure of five rooms, with all modern conveniences,

including a sun bath for convalescents, was erected at a cost of $4,000.

The unsightly old wooden fence, which was so dilapidated, has

been replaced by a handsome iron feuce which cost $2, 141.50. Laun-

dry machinery has been put in at a cost of $1,250. The new school

house has been furnished with new desks and the assembly hall with
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neat folding chairs. A piano and cabinet organ have been purchased

for the blind department. There are many other items, of which

space forbids mention, which belong to the ordinary improvements.

CONVENTIONS.

During the past summer our school had the privilege and pleas-

ure of entertaining the ''Conference of Superintendents and Principals

of American Schools for the Deaf," August 7-11. This meeting was

attended by 130 persons, representing the institutions of most of the

states of the Union, from Massachusetts to California, and two of the

Canadian schools. A good many of the most eminent, active and

distinguished men and women in the profession were present, several

of whom have an international reputation in this particular field of

labor. The discussions and the papers read were interesting, instruct-

ive and inspiring to an unusual degree. It was pronounced by com-

petent judges to be one of the most pleasant and successful meetings

of the Conference ever held. It was a great blessing to our school,

and I feel that the impetus given the work among us will be of lasting

assistance to us. The spirit of the meeting was truly a benediction.

In addition to the above meeting, it was my privilege, through

your kindness, to attend for four days the sessions of the "American

Association to Promote the Teaching of Speech to the Deaf," which
met at Lake George, N. Y., July 28-August 8; and the "Convention

of Instructors of American Institutions for the Blind," held in Brant-

ford, Ontario. Both these meetings were very largely attended and

were most helpful in their character. Space forbids a detailed account

of the proceedings. These are to be had in pamphlet form, to which

I respectfully refer the reader.

SOME SUGGESTIONS.

In my last report I suggested the propriety of having the manual,

or "deaf and dumb" alphabet, as it is generally called, published in

the text books of our public schools. As many communities now
furnish free text books for the pupils, the suggestion can be the more

easily carried out. Any one can readily see that the object of this is

to familiarize our public school children with a method of communi-

cating with the deaf, who are so frequently shut off from many social

pleasures which they would otherwise enjoy.

For four years past I have been urging the necessity of a school

for feeble-minded children. The need of such an institution is so

apparent to any one who has thought along this line, that I need not
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IN CONCLUSION.

Permit me, gentlemen of the Hoard, to thank you for the uniform

kindness, the cordial support and the wise counsel which I have

ed at your hands, as well as for the deep interest your lahors

have manifested in the welfare of the school, and without which it

could not have attained its past success, its present standard of use

fulness and its prospects for so bright a future. To those of us who

have watched with so much interest the strides which have been

made during these recent years the success attained is most gratifying,

and the outlook most pleasing and encouraging. May these prove

to be only the buddings of what we may expect and hope for in the

future.
John K. Ray,
Superintendent.
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OFFICERS AND TEACHERS AND THEIR SALARIES.

NAME. POSITION. SALARY.

John E. Ray, resident Superintendent $1,500 OO

D. C. Dudley, non-resident... ... Teacher of the deaf 1,500 OO

F. H. Manning, non-resident Teacher of the blind 1,100 00

C. W. Veditz . Teacher of the deaf 1,000 OO

E. C. Campbell, non-resident Teacher of the deaf and art I.OOO OO

H. M. Harbert, non-resident T'ch'rof printing and edit'r Index 900 OO

A. J. Tillinghast, resident Teacher of the deaf 800 OO

J. W. Taylor, resident
Engineer, and broom and mat- )

tress making )
780 OO

Samuel Gale, non-resident. Teacher of carpentry 675 OO

M. E. Churchman, resident Teacher of music 650 OO

Tillie Garmau, resident . . Teacher of the deaf. 650 OO

M. H. Taylor, resident Teacher of kindergarten 650 00

Ada R. King, resident . Teacher of articulation . 600 OO

P. E. Burchard, resident
Teacher of articulation and aural "1

class. . J

600 OO

M P. Wright, resident Teacher of the blind 550 00

Jessie Baker, resident

Lena B. Elder, resident

Teacher of the blind.. . 550 00

Matron 500 00

Mary F. Miller, resident Assistant matron 400 00

Mrs. J. W. Taylor, resident Boys' supervisor 400 00

Kate Cree, resident Seamstress 360 00

Hattie Swiler, resident Girls' supervisor 270 00

Edith Elder, resident Clerk and attendant 150 00

Value of Buildings and Grounds—

Value of buildings and grounds November 30, 1890 $157,076 00

Increase in value since 3S,8i8 00

Present value. $195,894 00
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The Colorado State Industrial School,

Golden, 1892.

HOARD OF CONTROL AND OFFICERS.

President Hon. M. N. Megrue OfPncblo

Secretary Hon. J. Iff. Morris Of Golden

Hon. J. C. Hummel Of Denver

Superintendent D. R. Hatch

Matron .. Mrs. K

Physician.. J- P Kelly
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF CONTROL.

To the Hon. Nathan B. Coy,

State Superintendent of Public Instruction:

The Board of Control of the State Industrial School respectfully

submit this, their sixth biennial report for the two years commencing
January i, 1891, and ending December 31, 1892.

The Eighth General Assembly appropriated for the general sup-

port and maintenance of this institution the sum of $70,000, with the

cash receipts of the institution for the two years.

They also appropriated out of the internal improvement fund

5 1 2 , 500 for a new building.

The tables accompanying show the expenditure of the money thus

appropriated.

With the 1 1 2, 500 we have erected a cottage for fifty of the young-

est boys. We feel that the erection of cottages for our other three

families is an absolute necessity, as any one can see by visiting the

institution. We ask for $37,500 for that purpose.

We have in the past two years dug and walled a new well, twenty-

one feet in diameter and twenty-eight feet deep. We found it neces-

sary to put in a new pump, which we have done at an expense of

$500. We are now reasonably sure of a sufficient supply of water for

all purposes.

We still use stoves to heat our buildings. We should have steam

heat. We ask for $5,000 for this purpose.

We ask for $100,000 for the maintenance of the institution for the

next two years.

The superintendent's and physician's reports are attached.

Respectfully submitted,

M. N. MEGRUE,

President,

J. M. Morris,

Secretary,

J. C. Hummel.
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1

Provisions :

im furnishing

i>r\ furnishing

Repairs and improvements

Implement!

shoe ihop ropplia

I turn accs

Carp .ik<ry and tailor -diop

I.auiiilrx

Brickyard

Feed

: supply

Farm

Fuel and light

Police expense

Amusement and librar
j

17265

Telephone and telegraph *I0 84

Office, printing and stationery '

Officers' salaries 20.79698

ige

School requisites - 214 74

Funeral expend - 9360

Drugs and medical attendance

Board 59 75

Live stock 559 3°

Insurance 22000

Wagons and harness 43° 77

565,504 43

Bfatntet

Total of vouchers issued.

.

. . $65,504 43

Appropriation $70,00000

Cash received 2,80978

Balance from 1890

Voucher destroyed 1 05

Transfen-ed to general fund by State Auditor November

30th, 1891. ... 4.4U94

Balance. .- 2.928 94

$72,848 31 $72,848 31
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BUILDING I INI).

Appropriation $12,500 00

Vouchers drawn. 12,496 48

Balance $ 352

SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT.

Golden, Colo., Oct. 29, 1892.

To the Board of Control

:

Gentlemen—I respectfully submit rny report for the past two
years.

The usual tables show movement of population, etc.

Besides the new cottage and well we have built in the last two

years :

A brick pump house, 22^ x 22 }4 feet.

A brick ice house, 20 x 30 feet.

A macadam roadway from the gate to the Administration Building,

a distance of 900 feet.

Two macadam walks 500 feet in length.

We have put in 833 feet of eight-inch, 546 feet of six-inch and 300

feet of four-inch sewer tile, draining all buildings except the officers'

quarters.

We have planted 300 shade trees, 120 fruit trees, 600 grape vines,

1,500 blackberry plants and one acre of strawberries.

We have graded and seeded two and one-half acres of lawns.

This work has been done by the boys, including the cutting of the

stone curbing for the roadway and laying the brick in the ice house

and pump house.

We have started a brick yard, making in 1891 one hundred

thousand brick and in 1892 two hundred thousand. The boys have

learned something of moulding, setting and off-bearing.

Our expenditures have come within the amount appropriated by

the Legislature and we have wanted for nothing essential. I wish

it had been possible to use more money for the purchase of books
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for the library, ichool appe ! amueemeuta, I hoj

le in the a tend to theae n
de a new organ and new band Instruments

I nrge upon the board the Imperative need of new bnildii

Our present buildings are badly conatrncted, continually out ol i

and too small [£ we could have three new cottages our families

would then be comfortable, and we could use our present dormitory

buildings for domestic departments and shopa. This would give us

room enough for the present Boys are no* out of the insti-

tution. We releaae the majority simply and solely to make room f<-> r

new commitments.

I ask also for enough money to establish a printing office and a

Cabinet shop. I think 5-. 1><x) will suffice for the former and £5

the latter.

It would he well also to have a brush or broom department for

winter employment.

We should have laundry machinery and so release many boys

from the drudgery of such work to learn something more useful and

practical

I would also strongly urge upon the Board the crying need of

radical changes in our law. We are twenty years behind; we have a

time sentence; we teach trades only incidentally; we do not look after

released inmates. I am ashamed of my State when I give the above

information to people from states which have kept up with the times

in such matters. It seems time that this Board should Ji')na>id some-

thing better.

1. There should be some restriction on the committing power.

This power is now in the hands of justices with no restriction except

the right of appeal. One man or woman can take a boy before a

justice and have him committed to this School for three years, without

witness, without trial, without counsel, without advice. This is done

in a large proportion of the cases. Boys who are expensive or

troublesome or diseased are thus easily disposed of. It is an injury to

the institution. It is an imposition on the State. It is an injustice

to the boy. We do not want good boys sent here. A bad boy should

not be sent here until all other remedies have failed. A boy who is

bad enough to deserve to be seut here is bad enough to receive the

attention of district and county courts.

I therefore recommend and strongly urge the restriction of this

power of committal to courts of record.
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2. Another change equally imperative is the adoption of the

minority commitment. Boys are now sent for a specified term of

from nine months to three years. It needs no argument to persuade

thinking intelligent persons of the great desirability of the indeterm-

inate sentence, especially with juveniles. Our law regards these boys

as criminals and punishes them. A proper law treats a juvenile

delinquent, as a subject for education and reformation. I would lay

great stress on the education of the boys. They should be given a

common school education at the least. Such as are old enough
should acquire the elements of some handicraft whereby they can

make an honest living. These things cannot be done in nine months
nor one year. Under our present law we cannot give him enough
schooling, nor could we teach him a trade if we had a trade school,

as we should have. We cannot even control him when paroled.

He can be as tough as he pleases the • moment he is outside

our gates and we have no power to restrain him. This is

not the way progressive people do these things nowadays.

I therefore ask that the only sentence allowed be for minority.

These changes must be made if we wTould be up with the times
;

if we would prevent imposition on the State ; if we would make the

institution efficient ; if we would do justice to these boys. It seems to

me that the importance of this institution has been underrated. We
are working here with plastic material ; something can be made of it

;

vice and crime and misery can be prevented. I ask the board of con-

trol and legislature to give us the facilities for doing this work
;
give

us comfortable buildings
;
give us trades to teach the boys ; give us a

chaplain to watch over their spiritual interests and care for them when
paroled

;
give us a proper and modern law.

In my opinion, the time has come when we should consider an

entire change in the daily routine. The plan contemplates the division

of the school into two divisions or shifts, one working in the forenoon

and going to school in the afternoon, the other going to school in the

morning and working in the afternoon. This would enable us to

lengthen our working da}-, have boys attend school more regularly,

and give the evenings to family work and amusements.

This change would necessitate the employment of but two teach-

ers for the present, whose whole time would be devoted to teaching.

One of these should be a lady.

I would also call the attention of the board to the fact that at pres-

ent we depend upon the services of persons from Golden for our religi-

ous exercises, whose influence is exerted an hour each week. I would
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also mention the fad th.it. If minority commitment is adopted, s-.m,

one will have to visit paroled inmatea. in other word*, the time is

soon coming when \\<.- thai] need chaplain and visiting agent

We are plea knowledge many Mrtdnfmn from :

friends.

The Unity Club have given the hoys two entertainment* and

Chriatmaa tree with preaenta tor all the boya, This clnbgave an enter-

tainment in Denver and repeated it in Golden, netting our library

some four hundred hooks. Although not well fixed in the way of a

reading room, theae hooks are in general use among the hoys, from Bo

to too being taken out weekly.

Mrs. II. II. Beach, of Golden, has been of great service in our

Sunday school.

Mrs. J. II. Brown and the Colden flower mission have furnished

us many bouquets.

Mrs. Harsh and many others have supplied us with magazines.

We wish thus publicly to acknowledge these courtesies.

ESTIMATE OF MONEY NEEDED FOR THE NEXT TWO YEARS

At the present rate of increase our number will be

.' per year for two years ... 082*770 56

Re-insuring present buildings, [8 5<>d 00

Wishing printing office 2,00000

Establishing cabinet shop $00 00

School apparatus needed 150 00

Library, <joo per year
. : o 00

band instruments .000

100 00

Am.; per year.. . 20000

New fence

Material besides brick for new barn. . . .... 60000

$86,920 56

.
;
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If the new buildings are built.

Insurance $600 00

Beds, 100 at $9.00 each 900 00

Seats, each cottage 80 feet, at $1.00 24000

Other furniture for cottages, including bedding, $250... 750 00

Maintenance, 50 boys, one year 11,24600

1102,056 56
Yery respectfully submitted,

Dorus R. Hatch,
Superintenden t.

PHYSICIAN'S REPORT.

Golden, Colorado, October 21, 1892.

To the Ho?wrable Board of Control

:

Gentlemen—I have the honor to submit for your consideration

the Sixth Biennial Report of the medical department of the State

Industrial School.

During the past two years 261 sick have been treated in the

hospital.

The death rate continues very low, only two having died.

The present epidemic of diphtheria forcibly illustrates the neces-

sity of a new building for the isolation of all contagious diseases.

1
' Diphtheria is one of the most dangerous and fatal diseases known

to mankind." Very contagious, principally by personal contact with

patients or articles which have been in the sick room. Children under

fifteen years of age are most susceptible to it.

The State Board of Health requires the following precautions, and

thinks they are necessary in all cases of this disease. The patient must

be kept in a room alone, and no one admitted excepting nurses. No
other person should, under any circumstance, occupy the same bed

with a person sick with diphtheria. Nurses should not go near any

well children. Everything that the patient touches or breathes upon

is a source of danger. The secretions and excretions are especially

dangerous. The clothing and bedding of the patient is poisonous and

should be thoroughly fumigated, then boiled for two hours, etc., etc.

Respectfully submitted,

John P. Kelly,
Physician for School.
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EXHIBIT -.

Showing iiumlii 1 of nun. i!< jg received each month, ti 1890,

to Novcmbri

,

inber. 189a

Januai v 1891

February 1891 5

March, 1891

April. i&,i

1891. ......
June, iv^i

July. 1891 11

August 1891 6

September, 1891 13

October, 1S01 8

November, 1891 .... 11

December, 1891 11

January, 1892

February. 1892 19

March. i^.v 22

April, 1892 _ 9

May, 1892 ia

June. 1892 14

July. 1892... 11

August

.

1892

September, 189a.. 10

October. 1S92

Total 370

i:\hihit K

Showing from what sources children were received and who were com-
plainants.

Sent by courts on complaint of parents . 69

Sent by courts on complaint of others 199

Boarders 2

Total ..

-I
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EXHIBIT No. 3.

Showing length of sentences.

Three months . 1

Six months 2

Nine months 18

Ten months 1

One year _ 65

One and one-quarter years... 1

One and one-halfyears. 8

Two years... 44

Two and one-quarter years 1

Two and one-half years 4

Two and three-fourths years 1

Two and eleven-twelfths years... 1

Three years _ 103

Four years 3

Five years __ 2

Five and one-half years 1

Six years 1

Seven years 2

Eight years 2

Minority , 7

Boarders 2

Total 270

EXHIBIT No. 4-

Showing from what counties children have been sent.

Arapahoe 121

Chaffee.. 4

Cheyenne 1

Clear Creek 5

Conejos 2

Eagle 1

El Paso 9

Fremont 4

Garfield „. 2

Gunnison __ 3
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tmded.

ill') 3

Lake

U Plata

iner a

IfCM

I

Prowtr-. i

Pueblo 23

Pitkin 6

Rio Blanco 1

Rio Grande 2

San Miguel 1

San Juan ... 1

Weld 3

Boulder 14

Las Animas 2

Wyoming State 9

Boarders 2

Total.. 270

EXHIBIT FO. 5.

Showing ages when received.

Seven years 1

Eight years 3

Nine years 7

Ten years.. 30

Eleven years .

Twelve years 36

Thirteen years

Fourteen years

Fifteen years ...

Sixteen years 25

Seventeen years 1

Twenty years 2

Twenty-two years 1

Total 270
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EXHIBIT No. 6.

Showing nativity of children :

Arkansas 5

California r

Colorado 62

Connecticut 1

Illinois 26

Indiana 10

Indian Territory 1

Iowa _ 8

Kansas 19

Kentucky 4

Maine 1

Massachusetts. . 6

Michigan _ 3

Minnesota 2

M ississippi _ 4

Missouri 25

Nebraska 7

New Jersey 4

New York.. 13

Ohio 9

Oregon.. . 1

Pennsylvania 10

South Carolina 1

Tennessee 6

Texas 1

Utah 2

Virginia 3

Wyoming 1

Austria 1

Canada 3

Denmark 1

England 10

Germany 5

Ireland.. r

Italy 2
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>u i.tl.ltul

Sp.nn

BoaU) Am- 1 ic.t

Qnknon 11

Total

EXHIBIT
Nativit \ of parents :

United BUtei

Germany

England.

HOTM PAJLBKTfl
\ \ 1 I Y 1 .

:

.. 16

ONI
1 IVI..

40

.... 7

5

Ireland 12

Nova Scotia I

Spain I

Switzerland .. I

Canada 5 3

Denmark i

Scotland i 2

France __ 3

Austria j i

i

Africa

Wales 2

Norway 2

Mexico I

Unknown 54

Italy 2 r . i

Total

EXHIBIT No. 8.

Both parents living
. . 117

One parent living 117

Both parents dead 28

No record S

Total ^7°
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EXHIBIT No. 8—Concluded.

Parents owning real estate __ 83

Parents owning chattels only 143

Homeless 44

Total.. 270

Had been under arrest before 94

Had been inmates of other institutions 5

Having parents divorced or separated 37

EXHIBIT No. 9.

Showing number of inmates on the 15th of each month

December, 1890

1891— —~January,

February,

March,

April,

May,

June,

July,

August,

189

189

189

1 So

1S9

189

189:

September, 1S9

October, 189

November, 189

December, 189

January, 1892

February

March,

April,

May,

June,

July.

August,

1892.

1892.

1892.

1892.

1S92.

1892.

1892.

156

159

155

162

159

158

162

160

164

170

146

152

153

158

176

177

173

17-t

166

172

159

September, 1892 159

October, 1892 161

November, 1892 _-_ 158

Average for term, 162.
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•in cash r<

•

I

alei

•i mli i

k

i' u m

Feci

p

Sale brick

Sale old wm|

t

00

si

M 7'

03

16

i v>

i" 00

Total

i:\HIIHT No. n.

Number in school last report

Number received during two years

Whole number in school during the two years ... 41S

Discharged to friends 162

Discharged to places.. 65

Timeout

Escaped

Died... j

Boarders 5

Returned to authorities... 1

Total number leaving the Institution ._ 262

Number in Institution November 10. 1892

EXHIBIT No. «.

Work done in tailor shop, I'vjt and 1892 :

Made—Coats 309

Pants 439

Overalls 1.12.;

Caps

Shirts 1,097

Undershirts 412
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KXHIBIT No. \2— Concluded,

Made—Drawers 361

" Aprons 78

Sheets 45

Towels _ 51

Spreads 13

'

' Citizen suits 23

" Pillow slips 91

Mittens 38

" Suspenders 21

Citizen shirts _ . 16

Waiters' jackets , 31

Waiters' caps 6

Night shirts. 2

Napkins 12

Blankets 2

Window shades 26

" Machine covers 5

Total number of pieces repaired 16,072

EXHIBIT No. 13.

Work'done in shoe shop, 1891 and 1892:

Boys' shoes made, pairs 987

Slippers " " 86

Repaired, " 7^85

EXHIBIT NO. 14.

Showing farm products for 1892 :

Hay 30 tons.

Asparagus 3°° dozen.

Beans 1,920 gallons.

Beets 3,389 pounds.

Cabbage 7,950 heads.

Carrots 519 bushels.

Corn 1,14s dozen.

Cucumbers. --2,45°-
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Dl mu-k

Melons, water

t Miuuiv green

( >tii.'U>

Oyster plant

Pnmpldni

Radishes

Spinach . a,88o pounds.

Squash 3 tons.

Btrawberrie* 6,000 quarts.

Tomatoei i
:— pounds.

Turnips boahelfl

... 960 pounds

inches,

baaheli

bushels.

.3,107 bunches,

gallons.

I-.XHIBIT No. 15.

Showing fruit, etc., put up.

18<>1 —
Crapes iS gallons

Grape butter \\i gallons

pe preserves 6 gallons

Jelly 4J quarts

Mustard 3 gallons

Pickles, cucumbers ..6', barrels

Pickles, fancy 15 gallons

Pickles, onion . .
barrels

Pickles, tomato 4 barrels

Sauerkraut 11 barrels

Tomatoe< - quarts

Tomato butter . 9 gallons

Watermelon preserves _ 10 gallons

1895

Grapes .100 quarts

Jelly.. 50 quarts

Pickles, onion 4 barrels

Pickles, tomato 1 barrels
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EXHIBIT No. 15— Concluded.

Pumpkin, dried 1 ton

Sauerkraut 5 barrels

Strawberries 200 quarts

Sweet pickles 20 gallons

Tomatoes _ 600 quarts

EXHIBIT No. 16.

List of salaries paid.
PER YEAR.

Superintendent $1,500

First officer 780

Second officer 720

Third officer 660

Fourth officer 600

Book-keeper _ 720

Three mechanics, each 600

Night watchman 540

Matron 600

Five ladies in charge of departments, each 360

One matron of cottage 240

Cost per year per inmate, $224.92.

EXHIBIT No. 17.

Aiding escape.. 1

Arson 1

Assault and battery 3

Assault 4

Assault to rob 1

Assault with intent to do bodily injury 1

Breach of peace 2

Burglary 10

Burglary and larceny 2

Carrying concealed weapons 1

Embezzling registered letters 1

Forgery ... 2

Grandlarceny 12
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1

: : I y

Interfering with railroad 2

Juvenile llollnqilfl i

55

1

Larceny ami incorrigible i

Malicious mischw: 6

Minor freqiu-nting MlOOM i

Mis.lemeanor i

Petit larceny 87

Petit larceny and burglary 1

Stealing . 5

Stealing a registered letter 1

Vagrancy 67

Vagrancy anil immoral habits 1

Vagrancy and incorrigible 1

Various offenses 1

Vicious and incorrigible 1

Vice 3

Wilfully disobedient and uncontrollable 2

Boarders 2

Total 270
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Exhibit X

Arbor Day, 1891.

I. Circular of State Superintendent

II. Suggestions for the observance of the day;

selections.

III. Act establishing Arbor Day.

IV. Governor's proclamation appointing Arbor Day.

V. Form of report of tree planting and voting on

State Flower.

1892.

I. Circular of State Superintendent.

II. Report of vote for State Flower, April, 1891.

III. Suggestions for the observance of the day.

IV. Articles by Colorado writers relating to Colo-

rado trees, birds, flowers, etc.

V. Directions for tree planting.

VI. Act establishing Arbor Day.

VII. Patriotic selections.

VIII. Form of report of tree planting and voting for

State Tree.

IX. Report of vote for State Tree.
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Arbor Day, April 17, 1891

STATH ok Colorado,
Department oi- Public [nstruction,

superintendent's offk
Dknvhr, March i6, 1S91.

In accordance with the law, the governor of the State has already

called attention by proclamation to the seventeenth day of April as

Arbor Day. Emphasis is hereby still further given to the importance

of properly observing the day. School officers and parents are earn-

estly requested to co-operate with teachers and pupils in making the

occasion one of gladness and profit. As an aid to this end, a circular

containing hints and suggestions is herewith issued from the Depart-

ment of Public Instruction.

The purpose of Arbor Day celebration is eminently praiseworthy.

The care of our forests and streams has become an affair of national

concern. The intent of Arbor Day is to educate our children to a

realization of this important fact. Of scarcely less import is the culti-

vation in youthful minds of a love of the true and the beautiful.

Colorado has especial cause to regret the lack of trees, and to

deplore the reckless stripping of forests from her mountain sides.

The diminishing supply of water in her streams and the dearth of

wayside shelter and adornment verify this statement.

The occasion is a fitting one to instil a spirit of patriotism by asso-

ciating love of country with love of nature. History and literature

are rich in praise of these virtues, while our national melodies will

help to enkindle enthusiasm for the Stars and Stripes, which should

everywhere be unfurled in patriotic recognition of the day.
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It is hoped that the day will be generally observed by the public

schools of the State. Should lack of water prevent the planting of

trees and shrubbery upon school grounds or along neighboring high-

ways, it is suggested that appropriate literary exercises be held in all

the school houses, and that, where practicable, pupils be urged to

plant at their own homes.

''Ah! what would this world be to us

If the children were no more."

—

Longfellow.

"He who plants a tree loves others besides himself."

"The best verses I have produced are the trees I have planted."—Holmes.

"It never rains roses; where we want
To have more roses we must plant more trees."—George Eliot.

"Then hail the banner of the free;

The starry Flower of Liberty."—Holmes.

Nathan B. Coy,

State Superintendent.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE OBSERVANCE OF ARBOR DAY,
1891.

THE STATE FLOWER.

Following the example of other States, it is proposed this year to

select a State Flower for Colorado, by a vote of those who shall partici-

pate in the approaching Arbor Day exercises. Ballots for this purpose

should be previously prepared, and arrangements be made to have the

vote taken during the exercises. Upon the accompanying blank,

teachers will promptly report to their county superintendent, who will

forward to the Department of Public Instruction.

SUBJECTS FOR ESSAYS OR ORATIONS.

i. The tree.

(a) Beautifies a landscape by its form and color, its grace and

diversity.

(b) Its habits—of breathing, sleeping, growing, etc.

{c) Its enemies.

{d) Its gifts—shelter, shade, fertility, fruit.

(e) Its uses—fuel, material for building, manufacture and orna-

ment, medicine, dye stuffs.
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its pir. p«m dimmte, a riculture,

soil, healthfulness, industries, pi

2. ll ' ' kistot i

.

Palestine, Sicily, Rom. in Campagn.i, St H< leiia, Santa Cm/.,

Southern Ohio and Kentucky,

CLAi ISES.

/

Let the knemberaofa claaa, each representing some particular tree,

describe how the tree grows, where it is found, what the wood or fruit

is good for, etc. It might add interest if each speaker should omit the

name o{ the tree represented, leaving the hearers to decide.

TREKS in POETRY.

Quotations maybe given to show the poetical uses of trees in typi

tying human characteristics, as the oak, strength ; the willow, sad-

ness; the vine, dependence, etc.

SUGGESTIONS FOR PROGRAMME.

/. Do not make the programme too long.

2. Suit programme to age and ability of pupils.

Aim to give interesting variety to programme.

The following general plan is recommended, subject to the judg-

ment and tact of the teacher.

i. Devotional exercises, reading of scriptures, (selections con-

cerning trees, etc.i prayer, song.

2. Readiug of "Act to Establish Arbor Day," governor's

proclamation, and circular by State Superintendent.

3.- Songs—short, varied, appropriate.

4. Readings, recitations, declamations—brief and stirring.

5. Essays, orations, relating to trees, their habits, uses, effects,

etc., 1 should be brief, original productions.

6. Remarks by visitors, very short and pointed - not too many
speakers.

7. Address—short and suited to the day

33—1.
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8. Vote on vState Flower; see that all necessary arrangements are

previously made, that there need be no delay.

AT THE TRKE.

Suggestions > The tree should be previously placed in position.

If it is to be dedicated to some particular person, the name of the

person should be attached on wood or tin to the tree.

After a marching song on the way to the tree:

1. A brief statement concerning the person to whom the tree is

dedicated.

2. When practicable, quotations from the writings of the person

honored

3. A spadeful of earth deposited by each pupil, or such as shall

be designated.

4. Recitation—"What do we Plant when we Plant the Tree ?
"

5. Song—"America."

ARBOR DAY ACROSTIC, FOR A CLASS OF EIGHT GIRLS.

Each girl should be dressed in white, with shoulder sash of red,

white and blue, and should wear real or imitation flowers of the kind

represented.

If flowers cannot be obtained each girl should wear a coronet

made of card-board, covered with pink tissue paper, on which appears

the name of the flower represented. The letters for the name may be

cut out of gilt paper and attached with mucilage.

Each girl should be provided with one of the eight letters com-

prised in A-R-B-O-R D-A-Y. These letters should be from eight to

ten inches long, cut from heavy card-board, and covered with ever-

green.

Girl representing arbutus enters, carrying letter A; comes well

down in front and recites her selection; then places letter in position

on wall back of stage, for which previous preparation may have been

made, and takes her place at left center. Rose then enters, recites

selection, places letter R in position on wall, and takes her place next

to Arbutus. Others follow in order. After the last letter has been

placed in position all recite in concert.
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A i

1 .1111 tlir Arbutus

If spring has maid- <>t h<>:

Ami wiiv itaoald n"t the >;

With all hci fail
'

Have thoughts <>i v>m«- Mich thing

[f -pi lug has maids of honor—
tfaC train

• a fairer.

The spline would -eek m vain

R-C)si •;.

1 am tin- !

If Jove would giv« UlC leafy bowers
A queen tor all their world of (lowers

The rose would be the choice of Jove,

And blush, the queen ol

Gem, the vest of earth adorning,

ifgardens, light of lawn-.

Nursling of -oft summer da* as

wn earliest -i^'h it breathes.

Beauty's brow with lustre wreathes,

And to young zephyr's warm caresses

Spreads abroad its verdant tresses.

B DTTBRCUP.

I am the Buttercup.

I'm homely and I wear the dress

That once my mother wore.

You may remember having seen

A buttercup before.

They say I'm but an idle weed,

As useless as I'm gay;

Hut there was never yet a flower

More loyal to the May.

Ox-eye daisy.

I am the Ox-eye Daisy.

Oh. welcome, welcome, queenly May I

The ox-eye daisy am I ;

I kept my blossom folded close

Beneath the April sky
;

But when the air grew doubly sweet

With music and perfume.

I knew that you had come indeed.

And it was time to bloom.
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R-HODORA

I am the Rhodora.

In May when sea-winds pierce our solitudes.

We find the fresh rhodora in the woods,
Spreading its leafless blossoms in a damp nook.

To please the desert and the sluggish brook.

The purple petals, fallen in the pool,

Make the dark water with their beauty gay ;

Here might the red bird come his plumes to cool,

And court the flower that cheapens his array.

D-AFFODIL.

I am the Daffodil.

The dainty lady daffodil

Hath donned her amber gown.
And on her fair and sunny head

Sparkles her golden crown.

Her tall green leaves, like sentinels,

Surround my lady's throne.

And graciously, in happy state.

She reigns a queen alone.

A-STER.

I am the Aster.

The autumn woods the aster knows,
The empty nest, the wind that grieves.

The sunlight breaking thro' the shade,

The squirrel chattering overhead,

The timid rabbit's lighter tread

Among the rustling leaves.

And still beside the shadowy glen

She holds the color of the skies
;

Along the purpling wayside steep

She hangs her fringes passing deep.

And meadows drowned in happy state

Are lit bv starrv eves !

Y-ELLOW COWSLIP.

I am the yellow Cowslip.

Welcome, thrice welcome ! all our friends,

I have not much to bring !

I'm but the yellow cowslip,

The humblest flower of spring :

But siuce, before the fairest bloom.

It must be mine to die.

Oh, give to me one gentle smile.

Pray, do not pa^s me by.
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Arranged by Bjdn mo for the "Arboi Day Manual."

ARBOR DAY.

What do we plant when we plant the tl

We plant the ship which will cross the sea.

We plant the mast to carry the sails
;

We plant the plank to withstand the gales

—

The keel, the keelson, the beam, the knee ;

We plant the ship when we plant the tree.

What do we plant when we plant the tree?

t the houses for you and me.
We plant the rafters the Bhingles, the floors.

We plant the studding, the lath, the doors,

The beams and siding, all parts that be :

We plant the house when we plant the tree.

What do we plant when we plant the tree?

A thousand things that we daily see ;

We plant the spire that out-towers the crag
;

We plant the staff" for our country's flag.

We plant the shade, from the hot sun free
;

We plant all these when we we plant the tree.

—Htiiry Abbey.

Now is the time for those who wisdom love.

Who love to walk in virtue's flowery road,

Along the lovely paths of spring to rove.

And follow Nature up to Nature's God.
— Bl iter.

PLANTING OP Tin- APPLE iki:k.

Come, let us plant the apple tree !

Cleave the tough greensward with the spade

Wide let its hollow bed be made :

There gently lay the roots, and there

Sift the dark mold with kmdlv cart .

And press it o'er them tenderly,

As round the sleeping infant's feet

We softly fold the cradle-sheet,

So plant we the apple tree.
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What plant we in this apple tree ?

Buds which the breath of summer days
Shall lengthen into leafy sprays .

Boughs where the thrush with crimson breast,

Shall haunt, and sing, and hide her nest :

We plant upon the sunny lea

A shadow for the noon-tide hour.

A shelter from the summer shower,

When we plant the apple tree.

What plant we in this apple tree ?

Sweets for a hundred flowery springs

To load the May-wind's restless wings.

When from the orchard-row he pours

Its fragrance through our open doors ;

A world of blossoms for the bee :

Flowers for the sick girl*s silent room.
For the glad infant sprigs of bloom.

—

We plant with the apple tree.

What plant we in this apple tree?

Fruits that shall swell in sunny June.

And redden in the August noon.

And drop when gentle airs come by,

That fan the blue September sky;

While children wild with noisy glee.

Shall scent their fragrance as they pass.

And search for them in the tufted grass .

At the foot of the apple tree.

And when above this apple tree.

The winter stars are quivering bright.

And winds go howling through the night.

Girls whose young eyes o'erfiow with mirth.

Shall peel its fruit by the cottage hearth:

And guests in prouder homes shall see.

Heaped with the orange and the grape.

As fair as they in tint and shape.

The fruit of the apple tree.

The fruitage of this apple tree:

Winds, and our flag of stripe and star.

Shall bear to coasts that lie afar.

Where men shall wonder at the view,

And ask in what fair groves they grew ;

And they who roam beyond the sea

Shall think of childhood's careless day,

And long hours passed in summer play

In the shade of the apple tree.

— William Cullen Bryant.
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And tin p.in»i<-> and pinks that the Mimmri lime t

In the gteen, glassy lap ol th< in< •!:- i that

Blinkin up .it the sk.i<s through the ranahinj

Hut wb.it is the lily, and .ill oi th<

Of the flowers to ft man with ft hi reaat

Th.it was dipped brimmin' lull of th< honey and A
oi thr tweet dovei htoaftoara bin bftbyb

i u, . m dove Beld now

)i round .1 stable, a dimb in the mow
Bat my childhood coma be le«f end and aa plain

As the smell of the clever I'm snifiin again .

Ami I vrftndei away in a hare footed dream.

Whar I tangle my toes in the btoeeoma that i^leara

with the ilew of the dawn of the morning of love

Ere it wept o'er the graves that I in weepin' above.

And so 1 love clover, it seems like a part

Of the war rr rtnl aorronn and joys of my heart .

And wherever it blossoms, oh. thar let me bow
And thank the good God as I'm thankin Him now
And I pray to Him still for the stren'th when I die.

To go out in the clover and tell it good bye,

And lovin'ly nestle my face in its bloom
While my soul slips away on a breth of purfume.

—James Wkitcomb Rile

THE TREK

The tree's early leaf-buds were bursting their brown.

'Shall I take them away?" said the frost, sweeping down.

•No; leave them alone

Till the blossoms have grown.

Prayed the tree, while he trembled from rootlet to crown.

The tree bore its blossoms, and all the birds sung.

Shall I take them away?'
-

said the wind as he swung.

"No; leave them alone

Till the berries have grown."

Said the tree, while his leaflets quivering hung.

The tree bore his fruit in the mid summer glow.

Said the child, "May I gather thy berries now 1 "

"Yes ; all thou canst see ;

Take them ; All are for thee."

Said the tree as he bent down his laden boughs low.

nstjeme B
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WHY WE LOVE THE FLAG.

11 ICHER.

Why should we love that starry flag ?

Why should we now rejoice

To see it hang in beauty there,

A happy Nation's choice ?

Why should the heart with rapture thrill.

The pulse beat quick with joy,

When we behold our country's flag ?

Come, answer now, my boy.

FIRST BOY.

I love that starry banner, sir,

For at the Nation's birth

'Twas chosen as the emblem of

The fairest land on earth.

Our patriot sires, with Washington,
Fir>-t gave it to the skies,

And now on every sea it floats,

In every land it flies.

A SOLDIER'S HOY.

I love that starry banner, sir,

For I'm a soldier's son,

And often I've heard father tell

Of battles fought and won.
He marched with grand old Sherman's troop,

And Logan's fifteenth corps,

And from Atlanta to the sea

That flag he proudly bore.

YOUNG AMERICA.

I love that starry banner, sir,

And I've my reasons, too,

For surely 'tis a pretty thing.

All red, and white, and blue :

And let me see the boy or girl

Who'd like to live or die

Beneath a flag that would not give

A fourth day of July.

— Thomas P. Westtnidorf.

SCATTER SEEDS IN SPRINGTIME.

Scatter in springtime a handful of seeds.

And gather in summer a lapful ot flowers,

This is the song of the birds in the bowers.

This is the song of the wind in the reeds.

Down by the roadside and over the meads.

Under the sunshine and under the showers,

Scatter in springtime a handful of seeds,

And gather in summer a lapful of flowers.
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tfc i in childhood Mad iron) • indk d

Scatter tl
-

hrOUgfc all the bo

Whethei iky brightens 01 whetl ^era;

M)in> shall 1 iinmrr spr.

Scatter in springtime a handful

And gather la -muni
—.V

ka:n and Tin-; PXX>wBRS

To the great brown house where the Sowcreti live

RBC the rain with its tap, tap, tap

Ami whispered: "Violet, laowdrop
Your pretty eyes must DOW unclose

ID your loag wintry n.,

I the rain, w ith its tap, tap, tap !

From the door- they peeped with a timid grace

Just to answer this tap. tap, tap !

Snowdrop curtseyed a sweet "Good day

Then all came aodding their heads so gay
And they said: "We've had our nap,

Thank von, rain, for vour tap tap, tap !"

—.v

now Tin: i.f.ayf.s CAMH DOWN.

"I'll tell you how the leaves came down.

Thegreat tree to his children said;

' You're getting sleepy, Yellow and Brown,
!eepy, little Red.''

"Ah I hedged each silly pouting leaf,

"Let us a little longer stay

Dear Father Tree, behold our grief;

'Tis such a very pleasant day,

We do not want to go away."

So just for one more merry day

To the great tree the leaflets clung,

Frolicked and danced, and had their way
rpon the autumn breeses swung,
Whispering all their sports among.

"Perhaps the great tree will forget,

And let us stay until the spring.

It" we all beg, and coax, and fret."

But the great tree did no such thing:

He smiled to hear their whispering

"Come, children all. to bed," he cried;

And ere the leaves could urge their prayer,

He shook his head, and far and wide,

Fluttering and rustling everywhere,

Down sped the leaflets through the air.
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I saw them; on the ground they lay,

Golden and red, a huddled swarm,
Waiting till one from far away,

White bedclothes heaped upon her arm.

Should come to wrap them safe and warm.

The great bare tree looked down and smiled.

"Good night, dear little leaves," he said.

And from below each sleepy child

Replied, "Good night," and murmured,
"It is so nice to go to bed !

"

—Susan Coolidge.

FLORAL EMBLEMS

Recitation lor three girls, bearing or weariug colors—red, white, blue.

We tend the flowers of every hue.

But love the red, the white, the blue,

Red. white and blue.

Their tender buds our hands unfold.

We sprinkle them with sunbeam's gold

And bathe them in the dew.

I love the red. It is to me
Type of the justice, strong and free.

Which does our land unite.

Bloom on, sweet rose and poppy red

Make glad each humble garden bed
With colors warm and bright.

White are the blossoms of my care.

Symbols of purity. The fair

Pale snowdrop of the spring,

The lily-bells that with faint chime
Make glad the early summer-time.

To these my love I bring.

My favorites are clad in blue.

Deep-tinted, or the faintest hue

E'er seen in summer sky.

Emblems of truth are they. We greet

The bluebell and the violet sweet.

That here in beauty lie.

—Annie L. Willis.
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Kow let tint bannei r

It BU •

I
n.iti.n

,it;ht freedom to the lie

Twill teach oui ckildi

h-ar,

As m the Beld <>t nearest] bine

The thinlng -tat- appear.

— '/;/#, /.7/f/V

I'll! PLOWER OF l.lllKKTY

To be rendered t>> 1 class ol girls, each wearing the national color- n
six holds the flag* and wares it as aN recite the refrain M

it is the banner of the

free,'' etc

What flower i- this that greets the morn
It- hues from heaven so freshly horn '

with burning star and (laming hand
It kindles all the -unset land :

O, tell OS what its name may he '

I- this the Flower of Liberty }

It is the banner of the free.

The starry Flower of Liberty

In savage Nature's fair abode
Its tender seed our fath' :

The storm-winds rocked its swelling bud.

Its opening leaves were streaked with blood

Till, lo I earth's tyrants shook to see

The full blown Flower of Liberty

Then hail the banner of the free.

The starry Flower of Liherty

III.

Behold the streaming rays unite.

One mingling flood of braided light —
The red that fires the Southern rose,

With spotless white from Northern snow?
And. spangled o'er its azure, see

The sister Stars of Liberty

Then hail the banner of the free.

The starry Flower of Liberty I
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IV

The blades of heroes fence it round :

Where'er it springs is holy ground !

From tower and dome its glories spread

It waves where lonely sentries tread :

It makes the land as ocean free.

And plants an empire on the sea !

Then hail the banner of the free,

The starry Flower of Liberty !

V.

Thy sacred leaves, fair freedom's flower,

Shall ever float on dome and tower,

To all their heavenly colors true,

In blackening frost or crimson dew
;

And God love us as we love thee,

Thrice holy Flower of Liberty I

Then hail the banner of the free,

The starry Flower of Liberty !

—O. If. Holmes.

THE SEVEN AGES OF THE TREE.

They have their exits and their entrances,

And one tree in its time plays many parts,

Its acts being seven ages. At first the seed

Rooting its darksome way beneath the sod ;

And then the slender stem, with growing strength,

Pushing above the earth its shining face :

And then the branchful sapling, sweetly sighing

With winds, and rocking little birds asleep

That softly nestle in its whispering leaves ;

Then larger still, with fast increasing branches,

Affording shade to beasts and weary men,
And gathering moss upon its rugged bark ;

Then, towering aloft, it plays its part.

Monarch of all the woods, sending its roots

Far down, and with its long, outspreading arms.

Battling with furious storms. The sixth age shifts

Into the lean and sapless skeleton ;

Struck by the angry bolts of heaven, it stands

Above the rising generation,

All desolate, the strength of manhood fled

From its shrunk shanks
;
and its big. manly voice.

Gone with the thousand leaves which made it, pipes

And whistles in its sound. Last scene of all

That ends this strange eventful history.

It tott'ring falls, and sleeps in mere oblivion :

Sans leaves, sans limbs, sans bark, sans everything.

—Dr. E. E. Higbee.
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Oh, willow, why forever m
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• who mourns an endleM wrong ?

What hidden woe can 11

what ntter griefcan last so long ?

Mourn on forever, nnconaoled,
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A -weeter grace than constancy.
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Under a spreading chestnut tree,

The village smithy stands, etc.

—Mr

5. Till B1 1 >. 11

Thrice twenty years I have stood

In bloomk-s. fruitless solitude,

Since childhood in my nestling bower,

First spent its sweet and sportive hour,

And on my trunk's surviving frame

Carved many a long-forgotten name,
oh. by the vows of gentle sound,

—

First breathed upon this sacred ground
As love'', own altar, honor me,
Spare, woodman, spare the beechei

— Campbell.

6. THE BTRCH.

Give me of your bark, < ) birch tree,

Of your yellow bark, o birch tree,

Crowing by the rushing river.

Tall and stately in the valley,

I a bright canoe will build me
That shall Boat upon the river,

Like a yellow leaf in autumn,
Like a yellow water-lily,

Le your cloak. ( > birch tree-
Lay aside your white-skin wrapper.
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THE KROOK AND WEE ELSIE.

A brook and wee Elsie

Were playing together,

One frolicsome day
Of the sunshiny weather,

At ' tag " and "bo-peep ;"

Naughty creatures were they

For the brook and wee Elsie

Had both run away.

One time, when they paused

In a lovely, cool place,

Elsie saw in the water
Her round dimpled face

;

And " how funn\- !

" she said.

With a wondering look.

—

Now how could my face

Get into the brook ?"

A half minute later,

A gypsying bee

Left Elsie in tears.

Sorry object to see.

" Here's another queer problem,'"

The little brook cries ;

" Now, how did I ever

Get into her eyes? "

— Carrie IV. Thompson.

AN ACT TO ESTABLISH ARBOR DAY.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

Section i. The third Friday in April of each year shall be set

apart and known as "Arbor Day," to be observed by the people of this

State in planting of forest trees, for the benefit and adornment of pub-

lic and private grounds, places and ways, and in such other efforts and

undertakings as shall be in harmony with the general character of the

day so established; Provided, That the actual planting of trees may
be done on the day designated, or at such other most convenient time

as may best conform to local climatic conditions, such other time to

be designated, and due notice thereof given, by the several county

superintendents of schools for their respective counties.

Sec. 2. The day, as above designated, shall be a holiday in all

public schools of the State, and school officers and teachers are

required to have the schools under their respective charge observe the

day by planting of trees and other appropriate exercises.
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Aiinu.iih, .it the propei sssion, the ,
hall issue

a proclamation, calling the attention of the people to the provision*

of this act, and recommending and enjoining its due oi The

Superintendent of Public Instruction and the respective county inper-

Intendents of schoola ihall alto promote, by all propei humus, the

of the day, and the aaid county laperintendenti

shall make annual reports to the State forest Commissioner of the

action taken in this behalf in their respective counties.

ARBOR I) W PROCLAM \TH>\.

State os Coi*obado,
Exbcuth i Dbpartmbmt. I

In compliance with the law passed by the Seventh Genera]

tbly, and approved March 22, A. D. eighteen hundred and

eighty-nine, I, John I,. Routt, Governor of the State of Colorado,

hereby designate and proclaim Friday, the seventeenth day of April,

A. D. 1891, to be observed as Arbor Day.

I earnestly recommend that the people of the State keep this day,

in conformity with the general custom, by the planting of trees and

shrubberv of all classes, adapted to our soil and climate, and in the

adornment of public and private grounds, streets and highways, and

by such other demonstrations as are appropriate to the general char-

acter of the occasion.

The importance of promoting forest growth and tree culture, and

their preservation, should awaken the sincere interest of every resi-

dent of the State ; and it is hoped that the officers and pupils of our

schools will take an especial and active part in the exercises of the

day.

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused

the great seal of the State to be affixed, this thirteenth day of March,

in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-one.

John I.. ROUTT.
By the Governor :

E J. Baton,

State.
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WE THANK THEE.

For flowers that bloom about our feet .

For tender grass, so fresh, so sweet ;

For song of bird, for hum of bee ;

For all things fair we hear or see,—
Father in heaven, we thank Thee I

For blue of stream, for blue of sky
;

For pleasant shade of branches high :

For fragrant air and cooling breeze
;

For beauty of the blooming trees,—

Father in heaven, we thank Thee !

SELECTIONS.

—Selected.

Among the Trees, Bryant.

An April Day, Longfellow.

Breathing of Spring, Mrs. Hemans.

Childrens' Arbor Day March, E. A. Holbrook.

Dance of the Daisies, Mrs. S. M. B. Piatt.

Dream of Summer, Whittier.

Early Spring, Thompson.

Forest Hymn, Bryant.

Forest Song, W. H Venable.

Freedom's Flower (Golden Rod), Marian Douglas.

In Praise of Trees, Spenser.

Landing of the Pilgrims, Mrs. Hemans.

Last Dream of the Old Oak Tree, Hans C. Anderson.

Love of Nature, Wordsworth.

Palm and the Pine, Taylor.

Tree Burial, Bryant.

Under the Old Elm, Lowell.

Voice of the Grass, Sarah Roberts.

'

' I am midway to believe,

A tree among my far progenitors.

Such sympathy is mine with all the race."

-
J. R. Lowell.
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Arbor Day, Friday, April 15, 1892.

arbor day proclamation.

State of Colorado, )

Executive Department.
)

As spring draws near it becomes my agreeable duty, under the

law enacted by the Seventh General Assembly of Colorado, to call

the attention of the people by proclamation to the approach of Arbor

Day, "to be observed by the people of this State in the planting of

forest trees, for the benefit and adornment of public and private

grounds, places and ways, and in such other efforts and undertakings

as shall be in harmony with the general character of the day so estab-

lished."

I, therefore, hereby designate and proclaim Friday, the 15th day

of April, A. D. 1892, as Arbor Day.

And I most heartily recommend that the people observe this day

by devoting at least a portion of it to the beautifying of public high-

ways, parks, school grounds and home surroundings.

I also especially invoke the interest of the officers, teachers and

pupils of our schools, all of whom it is hoped will co-operate in mak-

ing the day one of pleasant remembrance and lasting benefit.

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused

the great seal of the State to be affixed, at Denver, this 10th day of

March, A. D. 1892, and the independence of the United States the one

hundred and sixteenth.

John L. Routt.
By the Governor :

E. J. Eaton,

Secretary of State.
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The return of tlir fourth sueeessive Arhor bay season for Colo-

rado invitei the attention of the schools ami their friends, the people.

At first of local origin, the day has attained a national dignity

and importance. Inaugurated in 1S7;? as an economic measure by the

nor of Nebraska, it is now ob^t rved in thirty-nine states and

territories, "in accordance with legislative enactment, or by special

recommendation Of the governor or state superintendent, or the state

grange and the state horticutural and agricultural societies ; and in

some states, as iu Connecticut, by all these combined." Regarded as

"out of place" when first proposed as a "school day," it has become

the most useful, popular and widely observed of all school holidays.

Treated at first by hard-headed men of affairs with indifference, not

to say with contempt, it soon won cordial recognition and welcome

among all classes of citizens. In some localities of New York state

business is suspended, the people "vying with each other in making

the day pleasant and profitable."

The observance of the day in Colorado last year was general and

enthusiastic. Of fifty-five counties in the State, forty-nine held com-

memorative exercises.

More than four thousand trees are reported to have been planted

by the school children, and more than forty thousand by others—not

to mention many known to have been planted but not reported.

In many districts the schools were not in session. In some
counties this was the case with nearly half. Such schools would do

well to observe a day of their own when in session. In other districts,

present abundance of trees, lack of water and other unfavorable

conditions, account for no planting ; but in many such schools,

indoor exercises were held, and the children were led, through songs,

and recitations and music, to share the love of the poets and imagin-

ative prose writers in the delightful aspects of nature, as presented in

shrubs, trees, flowers and birds.

Some schools had flag raisings and patriotic addresses and decla-

mations.

Some rooms were tastefully decorated with "pine boughs, wild

flowers and potted plants." Others made a general "clearing up of the

school premises'' a part of their program ; while one school joyously

closed the day by adjourning to the meadows and canons for wild

flowers.
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The day is worthy to be observed, for the spirit that prompts it is

noble, generous and humane. It is kindred to the spirit that plants

churches, colleges, libraries and hospitals, parks and fountains ; that

lays out broad avenues, removes front fences, and is now calling for

better country roads. In a word, it is the spirit that turns private

enterprise into public beneficence, and thus marks civilization, which
Mr. Matthew Arnold terms '* a humanization of man in society."

'

' We plant trees, we build houses, we redeem the waste, we make
prospective laws, we found colleges and hospitals for remote gener-
ations. '

'
—Ralph WaIdo Emerson

.

1
' The savage builds no monuments, endows no hospitals, founds

no libraries. He has no eye for the future in the distance. He lives

for the day. He has no time for digging wells or tree-planting.

There is no Arbor Day for the Indian."

—

Myron IV. Reed.

Let the children in our schools, the young men and women in

our colleges, seminaries and universities, with their instructors, co-

operate in the proper observance of the day by planting shrubs, vines

and trees that will beautify the home, adorn the public grounds, add
wealth to the State, and thereby increase the comfort and happiness of

our people.

Nathan B. Coy,

State Superintendent.

COLORADO STATE FLOWER.

Zest was given to Arbor Day a year ago by the vote for a State

Flower. The Rocky Mountain Columbine was chosen by a large

majority, and will doubtless always be the pride of the school children,

for it is a beautiful flower. Twenty-two thousand three hundred

sixteen votes were distributed among fifty different flowers. Of these

the Columbine received 14,472, nearly 65 per cent. ; the others received

votes as follows :

Anemone 355, blue bell 99, buttercup 9, cactus 1,027, clematis 54,

clover 8, crocus 42, daisy 136, dandelion 7, fuchsia, storm king, 14,

gilia aggerata 17, golden rod 580, gentian (fringed) 38, geranium (wild

rose) 12, harebell 14, honeysuckle 8, Indian pink 97, lilac 1, lily 115,

lily Mariposa 1,157, lily (Easter) 27, lily (red) 10, lily of the valley 1,

lily (tiger) 39, May flower 18, mentzelia 11, morning glory 21, pansy

70, poeony 3, poppy 40, pearly everlasting 9, primrose 504, rose 473,

rose (white) 90, rose (wild) 843, snowball 19, sage (wild) 1, Spanish

bayonet 22, star of Bethlehem 25, sunflower 102, tansey 4, tulip 7,

thistle 3, violet (^blue) 37, violet (yellow) 2, wind flower 30, wild sweet

pea 12, yucca 969, un-uamed 636.
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SUGGESTK >NS FOR THE OBSERVANCE OF ARBOR I -
\'»

Much helpful matter for use in preparing programi tor Arboi :

en pnbliahed daring the peat few years. By far the moat

jplete single volume is the " Arbor i>ay Manual/' edited . i n < 1 compiled

by Charlea R. Skinner, M. A., and published b} Weed,

New York, it ifl beautiful volume of about s i), » pages, and abounds

in the choicest bits of information and selections on all subjects per-

taining to Arbor Day ; the price is £2.50. It would be well it

School in Colorado owned .1 copy of this book. Less pretentious, but

very helpful, is "Arbor Day Leaves." a pamphlet of about thirty p
by N H. Bggleston, printed and sold by the American Book Company.

For the benefit oi those who may not have access to anything of

the kind I have prepared the accompanying circular containing hints,

with selections for individual and class exercises.

CHOOSING v STATE TK

Since the State Flower was chosen, much interest has been

expressed in the choice of a State Tree. Among others, members of

the State Horticultural Society have urged the plan, and two of them
hare prepared instructive papers upon the trees of the State. It will

doubtless surprise many to know the wide-spread fame of some of our

native trees. It is thought that quite as much interest may be created

this year in the contest for a State Tree as the vote for a State blower

elicited last year. We hope it will meet with favor.

The teachers are requested to talk up our trees with the children,

upon the basis of the selections given in this circular, and thus aid

them to make comparisons. A State Tree, as well as a State Flower,

will be an interesting contribution to Colorado's educational exhibit at

Chicago ; both could be used to advantage in the art display.

As in the choice of a State Flower, so for the tree, ballots should

previously be prepared and arrangements made, to have the vote taken

during the exercises. Separate blanks will be furnished from this

office, upon which teachers may report to their county superintendent,

who will compile the results and forward them to the State Superin-

tendent for future announcement through the papers

The original papers by Colorado writers will show the important

relation of tree culture to Colorado's future development and possi-

bilities, and will furnish material for talks to pupils during the year.
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SUBJECTS FOR ESSAYS OR ORATIONS.

i. The tree.

(a) Beauty, form, color, grace and diversity.

(b) Its habits—of breathing, sleeping, growing, etc.

(c) Its enemies.

(d ) Its gifts—shelter, shade, fertility, fruit.

(e) Its uses—fuel, material for building, manufacture and orna-

ment, medicine, dye stuff.

(/ ) Its physical effects—upon climate, water supply, agriculture,

soil, healthfulness, industries, prosperity of a country.

2. Warnings from history.

Palestine, Sicily, Roman Campagna, St. Helena, Santa Cruz, dif-

ferent parts of the United States, not omitting Colorado.

CLASS EXERCISES.

Let the members of a class, each representing some particular tree

describe how the tree grows, where it is found, what the wood or fruit

is good for, etc. It might add interest if each speaker should omit the

name of the tree represented, leaving the hearers to decide.

TREES IN POETRY.

Quotations may be given to show the poetical uses of trees in typi-

fying human characteristics, as the oak, strength; the willow, sadness;

the vine, despondency, etc.

SUGGESTIONS FOR PROGRAMME.

1. Do not make the exercises too long.

2. Suit parts to age and ability of pupils.

3. Aim to give interesting variety.

The following general plan is recommended, subject to the judg-

ment and tact of the teacher :

1. Devotional exercises, reading of scriptures, (selections con-

cerning trees, etc.), prayer, song.

2. Reading of "Act to Establish Arbor Day," Governor's procla-

mation, and circular by State Superintendent, all found on first page.
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3. Songs short, varied, appropri

4 Reading!, recitations, dcclamationi brief and ftirriii

5. Batays, otatloiit; relating to trees, 'their habits, dm

ihoold be brief, origina] productioni

Remarks by visitors short and pointed -not too many

peakera.

7 Addresses—short and suited to the day.

8. Vote on state Tree; see that all neceteary arrangement

previously made, that there he no delay.

AT Tin. TK1-.1..

Suggestions: The tree should be previously placed in position.

If it is to he dedicated to some particular person, the name of the

:i should he attached on wood or tin to the tree.

Alter a marching song on the way to the tree :

1. A brief statement concerning the person to whom the tree is

dedicated.

2. When practicable, quotations from the writings of the person

honored.

3. A spadeful of earth deposited by each pupil, or such as shall

be designated.

4. Recitation— " What do we I'lant when we Plant the Tree ?
"

5. Song— "America."

CHILDREN'S ARBOR DAY MARCH.

We are marching for the arbor,

And our hearts are free from care;

And our thoughts in tune to nature.

With the music of the air.

CUOKI'S.

Marching merrily, singing cheerily.

And our hearts are free from care;

Buds are springing, birds are singing,

There is music everywhere.

Flowers are smiling, bees are humming
O'er the laud we're passing through;

Robin shyly greets our coming,

—

Everything to nature true.

CHOKl'S

Marching merrily, singing cheerily.

And our hearts are free from care

Colors blending, tints unending;

There is beauty everywhere.
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We will bless the mighty power
Who for us the feast hath spread,

For all life for tree and flower,

And His heavens overhead.

Marching merrily, singing cheerily,

And our hearts are free from care;

In each beauty learning duty,

For his love is everywhere.

—E. A. Ho/brook, Watertotpn, N, Y.

NOTES ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF COLORADO PLANTS.

Every observer admits the influence of environment on vegetation

and, therefore, in a large state, like Colorado, where conditions of soil,

climate, altitude and moisture vary considerably, mauy species would
naturally be expected. There are, however, four quite distinct regions,

not divided from each other by arbitrary lines, nor is each confined to

a particular part of the State. North, south, east or west, all four are

found together, but yet apart. Briefly named, they are : the prairies,

the water courses, the coniferous belt, and the alpine regions. While
different sections of the State may claim a few plants that are local

within narrow limits, the vegetation of each of these four regions is

quite generally the same throughout Colorado, and plants peculiar to

each are more likely to be met with in distant countries than in any

one of the other three regions.

The plains of the Great American Desert seem truly well named,

when their spring covering of wild flowers has been destroyed by the

hot summer sun shining for weeks through a rainless atmosphere.

The blue-gray landscape takes its tone from the low, scraggy artimisia

or sage brush. Clumps of bigelovia with flat-top clusters of yellow

flowers are seen occasionally, and where the soil is adobe, different

kinds of atriplex or "salty sage " are common. But through May
and June these prairies become a paradise, a vast flower garden filled

with blossoms most beautiful. Here are red, white and blue pentste-

mon ;
brilliant scarlet castilleias

;
yuccas with bayonet-shaped leaves

and upright stems covered with pink or creamy bells ; lilies that fill

the air with perfume ; Mexican poppies, starry mentzelias, evening

primroses of great beauty and numerous species of leguminosae and

composite. Among the former are the many species of astragalus, a

genus which is also represented on the Siberian steppes by species

generally unlike ours, but as bewilderingly numerous. The composi-

te claim the sunflowers and asters, besides many more not so conspic-

uous nor so well known.
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'I'll- nurses are outlined by the dcddnon nd shrubs

that find a constant supply ofmoiitnremetamy totheirgrowth Cotton-

woods, box elders, birches, alders, willowa, the cherry, plum, currant,

buffalo berry, d ind others less common, form tin- only

of the plains. Here too, as well .is by the railroad track, are plants

that look like strangers, seeming doubtful of continued i
•.

their new home. Plants of world-wide distribution also grow in this

region. Perhaps the seeds have been carried by aquatic birds, it is

an Interesting question that may be answered only by continued

observation of local floras.

In the Coniferous /one, the species <>!' trees are not many, but some,

like the silver spruce and the white fir, are widely cultivated for their

beauty. I'p to the present time then- have been found in Colorado six

pines, two spruces i not including the common Douglas spruce ,
two

firs and three cedars, fourteen in all. I'nder the protecting shade of

evergreens bloom the most delicate flowers, such as anemones,

twin-flowers, columbines, pyrolas, and kinnikinick. All are found

in coniferous forests of the northern hemisphere, and a list of the

plants of the Maine woods contains many that live on our ever

mountain slopes.

Par up among the mountain summits is the last and most interest-

ing region. In the Alpine valleys or basins, surrounded by
j

peaks, the flowers are of the most brilliant colors and greatest abund-

ance. Even from under the snow, the hardy, plants push their buds,

and the edges of snow banks are fringed with rare buttercups, crimson

primulas, narcissus, flowered anemones, globe flowers and the white

Caltha or marsh marigold. Among the rocks live the saxifrages and
harebells. Many of the very same species dwell in the distant

mountains of Switzerland and Northern Europe, and in the semi-

arctic belt of both hemispheres. Indeed, the Alpine or Arctic botanist

would feel quite at home amid these lofty meadows, where [gentians,

potentillas, asters, clovers, columbines and forget-me-nots are all in

bloom at once.

Xo one who has ever felt the grandeur of the world of peaks, the

tender beauty of the flowery meadows, and the intoxication of the

mountain air can resist the spell that draws him back and is the under-

lying principle of true patriotism.

ai.icj: Eastwood.

Academy oi» Scienci

San Francisco, March u, 1S92.
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A SUGGESTION.

The greatest ignorance concerning our wild flowers is prevalent

throughout the State. Inquirers find their efforts for knowledge
baffled by a difficult "flora," and there seems to be no help. Chil-

ren gather great bunches of blossoms and bring them into the school-

room, but, if they have curiosity, it is not satisfied, nor is any partic-

lar observation bestowed upon the bouquets

It has occurred to me that this love for flowers, so universal among
children, might be turned to their advantage in training their observ-

ing and discriminating powers ; and also might be made of great use

in furthering a knowledge of local flowers.

If there are any teachers who would care to start a school her-

barium, or any town that would form a botanical club, I should be

most glad to assist in any way. Suggestions as to the proper methods

of work, determinations of unknown species, and even, when possible,

help in arranging, would be enthusiastically given.

Such an enterprise could be made a matter of local pride ; it would

foster public spirit, and a little effort might give wonderful results.

Alice Eastwood.
960 Goss Street, Denver, Colo.

Note.—Miss Eastwood, although temporarily residing in California, where she

is engaged in scientific work, still regards Colorado as her home. She was gradu-

ated at the Denver High School, afterwards taught there for several years, and is

the donor of the Eastwood collection of flowers, now in possession of the school, a

collection of her own gathering, embracing more than 3.000 species, of both Euro-

pean and American origin. N. B. C.

COLORADO TREES.

Colorado is very nearly one-third mountains and two-thirds

plains. The plains are almost bare, save here and there along the

water courses, where groves of Cottonwood, box elder and willow

appear. These are well-known trees, for they grow so easily and rap-

idly, with little irrigation, that we see them everywhere The cotton-

wood is a large, handsome tree, with fine glossy foliage, especially

useful for planting along streets and roads. The box-elder is smaller

and does better on lawns, where it forms a fine round-headed tree,

with heavy foliage. The glory of the eastern woods, the oaks, elms,

maples, walnuts and hickories, are not found in Colorado.

Nevertheless, we may turn to the everlasting hills and behold

some of the grandest and most beautiful trees in the world. With one

exception, they are conifers or evergreen trees.
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are the pioneers of m • sts, .nnl were th-

ine time the only trees, in mple

organization thorn them to be the earliest of plants on the earth.

'I'his general evergreen nature of Colorado forest! li tin-

high northern and high mountainous regioi the Lend of per-

petual ice, around the pole, the tit .tent the

in America, Asia and Furope. Thni ire find in Colorado many tree-

familiar in a general way to the inhabitant- of Kurope and Asia, hut

yet not exactly the same, for not a single pine, spruce or fir is here the

D the east or the < >ld World.

The forests of Colorado grow on the highest ridges of North

America, where they collect and store in natural reservoirs the waters

:ie of the principal rivers of the United States, From the eastern

slope of the Continental Divide four large rivers find their source, the

North Platte, the South Platte, the Arkansas and the Rio Grande.

These all find their way into the Gulf of Mexico, the first three-

through the Missouri and the Mississippi and the last direct. From
the western slopes rise also four large rivers, the Bear, the White, the

Grand and the San Juan. These unite in the great Colorado river and

empty into the Gulf of California. Should the forests disappear, as

they surely will if we do not take care of them, all these rivers would

become dry. How very important, then, are these forests, and how
necessary it is to preserve them.

The Rocky Mountains are not covered entirely with trees, but

embrace a wide expanse of wooded ranges aud open parks. From the

timber line, about eleven thousand feet in altitude, rise the bare,

lofty, snow-clad peaks. In the western part of the State, where all

the waters flow into the Pacific, there is more rain and snow, and

therefore the forests are larger and denser. As a rule, more trees are

found on the northern hillsides, where they are not so exposed to the

drying effect of the sun. For this reason the thinnest forests are on

the hillsides looking out over the plains.

On the mountains of Colorado are found twelve different kinds of

conifers or evergreen trees, belonging to the four great families of

pine, spruce, fir and cedar. Though these varieties are found

mingled together and may all be seen within a few miles of each

other, they are not indiscriminately mixed, but occupy distiuct and
peculiar stations. Some may ascend to the mountain summits, others

must halt at the foot.

For instance, let us take the pines, the largest and most import-

ant family of trees in Colorado, and comprising five varieties A- we
approach the mountains and begin to climb the foothills, the first tree

we meet is the yellow or bull pine, the most valuable of all pines of
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the Rocky Mountains, and the most wide-spread, beginning where
hill and plain join and extending from Mexico to Canada, and west-

ward to the Pacific. No other pine in America covers so much
ground. It rises up the mountains to an altitude of six thousand to

seven thousand feet, where it mingles with the true mountain pine.

It is easily recognized by its thick red-brown bark, divided into large,

flat, smooth plates, and by its wide-spreading, drooping branches, and
its long, stout leaves, nearly one foot in length. It forms a large,

massive tree, varying in size according to its situation, and reaching

generally a height of one hundred feet, although it has been found

three hundred feet tall. Its wood is usually coarse-grained and full

of resin, hard and heavy, especially the heart wood, which will

scarcely float on water. It is one of the hardiest of pines, and the

fastest grower, and being well adapted to dry and windy situations, it

is useful for wind breaks and for timber.

And as we climb higher we find the more valuable western white

pine, which, next to the bull-pine, is the most generally distributed of

pines in Colorado. It is a handsome tree of compact habit, dark

foliage, straight stem and smooth bark. It grows to a height of fifty

to seventy-five feet, on rocky ridges, at an altitude of six thousand to

nine thousand feet. Its wood is white, soft and easily worked, and is

used very extensively for finishing the inside of houses and for furni-

ture. Its medium size and highly ornamental character make it the

best pine for planting on our lawns.

Penetrating still deeper into the mountains at an elevation of eight

thousand to ten thousand feet, we find the black or lodge-pole pine,

sometimes called the tamarack. This is a very symmetrical tree of

rapid growth, with slim, tapering trunk, forty to fifty feet high, and

smooth, greyish-brown bark, thin and scaly. Its straight trunk was

used by the Indians as poles for their lodges. The wood is coarse and

tough, liable to warp and rarely cut into boards.

Still higher, at timber line, one of the last trees to dispute with

the wild storms the possession of the Alpine domain, we find the fox
tail or hickory pine ; a medium-sized tree, seldom over forty feet tall,

with thick trunk and reddish-grey bark. Its form varies from a pyra-

midal outline on sheltered slopes to a straggling bush, prostrated and

almost creeping on the bleak summits of the high ridges. Its wood

is of a reddish color, very hard and tough, and was used instead of

hickory in the early days. From the peculiar tufted appearance of its

foliage it acquired the name of fox-tail pine.

In the warm valleys of the central part of the State, and among

the foot-hills of the southern portion, we find the pinon or nut pine,

whose seeds, about the size of a pea, sweet and fine flavored, we have
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all eaten and enjoyed it> n I if

and makes the best are m 1 In the world. Por this -.

inanities l, and if . osebe

pped it will soon be totally destroyed it tonus a low, round-

bopped tree, twenty or thirty feet nigh, an. I branches from the

not very handsome, hut its rugged, twisted, sturdy appearance

gives it .1 certain attractiveness. It i- generally found iii proves or

red along the dry banks of CBHOIII and in stony soil on th-

hills and mi

Valuable than the pines, and far more ornamental, are

races which form great masses of fon-sts throughout the Rocky
Mountains. They require more moisture than the pines, and gener-

ally grow in shady canons or on northern slopes. On the other tide

of the Continental Divide, in the western part of the State, where

there is more rain and snow than in the eastern portion, the forests

are principally of spruce. They may be easily recognized from their

conical pyramidal habit, dense foliage and short, stiff leaves. There

are only three kinds in Colorado, but few trees iu the world are more

beautiful than these.

The most common spruce here, and perhaps the most wide-spread

tree in the Rocky Mountains, is the one we find on entering the hills,

the Douglas or red spruce. It is also sometimes called the moun-

tain hemlock
x
as it much resembles the hemlock of the east, and is

th« nearest relative in the Rocky Mountain region to this most

important class of trees.

The Douglas spruce is a gigantic tree, the largest in Colorado,

raising its tapering spiral form three hundred feet high It is one of

the grandest of the group of giants which combine to form the forests

of the Rocky Mountains. In many places it grows so close that

forests of it seem like great cane breaks. Its wood is reddish-yellow,

heavy and strong, very valuable for timber and much used for railroad

ties on account of its durability. It is exceedingly handsome as a

lawn tree, rapid in growth and beautiful in form and color, with soft,

cheerful, dark-green foliage and flexible branches sweeping gracefully

down to the ground

Beginning at a higher elevation than the Douglas spruce and

extending to timber line is the beautiful white or Englemann%s Spruce.

Under the best conditions it forms great forests of noble trees, rising

one hundred feet high, slim and straight, like a ship mast. At higher

altitudes it is a smaller, nearly round-topped tree, and on the highest

summits it is a prostrate, almost creeping shrub. Its foliage varies
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from a light-green to a steely color. Its wood is tough and strong,

and quite valuable for timber. As an ornamental tree for the lawn it

is most attractive, scarcely less beautiful than the Douglas spruce.

And now I have something to tell you, which may be new to

many. Do you know that the most beautiful of all trees of the Rocky
Mountains, and in some respects, the most beautiful conifer in the

world, is the other variety of spruce found on our hills, the Colorado

or blue spruce? Its beauty is too rare to be common and hence, it

is found nowhere outside of our State.

Even here it shrinks from the gaze of men, and one must look

sharp to find it. It prefers damp, shady places, from 6,000 to 9,000

feet in altitude, and under the best -circumstances, will reach a height

of 100 feet. It may be easily recognized from its stiff, sharp leaves,

which prick your hand as you grasp them, and from its remarkable

bluish appearance, which contrasts most delightfully with the sombre

appearance of the rocks and trees around.

In a favorable location where it has an opportunity to fully develop

its faultless beauty, it forms a symmetrical tree, compact and pyramidal,

with rich sage colored foliage of a steely-blue lustre. Other trees may
surpass it in grand and noble qualities, but its peculiarly bright, warm
tone and generally pleasing appearance, give it a certain attractiveness

which no other tree has. It is greatly prized in the east and in Europe

and is sought so assiduously in other countries for ornamental pur-

poses, that more attention should be given it here.

This should be the State tree. It is entitled to the honor for two

reasons: on account of its great beauty, and because it is distinctively

a Colorado tree, beingfound nowhere else.

Scarcely less beautiful than the Colorado spruce, is the zvhite fir,

found in central and southern Colorado, and extending westward to

the Pacific. It is the most widely distributed of all the North Ameri-

can firs, and is commonly found at an altitude of 6.000 to 7,000 feet,

growing 100 to 150 feet tall. Its leaves are long, curved upward and

inward, of light pale green color, which gives it a magnificent silvery

appearance in the bright sunlight.

Few trees combine so many of the requisites of an ornamental

lawn tree.

I cannot conceive of a grander, nobler and more inspiring sight in

the vegetable world, than either ofthe last named trees, in full maturity

and development of its beauty, rising proud and erect, a spiral column of

exquisite verdure, while the lights and shadows play around its grace-

ful foliage, touching here the end of a branch with a bright silvery

tint and leaving the main tree in deep shadows of rich dark green hues.
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And now 1 .un nearly through I have shown you the most lm*

it trees of Colorado. Only three more conifer* remain. The
balsam fir is tall, slender and rather imnmimoii, growing on the

and in canons near timber line it reachea 1 height of <>m hundred

ind in Colorado la generally found in thi

it ta a tall, slim tree, with tapering trunk, quite ornamental, but of no

value tor timber. The peculiar ipfcj fragrance of its le them

to be much sought for pillow cushions.

The red cedar is the only tree that has traveled over the plains from

the east, and established itself upon our mountains It appears <

where on this continent, and makes a very useful tree. In bottomlands

here it reaches a height of nearly one hundred feet. But where it is

generally found, on the dry and barren foot-hills, it is a small, slow-

growing tree, [ts wood is soft and light, of a fine quality, a reddish

color, and lasts a remarkably long time in contact with the soil. I'or

this reason it is used principally for fence p >sts and railroad ties. Its

tapering and symmetrical form and bright, rich green foliage make a

ittractive tree for aifV lawn.

The white cedar, or, as it is also called, the Rocky Mountain juni-

per, is a scraggy, Stunted tree, thirty feet high, occupying low, dry

hills in southern Colorado, chiefly in company with the nut pine. Its

wood is very much the same as the red cedar.

In our part of the Rocky Mountains there is only one tree which

is deciduous, or loses its leaves in winter. This is the aspen, found in

9 all alone on the hillsides, amid the forests of spruce and fir.

It is also called the quaking asp, because its leaves are small and

round, on long stems, so that they shake with the slightest breath of

air, and give to the tree a shuddering, quaking appearance, and a

shivering sound as if it were trembling with fear. Any one who has

climbed up the mountains has noticed this tree, with its whitish-grey

bark, and light green foliage, trembling in the sunlight, or in the

autumn turning to a bright yellow, contrasting beautifully with the

dark green of the surrounding trees.

It is of little value for ornament or timber, yet it is of great im-

portance to the forests and has its own peculiar sphere of usefulness.

Whenever a fierce, devastating fire has swept through the forests,

ruthlessly destroying the noble trees, and leaving them like fallen giants

heaped upon the ground, the aspen soon starts up, growing where the

others could not ; it prepares the ground for more valuable trees, by pro-

tecting and nursing them in their* youth and giving place to them
when they are large enough to take care of themselves. Is not this a

most useful tree and worthy of all honor? We may well take to

ourselves a lesson from its humble self-sacrifice.
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Such are the trees that cover the mountains of Colorado and form

its forests. Can you remember them all ? Let me repeat them :

There are five pines : the bull pine of the foot-hills, the nut pine

of the southern parts, and higher up, the white pine. At a still greater

elevation is the lodge-pole pine, and at timber line, the highest of all,

is the hickory pine.

There are three spruces : the noble and useful Douglas spruce and
the Englemann' s spruce, and the most beautiful spruce in the world,

the State tree, the Colorado blue spruce.

There are two firs : the grand and magnificent white fir and the

sweet balsam.

There are two cedars : the red and the ivhite ; while only one

deciduous tree is found, the aspen.

These are all. They are not hard to remember. But if you can-

not keep them all in your mind, do notforget the Colorado blue spruce

and the white fir. Remember, there are no, handsomer, nobler trees

than these in the world ; learn to know them and to love them.

You must not only love these two, the king and queen of the for-

ests, but you must love all trees, for they give you life. In the words

of the bible, "The tree of the field is man's life."

If we should allow our forests to be all destroyed, there would be

no streams, and hence no water for our use ; we should have to leave

our homes and emigrate to other countries, where the people have not

been so ignorant, careless and wicked. Trees not only prepare the

earth for us to live on, and keep it healthy and productive, but they

point us to higher duties and greater aims. We cannot know them
without recognizing the wonderful love and power of our Creator.

Thank heavenfor the trees.

George H. Parsons.

Colorado Springs, March 15, 1892.

NATIVE TREES OF COLORADO.

Colorado has the honor of being the first State to incorporate in

her Constitution the duty she owes the future in the preservation of

her natural forests.

As companion associations of the grand scenery of rocks and

canons, the firs and spruces are the most rare and beautiful known in

landscape decoration.
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ido bloc spruce, pre believe, \m th<- onlj

in the United States named fo ind in

.ui\ other part of the world, its blue I

lent the blue skies, pore atmosphere and grand featw Upine

nativity, it' we examine the long list

find one that grades higher In perfection of form. .'.or, hardi-

ind adaptation t<> various sorts .11111 condition! of clim

When voting for a State tree the students of our pnbfl

shoulil not pass by this lovely nameaake of Colorado.

mann White ipruce, in form an ippeara to

be closely allied to p/rra pungtn$. Its natural growth is in the vein

variet\ ofalluvial soil deposit found in the narrow , fertile valleys, border-

ing on streams that flow down from the snowy range, in ascending the

mountains the Bnglemann spruce is first seen at an altitude of nearly

feet, intermingling with nines gwandis, ftinus aristata and other

Alpine Bpecies. it resembles, to some extent, the blue spruce, and is

often mistaken for it. The branches, however, are more pliable;

- more numerous, short and inclining to the branches, while

of upungens" stand out at right angles. It is more generally dis-

tributed along the mountain streams than picra fmngens and grows

at higher altitudes.

Abies Douglasii—A red spruce, resembles most closely the Nor-

way spruce at its best, having that graceful downward sweep of the

branches and feathering out quite down to the ground ; but it is alto-

gether more airy in form, is of a richer, darker green, and do
turn brown or fade in winter.

In the three spruces described we have a representation of out-

national banner, the "red, white and blue," painted in living colors.

The yellow pine and silver cedar represent our precious metals.

Not only are the loftiest mountain peaks in our country found in

Colorado, but the highest timber line. At 12,000 feet on Pike's Peak

the extreme limit of tree growth is reached. Here pin us aiistata

becomes almost a dwarf shrub, prostrate and clinging to the bleak,

storm-swept summits of those rocky heights

In such localities the growth is exceeding 1

.) slow. Dr. Parry

states that " a stick one inch in diameter showed about fifty annual

like fine pencil marks, indicating an existence of fifty years in

the struggle for life above the clouds."

Three thousand feet below timber line brings us to the natural

habitat of pinus pondurosa—heavy wooded pine. This is the yellow

pine of the Rocky .Mountain lumbermen, from which our

valuable lumber is obtained.
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As aristata at timber line is the slowest grower of all evergreen

trees, pondurosa is the fastest. Young trees, under favorable con-

ditions, will make an annual growth in height from two to three feet.

It is not only a rapid grower, but gigantic in its proportions, new
shoots and buds being three times as thick as the white pine of Wis-

consin.

In briefly describing the individual characteristics of a few of the

most peculiar forms of the Rocky Mountain conifers, we hope to

awaken a more general interest in our native trees.

An arboretum should be planted in one of the city parks, repre-

senting in groups and families ^each tree labeled with its scientific and
common name all trees indigenous to the State and all others possible

to be grown here.

D. S. Grim:
Denver. March 14. 1S92.

SOME SUGGESTIONS AS TO THE CHOICE OF A STATE TREE

Denver, Colo., March 31, 1S92.

Hon. Nathan B. Coy,

State Superintendent of Public Instruction :

Dear Sir :—In compliance with your request for a brief account

of those trees of Colorado suitable for being chosen as the represent-

ative tree of this State, I have the honor to submit the following,

trusting that due allowance will be made for the limited time for

preparation.

In the writer's judgment the tree selected should be taken from

the mountain species.

The plains of eastern Colorado present no noticeable difference

from the rest of the great American desert, nor do the mesa lands of

our western boundary for hundreds of thousands of square miles of

the country west of the Rod ies.

The essential and peculiar portion of the State is its central

mountain region.

All local interests, commercial or aesthetic, cluster about the

snowy dome of the continent.

Let some form be selected as characteristic of our mountain

scenery, as are the flat-top pines and rigid poplar to an Italian land-

scape.
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The tree should be familiar one. This will exclude the I

cactuaand our louthem border, ami timber line f<

which so smiii i percentage of our population can rv

familiar with.

It is desirable that the tree should possess marked beauty of form

and coloring; lendinj idilytoth<

tive at t.

it ihonld be tree of practical value, one of hardy nature,

mmodatiug itself to a variety of situations.

If possible, it should poaaeea some historic or poetic quality that

will arouse emotions of State patriotism. The embarraaement of

riches to which we were subjected in our choice of the State down
will not be experienced iu our choice of a State tree.

Our high altitude, low humidity and variable temperature deprive

us oi the majority of the forms characteristic of this latitude. The
maples, elms, oaks, birches, beeches, hickory, aspen and walnut trees

are conspicuously absent.

Excluding the poplars and the box elder, our choice is limited to

one family, the pine family \poniferae). In the following list of spe-

cies, the technical names and their several synonyms are given to pre-

vent any possible confusion from the common loose methods of apply-

ing English names.

Saftindacea, box elder, or ash-leaf maple [negwndo) aceroides—

a

small, but handsome tree, of graceful rounded masses of soft green

foliage. It is a rapid grower, but does not attain the excessively coarse

growth of the Cottonwood, and it is therefore preferred for decorating

lawns. It is common along the stream courses of the plains, but does

not extend into the mountains. Its wood is of little value, but, like its

cousin, the sugar maple, it has a sap rich in saccharine material. Its

pinnately compressed leaves would make a good conventionalized form

for decoration.

Salicinea—The best known tree of the western country is the

Cottonwood, the most familiar species being the angled Cottonwood,

[populus ailgulata ; ait,
\
the great shade tree of the semi-arid regions.

Many associations of the early days of Colorado, before the era of

transported elm or maple, cluster about the ungainly trunks and the

stiff, dark, glossy, trembling foliage of this tree.

Being a very rapid grower it has been of infinite service to the

west in affording shade and shelter from the wind long before the

average tree would have advanced beyond the condition of flimsy

broomsticks. Its wood has a limited value.
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The range of the Cottonwood extending over a large portion of

the United States renders it somewhat ineligible for our purpose ; be-

sides have not the typical states of the great plains a better right to

the characteristic trees of that region, the box elder and the cotton-

wood ?

The quaking asp {populus tremuloides, michx\ is an incon-

spicuous object as viewed beside the lordly pines and spruces, yet it

possesses some features that entitle it to the gratitude of Coloradoans.

What a relief does its slender form and ashen tints of leaf and
bark afford in the monotony of ponderous forms and sombre hues of

the pine forests! What would the autumn landscape be but for its

flames of gold springing from the dry mountain side!

It quickly covers the territory- devastated by great fires and shields

the ground until a growth of slowly growing cone-bearers is ready to

take its place.

CONIFER-E.

The most ancient and honorable family of cone-bearers present

twelve candidates of marked qualifications—five pines, three spruces,

two firs and two cedars.

First, the pines : A progressive variation in the species follows the

increasing altitude, the last named forms being found only on the

higher peaks and in no very great abundance.

The predominant tree of the foothills is the yellow pine, common
bull pine, heavily wooded pine {Pin us ponderosa, Doug. var. scopu-

lorum, e?ig) This species covers a greater area than any of the

pine genus ; is well adapted to growing in dry, exposed situations and
is able to stand the trying eastern slope of the first range, saving it

from the bleak and barren aspect that it would otherwise present.

Starting at an elevation of 6,000 feet, it ranges upward to 8,000 or

more. This species may be distinguished by its thick, reddish scaly

bark, its coarse branches and its tufts of slant leaf needles. The
species does not attain its maximum growth 300 feet , rarely exceed-

ing in this vicinity 100 feet. It is a most valuable timber tree,

probably the most important source of timber of the Rocky Moun-
tains. Its wood is clean, resinous, with a handsome grain.

The western white pine Pin its flexi lis, James) is the most com-

mon tree in the middle elevation. It is a tree from 50 to 75 feet high,

with a diameter of a yard or more. The trunk is straight and

covered with a smoothish bark ; the handsome, compact form and

moderate size of the species render it available for lawn decoration.
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\ rather abundant pine of to altitude of from 8,000 to 1

It the black pine pinus Murrayana
pole pine. The last named from the mi for the

tin- Indians

The maximum growth obtained in Colorado, ii:' :ureased

to double that size in southern California, its soft light wt^l is

inferior to the two preceding species. The thin, scaly, browniah-gray

bark and longer leaves distinguiah it from tin- scrnb pine, />///.

torta, I
'

At elevations as high aa 12,000 feet tin- fox tail <»r hickory pine,

(f>inu.< Baifomriana, uar. aristata, I the dominant tree. Prom
height of from 50 to 100 feet it dwindles with increasing altitnd

prostrate hush that in a stock one inch thick, fifty annual rin.

said to have been counted.

'l'he pinon or nut pine
|
pifiUS eduitS, Eng. \, is found in lower ele-

vations in sheltered spots in the middle of the vState, and in dry, rocky

position? of southern Colorado.

The low, distorted form of the tree is not a thing of beauty, but

irdy character enabling it to live upon the dryest mesa, its familiar

aromatic nuts and its slowly decaying, resinous wood, so valuable for

wood and charcoal burning, render it a prominent tree.

It has been voted that the common names of the Colorado spruces

are the same as those of the national colors, the red, white and blue.

The pseudotsuga DotlSglassti, Gin; otherwise known as red spruce,

yellow fir, red fir, mountain hemlock and Oregon pine is the great tree

of the Colorado forests. Towering 300 feet high it may be said to

rival tlie best Norway pines. The hard, strong and durable wood is

especially valuable where clean timber, great durability and strength

are required.

The white spruce {PUea Engleuninni, Eng.\ also known as

Englemann spruce, is one of the most valuable trees in the Rocky
Mountains.

It ranges from New Mexico to the British posses-ions and from

5,000 to 10,000 feet elevation. It attains its greatest si/.e in Colorado,

in common with the other spruces. The tree is of great value in

checking the melting of snow and thus preserving a uniform flow of

water in the streams. Its bark has a special value for tanning pur-

poses.

Perhaps the most beautiful of all Colorado trees is the Colorado

blue spruce ("Balsam" PUea Pungens
l

/ . Aside from its

ordinary form, its leaves have a peculia- lor with a steel-like

bluish lustre of remarkable beauty. This tree is highly prized in the
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ornamental gardens of Europe and the eastern part of the United
States. Its range does not extend far outside of the Colorado moun-
tains. It is a question whether any tree containing so many desirable

qualities can be found in this State.

The white pine {abies grandis Lindly) is regarded as a close

rival to the Colorado spruce. Description would fail to give an ade-

quate idea of the beauties of either of these forms, much less to enable
one to make a judicial choice. Either would answer for a representa-

tive State tree. The Colorado spruce has, however, a limited area,

while the white pine is widely distributed.

The balsam pine, the red cedar {juniperus) {Virginiani L.) and
the white cedar (juniper occidentalism Hooker var monosperma),
although important standing alone, are inconspicuous beside the king
and queen of Colorado spruce and the white pine. A detailed

account of them would lengthen an article already too long. Fur-
ther information on these and others mentioned at greater length

may be obtained by examining Coulter's Manual of Rocky Moun-
tain Botany, Bulletin No. 2 of the Forestry Division of the Agricul-

tural Department, and the excellent articles in the Arbor Day circular

of this year. Very respectfully,

George L. Cannon, Jr.

East Denver High School.

TREES AND TORRENTS.

A torrent is defined as a rushing stream of water, impetuous and
unchecked by the ordinary obstacles ; more often drying up after the

melting of snows, or cessation of yearly rains, the latter characteristics

being frequently marked in Colorado.

It is a fact, easily ascertained all along the east foothills of Colo-

rado and Wyoming, that every gulch and canon reaching into the

Rocky Mountain range carries water in its bed for the year in direct

proportion to the distance its water-shed penetrates the lower spurs

towards our central mountain range.

This peculiarity can be easily proved in our immediate locality,

and exists in its different gradations in about the following order :

South Platte River—a perennial stream, whose storage reservoir is

the South Park, known over 100 years ago as Bayou Salado by the

Mexicans.

Clear Creek, or Vasquez Fork of South Platte River—whose ex-

treme head waters are 10,500 feet above the sea, in sphagnous swamps,

never dry.
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Turkey Creek another torrent beading In a iptu oi our main

mountain range, but little ovei 900 feet altitude. Thia stream in July

vholly dry for about eight mileeof it- eaat end.

Mount Vernon Gulch .1 tiny rivulet about six miles long, wh
11 of the I

' an altitu

above tin- sea. Thia torrent is dry in June, July, August an

ber, Bometimea until December

Chimney Gulch and Chriatman Gulch one and a half and three

miles i.»u- Ly, mere rills that run during Ipril, slay

and June; yet, when cloud-bursts occur in July and August, fora fe*

hours they form impetuous streams, sometimes fi twenty-five

feet wide, then shrink down and become nun- rocky dry b

We may here be called prolix
; if so, we ask the indulgence of our

readers; i>ut, to give an object lesson its full force, ami to explain

to the young mind clearly what is meant by a torrent, wean •

sarily obliged to try and present the definition as accurately as possible.

Having shown, to the best of our ability, what constitutes a torrent in

the varied conditions of their existence, we will now, ;i> briefly as it is

Le, explain the causes that influence their greater or lesser supply

of w ater.

1. Prom what source is this water supply derived ?

2. What are the causes of variation and diminution in the vol-

ume of water which they produce ?

3. What influence does man exert in modifying the regimen of

our mountain streams and their water supply ?

4. How can we aid in restoring our natural safeguards that have

been thoughtlessly destroyed ?

1. The supply of water of our mountain torrents is derived from the

melting of the yearly snows, and from the spring and summer rains.

Necessarily this varies from year to year in volume.

The central range, rising in altitude from If,500 to 14,000 feet,

catches, on its western flank, the arrested evaporation of the great

basin of Utah, and of the Pacific ocean, thus cutting it off from eastern

Colorado and the plains of the Missouri valley, while at the same time

it likewise arrests, on the eastern slopes of our mountain range, the

much reduced evaporation from the Atlantic and Hudson's bay.

Consequently the lofty summits of our Rocky Mountains and the

dense forests clothing in part the lower slopes, are the natural

houses of our water supply.
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By experiments based on annual precipitation on definite areas,

combined with the accurate measurement of the water supply of cer-

tain streams in Colorado, it has been approximately ascertained that

of the total amount of melted snow and rain on a given area, thirty-two

per cent, represents the outflow of streams in that area and sixty-eight

per cent. , what is lost by evaporation and seepage in the ground.

2. The variation and diminution in the water supply of our

mountain torrents are due :

\a\ To the annual variation in precipitation of snow and rain.

{b) To the influence of varied temperature and a high seasonal

average, combined with the prevalence of long periods of extreme

dry or extreme moist winds.

(c) To the continuance of movements of elevation or subsidence,

as now occurring in many regions of this world, of which we have the

evidence in Arizona, New Mexico, Utah and Colorado.

That this movement of elevation continues in our Rocky Moun-
tain central range, the existence of dead forests far above.the present

limit of timber growth is one proof ; another proof is the present ex-

istence of full grown forests at timber line, that having, when in lower

altitudes, attained maturity, are now on the limit of their forest growth

in the decrepitude of old age, and of which no new growth is present to

perpetuate the species. An examination of many gulches, now always

dry, reveals the smooth, water-worn bedrock of ancient hills that,

before their present elevation as mere passing torrents, were perpetual

streams.

3. The influence of man in modifying our water supply is two

fold : (1) by the indiscriminate cutting down and destruction of large

areas of the growth, and the ravages of fire more frequently following

this destruction
; (2) in the influence that cultivation of the soil, and

tree and shrub and perennial forage plants have on evaporation and

on temperature, and on the hygrometric condition of the air.

4. Finally, by forest removal, by the planting of trees and shrubs,

and, above all, by the preservation of our mountain forests, can we
arrest the destructive power of our mountain streams.

Some two years ago I sent to our Forest Commissioner, Col.

Ensign, an account of the havoc committed in Golden by a mountain

torrent, seven miles long, known as Tucker's Gulch.

In 1850-67, this gulch was densely filled with pine and red fir

trees, Douglas spruces and bitter cottonwoods, with a dense under-

growth of birches, willows and cherries. Soon thereafter, and by

1875, all the timber was cut down, and the torrent, aided by summer
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mins, began its work on the soil oi th< \ Uey

dwindled down, many of ita ipringa dried up, and by it

at bed
;
the tn i the ihrubbei

andergrowtb dia

After any heavy rain at ita head, the water, not

tained bytree, shrub 01 plant growth, rushed unchecked down its

tony bed, and leaving the mountains, came down as an aval

eight feet deep through Golden right into Clear Ci

bridge, trees, rock9 weighing tons, wen- hnrled down ita channel with a

ruinous, crashing bounce. The lovely tree-clad brook of i860 ••

demon o\ destruction ; a fiend gleefully laughing at man'a impatience

and waateruln<

Such is the result of tree destruction in our mountain rail

»ne accept the evidence of all this and not be convinced that

every tree planted is a blessing, and that not only the planting but

the preservation of what we have must be the duty of every one ?

The Greeks and Romans planted proves in honor of their deities;

theDodonean throve was famed for its prophecies the Celtic ances-

tors of English, Scotch, Iri^h, French and Swiss of our American

citi/eus had their sacred forests and their Druidical oak groves. In

the recesses of the forest man had his hrst home, when he abandoned

:fe. The Arbor Day is another form of tree \vor>hip. As such,

who should object to its far-reaching influence on future generations

in Colorado ?

E. L. I.KRTHOUD.
Golden, March 15, 1892.

THE ITTIRE OF THK PLAINS.

The work of the pioneers of to-day upon the plains of Colorado is

almost the exact opposite of that of their forefathers in the older

states of the east. They toiled to cut down forests and let in the sun;

to drain swamps and relieve the soil of too much moisture. It is for

us to construct ditches, to bring water to the parched land, and to

plant trees for the grateful shade of their foliage and to mitigate the

force of the winds.

The great forests of the east have largely disappeared. At first

they were obstacles to be overcome and destroyed in order to prepare

the earth for cultivation. Later they were material aids to the pro-

duction of wealth, furnishing an abundant supply of lumber and fuel.

Now that timber is becoming scarce, it is easy to see that it would

have been wise policy to save more of the original forest trees.
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We can look back and see what mistakes were made by the first

settlers of the forest regions. But is there anything in those mistakes

from which we, so differently situated, may learn a desirable lesson ?

Not directly, perhaps, for we need nothing to remind us of the value

of timber, nor can we reasonably expect that the plains will soon, if

ever, produce trees for fuel or lumber to any considerable extent.

We believe, however, that they can be more fruitful and populous
through an increased supply of water. But that can be accomplished
onlv by zealously guarding all sources of water supply. The forest

wastes must be replenished, and the forests that remain must be saved

from further spoliation. Then storage reservoirs must be constructed,

and the water that the hills send down must be conserved for the

benefit of the tillers of the soil. All this will require time, thought

and money. But the returns will amply pay all costs and expendi-

tures.

For given favorable conditions, what may reasonably be expected

of the plains of Colorado? How will they look 200 years hence?

What will be the ultimate effect of our Arbor Day celebration, our

forest commissions and our irrigation congresses ?

It is my belief that Colorado will then support a dense population,

and that the plains will be almost entirely covered with small farms

and gardens, so altering the aspect of 1he country that it would be

unrecognizable by one of the present generation, save by the

unchangeable contour of the great mountain ranges. Everywhere
will be beautiful trees, not in lavish abundance, but panted with a

view to picturesque effects, and well cared for. Thousands of reser-

voirs will dot the plains with beautiful lakes. Here and there thrifty

villages will boast beautiful parks and ornamental gardens. There

will be no water wasted. The spring floods and the summer cloud-

bursts will alike be gathered into secure reservoirs, to be spread over

the land as the water is needed.

Nature has formed here a goodH- land, abounding in elements of

wealth for ourselves and our descendants. It is for us to dedicate it to

virtue and intelligence, to endow it with free institutions and hand it

over an untarnished inheritance to our posterity.

The value of land everywhere is increasing rapidly with the

growth in population The time is not far distant when there will be

no waste land that can be reclaimed for agricultural uses. Then there

will be no more " arid region " in Colorado, and the density of popu-

lation will be commensurate with the great efforts necessary to procure

water for irrigation.
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We should plan and legislate, n<

small population, but for teeming millions who anal] build npon the

found. itions laid by tin- pi aeration.

[f we plant trees and care for them, we may live I

and be protected by their shade. But that is not all.

plant the hard} they will outlive as, and we, through them,

shall benefit future generations ttia possible in thii

one of ua to Leave the earth a little fairer for our having lived on it.

J. I). I)

Denver, March [6, 1892.

THiv FUTURE OF IRRIGATION.

Civilization began and Brat flourished on both hemispheres in rain-

less countries where irrigation made agriculture certain. Plat

igantic irrigating " trenches " of fabled Atlantis, irrigation, we

fancy, supplied the gardena of the Hesperides. The mighty empires

of Western Asia were, by its means, reared on most unpromising

deserts. Irrigation festooned the hills of Syria with vines, made pow-

erful kingdoms in Mesopotamia, and provided for the millions of

Persia. It maintained vast populations in Arabia, Idumaea and

Libya. If, in ancient times, a Marco Polo from Chaldaea had traveled

over Europe in his interesting search for strange sights, customs and

life, he would perhaps have had to recount to his wondering fa

at home a no more astounding fact than that he had found whole

races endeavoring to subsist on only the crops which the uncertain

clouds permitted to mature.

s. o. Henry.

I believe the time is fast coming when every acre along the base

of the mountains will be successfully cultivated by means of the water

from the range and the storage reservoirs on the plains catching the

storm water. From those sources I believe ten million acres of land

will be placed successfully under cultivation in Colorado, and the

irrigation-belt will finally* meet the rain-belt, and the plains from here

to the eastern State line will be a garden and a paradise.

J. P. Maxw:
Boulder.

The most beautiful and renowned gardens of the world have been

grown under a system of irrigation, as in the famed Valley of the

Nile, on the hills and plains of Palestine, on the borders of the Tigris

and Euphrates, all supporting a dense population and magnificent
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cities. With similar advantages of climate and soil it is possible for

us to surpass them all, and we predict the time will come when the

now partially barren plains of the West will be the garden spot of

America, and that they, with the mountains and fields of mineral

intersecting them, will sustain a population equal in numbers to the

states east of the Mississippi.

J. H. Harrison.
Canon City.

the influence of forests.

Forests act directly upon the atmosphere in several ways : By
producing a change in the electrical condition, so as to prevent and

dissipate" hail and thunder storms ; by absorbing from the air the car-

bonic acid and other impure gases exhaled from animals or developed

by decomposition, returning pure oxygen, ready for the support of

animal life ; by the direct elimination of the germs of disease from

both atmosphere and earth, through absorption by leaves and roots
;

by checking rapid evaporation, and thus equalizing the temperature

of both earth and air, and by breaking up and dissipating the currents

of air, no matter how fierce or violent ; also they act directly upon

the surface of the earth—by equalizing the distribution of the rain-

fall, if not really augmenting it ; by retaining in. the soil most of the

moisture precipitated ; by accumulating and protecting the snow ; by

filling the springs and brooks, and thus increasing the steady flow of

the streams, and by preventing the terrible destruction of torrents

and freshets.

GEOLOGY OF COLORADO SOIL.

The origin of the drift is from the glaciers that, at the glacial

epoch, occupied every canon in our mountains. They eroded out

great gulches in the granite ; brought down the debris on their icy

backs and landed it on the plains. When these great bodies of ice

melted, great lakes and violent great rivers resulted, which carried the

"glacial detritus" still further on to the plains. So it is that the

glaciers, and frequently floods and rivers, passing first through

the granite, and through all the varied hogbacks, or the foothills,

give us our drift soil, a heterogeneous collection of every rock known
in Colorado, the decomposition of which gives us drift clays and soils.

To the still waters of the great lakes following after the glacial

era, we attribute the formation : and on top of this comes the modern

humus and vegetable soil, and still later vegetation.
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i bj which tins soil lias been reduced from

bated, wstei bee been the meet powerful, but th

winds that generally blow from the northwest have done mnefa

distributing the elements ol the mountain • i the

prairies Ants, burrowing gophers end prairie doge, hai led in

the general soil making and distribution.^

To our forestry friends I would say, that yon would beglsd it

could resuscitati some ol the vegetables and trees that arc now b

ie in the strata beneath our prairie sod, for then yon could clothe

these arid plains with the palm, sycamore, fig, laurel, magnolia,

sweet gum, oak, plum, chestnut which, in the tertiary pei

luxuriated here ; but alas, " times have changed, ami we have changed

with them." It is tor. you. yet, l>y aititieial means, t-> restore I'ara-

, ami bring back to us what was once a Garden of Eden.

(i((1 :

Arthur Lai.

OUR IKATIIKRKD FRIENDS.

Pew persons are aware of the threat variety of hinls to be found

within the borders of Colorado. The impression is general that we have

not our share of these winged denizens of field and wood. Quite the

contrarv, however, is the truth ; for, of the 800 species and varieties

Inhabiting the continent of North America, above the Mexican boun-

darv, no less than 300 may be found in Colorado. They dwell in all

localities, from the hot alkali desert to the rocky gulches far above

timber line, iu the regions of perpetual snow. For convenience, they

mav be separated into two grand divisions, the one of water birds, the

other of land birds.

Naturally, in a St.ite far from the two oceans, and with few large

lakes, the water birds are in the minority, and constitute less than one-

third of the entire number.

Among these are about twenty-five varieties of ducks, several of

geese one of which is nearly white, and is known as the snow goose),

one or two varieties of swans, the American white pelican, loons,

grebes and gulls.

It is a surprise to many to learn that gulls are found in Colorado,

so far from the ocean, yet no less than a half dozen varieties of gulls

and terns may be seen about our lakes and artificial reservoirs during

the season of irrigation.

Turning now to the land birds, we find prominent among these

certain of the grouse or partridge family, including the white-tailed

ptarmigan, or "mountain quail," a bird that inhabits the higher uiouu-

tains of the west far above timber line, and seems to adapt its plumage
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to the seasons, as it is of a mixed white and brown appearance during

the summer months, while in winter it changes to a snowy white; the

eagles, hawks and owls, of which there are in Colorado about twenty-

five varieties. The golden eagle is found throughout the State, though

more common in the wilder portions of the mountains. The bald or

white-headed eagle appears, but is really more easterly in its habitat.

This variety has the honor of being our national bird.

Perhaps the best known of the owls is the burrowing owl, which
iuhabits the prairie dog towns in company with the earth snake. For

a long time it was believed that the three lived together in perfect

harmony, but those who have studied their domestic economy think

otherwise. It is even suspected that the burrowing owl does not

object to a dinner of young prairie dogs, and that the rattlesnake

lives upon the young of both the other inmates of the burrow.

Of jays there are several species. The long-crested jay is a con-

spicuous inhabitant of the mountain region, and he even visits the

wooded streams upon the plains during the migrations. The Rocky
Mountain jay, or "camp bird," as he is usually called, is well known
to the mountaineer and miner by his cunning, thievish familiarity.

His generall}' weird appearance and melancholy cries in the lonely

mountain gulches seem to emphasize the solitude of those regions.

A near relative of the jay is the magpie, whose deceit and cunning

are not surpassed even by the crow. Indeed, I have frequently been

told that he will perch upon the backs of domestic animals afflicted

with wTounds or galls and tear bits of flesh from the affected parts. All

of these birds are more or less destructive of other smaller species,

pillaging their nests and eggs, and often feeding upon the callow

young.

Several species of blackbirds are common to the State, among
wThich may be mentioned the familiar red-winged blackbird, the

yellow-headed blackbird, the cow bird and the brewer's blackbird,

the latter often found in flocks in our cities and towns at certain

seasons. Closely allied to the blackbird is the bullock's oriole, which

hangs its nests in the swaying tree-tops about our homes.

The meadow lark is another species belonging to the blackbird

family. The western meadow lark differs from the one found in the

east; is somewhat smaller and has a different song.

The finch and sparrow family include more species than any

other family of birds in North America, no less than fifty kinds being

found within our State.
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There are a ha lofawallowa The barn 01

tailed swallow builda ita neat in outbuildings near to human b

ttona. i have noticed a pair <>t' them retaining annually foi I

to the same atructure which they were in the h.ti>it ol entering through

an open window in tin- loft for the purpoac of building their neal upon

the raf bead, [n rough weatherthia windowwaa often cloaed,

and on aeveral occaaiona, upon their arrival in the spring they found

it impossible to enter. At such times tin v would fly to and fro

tin- glass, evidently much diaappointed until the window

i] ened for them, when they would take immediate possession.

There is another bird so characteristic <•(' the mountains of the

west, and so peculiar in his habits that the most unobserving person

would scarcely pass him by without notice. I refer to the An;

Ripper or water-OUzel. There is hardly a mountain stream that

his not its pair of ouzels, and in the thickest of the foam and

spray they are perfectly at home. Sitting upon a rock, you may
me bowing politely as you pass, when suddenly he dis-

appears beneath the rushing waters, and you pause in wonder at his

apparent suicide Anxiously looking down the stream, where the

cascades ends in a foot of quiet water, you expect to find his bruised

and mangled body ; but, as by magic, up he comes in the very spot

where he disappeared and resumes his position on the rock, as drv as

when you first saw him The food of the ouzel consists of water

insects and other minute creatures which live at the bottom of the

stream.

There are many other song birds too numerous to mention here,

such as wrens, warblers, chickadees, thrushes and the far-famed

mocking bird ; but this article would be incomplete without the

mention of the bluebird and the robin.

The bluebird " bearing the sky upon her back," is one of the

earliest arrivals in the spring ; nothing is more beautiful than a flock

of these delicate little creatures when the ground j s white with snow-

Three species are found in Colorado ; but, to our eyes, the mountain

bluebirds are the most beautiful of all. They build their nests in

holes in trees and often about our dwellings, taking possession of bird-

boxes, put up for that purpose.

Of our summer birds, the robin is probably the earliest to arrive

in spring. Indeed, in certain localities he is known to have braved

the storms of winter. The writer observed a single specimen on New
Year's Day of the present year, in Denver. Many suppose our robin
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to be kindred to the English "Robin Redbreast," yet this is a great

mistake. Our bird is a thrush, while the English robin belongs to a

very different family.

When our forefathers landed on the lonely shores of New Eng-
land, our robin came about their dwellings as familiarly as he does at

the present day, and his reddish chestnut breast reminded them of

the little bird they had left behind them at their homes far beyond
the waters ; so they dubbed him "Robin," and "Robin" he is called

to the present day.

A word as to the food habits of our birds and their relation to the

agriculturist.

Though some species have been condemned for their hostility to

fruits and other crops, there is scarcely one of these but that more
than repays this damage in the destruction of noxious insects and

seeds of injurious weeds. From time immemorial hawks and owls

have been considered as enemies to men, and in many states bounties

have been offered for their destruction. In point of fact, however,

many of them are the farmers' best friends, never molesting poultry,

but feeding upon insects, field-mice, gophers and other noxious ver-

min. Fortunately, Colorado has repealed her bounty law upon these

birds.

Few persons stop to think of the extent ot the wanton destruction

of bird life which is going on in this country. Thousands of our song

birds are annually destroyed by thoughtless boys with guns and sling-

shots, and are left where they fall upon the ground, while millions are

slain in behalf of fashion and are for millinery uses.

A recent writer says, "A garden without flowers, childhood with-

out laughter, an orchard without blossoms, a sky without color, and

roses without perfume, are the analogues of a country without song-

birds ; and the United States are going straight and swift into that

desert condition."

Do not, then, wantonly destroy the life of any bird, but rather

take great care to aid and foster the existence of our feathered friends,

for aside from the pleasure to be derived by us from the study and

observation of their habits, their real value, in a practical sense, is

estimable as a thoughtful observer cannot fail to recognize.

Hora.ce G. Smith, Jr.

Denver, Colo., March 1, 1892.
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Chancer and Bhakeapeare had eyea to mm i Bower, a tree, a noble

vista, and they touched with pursy whatever *

upon.
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It is barely a century since man begat! to open h

nature and to enjoy her with an understanding of her beaut v.

half a Crutury ago there was scarcely a town in the United

Which had anything that could fairly be called a public park. Boston

Common with its frog pond was as good as the best any other muni-

cipality could show. To-day there are not only parks attached to

every city in the union; there are also state parks and national parks.

Central park is not yet forty years old and already New York

City has added a chain of open places throughout the annexed

district, besides building the Riverside drive, one of the noblest road-

>f which any metropolis may boast; and New York state has

public reservations at Niagara, in the Catskills and in the Adirondacks.

Credit for these additions to the public wealth is due to the few

public-spirited men who devised and urged the legislation which

accomplished the fact, but their labor would have all been in vain

had there not been a growth of public opinion in favor of thes<; plans,

a development of public sentiment towards the preservation of nat-

ural beauty—a sentiment which can never precede the appreciation of

that beauty.— Bra nder Matthews in Cosmopolitan.

EFFECTS OF FORKST DEVASTATION.

" Nearly all the tributaries of the upper Mississippi have lost one-

half of their former supply of water. Inundations in the spring are

more frequent, while now in the summer the depth of many of these

rivers averages hardly more inches than could be measured by feet

thirty years ago. The snow-fall is irregular, and the climate is subject

to abrupt changes at all seasons of the year."

" Both ranges of the Lebanon mountains were once covered with

dense forests. Then Palestine was a land flowing with milk and

honey. The people enjoyed comfort and abundance during centuries.

Now the forests are destroyed, the Jordan is an insignificant stream,

the hills of Galilee are sterile knobs, and the few remaining cedar

trees look lonely and mournfully upon an arid and desolate country.

"

-I.
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"Germany has made great progress in tree-planting. It was a

part of the national policy of Frederick the Great, by which Germany
was raised from a small power to a great one. Where once the sandy
deserts would not nourish a flock of goats, vast armies have been
maintained and regiments of hardy soldiers have poured forth from
the fertile soil where 200

t
years ago the thorn and the thistle over-

spread an impoverished land."

" Owing to the destruction of forests, that part of Italy that was
once adorned with villas, parks, flower and fruit gardens, is now an

unhealthy, uninhabitable region. The malarious gases were formerly

absorbed by the leaves of the numerous trees ; but now they fill the

air and infect even the heart of the city."

DIRECTIONS FOR PLANTING.

Prepared for Arbor Day, 1889, by ex-Forest Commissioner Edgar
T. Ensign.

WHEN TO PLANT.

The coming of spring varies so greatly in different parts of the

State that no single day could be chosen that would be seasonable for

all localities. The transplanting should be done after the ground is

entirely clear of frost, and at about the time of the commencement of

the spring rains, if such rains can be anticipated with reasonable cer-

tainty. A cloudy day, rather than a sunny one, should be selected

for the wrork.

WHERE TO PLANT.

It is worse than useless to plant trees in a situation where they

cannot be properly protected and watered, and made to thrive. I as-

sume that in this State all trees, even the most hardy, will, after trans-

planting, require irrigating for a longer or a shorter period. There-

fore, let that consideration influence the choice of site.

In planting adjacent to school buildings, the boundaries of the

walk along the street or road are suitable places for rows of trees.

Within the grounds trees should be planted in groups (disposed natur-

ally), rather than placed singly or in formal "clumps ;" and to preserve

in the gronnd a lawn-like appearance, the planting should mainly be

near the boundaries, or corners, or at the rear. Generally it is not

well to plant trees in close proximity to the school buildings. Make
it a point to plant so as to screen the out-buildings, or cut off any ob-

jectionable view. In determining the situation of groups or individ-

ual trees, make due allowance for the space they will occupy when
grown.
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It ni;iv Ik- s.i I that trees from I B«>

to those grown in the forest their root

planting.

i rule, young and until tree?, when transplanted, make a

more vigorous, thrifty growth than do trees of larj

at hardy deciduous

• :ian conifi sHth the latter, more skillful

• nt is demanded than they would be likely to receive in the in-

e under consideration.

Among the hardier for raitable for planting in this State,

ally in the plain* region, are the cottonwood broad leaved

)

Balm of Gilead, Russian mulberry. American white ash, black hunst,

honey 1<km: rn gray willow and wild black cherry. In local-

uithof the Arkansas-Platte divide, the osage orange and catalpa

speciosa might be tried.

The cottonwood, of which there are several varieties, is the

pioneer tree of the plains. It is hardier, and has a more vigorous

i in this region than other species of which we have knowledge.

The broad leaved variety is superior to the others. It is exceedingly

useful for street and roadside planting, where speedy results are

sought. Where irrigation is freely practiced, the hickory, butternut,

black walnut, white elm, linden, box elder and other varieties of

maple are likely to do well.

Several species of trees native to the State, if carefully trans-

planted, would be likely to thrive in altitudes as great as 9,000 to

11,000 feet. Among those worthy of trial in such situations may be

named the cottonwood. Aspen ("quaking asp"), box elder, dwarf

maple, alder and wild cherry.

Kvergreens, when healthful and perfect, with drooping branches

sweeping the ground, are beautiful objects. To successfully trans-

plant and grow them is a work of skill ; but the extra labor and diffi-

culty in such cases often secures the most gratifying results. Though

not recommended for Arbor I >ay planting by schools, they might be

freelv used under other and more favorable circumstances.

MKTHOD OF TRANSPLANTIM '•

Where schools or other organizations engage in the work, experi-

enced tree planters should do the actual planting, heaps of earth

being left for those to fill in who perform the more ceremonious parts.
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Before bringing the trees on the ground, dig large holes, and pro-

cure plenty of rich, fine soil to fill in around the roots of the trees. If

manure of any kind is used, do not place it in contact with the roots.

In taking up the trees be careful to save with each all the roots possible,

especially the fine and fibrous ones, and remove the trees at once to the

place where they are to stand. Do not allow them to be long ex-

posed to the sun or wind. If it seems necessary, shorten the side branches

(never the leader >, to correspond with loss of root which the trees

may have sustained. Cut off smoothly the rough or broken ends of

roots, spread them out at length in the hole—for good " anchorage"
and further nutrition of the trees. Set the trees about the depth they

naturally grow ; wet the roots thoroughly and sift in around them
good fine soil. Press the earth down firmly ; leave no spaces ; water

(though not too freely) while filling in, and avoid heaping the earth

around the trunks. A close contact of the soil with the rootlets is the

success in planting. Mulch the service around the trees with leaves,

straw or litter of some kind.

A well known authority has summarized the elements of success

in tree planting as follows :

1. Trees suitable to soil and surrounding conditions ;

2. A well developed root system, kept in living condition ;

3. Wide holes and mellow soil

;

4. Firm packing of soil around the roots.

AFTER CARE.

After the trees are transplanted, secure them from harm in

some effective way. Those along the street or roadside should

be protected by strong posts or rails, placed at such a distance outside

of the trees that the latter may be beyond the reach of horses. The

barbarism of hitching horses to young and growing trees should be

suppressed. School children should also be taught to respect

the trees, and the importance of letting them alone. Each

tree planted in school grounds might be placed in charge of,

and named for, some meritorious pupil ; the child so honored to be

held responsible for the care and growth of the tree. It is cruel and

wasteful to remove a thrifty tree from its home and let it perish for

want of care. Treat it as a friend ; nourish and protect it, and in

after years it will amply reward you with its shade and beauty. * * *
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•.. the engineer! of the ••• part-

Bent of Philadelphia have heen making examination! of all possible

eourcesofs suitable end adequate supply of water, and they bav<

ed how serioualy the Schuylkill river, from which th<- city has

ever thaw u its supply, h is been affected by the clearing of the fo

from the territory of its head waters and supplying streams. Sixt>-

five years ago. the rammer How of the Schuylkill was estimated at

.'.(>ns per day.

Measurement! made from time to time showed a gradual diminu

tion until, in i S74, the minimum or summer flow was only 250,000,000

gallons per day, and this has greatly diminished since. This fact is

well authenticated, and it is clearly evident that these changes have

been effected by the gradual de-foresting of the country from which

the head waters and supplying streams are fed.

The forests act as a sponge, absorbing and holding the waters in

the loose vegetable mold or duff, and shallow swamps, to be given

slowly out in the dry season. They hold the snows of winter until

late in the spring, and thereby tend to check destructive floods ; and

with their leafy covering, they prevent the rapid evaporation which

dries the open fields under the summer suns.

THE CROTON.

Only a few weeks ago New York was threatened with a water

famine, notwithstanding the great tunnel that taps Croton lake forty

miles away, and absorbs the available streams and springs in the whole

Croton water-shed. This section of the country had experienced a

long continued drought. The largely deforested regions from which

the river draws its supply was unable to hold back the floods of spring

and the rains of summer to any considerable extent, and what remained

the evaporation of the open country largely exhausted.

Were a large and adequate proportion of this water-shed densely-

forested, a constant water supply for the city of New York would be

assured, even through seasons of long continued drought.

Where will New York's water supply come from in the year 1900,

when her population will aggregate 5,000,000 souls within a radius of

thirty miles from the city hall ? In less than fifty years, at her present

rate of growth, New York city, with Brooklyn and the same territory,

will support a population of 10,000,000. Then she will have to tap

Lake Champlain.
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CENTRAL NEW YORK.

Let me give you an example of the effects of cutting the forests

in a rural district in central New York, drawn from my own observa-

tion and experience. In Cayuga county, streams that forty years ago
kept the ponds well filled for the saw mill and the grist mill, and
furnished a never-failing supply of water for the farm, are now dry in

summer, with the exception of here and there a stagnant pool. The
dam is decayed and washed away, the mills are gone and the once
picturesque scene is changed to that of desolation. Yet with the

warm rains of spring and melting snows, the streams overflow their

banks, and the swift waters carry away fences, bridges and embank-
ments. Spring opens later ; the young cattle were wont to be turned

into the wood-sheltered pasture about the first of April, and now they

are kept shut up until the middle of May. Peach orchards that were
sure to be loaded every year with luscious fruit have almost disap-

peared, and the crop is the exception rather than the rule. The
extremes of heat and cold are greater, and droughts in summer are

floods in spring time, and are more frequent and more destructive.

Trace the stream to its source, and the cause of these things is appa-

rent. The old Tamarack swamp that used to supply the boys and
girls with aromatic gum, and in which the creek had its beginning,

has all been cut away. The thickly wooded black ash swamps,

through which the stream ran in its course to the lake, have been

cleared, and their marshy areas have given place to cultivated fields

and pastures.

The cutting of the forests from the head waters and banks of

these streams accounts largely for the changes I have noted, and this

picture I doubt not is a very familiar one in central and western New
York. It is not difficult for those who know the effects of stripping the

forests from small areas around the head waters of the smaller

streams to understand why summer navigation in the Mississippi, the

Missouri and the Ohio has become difficult, and at times impossible,

where it was easy and constant a few years ago; or why the Hudson,

the Mohawk and the Genessee are so much lower in summer and

higher in spring than in former years. The partial deforesting of the

Adirondack region has sufficiently demonstrated the fact that were

this great water-shed stripped of its forest covering, the Empire state

wrould lose prestige, and New York City her rank as the first com-

mercial city in the new world.

—

Denver News, March 6.

The mountain eagle from his snow-locked peaks

For the wild hunter and the bison seeks

In the chang'd world below, and finds alone

Their graven semblance in the eternal stone.

—Whittle*.
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Colomboi alleged as a reason for seeking continent in th<

that the harmony of nature required of land in the

here u> balance the- known extent of Land in the

When we plant a tree we are doing what we i u

.planet more wholesome ami hap] • who
come .itui us, if not for ourselves. As you drop the seed, i

plant the sapling, jronr left hand hardly knows what your right hand

is doing Bttt Nature knowa, and in due time tlu- power that >ees and

ward yon openly. Yon have been *

It hiding your talent in a napkin; hut if your talent takes tin

form of a maple-key or an acorn, and your napkin is a shred of the

apron that covers 'the lap of the earth,' you may hide it there,

nnblamed; and when you render in your account you will find that

your deposit has !>eeu drawing compound interest all the time.

The trees may outlive the memory of more than one of those in

whose honor they were planted.

What are these maples and heeches and hirches hut odes and

idyls and madrigals ? What are these pines and firs and spruce^ hut

holy hymns, too solemn for the many hued raiment of their gay,

deciduous neighbors.— Ilohn

AN ACT TO ESTABLISH ARBOR DAY.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

Section i. The third Friday in April of each year shall be set

apart and known as "Arbor Day," to he observed by the people of

this State in the planting of forest trees, for the benefit and adorn-

ment of public and private grounds, places and ways, and in such

other efforts and undertakings as shall he in harmony with the gen-

eral character of the day so established; Provided^ That the actual

planting of trees may be done on the day designated, or at such other

most convenient time as may best conform to local climatic condi-

tions, such other time to be designated, and due notice thereof given,

by the several county superintendents of schools for their respective

counties.

Sec. 2. The day, as above designated, shall be a holiday in all

public schools of the State, and school officers and teachers are

required to have the schools under their respective charge observe

the day by planting trees and other appropriate exercises.
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SEC. 3. Annually, «j t the proper season, the governor shall issue

a proclamation, calling the attention of the people to the provisions

of this act, and recommending and enjoining its due observance. The
Superintendent of Public Instruction, and the respective county

superintendents of schools shall also promote, by all proper means,

the observance of the day; and the said county superintendents of

schools shall make annual reports to the State Forest Commissioner

of the action taken in this behalf in their respective counties.

Approved March 22, 1889.

SELECTIONS—PATRIOTIC.

" Washington, the brave, the wise, the good,

Supreme in war, in council and in peace.

Valiant without ambition, discreet without fear, confident withoutjpresumption.

In disaster calm, in success moderate, in all, himself.

The hero, the patriot, the Christian.

The father of nations, the friend of mankind.

Who, when he had won all, renounced all, and sought, in the bosom of his fam-
ily, and of nature, retirement, and in the hope of religion, immortality.

- '

—Inscription at Mt. Vernon.

On the 30th of April, 1789, the streets around old Federal Hall, in

New \ork city, were so densely crowded that it seemed as if one

might literally walk upon the heads of the people. Out upon the bal-

cony came, with "superb dignity," the man whose generalship, whose

patience, whose self-denial had achieved and then preserved the liber-

ties of the nation ; the man who, greater than Caesar, had held a

kingly crown within his reach, and had refused it. Washington stood

a moment amid the shouts of the people, then bowed and took the

oath. A flag was raised upon the cupola of the hall ; a discharge of

artillery followed, and the assembled people filled the air with their

shoutings. Thus simple was the ceremonial which announced that a

nation was born.— T. IV. Higginson.

The cost of placing the flag on the school-house will be many
times repaid by the great, though silent, duty that it can perform ; for

it is an object of beauty, it gladdens and strengthens the hearts of

those who love their country, and, lastly, it teaches a great moral to

the rising generations.

—

Henry D. Baker, in "Home, School and
Nation.

Sentiment is a tremendous addition to principle. If song and

story and loving familiarity with the heroes of war and peace who
have helped to make the splendor of our land can be of use, then let
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thrm 1m- rep< v.. ,1 in the lead-time of life. In order that they may ripen

ntO glorious harvest. Let the child's heart animate the man's

intellect. Maty I'.Hzabeth />

COLUMBUS

The life of Columbus is an illustration constantly brought

for the success which God gives to those who, having conceived of a

great idea, bravely determine to carry it through. His singleness of

purpose * * his determination to SOCCeed, have been cited for four

centuries, and will be cited for centuries more among the noblest illus-

trations which history has given of success wrought out by the cour-

age of one man.— /'.. /:. //alt'.

No man craves more than Columbus to be judged with all the

palliations demanded of his own age and ours. It would have been

well for his memory if he had died when his master work was done.

—

Winsor.
One poor

Remember whose and how short it is

It is Cod's day. it is Columbus'-.

O. lavish day One day with life and heart,

Is more than time enough to find a world.

—La

THK MOUNTAIN COLUMBINE.

[The State Flower, selected by Colorado School Children on Arbor Day
April 17, 1891.]

sweet, stately Mountain Columbine.
Thy fragrance, grace and beauty

As patriotism's emblems shine,

And teach a sacred duty.

Thy azure hue is like the skies

Above our peaks and valleys

Our balmy air it typifies,

A joyful spirit rallies.

Thy purest white reflects the sn>

Which cap our lofty mouutains.

And in the sunny light it BE

Whence come our sparkling fountain-.

Thy golden center speaks of wealth.

It paints our stores of metals,

Our golden grains, climatic health.

All these enclose thy petals.
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Just when the glorious Fourth's at hand,

We see thy beauty blooming,

Like angels' smiles o'er mountain land.

Yet modest, unassuming.

Thy majesty, our children's voice,

Made Colorado's flower,

We all feel proud of this, their choice.

Aesthetic beauty's dower.

" Resolved to win," the motto is,

Thy emblem signifieth

When sunlight's rays thy blossom kiss,

Our greatness prophesieth.
—F. II'. Kievlike.

May 9, 1891.

GRASS.

The rose is praised for its beaming face,

The lily for saintly whiteness ;

We love this bloom for its languid grace.

And that for its airy lightness.

We say of the oak, '' How grand of girth !

"

Of the willow we say, " How slender !

"

And yet to the soft grass, clothing earth,

How slight is the praise we render.

But the grass knows well, in her secret heart,

How we love her cool, green raiment !

So she plays in silence her lonely part,

And cares not at all for payment.

Each year her buttercups nod and browse,

With sun and dew brimming over ;

Each year she pleases the greedy cows,

With oceans of -honeyed clover.

Each year on the earth's wide breast she waves
From spring until bleak November

;

And then she remembers so many graves

That no one else will remember.

And while she serves us with goodness mute,

In return for such sweet dealings,

We tread her carelessly underfoot,—

Yet we never wound her feelings.

Here's a lesson that he who runs may read,

—

Though I fear but few have won it,—

The best reward of a kindly deed

Is the knowledge of having done it.

—Edgar Fawcett.
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COLORAJ

Tiiou bast 1

1

( >h, Colorado, mono!
l'iivrx< !

i irth'a high i

i thy dowei * itii :.i\ lata ban
The i Idlest Kilts u ithiti hei treasury

wh: I hee,

Thy <>n \<in< ,i mountains and th tnds.

M

: n trd thy now crowned mountain! meet the

Heavens of oncloud< d blue aboi e thee I

Au.l th< bright ran look- on thee lovingly.

To that God h.ith so wrought may great touli lend

The fadeless tustrt ol achievements high.

—J. />. Dillenba

Colorado.

THE INDIAN S PROPHECY

But I behold a fearful sign.

To which the white man > eyes are blind.

Before thes< -horn and tilled,

Full to the brim our rivers flowed.

The melody of waters filled

The fresh and boundless wood.

And torrent- dashed and rivulets played.

And fountains sported in the shade.

These grateful sound- are heard no more.

The springs are silent in the sun.

The rivers, by the blackened shore

With lessening currents run.

The realm our tribe- are crushed to get

May be a barren desert yet.

— lUyant.

Train up thy children in the way
Of righteousness and feed them with the brea*d

Of wholesome doctrine. Where hast thou thy mine-

But in their industry? Thy bulwarks where but in their I

Thy might but in their arm-
Shall not their number therefore be thy wealth:*

Thy strength, thy power, thy safety and thy pride.

<th,x
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" O Blessed Flag! Sign of our precious past,

Triumphant present, and our future vast,

Beyond starred blue and bars of sunset bright,

Lead us to higher realm of equal right!

Float on, in every allegory,

Kin to the eagle and wind and light—

Our hallowed, eloquent, beloved ' Old Glory! '
'

" Our battlements shall be schools, hospitals, colleges and churches;

our arsenals shall be libraries ; our navy shall be peaceful ships on

errands of perpetual commerce ; our armies shall be the teachers of

youth and the ministers of religion. This is, indeed, the cheap defense

of nations." * * *

" War is known as the last reason of kings. Let it be no reason

of our republic."

—

Charles Sumner.

FROM PRESIDENT HARRISON'S ADDRESS IN DENVER.

I am glad to know that you have not been so busy in delving into

the earth
;
you have not so much turned your minds to precious

metals as to have forgotten that there is a blue above you ; that

there are aspirations and hopes and glories that are greater

than all material things. You have not failed to make sure

that the children, the blessed children of your household, that are

now coming on, are made secure in the possession of a well-

ordered and well-endowed common school system What a testimony

it is to the American character that, however intense the push for the

things of this life, however eager the pursuit of gain, you can never

assemble a community of 200 people that they do not begin to organ-

ize schools for the children. These common schools are not simply

nurseries of intellectual training ; they are nurseries of citizenship. It

has been a most happy sight to see the same old banner, that we bore

into the smoke of battle and carried over dying comrades to place it

in triumph on the ramparts of the enemy, now in the hands of all the

children of Colorado.

It was Emerson who set the fashion of Americanism in literature
;

and opened our eyes to the birds that flew in our clear skies, and the

beasts that roamed our woods, and the flowers that grew along our

roadsides. Before his Humble Bee buzzed abroad after Bryant's Wild-

Fowl, it was the fauna and the flora of Europe that was stiffly set up

in our anthologies. Nightingales and larks troubled the dreams of

American versifiers who, even when they were awake, were deaf to the
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bobolink and the mocking bird, it was the Bumble Bee of Bm
that first gathered th<- honey of Hymettiis from the oni Amei
ican Parnassus.

—

BranJrr Matthei

Borne way the Pilgrime—] mean the Pilgrima, and not tin- Puii-

tins managed the problem welL They landed from a pit.

a pitiless shore ; had In trout of them winter and wilderness, and wild

Indiana The present day was very pressing, but they kept their grip

on the future. A.8 some one says. WOfC home spun, but had their

conversation in heaven. They made houn s and schools, looked for-

wanl to the State and went to "meeting" mixed up clearing poor

land, and planting corn, and praying, and hymn-singing, and fight-

ing, In about the same proportion. They lived fearless and died hope-

ful. Myron //'. Reed.

None o{ ns can be ignorant of the ideas which constitute the sen-

timent underlying our national structure. We know they are a rever-

ent belief in God, a sincere recognition of the value and power of

moral principle and those qualities of heart which make a noble man-
hood, devotion to unreserved patriotism, love for man's equality, un-

questioning trust in popular rule, the exactions of civic virtue and

honesty, faith in the saving quality of universal education, protection

of a free and unperverted expression of the popular will, and an insis-

tance upon a strict accountability of public officers as servants of the

people.

—

Ex-President Cleveland, at Ann Arbor.

THE BROWN THRUSH.

There's a merry brown thrush sitting: up in a tree ;

He's singing to me ! he's singing to me
And what does he say. little girl, little boy'

"Oh ! the world's running over with joy!

Hush I look ' in my tree;

I'm as happy as happy can be."

And the brown thrush keeps singing : "A nest do j

And 6ve eggs hid by me in the big cherry tree?

Don't meddle, don't touch, little girl, little boy.

Or the world will lose some of its joy:

Now I'm glad I now I'm free!

And I shall alwa\

If you will never bring sorrow to me."

So the merry brown thrush sinijs away in the tree.

To you and to me—to you and to me ;

And he sings all the day. little girl, little boy;

"Oh, the world's running «ner with joy"'

Hut long it won't be

—

Don't you know ? don't you see ?

Unless we're as good as can be."
— Lucy L
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CHILD AND TREE.

I'm likethe tiny tree

The children plant to-day
;

And not to blame, you see.

For making no display.

To grow we both have room.

And so we patient wait.

And some day may become
An honor to the state.

The tiny little tree

Can never move a pace
;

But, busy as a bee,

I flit from place to place.

Because that I am free

To study, and to know,
There's more required of me

Than standing still to grow.

I move and bring things near.

The tree must stand and wait
;

But each one in its sphere

May grow both good and great.

U 'alert0:01. N. Y. —E. A. Holbrook.

ASPEN.

Once as our Savior walked with men below,

His path of mercy through a forest la\-.

And mark how all the drooping branches show
What homage best a silent tree may pay.

Only the aspen stood erect and free.

Scorning to join the voiceless worship pure.

But see ! He casts one look upon the tree,

Struck to the heart, she trembles evermore.

—German Legend.

THE ROBIN AND THE BLUE-BIRD.

The robin and the blue-bird, piping loud,

Filled all the blossoming orchards with their glee :

The sparrows chirped as if thejT still were proud
Their race in holy writ should mentioned be ;

And hungry- crows assembled in a crowd.

Clamored their piteous prayer incessantly.

Knowing who hears the ravens' cry. and said,

"Give us, O Lord, this day our daily bread.
1 '

—Longfellou

.
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writti n POB ii LG R USING i-.\i

Who Binge it ii.rth ti> w.iv< hi jubilant

wii.it riuM> in <lr.ir tli.it Lhrongi should thui

foei kk Iti \m-:i
I

irho » in mi'..! come with mm ii Inouirti s lure

(ace.

Ajnaaed the throng, would »><• ihoald

Who nc"er till thin bad h<

< »h -Miry Bag*, with White and crimv.:;

i >h. blood-boughl land

< >h ptidi In the smok
Oh ied i>\ dying hero- hand

and to the end 6ftime

Untouched by "ther than a royal thr D

Th Arty loved end won.

To Cod, to freedom and to rik;ht Del

There is a love of country which comes uncalled for, one knows
not how. It conies in with the very air. the eye, the ear, the instinct,

the first beatings of the heart, 'flu- faces of brothers and listers, and

the loved father and mother, the langfa of playmates, the old willow-

tree and well and school house, the bees at work in the spring, the

note of the robin at evening, the lullaby, the co\v> coming home, the

singing book, the visits of neighbors, the general training— all things

which make childhood happy, begin it.

And then, .is the age of the passions and the age of the reason

draw on, and the love of home, and the sense of security and property

under the law come to life, and as the story goes round, and as the

book or the newspaper relates the less favored lot of other lands, and

the public and private sense of the man is forming and formed, there

is a type of patriotism already. Thus they have imbibed it who stood

that charge at Concord, and they who hung on the deadly retreat, and

they who threw up the hasty and imperfect redoubt at Bunker Hill by

night, set on it the blood-red provincial Hag, and passed so calmly with

Prescott and Putnam and Warren through the experiences of the first

fire.

To direct this spontaneous sentiment of hearts to our great union,

to raise it high, to make it broad and deep, to instruct it, to educate it,

is in some things harder, and in some things easier ; but it may be.

it must be done. Our country has her great names, she has her food

for patriotism, for childhood and for man.

—

Rn/us ChoaU.

If true in England, doubly so is Lord Brougham's doctrine true

in America ;
" The schoolmaster is abroad and I trust to him armed

with his primer against the soldier in full uniform array."
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VOTE ON STATE TREE, ARBOR DAY, 1892.

Blue spruce . 16,931

Fir 780

Pine 732

Spruce (other than blue) 479

Cedar 104

Cottonwood 322

Box elder... 187

Maple .... 150

Aspen 144

19,829=8356

Scattering 821

20,650

Among which the following trees received votes from one to forty-

four: Catalpa, poplar, plum, mulberr}^ peach, walnut, balsam, cherry,

locust, hickory, elm, apple, oak, pinon, willow, balm of Gilead, pear,

ash.
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Exhibit XI.

World's Columbian Exposition and National Colum-

bian Public School Celebration.

I. Colorado Board of World's Fair Managers.

—

Names of members, officers and departments.

II. Educational Department.—Circulars Nos. I, 2, 3,

4> 5- 6, 7-

III. Circular of State Superintendent relating to Nat-

ional Columbian Public School Celebration.

—

Proclamation of the Governor of Colorado,

message of the State Superintendent, official

programme, proclamation of the President of

the United States.

IV. Tabular Exhibit of County Superintendent's Re-

port of National Columbian Public School

Celebration.
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Colorado Board of World's Fair Managers.

The Colorado Hoard of World's Fair Managers was created by an

act of the Colorado Eighth General Assembly, 1891.

MKMUKRS.

Governor John L. Routt, Denver, Colo.

R. E. Goodell, Leadville, Colo.

Joseph II. Smith, Denver, Colo.

Mrs. E. M. Ashley, Denver, Colo.

Mrs. Robert J. Coleman, Buena Vista, Colo.

Mm M. D. Thatcher, Pueblo, Colo.

Mrs. William F. Patrick, Leadville. Colo.

Frederick Steinhauer, Denver, Colo.

R. S. LaGrange, Greeley, Colo.

Alexander Shaw, Denver, Colo.

Nathan B, Coy, Denver, Colo.

A. B. McKinley, Denver, Colo.

Henry B. Gillespie, Aspen, Colo.

O. C. French, Denver, Colo.
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OFFICERS.

John L. Routt, president.

A. B. McKinley, vice-president.

Joseph A. Thatcher, treasurer.

O. C. French, secretary.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

John L. Routt.

A. B. McKinley.

J. A. Thatcher.

O. C. French.

DEPARTMENTS.

Mines, Mining and Machinery, W. S. Ward, chief, 33 Barclay

Block, Denver.

Woman's, Mrs. E. M. Ashley, chief, 1460 Grant avenue, Denver.

Agriculture, first division, B. T. LaGrange, superintendent,

Greeley.

Agriculture, second division, C. S. Faurot, superintendent,

Boulder.

Horticulture, Dr. Alexander Shaw, superintendent, 39 Barclay

Block, Denver.

Education, Nathan B. Coy, chief, 28 Barclay Block, Denver.

Historical, A. F. Willmarth, chief, 67 Barclay Block, Denver.

Circular No. 1. Department E.

. EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT.

To School Officers a?id Teachers

:

The accompanying "General Plan for Colorado's Educational

Exhibit at the World's Columbian Exposition, " originally prepared by

the State Teachers' Association and accepted by that body, has been

approved by the State Board of World's Fair Managers, and is here-

with issued with suggestions and instructions under the authority of

the Chief of the Educational Department.
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The plan ii not restrictive, not i ahaustive, but merely suggest]

Full pcope is allowed for originality of device and Individual!!

expression In the arrangemenJ of perticulai lis Libit The

Intention is to have the whole fully and faithfully duca-

tiou.il work of the State from kindergarten to university, publi

private, rural and municipal, denominationa] and non-sectarian, indi-

vidual and sasociated, mixed, male and female. The opportunity is

r.in- one tor collating the methods, appliancea and reanlta of this most

Important feature of Colorado's wonderful growth. Such an exhibit

aa can and should be made would bean object of just pride I

citizens, and of generous praise from all obex i

But the undertaking implies much detailed labor, and If successful

must have the Sympathy and co-operative as-dstance of all in an

connected with education. No institution in the State that has to do with

the training of children and youth should Withhold its active support,

or fail of adequate representation.

The State Board of World's Pair Managers his committed to the

undersigned the responsibility of the general oversight of this exhibit.

;i as practicable, they agree to place at his service a competent

person as special manager. Meanwhile, the county superintendents

are requested to co-operate with the Chief of the Educational Depart-

ment, by calling the attention of teachers, superintendents and school

directors to the accompanying circular, and urging immediate action

in compliance with its suggestions.

As will be noticed, provision is made for rural schools. This is in

accordance with the arrangement contemplated by the management
at Chicago, that there shall be a special exhibit from rural schools.

Surely Colorado's exhibit would be incomplete without a representa-

tion of its district school system

For their services in connection with this work, county superin-

tendents will be entitled to their usual per diem compensation ; and

for extra expenses that may be incurred in collecting, boxing and

shipping exhibits, the State Hoard of World's Fair Managers suggests

that a proportionate share of the genera! fund, to be appropriated by

the several boards of county commissioners, be set aside for the

educational exhibit.

The time that remains before exhibits must be iustalled at

Chicago is about fourteen months, or until April 10, 1.S93
; this, while

ample, is not excessive, and should therefore be fully improved.

The higher institutions of the State, both public and private, have

already signified their interest in this undertaking and promise

exhibits of special merit. Some of the city schools also are engaged
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in plans of a novel and impressive character. There is little doubt

that local as well as State pride will prompt all to make the best

possible showing.

The success of the great exposition is no longer doubtful ; it is

assured. National and international interest have risen to a high

pitch ; the splendid management has silenced criticism and now com-
mands general admiration. Not only in magnitude will it surpass all

former expositions, but in artistic design and finish as well. This

means much when the Paris Exposition of 1889 is recalled.

There is no doubt that the educational exhibit will be the most

extensive and valuable ever brought together. The great exposition

will, however, fall far short of its highest mission if it prove not

educative in a broad sense. This should be the leading thought in all

preparation for it. The occasion is a grand one for awakening in the

American youth a high conception of country and a large view of

national greatness, by drawing attention to what America has done for

mankind by her splendid example of wise, free government.

SUGGESTIONS.

1. Quality rather than quantity should be the aim.

2. Special pains should be taken by teachers, superintendents

and school officers, to have all statistical records and reports accurate

and complete.

3. Photographs may be very effectively used to illustrate build-

ings, (exterior and interior,) grounds, active exercises, apparatus, etc.

The log and the sod school house should not be omitted from these

pictorial representations.

4. All piece-work, consisting of mouldings, cuttings, carvings

and foldings should be mounted, labeled and boxed. Natural history

specimens should be pressed or mounted, labeled and boxed ; each

specimen named, and the box or case marked with the name, district

and grade of school, and name of teacher.

5. All work must be reported for classification at this office not

later than September 15, 1892 ; as no space will be assigned after that

date.

6. Each variety of work should be accompanied by a statement

showing the conditions under which it was prepared ; if class work, the

number in the class and the number whose work is displayed. In all

work, the period of the pupil's experience should be given.
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7. it is recommended that the pupils' Interest be stimulated by

frequent short talks on the significance of the celebration
; b

tfons of the location and extent of the buildings, k 1

"

1 ' 111 " 1

items of interest concerning the character of the exhibit!
;
and. 1

all, by bits <>t inform which will b<

give some definite ides of the worlds manifold
|

during 400

social, political, industrial, commercial, historical, educational,

literary, etc. At stated times, exposition days may well DC ODS<

by literary 1 upon the life and times of Columbus, and the

coming celebration. Abundant material for such talks an

will be found in recent books upon the subject, and in current peri

odicals of the year, such as Harper*$ Monthly, The Century, The

tpotitan, Youth's Companion, Christian I'n ion, etc. The Chi-
: lerahi prints a special exposition number <>n Saturday, in which

is reported all matter of interest in connection therewith during the

week. The Colorado School Journal for February contains a histori-

cal sketch of past world's fairs and educational exhibits, and will regu-

larly hereafter have interesting information upon this subject.

INSTRUCTIONS TO COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS,

You will please see :

1. That every teacher and school officer in your county is sup-

plied with a copy of this circular.

2. That the provisions of it are carried out according to the best

existing conditions.

That the names and addresses of all private schools in your

county, of whatever character, whether parochial, benevolent, or re-

formatory, male, female or mixed, are sent to this office at the earliest

possible date.

4. That the amount of table space, and of wall space, that will

be demanded by the school exhibit of your county is ascertained as

soon as convenient and reported to this office, in order that application

may be filed at headquarters for the full amount of space that will be

needed for the entire educational exhibit.

5. That a report of the progress of the work is sent to this office

monthly.

For further information, address the undersigned.

Nathan B. Coy.

Chiefqf Educational Department.

Denver, February 1, 1S92.
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GENERAL PLAN FOR COLORADO'S EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT

AT THE WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

A.—PUBLIC.

/.—Elemen ta ry.

I. Kindergarten

—

Color work, form work, nature work, movements ; as

walking, marches, plays, calisthenics, games, songs,

sewing, working with clay, etc.

2. Primary

(a) Language — Stories, readings, dictations, reproduc-

tions, translations of reading lessons, letters, business

forms, etc.

(b) Mathematics—Number (written and illustrated solu-

tions), form, size.

(c) Science—Collections of minerals, plants and animals.

Written descriptions. Collections of geographical

and historical pictures. Color work.

(d) Art—Penmanship, drawing, designing, paper-cutting

and folding, modeling with clay, moulding of maps,

whittling, sewing, music, etc.

Grammar-

(a) Language—Dictations, historic and geographic repro-

ductions, translations, essays, letters, business forms.

(b) Mathematics—Arithmetic problems, solved in figures

and by illustration. Problems in form, involving

lines and angles.

(c) Science — Collections of minerals, plants, animals,

fossils, agricultural products. Descriptions of simple

experiments in physics and chemistry.

(d) Art—Penmanship, drawings, maps, charts, design-

ing, modeling, moulding of maps, sewing, object-

making, constructing simple apparatus, music, etc.
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//. S ondary.

i. High Schools

—

Language English composition

turns of English clt - in i >ther languages.

Mathematics Algebra,

Development >>t surfaces <>i solids <>n plant

(c) Science — Physics, chemistry, physical geography,

zoology, botany, mineralogy, geology, physio

biol<

Art Drawing, painting, music, designing, construct-

ing objects and apparatus, moulding, etc.

///.

—

Hig her Education.

i. University

—

. / 1 Collegiate.

i a) Language—English, French, German, Spanish,

Latin, Greek.

(b) Mathematics—Algebra, geometry, (elementary,

analytical and descriptive,) trigonometry, sur-

veying, calculus, [differentia] and integral,)

quaternions, determinants, mathematical astro-

nomy, mechanics.

(c) Science— Physics, chemistry, zoology, botany,

geology, astronomy, biology.

(d) Art—Drawing, painting, music, modeling, mould-

ing, constructing.

(B) Professional—Law, medicine, theology, dentistry,

Pharmacy, etc.

2. Normal School

—

Language, mathematics, science, art, model school, peda-

gogy, etc.

3. Technical

—

(a) School of Mines—Mathematics, science, chemistry,

metallurgy, mineralogy, etc.

id) Agricultural College—Language, mathematics, sci-

ence, manual training, agriculture, irrigation, etc.

<<) Industrial School—Same line of work as under ele-

mental-}- ; also manufacture of clothing and shoes.
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id) Deaf and Blind School—

1. For the blind, work corresponding as far as possi-

ble to the usual course in graded schools.

2. Forthedeaf, elementary, (kindergarten, primary,)

intermediate, advanced, manual.

IV.—Rural Schools.

Same line of work as primary and grammar under elementary.

B.—PRIVATE.

/.—Elemen taiy.

U>) Pri^arf^
611-

l Same line of work as under Public element-

(c) Grammar— j
ary '

II—Secondary.

(a) High

—

) Same line of work as under public
(b) College Preparatory—

)
secondary.

III.—Higher Education.

(a) College—(See collegiate, under Public Higher Education.)

(6) University

—

1. Collegiate (see collegiate, under Public Higher Edu-

cation.)

2. Technical, including mines, agricultural, industrial,

manual, commercial, oratory and dramatic art,

music, fine arts, electric engineering, civil

engineering, etc.

3. Professional, including law, medicine, theology, etc.

IV.—Charity.

1. Day nurseries, orphan schools, House of Good Shepherd, etc.

C.—MISCELLANEOUS.

/.

—

History.

1. Development of system.

2. Progress of schools.

3. Educational sentiment.
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\. Achievement of schools.

5. ( '.rowth of U-;u hers ami
;

6. School books and publi< educational works by Colo-

rado anthora ;
school journals, etc

7. Catalogues of school librarie tatement ah rigin

and maintenance; alto trance libn

tor grammar and high school.

II.—Statistics.

1. Present ami comparative attendance.

Expenditure.

3. Appliances.

4. School reports.

5. Legislation ami laws

6. School officers.

7. Discipline.

8. Buildings,

9. Heating and ventilation.

10. Examinations.

11. Promotions.

12. Licenses to teach, etc.

///.—Comses 1
»/" Stud\

.

1. Elementary

—

(a) Kindergarten.

(b) Primary.

{(') .Grammar.

2. Secondary—High school and college preparatory.

Higher-

College.

id) University (collegiate and professional 1.

4. Normal.

5. Technical—Mines, agriculture, industrial, mute and blind,

commercial, etc.

6. Charity—Day nurseries, orphan schools. House of Good
Shepherd.
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IV.—Physical Development.

i. Calisthenics.

2. Gymnastics

3. Military drill.

4. Games

—

Including lawn tennis, croquet, alley ball, base ball, foot

ball, tug of war, racing, etc.

D.—PREPARATION OF EXHIBIT.

I.—Form of Work.

1. Individual.

2. Class.

3. School.

II.—Means of Displaying.

1. Written descriptions.

2. Pictures.

3. Drawings.

4. Photographs.

5. Constructions.

6. Real things, etc.

III.—Form of Paper.

1. Paper of same grade should also be uniform in size.

2. Paper should be such only as can be bound by regular book-

binders.

Circular No. 2 Department E.

EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT.

PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY OF EDUCATIONAL WORK.

Denver, October io, 1892.

To County and City Superintendents, and all engaged in preparing

contributions to Colorado's Educational Exhibit for the Colum-

bian Exposition:

Photographs constitute an effective and economical means of

graphic display, and will be extensively used at Chicago to represent
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edncal rk in its various phase*. Particularly valuable will

e for exhibiting ichool architectti

and interiors; floor plana with size and shape oi roome, and lighting

arrangement; basement rooms, with heating, ventilation, sanitation,

a strong desire is felt to obtain photographs oi boo!

honse in the Mate, two <>r three oi each view. Anticipating possible

failure to fully realise this, the suggestion is made thai bnildin

selected for the interest attached to them mi sccottnt of age, pc

material adobe, sod, log, etc-. |,
or excellence Of plan. Thus may he

vividly traced the evolution and improvement Of school architecture

and furniture in our State. The beginning of such a series would he,

naturally, the first school house in Colorado, erected in Boulder

county in [862, under the direction of "Uncle" David Nichols, the

present populist candidate tor Lieutenant-Governor. This school

house, though now destroyed, is preserved in "negative," and will he

reproduced in miniature from material of the original

Buildings may also be otherwise shown; for example, by means

of models, the several stories made removable by sash weights and

pulleys; or by perspective drawings, either copied from the designs of

architects or made directly from the buildings themselves. The
models, if of material, as wood or plaster, should not exceed four feet

in the longest dimensions.

Photographs may show pupils engaged in the various exercises of

study, recitations, etc., viz, :

Kindergartens—The occupations and games, forms made from

gifts building gifts, tablets and sticks), work on charts, etc.

Primary schools—Exercises in observation, drawing, manual

training, gymnastics, together with daily work of classes on slates and

blackboards, map work, etc.

Grammar schools—Exercises showing methods pursued, especially

in blackboard, slate, map and manual work, including models to

illustrate courses of instruction in manual training, with accompany-

ing statements; instantaneous views of classes at work. The finished

productions of pupils in manual training should be real, not pictured.

High schools—Blackboard exercises, laboratory work, gymnastic

and military drill, drawing exercises (with specimen of work , school

choruses, etc.

These suggestions are for ungraded as well as graded, private as

well as public, schools.
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Photographs may still further show the means of study, including

apparatus, appliances and devices (original and other), school and col-

lege museums, cabinets and libraries.

Photographs may represent the personal organization of educa-

tional institutions, including superintendents, teachers, pupils, direc-

tors, trustees, regents, etc.

Photographs may be for wall or table display. If for table dis-

play, they should be in book form ; if for wall display, they should be

sent to Denver unmounted, and should be of sizes to arrange on card-

boards 22x28 inches. No photograph should be smaller than 4)^x6^

(cabinet size). As a rule, the most suitable size for all purposes is

8x10. Photographs of buildings should be uniformly 8xro. Excep-

tion may be made of a particularly fine building, to constitute the

center of a group, or for separate mounting. Such should not exceed

18x22 inches in size. Groups should be arranged for artistic effect.

All photographs should be neatly and plainly labeled, so as to

show origin and what they represent. Photographs of buildings

should give name, location, date of construction, number of rooms,

floor dimensions, material, cost, name of architect or builder, and,

when possible, names of directors at time of erection. Buildings of

special merit should be accompanied by architect's plans.

Colorado can make an excellent showing of school architecture.

Such an exhibit would graphically portray her wonderful progress,

material as well as educational.

It is proposed to have a wall display of an historical series, repre-

senting the first school house, 1862, typical school houses of 1S76 (the

year of statehood), and completing the series with the best of those

now standing, 1892.

The county and city superintendents, and the heads of special

and private institutions, must be looked to for these collections. It is

urgently requested that all possible aid be rendered these officers by

directors and trustees, that the collections may be satisfactory and

creditable.

The work should begin immediately, while the weather is favor-

able, and before the trees have lost all their foliage. Care should be

taken to get a good perspective of buildings, which cannot be done if

the instrument is too near the object.
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it is believed that photographer! frill find

of building! taken on October 21, during the celel

I are likely to be eeger CUfltom

Trusting that thee frill meet frith prompt end hi

: remain.

Very truly,

Nathan B. (

Chief, Educational Department.

Circular No. 3. partus*

BDUCATIONA L DBPARTM I!NT.

DBNVBR, October 10, 1892.

Dear Sir—Your attention is respectfully called to the enclosed

circular relating to M Photographic Display of Educational Work '*
at

the World's Columbian Exposition, reprinted from the Colorado >

Journal of October, 1892.

Please forward to the undersigned at the earliest possible date

answers to the following questions :

Can your county furnish for Colorado's Educational Exhibit at

the Chicago World's Fair exterior and interior views, at least two each.

1. Of an adobe school house ?

2. Of a sod school house ?

3. Of a log school house ?

Of how many other school houses will your county furnish views,

with descriptions according to circular, stating size of each view 5

Replies should be received not later than November 1, 1S92.

Very truly,

Nathan B. COY,

Chief, Educational Departm

38—1.
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Circular No. 4. Department E.

EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT.

EXHIBIT OF ART EDUCATION.

That the State Exhibit in the Department of Art Education may
have an appearance of unity, and that the work shown may be ar-

ranged to the best advantage, the following suggestions are made re-

garding preparation:

EXHIBIT I.

A series of mounted drawings, taken from regular class work,

showing the entire course of instruction.

These mounted drawings to be arranged :

First—By subject.

Second—By grade.

Thus, for example, in the subjects of design and color:
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This exhibit is to occupy wall space.

The mounts to measure 22 x 28 inches.

As many drawings on each mount as convenient without crowd-
ing.

These mounted drawings must be framed (

1

1/2 inch hard wood
frames, natural finish, is suggested).

If possible, arrange the drawings on the mounts so that when in

place on the wall the long edges will be vertical. Wherever this sug-

gestion is impracticable, have as few mounts as possible placed with
the short edges vertical.

If constructed objects in clay, paper or other material are to

accompany the display, they must be exhibited in show cases under
the drawings.

EXHIBIT 11.

Bound volumes of drawings to show :

First— Courses of instruction.

Second— Single grade work, by subject or time.

Third— Sheets of drawings, representing the application of the

study of drawing to the other class subjects.

Each leaf of these volumes must measure 22x28 inches, to be

bound on the long edge. Give about twenty-five leaves to each vol-

ume. Each leaf to be of a first-class quality of cardboard, as thin and

as tough as possible; in color a neutral tint, somewhat darker than the

paper on which the drawings are made. The covers of these volumes

should be heavy and black in color. Lettering in gilt to be on one

outside of each volume, giving:

First—The county, city or town and district.

Second—The name of school or institution.

Third—The school year or grade.

Fourth—The subject of contents.

If possible, mount drawings on each side of each leaf.

Each volume should contain work on one subject only.

In the exhibit these volumes are to occupy space on tables.
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i \mniT m.

It may be thought sdi bed drawing books.

must correspond in binding, letti . with the

larger volumes in Exhibit II.

These volumes of bound drawingbooks should not measure more
than two inches in thick:

i.XHIl'.IT IV.

Photographs of classes at work and interiors of class rooms

MANUAL TRAINING EXHIBIT.

First—Systematically arrange a display to show clearly the entire

course of instruction. If possible, let this display be represented by

pupils' work only. Have constructed objects fastened to oblong show

boards ; these boards to measure 44x56 inches, or 22X2S inches.

Drawings, or blue prints to be framed ; size of frames, 22x2s inside

measurements. This display to occupy wall space.

Second—An exhibit of individual class work in one or more
subjects.

Third—Photographs of classes at work aud class room interiors.

The foregoing suggestions have been prepared by Mr. Frank H.

Collins. Director of Drawing in the Denver Schools, District No.

I, and ex-President of the Art Department of the National Educa-

tional Association. They are applicable not only to public school

exhibits, but also to those of private and special educational institu-

tions. Additional information may be had by addressing Mr. Collins

at room 610 McPhee block, 17th and Glenarm streets. Samples of

the prescribed paper and cardboard, with prices, may be obtained

from him. All contributions to the Art Department of Colorado's

Educational Exhibit for the World's Fair should be reported to Mr.

Collins, if possible, on or before December 1, 1S92.

Nathan B. Coy,

Chief, Educational Department.

Denver, November 1, 1S92.
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Circular No. 5. Department E.

EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT.

Descriptive statement accompanying photographs of school

houses and other educational buildings.

Location: ( Township No. Range No.

1 % of % of Section No.

or

County of.. _ City or town of

.

District No ._ School
(Name.)

Material, „__

Number of rooms,

Cost, %

Date of erection,

Architect,

Altitude,

Chief industry of district,

Signature.

Circular No. 6. Department E.

EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT.

COLORADO EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT.

Name, Age, ...School,

County. City or town, District No

Grade or year in school, Subject, Date, 189.

Remarks

:
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xitonal

hist i tut:

A. general plan of Colorado'! Educational Exhibit tor tin- World's

Columbian Bxpotition was sddressed to the school officers and

teachers ofthe State in February, isw ?. Subsequently special i

larswere isaned relating to photographs and drawings. Th<

l.ir^ were supplemented by individual letters, mimeograph <••

letters, interviewa and addresses. A good general idea of the nature

of the undertaking is supposed t<> have been thus formed by those

Interested in contributing to the exhibit. The present circular aims

to furnish certain final instructions respecting arrangement, mod,- ot

display, forwarding, etc. It will also be found to contain B repetition

in substance, If not in form, of some of the contents of former

circulars

SCOPB AND 4RRANGBMBNT.

Colorado's Educational Exhibit should present clearly and con-

cisely the various facilities for mental training afforded within the

State, from kindergartens to universities and special schools, includ-

ing institutions supported at private as well as at public expense

Naturally, the common schools should form the centre of such an

exhibit. Private schools should have "a place alongside their corres-

ponding grades of public schools;" kindergarten work "near primary

work, but not confused with it;" and "along with high-school work will

come all forms of secondary instruction intermediate between the

grammar school and the college, except such as may be grouped by

themselves, as specialties." Then would "follow normal schools,

colleges, technical schools, universities with their professional schools,

and professional schools detached." (S. H. Peabody. i

The display should at once attract and impress. To this end the

arrangement should be systematic, and the mode of display graphic,

with a view to taxing the observing powers to the least possible

degree. Chief Peabody's plan of organization, "by states in parallel

subdivisions extending in one direction, and by grades in correspond-

ing subdivisions extending in the opposite direction," is admirable for

economy of investigating force. Conformably to this plan, the space

assigned to Colorado's I'Mucational Exhibit will be occupied by con-

secutive departments somewhat as follows :

i. Organization and administration.

2. The common schools (graded and ungraded, with representa-

tive exhibits by groups corresponding to the classification of school

districts'). Private schools and academies.
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3. The Stat<

4. Colleges.

5. Technical schools.

6. Universities. Detached professional schools.

Each of the departments enumerated will form a section composed

of alcoves or compartments, corresponding in number to the divisions

of the exhibit in any department. The partitions bounding the

sections and alcoves will afford space for wall exhibit. At the base of

the partitions, all around the alcoves, will run counters for bound

volumes, portfolios, show cases, etc. Underneath the counters will

be placed chests of drawers for the storage of relays, thus economizing

space and affording a wider range of exhibit, by keeping certain lines

of work on exhibition only a portion of the time. Work not on

exhibition will be accessible in the drawers to any one who may wish

to inspect it. In the center of each alcove there will be space for a

table, wing frame, swivel case or glass case for special exhibits.

1. Organization and Administration.

State.

Department of Public Instruction. Superintendent. Adminis-

trative Boards (education, examination, land commissioners); con-

stitution, duties and reports of each. School laws. State course of

study for ungraded schools. Examinations. State diplomas. Nor-

mal institutes. Teachers' associations. State reading circle. District

classification. University extension. Blanks, etc.

County.

Superintendent. Commissioners. District organization (boards,

electors). Quarterly examinations. Examination questions. Teach-

ers' certificates. Teachers' associations. County and district librar-

ies. Blanks, etc.

City and Town.

Supervision. Boards (constitution, duties, reports). Courses of

study. Manuals of directions for teachers. Circulars of advice.

Examination questions. Medals. Diplomas and school documents.

Libraries. Blanks, etc.

Means of Exhibit.

Maps (showing location of educational institutions). Graphic

charts (showing organization, duties, rules and regulations of admin-

istrative boards; statistics of enrollment, attendance, etc.). Models.
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and photograph* of school apparatus and architecture).

Bound volume* 'printed ami manuscript, containii I brief

histories of City and tow:'. ind private institutions .

f. V/ir Comnti

This department will constitute the main feature of the Si

Educational Exhibit According to the general scheme adopted by

the Directory at Chicago, the State will be the smallest unit of repre-

sentation. "It is not possible that every city or county can 1.

distinct representation." I\ach will be a part of the collective exhibit

of the State. It is the intention, however, that " whatever is shown

shall be credited to its proper source."' In view of this restriction,

and for economy of space, as well as of time in preparation, the fol-

lowing grouping of the common schools seems commendable. The
arrangement is based on the classification of school districts, accord-

ing to school population I first-class, 1,000 or more ; second-class, 350-

1,000; third-class, 1-3501. with subdivisions under each classification.

Groups will be designated by number and letter, thus : Group I. A,

group II. C, etc. The grouping has the additional advantage of plac-

ing competition as nearly as practicable upon an equal footing.

I.—A (5,000 OK MORI.).

COUN 1 v.
IiISTKICT

Arapahoe

Arapahoe

Arapahoe

I.—B (2,000-5,000).

district

El Paso.

Lake...

Pueblo .

Pueblo .
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I.—C (1.000-2,000).

COUNTY.
DISTRICT

NO.

Boulder 3

Las Animas

Pitkin ..;.

II— A. (500-1,000.)

COUNTY.
DISTRICT

NO.

Arapahoe ..

Boulder

Chaffee

Clear Creek

Conejos

El Paso

Fremont ...

Gilpin

Jefferson ...

La Plata

Larimer

Mesa

Montrose...

Otero

Weld
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II.-B. (35^5-

I

Conejos..

.

Fremont

Gunni-oti

Huerfano

Larimer .

.

III.—A. (100-350.)

DISTRICT
NO.

Arapahoe ..

Boulder

Custer

Conejos.

Costilla.
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III.—A. (100-350.)

COUNTY.
DISTRICT

NO.

El Paso 14

56

Fremont 2

8

21

.,

24

Garfield r I

10

Gilpin... . ... 2

3

..

5

Gunnison. 8

Hinsdale 1

3

Huerfano ._ ..
,

8

9

10

,,
12

Las Animas...

6

7

16

21

29

30

42

Logan 12

Mesa _ 2

Montezuma 6

3

Otero 4

6

11
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III.—A. (100 3J

605

Park

Phillip-.

Costilla

Delta

Dolores.

Douglas

Eagle ...

Huerfano

Jefferson

Lake

La Plata.

Larimer.

Viimas

Rio C.rande .

Saguache..

San Juan

San Miguel..

Summit

Washington.
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III.—A. (100-350.)

COUNTY.
DISTRICT

NO.

Weld 15

16

27

III.—B. (1-100), includnig 1,235 districts.

Total No. Districts. 1.357.

It is desirable to have a representative exhibit from each group.

This can be easily secured if every school will contribute its best pro-

duct in one or more subjects. No school is to be restricted in the

amount of its contribution. Quality will be the standard of choice.

It is possible for the same school to contribute the greater portion of

the exhibit of a single group. But it would be far better to have the

exhibit represent the work of several schools. A group consisting of

several schools can obtain a complete representative exhibit with very

little effort, if each school will furnish but a single element of work.

Ungraded (rural) schools will be embraced in third-class districts.

From these a representative exhibit, based on the State course < f

study, is desired.

County and city superintendents and principals of schools must

be looked to for the successful execution of the plan. It is hoped

that they will unite, both by special circulars and direct personal

effort, to instruct, counsel and encourage their teachers in the under-

taking.

SCHOOL GRADES.

In the preparation of the public school exhibit, the following

departments, according to grades or pupils' experience in school,

should be distinguished.

1. The kindergarten, pupils 3 to 5 years of age.

2. Primary schools, pupils 6 to 9 years of age (or first four years

regular school work).

3. Grammar and intermediate schools, 10 to 13 years of age (or

second four years regular school w7ork).

4. High schools and academies, or preparatory schools, 14 to 17

years of age (or third four years regular school work).
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xinniT.

What to exhibit cannot be definitely pn
directions arc practicable, Truly, the exhibit as a whole should

ite what the ichooli and institutions ( >: Learning in <»nr Stat

doing, and iu what way] To this cud, it ihonld consist of representa-

tive work in the v.nious departments of study. Every grade and kind

Of school should, therefore, make some contribution. what

the contribution shall he from any particular school or

schools, no attempt will he made to specify.

By way of suggestion, the following outline of studies, taken

largely from the Rhode Island circular, is presented as a baaiaof what

may he exhibited.

BTUDIBS, OF WHICH Tin: PRODUCTS may BB EXHIBITED.

1. The Kindergartens.

Charts showing the consecutive exercises of the course. Meri-

torious specimens of the work of pupils, with the gifts in clay, draw-

ing, tablets, sticks, sewing, weaving, paper-folding, paper-cutting,

etc., to be hung upon the wall, bound in portfolios, or placed in show-

cases Materials and devices. Photographs of occupations and

games.

English, including Spelling, Penmanship, Grammar, Rhetoric

and Composition.

Reading—Methods, the standard authors, choice selections. Dic-

tation exercises. Picture stories Copies, abstracts, descriptions.

Definitions. Parsing and analysis. Translations and paraphrases.

Reproductions. Narrative letters. Business forms. Exercises of the

imagination. Essays.

3. Natural Science.

Botany—Charts, drawings, analyses. Flowering plants. Mounted
specimens. Woods, dry fruits, seeds, etc.

Zoology—Stuffed specimensand pictures of auitnals. Birds, nests,

eggs, insects. Shells, etc.

Physiology— Descriptions, diagrams and drawings. Definitions.

Essays upon hygiene.

Physical Geography and Geology—Charts, drawings, diagrams

and maps. Observations, descriptions, essays. Graphic representa-

tions of the variations of temperature, the distribution of moisture,

vegetation and animals. Relief maps in clay, putty, salt, etc.
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Geography—Maps and models. Written summaries and descrip-

tions. Drawings from memory of the forms of land and water.

Physics—Descriptions of experiments. Drawings of apparatus.

Working models made by pupils. Definitions and laws. Essays.

Chemistry—Charts and tables. Principles and definitions. Solu-

tions of problems. Descriptions of experiments.

Mineralogy—Specimens of common minerals, metals and ores,

rocks and soils. Catalogues of minerals. Analyses. Apparatus.

Essays.

Astronomy—Observations, drawings, essays.

4. Mathematics.

Arithmetic and Algebra—Test statements of definitions, principles

and processes. Solutions, diagrams, and graphic illustrations. Drill

exercises. Development of rules by reasoning. Original methods.

Bookkeeping—Original transactions. Accurate results. All com-

mon business forms. Ruling arid writing done by pupils.

Geometry—Same suggestions as for arithmetic. Original prob-

lems and demonstrations, unruled paper, figures in colored ink.

Drawing of solids. Problems showing the application of geometry to

the arts.

5. Drawing, Including Form and Color.

Freehand copies, original designs, drawings from objects,

mechanical, constructive, decorative and pictorial drawing. Charts of

drawings for the wall and drawing books bound in volumes. Work in

clay, paper and sticks. Constructed objects of paper, cloth and

wood. In freehand drawings, painting and crayon work an interest-

ing display may be made of Colorado scenery. (See special circular

relating to Exhibit of Art Education.

)

6. Manual Training.

Pieces of the work of pupils, in wood and iron, coated with

shellac and fastened to boards, suitably framed, 22x28 inches, and

painted, to be hung on walls or placed on counters. Larger single

specimens for counter or table.

Sewing may be exhibited in books or shallow showcases on walls

or counters. Photographs of classes at work cutting and fitting and

of girls wearing gowns of their own making.

Cooking—Photographs of classes at work in school kitchens and

of spreads cooked by pupils.
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7 /'/'
, 'itpr

mnastics Military drill. Music. Elocution Method

teaching Photographs. Bsi

?, Histot i a

Lists of topics—analyses, sbstrscti of lupplemenl ury w<»rks, ei

ination papers, discussions, essayi Charts, progressive maps, b

cal relics. Constitutional history. I. oral hist itUrCS end

incidents of Colorado's early history may be incorporated .
:ts the

explorations of Premont, Baker, Long, etc.; the Pike's Peak gold end

the Leadville silver discoveries ; Mexican settlements, [ndian aiiairs ;

the Pueblos snd Cliff houses of southern Colorado ; collection of inin-

urow heads, pottery and other ancient relics; origin and devel-

opment of the irrigation system, etc., etc. Biographical sketches.

Photographs of objects, places and men.

g. Literature.

Word-study Rhetorical illustrations Analysis and discussion of

masterpieces. Reviews and lists of books. Criticism. Paraphrases

and reproductions from memory, selected for originality, choice lan-

guage and logical arrangement. Characterization of the noted per-

sonages of fiction. Essays in outline and finished.

Psychology^ including Logic, Ethics and Esthetics.

Definitions—principles, svnopses. Applications. Relations i<>

physiology and other studies. The minds of children. Lines of the

current advancement of mental science. Kssays.

//. Foreign Lahgua

Latin, Greek, French and German—Translations studied and at

sight. Composition. English derivation. Maps illustrating geogra-

phical and historical allusions. Essays upon classical subj<

HIGHER INSTITUTIONS <»i LEARNING.

" So far as practicable, to the higher institutions of learning

universities, technical and professional schools , will be extended

the largest liberty in arranging each its own matter of exhibit. By

graphic methods may be shown the origin, development and progress of

an institution ; dimensions, cost ami value of buildings and grounds ;.

endowment and capacity ; courses of study, requirements for admis-

sion and graduation and degrees conferred ; attendance from founda-

tion by classes, sexes and departments; alumni, number, and, if possible,

distinction in life ; views of buildings, without and within ; i'.

39—1.
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tions of equipment, and of all novel and beautiful features, natural or

artificial ; new methods of investigation and of instruction : original

apparatus and processes ; portraits of founders, professors, teachers

and of such alumni as have achieved distinction ; in short, a full

history of the institution." * * * "These exhibits will

vary greatly, both with the character of the institutions themselves,

and with the genius and skill of those who prepare them." So far as

practicable, the higher institutions will follow the suggestions and
outlines of studies made for the lower schools.

MODE OF EXHIBIT.

The success of an educational exhibit, must depend largely on the

manner of presentation. To be effective, it must make extensive use

of graphic modes of expression ; in a word, it must picture. Origin-

ality has here a fine field for practice. The individuality of the

teacher can be put to its severest test in devising original methods of

illustration, so as to avoid the inevitable tendency to sameness. Ex-

hibits may be for wall or wing frame display ; for table or counter,

shelf or bracket display.

Wall Disp

Mounted work, such as maps, charts, photographs, drawings, etc.

Wing Fr

Mounted work of limited dimensions, not larger than 22x28

inches, inside measurement; may include, besides what was men-

tioned under wall display, a limited amount of choice manuscript.

r Table Disp

Charts, bouud volumes .printed and manuscript . portfolios, etc ;

mineral, botanical and zoological cabinets, models, etc.

Shelf or Bracket Disp:

Selected specimens of models, apparatus, etc.

Charts,

For graphic exhibit of statistics of all sorts: organization | State,

countv, city, town, individual); school programmes, courses of study,

plans of lessons by teachers; topical methods of teaching and study,

illustrative of history, literature, geology, chemistry, physics, geog-

raphy, etc.
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mpleted drawings and drawing b

- l.y teacher*, \\:i!: noer-

garteu work. etc.

%d Volumi

Manuscript, Including written exercises of pupils in all

studies, Ei Map drawings, sheets of draa

Printed. Reports. Conrsei of study. Manuals. I

lOgues (of libraries and educational institutions . School laws.

Hooks by teachers and graduate*. Pamphlets by teachers, with

papers on current topics, etc . etc.

SPECIAL EXHIBIT.

sides representative work, special work in any of the subjects

indicated may be prepared by a single pupil, by a whole class, or by

a number of pupils selected from the class. It should be prepared

without the aid of the teacher, yet under his direction, and in accord-

ance with the plans and rules prescribed for other work, except that

the work is not required to be done at One sitting. It should be the

pupil's own work and be accompanied by a definite statement of the

conditions under which it was produced, including full amount of

time bestowed.

SPECIAL COLLECTIVE EXHIBITS.

Each of the following classes of institutions will make a collective

exhibit at the World's Fair, and space for them is not included in the

State exhibit :

Roman Catholic Schools and Colleges. Kindergartens. Manual

Training Schools, not operated as a part of a public school system.

Schools of Technology and Art. Schools for the blind, the deaf and

the feeble-minded.

EXHIBIT OF TEACHERS.

Teachers may be represented directly in the educational exhibit

by charts and bound volumes of programmes of daily lessons, topical

analyses, syllabuses, plans of lessons, diagrams, devices, methods of

instruction, home-made apparatus, etc. Such a volume might be pre-

pared by the schools of a city, town or district, with the photograph

of the teachers in a group on the first page and an introduction

written by the superintendent. Paper of the prescribed size should
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be used. Another production of interest and value might be a volume
of essays upon pedagogical themes relating to the work of a depart-

ment, written by representative teachers. Text books by Colorado
teachers and professors should be displayed in their proper depart-

ments.

PREPARATION OF THE EXHIBIT, RULES AND REGULATIONS.

Extracts from the circular relating to " The Educational Exhibit,"

by Chief Peabody, of the Department of Liberal Arts.

" The general regulations of the Exposition, as well as the special

rules of the Department of Liberal Arts, must be observed."

" The assignment of space will be determined by the character of

the exhibit, and not in proportion to area, population or school

attendance."

"Every item of work presented as the product of the pupils

should be absolutely genuine. The interference of a teacher, even to

the correction of an obvious mistake, the retouching of a shade in a

drawing, the fitting by a shaving of a joint of wood-work, the dotting

of an 'i' or the crossing of a 't,' should be deemed an inexcusable fault;

and any work so 'improved' should be rigorously rejected. Each item

should be forwarded exactly as the pupil left it. No special instruc-

tion, practice or drill, should be given to any pupil, class or school,

preparatory to work which is intended for the Exposition. The actual

fruits of the regular school system should be presented without being

worked up for this special purpose."

" It will happen that in a given city one school will win the honor

of sending forward the representative class in one subject, another in

another, and so on. It will be possible that every community which

is really excelling in some particular may have the honor of being

represented in something in the final selection."

SPECIAL DIRECTIONS.

I. The work to be done in the various lines of exhibit, prepar-

ations of questions to be answered, collecting, sifting and arranging

written work, is left with the teacher, the principal, the superinten-

dent, or the school committee of the locality
I
city, town or district)

from which it is sent, or by the co-operation of all these. Separate

original work of all kinds will be accepted, provided it be meritorioub

and genuinely original. Such work may give variety and educational

value to the exhibit, by showing the results of the school work in the

development of power in the pupils.
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the under ride the unruled

ever, ni.iv be used for ma] • lb it, when bound, illus-

tration^ will ip] hand paj

I be right

i to be Answered, or I •
should

be written by the pnpilsjnst before the sns*

4. tper exhibited should bear the name, age and gi

or school year of tlu- pupil; date of preparation, time (in minute*

preparation; designation of school end city, or district and county.

Teacher- are advised to let the whole class write npon <

it only to send forward to the principal, superintendent,

executive head or local committee, a few of the bet

6. The regular written work presented should he done in school,

within a limited time and without special preparation, thus confining

the draft upon teachers' ami pupils' time, as far as possihle, to reg-

ular recitation periods.

abibit of work offered should be accompanied by a

preface, written by the teacher, upon the paper prescribed for the

-tating the method of preparation, and the teacher's aim in the

exercise sent, as follows: "The accompanying work has been pre-

pared strictly in accordance with the rules and regulations, general as

well as special, prescribed for the Colorado Educational Exhibit"

5. The original draft of written work may be made on slates or

paper. From this the paper for the exhibit shall be prepared. The

first copy only shall be accepted. A second trial shall not be per-

mitted. Neither the original draft nor the completed copy shall be

criticised or corrected by the teacher or any other person. Both the

original draft and the completed paper must be prepared at the same

sitting.

9. Written work may be presented in bound volumes, or on card-

board, for the wall or standard of wing frames. Each great school

might offer one substantially bound volume on some one subject, or

on several subjects, with a frontispiece of the building, the teachers

and pupils in a group, and with an introduction written by the prin-

cipal, to describe the conditions under which the matter was prepared.

For the wall exhibit, the work will be pasted upon heavy straw-

board 22x2s inches, the longer side to be the vertical side, care being

taken to make an harmonious display. The paper should be adapted

to the kinds of work, either for drawing or writing, and to the size of

the board. Six-ply, court-grey, mounting board is recommended

because of its neutral color, and the good effect with which work in

any color, tint or shade can be mounted upon it.
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10. For the exhibit of rural schools, the teachers will make up
the exhibit by selecting from the work, in each subject on which the

pupils are examined, fifty per cent, of the best papers, not to exceed
five. These should be sent to the county superintendent, who will

select two of the best representative exhibits from the schools of his

county, which he will forward (together with such special work con-

tributed as he may deem meritorious), not to exceed two pieces of

each kind. The general correctness in subject matter, form and
legibility should determine the selection by the teacher. The grade
teachers in the city and village schools will proceed in like manner
with the teachers of the rural schools, in the selection of materials

prepared by their pupils. The principal or superintendent will select

enough of the material furnished from the several grades or depart-

ments to fairly represent the work of the entire school, or system of

schools, and forward it together with special work as per directions.

11. For the sake of appearance, and to facilitate binding and
mounting, the several kinds of paper used in exhibit work should be

as nearly uniform in size and quality as may be practicable. The fol-

lowing sizes are well adapted for the several purposes named :

For all Written Work—Letter size (8>£xii .

For Chart Work—Board or paper (22X2S).

For Mount—Heavy card board, 22x28 inches; six-ply, court gray

suggested.

12. Part of the paper should be ruled, for writing
;
part unruled,

for drawing ; that for pencil should be good, but not of too smooth a

surface.

Photographs may be of large size, to be displayed on walls or

wing frames ; or small, so as to be included in albums, or arranged on

cards for binding or for wall display. Those intended for the State

Historical Series must be forwarded unmounted and flat, between

paste-boards, accompanied by full descriptions on separate sheets.

Otherwise they cannot be used. Other photographs may be similarly

sent, unmounted. Exceptionally fine views, however, may be taken

larger, if preferred, and sent in frames, ready to hang. Valuable pic-

tures thus framed will be carefully preserved and returned, if desired,

to the exhibitor. (See special circular relating to "Photographic

Display.")

13. All written work should have a margin of one and one-half

inches at the left and top, and one-half inch at the right and bottom.

The writing should begin and end with the vertical ruled lines, except

at the beginning and close of a paragraph.
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14. Papers tnnit be sent In fl

in volumes, oi p isted apon exrdbo

tent in unbound will be bound at this office,

should be used For pasting.

Pot binding, black is recommended, with gilt lettering.

15, Boxes for minerals, insi . of the foil

[2xia, [2x18, [2x24 inches, with gl

if,, it is not intended mat the foregoing d

Jready prepared, or under way, which may not conform exactly

to the requirements, Such work, however, should be at on<

to the undersigned for approval

17. All work should aim "to show the results of the edl

forces at work iu the school from which

1 <)K\\ AKiiiNC 01 BXHIBITS

It is desirable that the individual, or committee, having authority

or responsibility for the exhibit of any school, system of sch<>

institute of learning, should report at once, to the undersigned,

progress to date; stating to what department contribution will be

made; from what grades; kind, variety ami quality of work, etc.

Much work has already been reported in bulk. As soon as possible it

should be reported iu detail. The greater part of what is to be ex-

hibited should be reported by January 1, 1893 ; and all by January 10,

1S93 A large portion of the exhibit should find its way to Denver by

the latter date ; the greater portion, by February r ;
and the entire

portion, by February 15; as it seems necessary to have the whole

for shipment to Chicago by March r. 1893. It is possible that

there may be some special pieces of work, the consignment of which,

in Denver, can be deferred until about the time for shipment east.

Such work should be referred to the undersigned for advice.

The entire expense of freight and installment will be met by the

State It will be understood, unless special request to the contrary is

made, that everything exhibited will become the property of th<

of Colorado.

All materials, packages, etc.. intended for exhibit, should be care-

fully boxed and plainly labeled, with the name of the county, city or

district, school or institution.

Private schools may send their exhibits through the county super-

intendents or directly to the undersigned.

CONCLUSION.

This circular was intended for an earlier date, but the issue of it

has been unavoidably delayed. Its mission, however, is not intro-
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ductory, but supplementary; not to prompt a beginning so much as to

help on the completion of work supposed to be already planned and
well under way. While the time that remains is short, and should be
diligently improved, it is believed that, under the guidance of intelli-

gent and interested teachers, superintendents and other educational

leaders, an attractive, representative and successful exhibit can be

made; one that will be a pride and pleasure to every Coloradan who
shall visit the great Exposition— "the world's greatest congress of

teachers and greatest clearing-house of schools." The reputation and
welfare of the State demand that every effort to that end be enlisted.

It is due the occasion; it is due the great interests herein represented.

No doubt can be entertained of the far-reaching and enduring benefits

that will flow to the schools from the impetus given by intelligent

efforts along the proposed lines of exhibit. The active co-operation of

the friends of education in all parts of the State should henceforth be

hearty and enthusiastic. From now on there should be no holding

back.

Additional suggestions and directions will be published, if deemed
necessary; but it is believed that all further needful information can

be given by personal communication, or, where possible, by personal

visitation. Correspondence is invited.

Additional copies of this circular may be had on application.

Valuable assistance has been received in the preparation of it from

similar circulars of other states, particularly those of Massachusetts,

Rhode Island and Kansas. Yours cordially,

Nathan B. Coy,

Chief, Educational Department.
Denver, December i, 1S92.

Circular No. 7. Department E.

EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT.

To those preparing work for Colorado's Educational Exhibit at the

Columbian Exposition ;

The official announcement has recently come from Chicago of the

allotment of 1,600 square feet of floor space, in the gallery of the main

building, for Colorado's Educational Exhibit.

Considering our school population and the State's age, the allot-

ment is a generous recognition of Colorado's rank in education. The
space assigned represents nearly 2 per cent, of the entire space set

apart for the educational exhibits of all the states, exclusive of Cath-

olic institutions.

It is hoped that this announcement will lead all those schools and

institutions which have begun or planned contributions to push the

work vigorously to speedy completion. It is requested that where it
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A .-iiria.lv been done, Information should bi

to the undersigned, stating just what will be contributed, the form in

which it will be presented whether chart, map 01 book form,

what kind of space it will occupy whether well, table or shell

tht- ares of iu< b h particulars I given, but

plans have since been changed, those changes should b
for this purpose, accompanying this circulai will be forwarded, to

inch as have already submitted application for space, a copy "f tht*

same. This information ihouldbe received not Liter than Janui i

thibits m.i;- irded to Denver at any time. Delivery in

Denver should not be later than February io, unless by special ar-

ement with the nndersigned.

It is now planned to have B display in Denver, the second week in

February, of different lines of exhibit before shipment to Ch:

and a special desire lias been expressed that as much aa possible of

the Educational Exhibit be shown at that time.

When ready for shipment please notify undersigned, and receive

shipping tag specially prepared for the purpose. The entire expense

of transportation and installment at Chicago will be met by the State.

Fnless special request to the contrary is made, everything exhib-

ited will become the property of the State of Colorado.

Papers must be sent in flat, not rolled or folded ; either bound in

volumes, or pasted upon cardboard, or in packages or envelopes.

Alcoholic glue is recommended for pasting.

For binding, black is recommended, with gilt lettering.

Boxes for minerals, insects, etc., should be of one of the following

sizes: 12x12, [2x18, 12x24 inches, with glass covers, and partitions.

All materials, packages, etc., intended for exhibit, should be care-

fully boxed and plainly labeled, with the name of the county, city or

district, and school or institution.

Rural schools should report through the county superintendents
;

city schools through city superintendents. Private schools and educa-

tional institutions may report directly to the undersigned.

The announcement is here made of the transfer of the photo-

graphic work to Mr. Freeman, representing the Foreman Photographic

Co., of Denver. Satisfactory work is guaranteed, under similar con-

ditions to those made with the former photographer. Photographs

for the State historical display should be unmounted, which means
not pasted on cardboard, but merely the albumen paper rolled on a

pencil or similarly shaped stick, to be afterwards grouped on cardboard.

Nathan B. COY,

Chief, Educational Department.
Denver, January 5, 1S93.
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National Columbian Public School

Celebration.

proclamation by the governor.

State of Colorado, \

Executive Department.
J-Denver, Colo., Sept. i6

?
1892. J

The attention of the people of the State of Colorado is called to

the four hundredth anniversary of the discovery of America, which is

to be celebrated in Chicago on Friday, October 21, 1S92, by imposing

ceremonies in connection with the dedication of the World's Colum-
bian Exposition buildings.

At the instance of a committee representing the public schools of

the United States, the President, in accordance with the joint resolu-

tion of the Senate and House of Representatives, has proclaimed the

day a general holiday, and has recommended that the public schools

of the land be everywhere the center of that celebration
;

Now theiefore, I, John L. Routt. Governor of the State of Colo-

rado, in accordance with the said resolution and proclamation, do

recommend and request that the people of our State observe October

21. 1S92, as a general holiday, and that there be held in all the schools

of the State exercises that will fittiugly impress upon the youthful

minds America's real progress, and the conditions of her future great-

ness.

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand, and

caused the great seal of the State to be affixed, this

sixteenth day of September, in the year of our Lord

one thousand eight hundred ninety-two.

By the Governor: John L. Routt.

E. J. Eaton,
Secretary of State.
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To tin- Tea hers, I'nf>ils, i *d Patrons of the Publu

Gi The approaching four hundredth anniversai

the discovery '>i America by Columbus, to be I in conn

with the Dedication of the- World's Columbian Exposition Buildings

at Chi in event of no ordinary nieaning. Unparalleled thus

far in the world's history, it cannot be repeated for at least a century

to come. Its significance should therefore he thoroughly considered.

The prominence given to the public schools in this n.-.t:

celebration attests the universal recognition given to free education in

the development of America's prosperity ami progress. Appreciation

of this recognition shonM find expression in a hearty reciprocation on

the part of the schools. Superintendents, teachers, school hoards and

pupils should gladly respond to the recommendations and requi

the President and Governor in their respective proclamations, hy co-

operating to make the day memorable for joyful and impressive-

patriotic demonstration.

The day is to he a holiday in no ordinary sense, but for a special,

exalted purpose, which every true American will not only conscien-

tiously respect, hut proudly glory in. N'o school in Colorado should

fail to observe it. In some localities it may seem best that several

schools should gather at a central point for a joint celebration. When
a school is not regularly in session (at this time of the year) provision

should be made to have the pupils of such school participate in tin ex-

ercises to be held in a neighboring district where the school is in

session.

Every school house in Colorado should fly the stars and stripes on

this memorable day. An Act of the Eighth Oeneral Assembly,

approved March 26, 1S91, authorizes school directors to purchase and

display United States flags upon school buildings. Not only every

school, but societies, corporations, and every American home that can,

should display the national emblem on this occasion. For suggestions

as to obtaining hags at the lowest prices, correspondence is invited by
Chairman Francis Bellamy, Youth's Companion, Hostou, Mass. It

would be well if there could be two flags at the place of celebration
;

one to raise and salute without, the other to unfurl and salute within,

the school room.

Subjoined is the "Official Programme' 1 dn outline 1 prepared by

the National Executive Committee, with a view to giving unity to the
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school celebrations throughout the states. It is simple and plain
;

easily within the capacity of the humblest school in America. If noth-

ing be added beyond a few speeches, and some familiar national songs,

the ceremonies will be impressive and worthy of the occasion. The
programme may however be varied according to the facilities, taste and
ingenuity afforded by particular localities.

A pleasing prelude to the official programme, where practicable,

as in cities and towns, would be a jubilee of ringing of bells, (church,

municipal and school i, with artillery salute, and martial music accom-

paniment ; this to continue during the ceremony of raising and salut-

ing the flag. It would awaken enthusiasm and attract the people to

the place of celebration. Special pains should be taken to inform the

people in the rural districts of the time and place of holding the exer-

cises, in order that there may be a full and prompt attendance.

A successful celebration implies no little forethought and prep-

aration. To this end a committee of arrangements should be at once

formed to direct and push the movement in each locality. The lead-

ing member of such committee will usually be the local school super-

intendent or principal ; and his most helpful assistant will be the

Department Commander of the G. A. R., when accessible. Thiough
general orders issued by Commander-in-Chief Palmer, the G. A. R.

organizations are "everywhere linking themselves to the schools"

for this grand celebration. To use the words of Chairman Bellamy,
" they are scheduled to be the special patrons of the celebration in

every locality. Get them once started on the subject and they will

make it go everywhere." Their assistance will be valuable in secur-

ing flags and in directing the ceremony of raising and saluting the

flags, for which special drill will be desirable, if not essential. Similar

assistance will, doubtless, be cheerfully given by the P. O. S. of A.,

whose interest in the public schools of America is hearty and genuine.

The co-operation of all local, civic and military organizations should

be sought.

The complete "Official Programme outfit," consisting of the

programme itself, a supplement containing the address and ode, and

the circular, " How to observe Columbus. Day," will be forwarded to

county superintendents in sufficient numbers to supply every school

in the State with a copy.

The official badge, a fac-simile of which appears on the first page

of this circular, may be had by addressing " The United States Public

Service Company, 260 Clark street, Chicago.*' It will serve as a

pleasing souvenir of the occasion.
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taining to the ii
i . will make an Interesting feature
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[n the addresses of d1 interest may
profitably be dwelt upon:

it is suggested that every child in the public schools become

familiar with the words of our nal "Ameri

. It will l>e well for teachers to explain to pupils the reason for the

change from October la to October si, through the substitution in

fthe Gregorian for the Julian calendar.

I or fathers in their wisdom knew that the foundations of liberty,

fraternity and equality must be universal enlightenment The free

school, therefore, was conceived the corner-stone of the Republic, and

on this anniversary it stands forth as the noblest expression of the

principle of enlightenment which Columbus grasped by faith."

To County Superintendents:

You are requested to assist in the National Columbian Public

School Celebration by distributing to the teachers under your charge

mil all other circulars of the kind intended for their benefit.

Their interest should be aroused, and efforts put forth by them to per-

suade patrons of the schools and all other persons to turn aside for the

time from their customary labors, and unite in a general and worthy

observance of this grand national holiday. Let their influence and

yours be exerted to secure the suspension of business, the closing of

places of public amusement and the laying aside of all games and

sports during that part of the day devoted to the formal celebration.

Much can be done through your wise direction and suggestion.

The local press will be found a willing and most valuable agency

for awakening public interest in the enterprise.

It is the intention to forward, later, blanks for reporting to the

vState Department the exercises of each school. It is hoped that not

a district will fail to be represented in these reports.

sured in advance of your cordial support and co-operation,

sincerely yours,

Nathan B. Con,

SUxU Superintendent.
Denver, September ib, 1S92.
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OFFICIAL PROGRAMME.

i. Reading of the President's proclamation, by the master of

ceremonies.

2. Raising the flag, by the veterans.

3. Salute to the flag, by the pupils.

4. Acknowledgment of God. Prayer or Scripture.

5. Song of Columbus Day, by pupils and audience.

6. The address, "The Meaning of the Four Centuries."

7. The ode, " Columbia's Banner."

Here should follow whatever additional exercises, patriotic recita-

tions, historic representations, or chorals may be desired.

8. Addresses by citizens, national songs, etc.

PROCLAMATION OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.

Whereas, by a joint resolution, approved June 29, 1892, it was

resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America, in Congress assembled :

That the President of the United States be authorized and

directed to issue a proclamation recommending to the people the

observance in all their localities of the 400th anniversary of the dis-

covery of America, on October 2r, 1892, by public demonstrations,

and by suitable exercises in their schools and other places of

assembly;

Now therefore, I, Benjamin Harrison, President of the United

States of America, in pursuance of the aforesaid joint resolution, do

hereby appoint Friday, October 21, 1892, the 400th anniversary of the

discovery of America by Columbus, as a general holiday for the

people of the United States. On that day let the people, so far as

possible, cease from toil and devote themselves to such exercises as

may best express honor to the discoverer, and their appreciation of

the great achievements of the four completed centuries of American

life

Columbus stood in his age as the pioneer of progress and enlight-

enment. The system of universal education is in our age the most

prominent and salutary feature of the spirit of enlightenment, and it

is peculiarly appropriate that the schools be made by the people the
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By the President :

John W. PbSTBR,
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Exhibit XII.

State Teachers Association, 1891.

rSBNTB annual session, DENVER, DECEMBER 29, 30, 31.

I. Officers. Programme.

II. Minutes and Report.

1892.

EIGHTEENTH ANNIAI. SESSION, DENVER, DECEMBER 28, 29, 30.

I. Officers. Programme.

II. Outline of Transactions.

III. Addresses, Lectures, Papers and Discussions.

IV. List of Members as Reported by the Treasurer

December, 1892.
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Colorado State Teachers' Association.

SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL SESSION.

OFFICERS GENERAL ASSOCIATi

President, W. E. Knapp, Denver.

Secretary, Mrs. Flora E. Haflfy, Del Norte.

Treasurer, Hon. Jos. C. Shattuck, Denver.

Executive Committee, S. T. Hamilton, Fort Collins ; I. M. DeLong,

Boulder; J. H. Van vSickle, Denver.

COLLEGE AND HIGH SCHOOL SECTION.

President, A. B. Copeland, Greeley.

Executive Committee, H. A. Howe, Denver; G. B. Turnbull,

Colorado Springs ; C. M. Kingsley, Boulder.

PROGRAMME.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 2Q—AFTERM M »N.

Prayer.

Music.

1. Address, by the President of the Association, YV. E. Knapp,
Priucipal Franklin- School, Denver.
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2. Paper, "The Present Status of Spelling," W. F. Bybee, Assis-

tant Superintendent, Greeley.

Discussion led by L. P. Norvell, Principal Washington School,

Denver.

3. Paper, "A Graded Course of Instruction for Normal Insti-

tutes," Edgar L. Hewett, Principal, Florence.

Discussion led by D. S. Harris, Superintendent, Kit Carson

County.

EVENING—DECEMBER 29.

Music.

1. Address, by C. W. Bardeen, Editor School Bulletin, Syracuse,

N. Y.

Report of Columbian Exposition Committee on Educational Ex-

hibit.

Music.

Announcement of Committees.

Social.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 30—MORNING—COLLEGE AND HIGH SCHOOL
SECTION.

i. President's Address, by A. B. Copeland, Superintendent of

Schools, Greeley.

2. "University Extension." by Wm. F. Slocum, Jr., President

Colorado College, Colorado Springs.

3. "Science in the High School," by Chas. S. Palmer, Professor

of Chemistry, State University, Boulder.

Recess of ten minutes.

Report of Committee on Uniform High School Courses.

Discussion of preceding report.

AFTERNOON—DECEMBER 30.

Music.

1. Paper, "Should the Quarterly Examination Include More

Subjects than the Candidate is Expected to Teach ? " Mrs. L. M
Smith, Principal, Berthoud.

Discussion led by W. H. Hoff, Principal, Crested Butte.
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,

'• The Function of the Public School,'
1
/. X

I'll. I )., President State N<

"The Utility of Drawing in the Public 5

nk II. Collins, Supervisor of Drawing, I to. i, Denvi

The discussion led by Mrs. C B, Timberlake, Holyoke; kti

<n Cobb, Boulder.

No provision has been made for Wednesday evening.

THURSDAY, DB< BMB8B 31— MORNING.

Mu sir.

1. Paper, "Civics In the Public Schools," i». k. Hatch, Superin-

tendent State Industrial School, Golden.

Discussion led by Superintendent P. M. Condit, Delta County.

Report of Nominating Committee.

2. Taper, 'The Public School Library," J. C Dana, Librarian,

Public Library, Denver.

3. Paper, '* Does Experience Show that Kindergarten Pupils have

any Material Advantage When They Reach the Higher Grades? 11

C. V. Parker, Superintendent, Fort Collins.

Discussion led by Mrs. John H. Denison, Montelair : Mis- Carrie

Leach, Arapahoe Country.

A IT B k N « >ON"—DEC KM B B B 3 I

,

Music.

1. Taper, "The School and the Home."

Responsibility of the Teacher to the Home, Miss Lillian

Tike, University Park.

{b) Responsibility of Parents to the School, Judge W. C.

Kingsley, Denver.

Reports of Committees.

Miscellaneous Business.

2. Taper, "Can we Shorten and Enrich the Course of Study in

our Tublic Schools 5 " G. B. Tumbull, Principal High School, Colo-

rado Springs.

Discussion led by J. M. Dickey, Principal Garfield School, Colo-

rado Springs.
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3. Paper, " Is the System of Special Teaching in Vogue in Col-

leges and High Schools also Applicable to Grammar and Primary

Schools?" G. L. Harding, Superintendent, Longmont.

Discussion led by Principal T. O. Baker, Durango.

MINUTES AND REPORT.

The Association met in the assembly room of the High School

building, District No. 1, Denver, Colorado, Tuesday, December 29, at

2 p. m. The meeting was called to order by the president, W, E.

Knapp, principal of Franklin school, West Denver. About 500 per-

sons were present at the first session.

The regular secretary being absent. J. P. Jackson, superinten-

dent of El Paso county, was appointed secretary, pro tem , and con-

tinued to act through the session.

The president then referred in feeling terms to the death of Pro-

fessor Webb, of Boulder, during the last year, and to the death of

Professor E. L. Byington, who has been in attendance at the Associa-

tion for many years, and who now lies cold in death in this city.

He stated that the funeral services would take place at 2 p. m., on

Wednesday, and recommended that the Association take appropriate

action in regard to the matter.

The Rev. Frank T. Bayley, of the Park Avenue Congregational

church, Denver, then offered prayer.

Pupils from North Denver Schools sang a song in an artistic

manner with which the audience was well pleased.

President Knapp then delivered his address, which was full of

encouragement and thoughtful reflections to the teachers of the State.

He complimented the teachers upon the auspicious opening of

the 17th annual session of the Association.

The speaker rehearsed briefly the history of the Association

from its inception ; sixteen years ago yesterday the Association was

organized. The speaker paid a glowing tribute to ex-President

Hale, of the State University, who was the leader of education in the

State and who had been a teacher at $14 a month, State Superinten-

dent, president of University, and through all the ranks of the pro-

fession. He was the Moses of our education. A humorous reference

to Hon. Joseph C. Shattuck as the man who has annually taken in the

sheckels for the Association, brought out the smiles of the good-

natured audience.
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Anion- the originators oi the ^atociation were such men as H M
Bale, Joseph C. Shattnck, laronGove,J. H Baker and David I

Who arc all -.till with OS

Every recommendatioi] of the first annual meeting «>t th<- Asso-

ciation was adopted by the constitutional convention <>t Col<

throughout all tin- years the Association baa done mnch to shape

legislation and to crystalize our system of education

\s evidence of tin- increasing tendency t<> recognize the
|

of teaching was cited the fact that the 300th anniversary <>f the birth

of Comenius is to be celebrated both in Germany and in this country.

evidence of progress in thia State was cited our State Normal

School and the auspicious outlook of other State- educational institu-

tions.

The speaker then took the Rev. Dean Hart to task for his article in

criticism upon our system of public schools. He thanked the press

and more especially the Denver Times and Rocky Mountai >i

for the maner in which they answered these criticisms and championed
the public schools. The kindergarten received favorable mention as

one of the progressive questions of the day.

He emphasized character as more than all else in education. The

speaker closed with a round of eloquence in reference to the future

success of the Association and the bright outlook for education in the

Centennial State, which was greeted with a burst of applause from the

audience.

On motion of Superintendent A. B. Copeland, of Greeley, the

Association passed the following resolution :

" That out of respect to the memory of Professor E L. Byington,

the Association adjourn on Wednesday afternoon till 3 o'clock, to give

opportunity to attend the funeral services, aud that a committee of

five be appointed by the chair to draft resolutions of respect."

The chair appointed as such committee Superintendent A. B.

Copeland, of Greeley; Principal A. C. Courtney, Denver; Miss Emily

Heywood. North Denver High School ; Superintendent W. V. Casey,

Boulder county; Mrs. K. K. La Barthe, principal Tiller school, Colo-

rado Springs.

W. P. Bybee, assistant superintendent, Greeley, read a paper on

the present status of spelling.

The writer had carried on an extensive correspondence to find the

present status throughout the country.

Most Colorado schools teach spelling as a separate branch, from

the fourth to the eighth grades, inclusive. In other states, the
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answers vary from none to the full eight years' course of the common
school. Nearly all Colorado superintendents think both oral and
written methods should be used.

As to the cause of defective spelling, the answers vary from
" lack of time given the subject " to "poor teachers ."

The speaker followed with a discussion of phonetic spelling, and
evinced thorough preparation and a broad view of the subject.

The discussion was opened by Principal L. P. Norvell, of Wash-
ington school, Denver. He emphasized the point that every lesson

should be an exercise in spelling.

Superintendent Baker, of Durango, followed in a short speech.

Principal R. H. Beggs, of Denver, thinks too much stress is put

upon spelling, more than it is worth, and that it should not be consid-

ered a crime to misspell a word. He stated that when a boy he learned

long lists of words, some of which he has never had occasion to use in

a life time of forty years.

Superintendent Copeland, of Greeley, considers it a difficult sub-

ject to teach, but would insist upon pupils making good spelling a

habit. He defended the importance of good spelling as a matter of

culture.

Mr. Van De Mann, of Denver, would spell the difficult words per-

taining to each subject taught, as in arithmetic, geography, etc. It is

easy for some to spell, hard for others. Put stress upon the hard sub-

ject. Believes in oral and written methods both, and in keeping up
the standard on spelling.

Mr. Gordon took the bold position that the ability to spell is of no

essential aid to a man in any calling except that of teacher, and that it

cultivates no essential faculty of the mind.

Mrs. E. K. La Barthe, principal Tiller school, Colorado Springs,

defended good spelling.

Principal Hermans, West Denver High School, claims there is a

culture in spelling. A proof reader's powTer of observation is sharply

developed. A good speller should know when he does not know how
to spell a word and should refer to the dictionary.

Mrs. C. B. Timberlake, of Holyoke, made some very witty re-

marks illustrating the value of good spelling, that brought down the

house. She believes in good spelling and thinks it cultivates the

faculties of memory and observation.

Principal L. B. Grafton, of Manitou, said one class needs oral

spelling to cultivate the ear, the other class writing to cultivate the eye.
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( in motion • ntendent Bddingfi< I

sion on tins subject was dosed. 1 in- diacuaaion ol the

spirited .ui<l Interesting throughout

An vr minutes mi then taken.

After calling t<> order again President Knapp announced the d

rincipal George Suckling, of Georgetown , during the p

Principal Bdgar L. Hewett, of Florence, read a thoughtful and

ably prepared paper on the subject, " A Graded (

for Normal [nstitutes." The following ia the summary of hi

elusions on the subjt

i. Establish a State System of Normal Graded [nstitutes auxiliary

to the State Normal School.

Let a four years' COUTBe of instruction be prepared by a com-

mittee which shall be composed of the State Superintendent of Public

Instruction, the president of the State Normal School, two members
of the State Association of County Superintendents, and two members
of the State Teachers' Association.

3. Let the course of instruction bear upon the work which should

be done in the public schools below the High School ; the first three

years to be academic and professional, the fourth entirely professional
;

each grade being supplemented by a course of required reading. At

each annual session, let the work for the succeeding year be specifically

outlined and the teachers be required to prepare it by home study

during the year.

4. For the purpose of securing uniformity of work and continu-

ous improvements as to plans and methods, require all persons who
instruct in the Institutes to convene for two weeks annually, prior to

the opening of the Institute sessions, in a State Training School. Let

said Training School be held under the authority and direction of the

State Superintendent of Public Instruction. Let the State Board of

Education appoint, annually, a corps of distinguished educators of

which the president of the State Normal School shall be principal), to

instruct in said Training School. Let these educators, together with

the State Superintendent, be empowered to license Institute conduc-

tors and instructors Let the expense of holding said Training School

be paid by annual fee of $5 from each person in attendance.

s. Hold annual sessions of the Institute in every county capable

of supporting one. Let all other counties be combined into district

by the State Superintendent.

6. Let the Institute expenses be paid out of an Institute fund,

constituted as at present, with the addition of an examination fee of $1
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paid by every applicant for a certificate, and an additional allowance

of 5 1 00 from the State to each Institute.

7. Let the supervision of the Institute, the arrangement of the

time and place of meeting, the control of the Institute fund, the

appointment of conductors and instructors, remain with the county

superintendents.

8. Let graduates of the Normal Institutes be granted Normal
diplomas, which shall entitle them to first grade certificates in any

county in the State, and to pass without examination on the branches

covered by said diplomas if they apply for State certificates. Let these

diplomas be furnished by the State, and signed by the State Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction and the conductor of the Institute.

Superintendent D. S. Harris, of Kit Carson county, led in the

discussion. In a short and crisp speech, he emphasized the plan of a

graded course. Owing to the lateness of the hour, further discussion

of this subject was not continued.

The Association then adjourned till 7:45 p. m.

EVENING SESSION OF FIRST DAY

The evening session opened with instrumental music by the Juan-

ita Mandolin Club. The music was so entertaining that the club was
encored and treated the audience to another selection.

Professor Knapp, in a neat little speech, full of complimentary

terms to the speaker, introduced Mr. C. W. Bardeen, of Syracuse, edi-

tor New York School Bulletin, who delivered the address of the even-

ing on subject : "Fitness of Teachers." The address was quite enter-

taining. The following is but a fragmentary outline of it

:

One whose moral character has been called into question should

be forever relegated from the profession of teachers.

Sentimental teachers not wanted.

Let the liar severely alone.

Under-bidders should not be encouraged.

Teachers should not strive for perquisites, and should remain in

one place long enough to see the results of their work.

The teacher who pays cash stands on a firmer basis.

Gentleness is one of the qualities of a teacher and good manners

should be cultivated.

The teacher should study his pupil. This is a test of professional

work.
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t to good manners is good health \ teacher ihonld not

excluded for homelin

Cultivate M><.-i.il qnalitietand leave the school when you shut the

door behind you.

The apeakei proceeded with a somewhat humoroui discussion of

the question of the old maid In the school, and decides the ia not

wanted in the school room. But by the term he -lots not mean simply

old in dried op in features, but those cranky in mind with

dried up md intellect.

The teacher i> far the school, not the school for the teach

Humor i> a good quality and teachers should appreciate the comi-

calities of the BChool room and school boys, Among Other illustra-

tions of the humorous he cited the case of the boy who on returning

home late in the evening explained to his mother that his teacher

encored him on his geography recitation.

Earnestness was emphasized as an element of success.

The song then given by the female quartette was so pleasing to

the audience that the ladies were encored a second time and sang three

different songs.

( >n motion the resolution to adjourn to-morrow afternoon was

reconsidered, as it was learned that simply sending a committee to

attend the funeral would be more satisfactory to the friends of the

deceased.

On motion the following committee was appointed by the chair-

man to attend the funeral of Professor Byingtou :

Superintendent A. B. Copeland, Greeley; Principal A. C. Court-

ney, Denver; Professor I. C. Dennett, State University ; Mrs. E K.

La Harthe, Colorado Springs; Professor Ira M. DeLong, State Univer-

sity; Superintendent S. T. Hamilton, Larimer County; Superintend-

ent P. M. Condit, Colorado City; President Wm. I'. Slocum, Colorado

College; Mrs. M. A. Smith, Aspen; Superintendent \V. T. Eddingfield,

Aspen; Mi^s 1'rankie Nichols, Houlder; Miss K. J. Norton, Colorado

Springs; \V. K. Knapp, Denver.

Adjourned till Wednesday, 9 a. m.

The forenoon session on Wednesday was in charge of College and

High School Section, and the minutes were kept by the secretary of

that section.

During a part of the time of same meeting the county super-

intendents of the State held a special session of their association in an

adjoining room.
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WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 30, 189I.

The general Association was continued on Wednesday at 2 p. m.
with President Knapp in the chair. The president announced com-
mittees as follows

:

ON RESOLUTIONS.

Superintendent A. B. Copeland, Greeley; Superintendent L. C.

Greenlee, West Denver; Principal L. B. Grafton, Manitou; Miss M. S.

Sabin, Denver; Miss Fonetta Flausberg, Colorado Springs.

school law.

Superintendent A. D. Shepard, Arapahoe county; President Z. X.

Snyder, Normal School ; N. B. Coy, State superintendent
; J. P. Jack-

son, superintendent elect, El Paso county; President James H. Baker,

State University.

FINANCE.

Superintendent W. T. Eddingfield, Aspen ; Miss Emma E. Max-
well, Miss Alice Chase, Principal G. W. Wyatt, West Denver; Prin-

cipal W. W. Remington, Boulder.

COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

Superintendent Aaron Gove, Denver; President William F.

Slocum, Jr., Colorado Springs.

ADVISORY BOARD ON EXPOSITION.

Professor I. M. De Long, Boulder; Superintendent Eddingfield,

Aspen ; Superintendent E. C. Stephens, Trinidad.

NOMINATIONS.

Superintendent C. V. Parker, Fort Collins ; Superintendent J. S.

Eagleton, Jefferson county; Mrs. Frona Houghan, principal Gilpin

School, Denver; Miss Isabel Holloway, High School, Aspen; Superin-

tendent P. M. Condit, Delta county; Superintendent D. S Harris, Kit

Carson county; Superintendent J. S. McClung, North Pueblo; Mrs. C.

B. Timberlake, Holyoke; Superintendent T. O. Baker, Durango;

Superintendent J. A. Condit, Chaffee county; Miss Lillian Pike, Sum-
mit county; Principal D. E. Stephenson, Fairplay; Principal G. W.
Reed, Del Norte.
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The
oi i memorial oature occupied the hour.

Mi^-s Winnie Phillips, of Denver, accompanied by Mite 11

•!, on the piano, Mng a beautiful solo.

Superintendenl P. w. Search, of Pneblo, Superintendent J. P.

Jackson, of Colorado City, i Superintendent 9hattn< h

Superintendent Coy paid tributes to the memory of B. I. Bying-

ton, who was five years Buperintendent of Colorado SpringB schools,

one year of Boulder .m<l one year of Port Collins schools, and an active

member of the Association during these years.

Superintendent \V. V. Casey, of Boulder county, paid tribute to

a ebb, of Boulder, and to Professor Byington, having

in school work under supervision of both gentlemen.

Superintendent Copeland called a meeting of the City Superinten-

dents1 Round 'Fable- in room No. i, immediately upon the close of this

>n.

A well-prepared paper was read by Mrs. I. M. Smith, principal of

Berthoud, on the subject, "Should the Quarterly Examinations In-

clude More Subjects Than the Candidate i^ Expected to Teach?" She

argued in a forcible manner that a teacher should have breadth and

culture, and held that our present system does not require too much.

If her knowledge of subjects is limited the teacher will be mechanical.

A BOUg was then rendered by pupils from Boulevard school of

North I Denver, to the delight of the audience.

Principal W. II. Hoff, of Crested Butte, then opened the discus-

sion upon the paper. He diverted somewhat from the question and

created somewhat of a sensation by scoring the methods of examining

boards in general, and criticised our county superintendents in special

terms. lie demanded that the county superintendency be taken from

politics and the officer elected at the annual school election in May
;

on his merits as a teacher, not that of a politician ; stated that a teacher

does not pass upon the qualifications of a lawyer and thinks lawyers

and doctors not suitable persons to pass upon qualifications of the

r ; thinks county superintendents should
| first grade

certificate and have had three years1 experience in the school room.

Superintendent A. D. Shepard followed, advocating the present

law in regard to the subjects for examination. He tin : tuples

ol answers given by teachers in the examinations, which provoked
much laughter on the part of the audience.

Superintendent Crreenlee. of West Denver, would not make edu-

cation the only test But a teacher must have the education.

t i—l.
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Superintendent N. B. Coy thought a teacher who could not pass

questions suitable for pupils in seventh and eighth grades in our public

schools should not be labeled a teacher.

Principal L. B. Grafton, of Manitou. said three things should be

considered in a teacher : education hard common sense and ability to

teach.

Superintendent Baker, of Durango, Superintendent P. M. Condit,

of Colorado City, and Principal Wyatt, of Fairmont School, Denver,

also took part in the above discussion, which was a lively one, and had
to be closed by a motion for lack of time.

The following telegram was received: " One thousand Nebraska
teachers in session send greetings to their Colorado co-laborers "

On motion the president was instructed to answer, and returned

the compliment 600 strong.

On motion of Superintendent Baker, of Durango, Professor Sher-

wood was invited to give a piano recital this evening at 8 o'clock.

On motion Dr. Snyder's address was postponed till the evening

session.

Superintendent S. T. Hamilton, of Larimer county, on behalf of

the Executive Committee, proposed the following amendments to the

constitution. They were adopted by a three-fourths majority, there

being but two opposing votes :

Article III. The officers of this Association shall consist of a president, a

vice-president, secretary, an assistant secretary, a treasurer, and an executive com-
mittee of three elective members, the president and secretary being ex officio

members of the committee.

The president, vice-president and treasurer shall be elected for one year.

The secretary shall be elected for three years, and shall receive fifteen dollars

($15.00) per anuum. said sum to be paid on approval of the minutes.

The assistant secretary shall be appointed annually by the president of the

Association prior to the opening of the session. It shall be his duty to report dis-

cussions.

At the regular election in i^i there shall be elected one member of the execu-

tive committee for three years, one member for two years, and one member for one

year, and annually thereafter there shall be elected for three years a person to fill

the vacancy occurring.

AMENDMENT TO THE BY-LAWS.

Resolved, That the Nominating Committee be one from each Institute district

represented in the Association.

On motion, a committee of three was appointed to revise the

constitution and by-laws of the Association, with a view to their adop-
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:i held in th mstnn rtiou to publish

eport in the July numbei of the Col rado SchoolJournal.

The chairman appointed it such committee, P [ri M De

Long, Boulder; County Superintendent S T. Hamilton, Port Collin*;

Hon Joseph C. Shattnck, Denver.

Prank II Collins, supervisor pf drawing, District Mo. i, Denver,

•st 11 1 from the city, but J. C. Dans oi Denver; read th<

prepared )>•• Mr Collins on "The Utility of Drawing in tin- Public

Schools." it wai thoughtful, well prepared paper. The writ'

strongly <>: the opinion that art should be given a place in the public

school-, and thought the chief attention should be given in the gp

below the higb school.

Mrs. C. B. Timberlake, of Holyoke, and .Mrs. s. Maxon Cobb, <>f

Boulder, were the leaders in the discussion. The lattei

enthusiastic for drawing. When she came here she was surprised to

see our State so far advanced in most Hues of education, and as much
surprised to find it so backward in the line of drawing. She deplored

its absence from the boulder course of study and from the State Nor-

mal School, stating, however, that President Snyder, of the Normal,

had assured her that it should soon be taught there, if he had to teach

it himself.

Professor Carter, supervisor of drawing in West and North Den-

ver, followed in the discussion with an interesting speech, as did also

Professor Reed, instructor of drawing in Wolfe Hall.

Owing to the lateness of the hour, the discussiou was closed, and

the Association adjourned till 8 p. m.

kvkn iNG—WH 1 1 N ks i

»

a y, i » i :c i

.

m B B R 30.

The meeting was called to order at 8:15 P. It A large audience

present.

A vote of thanks from Mrs. K. I.. P.yington, for respect shown her

9ed husband, was read by the president.

Professor Wm. Sherwood, of Chicago, then entertained the audi-

ence with a piano recital for an hour, playing a number of pieces from

the great composers. His playing was magnificent. At the close, a

unanimous vote of thanks was tendered him by a rising vote of the

audience.

Superintendent N. B. Coy gave a report on the Columbian Expo-
sition. President Snyder, of the Normal School, also spoke of the
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exposition. They spoke in glowing terms of the educational exhibit

they hope to have from Colorado, and presented the plan of making it

somewhat in detail, and advocated a classified exhibit.

Dr. Snyder was then introduced for an address, and delivered one
of the best, if not the best speech of the whole session, on "The Func-
tions of the Public School." President Snyder, being a new-comer,

complimented tlie Association on the number of teachers present and
the interest manifested. He spoke of the meaning of the term to edu-

cate. It means more than development. Three things are necessary

to education—actualization, development and transformation. The
curriculum must be such as to bring these about. Educators differ.

Herbert Spencer says science does it. Sir William Hamilton says

philosophy is the thing, and so on. Specialists may get so deep as to

ignore sides of development an individual should have. The nature of

a child is such that nearly all subjects may be taught it. Its soul is

touched by nature. There is not a science a little child does not study

in its simple phase. One function of the school is to teach the child

oral and written speech. He thinks the oral is often neglected.

The three spheres of education are the family, the school and

society. The school should reach down into the family, up into

society. The kindergarten is the system that reaches down into the

family. The speaker then dwelt somewhat upon the kindergarten

system and showed himself a staunch advocate of it. God has

ordained that a human soul be quickened through the true, the good

and the beautiful.

Form is the unit concept of sculpture, color, of painting, and

sound, of music. They begin in the kindergarten. We should lift

the child up, transform him into humanity, teach him to blend with

society, to actualize himself. The speaker was warmly applauded at

the close of his address.

On motion of Prof. DeLong, the Committee on Columbian Expo-

sition were instructed to print their report and circulate it over the

State.

On further motion the incoming chairman of the Association is

authorized to add to the^committee as many persons as he sees fit, to

aid in the work.

On motion adjourned till Thursday, 9 a. m.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 31.

'The Association was called to order at 9:30 a. m., President Knapp

in the chair.
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An excellenl
|

"Civics In the Public Schools,"

hv D R- Hatch, superintendent State Industrial School, Golden The

study should begin earl; in the course, said th< speak,

a

pupil

should commit the whole of the constitution and should learn some-

thing <>f parliamentary law. Considers Fish's "in- of the best hooks

on civil government, thinks Thorpe's good and Nordhofi

behind Recommends the Old South Leaflets hv i>. C. H<

Spoke of dangers from the influx of our foreign element '.;

are educated in the affairs ofour government Public schools

must promote patriotism and ability to grapple with the alt i

tate.

P. M. Condit, of Delta, superintendent-elect of Colorado City

schools, led in the discussion. He endorsed the paper read,

tlu- Committee on Bigh School Course to task for omitting this impor-

tant subject from the courses. Deplored the ignorance of our citi/ens

on g tvernmental questions. Presented a hook of newspaper clippings

fringed hv a high school pupil of Salida and showed that this had

proved a great aid m arousing interest and knowledge of government-

Then followed a running discussion on the suhject, often several

being on their feet at once, trying to get the floor. It proved one of

the liveliest discussions of the session. Principal Stephenson, of Fair-

play, followed in some well chosen sentences emphasizing the impor-

tance of the subject.

Mr. Young said the primary object should be to teach patriotism.

Municipal government should he studied. Teach to respect the flag.

Superintendent Woody, of Salida, said if there is one thing that

is neglected it is civics. If one thing is needed it is civics. Spoke of

newspaper clipping. Conducted an election for speaker in his

school.

Principal R. II. Beggs thinks too much attention may be given the

subject. Studying the Constitution does not always make you ri.^ht.

Superintendent Copeland thinks literary societies of great benefit

in this line.

Professor I. C. Dennett, of Boulder, does not believe that patriot-

ism can he taught by direct means.

Superintendent J. P. Jackson, of Colorado City, spoke warmly in

favor of the study of government, beginning in lower grades with oral

3, combining with history in grammar grades, and would con-

tinue with Macy's "Our Government,' 1 or some other good text book,

in the high school. Would begin with school district and city gov-

ernment and extend knowledge on up to state and general govern-

ment.
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Claimed for the subject a culture value equal with history and
geography, and also a disciplinary value, as it caused thought and
reasoning on governmental questions.

Superintendent Eddingfield, of Aspen, said the teacher's heart

should be in the work. Spoke warmly of patriotism. Would teach it

in connection with history.

Captain Boyd, of Greeley, argued for broader patriotism.

Ladies were called for, and Mrs. Timberlake, of Holyoke,

responded to the call. She thought it appropriate for the ladies to

take an interest, as "the hand that rocks the cradle rules the world."

Principal Elder, Longfellow School, Denver, opposed teaching

patriotism. If right to teach it here it is right to teach it in Russia.

Would you like to teach submission to the Czar's will? He would
have broader patriotism than that of one's own state or country

simply.

Superintendent Thomas, of Greeley, thinks too much attention

cannot be given this subject. On motion the discussion was closed.

A motion to set aside a Colorado day for teaching patriotism was
laid on the table.

The committee on nominations then reported as follows:

For president, Hon. N. B. Coy, of Denver.

Vice-president, J. P. Jackson, of El Paso county.

Secretary, Mrs. FrouaHoughan, principal Gilpin School, Denver.

Treasurer, Hon. Joseph C. Shattuck, Denver.

Executive committee—Superintendent J. S. M. McClung, North

Pueblo, for three years; Superintendent J. H. Van Sickle, North Den-

ver, for two years; Superintendent W. C. Thomas, Greeley, for one

year.

By unanimous vote the president was instructed to cast the entire

ballot of the Association for the names and offices reported. It was

so doue and the result declared in accord with the report.

J. C. Dana, librarian Public Library, Denver, read a good paper on

"The Public School Library." He urged the advantage to the school

of a library. Said get books such as will be read, not for ornament.

Thinks the tendency is for one to overestimate his vocation, and the

teacher is no exception. If schools did all, we might transform

African Hottentots into intelligent American citizens by placing

couuty superintendent and little red school houses in the jungles of

Africa.
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Bo sh >uld be in i

tendent I i >ve, who had not I

: health, arose to • with

applause. He considered Mr. Dana the best authority in *

• 1 Likes criticism fi i >m Lh

assumes to medical convention end criticise the docl

anyone can criticise the teachers One misfortune of ow
stion and lark of concentration.

The public schools are asked to do too much,

typewriting, etc., ire useful, but tfa i all.

Principal Reed, of 1 >el Norte, thinks no man can b( itizen

who does not read good booka He has been surprised that so few

people read good hooks.

Superintendent C, V. Parker, of Port Collins, then read a carefully

prepared paper on the question, "Does Experience Show that Kinder-

garden Pupils Have Any Material Advantage When They Reach the

Higher < trades ?"

The paper stated that Fort Collins had an experience of ttt

twelve years in kindergarten schools, it being a part of the public

school system. He thought they had better habits of obedience, and

more readily recognized the rights of other--. The facility with which

those pupils acquired the ability to read and write was node

Thought work of next grade lessened ahout one-third. They have

r perception, observation and expression throughout the higher

grades, and take hroader views of subje>

Circulars were addressed over the country to county superinten-

dents. Ninety-four per cent, of those answering, who had tried it,

endorsed it. The strongest reasons for it lie along the moral line.

The speaker thinks the transition from the home to the school is too

abrupt. The kindergarten furnishes an intervening link. Favors its

adoption, as soon as finances admit, into city schools for children of

five, if not at four years of age, and favors a change of school 1

as to permit it

Professor Carter endorsed the paper.

Mrs. Van Wagner thinks the kindergarten has not had a fair

chance because the higher system is not adapted to receive it The
methods are in contrast

Principal Courtney, Denver, spoke in favor.

Miss Thompson, of Denver, said there were too many children to

one teacher in our schools to enable her to do individual work.

Twenty minutes a day for individual work would advance primary

pupils six times faster.
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Mr. Remington, of Boulder, thought there was no need of further

discussion, as all were on the same side.

J. P. Jackson, of El Paso county, did not wish to put himself on
record as against the system, but suggested the expense as a practicable

obstacle to be considered in making it a part of our public school

system, stating that our primary is much the fullest grade at present,

and that if pupils are taken at four or five years of age the school

machinery must be largely increased in buildings, teachers and appa-

ratus.

Mrs. Senator N. P. Hill suggested to cut the years off the last of

the school age rather than at the beginning.

Mrs Wickham thinks it cheaper to add additional expense to the

schools rather than to the expense of maintaining paupers and crim-

inals.

Hon. Joseph C. Shattuck was pleased with the paper and thought

kindergartens could no longer be regarded simply as a convenient

means for ridding mothers of the care of their children. Referred to

the objection raised of the expense. Said we could not then have

overcrowded rooms and it would add greatly to the expense. But

said the American people will have just such schools as they believe

in and as soon as you convince the taxpayers the}' ought to have

kindergartens engrafted upon our system they will have them regardless

of expense.

Captain Boyd, of Greeley, and Superintendent Harris, of Burling-

ton, spoke favorably.

Miss Witter, on the contrary, said that twelve years' experience

in the High School led her to say that kindergarten children often

lag and are the poorest when they reach the high school. Perhaps,

because overcrowded in early years, she suggested

Miss Hayward, of North Denver High School, drew the conclu-

sion that if a child bright in lower grades fails in the upper, it might

be a fault of the teacher or methods in the upper grades.

Principal Courtney thought the hardest work at present is done

in the first year. He urged teachers to study natural development

and the methods of the kindergarten. He said teachers used all sorts

of nonsense under the head of busy work, because they do not under-

stand what children read.

Mrs. Worden, of Denver, with twelve years of experience, thinks

her children did better in higher work.

President Knapp suggests that kindergarten work might aid in

keeping pupils in school for a longer time. Kindergarten methods
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art* not .it fault, but our system may n<>t i»e in accordance with the

laws of nature. The finance ie a point, '".it what has been don

be done,

Superintendent Parke i high sen ••<• do not

hesitate to bnild it.

Mis-, Lillian Pike said we must have- better primary

Raw high achool girls Cannot do tins work.

Mrs. Worden, principal of kindergarten training schools, Denver,

said a number of these girlfl are taking instruction in the training

school.

Superintendent v.m Sickle said financial and legal questions

impede the way at present, but the time will come when kindergartens
will be engrafted on our system.

Professor Carter offered a resolution favoring kindergarten sehools.

On motion it was referred to the Committee on Resolutions with favor-

able recommendations by those present.

A large number of Denver ladies outside the profession who are

interested in the subject were present and took part in the discission

which was prolonged till 1:05 p.m. A large number stayed to hear

the discussion till that hour.

The Association then adjourned till 2 p. m.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The meeting was called to order at 2:10 p. m. by the president.

Miss Lillian Pike, teacher of elocution in Denver I niversity, read

a paper on "Responsibility of the Teacher to the Home."

It was a good paper. The writer said false pessimists assault our

schools and we must meet them. We are responsible for the charac-

ters turned out of our schools. A school should give character to

those living about it.

Teacher should interest herself in the homes. Hard to do this in

the city. Be social, but do not come to the school room with eyes

heavy from loss of sleep over balls, theaters and such like.

Better salaries will secure better teachers.

Judge W. C. Kingsley, of Denver, then read a fine paper on "Res-

ponsibility of Parents to the School." He made a vigorous argument
in defense of our public schools and said we would hold to them
until something better is shown.
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Urged parents to visit schools oftener, thus muiifesting their

interest and encouraging teacher and pupils. Spoke of our experience
and how proud we were when fuller or mother visited our school.

Miss Martha Pease, of Denver, opened up the discussion of the

paper.

Superintendent Eddingfield said true teachers often are not appre-

ciated in a community and are not put on a social equality.

Mr. Van De Mann thinks the teacher is usually measured for just

about what she is worth. Thinks the teacher is appreciated and can
nuke her influence felt

Hon. Joseph C. Shattuck then arose and thanked the Association

for the honor conferred by electing him treasurer for the fifteenth

year, but owing to business relations it would be inconvenient for him
to attend to the duties and he felt impelled to decline further continu-

ance in the office. 1

On motion his declination was accepted with a unanimous expres-

sion of regret upon the part of the Association.

The committee recommended Principal \V. E. Knapp, or the

Franklin school, to fill the vacancy.

On motion the secretary was instructed to cast the entire ballot

for Mr. Knapp for treasurer, which was immediately done.

Owing to the modesty of the chairman, the secretary declared Mr.

Knapp elected to the office of treasurer for the ensuing year.

Superintendent A. D. Shepard, of Arapahoe, chairman of the

Committee on School law, reported the result of the past vear's work.

The chief legislation secured was section 64 of the school law and the

changes in the district normal institute law. The legislature appro-

priated $1,300 in aid of such institutes. The chief point of comfort

was in the fact that no legislation was passed detrimental to the

schools. The committees of the Legislature accepted all the sugges-

tions of this committee.

The Committee on Finance did not read a detailed report nor has

such been handed the secretary-.

Superintendent Copeland, as chairman of the Committee on Reso-

lutions, reported the following, which were unanimously adopted as a

whole, as was also the report of the same person of the resolutions on

deceased members, which follow:

To the State Teachers' Association of Colorado:

Your Committee on Resolutions respectfully submits the following report:

Resohcd. That we tender the thanks of this Association to the board of direc

tors of school district No. 1. of Arapahoe county, for the use of this hall and of

other rooms in this building at this session: to the various railroad companies of
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- in attendl]

papers of thl

tl; t.. the Lotus dub <ii! th<- Juanits Mandolin
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1 > and the class ol school children foi the fine music which tin
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hotel m here the l thus

the much needed but now n<
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•:.: Km latiou should hare a rtanding commiU
.ogy.

rh.it this Association hereb Its high appreciation of the

denial of those teachers of the Mate who have

traveled longdistai to attend this meeting and we commend
their c liveeducal

Thai this association desires to express its gratitude to Hon. J. C.

Shattuca u b og and faithfully - nd we rt-^:

obliged at this time to decline furl

This Association desires to in, recognition of the recent

>f the State Hoard of Regents relative to the State University. In the re-

tirement of Hon H. M. Halt | that the founder of this Association,

one who for twenty lour years out of his forty years of professional life lias been

continuously connected with the interests of education in the territory and State of

Colorado, and who has been a prominent factor in every advance step in school

work, is to leave the held of active duty. We believe that from his quiet home, he

will continue ever to be ready to assist the CSUSC with his counsel and advice, and

trust that his years may continue to be happy in the complete confidence that Colo-

rado is indebted to him for more than can be paid.

In the elevation of Mr. J. II. baker to the vacent chair, we congratulate the

Board of Regents upon the choice of an able scholar, and an enthusiastic promoter
of higher education. The association of Mr. baker with this organisation dates

from its first meeting, from no annual session of which he has been absent.

We give assurances to President baker and the management of the University

that the teachers of the State will continue to hold the Institution in high

and do what they can to contribute to its growth and prosperity.

A B. Colli AND,

I.. C Gkmmii
I. B. GRA

afABA K. Sat.in.

T<> thr Colorado State / itiom:

Your committee, appointed to draft suitable resolutions relative to members of

- iciation who have died since our last me- ctfnlly submit the

following :

That in the death of W. B. Suckling, of Georgetown N. B '•'

of Boulder, and E. I„. Ryiugtou, of Denver, this Association has Sustained
loss, for in them we recognized pure, noble men and enthusiastic educat

have devoted their lives to the cause of education.
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Resolved, That we express to their families our profound sympathy iu their

affliction, and that the secretary of this Association be instructed to present to

them copies of these resolutions.

A. B. COI-KLANI).

A. c. Courtney,

Emily A. Havwakd,

Mrs. E. K. UBarthk,
Committee.

Superintendent Eddingfield, chairman Committee on Teacher's

Reading Circle, made the following report, which was adopted by the

Association.

The committee recommends as follows :

1. That we at once proceed to establish a reading circle for the teachers of

Colorado.

2. That the first year's course consist of (a) Pestalozzi. Leonard and Gertrude,

translated arid abridged by Eva Channing, and published by D. C. Heath & Co.,

Boston ; time, ttiree months.

(b) Page's Theory and Practice of Teaching, by American Book Co., to follow

for next six months.

(r) Montgomery's History of England, to be read during the year in connection

with the above.

We further recommend that an outline of the work for each month be pre-

sented monthly to the teachers through the Colorado School Journal or some other

available source.

3. The officers shall be as follows :

(1) A manager, whose duties shall be organization and general management
of local circles, the preparations of outlines of work, correspondence, etc.

(2) Secretary and treasurer, whose duty shall be :

(a) To keep records and all necessary dates.

(3) To take charge of all moneys collected, and to disburse the same on order

of the manager.

(3) Advisory Board, consisting of three members chosen by the State Teachers'

Association, one for one year, one for two years and one for three years, and one
for each year thereafter, whose term shall be three years. Their duties shall be

the adoption of a course of study for the year following the election of each new
member.

Respectfully submitted.

W. T. Eddingfield,

Ira M. De Long.

Miss Martha Pease.

Committee.

On motion Superintendent Eddingfield, of Aspen, was elected

manager of the reading circle for the coming year, with instructions

to appoint a suitable person for secretary and treasurer.
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The president appointed .is advisory committee on •

I. P. Jackson, of B1 Paso county, chairman; Hon Nathan B

inn fames n
I una] School.

< >n motion oJ P. M Condit, ition

nnanimonsly recommended the Hon. Fred Dick, ex-Superintendent

of Public Instruction, .is • suitable person for superintendent and gen-

eral managei ol the Colorado Star Educational Bxhibit at the

Columbian Exhibition, to be lu-l<l in Chicago in 1893, and niged liis

appointment to men position by those invested with appointing

J)OW I

Treasurer Joseph C. Shattnck reported as follows

Balance «>n hand, 1890 <

Id of historic i »>

Received on membership fi 1S300

Paid out on bills allowed -5235

ncc on hand .it beginning of this session . us 15

Two hundred and fifty four have paid the membership fee this

year, which is the largest number in the history of the Association.

The expenses of this year are not yet all paid and cannot be

reported.

The treasurer reported the following as having paid the annual

fee for fifteen years, thus placing them on the list as life members :

II. M. Hale, Aaron Gove, I>avid Boyd, J. II. Baker, Miss Nannie ( ).

Smith, Joseph C. Shattuck and Isaac C. Dennett.

On motion the executive committee is instructed to purchase B

gavel for use of the president for next year.

Principal Remington, of Boulder, moved that the place of meeting

hereafter be fixed each year by the executive committer, repealing the

motion fixing the place as Denver. The motion was laid on the table.

On motion the executive committee are instructed to appoint just

before the opening of the next session a committee on reception and

another on enrolling members.

On motion Mr. C. W. Bardeen, of Syracuse, X. V., and Professor

William Sherwood, of Chicago, were elected houorary members of

this Association. The vote was unanimous and the secretary w is

instructed to communicate the same to the gentlemen concerned.

On motion the executive committee is authorized, and instructed

so to do if found feasible, to publish in full the proceedings of this

iation, with all the papers read.
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The incoming secretary was instructed to prepare the proceedings

of the committee and to include the list of membership, with the

names arranged alphabetically.

On motion, it was decided to devote one-half day's session of

next year to the consideration of a graded course of instruction for

normal institutes.

Principal Smiley, of East Denver High School, suggested that at

next session a portion of time be set apart as a business session. It

seemed to meet with general approval of those present.

It was also suggested that not more than two papers be assigned

for anyone session, that more time can be given to general discussion.

Principal G. B. Turnbull, of the High School, Colorado Springs,

then read an able paper on the question, "Can we Shorten and Enrich

the Course of Study in our Public Schools?" He stated that so many
studies had been added to the course that the studies which were sup-

posed to be practical are crowded out Much time is wasted in wading

through higher arithmetics, higher geographies and higher studies of

all sorts, whereas the time could be spent to much better advantage

on other subjects.

Principal J. M. Dickey, Garfield School, Colorado Springs, owing

to the lateness of the hour, had gone to take his train, hence did not

follow in the discussion, as per programme.

Superintendent G. L. Harding, of Longmont, then followed with

a valuable paper on the question, " Is the Special Teaching in Vogue
in Col'eges and Universities also Applicable to Grammar and Primary

Schools?"

The speaker gave a general view of the subject and summed up

with the statement that he would not favor its adoption except in a

modified form.

Superintendent T. O. Baker, of Durango,. followed in the discus-

sion in a brief speech, but did not endorse the plan.

Professor Turnbull's paper was briefly discussed by Miss Hayward
and Mr. Collins, of Denver, and by Principal \V. H. Hoff, of Crested

Butte.

President Knapp, member of Executive Committee for Colorado,

spoke briefly of the N. E A., which meets at Saratoga, N. Y., next

July, and urged a large attendance from Colorado.

President W. E. Knapp then thanked the Association in feeling

terms for the manner in which they had sustained him in his position

as chairman of the meeting. He appointed Superintendents Edding-
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tnd \'.ni Si< kle ai i committee to conduct Hon. N B

dent-elect, to the platform, and in i i cfa Introdnced him to the

Audience. Superintendent Co nonoi

conferred.

On motion of Mr. Van De Mann, a vote ofthanki was tend*

moj Knapp, For the able and courteoua manner in which be had

led.

On motion the ned till n< the hour

. 30 p. in.

Thus ended the largest in attendance and one of the most suc-

-10ns within tin- history of tin- Association. The ;

Were all of high order and hut few failed to respond to their nar

printed on the programme. The, discussions were m< d and

freer than usual. The suggestions of the committee, that the '.<

in discussions speak without manuscripts proved their wisdom, from
five to six hundred teachers ware in attendance and were will 1

with the meeting.

j. p. Jackson,

wetary.
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Colorado State Teachers' Association

EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL SESSION.

OFFICERS GENERAL ASSOCIATION.

President, Hon. Nathan B. Coy, Denver.

Secretary, Mrs. Frona R. Houghan, Denver.

Treasurer, Warren E. Knapp, Denver.

Executive Committee, W. C. Thomas, Greeley; J. H. Van Sickle,

Denver; J. S. McClung, Pueblo.

PROGRAMME.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 28, 1:45 P. M.

Prayer, Rev. Myron Reed.

Music, Lyceum Mandolin Club.

Address by the president of the Association, Hon. Nathan B. Coy.

Recitation— "The Swan Song"

—

Brooks—Miss Julia Riche.

Introduction of State Superintendent-elect, Hon. J. F. Murray.

Paper— "Shall the District be Required to Furnish Free Text

Books?" O. S. Moles, Canon City.

Discussion—P. K. Pattison, Colorado Springs; Ira M. DeLong,

Boulder.

Report of the Committee on Revision of the Constitution.
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tu crab of dxt) members, i Ugl

Den

Announcement of committi

Tenor solo "On Venice Wat W, T. Nixon,

Lecture — "To-in. »rrow ami th. incellot W 1

Mel kroell, i nivrrsity Park.

Till RSDAY, DBCBMBB1 M.

Business meet

9:30 A. M.

Sectional meeting. See end of programme.

1:45 p. m.

Song—"Rustic Dance" Macy Bliss Balcom, Lows and

Bennett, Port Collins High School.

Paper— "Authority in the I'se of the English Language," Charles

I Hays, Denver.

Discussion -M. Isabel Holloway, Aspen; Miss Celia A. Salisbury,

Denver.

Recitation—Selected—Mattie Josephine Atkins.

Song—Semi-chorus of young ladies, High School, district No. 2,

Denver

Taper— "How to Overcome Indifference in School Work," Bin.

Leake, Florence.

Discussion—George W. YVyatt, Denver; S. T. Hamilton, Fort

Collins.

7:45 P. M.

Entertainment— "Talking with the Pencil," ( titer,

Den\ 1 by Miss Adele Lower, pianist

The Euterpe Quartette will sing at the opening and at intermis-

sion.

FRIDAY, DBCEMBBB 30, 9 a.

Business meet

It-X
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9:30 A. M.

Piano Solo—Luther's Hymn

—

Meyerbeer—Oscar Mayo.

Paper— " Non- Professional Criticism, or Ourselves as Others See

T. O. Baker, Durante

Discussion—Mrs. Ellen Wallace Collins, Georgetown ; E. T.

Fisher, Grand Junction.

Recitation—"When the Cows Come Home," Miss Lillian Pike.

Paper— " Uniformity," Aaron Gove, Denver.

Discussion—E. F. Hermans, Denver
;
James H. Hays, Greeley.

1:45 p. m.

Violin Solo—Mr. Frederick W. Smith.

Recitation—Miss Mae E. Neal.

Address—"Power," President James H. Baker, Boulder.

Reports of Committees.

Miscellaneous business.

COLLEGE AND HIGH SCHOOL SECTION.

President, P. W. Search, Pueblo.

Secretary, Miss M. Morris, Greeley.

Executive Committee, Ira M. DeLong, Boulder ; W. T. Edding-

field, Aspen ; E. F. Hermans, Denver.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 29, 9:30 A. M.

vSong
—"The Bloom is on the Rye," Misses Pegg, Balcom, Lown

and Bennett, Fort Collins High School.

President's Address—"The Old and the New in Education.''

"What Shall we do at the Columbian Exposition?" E. C.

Stevens, Trinidad.

" The Colorado High School Course :

"

(a) As the Colleges see it, H. A. Howe, University Park.

(b) As the High Schools see it, W. W. Remington, Boulder.
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M.

Mm- lub,

[dent's address, Hon. Nathan B. I

Recitation,- "The Swan Song," Miss Julia Riche, Denver.

A telegram of fraternal greetings from the Nebraska state Teach-

er^' Association, to which the President of the Association was

instructed to Bend an appropriate response

Address of Welcome, His Honor, Mayor Piatt Rogers, Denver.

Introduction of State Superintendent-elect Hon. J. P. Murray,

Colorado Sprin

The remainder of the afternoon was devoted to reminiscences of

educational pioneering in Colorado. Impromptu addresses were

delivered by Hon. W.J. Curtice, first Territorial) Superintendent

Public Instruction; Hon. William Gilpin, first Territorial Governor;

Hon David H. Nichols, Lieutenant Governor-elect, who assisted in

building the first public school house; Mr. A. R. Brown, who wa> the

leader in building the first public school house, and was its first

teacher.

A letter of regret was received from Captain E. L. Berthoud, of

Golden, prominently connected with early education in the territory.

Invitation from the Denver Art League to members of the Associ-

ation and their friends to visit the exhibition of Moran paintings.

W. E. Knapp, treasurer of the Association, urged that all railroad

certificates be deposited with him at the earliest hour possible, that

arrangements for return trips at reduced rates might be perfected.

7:45 i\ If.

Song—"The Belfry Tower"—Chorus Clubof sixty members, High

School, District No. 2, Denver.

Tenor solo—"On Venice Waters." W. T. Nixon.

Lecture—"To-Morrow and the Day After," Chancellor W. F. Mc-

Dowell, Iniversitv Park.
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Report of the Committee on Revision of the Constitution—Ira M.
De Long, Boulder, chairman.

The report was read section by section, and after having been

adopted, with some amendments, the executive committee was au-

thorized to print at least a thousand copies in pamphlet form.

DECEMBER 29, 9 A. M.

Business.

COLLEGE AND HIGH SCHOOL SECTION.

OFFICERS.

President, P. W. Search, Pueblo.

Secretary, Miss M. Morris, Greeley.

Executive Committee, Ira M. De Long, Boulder ; W. T. Edding-

field, Aspen
; E. F. Hermans, Denver.

In the absence of the secretary, Mrs. Annie E. Abram, Brighton,

was elected secretary, pro tern.

Song—"The Bloom is on the Rye," the Misses Pegg, Balcom,

Lown and Bennet, Fort Collins High School.

President's Address—"The Old and the New in Education."

"What Shall We Do at the Columbian Exposition?" C. E.

Stevens, Trinidad.

Discussion :

C. A. Woody, Salida; A. B. Copeland, Greeley; Aaron Gove,

Denver; Z. X. Snyder, Greeley.

"The Colorado High School Course.''

\a\ "As the Colleges See It," H. A. Howe, University Park,

Denver.

(6) "As the High Schools See It," W. W. Remington, Boulder.

Discussion

:

James H. Baker, Boulder; W. F. Slocum, Colorado Springs; P.

M. Condit, Colorado City; P. W. Search, Pueblo; Ira M. De Long,

Boulder; Aaron Gove, Denver.

Election of officers (High School Section) for the ensuing year.
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Representatives to Council, Bngene C idad; William

p. Slocnm, Colorado Springs,

Bj motion the Committee on State High Schoo tudy

tttinued for another year. I: <-t" tin- pi of the

University, Denver University, Colorado College the Superin-

tendent of the Pneblo Khoolsand the principala of the High S-

of* Bast Denser, Colorado Springs, Aspen, Boulder, Ge n and

Trinidad

ihai:mi:hk 20, 1:45 i'. M.

Announcement of commitb

Nominations :

From the General Association, J. S. Bagleton, Golden; P. K. Pat-

tison. Colorado Springs; C. A. Woody, Salida; Mary A. <
'.li-an,

Greeley.

prom the City Superintendent's Section, A. B. Copeland, Greeley;

1' M. Condit, Colorado City.

From the High School Section, T. O. Baker, Durango; John Gard-

ner, Boulder.

Finance: C. M. Kingsley, Boulder; D. Ward, Pueblo; C. A.

Bradley, Denver; A.J. Fynn, Alamosa; J. DiltS, Gypsum.

Necrology: B. C. Stevens, Trinidad; J. R. Brackett, Boulder;

A. C. Courtney, Denver.

Resolutions: J. II Hay-. Greeley; Mrs. K. W. Collins, George-

town; B. I'- Hermans, Denver; W. M. Kollock, I.a Junta; E. T.

Fisher, Grand Junction.

A motion was made by Aaron Gove and seconded, ' That the

Ninth General Assembly be petitioned to legalize the establishing of

the Kindergarten throughout the State," was referred to the Committee

on Resolutions.

The president called the attention of the Association to some

specimen work for the Worlds pair exhibit, by the pupils of the

Haskell Institute for Indians, at Lawrence, Kan-

Reading of telegrams: From Cheyenne: "The teachers of

Wyoming send greetings to their co-laborers of Colorado.— A A.

Johnson, president; J. O. Churchill, secretary." Prom Topeka: " Ac-

cept greetings. We hope to meet you at the World's Fair.—J. E.

Klock, president Kansas State Teachers' Association."'
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On motion, the president was instructed to send appropriate re-

sponses.

Song, "Rustic Dance," the Misses Pegg, Ralcom, Long, Bennett,

Fort Collins High School.

Encore, "The Bloom is on the Rye."

"Authority in the use of the English Language," Charles I.

Hayes, Denver.

Discussion

:

Miss Celia A. Salisbury, Denver.

Recitation, "The Battle of Gettysburg," Mattie Josephine Atkins,

Denver.

Song, "Annie Laurie," semi-chorus of young ladies, High School,

District No. 2, Denver.

"How to Overcome Indifference in School Work," Mrs. R. G.

Leake, Florence.

Discussion

:

George W. Wyatt, Denver.

S. T. Hamilton, Fort Collins.

"State Teachers' Reading Circle," W. T. Eddingfield, Aspen.

EVENING SESSION, 7:45.

Piano solo, Miss Adele Lower.

Entertainment— "Talking with the Pencil," Charles W. Carter,

Denver, assisted by Miss Adele Lower, pianist.

Intermission.

Song, with encore, the Euterpe Quartette.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 30, 9:30 A. M.

Report of Committee on Nominations: A. B. Copeland, Greeley,

chairman; president, W. C. Thomas, Greeley; vice-presidents, the

chairmen of the various sections, the county superintendents, State

Superintendent Coy, City Superintendent Eugene C. Stevens, of Trin-

idad; kindergarten section, Dr. Z. X. Snyder, Normal School; high

school section, Chancellor McDowell; director for three years, G. B.

Turnbull, Colorado Springs; auditor for three years, Horace M. Hale,

Denver; for two years, Dean J. C. Shattuck, Denver; for one year, E.
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T Piaher, Grand Junction. The »

the treasurer, W B Knapp, both of Denver, hold <

' S IfcClnng, Pueblo, and J H Van Sickle, Den

On presentation «>t an application, ngned bj two
1 in the work, authority n for the organiza-

tion of a kindergarto d lection

of kindergarten lection

['resident, /. X Snyder, Greeley.

retary, Miss Helen A Dewey, Colorado Sprii

Nominators: C V. Parker, Port Collin-. Mi— Laura Tefit,

ley.

Superintendent Gove and President Snyder were instructed to

communicate the purpose of the organization to the Colorado State

Kindergarten Association, ami tin- desirability <>r merging tin- two

nizations into one

Piano ^olo, •"Luther's Hymn," Oscar May..

•'Non-Professional Criticism or Ourselves as ( >tlur> See I >," T.

( ». l'.aker, Durango.

Discussion:

Mrs. Ellen Wallace Collins, Georgetown, and E. T. Fisher,

Grand Junction; G. VY. Wyatt. Denver; T. O. Baker, Durango.

At this point, Mr. Gove, of Denver, asked the privilege of intro-

ducing a subject not on the programme.

"There is a matter I would like to mention. It is gener-

ally understood that there is to be a World's Fair ai Chicago

throughout the next summer, and most of us have had an

invitation to correspond with the managers of various hotels of that

place and secure accommodations. Now you and I have no means of

ascertaining the responsibility of those who offer entertainment. I

am very glad to call your attention to this matter and to say that the

offer from Mr. Lane is in every way reliable. He makes this propo-

sition: That by correspondence with him, or with parties hen who
represent him, they will provide you with entertainment varying in

price from $1.50 per day in private houses, and from $2 00 to $3.00 in

boarding houses and hotels. Every teacher desiring to avail himself

of this offer, will join the National Association and pay the fee. This

will be turned over to the treasurer of the National Association, and in

return he will receive a copy of the National Directory. Those wish-

ing to avail themselves of this opportunity, will remit the fee to J,
M.

Greenwood, of Kansas City, or pay it over to R. H. Beggs, Denver,

who will make the arrangement for you."
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David Boyd, of Greeley:—

"I would like to know if joining the National Association will

secure these rates for one's self and family."

R. //. Beggs:—

"I think it will include all your family."

Recitation— " When the Cows Come Home," Miss Lillian Pike,

Denver.

"Shall the District Furnish Free Text-books?" O. S. Moles,

Canon City.

This paper was crowded out of the place assigned to it for the

opening session by the pioneer exercises, and on motion was inserted

at this time.

Discussion:

P. K. Pattison, Colorado Springs.

Ira W. De Long, Boulder.

"Uniformity," Aaron Gove, Denver.

Discussion:

E. F. Hermans, Denver.

J. H. Hays, Greeley.

E. C. Stevens, Trinidad.

P. W. Search, Pueblo.

DECEMBER 30, 1:45 P. M.

Session was called to order by Vice-President Jackson.

Violin Solo, Frederick W. Smith, Denver.

Recitation, Miss Mae E. Neal.

"Power," President James H. Baker, Boulder.

Reports of Committees.

Necrology. Memorial address on Dr. J. C. Dennett, late professor

of Latin, University of Colorado, by the chairman, E. C. Stevens,

Trinidad.

Resolutions of regret and condolence were adopted by a rising

vote.

On motion, the secretary was directed to forward a copy of the

resolutions to the orphan son.
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Report ->t tin Committee on Resolutions, chairman, J. H. h

A' That tin-- Km*ocistioa

I in the tatUteS ftf sha!

school district In the State to
'

children and* : thai snj community may I

its option, to establish snd maintain kind Iture for lit'

The president ol [nested t" transmit so

this petition to tiie pr • bly,

nd That we most lemand that the executive

itteeofthi '

rir provide for th< ling forth*

exhibit

That ire recognise the preparation of work for exhibition at the World

a- an eiltuation.il factor, and that we pledge 0U1 most cordial support in the work
of preparing and presenting i display of the school work of Colorado.

A'' Third. That temperance Instruction in our public sch

given in pnrsnance Of the laws of the State, meets with our approval.

That we endorse every proper effort to warn our youth of the dangers con-

vith the use of narcotics and alcoholic stimulants ami in order that all

teachers in the State may hive a better understanding of our law upon temper
ance instruction, we recommend that at our next annual meeting I place be allotted

on the programme for the due consideration of this vital subject.

Resolved, Fourth, That the thanks of this Association are due to all ra:

and hotels that have granted reduced rates to the members; to the press for its

generous reports of the proceedings; to the Board of Education of Distrid

Denver, for the use of the High Shool Building, to the quartette of Fort Collins High
School; the Kuterpe quartette of Denver, to the Chorus Club of Denver High School.

District No. -\ for music furnished, and to all others who have assisted in making
the meetings of t Hi- Association both pleasant and profitable.

Signed,

J. H H I

( hairman of Committee <>n Resolutions.

All the resolutions were adopted.

Committee on finance made its report which was adopted.

Report of the Committee on Finance, treasurer, W. K. Knapp,
Denver:

Balance on hand January [,189

Received from members December rfi

Bills audited December. 1S91

Certificate of deposit. Union Bank, Greeley

;ii2 is

III 85

The report was adopted.
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( )n motion, President Coy was empowered to represent the Asso-

ciation at the World's Fair Educational Exhibit and to appoint a com-
mittee to assist him.

On motion, the directors of the Association were empowered to

incorporate according to the new constitution.

Treasurer W. E. Knapp's term of office having expired, he was
re-elected for the ensuing year.

A motion was carried that the present manager of the State

Teachers' Reading Circle, W. T. Eddingfield, be continued in office

another year; also that J. P. Jackson be retained as a member of the

advisory board. It was moved and carried that the advisory board of

the Reading Circle be empowered to select a course of reading

for 1893.

It was moved and carried that the treasurer be authorized to

prepare a list of the members of the Association and publish the

the same.

Authority was given that the Memorial Address on Professor

Dennett be printed, and that a copy be sent to the son.

The Committee on School Law, through its chairman, A. D.

Shepard, Denver, reported that everything possible would be done with

the Ninth General Assembly to further the interests of the schools.

Report adopted and committee continued.

State Superintendent Coy resigned from Committee on School

Law, and on motion State Superintendent-elect Murray was put in his

place. The committee as thus modified consists of A. D. Shepard,

Denver; Z. X. Snyder, Greeley; Aaron Gove, Denver; J. H. Baker,

Boulder; J. F. Murray, Denver.

P. W. Search moved that an Educational Council be organized in

connection with the State Teachers' Association, and that the direc-

tors be empowered to arrange all details of the organization. Carried.

On motion the directors of the Association were instructed to fix,

as early as possible, the time of the next meeting, so that teachers

might secure special rates.

President Coy, in a short address, thanked the Association for

the support given him during his administration, and introduced his

successor, the President-elect W. C. Thomas, of Greeley, who briefly

expressed thanks for the honor conferred on him.

A unanimous vote of thanks was tendered State Superintendent

Coy for his efficient services to the schools of the State and to the

Association.
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\ [atiok \nd Fribnds o] it was hoped that the

raid be lure to welcome this body ;
also th<

ernor of the State, who is a conspicuous historic J figui

the last Territorial Governor, first State Governor and now again •err-

ing in the s.iiiic capacity. Pressing duties incidental to their offices,

especially at this time of year, prevent their presence at the opening

of our exercises

It is an unusual feature, however, to have with us several who
were connected with educational pioneering in this State, and to have

the promise of B few words from them during the afternoon. Mean-

while, I will deliver what I have written for thi> occasion :

The president's address: "An Educational Looking Backward."

Hon. Nathan B. Cow Denver.

In the name of the organized educational body now assembled in

Eighteenth Annual Convention, I bid you welcome. In the name of

this beautiful city of far-famed hospitality, the pride and, by partici-

pation, the property of all true Coloradans, I bid you welcome. You
have come from near and far ; from mountain side and rolling plain

;

from rain and rainless belt; from the centers of grazing, mining, agri-

culture and manufactures ; from the region of the adobe and the sod,

as well as the palatial brick and stone school-house; from experiences

severe and mild, of hopefulness and depression. I bid you welcome,

all, to the representative educational body of this Rocky Mountain

region. A truly democratic organization is it, comprising in its mem-
bership not only those engaged in the public school work of the

State, but all educational laborers.

Your presence is an earnest of a common interest in an object of

great concern to every self-governing community. The presence of

some of you is especially significant, coming, as yon do. from afar, at

no Miiall expense, discomfort and risk from the season's inclemency.

Worthily as you give, may you receive ; mingled with the mon
ous deliberations of these meetings, may you find pleasure and profit

in stimulating social intercourse and the city's abundant facilities for

amusement.
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The occasion, the season, naturally invite retrospection, a looking

backward. From the President of the United States to the corner

grocer, it is a common practice at this time of year to take account

of stock—to measure up the past in order that the present may be

better known and the future more safely forecast. The temptation to

thus look back in our work is more than usually strong to-day, by
reason of the extraordinary progress to be observed along all educa-

tional lines ; also by reason of the commemorative period through

which as,a nation we are passing, and the world-wide interest that is

gradually centering in the beautiful park on the verge of the great

inland lake. Thus looking backward, we may be enabled to determine

our present position educationally; whether it be one of eminence or

depression; whether it has been reached by an upward or a downward
slope.

One may sweep the whole historical past of Colorado without a

far-stretching glance. It is less than four-score and ten years since

this tract of the great American desert first felt conscious contact with

modern civilized life, through the government exploring party sent

out under the direction of General Zebulon Pike. It is scarcely a

generation, as measured by modern estimate, since the dawn of what

may properly be called the historical era marked by the advent of

Green Russell and his party of Georgians The lad born as late as

when the region known as "Arapahoe county, Kansas," was organ-

ized into the Territory of Colorado might have cast his first presi-

dential ballot at the Garfield-Hancock election—not before. In years

as a State, Colorado is midway in her teens—figuratively, in the sweet

girl-period of her life.

Our public school system ma}- be said to have had its remote

origin in a comprehensive school law embraced in the acts passed by
the first Legislative Assembly of the Territory, held at Denver in 1S61.

That law, similar in its provisions to the one then in force in the State

of Illinois, provided for the appointment by the governor, during that

session, of a "Territorial Superintendent of Common Schools," who
was to qualify December I, 1S61, and hold office until his successor

was duly appointed and qualified. He was to receive an annual sal-

ary of $500. The text-book spectre was abroad in that early day, for,

as the account has it, the duties of the Territorial Superintendent

" were minutely prescribed," and similar to those now imposed on the

State Superintendent of Public Instruction, "with the additional duty

of recommending to the several school districts a uniform series of

text-books to be used in the schools thereof."

By virtue of the provisions of the new law, it devolved upon Gov-

ernor Gilpin to appoint the first Territorial Superintendent of Schools

and he selected for the important position, Mr. W. J. Curtice. The
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would seem to hai judging by the

lucid words ol i wisdom contained in Mi Cnn
lion to the school law, published for the use i

ti are worthy •

ited h- re, both to thou the man 1

conception of his position, and at the tame time b rie* of ihe

difficulties of the situation. Referring to the school law and its

inefficienc) . except ss inpported by public sentiment, h<- w rote: '*The

first Legislative Assembly of Colorado, entrusted \v i t h the important

and varied duties of establishing law and government tor our Terri

torv, were not unmindful ol its educational it ind enacted the

school law herewith published. That it thonld be free from imper

flections, could not reasonably ted The school laws ofmany
of our older states, passed alter mature deliberation, and amended as

experience dictated from year to year, are still far from perfect. Time

and experience, while bringing to lij^h t the faults of the present law,

will also suggest many improvements, better adapting it to the pecu-

liar requirements of popular education in our new Territory. It DOW
remains for the people and their duly chosen school officers to imitate

the commendable zeal of the Legislative Assembly in behalf of educa-

tion, by carrying into effect the school law and inaugurating a public

school system in every county in the Territory. In discharging this

duty we shall not only remove a great barrier—want of schools—to

the rapid settlement of the country, but shall be developing an educa-

tional system among us for the future, of greater value than the gold

of our mountains and a better safeguard to society than the elective

franchise or standing armies.''

In his instructions to county superintendents, for whose biennial

election, as now, the first school law provided, he wrote: "In entering

upon the discharge of your duties you may find, owing to the absorb-

ing character of the pursuits of many of our people and the intense

application with which every business is followed, that comparatively

slight regard will be paid to the interests of education in many locali-

nd the same might be said of any other interest unconvertible

immediately into money. You may not meet with th.it

co-operation of the mass of the community in your work that

would be desirable; yet, while such a state of things may induce a

disposition to withhold time and labor, you will, on the other hand,

find no people more ready to contribute the one thing most needful,

material aid, in establishing schools in their midst. While our people

are more awake to their individual interests than elsewhere, no people

can be found more alive to the importance of good schools; none who
will contribute more liberally to sustain them. Bearing these facts in

mind, as well as the vast importance of the work in which you are
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engaged, referring to the law for your guide and authority, be
zealous and active in the discharge of your duties and you will be

successful."

Again, to the people generally, he addresses these strong words,

pregnant with the spirit of the founders of our government: "The les-

son first taught by our early statesmen, and successfully enforced by
the good and wise who have succeeded them, is substantially this:

'That in proportion as every nation has been enlightened and
educated, so has been its prosperity. When the heads and the hearts

of men are generally cultivated and improved virtue and wisdom must
reign and vice and ignorance must cease to prevail. Virtue and wis-

dom are the parents of private and public happiness; vice and ignor-

ance of private and public misery. This lesson, having been taught

by the wise and good since the foundation of our government, and

having been carried into practice in the establishment of schools for

the education of the children of the mass of the people in a majority

of our states, has produced results in the extension of prosperity,

intelligence and happiness exceeding the hopes of the most sanguine

and of anything before seen in the history of the world.' "

The outlook was discouraging, and Mr. Curtice realized it ; but,

nevertheless, he addressed himself nobly to his duties. As a matter of

course, little was accomplished directly. The impulses of the people

were good, "but the essential elements of a school system—children

—

were wanting." School districts of the size of states contained less

than a score of school population. It is doubtful if within the boun-

daries of the entire Territory enough school children could have been

found to form one first-class district of to-day. The adult population,

unlike the pioneers and immigrants of other new regions, Ohio, Illi-

nois, Michigan, and even Kansas, were not home seekers but fortune-

hunters, who had left behind them wives and children to search for

the golden fleece, which when found, they would bring back and

enjoy at their old homes. At the time of the organization of the Terri-

tory, a census taken showed a population of 25,000, less than 4,500 of

whom were women.

Those were the days of foundation-laying in our public school

system ; discouraging days indeed they were to the master-builder,

but he builded better than he knew. Resigning his office at the end of

two years. Mr. Curtice's work was taken up during the next four years

by four different persons in succession, none of whom left any records

of his official doings. It is not surprising that, meanwhile, the office

of Superintendent of Schools, as a distinct office, was abolished, and

the Territorial Treasurer became by law ex-ojficio Superintendent of

Public Instruction, with the same salary as before, $500. By the same
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law the compensation foi count] in

pex da) fox actual services, inst

upon the judgment of county commissioi

At the Kcond sessioii of the Territorial i.<

City, July ;, 1862, and adjourned to Denver, July 11, it

sought to supplement the ordii ting "that

to when* neu mineral lode of either gol

quartz, silver, or other valuable metal shall h n 1 in thii

me claim of u <> feet in length of such lo u shall I rt and

held in perpetuity for the use and benefit of schools in tlii - Terri-

tory, subnet to tin- control of the Legislative Ass< mbly." Much was

ed for the school fund from this source; but, erroneously, for

not a cent of tin- thousands of claims so located ever contribi I

dollar to the fund.

At the Fifth Session of the Legislature. January, 1866, begun at

Golden and adjourned to Denver, a law was passed making it "a mis-

demeanor to ' jump 1 mineral claims that had been set apart for schools,

or for failing to relinquish Mich claims as had previously been pre-

empted ; also, providing for the sale and leasing of school lands

the investment of the proceeds in United States bonds. The same law-

provided for giving to the colored people a pro rata share of the school

fund for the maintenance of separate schools
"

'• The first semblance of a school report " in existence was for the

year 1867, rendered to the Legislature by Columbus Nichols. Terri-

torial Treasurer and ex-offido Superintendent of Public Instruction.

The report represented the work really of his deputy, Mr. I.. U
Berthoud, the first, after Superintendent Curtice, to attempt to intro-

duce any degree of vigor into the management of the public school

system. In spite of the fact that report blanks had been sent to all

the county superintendents, with full instructions as to filling

school statistics and returning, but two counties, Pueblo and Clear

Creek, replied. Of several counties, it could not be learned wli

or had been, county superintendent ; or whether any responsible

inization had been effected.

Hut little improvement was shown in the report rendered two

years later. More county superintendents were heard from; but

their reports consisted of complaints of a singularly monotonous

character— to the effect that reliable statistics could not be obtained

on account of the remissness and indifference of district secretaries

of school districts. A number of valuable recommendation- are

lound in this report—one that in place of apportioning the county

school tax according to the number of persons therein of scho

1 which then was 5 to 21 years , by which the same proportions of
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money were given to districts in which no schools were held, as to

those which maintained schools throughout the entire year, it was
suggested that the law be amended so as to make the number of

pupils attending schools in the district for the previous year the basis

for the apportionment. It was also recommended that steps be taken

for the formation of district libraries, and some plan devised to com-
pel the secretaries of the district boards to make their reports to the

county superintendents more promptly; and some penalty prescribed

when the county superintendents fail to report to the Territorial sup-

erintendent within the time required by law. It still further recom-

mended that, on account of the large increase of children in the Ter-

ritory, the "office of school superintendent be made a separate and

distinct office, with a sufficient salary to enable him to give it his

undivided attention."

The energetic efforts of Captain Berthoud, "to bring order out of

chaos," seem to have resulted in little more than the revelation of a

direful state of things. This continued until 1870. The burden of

the songs of nearly all school officers was much the same—"Lack of

interest."—"My predecessor in office has left no record."—"I hope to

get matters into such a state as to render an account next year."

—

"School matters are in a very bad condition, the county commission-

ers having for the past two years neglected to levy a school tax, so

that we have had no money," etc.. etc. The successors of those so

reporting would write to the same effect. Embezzlement of school

funds by both county and district officers was common.

We have thus far traced the development of a Territorial system

of schools maintained in accordance with legislative enactment. The
results, so far as any systematic organization was concerned, were in-

significant. To know what was actually doing, it is necessary to con-

sult the record of isolated localities. From fragmentary documents a

few crumbs of information have been gathered, relating to the school

work in the counties. Arapahoe county, Omer O. Kent, superinten-

dent, reports in 1S69 : Receipts from the treasurer of the county, $11,-

052.20; expenditures, ^7,824.07 ; balance on hand, $3,228.13. The re-

port shows that the schools were being conducted in three rented

buildings ; the number of teachers employed, six ; school population

of the county between five and eighteen years, 1.139; teachers em-

ployed in the county, sixteen in public schools, and nearly as many
more in seminaries and private schools. It would be interesting to

compare these items with the same items for the year 1892, in Arapa-

hoe county. Mr. O. J. Goldrick kept a small private school in the

summer of 1859, probably the first school of any kind conducted

in the State. To those present who ever saw Mr. Goldrick, the men-

tion of his name will recall a striking individuality. Famous for his
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exquisite attire, it if related of him that he halted hii "bull I

ju>t outside ol Denver, aftei having crossed the plaine, and dr<

bimaelf ont in his beat Sunday clothes, including a silk hat, 1

entei ing the i ity.

The tir>t publu v t /// »(>/ in the county - December i,

uer R. Brown, assisted by Miss A.ddie Simonton. The place

two-story frame building in West Denver, then known u

Legislative I [all, one-half of the Lower story of which is now standing

as No. i' >i3 Larimer street. During the latter part of tin same month

the second public school of the county was opened in Baal Denver

(District No i) by Mr. Lamb, assisted by Miss [ndian

The tir>t public school of Arapahoe COUUty W8S built in I >> 7 i .
on

Arapahoe street, between Seventeenth and Eighteenth Streets. It was

discontinued for school purposes only a few years ago, and is now
known as the Arapahoe Mercantile Rlock. The first school house

built in the Territory was erected in the fall of i860, in Boulder

County. It was I one-story frame building, and was used also for

town and church purposes. Its first teacher, Mr. A. K brown, the

same who opened afterwards the first school in Arapahoe county, and

BOCiate in the construction of the building, fieutenant-Governor-

elect David H. Nichols, are in your presence and will be heard from

later.

The county superintendent of Clear Creek county in 'S6y, and

afterwards Colorado's first Secretary of State, reports the building <ii

a rir^t-class school house at a cost of 52,300.

The first school in HI Paso county was opened at Colorado City.

The first school, a private school, of Jefferson county, was taught

at Golden City in the winter of in6> by M. J. Daugherty, with an

attendance of eighteen pupils. The first public school was opened in

the same district in 1S63 and taught by Miss belle Dixon.

In 1S63 a one-story brick school house was built, which was used

also by the Governor as an office. It was burned and another was

built on the site.

Louis F. Valiton, superintendent of schools in Park county,

reported. 1867, that he had just been appointed to fill the vacancy

occasioned by the resignation of H A W labor.

The first school taught in Gilpin county was a private school,

op.med in the fall of 1862 and taught by Mis9 Kllen F. Kindeli in her

father's house. A public school was soon after opened, and MlSS

Kindeli gave up her school to assist Mr. Thomas Campbell in its

management.

1 :•--!.
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In this county there were built in 1870 the first permanent school

houses in Colorado ; the one. a granite house in Central City, at a

cost of $20,000; the other, a frame, at Black Hawk, at a cost of $15,000.

We have thus sketched briefly the pioneer period of education in

Colorado, a period extending over about a decade of years. For the

most part it is a dismal picture, relieved here and there by flashes of

promise and hope.

With the year 1S70 may be said to have begun the modern educa-

tional period. From this year dates the beginning of the State's

permanent growth and prosperity. The advent of the railroad, the

success of the smelting works at Black Hawk, the favorable results of

irrigation, all contributed to a quickened development. The effect

upon the school system was marvelous Denver, Greeley, Golden,

Colorado Springs and Georgetown soon erected substantial and com-

modious school buildings, even finer than those of Central City and Black

Hawk. In 1870 provision was made for the establishment of a State

School of Mines to be located at Golden City. The same act provided

for the appointment by the governor, by and with the consent of the

Legislative Assembly, of a suitable person to the office of Superinten-

dent of Public Instruction, for a period of two years, at a salary of

$1,000 per year.

The first incumbent of this new office at the hands of Governor

E. M. McCook, was Wilbur C. Lothrop, to-day a prominent citizen of

Denver. Superintendent Lothrop' s first report, covering the years

1870- 1, was published December 20, 1S71. Mr. Lothrop was re-

appointed to the office by Governor Elbert in 1872 and continued

until July, 1573, when he resigned and Horace M. Hale was appointed

to the vacancy. Mr. Hale was reappointed in 1874 by Governor

Elbert, and was continued in office through Governor Routt's ad-

ministration, until November, 1876, when he was succeeded by Joseph

C. Shattuck, who had been elected under the provisions of the State

Constitution. Mr. Shattuck was elected to a second term in 1S7S, but

was succeeded in 1880 by Leonidas S. Cornell, who, giving way to Mr.

Shattuck in 1SS2, was returned for two years.

Succeeding to Mr. Cornell was Fred Dick. who. after one term of

service, was followed by Nathan B. Coy. In January, 1893, Mr. Coy

will give way to the Superintendent-elect, Hon. J. F. Murray.

In 1875, during the administration of Horace M. Hale, the State

Teachers' Association, now celebrating its Eighteenth Annual Con-

vention, was organized. It is interesting to read just here the notice

under which the meeting to organize was called by its father (so to

speak and first president.
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Denver, < /

( Hi -:

iricniN «ii publii ichoola, will meet in < onventi n it the High > h ol, I

remain la

system mil inch will tend t'> j >« r f»-et the

vim. thorough
lIlUll Will

the time i"

% Invited to ad t" aae their influence t<> induce others,

Uith male and t- n ttend. The meeting vrill i>-

donbtlei profit to thote attendii antywill he

largely and i rated
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Superintendent Piihli,- In t> m

The call brought together about one hundred tift\

and friends of education at the High School building on Arapahoe

Eighteen cities and towns besides Denver were represented in

the membership enrollment Among them were names of many who
art- still in the service Several persons of prominence in the pi

sion joined in the exercises of the first evening. Of this Dumber
were- Judge Mel ford, then o( Central, who lectured, and Mr. \V. I'..

. then of Greeley, who recited an original poem. Tin conven-

tion opened with the singing of the L. M. Doxology, followed by

prayer and the singing of "America " The last act at the close of the

third day was the singing of "Auld hang Syne." The lady who pre-

sided at the piano is still on duty at the same school in Denver.

Much valuable work looking to the future welfare of the

school system of the State was done by this convention. The
moulding influence of President Hale and Secretary Gove are

plainly manifest in the results. Questions of vital moment
were discussed, the results of which were formulated in reso-

lutions which embodied the sense of the assembly and served as a

guide for the State constitutional convention and the First State Legis-

lature in their action upon school questions, every recommendation of

the State convention having been adopted by these bodies. The reso-

lutions involved a re-casting of the school law upon a broader basis,

suited to the rapid expansion ^\ the system which the near future

promised. It was the sense of the association that the school fund

should be sacredly preserved intact, the interest on the same only to

DC expended; that the sale of such Lands as might be given to the

State for educational purposes should be postponed, to the end that

the proceeds in time might be sufficient to maintain public schools

without taxation; that the Constitution should make it the duty of the

Legislature to provide for the establishment and maintenance of a

uniform system of schools, including elementary, normal, preparatory
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and university departments, such schools to be free to all residents of

the State; that provision should be made for the establishment of the

offices of State and county superintendent; for the establishment of

school libraries; for the care and education of the blind, mute and
feeble-minded; for the establishment of a reform school; that the

English language should be the medium of all instruction; that sec-

tarianism should be excluded from the schools.

An attempt, made in the Constitutional Convention, to give the

Territorial superintendent power to remove county superintendents

for cause failed of adoption, "lest the Territorial superintendent

should thereby possess too much power." A petition was presented

by one of the counties, providing for the impeachment of various offi-

cers, including county superintendents, for causes stated. An attempt

to secure provision for a uniform system of text books was successfully

opposed as dangerous, on the ground that it would invite bribery from

publishers and engraft a system which had proved a failure in other

states. In place, was adopted the present very satisfactory system of

district option.

In the Institute meetings, the beauties of good books, and the de-

sirability of commodious, well-ventilated school buildings, were elo-

quently advocated. Thus was forecast in thought the admirable suc-

cess of Colorado in the latter particular. It was stated by the Terri-

torial superintendent that there were 20,000 school children in the

Territory, but that during the past year only one-half that number

had entered a school room, and only one-half of them had attended

school 116 days in the year. One school district was known to have

300 resident school children, only fifty of whom had attended school

the preceding year.

I have dwelt thus minutely upon the deliberations of this first

general convention in the interests of education to show the material

that composed it, its spirit and purpose, and its valuable work in lay-

ing broad and substantial the foundations of our present school sys-

tem. The successful subsequent development is due largely to the

clear-sighted and discreet counsel that then prevailed.

And now, as a result of thirty years of organized effort what may
be said of our system of public instruction ? If not faultless, is it not

at least creditable ? Measured by percentages of increase, a common
standard of estimating state and even national growth, does it not

" size up " fairly well ? Comparing 187 1, the year of the first extended

report of any consequence, with 1877, when the first report under state

administration was made, there was an increase in important particulars,

such as school population, enrollment, number of districts, number of

buildings, value of school property, etc., of 100 to 500 per cent. ; compar-
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Ing [871 witli 1892, the last year's re

healthful and symmetrical, not one sided nor distorted Promeli

t;ir\ schools t<> unherst! v the development has been gradual and there*

ible. With the roots ofthe system firml) planted in deep soil, the

wonderful expansion that is do on -it tin- top m
with favor, free from apprehension. Higher education 1-. aftei all, the

m and top fmit ol a true system of intellectual training, and the

lower departments are invariably enriched by its frail

thU natural expansion at the I it <>f diminished nourishment

at the mots, is likely to result in impoverishment of the whole.

"By their traits ye shall know them." By this standard our

system commends itself. The graduates of our public schools have

been admitted to the foremost Institutions of the- land, and after com-

pleting full courses of study have returned crowned with honor and

distinction. One high school alone of this State has been represented

by its graduates, during its short history of less than twenty ye

thirty-nine higher institutions of learning, outside those of our own

State, including the leading universities and colleges, among them,

Cambridge, England; the leading law schools, medical schools, schools

of theology and technology, schools of oratory, music, design, etc.

The quality of the work done in our schools may be measured by

the records of the graduates in positions of responsibility, distinction

and trust, filled by them within and without the State; in business,

the professions and the trades. A trustee of the State School of

Mines hesitated, lately, to tell me the amounts of salary which some

of its recent graduates were receiving, because of the disparaging

contrast with the compensation of the instructors who had prepared

them for their work.

Our public school system has been complimented by the recogni-

tion paid its officers and teachers in national educational assemblies.

Two members of this Association have been crowned with the high-

est honors in the gift of the greatest representative body of Ameri-

can teachers, while upon others have fallen distinctions second only

in importance as the heads of departments in the same body. The
oldest university of America has within the last two years called to an

important department another of Colorado's teachers and scholars.

I am aware of making a favorable presentation of my subject

—

that is my purpose. Perfection, however, is not claimed for our

school system ; doubtless serious defects are obvious to passing

observers; features, that by some are deemed essential to a repre-

stem of schools, seem lacking. Those features will be supplied

in due time. A state growing rapidly, as this State has done since its
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organization, finds it difficult to keep pace with the times in all par-

ticulars. This city waited long for necessary improvements which
have but recently begun to be provided. A suffering public has

waited, how long and how patiently, for pavements, proper police

supervision, sanitary regulations, and other pressing necessities. The
progress of our schools, we think, will compare favorably with that of

other state departments. If some things much needed are still want-

ing, there is consolation in the reflection that the school system is not

disfigured by abnormal excrescences resulting from undue haste. If

we have not fully kept step with the advance column in every educa-

tional detail, neither have we been forced into awkward, ignominious

retreat from a position prematurely taken. Xo harm is done by the

watchful critic's eye, that an interested public casts upon the school.

The self complacency of the average teacher and director is thereby

rescued from mischievous results.

What has been termed one of the profession's besetting sins, in-

fallibility, is offset by the unwillingness of the intelligent outsider to

acknowledge that infallibility. Paralysis would result to our school

system if the stimulus of external criticism were withdrawn. The
things to be deplored are, on the one hand, fulsome, indiscriminate

praise ; and on the other, wanton, ill-informed censure. Much of the

exaltation of our schools, like that of our country, is sentimental

gush, meaningless and ephemeral. Just appreciation of merits and

defects is helpful and desirable. The schools are doing an important

wrork, but it is not claimed by any rational observer that they are

imparting all the influences that educate, nor can they ever do so.

The school, as an institution of modern life, is one of many factors

that aid the development of the individual in capacity and character.

As it does not impart all the determining influences, there should not

be imputed to it entire responsibility for the outcome. That responsi-

bility must be shared by the home, the church, the street, the stage,

the exchange, and above all by the press, that fountain that daily

"sends forth from the same place sweet water and bitter." The won-

derful record of Nancy Hanks is attributable to the combined influ-

ences of many agencies, including the breeder, the trainer, the veter-

inary surgeon, the shoer, the harness-maker, the road-maker, the car-

riage-maker, and above all the horse lover.

"Educational processes are beneath all the processes of life."

In view of the fact that the average school life is but three years, is it

not highly important that all the processes of development should be

pure and wholesome, that all the influences may work harmoniously

together toward the best results. A knowledge of the character of the

predominating influences that mold child-life depends upon an
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acquaintance mow intimate than moat parent! have with theii chil

. Dothing <>f the teachei or any oth<
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The fined m inuscript report submitted at this biennial a

by any department araa 'h it o\ th< ••

of the penitentiary. The work waa that ol a convict nn

lentence I
>me, thia man would donbtles

ih illnatration of the tendency i-.nninor.il training of our

public schools. A more just explanation of the man's failing might

be found in the methods that prevail largely in business, the ruinous

of which are seen in the- gambling that is made

our -t«»ck exchai

The - not, nor ran it ever b< grist mill or

LCtory. [t i- merely one of the opportunities—an import-

ant one, certainly—which is afforded the individual for self-develop-

ment. What its privileges will do for him will depend largely on

how he uses them. A man may even make for himself his own

opportunities, without the aid of either common schools or publicly

appointed masters—at least, with very little of such aid. Else, h«.w

should Watt, the ianitor inventor ; the sailor astronomer, bowditch
;

the blacksmith linguist, Burritt ;
Hugh Miller, the stone-cutter

gist, and scores of others he known to fame? The arrogance that

once plumed itself on the possession of a college or a university

degree is not in these days to be tolerated. Too many men and

women so distinguished are doing ordinary things to day; too many

without such distinction are doing extraordinary things. No amount

of polishing will give to soapstone the finish of granite, nor to coal

the diamond's luster.

Here, then, is the proper measurement of the school's power ;

not percentages of >tatistical increase, nor knowledge of any particular

subject, profession or craft ; but the ability to impart the sense of

personal responsibility for growth through choice and application.

It is with all training, as was recently expressed of elocutionary

training: "The final touches of excellence cannot be imparted.

Refinement of tone is the measure of the speaker's refinement. Lack

of culture may be revealed by inflection, quality of tone, or degree of

force. No rules, or skill in imitation, will supply the finish of a well-

trained mind."

The President:—
I see that His Honor, the Mayor, has paid us the compliment of

being present at this meeting ; and fearing lest his pressing duties

may prevent his tarrying long with us, I will now ca'.l upon him for
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words of welcome, which I am sure he will take pleasure in extend-

ing. One so well and favorably known scarcely needs an introduc-

tion to a Colorado audience. It may, however, be fitting to present

him as a satisfactory specimen of public school training.

Address: Hon. Piatt Rogers.

Ladies and GENTLEMEN: .Mr. Coy sent for me to come here

I presume, as the patrol wagon is often called from the City Hall, to

secure peace to the city. I want to remind you that we are all law-

abiding people, and that we permit no transgressions of the ordinances.

I have seen men meet upon the street after an absence of years,

who exhibited as hearty and kindly a greeting in a few moments, as

though they had given days to the occupation, and I can only say

with regard to myself and this body of educators, that though the

greeting is brief, it is, nevertheless, hea. ty and sincere.

It is somewhat superfluous to say in this city that we are proud of

our schools, because I believe, with the advance that has been made
in education throughout the country, if not throughout the world,

that we are where we ought to be with respect to educational advan-

tages, and that we should no longer be proud of that which follows as

a matter of course. We must look forward to something better and

when that has been secured, we may then have fresh occasion to be

proud.

I see before me what I learn is a counterpart of the first school

house erected in this State. I saw the original, and it was scarcely

larger than the model (laughter >, and I think nothing evinces the

progress that has been made, nothing could show in proportion the

growth and the strength of the public school system of this State

more than to place in juxtaposition the original school house of

Boulder and the magnificent building in wThich we now stand. I think

they mark the extremes of educational development, and I am glad

that in this city, over which I have had the honor for several months

to preside, there has been called together this body of earnest and de-

voted men and women who are giving themselves up to what I believe

to be one of the highest occupations of mankind. I know of nothing

that can so elevate one's belief in himself and in his people, as parti-

cipating in teaching the young people of this State and of this country;

because what you make is indeed the very foundation of civil admin-

istration; it is indeed the very foundation of social order; it is at the

root of all progress of which we as a country are proud; and as you

instil into the young minds the education which you have received with

the added advantage of time and experience, we may reasonably hope

that, with the passage oftime in this State, we will develop a public school

system that has no superior in the country. And the presence of the
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The President:—

To most people, the recent election in thia St ding

remembrance . to otli hing reality. Among the lat-

ter few is he who will he my successor in office, the State anperinten

dent-elect, Hon. J. P. Murray, whom it is my privilege now to pi

to this hedv.

Address : Hon. J. F. Murray.

Fki.i.ow Tkaciikrs :— It was my purpose to address yon for half

an hour on various suhjeets pertaining to education. But Superinten-

dent Coy gave us such a grand review of the school work since its in-

ception in this State, and the young lady who has just left the stand

entertained you so beautifully, and a number of others are to follow,

that I beg you to excuse me from delivering the few remarks that I

had intended to deliver this afternoon. But I desire to say to the

teachers of the State of Colorado that yesterday the county superin-

tendents, in convention assembled, deemed it advisable to remodel, to

a certain extent, the various school hlanks in use by our department ;

and, as your official head for the coming term of two years, I desire

that every teacher and worker shall earnestly endeavor to better their

department of the educational departments of the State ; and, to that

end, I ask that each teacher present look over the various hlanks in

their school rooms and report to the various county superintendents

such amendments as, in their opinion, would be beneficial. By

so doing, you readily can see the idea that 30U. and each of you, have

a part in this work ; then, through your county superintendents, to

report your amendment to the committee, who, in conjunction with

myself, will formulate blanks and present them to the next meeting of

the county superintendents.

There is one vital question, however, which I hope I may be

pardoned for dwelling upon for one moment, and that is -if it i

Bible, and I deem that it is—the work of the teacher should be made
more of a life work; and, if that is expected to be done, we must

remunerate the teachers sufficiently to induce them to stay in the
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school room. The first means toward that end will be to get our
State school fund, which is a large one, out of what I deem a very

inferior position; get it into a fund where it will be bringing in a

proper return for the investment.

I have not a word to say against any of my predecessors in getting

the school fund in the condition that it is. but in my opinion we can

greatly enhance our school interests by taking vigorous hold of this

matter to get such enactments by the incoming Legislature as will get

that fund out of its present position. Over a half million dollars, if I

am correctly informed, in— I might say—worthless State warrants. It

is true that we hope to be able in the future—and, I presume, we
might say we can be able in the future—to get some Legislature to

rectify the existing error, and make those warrants good. The inter-

est on that fund, as I understand it from the last School Journal, is

something like $170,000. There are $670,000 of idle money which
justly belongs to the school department; but a trifle over $300,000

invested at three and one-half per cent.

If you or I want to borrow $1 or $roo or $1,000 or $100,000 we
have got to pay considerable more than three and one-half per

cent, and why we, as individuals, should pay more than the banks or

banking corporations should pay is to me a mystery.

Now, do not consider that I am going to inaugurate any great or

stupendous reform. The school work is in a good condition ; but

several points I do intend to press upon the ideas of my co-laborers

and, if possible, have them rectified through the Legislature.

The question of kindergartens is one of great importance to the

school interests of this State ; and I desire to say right here that I am
heartily in accord with the movement; but at the same time, my
friends, let us move carefully ; let us not invest $100,000 or $200,000 of

the school fund,- only to find that the entire matter is illegal.

I believe that towards the close of the meeting this morning
some valuable moves were made. I believe that the movement to

memorialize or petition, as vou please, the Legislature in this matter

is a good one ; and I believe that the matter can, if properly handled,

be worked to a successful issue this coming winter.

I did desire to speak to some extent about the various public school

institutions of the State ; but the hours draw on, and you will pardon

me if I only say this : If we expect to keep the various public schools

in this State up to their present efficient standard, it must be done

through liberal appropriations from the incoming Legislature ; and to

get them, it will be necessary for every educator in the State to be

active in getting these appropriations. Let us not get into any
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bickerings 01 fussingsovei which in the most; but

let us as leaden in the movement gel togetn e which it

tion should have th<

harmony.

I believe that owing to the I >l the hour. I will aimplj

this: l come into office after one of the best and d re and

igh educators that the State has had, oui present Superintend-

ent, Mr. Coy. Applause H»- hai m de i mo idei in

the movement; be has stirred up the cause to a good and eflR

ee, until i<> day it is a grand movement in a grand Mate, and I

will oeed tl i ice of every educator in th< i keep tin-

schools in tluir present position, and i ask. that you i>»- not

bring an- ona t h it you may think might be to the

advancement of the canse of education.

Thanking yon for your attention, I will close by saying: <•<>•!

spec*! our advancement in the cause of education in thia State.

/'/it- President

:

—

I now present to you the first to hold office under the title of

Superintendent of Common Schools within the Territory of Colorado,

appointed by ex-Governor Gilpin, Hon. W. J. Curtice.

Address: Hon. W. J. Curtice.

fki.i.ow Tkachkks, Ladies \m> Gentlemen : i did not come
here prepared to make a speech or to undertake to enlighten this very

intelligent congregation of teachers. Hut as my name has been

alluded to,—and in too high and complimentary a manner,— I wish to

place myself right before this audience. I'or, in calling you fellow-

teachers, I am reminded, and forcibly, by the presentation of this

model upon the stand, of long years ago when I used to preside over

thirty or forty little urchins in a similarly constructed building in the

State of New York. ( )ne year, perhaps, the building would be

painted red and the next year it would be of the natural wood color.

It is well, perhaps, in view of the present and all its happy sur-

roundings, -the light that comes pouring in upon us from so many
sources, not only light, but wealth and means to do and accomplish,

—

it is, perhaps, well that we should refer to the past occasionally, the

early past, and see from what beginning, from how sin. ill an acorn this

mighty oak has grown. With that view, it is well, perhaps, that I

should stand before you, and that I should be placed in contrast with

the able gentlemen who have been my successors in the office of
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State superintendent. The past and the present, I say, are placed in

very striking contrast. I know that the present will grow, for it

speaks directly not only to the eye, but in the voice, through the

report of your proceedings in the press, with no uncertain sound, that

shows that the educational interests of Colorado are upon as high a

plane as those of any other State of this Union.

Representing, as I do, the past, I propose to speak very briefly in

connection with those who were associated with me in the early days

of Colorado. Your speaker, or president of your Association, has

left but very little to be said; he has referred to the first Legislature of

Colorado pasing a law copied from the school laws of the state of

Illinois—that great state—and applying it to our little community of

twenty-five thousand people scattered over thousands of miles of

territory; but he has not referred to the part the venerable gentleman,

Ex-Governor Gilpin, took in inaugurating this system. The matter

was brought before the judges, I am credibly informed. Practical

members of the Legislature ridiculed the idea of putting on a gar-

ment that covered the great state of Illinois. But our Governor said,

"We will make a beginning." There were other members of the

Legislature that said, "We will have a law and the best law." Yet

they were objects of ridicule. The pressing question in 1861 was, Is

there anything in Colorado worth staying for ? We had found some
placer mines; there had been lode mines discovered, but they would

be worked out in a short time, and we would go back . It took years to

demonstrate the fact that wheat and corn could be raised in Colorado,

and took a great deal longer to demonstrate the fact that fruit could

be grown, as we are now satisfied; the whole thing was an experi-

ment.

And that is not all; in 1861, the year that inaugurated the war to

preserve this union of states, the Colorado mining camps were called

upon for volunteers, and out of this twenty-five thousand people,

three regiments were raised to defend the flag of our country, and to

protect ourselves against the Indians that the Governor had said were

surrounding us on every hand.

You will not wonder then that we did not inaugurate a thorough-

going system of common schools when there were so precious few

children to be taught.

Bearing these things in mind, I have one other practical matter

and I will close :

It has been stated that this second legislature of Colorado set

apart 100 feet of each mining claim. We had no revenue, and one-

sixteenth of every claim was set apart for schools. In the state of

Illinois two sections of the public lands were set apart for the school
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fond in that country where the land arai valuable; it had

apart man] I revenue, and ire, In
'•

r this

vast prairie country, Mid to ii th<- public schools in the

states of Illinois and entitled to t-

ten times as much in Colorado where the conditions are so diflF

and a resolution iraa introduced into «>ur legialature to petition the

General Government foi six instead of ti land.

Another resolution was Introduced to don ite to the inl

schools every sixteenth township of the State. I recommended those

resolutiona at that time, and : believe they should have I

upon Congress, because we are aa well entitled t«> it as those other

states have been entitled to two sections.

Thanking yon for your attention.

The President:—
It is difficult to realize that, in a State which has reached the

broad development of Colorado, the founders of our system of public

instruction should still be with us

It was a happy discovery of mine recently to find residing in Den-

ver the man who taught the first public school in the State, and who.

assisted by another who is present to-day, constructed the first school-

house ; to find also that the first Territorial superintendent of com-

mon schools was also in our midst.

I felt, upon this discovery, that we must have them all here on

this occasion, and that we must include with them the first Territorial

governor. They are all here, and I should have been glad to include

the last Territorial governor, but his excellency, Governor Routt, was

unable to attend this afternoon. I trust that he will be able to meet

at some of our subsequent sessions.

Ex-Governor Gilpin requests to be excused from saying anything,

but I shall ask him to allow me to present him to you.
I
Applause.)

Address: Ex-Governor Wm. Gilpiu.

Fellow Citizens and Ladies:—The most wonderful sentiments

actuate me, in seeing before me this vast crowd of educated, civilized

and intelligent people, whom I have seen conquer the Rocky Moun-
tains and bestow upon the world a new and more plenteous start in

love and high civilization.

I have just returned from a most fatiguing journey of nearly

across the continent, and I am so hoarse and suffering so much from

the snow storms which accompanied me, that you must have the kind-

ness to forgive me for not speaking at length
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A long and agreeable association, now for half a century, as a

citizen among the people of Colorado, has confirmed my highest and

most ambitious hopes and wishes. In the first examination of these

mountains and these plains and two and one-half millions of Indians,

I did not think that I should live to see so much accomplished by the

intelligent and brave people that I had left behind me in the states.

They have turned out vastly beyond my expectations; and you are

now around me, where, on the 4th of July, 1843, at the mouth of

Cherry Creek, I made a solitary address to an audience of seven, in

the midst of two and one-half millions of Indians that possessed the

whole world from the boundary of western Missouri across the Pacific

to China. I determined to satisfy myself that this was not that vast

scheme of uninhabitable domain, but that the people would break

through these false and unhappy impressions that had been made upon

them. I found it far surpassing all other countries of the world, and

all other continents. The people that have come forth have already

surpassed in science, in energy and in the splendor of their intelligence

and literature, the foundation of this system of schools, infinite,

universal and compulsory, by devoting themselves to elevating man-
kind, to enriching mankind and inviting them on to success. This

continent is favorable and might contain the population of the world,

should they desire to come here.

This continent is concave in its structure; its mountains trend

from north to south, its rivers run from north to south. It was first

discovered by the first immigrants. No enemy opposed their advance,

except the Indians whose cycle was decaying and running out.

These people have had the opportunity and have conquered in

the use of it all that we have behind us in the history of mankind.

This I glory in ; this I came to see accomplished, and this I find

wherever I turn and wherever I go, fully exemplified and established

and to stay and to last forever.

Well, we inherited all the literature of our ancestors; we inherited

it without the period of ignorance through which they passed thou-

sands of years to what they now possess. Our start was fair and we
went forward without check and with infinite rapidity.

In the charming literature which we bring with us from the old

world, and which is as much ours here now as it is theirs, for tbey are

our people and we are theirs, one of the sweet poets of our own
language gives us the happy composition on the progress of poesy,

music, dancing and literature and high polish, which were brought

over with us upon this propitiously formed continent. In that charm-

ing poem which he dedicates to the progress and learning of all civili-

zation, and to all that is polishing and up-lifting, he represents the
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goddesf of poesy tin ition to nation ai they grow to more

ition end high Having trav< ">" 1

.„.,[ |. llI(1
. round hem b the shadow ol the

'

American Andes, the last of the continents of the

that thii lady, tins godd<

us
; let as call bei name America and quote the last few lines of this

beautiful poem:

ii r track n hi n ei I

'

The unconquerable mind, and freedom'! holy Bame

The President:

I know of no oik- for whom we, as teachers of the present day,

should feel greater respect and reverence than for the pioneer school-

master of Colorado. I am, therefore, glad to introduce to yon one of

the two gentlemen who helped construct this school house, and the

principal one who was interested in the conduct of what went on

within it.

An inspection of the interior is really necessary to appreciate the

building. The desks are arranged along the wall, so that the pupils'

backs are toward the teacher. There area number of break a.u

the plaster. The stove-pipe winds in a circuitous route, and there ire

numerous spit balls on the ceiling.

I take pleasure in presenting Mr. A. R. Brown, the first public

school-master of Colorado.

Remarks: Mr. Abner R. Brown.

Mr. Chairman :
— In the directions by the Missionary Society in

the State of New York, the instructions were never to go for the

collection of any missionary fund until you found what time tfa

tleman had dinner. Go first and find his dinner hour ;
then leave a note

to him that you would call an hour after. I am not 63 years of

know that it is not possible to interest a congregation of this kind, and

especially of teachers, having myself for fifteen years been connected

with teachers' institutes in the east and this country, to undertake to

interest them, after having already spent two hours I would there-

fore suggest to you that I be excused at this time, and that you attend

to the regular business of the convention, and let me speak to you

some other time, if you wish.
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The President:—
I do not believe that this Association will consent to excuse Mr.

Brown with any other understanding than that it is a mere postpone-

ment.

We cannot, however, take up the regular work of the convention

without first becoming acquainted with the lieutenant-governor-elect,

Mr. Nichols, of Boulder, who was Mr. Brown's running mate in the

early days of education.

Address : Hon. D. H. Nichols.

Ladies and Gentlemen, Mr. President:—I will not worry
you to-night, at this time, with any extended remarks, but I have got

some things I want to say—a few things—and I cannot be here at

some future date, as this gentleman has said, for a man in the peni-

tentiary cannot get out just when he wants to. (Mr. Nichols is State

penitentiary commissioner.

)

I was interested in the construction of this school-house, of which

your mayor (I am sorry he has left) spoke so disparagingly, to the

effect that it was about the size of the model ; and I want to say to

him that, when the heart struggles, the sacrifices that were endured

by fathers and mothers, brothers and sisters and friends, for the erec-

tion of that building, are recalled, it was a proud moment, and it

seemed much better to us than this cabin that we are gathered in here

now. It represented the privations, it represented the last dollar that

a man had in his possession ; and, in many instances, it represented

tokens of love and. friendship, the recitation of which would be highly-

interesting to even a tired congregation like this. Not a single dollar of

money amongst us when we commenced work ; not one single, soli-

tary man who had over a week's provisions ; flour at the current price

of $21.00 a sack, and we 600 miles from the base of supplies. If hun-

ger did not stare us in the face ! if it did not require pluck and energy!

If it had not been for our courageous friend, Mr. Brown, we would not

have had our school-house, and our daughters and sons would never

have had a start in an educational direction in that school-house that

our mayor points to with so much distrust.

From that building has sprung education which has spread broad-

cast over this State, and now the big school buildings of Boulder do

not represent the devout interest in the cause of education that was

manifested in the erection of the miserable little hencoop that stands

before you here.

The gentleman asks if there was anything worth staying for.

We had discovered a few mines—but if he had stated that we were so

poor we could not get back, he would have gotten down to the truth
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of the matter There w.is not one in five hundred \% 1 1 «
» cam<

rado thai expected to make home here; we knew nothing of what

we were coming to; we did not know th<- reeonrcee oi >; we

bad no idea oi the poaaibilitlee of thie greal SI in the

present day; we had no idea oi the proud monamenta that would be

I, and that we should see, in walking the streets oi Denver,

neb fine echool buildings, <>ni\ thirty yean au 1

These things were not considered pot u that time if any

man had told von of riding across the plains from here to the Mis

SOUri river on train, yon would either have wanted tO whip him

because he waa " playing yon," or else yon would have pitied him as

a tenderfoot.

The matters that disturbed us in the education of this country at

that time were different from those of to-day; the whole routine has

been Changed from that time. I am thankful tO-day that Colorado

Stands in the proud way she does as an educational State; I am glad

of the humble part I was permitted to play; but 'much was taken from

the credit of that grey-headed old man who sits there and plat

my account; it belongs to him; it does not belong to me. He was

the man who formulated the plans; he was the man who took off his

coat. I did the talking and the gassing just as I am now doing; but

he is the one that got down to business. He said, "Here, fathers and

mothers, you must make this sacrifice for the benefit of your child-

ren in the time to come;" and I am proud to say that he erected that

monument in the hearts of boys and girls at that time. dive me the

grateful remembrance that lives in the hearts of these children, rather

than the highest monument that ever decorated this planet of ours,

< >nly one word in regard to the school lands : There has been a

great deal of blow about them and a great deal of political questioning,

and I have been censured. Now I want to say right here, that in the

construction of the State ditch, and the effort that we have used to

reclaim 12,840 acres of school land, which, at the commencement of

the construction of that ditch could not be sold for ten cents, but when
we get the water on it every acre will be worth $40.00, we have done

a good thing. I say we are only doing that which is for the benefit of

humanity and the cause for which you to-day are gathered here and

in the interests of our State, both educationally and financially.

Gentlemen and ladies, I thank you very kindly for listening to

my harangue; 1 thank you very kindly for the opportunity given me,

and I want to say I thank you furthermore for the efforts you

are making in the cause of education, not only from an ordinary

standpoint, but from the standpoint of higher education.

(»od speed you on your ways.

1 « -I
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Upon the conclusion of Governor Nichols speech, a motion pre-

vailed that Mr. Brown be not excused from speaking, whereupon Mr.

Brown addressed the Association as follows:

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen:—Since you insist upon it and
brother Nichols has waked you up a little, I do not think any of you
will leave for a few moments. I presume it is necessary under some
circumstances for some portions of you to leave—cannot remain any

longer, but it is a little humiliating for a person who has anything to

say, to have a dozen or fifteen or twenty get up every time a speech

closes and leave. The}' did not leave after brother Nichols spoke.

Mr. Xichols

:

—

They thought it couldn't get any worse.

My wife has a sister (that has nothing to do with this matter).

Must I be confined to the subject, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Coy:—

No, speak as you wish to.

My wife has a sister, who, in the early sixties, was married out

here to a man who had recently come from St. Paul. When his

brother there heard that he had married "a native " of Colorado, he

and his family felt covered with disgrace. My sister and her husband

made a visit to the family in St. Paul, who were agreeably surprised

to find that the Colorado sister-in-law was like other folks and not a

red skin.

Mr Brown characterized the men who came here in the early days

as intelligent and appreciative of educational opportunities. They had
little money, but possessed high ambitions for social and intellectual

growth. They did the best they could under the circumstances.

Mr. Brown had been given the credit of having taught the first

school in Colorado. May 7, 1859, the ^rst school house in what now
constitutes Colorado was opened in Denver by Mr. O. J. Goldrick,

with the assistance of Miss Miller.

On the same day Miss Indiana Sopris, some of whose family are

still living here, also opened a school in Denver. Both were private

schools.

In the spring of 1859, previous to Mr. Brown's arrival in Boulder,

a private school was opened by a lady.

In June of the same year, Mr. Brown opened a school in the same

town, which was attended by ten or twelve subscription pupils at two

dollars a month. The school was kept in a room that a man partitioned
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oil in his honae with i dirt Boor and a shake root and shingles. The
r;iin didn't nunc in, hut tin- wind and dust did. Tin

laba and the seats «> re four-legged benches

Pointiiig to the model before him, Mr. Brown paid

school houae ever having had the kind of leati repreaented In the

model, I never knew it. i helped haul the logaoul of which the lum-

ber waacut for it. and l did the carpenter work. J. W. Partridge, now

reaidingin Denver, helped me."

The Brat school term listed three montha The school roon

overrun with children. The people wen getting ready t<> hnild a

larger school houae when they became discouraged and concluded to

move camp. This reduced the school attendance to ten or twelve.

After a month longer the school was given up for lack of children.

The people thought B good deal of that school house; for they

themselves had cut the logs and hauled them to mill ; some hail con-

tributed nails, others lime, still others work or the board of workmen.

giving up the school in Boulder, Mr. Brown went to Denver and

opened a private school near the Tremont House on Larimer street

Mr. O.J. Goldrick had been elected Superintendent of Schools, and

Captain Scudder, Fred. J, Stanton and James H. Notewire were the

Board ot Bdncation. The school opened with 160 pupils the first day.

The room, 30x150 feet, was in the old legislative hall, a portion of

which is now standing. It was at that time a two-story building ; but

the top story has since been taken down to keep it from falling. The
lower portion which remains has the original doors all cut up and pen-

cil marked by the boys. There were not half enough seats for the

pupils who attended on the opening day. Half a do/en carpenters

were at once set to work to make seats. The third day there were over

two hundred pupils, and the overflow was sent up stairs. Another

teacher was employed. With the carpenter work going on, not much
teaching could be done the first week. Besides there was considerable

of the wild Indian to be taken out of the boys and girls. One day a

couple of girls were found "fighting like tigers" in the middle of the

street. They actually tore the hair out of each other's head. " But

we subdued that school without the use of the rod," said Mr. Brown.
"

I was pounded all my school life simply for mischief, nothing mean;

but during the fifteen years I taught school I never lifted the rod to

any child nor allowed any other teacher in my school to do so, and

the children walked right on the mark," he added.

This school was continued up to 1S64, and during the last term

there occurred the only mean thing I experienced during the time.

Brother Nichols came into my school one day when I had a new -

teeth and got up and told the children not to be afraid of Mr. Brown
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for he had a new set of teeth and couldn't bite. This school closed

because the board got out of money. Mr. Brown then opened a

private school, which was well patronized, but the increasing difficulty

of collecting tuition compelled its closing after three months. Some
of the patrons of that school are among the millionaires of Denver.

Mr. Brown closed his reminiscence by expressing regret that he had
been so personal in much of his talk. " I am past the time for con-

tinuing in the school room," said he, " but as one grown gray headed

I say to rule by love is always better than to rule by fear. It has been

one of the faults of my life to speak too long. I trust I have not

taken up too much of your time."

Mr. Nichols:—

If you will pardon me, I spoke of the sacrifices made in the con-

struction of this building. I meant at that time to tell you, that at

our third school meeting, when it was supposed that there was not a

dollar in the whole place, one man came down from Gold Hill and

went down into his pocket and got an old leather bag, something like

mine; it looked as if an elephant had trod on it. He got into the

corner of that bag, after hearing our plans, and took out a little wad
rolled up in tissue paper; the tears rolling down his cheeks, he

said, " When I left Iowa, my little girl, nine years old, put these two

gold dollars into my pocket-book and said,
; My papa, use that where

it will do the most good.'" He said, "Friends, I have found the

place." May God bless the money and the donor.

The following reprint appeared in the Rocky Mountain News of

December 29, 1892 :

THIRTY YEARS AGO.

(From the Rocky Mountain News, December 23, 1862.)

We had the pleasure of spending a few hours last week in the public schools

in the west side of town, and in company with the board of education, Messrs.

Noteware, Stanton and Scudder. To say that these schools, conducted by A. R,

Brown, Esq., and Miss Simonton, are superior in appearance, order, mode and

general system, to the average of public schools in the western States, is not fully

complimentary. The fact is, the entire number who visited them on Friday last

agreed, and were enthusiastic in their belief, that these schools appeared to be far

ahead of the many old established and more privileged schools in the cities of the

northwest. Mr. Brown, the principal preceptor, is a good teacher, manager and

disciplinarian. Miss Simonton, the intelligent, discreet and pleasing lady teacher,

shows a tact and attention which deserve and will command the ultimate appreci-

ation of all who may patronize her school. Call around there, parents, some after-

noon, and see how admirably your little ones are being tutored and attended to.

7:45 P. M.

Lecture: "To-Morrow and the Day After," Chancellor W. F.

McDowell, University Park.
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Thia lecture, not having been written onl >rted only

in ikeletoi

i).t i little fellow ami his sister were playing

together in their fathers honae. Veaterday the} were in the ichoola

together, trying to matter the intricacies of grammar and arithn

they graduated from the public ichoola. I to-morrow

they will he fully occupied with Life's duties, what can we do for

them to-morrow to tit them for the next <la\ ' The answer is: Keep
them at their studies in colie. lal ichool. Hut what i-> the

advantage of a college education ?

1. It prolongs the period of preparation. The principal ques-

tion is not how late hut how well prepared we come to life'fl duties.

"Bphraim is a cake not turned." An unprepared man »-. a cake only

half baked.

2. It enlarges the horizon. Said Victor Hugo: "No perspective,

no ambition."

5. It enables one to secure the right spirit. It develops high

moral principles and cultivates right social ideals. It gives the oppor-

tunity to obtain a true and noble philosophy of life.

4. It develops the power to deal with large affairs. The facul-

ill be either an army or a mob. Education trains them to be an

army under control. The duties of day after to-morrow in every

department will require the highest kind of training. All the world

will be a wonderland. It will require a very rapid pace simply to

stay where you are.

5. The higher education is needed in order to learn what to read

and how to read it.

6. It gives a better chance for success in life. Men cannot be

compared with one another A liberal education adds ten years to

the productive power of a man's life. He can do at thirty-five what
he would not be able to do until forty-five without such education.

7. But even if it added nothing to a man's money-making
power it would be worth all it costs and more. It brings abundance

of life. It makes a man independent of conditions.

8. The parents of to-day must give their children a better chance

than they have had. The world will require more of them. They
will deserve the better opportunity. The best gift to the world is a

noblv educated man or woman.
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COLLEGE AND HIGH SCHOOL SECTION.

DECEMBER 29, 9 A. Iff.

President's address,

Search, Pueblo.

The Old and the New in Education," P. W.

The history of education presents for our study and contempla-

tion the inception, growth and progress of educational movements.
From the days of Socrates, and before, the busy brains and lives of

the world's educators have been contributing suggestions to the

general plan, and wise are they who study education in the light of

the teachings of the past. The schools of to-day are not the develop-

ment of any one age, but the outgrowth and uplift of the world's best

life and impulse. As they have not stagnated at any one past time, no
more should they crystalize in the present; for that which is crystal-

ized is dead, while the schools should be ever formative and growing.

The purpose of this paper is not to bring disparagement upon the

older plans in education, for it might be difficult to determine just

what is old and what is new. The present age is consecrated to the

development of a newer and a better education; but the fumdamental

elements of its very spirit and purpose were born in master minds and

given expression in immortal lives long centuries ago. Three hundred

years since Comenius gave to the world the beautiful maxim of " the

learning by the doing." He it was that we call " the father of the in-

tuitive method." "Children need examples and things which they can

see, and not abstract rules." He taught, "The child shall learn only

what is to be useful to him in this life, or in the other." It was Locke
who advocated that all studies should be "attractive studies" and

that there should be no " learning by heart. " Rousseau, a hundred

years ago, said, " I have no love for explanations and talk. Things!

things! I shall never tire of saying that we ascribe too much
importance to words. With our babbling education we make only

babblers." It was Pestalozzi that taught "The individuality of the

child is sacred, " and that gave us the inspiration for the objective

work and manual training of to-day. Of Froebel, the immortal

founder of the immortal Kindergarten, what shall we say ? He has

given us a new childhood ; a childhood that carries with it a paradise

into the schoolroom and that builds a new world where everything of

the university is brought to the door of the primary school.

In the light of such beginnings who shall say that this is the nezc

education? It is rather the education, and stands opposed merely to
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that irhicfa la false, to thai which l to that which is

dead The fact is, there ia much in th< I old education that
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bureoi there la .1 nen education, which cfa i ording

presupposes th< >lder edition atill in the market M
schools belong to the oldei form; achoola that are uotable for their

noble teachera and for the illustrious men they have k ivi "

!i t() the

world. Bnt concerning these achoola aeveral things might be said :

i. The famona teachera who therein did ao much might have done

more by utilization of more natural methods.

be judged by the product Of illustrious individuals, for the world has

seen many such who have known hut little acho >ling and that of an

interior kind. ;. Results in the school room are nol Dd not

often equitably measured. \ Exceptional achoola are too frequently

the outgrowth of conditions that do not obtain in every community.

Characterization of schools of the older form may he made aa

follows: Schools of absolute, rather than working order; of words,

words, words; definitions, definitions, definitions; abstraction, abstrac-

tion, abstraction; schools where the text book takes the place of the

growing world, where the pupil gains all his information at second

hand, where cramming and gormandizing take the place of investi-

gation, appropriation and assimilation; schools where all is must and

little of spontaneity ; of examinations for the teacher's benefit, of rank-

ing, of per cents, and other false rewards and incentives; of imitation,

but no originality; schools that are for the masses and not for the indi-

viduals; schools of high pressure, nervous tension and temporary results;

of one-sided development, of precocity; schools that touch one side

only of the trinity of man and lack in the essentials of symmetrical

development ; schools that make the book-worm and the first-honor-

man ; schools that are not in contact with the essential elements of

practical life and consequently do not adequately prepare for its

issues.

It is surprising how many of the devotees of schools of this class

cling to their fossilized and fossilizing methods. They call themselves

conservatives, forgetting that the most conservative man in the world

is the dead man himself. We hear mnch of the Instauratic Magna
of Bacon, but there is much still of the old Aristotelian method in the

world of to-day.

Hut the past ten or twenty years have seen a great movement
beguu in the educational field. The seeds planted by early reformers

have blossomed forth into productive life. To-day there stands before

us a newer and a better education, glorious in its fundamental prin-

ciples and remarkable for the popular favor with which it is being

received.
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The new education is an outgrowth of the experience of the past.

Retaining the excellences of the older form of schools, it hesitates

not to boldly enter the field of progressive experiment. Not crystal-

ized in form, it may make mistakes ; but it is full of inspiration and
power to those it blesses.

The new education calls for the better teacher, the teacher free

from ruts, of original and individual methods, of broad scholarship,

and full of the milk of human kindness.

It cares for order, but not of the absolute and rigid kind. It

deals in no per cents, rankings, nor individual honors ; but makes the

entire work of the school room bright, attractive, glorious, and
through the live interest therein engendered secures its order for

working purposes. The child is led to see the beauty of law, and his

own life in harmony with its relations produces order of the most
desirable kind.

The new education teaches that "activity is the law of child-

hood," that all growth comes by activity and that in the school room
nothing is to be so dreaded as passivity.

The new education presents to the student the ever-present and

ever-growing world as the basis of study. The A-B-Cs of many
departments of study, the technicalities, the abstractions, are ban-

ished from the school room work ; while in their stead appear things,

processes, growth, life. The text-book with its many pages, its

mechanical assignment of work and its iron-clad legislation is not

allowed to arise like a great black pall between the inquiring mind
and the world of beauty. Relegating the accomplishments of reading

and kindred branches to their proper places, there is presented to the

child mind the great Mother Nature, to be studied through the natu-

ral sciences
;
geometry precedes the composition, resolution and the

science of numbers ; history becomes life through its visible records

;

music, beauty, harmony, creation and life appeal to the soul in noble,

uplifting thoughts ; while language, drawing, writing and technical

mathematics follow in the rear as expressions of that which should

legitimately precede.

Again, the new education lifts its cry against over-gradation and

uniformity. There is no mechanical scale by which mind can be meas-

ured, and, even if two minds could be graded alike, it is the height

of folly to suppose they will continue of the same development and

power. There is an advantage in gradation, but it is not of the mech-

anical kind. Gradation should be for convenience and not for

mechanical excellence. The measured tread of schools by steps, one

year long, is abnormal. There should be opportunity for promotion
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There should he unity in a plan of work, hut never uniformity.

Parallel schools should never he required to work on simultaneous or

uniform work, and pupils should have opportunity for individual

progress. F.ven the programme should he a live, growing thing, flex-

ible in its parts and changing as work demands.

The new education requires that all work shall he planned for the

pupil ; that the instructor shall he banished from the class room, and

>e substituted the enthusiastic teacher and inspiring co-worker.

There shall be examinations for the pupils' benefit, but never for the

teacher's enlightenment. The old-time recitation, which pre-sup-

poses that the student must be dead an hour, and that many times a

day, while the enthroned time keeper and task-master is checking up

the class against dishonesty in previous preparation, shall be consid-

ered a relic of barbarism.

The consensus of opinion among modern educators is that the

recitation of old time practice must go, and that the class hour shall

be one of continuous and uninterrupted activity and advancement.

The new education asks for the utilization of the working plan

and of natural method ; for the division of the day into longer peri-

ods, and that the students shall then be gathered into working rooms,

under competent leadership, to work and to accomplish ; that this

shall be true in science, mathematics, language, history, literature,

music and the industrial sciences; and that in such working periods

all work shall be done, no technical preparation being required out-

side of such working hours. Furthermore, that any subject not

capable of adaptation to such plan is not a true study, and should

have but an inferior place in the curricula of progressive schools.

The new education demands that education shall be all-sided,

symmetrical and harmonious. It should comprehend the entire phys-

ical intellectual and ethical natures. A sound body is the capable

workshop of a sound mind. (Vood health, good nature, and normal

thoughts are boon companions, and expensive indeed is the education

obtained at the sacrifice of anv one of the three.
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Every school should have its physical gymnasium ; not for the

making of athletics, but for the guaranty to every student of the

grace and glory of robust health as the basis of all iutellectual and
moral improvement. Also the intellectual education is not symmet-
rical without high attention given to the development of inventive

genius and creative faculty. For this purpose, utilization should be

made of toolwork and hand training; not as things in themselves,

but that the great mind within us, which acts entirely through in-

strumentalities, may become cultured, executive, creative, by means
of the active brain, the skilled hand and the flashing nerve. The
telegraph operator who sits at his instrument without connecting

wire will never become great at such irresponsive work; but add

the vitalized wire, and the flashing intelligence makes active and
powerful the man who sends the message and who also receives. So
it is that the kindergarten, the manual department and technical

school play so important a part in the work of the new education.

Again, the new education asks that school work should be in

touch with practical life. It does not sympathize with the so-called

utilitarism idea, but nevertheless, claims that the product of schools

and of colleges should be the capable citizen. If school work is

intended to be a preparation for the active duties of the life that is to

follows then why the self-evident fact that the graduate is too often

not adapted for immediate participation in the duties of active life

and must needs pass through a transition experience before he finds

employment and usefulness? No; school wTork should prepare for

active life, not by trade education, but by presenting the elements

that underlie all success and that lead directly to its accomplishment.

The new education claims that Herbert Spencer was right when
he said, "All education should be for the generation of power.

"

What is the book-worm who continues to absorb and never gives out?

What is the first honor man whose sun sets on commencement
night? What is the man who knows everything, but does nothing?

The man of education should pre-eminently be a man of action. Not

merely to learn, but to think and to act, must be the key-note of the

student's purpose. Not what he has been trained to do, but what he

can do, will determine his success in life. The world needs men of

thought, men of power, men of action
;
yea, rather men with the

three elements combined in one. Such a class of men and women
should be the product of every school, and the world, with its living

demands and progressive action, will be satisfied with nothing less.

With such a characterization of types it would be manifestly

unfair to attempt to classify individual schools accordingly. Prob-

ably there is no school where all the evils depicted obtain, and, on
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Paper, " What Shall We Do at the Columbian Exposition!

C. Stevens, Trin

The consideration of this topic took the form entirely <>f an

informal discussion, which Mr. Stevens led by drawing attention to

the extreme difficulty of exhibiting the true spirit of the school with-

out the presence of its personal elements; urged that whatever was

shown should he in all rcspectfl truly representative.

C. A. Woody, Salida:—

"We have worked in general history, civil government, algebra,

and in fact, most of the High School branches. All the work is

arranged in school and formulated on a piece of foolscap paper. I

can illustrate it in this way. In American literature, at the beginning

of this school year, our class appointed a committee whose duty it is

to gather from the papers extracts from authors' lives; our pupils took

these and formulated them into a galaxy. After this, they wrote

biographies of these authors' lives. I have some of this work here

and show it as the work of our pupils in this branch. We average

the work in literature once in three months, and during that time

have studied twenty-five authors. In civil government we have a

class of forty and work in a similar manner. We take up the issues

of the day and thoroughly discuss them. We teach this subject with-

out any text book. We take a newspaper published in Washington city

and the class keep choice clippings from this and other papers, and in

addition to gathering these items, they write out their own opinions

of measures and events."

A. /'. Copelandy Greeley:

"May I ask a question ? It is this: Shall the educational exhibit

be for the school master or for the people? It seems to me that one

very important topic is the want of time for preparinga suitable educa-

tional exhibit. I know that in our district we have felt all along
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that time was the element most lacking. I can think what I would
like to do, but unless we neglect our work, we can't prepare such
exhibit as we would like. And I have been in a great deal of doubt
as to what would be acceptable. The last circular, No. 6, is more
definite than any other that has been furnished us How do other

educators of the State feel about this matter? Shall our exhibit illus-

trate the methods of doing this work—work that shall represent the

development of broad ideas? I would like to hear from Superintend-

ent Gove."

Aaron Gove, Denver:—
"No man of our Association can rise to talk without some diffi-

dence, because of a sense of ignorance on this subject. A man cannot

express his opinion in five minutes. The history of educational exhibits

commenced fifteen years ago at the county fair, and prizes were offered.

The finest exhibit of this kind I ever saw was at New Orleans. But a

question was asked : Shall the exhibit be for the school master or the

public ? That is a good question to consider. When I want to know
something of the importance of a method of doing work I must be

present at the school where such work is done. At these fairs only the

best specimens are on exhibition. The orchard man sends one barrel

of apples selected with the greatest care. They represent not what he

can and does raise, but what he could raise. The best cabbages are

placed on the top of the pile. I think the exhibit shows to some
extent the character of the man. The work shown ought to be the

actual and true work done. One has said that the Roman Catholic

Church has requested about ten times as much space as they can get,

and I predict that you will find the most beautiful educational exhibit

in this country coming from the schools of the Roman Catholic Church,

and people will come home with the feeling that the Catholic Schools

are equal to any. The wTork will be beautiful, of course. We
must understand this when the exhibit is made,—all the cabbages

grown on the farm are not exactly like the sample exhibited. I will

say in this district, Nos. 3 and 2, the exhibits sent to the Columbian

exhibition, work of the pupils in drawing, together with pictures and

photographs of exterior and interior views, will be fair representations

of the truth. After all, ladies and gentlemen, the real thing is right

here : some of the people who examine our special exhibits will

be moving to Pueblo. They will ask, 'What are your educational

advantages?' They will examine the educational exhibits of Tueblo,

and thus try to satisfy themselves as to whether they can make Pueblo

their future home.

Papers, "The High School Course."

(a) "As the Colleges See It," H. A. Howe, University Park.
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ik of telling what the latter think of them has

ned to the present apeaker. He feela mre that he lias the

sympathy, or rather tin- pity of the audience from tin- start. Pot

one knows that a college pr« >i«ss..t is .1 crank. He imagines his

own department, like Barnum'S show, " the greatest thing on earth."

If he be a French master, he would like to keep Umbering up your

tongue by successive repetitions of "Dido dineir, dit-in, dun dos de

dodn dend«»n." until you eome to wonder whether the dodo is extinct,

after all.

The biologist would he pleased to teach his scholars every school-

day throughout the course, lecture to them on Saturday night

cultivate the bacteria in their own shoes on Sundays. An astronomer
would work them nineteen hours a day until they died, and then

would figure out eclipses on their tombstou-

Such is the nature of these college professors; but they are not

wholly without excuse; they really have to be cranks, in order to

keep the wheels of their departments moving.

Premising these facts about the nature of college professors, we
see that criticisms of these courses are to be expected from them.

The writer has asked for criticisms from college faculties in the State,

and has obtained the following.

One professor thinks that students in the scientific course should

have the option between French and German, as in the Latin scientific

course. The committee, at a recent meeting, amended the scientific

course, so that, instead of Latin and German, it now reads Latin, Ger-

man, or French.

Two mathematical professors say that the scientific course is

lighter than the Latin scientific course, because the former has one

year less of foreign languages and only half a year more of mathe-

matics. They suggest that, in the scientific course, solid geometry,

advanced algebra and trigonometry be inserted instead of plane trigo-

nometry or solid geometry.

The reply to this is that there is extra English in the scientific

course, which tends to even up the inequality mentioned. Further-

more, it is questionable whether it is wise to put in so much more
mathematics than is required for admission to scientific oourses of the

lest eastern colleges.
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Another teacher of mathematics is an ardent advocate of the addi-

tion of trigonometry to the classical course. He could consume the

remainder of the time allotted to this paper in giving reasons why this

should be doue. He may seek consolation in the reflection that he is

fifty years or so in advance of his times, at least until some one proves

that he is 100 years or more behind the times.

A professor of science recommends Roscoe's elementary lessons

in chemistry, and states that the reference books recommended are

absurdly advanced for beginners. He also thinks that Thornton's

physiography is not sufficiently elementary.

A language professor would like to have examination in unseen

passages introduced, but doubts whether it can be done.

This is the entire grist of collegiate objections. Perhaps some of

the college teachers present to-day will give expression to further

ones.

While it is true that each college professor has his own peculiar

views, the college faculties, as a whole, are well satisfied with them.

The committee which prepared the courses was largely composed of

college men. The situation may be illustrated by a story of a Boston

international social science convention, which was discussing all sorts

of topics, from the effect of baked beans on the cerebellum up to the

"thingness of the here," and the "whichness of the what." In one

committee there were a Brazilian, an Icelander and a Prohibitionist.

When they were discussing the meiits of mince pie as an article of

diet the Brazilian gave it as his opinion that too many calorics of heat

were developed by its consumption to make it a good dish in equator-

ial regions. The Icelander thought that too much chemical energy

was used up in digesting it. The Prohibitionist declared that the

mince pie usually provided at restaurants and hotels contained a good

deal of alcoholic ferment, and must be accounted a dire enemy of the

human race. He would not grant a license to any restaurant which

proposed to offer mince pie to its customers. They all agreed that

mince pie was, to borrow Shakespeare's phrase, "the stuff that

dreams are made of." A jolly good fellow in v ited them to take dinner

with him at the hotel. For dessert he directed the waiter to bring in

mince pie. The Brazilian and the Icelander exchanged significant

glances, and the Prohibitionist heaved a sigh at the perversity of

mankind. Then they all fell to, and pretty soon they actually asked

for more.

Such is the attitude of the colleges of the State to these courses of

study. To prove this I would call your attention to the resolutions

on the back of the circular. The State University has incorporated

these courses into its curriculum, as may be seen bv examination of
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The L'niversity of Denver was compelled to rel

tlie courses of study first proposed, because they inffici-

ently high grade, but its chancellor lasi year publicly asked the priv-

ilege of making Ene motion i>y which the present courses of study

endorsed. The institution accepts them for colli ration.

Prom this evidence, we see that collegiate instituti

interested in this matter, arc heartily in favor of the uniform courses.

Let us inquire into the reasons for this.

In the first place, these courses set a high standard. Coloradans

are not satisfied with anything less than the best they can get. The

whole State is on a high plane. The contemplation of these moun-
tains gives us a genuine uplift. The splendid school system of Den-

ver has Bet a standard for the other schools of the State. The col-

leges, as well as the public schools, must be up to the grade of first-

class eastern institutions. If such institutions as Yale, Princeton,

Amherst ami Columbia demand a certain amount of C;csar, Cicero

and Virgil for entrance, Colorage colleges must do the same Were
the colleges to lower their standards, the public school men of the

State, indeed all intelligent citizens interested in education, would

point the finger of scorn at them, and advise them to give up the

names of college and university. While Colorado colleges cannot

offer the manifold advantages of their old and wealthy eastern -

they must, in whatever ground they attempt to cover, do as thorough

and substantial work as is done in the east.

It is utterly useless to ask the colleges to lower their stan<:

They cannot do it, and retain their self respect. They will not do it.

They will, in the future, be rue to their own history, and strive to up-

hold the educational honor of Colorado.

A second reason why the colleges hail this movement among the

high schools with delight is, that it is an important step toward uni-

formity. The colleges find it difficult to inspire the heterogeneous

elements sent to them from the lower schools with a true college spirit,

a zeal for learning. These pupils, coming to college, find themselves

classed as irregular or special students They .ire compelled to pick

up one study here and another there, without regard to the educational

fitness of things. Certain studies which they | ought to
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take, are found to conflict, because they recite at the same hour.

These students are continuously hampered and vexed because they

have to travel around on the branch roads so long before they can

get on the main line. They find that the great through trains, carry-

ing the regular students do not stop at the way-stations where they

wish to get aboard. Very many of them become discouraged after a

while and give up the struggle.

Now absolute uniformity of high school courses may not be

attainable, in the minds of some it is not desirable. But we can

obtain so close an approach to uniformity that the problem of the

easy passage of a youth from high school to college will be satisfac-

torily solved.

In order to reach this goal a standard is needed; such a standard

is furnished by the course of study adopted last year by this Associa-

tion. It is not expected that many high schools in the State will find

themselves able to adopt all these courses within a short time. But

the weaker schools can build up one course at a time. The tastes of

the community may be such that the scientific course can be developed

first, then the Latin-scientific course will follow in due season. As

the community grows in wealth and intelligence, it will be possible to

establish the classical course also. Whatever is done should be done

thoroughly, and according to the well considered plans laid down in

the report of the committee.

Furthermore, the plan of uniform courses strikes a well aimed

blow at the notion that young people who have passed through a high

school have finished their education. To be sure, there are a good

many scholars who cannot go any further than this, much as they

may desire it. But probably two-thirds or three-fourths of the high

school graduates in this State could go to college if they wished.

Some of the young ladies feel a decided sense of relief when school

days are over, for they think that they are beginning to get gray.

Many of the young men are burning to plunge into business. The
almighty dollar blazes before their eyes like the full moon on a dark

sky.

Now that there is to be a closer bond between the colleges and

the high school, the pupils in the latter will have a greater realization

of the fact that graduation from a secondary school is simply the

passing of a mile-stone on the educational road.

The high school at Grand Junction has taken a distinctive for-

ward step in this matter. In its latest catalogue schedules are given

to show students just what studies should be pursued in case they

wish to prepare for Colorado colleges, the University of Michigan or

Wellesley College.
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QOt interest you. It may be that you know as much about it as the

speaker. We C insider, therefore, only one more point in conclusion.

lit of the discussions over these courses of study, there

some to be a much better understanding between the coll

teachers and those in the high and grammar schools. The relations

between them have become cordial. This entire >ection of the State

Teachers1 Association seemed to be regarded, at the time of its forma-

tion, as an interloper The case was somewhat like that of the man

and his Wife who ha.l become satisfied that they could not agree, so

the man said to her, "I had better divide the house; youmay

take one 1 I will take the other." "All right." she replied

promptly, "You can have the outside and I will take the ins

It wa.s in the year 1886; the me - at Colorado Sprii

While the Genera lion was in session, the section was sent

over to the county jail to hold its first meeting. No, it was not

iCtly the county jail, but it was an exceedingly dirty court-room.

from which many a prisoner had doubtless gone to the jail with a gen-

uine sense of relief. ' The long flight of steps leading up t<. the room

- carpeted with bushels of saw-dust, in expectation of expectora-

tion. We waded through it. There was no fire in the room nor was

there a janitor in sight. It was discovered that some of the co'.'.

men knew how to build a fire. Soon it roared up the chimney I

a dozen brave ladies ventured in and took seats in the rear of the

room. In this way the college and high school section -

existence.

Since that time the section has been cordially welcomed each

year by the Association. The college teachers have been made to feel

at home. They are here for service : they ask to be used. They are

willing to do anything in their power to advance the general cause of

elementarv and secondary education in this State. Some of the wide-

awake schools have already perceived this, and taken advantage of it.

Thev have sent for some of the professors to come and lecture before
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them upou their specialties. The professors are eager to do this sort

of work. They delight to keep in touch with young people. Some of

them would wither away and be blown off some windy day, were it

not for the rejuvenating influences which come from their daily con-

tact with those who are young. In the college catalogues, University

Extension Courses are offered. It is advertised that a certain one of

the professors can lecture one night a week throughout the year, and
then have a couple of untouched lectures left, to ornament his coffin.

The catalogue does not make the announcement in those words, but

one may easily reckon up what nine courses, of six lectures each, will

come to.

Putting all suspicion of fun-making aside, the speaker would

like to reiterate the statement that anything which the college pro-

fessors can do to assist the High Schools in the development and

maintenance of higher educational ideals, they are eager to do. This

very day, members of the faculties of two of the colleges of this State

are in the city of Chicago, in attendance upon committees which are

wrestling with the problem of securing uniformity in the High School

courses, and in the requirements for admission to college, throughout

the country. Two of the faculty of another of our colleges are at the

same time trying to help matters along in two of the western States.

The colleges of Colorado, then, welcome this movement toward

uniformity, and stretch forth the helping hand to any and all secon-

dary schools which desire to take part in it.

ib) "As the High Schools See It." W. W. Remington, Boulder.

Unfortunately for this report, Mr. Remington's manuscript was

lost, and only the meager newspaper outline below can be given :

"I take it that the purpose of the committee in assigning this

topic was to have presented here a concensus of opinion as it exists in

the State at this time upon the practical working of the courses

adopted by the State Teachers' Association at its last meeting.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

"To obtain the necessary data from which to formulate this

report, I sent the following set of questions to the village and city

schools of the State :

"(i) Are any of the preparatory courses adopted by the State

Teachers' Association in 1891 now in force in the school? What
courses? How many years of each course? How many pupils in

these courses ? Please give total enrollment in high school. How
have the courses been arranged ?
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\u- the courses too broad ' In arhat re.

they Include more than they do no

bate any good maintains illel

eonrae other than thoae adopted by the state Tea

What is option of these COW

After detailing the replies he received and their multiplied

•.ions and complaints, Mr Remington wentontoaay:

om of tbia have not become too much confused \\

draw these conclusions, namely: That there is an excellent opp« .rtu-

nity for some creative hand to bring order out of chaos by arranging

an English course t«> meet the wants of the small* md of the

pupils in .ill schools who will not go to college ;
that too often, in

arranging the science work, there seems to be no thought at all of

training in the >cientific method or of the natural order of an

meut of the branches of science taught ; that there is need, if anything

like uniformity be a good thing and desirable, of some central influ-

ence to work upon this matter of unification year after year and all

through the year; that in view of the fact that the colleges of the

countrv are now working to secure uniformity in preparatory courses,

it may be well to avoid tampering in any way with the Colorado high

school course preparatory to State University until it maybe seen what

the movement in the broader field ma\ bring forth ; that a conference

be had as between the powers that be in the State preparatory schools

ami the principals of those schools maintaining courses of less than

four years, with this end in view, that the arrangement of courses be

made such that pupils coming from schools maintaining partial courses

can, without loss, be regularly classified at Boulder as in the year in

advance of the one they may have completed at home.

Discussion.

President Baker, Boulder:—
Mr. Chairman, the history of what is being done by the national

movement I shall be very glad to give. I am heartily in favor of the

attempts that have been made in the cities and State to formulate a

High School course. I believe that much good has already been

accomplished. I have been interested in the same problem and am
all the more ready to speak of what is being done, for I am, in a

measure, responsible for the movement as it is in its present phase.

Some two years ago the report on national uniformity in this matter

was given before the National Council of Education. That body-

voted that the labors be continued, and got together the leading rep

resentatives of education to discuss the reports of the committees.

Such a meeting was held at Saratoga last summer and such appoint-
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merit of committees was made through the Council of Education.

Each report was adopted. A committee of ten was appointed with

power to act and with power to appoint sub-committees. That com-
mittee met at New York two months ago and was in session three or

four days, making ioo men representing every section of this country.

For instance, the subject of Greek; ten leading instructors in Greek
were appointed a? committee on that subject; so also, with Physics,

Latin, etc. These sub-committees are holding meetings during this

week, and will report the results of their conference to the public.

We believe when these reports come, they should have some influ-

ence. Many questions have been discussed, as, for instance, "What
preparation applies to the period of secondary instruction ? " "What
preparation should be begun?" "What should be the methods?"
etc. The word, "uniformity," is rather a scare-crow, and I may say

that President Eliot, of Harvard, who is now president of one of

these committees of ten, is very much opposed to "uniformity." I

will say, however, that it is not the intention to specify exactly what
shall be or constitute a given course of study, but if the high schools

shall have confidence enough in the work to do the work all along

the lines indicated, it will materially help matters. I do believe that

the consensus of opinion of the best instructors in these various subjects

should have some weight, and it does seem that this should lift the

standard of work throughout the country.

President Slocum, Colorado Springs:—
We realize that in arranging a uniform course of study it is a

matter of development. What has been said, I think, represents very*

largely the feeling of all the committee. We must determine to hold

the standard just as high as we can. We must keep in touch with the

colleges and recognize the conditions. I believe that I should ask

that students shall be admitted to the freshman class even though they

have not taken Greek. So far as we are concerned, at Colorado Col.

lege, we have admitted five students who intend to go on and take a

full classical course. We didn't like to do so, but we made special ar-

rangements so that they might take Greek, and at the end of their

course they will have taken as much Greek as any other students.

P. M. Condit, Colorado City:—

We realize the good that has come from this work already, yet

from time to time I have been impressed by this fact. The committee

are very largely thinking of preparation for college. They have not

thought of a course of study that might be considered elective.

A high school course does include elective studies. I know
that there are many schools in this State that can be ;helped if the

committee will arrange a State course with reference to preparation
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for life. We want to give our pupil* thai incentivi

of the pupili are enti

that mi laidered elective. I

bouldbc

flexibility, and in taking this vie* of the matter, I think I

thesentimenl ipals and superintendent* I

feared thai in arranging tl tnittee had In riew only a

. me that a course can h

with reference to otwhodonol ege.

P. II

I hope the impression will not exist that V. ir»ly

pre] simply. Tin-

work that may be characteristic of certain communities. The work is

not uniform for all c schools.

ha M. DeLongt Boulder.—

Mr. President, I move von that this committee as ;
.t already <

be continued for another year.

-v Gove* Denver:—

I second this motion because I believe that we are in one of the

most important matters. Twenty-five hundred dollars have been given

to the committee for payment of their expenses. The committee has

already done much, and there is yet much to be done. Yon and I

have to listen to the product of these reports when we meet next

summer—the product of no of the best men, I think, west of the At-

lantic.

The motion was carried.

i:45 P- M.

Paper: "Authority in the Use of the English Language," C. P.

Hays. Denver.

In the paper to be read before you, the writer desires in the outset

to disclaim any lack of respect for any of the great men and women

who have done so much for the advancement of the English language.

"Their works do live after them and we have entered into their

labor-." Their lines have gone out to the very ends of the earth, and

in season and out of season they have labored not as eye -servants, but

with fidelity to truth as they discerned it. And hence to these workers,

these our brethren, "ever reaping something new. that which they

have done but earnest of the things that they -hall do." be honor and

praise without stint and without measure.
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One of the best writers in the English language, one whose
works are widely known, makes use of the following : "The marble
of the arch looks very white and fresh, as being exposed to the winds
and salt sea vapors, that by continual fretting it preserves itself from
that mouldy color which others of the same kind have contracted."

While the above is not stated in the best possible manner, it can be

understood, and hence answers the purpose of language, i. e., the

expression of thought.

A well-known American author Richard Grant White, who has

written two books for the expressed purpose of helping to keep the

English language pure, and to encourage the use of right words, criti-

cises the above paragraph in the following manner: "Such confusion

mars the charm of Addison's writings not so rarely as some of those

would have us believe that they gave their days and nights to the

study of them would seem to think."

Of the two sentences cited, which is the plainer ? Which
expresses the intended thought in a way that is the easier to compre-

hend ? When submitted to a number of teachers the decision was

unanimously in favor of the first, and the probability is that, had
there been a thousand similar expressions, the resulting choice would
have been the same. If the verdict thus rendered fairly represents the

average intelligence it is safe to assert that, since the object of lan-

guage is to express thought, the best language is that which expresses

thought in the clearest and easiest manner.

The average man does not consider his words nor weigh his sen-

tences by any so-called standard authority. Just so long as his ideas

are understood he is content. If his attention be directed to the

authority of dictionary or critic he may, if he be of an enquiring mind,

ask is there any competent authority in the use of the English lan-

guage.

The expressions of people are particularly criticised in spelling,

pronunciation and proper use of words, or rhetoric. One year ago the

teachers attending this Association were enlightened regarding the

importance of spelling. The number who took part in the discussion

was of itself sufficient evidence of the importance of this branch of

education.

To the average person a poor speller is synonymous with an indif-

ferent scholar. That this view is not wholly correct is plain to all

observing teachers.

That all should spell uniformly is not to be questioned ; the

advantage is too apparent for discussion. That there is any logical

method for determining the way in which words should be spelled is
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doubtful, The Dearest appi the prop

emenl ofletten ie t<> take the original word n the

niiUiiiM'i lpts and l>\ did 1m

made

[sn'tthi • hi ask Certainly inae, is the main,

the analogies are correct But while fair, itdoea not constitute

rect Btandard, because this method admits of probable errors, owing

to the defect of human reasoning. As we know, th< opted

authorities who do not agree in this matter of ipt

Because of their different ways <>t reasoning a stmg

between sounds as represented by letto

What can one do to ascertain what 15 right? If it were pronun-

ciation, the old rule of when in Rome do as Romans do, would be

applicable; but here the written word is considered. This should be a

combination of letters representing to the rye as marl le the

word, and 1>\ a fair construction of the methods Used by '

graphers, it ought to be a definite arrangement, and not a choice of

two methods When a foreign word is introduced into the English

language, at what stage is it sufficiently anglicized to receive

English spelling? Must it first get the sanction of the best writers ?

If so, who are the best writers, and how many does it require to form

a lexicographic quorum ?

Kut, upon further investigation, it is found that our seeming

authority shrinks to smaller dimensions. Instead of the lexico-

graphers going back to earliest records, and basing their system of

comparisons and analogies upon the oldest manuscripts, what have

they done 5

Skeat, in his " Principles of English Etymology,' 1 makes the

following statement :

"While manuscripts of the Anglo-Saxon, from the eighth to the

twelfth century, were in existence, the Anglo-Saxon of the diction-

aries is based upon the twelfth century manuscripts and not upon tin-

earlier, simply because the later were more accessible and received

more attention from scholars of this date."

Hence it is that, in orthography, we have a building erected with

painstaking care, except the foundation. This was laid upon the drift,

instead of upon bed-rock.

In the matter of pronunciation, the task of deciding what is ab-

solutely correct is still more difficult. There is such a diversity of

opinion among eminent men in this department, it is no wonder that

most persons take refuge behind Webster, Worcester or the Century.
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Dr. Whitney, of Vale, gives a long list of words in the New York
Tribune of November 26, 1890, in which the given pronunciation is

taken from six of the leading dictionaries of the English language.

Here, beginning with the word accessary, which has the sanction of

two authorities and ac'cessory of four, and thence, running through

all the letters of the alphabet, the list closes with the noun woorsted.

By three authorities you may call it woosted; two say you may name

it woorsted and one woorsted

Words were generally spoken before they were written, and the

written word is a mere conventional arrangement of letters, which at

best but imperfectly represents the sound, which is the real word; the

thing of life that bears in itself the impress of power. How import-

ant, then, that this word be fitly spoken. If it be hedged about with

the walls of erudition, loaded down with the affectation of Miss Prim,

encumbered with the bombast of Mr. Rotund, or clipped with the

shears of the self-satisfied critic, it will fail in its true mission.

To acquire proper pronunciation is a difficult, if not a hopeless

task.

" In order to attain the earlier forms of pronunciation the start

must be made from the modern and actual pronunciation, and in spite

of all that can be done, in spite of slow and patient induction and a

careful weighing of facts, our conclusions will at the best be imperfect

and approximate, and in the larger number of cases one must be con-

tent with merely approximations" (A. H. Sayce). When all the

accepted authorities will recognize one sound and only one for a single

word it will then be time for the laity to bow in submission.

Should you ask your grocer for a pound of lay he would probably

think you were from Ireland or taking up with some new fad, but

Pope so called it and the earlier pronunciation is doubtless nearer cor-

rect than the present one. The word meerschaum, by what authority

is it so pronounced ? If it be anglicized why retain the useless c in the

second syllable ? If it is still German why call it anything but meer-

schaum ?

We speak of the gladiolus of the garden, but we have to say glad-

ioli in the plural. Reasoning by analogy why not say croci of the

florist and chori of the church? If gladioli is shorter and sounds bet-

ter than gladioluses, then chori has the same advantages over choruses.

While the makers of dictionaries have done nothing amiss beyond

the mistakes of authors in general, yet it does appear that there may
be improvement along this line.

Thus let Dr. Gould of the Anglo-Saxon, and Dr. Speake of the

Anglo-French, and Dr. Brandt of the Middle English, and Dr. Peter-
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•on of the Aryan branch, gad -ill th of philology begin

Call \ plain x, y common mtinue until the

whole l- bo i omplete and simple that one may stand at

an audience aa the
;

I "pronui*

•urn."' and not feel abashed timid inwardly.

Thi • class of critics who delight I

piecemeal, put them together and, adjusting glasses not their

own but borrowed—try to show where some word I rectly

i different one would have been better. Where is there

a prominent writer who has escaped these pedant

The w [iters made b words that the thoughts were c'.'

expressed and readily understood ;
hut these critics haw tried to show,

no, they have even proven that some other construction would

been better, because this and that, and tl ind hence an

The microscope does not reveal more secrets of the fungi than do

these critics of the wonderful inflexibility of our mother tongue.

The purpose of language is to express thought, ideas; not to hide

them nor mystify them, bait to render them intelligible. Can there be

any beauty in an effort which is so strained that it requires hard work

to express the thought that is already known to us in simpler terms-'

" When talking in a foreign language, one is quite certain to supply

deficiencies in words with numerous gestures. The more readily our

thoughts are understood, the less need there is in dwelling upon the

sounds which express them; hence, with the progress of education

whereby the perceptive faculties are quickened, our words are con-

tracted." Thus the phrases, he doesn't, she can't, they wouldn't,

form current and correct expressions, and to the unprejudiced mind,

are more euphonious than the affected, he does not, she can not, they

would not.

English is so cosmopolitan that words from almost every known

tongue soon become current and part of the langn

Slang expressions are abhorrent to the fastidious, but if they arc-

expressive and serve an useful purpose, they are retained ; if too coarse

or cumbersome, they run their course and are played out. A few-

years ago "played out"' was looked upon as slang, but now, since Mr.

A. H. Sayce, page XVI, preface to the second edition, introduction to

Science of English Language, gives it his recognition, it will be ac-

cepted as perfectly proper by many persons

To my mind, the use of this phrase by such an eminent authority

does not affect its real value in the least. If good in the beginning, it

would still be good, without being stamped in the mint of learned

specialists. In a recent article, published in one of the most widely
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read papers of the United States, a writer says that an educated person

may spell or use a word in any manner that pleases him. Undoubt-
edly that is true, but, in so doing, he will not please anybody else.

Considering the matter seriously, why has an educated person this

privilege? You would at once resent such a monopoly. If one be
refused this privilege, why not two, three, any number?

The necessity for new words will cause new words to appear and
this necessity need not be absolute, only relative.

Every technical word is made plain by words already understood

or easier to comprehend, hence this necessity is only relative. There
may be a half dozen words to express a particular idea, but if a newly
coined word or even a so-called slang word is shorter and will convey
the meaning in as a clear a manner, there is the same necessity for its

adoption that there is for such words as barometer, telegram and
chromosphere, for all these could be expressed by English words.

As long as the English is a growing language it will secure new
words and become more and more of a conglomerate.

That is well. It is not seclusion nor exclusion; it is life and free-

dom which make language powerful; not coldness nor affecLatiou, but

warmth and candor.

In Tennyson's " Maud," didn't he have in mind and make her a

figure to represent those people whose language is ''Icily regular, splen-

didly null, dead perfection, no more.''

Let an orator deliver a speech full of fire and pathos. It is one

thing when heard and entirely different when read. What makes the

great difference ?

It is the refining and polishing that kills it.

Flanked by dictionaries, with Crabbe's synonyms on the other

side, with a book of " Don'ts" in front, while around sit those wise

men ; is it any wonder that the timid seek refuge in silence ?

Criticism of the expressed thought can do no harm, it is rather

productive of good than evil, and is always to be encouraged. But of

stinging rebukes and gruff censures regarding the form of words used,

and the manner in which they are combined, there is a vast surplus.

How utterly useless is the tracing of a word backward until lost

in the chaos of the past in order to determine if there be any authority

for its use.

Authority ? What makes authority ? It is use and use by the

people. Let us recognize this truth that the will of the people is

supreme and custom alone can and does make authority. While this
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camp, but when the sentinels are posted let there be some othei

word than shibboleth.

I discussion.

Cflia ./. Salisbury, Denver:—

it wa> a little difficult for me to determine just what the p

meant in "authority*
1 in English. In the first part, I think, it stated

that we should go 1);lck t() everything old and find the right of it
;
in

the last part, that each person can talk as he pleases and no one has

any right to say anything about it. I BUppoae a gentleman could go

upon the streets in the costume of George IV. oi in a Chinese cos-

tume, or any costume that is strange, but it would not be national to

do so; indeed, it would be- hardly loyal. If we are to have anything

national ourselves, we must conform, more or less, to certain ml

expressions. The majority of the people should not be the rulers, but

the majority of the educated people who have spent their time in trying

to ascertain what is right. If we, as Americans, ask for the pronun-

ciation of a word, we have a right to expect as absolute an answer as

to the question, "What is the difference in longitude between Denver

and New York City 5 "

In these times, the secondary schools are almost decided to spend

more time on the study of English, and it seems hardly fair that the

teachers should set up a false standard or follow no standard at all.

The teachers of other branches have no more right to do away with

the authorities in English than the teachers of Knglish have authority

to say to the teachers of science, "The sun does move, after all." We

have good authority, not absolute authority. I have often heard

people say: "I am not going to use your new-fan-led pronunciation.

I was brought up on Walker." Very many of the words as they are

now pronounced were so pronounced one hundred years ago. So,

since we have had this authority for one hundred years. I don't know

why we should complain of it now. Some people have a set of

words and phrases which they like, and a great many to which they

have a great antipathy. Some people know the pronunciation of cer-

tain words, and when they hear them mispronounced it annoys them ;

vet they themselves make errors, as in "alternate" and "finance."
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So we all have our ways and our authorities. I have always been

taught not to place the adverb between the two parts of the infinitive,

but I have good authority that says this has been done more or less

for ioo years. Hill, of Harvard College, says, "Never put the adverb

between the two parts of the infinitive ;" and this same authority

says, concerning rules : "A boy can be taught in half an hour nearly

all the phrases and rules necessary to know in grammar." Among
them he gives a few irregular plurals, shall and will, I and me, and

right here'I would like to emphasize "It is her" and "Give it to Mary
and I.*' And then to couple singulars with singulars, and plurals

with plurals ; and use no double negatives ; and "Try and remember
what you are to do"—these are incorrect. Again, some have an an-

tipathy to certain words. Hill would substitute "artistic" for real-

istic ; everything is artistic that is realistic. As to newspapers, all are

supposed to have a standard
;
yet we read : "A very unique party was

held—"

Authority is not absolute, but, for pronunciation, Walker's Dic-

tionary gives us a foundation. I think we should know some author-

ity, and then choose.

Paper: "How to Overcome Indifference in School Work," Mrs.

R. G. Leake, Florence.

This paper was not prepared for the veterans, but in the hope of

helping some of the recruits among the privates.

In searching for the remedy of this indifference in school work
we find there are several elements that combine to cause the disease,

namely: The parents, superintendent, principal and teacher.

Each or all have, in part, at least, been unfaithful, for any one

might have done much to overcome the indifference of the others.

Many times the indifferent child comes from the indifferent

home. The parents lack active interest because they know so little of

the working of the modern school, and because so many other duties

consume their time.

But they are an important factor of our complete success. We
need their cordial support and co-operation.

More than one teacher has failed because the sympathy of the

patrons in the community was not with the school, even when the

teaching was superior; but the teacher made no effort to win the

esteem of the parents.
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call on them in their homes, talk to them of the work of theirchil-

dren, explain our plana; bnt let us not fail to use all the meana to win

the parent if the child ia wanting in interest

Monthly or term reports of tiie standing and rank of the pupila

appeal to many of the patrons.

Then too, the public- mind must be aronaed to a the

proper general methoda of teaching. The moreignorant the people

i community, the more are they inclined to condemn the teacher

who uses advanced methods, and themore he needa their approbation.

The people in general, the taxpayers, patrons, directors, are not

reached by educational journals; therefore, our daily or weekly pa]

should be utilized to accomplish an educational awakening, so m-

aery to Bnci

An educational column, edited by the representative teachers of a

county, would do much to stimulate interest and overcome prejttdi

This might COnaist oflocal school news, essays by the pupila, extracts

from educational journals, etc. In a community where vocal music

has just been introduced, a well written article explaining ita value to

the child might prevent some parent from sending such a remon-

strance as this: " Teacher, I wont git Sammy a singin book. I dont

want him to aing. I want him ter read an rite an silur."

The ordinary public, the people whose unwillingness hinders us,

do not understand the value bf drawing, music, kindergarten. They

must be enlightened. It is needless to expect the most profitable

schools where public opinion has not been aroused to do every thing

possible to advance them. We must have an influence that upholds

public interest, and then parents, pupils and teachers will consider

their duties to one another, to the school and to themselves.

The county superintendent has a most vital relation to the

indifference in school work. He judges of the qualification

of teachers, and thus determines what influence shall prevail

in the school room. He directly controls the force which

must shape the lives of the children. Not <>nlv can he prevent the

incompetent person from entering the profession, but should his first

judgmeut need correction, he has the power to remedy the error.
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Therefore it is highly desirable that this important factor be qualified

for his office. The law should demand that he at least, hold a first

grade certificate and be a teacher of several years' experience.

A short time ago any man of requisite republican influence might
press to the goal, now, in many counties, it requires one of populist

ideas.

At the election in 1891, in one of our leading counties, a man was
nominated for county superintendent of schools to soothe his

wounded feelings, because he had been promised the nomination of

recorder and the political bosses had not been able to manipulate

affairs to their liking. Luckily the man refused to make the race, an
experienced teacher, by chance, filled his place on the ticket and was
elected.

Surely in this day in Colorado there is not a county in which
there is not at least one man to meet the conditions that should be

required. If so, doubtless some one could be found wTho would move
in just to be elected. If not, then our State Constitution might be so

interpreted that women are eligible to the office. But by all means,

let us have men that can and will judge the competence of applicants

for certificates.

As long as we look to politics alone to select superintendents,

more or less local pressure will be brought to bear and unqualified

persons will go forth bearing licenses which to most school boards are

sufficient evidence that they are prepared to teach. Few realize what
damage is done by thus allowing incompetent men and women to take

charge of schools.

In one place, where the directors require a first-class license before

teachers are permanently employed, the superintendent granted such

a certificate on a general average of sixty-seven per cent. The lady

had taught over ten years, had influence, and was at the time an ob-

ject of sympathy on account of family trouble. But these circum-

stances did not keep her from teaching her pupils that "me" is the

object of "told " in the sentence, " Mary told me."

Another teacher, a man with a life certificate from an eastern

state, was given a first-grade license when his examination papers

were far below the standard. He taught the pupils that the square

root of v.il- cannot be extracted; that, in the sentence "See the girl

riding a white horse, '

' "girl " is the subject, "riding " is the predicate,

and "horse" is the object. He spelled smoking " smoaking," copy

''coppy," sure "shure," every "evry,"and so on ad infinitum.

Were his pupils indifferent ? Yes. Whose fault was it ? His ? No,

the county superintendent's.
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in-

deed, are teachers tii it cannot become fairly i ithful, effi

worker^ under the kindle, wise, persevering inflnence of i worthy

principal.

In every school there are teachers thai hai

cellence, thai show superiority in awakening interest, in securin

tentiou or in the presentation of a particular subjei

is there s teacher who does not present something meritorious, cL

>f recognition.

To note these excellences and spread them among the other

teachers, to assist in embracing the '400 1 in the quarantine of the bad,

is one of the principal's most fertile sources of promoting a general

enthusiasm in hi is to the teacher, wh it the teacher is to

school.

Normal Schools, Teachers' Institutes, do much for us, but neither

of these can enter the province of the principal. His teachers' meet-

ings may be made a continual source of inspiration, and his visits, in-

stead of being an annoying interference, may be looked forward to

with the hope that some timely suggestion may give the teacher's

thought a wiser direction, or awaken a deeper interest in pupils.

With what joy and pride does the little six-year-old prepare for

his first day in school. It is the goal for which he has been longing

for weary weeks. Day by day he has stood watching his older play-

mates pass in merry groups, and he has turned away feeling that his

hour would never come. But now he is to enter the mysterious por-

tal. There at the door should stand the teacher, with a smiling wel-

come, to fulfill his hopes by her kindly care.

Fortunate indeed is the child on whom this new life shall never

pall.

The primary school should furnish an easy and natural transition

from the free, unrestricted life at home or the kindergarten to the

more advanced work of the intermediate and grammar grades. Next

to home, it should 1>l- the pleasantest place in the world ; with the

right kind of a teacher it will be. Before school days, the child's

greatest delight is in acquiring knowledge. His senses are on the

alert; he is ever active, asking questions, searching for something

new. It is the teacher's privilege to see that learning is still made
pleasurable, that the keen interest felt in scientific investigations of

ante-school days is continued as the training for life assumes a new
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form. Too often, however, the chilling atmosphere of the many
' 'must nots" that meet and surround the child lead him into such a

dazed and discouraged condition that he learns to hate the name of

school, and to seize any excuse for remaining away, even to work or

to entertain his baby sister.

Whatever the spirit of the teacher, it finds a ready reflection in

the hearts and faces of the pupils. The true spirit of the kindergarten

is the ideal spirit of every primary school. The songs, busy work and
all class exercises as well, need lack nothing of educational value be-

cause couducted in an attractive, inspiring manner. Lightand warmth
favor growth.

Let not the teacher walk to the school as if it were to the funeral

of a dear friend, rather let him imitate the man who said of his

mother-in-law's funeral, that he enjoyed it very much.

In any grade the cold, unfeeling force-pump teacher inspires no
one with a lofty desire to learn, nor stimulates to noble achievements,

but smothers in the pupil the consciousness of ability to improve.

The teacher must come before his class with a preparation as wide

as his duties. It should not only include a general prior training for

the teacher's profession, but in addition, a daily preparation for every

exercise. This means a thorough and fresh knowledge of the subject

of the lesson, not a dim outline. Each essential fact must stand out

in bold reiief, and each principle clear and distinct.

Says White in his Pedagogy: " The faithful daily preparation for

class exercise will increase the teacher's personal influence, heighten

the interest and efforts of the pupils, lighten the burden of their gov-

ernment, keep the teacher's mind fresh and vigorous and promote his

bodily health.

" It is believed that where there is one teacher in failing health on

account of daily preparation for teaching, there are ten failing for want

of it. Worry is the cause of more pale faces among teachers than

work, and the preparation for wise, skillful teaching is a good recipe

for worry."

Of the making of text books there is no end, and few, very few

of them are fit to use day after day, nor page after page. There is

that to supplement and this to omit, and the teacher must be very

familiar with the subject, otherwise he cannot give the necessary

instruction for tomorrow's work, and from his indifferent tone the

pupils will catch none of that inspiration which might have moved
them to approach their task with alacrity.

When the lesson requires the pupil to study a text book a most

important duty is the assignment of the lesson. The knowing of
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accomplished has nut been clearly set befor the pupils' mil

The frequent assignment of Lesson* beyond the children's ibility

to mastei also breaks down the spirit of study Therefore, the

teacher should know what the lesson contains, the amount of m
effort it requires, the condition of the pupils' minds and the time

which they may be able to give to its preparation.

in beginning a new subject or taking charge of new pupil

ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure, and the lesson should

short that the child ran and will master it; then, by and

the capacity of the class is understood and a habit of i
• itation

stabliahed, gradually lengthen the task.

The recitation is that about which centre all the activity

school life, giving it success or Btamping it with failure. The b

must be ready to make it ckar and interesting by illustrations with

crayon, metaphor or incident

Methods of conducting it must of necessity differ largely in indi-

viduals, and in the different subjects; but there should he a pl<

variety, not following the same method day after day. Let tin

the topical recitation, the short, quick question and answer, the draw

ing accompanying description. This latter method is much relished

by pupils when sufficiently used to make them apt. and is a way of

quickly gauging their knowledge, while holding the attention of the

class and permanently fixing the idea.

The abuse of drill in our graded schools, requiring the bright

pupils to go over .uu\ over what they have mastered for the benefit of

the dull pupils, frequently causes them to lo>e interest and fall into

careless and indolent habits.

Much of the indifference of later years is caused by poor methods

of teaching reading. The clear perception of thought is the bsi

all mental activity, and the neglect of this is shown in the expr< -

less reading so often noticeable in our schools. It begins in the pri-

mary room and proves a clog to the intelligent study of all subsequent

branches. Reading is allowed to he a mere calling of enrptj

and barren sentences. It is more of a physical than a mental act.

Such exercises make a child inattentive, weak and more stupid than

before, and from this hindrance in his path he grows indifferent and

by and by he turns from the enchanting pages of history and biog-

raphy, stumbling and uninformed. Not the form of the words, but

their lull meaning and force is an obstruction, and good reasoning

and clear thinking are impossible.

MI—I.
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This blending of the word with the thought, of the sign with the

thing signified, must begin in the first grade and must never be lost

sight of.

Some zealous teachers, not recognizing the cause of the evil, allow
pupils to memorize lessons. The children repeat definitions and look
so intelligent one is tempted to believe the words have conveyed a

thought. A little later, in a written exercise is produced: " The sub-

junctive mode denotes a superstition, a doubt, a condition." "A con-

signment is the transfer of the property of a bankruptcy to certain

persons called consignees." Where memory has the proper place in

our schools, and pupils are taught to observe, to think and to do,

instead of to memorize and repeat, we complain less of the lack of

interest in our pupils.

Another stumbling block consists of attempting to bring down
the higher and more difficult studies of riper years, within the

grasp of the infant mind, by using unmeaning terms which it can not

understand. We teach primary pupils, " A sentence is an expression

of thought," and the nature and kinds of sentences. There are more
fruitful themes for our primary pupils than nice classifications and

technical definitions. What not to teach is often as difficult a question

as how to teach.

Another hindrance to our success in interesting pupils* is the

failure to make our teaching practical. When the book is learned the

work is accomplished, the goal is reached. No applications are made.

Squeers' method was not so bad after all. When the boy learns

"horse," let him go and do it. Squeers had him curry the horse.

There are teachers who have taught physiology for many years, and

have never dissected an eye or a heart with their pupils ; or, it may be,

have not themselves seen a crystalline lens.

In conclusion, let the teacher see to it that he himself is a scholar,

not only in that which he is required to teach, but in all the philosophy

that underlies correct practice in his profession. Then if he meets his

school daily with interest in his own heart and light in his own face,

his school will be a bright spot in the life of each of his pupils, loved

by the ones there, longed for by the ones away.

Mrs. R. G. Leake.

Discussion.

Geo. W. U'yatt, Denver:—

The paper to which we have just listened has touched upon the

qualifications that should be expected of the county superintendent

and school men, and one part did contain something of the qualifica-
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tion <>! teachers, end ol the duties ol parents end j >.t 1 1 < > i » of the

ichool. Some of the tonus <>i indifferent <• ere, want of difl

don't care state or condition In which people to often find themeelves;

a lack of interest Now how can uv intereel otu pupils In the ichool

question that every teacher if trying to solve. S

other forma of indifference are, indifference in preparation; in n

tion; in regard to written work. How tan we get our pnpile to

pare their written work properly? Hou secure their Attention during

recitation
'

/ :>*/— Pupils must he properly classified. How much depends

upon this. They must he given something which requires work and

Something they are capahle of doing. We don't take interest in that

which we do not understand or are not capable of understanding, and

neither does the pupil. The work becomes an old story to the pupil

who has little to do, and in the preparation hour he is very apt to he

indifferent 1 realize how difficult it is to classify a school properly,

but some classification must be done in order to interest the pupils in

their work.

Sriotid—Teachers must be able to assign lessons. Much depends

upon this. 'Each lesson should he preparatory for the succeeding

lesson.

Third—The assignment of lessons. I take it that no teacher can

intelligently assign a lesson without some thought of what she shall

assign. Of course I can say "Take the next lesson," but we must

realize that our book makers make the same mistakes that we make,

and that we must supplement the work with material outside of the

text book. We should not assign too long lessons. From a physical

standpoint, if more food is taken into the stomach than it can handle

or the system needs, indigestion is the result and it weakens instead

of building up the system. I take it that a similar state follows in the

mental system when it is overloaded with too much food. We must
have proper food taken in proper quantities and at proper times. We
cannot be too careful in this respect.

5. T. Hamilton, Fort Collins

:

—

It has been truly said that superintendents are responsible for a

great deal of the indifference in school work. I shall not attempt to

vindicate myself before the Association. Indifference is a state in

which there is little or no moral or physical power. In school I think

it is a growth induced by improper methods and incentives. I do not

believe that any pupil is naturally indifferent, therefore I say that it is

a growth. And in order to overcome indifference, we must not only

remove the cause, but also the growth that has formed around the
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pupil. Some of these improper influences may be due to heredity, and
to overcome them, we must study our pupils. I think sometimes if

we would study our pupils more and our text book less, there would
be less indifference and better results. I mean by improper incentives

and influences, the offering of prizes, for example. It seems to me ifthe

teacher offers a prize, the majority of the school must become indifferent

to their work. It is not a proper incentive. Let each pupil know what
he is in your school for, and what it means to be a pupil in your

school. Create such a sentiment as will cause indifference to disap-

pear. You must in some way remove the indifference that may sur-

round the pupil at his home, perhaps, and cause him to see the differ-

ence. It is true, perhaps, that there are pupils who would be in better

condition had they never attempted to gain an education in school. I

have in mind pupils that would better have never had the influence of

these improper incentives. I have looked into the home life of these

pupils and have found its influence poor indeed. Indifference in a

school is often brought about by lack of knowledge on the part of the

teacher. We should give them a base from which to reason, and they

should know that if they knew all that the text book contains they

would not be educated. Show that you know not only the subject

matter but also the subject. Draw upon your own ample resources.

Show them that study means something, and they will soon be anxious

to stand where you stand.

I visited a teacher a few days ago, who said :
" I feel that I am

rather weak in my school
;
yet I study every year and every day. I

have gone over my text books faithfully, yet I find myself weak.

What shall I do?" I said, perhaps you think you are studying when
you are not, and, perhaps, if you lay aside your text books for awhile

and take up something else you will be stronger.

Assigning lessons is one of the most important parts of our school

work. Consider well what is in the text and what you must bring up

in connection with it. The first thing to consider is the pupils' mas-

tery of the text; the next, whether they are able to do more work.

Be sure the lesson is well recited. A poor recitation will discourage

the pupils and they will thus become indifferent. They will recite,

feel and talk with indifference.

I do not know that I have followed out everything connected with

this subject ; but, as a person whose business it is to advise with teach-

ers, I would have them follow along a line of work that I have

recommended. Then we should know whether we get results. A
text book pupil will give a text book answer. There is not a class in

the lowest grade that does not know that they can take a text book
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I .mi anxious that the work begun. The commit

•d a course of reading to the State much the same .is in

in order thai the teachers should have an established course of

reading. There is no provision in our state law for anything of this

kind; there is no fund Bet aside for this purp :sc. All that is done

must in- done gratuitously, it is as much a part of the State A

tion as any other section. It has very largely been placed in the

hands of the* county superintendents. We made arrangements with

the American Hook Company to furnish us with outlines and circulars

free of charge by agreeing upon the two hooks adopted for the first

year's reading, namely: Hale's Lights of Two Centuries and Page's

Theory and Practice. The same company also furnished the outlines

and hooks at reduced rates. I have given what time i could to this

work, and greatly desire it- success. I corresponded with all the

county superintendents and with some of the teachers with reference-

to the work, and I will say that the county superintendents have

taken hold of the matter with threat earnestness. One writes that all

except three teachers in his county have joined the circle. We now
ha ve four hundred thirty three 433 members enrolled. Taking the

county superintendents' estimates, there are perhaps five hundred 15001

that will do the reading for the coming year. I understand that there-

are some difficulties in the way. It is said that the city teachers, as a

rule, do not take hold of the Reading Circle work. It is claimed

that in the cities there are professional libraries upon which the teach-

ers may draw; but I do not think they will receive as much benefit as

they would were they to pursue a systematic course of reading, so I

would be exceedingly gratified if the teachers of Denver, Pueblo and

other cities would organize a circle. In Aspen we have a flourishing

circle and spend two hours each week in considering these lessons,

and I think no teacher will find any b,»ok more desirable and helpful

than Hale's Lights of Two Centuries. It contains fifty biographies

ranging over literature, art and science; and, while you may claim

that it is not necessary to read this book, I doubt if any who read it

are acquainted with the lives of one-fourth the people mentioned
therein. I know many consider Page old-fashioned and out of date.
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but yoa can bring this out in your discussions and supplement it with

other works. I wish modern writers used as plain language as Mr.

Page used when he wrote that book. Now I hope you will encour-

age your county superintendents and enable us to extend this good
work.

7-45 P. M-

Art entertainment, "Talking With the Pencil," Charles Iff.

Carter, Denver.

The exercises of the evening were opened by an exquisite piano

solo by Miss Adele Lower. State Superintendent Coy then introduced

Professor Charles If. Carter, who presented one of his interesting and
amusing art entertainments.

He spoke for a few moments on the technical phase of the

elementary steps of art. He began gravely to draw spheres and
ovoids. With a few strokes he showed an old-fashioned stone jug,

when suddenly, presto ! a Chiuaman's head, oblique-eyed and pig-

tailed, grinned down upon the audience. He spoke of the sentiment

of lines. The well known three faces, imbued with expression by the

magical four lines representing the eyes, nose and mouth, were placed

upon the board. The last, with the upward turning corners of the

mouth, represented the faces the lecturer saw before him. In speak-

of drooping lines the artist spoke of the mournful sentiment that

seemed to imbue them.

He rapidly sketched a pine tree, and called attention to the fact

that its drooping branches seemed to speak of bleak winds and barren

heights, not of light, warmth or cheer. The same sentiment is con-

veyed by the branches of the weeping willow. He then placed the solid

cube and sphere upon the board and showed how the architect combines

these all prevailing forms in his designs. The philosophy of shading

and high lights was then touched upon. Perspective was next dis-

cussed and illustrated by a mountainous landscape with the hills, the

railroad, the telegraph poles, the country road and the flock of birds

all receding in the distance. Some funny features, introduced some-

where in each picture, prevented a moment's dullness to even the most

ignorant of the art.

At this point there was an intermission in the lecture and the

Euterpe quartette sang the '

' Norwegian Wedding March. '

' They met

with an ovation, a perfect storm of applause recalling them twice.

Their first response was "The Green Grass Grew All 'Round," and

the second " Suwanee River," which touched, as it always does, a

responsive chord in the audience.
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iter gave s short review of the Introdtactioi]

drawing Into the ichoolaof Denver, from Its start fonr years sgo, to

the present time, when the fine apartmenta devoted especially to

drawing sre being fitted up In the mu West Side High School

Attention was called to the excellent facilitiei of the I

end to the liberal manner In which the North Side had provide

art study in the BChoola

Colorado Springs was alluded to .is tin- first city in the Stal

attempt systematic work under a director of drawing. Stn m was laid

upon the cordial manner in which the subject has been received by

the public and supported by the school boards.

He referred to the growth of the Interest in art in the United

States, especially since the Centennial Exposition, and said that he

believed art would receive a tremendous Impetus from the Columbian

tion.

He finished with instructions to teachers as to how to make rapid

and correct drawings of the thousand simple objects which delight

children when placed upon the board. While he was engaged with

his more elaborate illustrations. Mis> Lower entertained the audience

with instrumental solos. The meeting adjourned until 9 next morning,

when a business meeting takes place, the regular programme begin-

ning at 9

DECEMBER 30, 9:30 A. M

Paper, "Non-Professional Criticism ; or, Ourselves as Othei-

IV" T. O. Raker, Durango.

"What power do we teachers possess in order to draw out so much
comment? What are our relations to the world? How do other

people see us, anyway ? Who give to the world the doctors, law vers,

preachers, business men and statesmen ? We do. What recompense

do we receive ? A small salary and the free will offering of th-

gestions and criticisms of the loving community. Why do we receive

so much gratuitous advice ? Why, apparently, do all feel free to com-

ment on the teacher's every action and word ? Is it because the

people arc so deeply interested in our success and welfare ? Is it any-

body's business what the teacher does out of the school room? All

the young ladies of the community in which she lives attend balls

and parties from three to five nights in the week. Cannot our teacher

Susan Good do the same? In manner, figure, face and womanly
grace, she has not her equal in all the place. Must Susan deny her

self? Why ? For many reasons A teacher cannot dance all night

and enter the school room next day all sunshine. The day drags
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drowsily and drearily along and 4 o'clock brings relief to the pupils

and teacher. The children relate to the home folks how the teacher

did not see Torn Sheol stick Bill Means with a pin, and Nellie Smart
draw on her slate caricatures of every girl and boy in the room, and
of the teacher too, and Susan never saw her once. How could she?

Her eyes at no time during the day were over half an hour high, and
all she was able to see was a panorama of the previous night's

pleasures. Before her passed the lights, the sights, the flushed faces

of the dancers, the flowers and delicious refreshments. She could

continually hear the strains of sweet music. Through her mind
flitted a loving remembrance of a still more loving farewell. Some
word or sentence in the reading lesson recalled, in spite of her self

control, some event of the night before. Strive as well as she could,

she felt and knew that the recitations were a farce, and worst of all,

she was painfully conscious that the children knew the day's doings

were out of the natural order. She mentally resolved never to attend

a party again if she must teach the next day. Her own conscience

criticised her. It is soon talked among the good mothers that Susan

is a trifle too giddy for the responsible position she occupies. She is

admired by all. yet they feel that the education and training of their

children must not be slighted. Some mother makes known her mind
about the matter to a neighbor, and how soon it spreads. The child-

ren lose confidence and the teacher's work in that school is ended.

So much for criticism evoked by the teacher who was not prudent out

of school.

Teaching is not a pastime ; it is a business and one requiring all

the mental and physical force that can be commanded. The gay life

of society beaux and belles is denied the teacher. An occasional party

or ball may invite no criticism ; but teaching and parties when har-

nessed together make a bad team. " Dear me.'' sigh the teachers, "if

we are to have no enjoyment, why did we ever become teachers?'*

Well, why did we ?

The above is an extreme case to illustrate how teachers by their

outside life may invite criticism of their work in the school.

The ladies say :
" Pshaw, he is a man. I'd like to have a word or

two at the men teachers." You may. If I wTrite this paper for any

one purpose more than another, it is to provoke discussion among the

majority here assembled, and the ladies have the majority.

All that has been said of Susan can be said of John Wise. He
must not invite criticism by conduct out of school not in keeping with

his position. The man's influence is greater than the woman's. The

boys and young men of the community look up to him as a model,

and usually believe what he does to be proper. It is my opinion that
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sonal investigation is <>t' no value unless made by some person compe
tent to distinguish good teaching from poor. To be criticised by one

who is competent is beneficial, but we must object when Mr. or Mr>.

"Ignorant-of methods" comes in and condemns our work. About ninety

:it of our people believe they know- how to manage a school.

About twenty-five per cent have kept school a term or two and flatter

themselves tint had they continued in diework theywould have made
a howling success. It is hard to convince thcin that the ineth
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not bothered with eritics BO much in the west. The farther east you

go the more trials the teacher has.

In an eastern city a lady teacher had a si^ttr die. On the school

board was a tomb-stone man, who went to the lady and said : "If you

can favor me, I'll do all I can for you/* It is coming to a pretty pass

when teachers must die to hold their situations. I am told by teach-

ers from the east that they are watched and criticised by all. They
are obliged to cotne west to escape bondage.

Let us formulate a "Whereas and Therefore," and pass it by a

unanimous vote.

Whkkkas, Pedagogy is, in our belief, as much a profession as

medicine and law; and,

Whkrkas, It is necessary to protect ourselves from the too free

and uncalled-for criticism of those incompetent to judge ; therefore,

be it

Resolved, That we consider non-professional criticism of our

work in the school room to be unjust, and that it should receive no

more consideration than would be given us should we criticise the

lawyer's manner of conducting his client's case in court, or a doctor's

treatment of a patient

One way to avoid bein^ the subject of a conversation in which we
do not receive flattering words is to strive in the school room so as to

merit the name of a school-master. Let us, by conference with edu-

cators, by reading books on teaching, by the taking and reading of

school journals, commend ourselves, not alone to our co-laborers, but

to those with whom we have to come in contact. We will then be
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able to put to flight our "friends with advice" in a three-minutes talk,

by showing them that we know vastly more about teaching than they

ever dreamed of.

Not long since I had a conversation with a gentleman on the train.

He informed me that he had taught school ten years before he went
into business. His family reside here in Denver. The matter of

transferring pupils from one district to another came up. I remarked
that by the consent of both boards the money belonging to one dis-

trict could be apportioned to another. He answered that the consent

of both boards need not be obtained as Mr. G^ve transferred his pupils

from one school to another in Denver when buildings were crowded.

He also spoke of the fine High School building in Denver. I desired

to know of which one he was speaking, and with a pitying look he in-

formed me: "There is but one High School in Denver." He also

informed me that he kept his family in Denver in order to have them
educated. He said they had an ignoramus in charge of the schools

in their town. "Why," he said, "the children advance more in a

year in Denver than in two or three in my town." I asked him how
many teachers they employed and how many pupils attended. I

found they had three teachers for a hundred children, divided into

nine grades I know nothing of the teachers or their ability, but,

fellow teachers, do you consider his criticism as just ? Do you wonder
that the children advance no faster ? Should a teacher be blamed if

she fail to advance three grades as rapidly as another teacher can

one?

Not many months ago one of our citizens met me as I was on my
way to one of the school buildings. He seemed surprised to see me
in that part of the city and asked if it was a holiday. After being in-

formed that I was on my way to visit the schools near by he was

astonished and wished to know if that school was under my supervision.

It is surprising that so few know anything about the general govern-

ment of our schools.

When invited by the executive committee to prepare this paper

I was informed that the subject had been suggested by the recent

articles by Dr. Rice in the Forum. The secretary failed to state

whether or not I was to discuss these articles.

Dr. Rice cannot be called a non -professional critic of school work.

In fact, I believe he would prefer to be recognized as an expert. He
has made public school systems of this and the old country a study for

several years. Unless he is an expert his articles in the Forum are

hardly entitled to the recognition from school men and those inter-

ested in school work that they are expected to receive.
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In the October Forum he -ays: "In Studying the conditions of

the schools I relied upon one thing only, namely: P<

lion of the instructions as carried out in the class room-." I!

that from January 7 to June 25 he saw upwards of 1,300 teach-

er- at work. Pot six months, or 120 school day-, he visited schools.

This makes an average Of ten room- each .lay. Counting five hours

as the average time- for one day, he could have remained as much as

thirty minute- in a room. Think of averaging thirty minutes in a

room for the purpose of Studying the methods used in city schools.

He also informs us that he visited thirty-six cities and twenty institu-

tions for the training of teachers. If he desired to obtain any knowl-

edge at all of these training schools one day in each institution would

be the shortest time he could allow himself. This leaves him [OO

days for his 1,200 teachers. We will suppose that he traveled at

night and on Saturdays; that he was never tardy morning or after-

noon, and arranged his visits so that no time was lost going from

room to room or building to building; that his conferences with

superintendents and school boards were held out of school hours, and

the doctor has a little over twenty minutes as the average time he

devoted to each teacher In the thirty-six cities he visited, there

must be employed at least 25,000 teachers; therefore, he saw nearly

five per cent, of the teachers at work. The doctor's flying trip is

equaled only by Nellie Ely's famous one around the world.

Quoting again from his article, we have the following :
" Before

beginning the description of particular schools, a brief general survey

of the American school system will be in place. The characteristic

feature of our school system may perhaps be best defined by the single

word, 'chaos. Chaos! " Our American school system defined by

the single word, "chaos." and we have been writing and talking all

these vears about something that is even undefinable. We have

boasted to our English cousins, and to our foreign friends we have

sung its praises, and have used our power in influencing those of for-

eign lands to come to America to enjoy freedom and secure the bene-

fits of our wonderful system of public schools. Surely the doctor did

not mean it! Yet he could hardly write the following unless he did.
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He says, "consequently unless 'chaos' be preferable to law and order,

there is no foundation for the opinion held by so many, that our pub-
lic schools are the best in the world." It appears to me that the doc-

tor is prejudiced and made his visits in order to more fully convince
himself that something is radically wrong with America's system of

education. He either hunted for the poorest teachers or was singu-

larly unfortunate in getting into the rooms occupied by not the best

teachers; for in Baltimore, Buffalo, Cincinnati and St. Louis, he failed

to commend the work of a single teacher. In Indianapolis he was
more fortunate, or the teaching there is more in accordance with his

ideas of how teachers should conduct recitations.

Of course we could hardly expect to find much system in Cincin-

nati or St. Louis after two such men as Dr. White and United States

Commissioner Harris have had any thing to do with the arranging of

matters. The doctor should go to them and in as pleasant tones as

possible, inform them that he has discovered that "many of the city

schools are in a very chaotic condition; in fact the whole American
system is in a jumble, and it would be about the proper caper if two
such old fossils as they would just step aside and give men who have

never been actively engaged in school matters a chance to bring order

out of chaos. He should not fail to state to them that he has become
acquainted with the unfortunate condition of affairs from visiting for

twenty minutes each, about four and one-half per cent, of the teachers

employed in thirty-six of the cities of the United States. He should

also state that he, for reasons of his own, did not visit the cities ofthat

small territory lying west of the Mississippi river.

Let us consider the gentleman's particular analysis of the Balti-

more schools. Entering a room he finds an advanced first grade (the

M. D. says it was really a second grade) before a blackboard covered

with an endless variety of problems in addition. His manner of criti-

cism here is more in the form of ridicule than otherwise. No doubt

he would not have conducted the recitation as did the teacher. He
fails to inform us howr she should have been teaching, or that such

teaching is barren of good results Nor does he enlighten us as to how
many of the 1,200 Baltimore teachers taught as did this one. We are

safe in saying that he found none doing worse.

Of the same room he says: "When the exercise in arithmetic

was finished the children had some reading. It was as mechanical as

the arithmetic and amounted simply to calling off words. There were

no pauses at commas or periods, and not even an inflection. The

first opened with a ludicrously mechanical introduction, thus: ' Page

56, Lesson XVIII, The dog and the rat.'
"
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Do you believe that all the teachers of Baltta

ation t-> pauses, inflection, eta Do ••• he

is to think bo ' Hear the following and decide " [now

I Fonnd tint the children did ose inflections when readii

religiously raised their voices two toi tnmas and dropped them

tour tones at pi

Weknovi poor teachers get into our schools, but it is not ju

condemn all because a few incompetent on a we

believe that the doctor would, if he wei ing, punish a whole

school for the misdemeanors of one <>r tv

hi his criticism of the methods employed in the Buffalo and Cin-

cinnati schools, he becomes musical. Here again the criticism partakes

of ridicule. By ridiculous criticism he makes the work of tin- teacher

appear ridiculous

Now, if one who has made the mental and physical development

of children a special study, and has taken a special course in psychol-

ogy and pedagogy, and visited the sehooK of various European

countries, can do so great injustice to our American school system, as

I believe lie has, what can we expect from non-professional criti

Dr. Rice, in his criticism of Baltimore, Buffalo, Cincinnati and St.

Louis, makes a part equal to the whole. If he had spent one hundred

days visiting the schools of, say, two or three cities, we then could

place more reliance upon his statements.

This is of far more importance than we may Believe. Too many

good men and women lose their positions every year by the too free

criticism of those who know ahsolutely nothing about school work.

Too often teachers are criticised by those who have a personal dislike

for them. If non-professional criticism be tolerate. 1, I doubt if many

remain teachers long. Dr. Rice has sown discord. What shall the

harvest be? If the majority of people in cities read and believe Ins

articles, will they carefully investigate or will they clamor for a

change 5

The doctor may, by his articles, raise up an army of critics.

Already we have an article in the Denver Times of December I,

written by a gentleman of our own State, i do not know if it was

prompted by his articles in the Forum or not. The gentleman christens

his article "Art in Education." POT want of time I cannot review it,

and so refer you to the Times of that date.

He attacks everything in the school line from the kindergarten to

the high school, and as side issues brings in the school boards and our

State Teachers' Association. Let me emote what he says in regard to

the latter: "Interesting as were the deliberations of that body in
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many particulars, there was not a word said about the method of

teaching or about any reform. There was not a word from anyone
about any educational improvement in teaching. There were discus-

sions about making courses of study uniform, about educational

philosophies of various degrees and kinds, but the whole meeting was.

in reality, barren of result of educational value. And why? Simply
because no one has had the determination or thought to say a few-

words of truth concerning the lackadaisical manner in which school

affairs are usually conducted. The school system is getting to be like

a ship without a rudder, at the mercy of wind and wave."

Fellow teachers, we may have a Dr. Rice among us watching our

deliberations.

There is much that Dr. Rice says in his articles in the Forum
that I heartily agree wTith. I quote two sentences:

i. "I discovered that the schools had advanced directly in pro-

portion to what had been done by the superintendents toward raising

the standard of the teachers in their charge."

2. "There is nothing which so hampers the work of the super-

intendent as a school system riddled by incompetent teachers."

In closing this paper permit me to say: That all teachers

employed in our public schools are competent, we deny; that our

school system is chaotic, we deny; that we are not entitled to the

same considerations as are accorded to men and women in other

professions, we deny most emphatically; and. finally, that our public

schools are retrograding in place of becoming more efficient each

year, we must deny. The following little poem is so applicable to

my subject that I must ask your indulgence while I read it:

"I've done discussing schoolmarms, their punishments and such,

And all their ways and doings don't fret me very much.
For I'd a true experience a year or two ago;

I learned a few things, gentlemen, that I was glad to know.

"Our little lad came home from school, his eyes all wet with tears ;

It took us half the noon-time to quiet down his fears
;

He said that she had whipped him—that she was cross and old-
She never did a single thing but sit, and fuss, and scold.

"The little one was innocent ; I started tor the school

To tell her who and what I was, and lay her dowu a rule.

The afternoon was very hot, and my temper hotter still.

And it had reached a boiling point when I had climbed the hill.

"I had my speech all ready ; I started for the door;

I guess she saw me coming, for she was there before,

And met me all a-smiliug. with a welcome in her eyes.

I was the one to tremble. I found to my surprise.
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I >iseussion :

Mrs. /.'. W. Collins^ Georgetown:—

The subjects admits of more than one interpretation. Sterne

says : "When a proposition may he taken in two senses, 'tis a law of

disputation that the respondent may reply to which of the two he

pleases, or funis most convenient."

Acting somewhat upon this decision, I have chosen another inter-

pretation than that of Mr. Baker.

" Non-Professional Criticism, Inspection and Supervision versus

Professional."

The schools of Colorado are to be periodically visited according

to school law.

Why is this demand made ? They are to be inspected with the

view of ascertaining the kind and the amount of work done therein
;

of advising with the teachers respecting the ways and means of im-

proving them.

You all agree that the inspector should know the subjects taught.

Is this all ? No. He should know how the subjects are to be taught.

He should be a scholar, in every sense of the word. He should be

able to conduct his inspection by the light of the present day. The

inspector, supervisor or superintendent, as you may please to call him,

can be of great service in equalizing the amount of work done by the

different teachers, and by timely and kindly suggestions, bringing

this and that one up to the standard. He can introduce, where most

needed, modern methods of teaching subjects. In fact, he should he

able to direct understandingly every department under his care, and,

if necessary, to conduct a recitation in such a manner as to inspire the

teacher in charge to greater effort on her part.
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A man or woman, empowered with the control of educational

affairs, should be fitted to make out a programme, examine and pro-

mote pupils, examine, criticise and direct teachers, and to be thus
fitted he or she must know the aim, the agents and the means of educa-

tion, and be familiar with "the doctrines of educational values."

Do we expect every attorney to be able to draw a tooth, every

grocer to shoe a horse, even- doctor to draw up a will that will pass

all courts? No. Neither do sve expect the average man to know the
" how " of the schoolroom until he has made the matter a study.

It is very hard for the community to accept the superiority of ex-

perts.

The average practical man considers himself, not only master of

his own business, but often a better judge of professional matters

than the man who has spent his life in acquiring technical knowledge.

I think the notion that non-professionals can profitably "tinker"

programmes, examine, council and direct teachers, and examine pupils,

is a survival of the belief that anybody can teach what he knows,

whether he knows how to teach it or not.

The more seriously, the more conscientiously, a man tries to do
his life work as it ought to be done, and to obtain a thorough com-
mand of the principles involved in that work, the deeper grows his

respect for professional study and training, and the less willing he be-

comes to interpose his advice and suggestions on matters foreign to

his own profession.

Points answered:

"First—Teachers invite criticism by their conduct in social life.''

Agreed that some fezc do, but ought the mass to suffer for the

indiscretions of the few ? Because one Solon is gifted with the extra-

ordinary sense of embellishment, ought all Solons to be classed as

falsifiers ?

"Second—Teachers should not attend balls, etc."

I do not agree to that. A teacher must have time for recreation

and pleasure, let it be balls, theatre, cards, music or literature, what-

ever you please and whatever she herself recognizes as right by her

own conscience; and any school system which overlooks this point

aud insists upou the greatest amount of drudgery from the teacher is

a most miserable system aud not at all in accord with the best educa-

tional thought of the day. In the recreations I have mentioned the

tax upon the mind is not as harmful as poring over examination

papers, set after set, into the wee small hours of the night, and then

retiring to sleep, to dream the few remaining hours of percentages,

averages—averages and percentages—till dawn.
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/•.'. / Fisher, GrandJunction:—

"When l was invited to make a fev« reo t, I

thought I had a few points i would tike to present to
'

ttion ;

hut I do QOt feel now as I did at that time. The paper lefeiied to Dr.

Rice's article, and right here I would like- to recommend it to I

who have not read it. I believe that it is an article that will do .

I don't mean to say that I indorse everything in that paper, but I do

endorse a great part of it. it is full of good thoughts and will wake

teachers up, and cause them to think along the lines of their work. I

do not exactly agree with Mr. Baker in his comparison drawn between

the lawyer and the teacher. 1 think there IS a difference [f I should

want to employ a lawyer to transact some business forme, I would not

be so very particular whether he now and then got drunk, providing

I thought he was the best lawyer, although I think we should pi

premium upon good citizenship. Hut with the teacher, the parent,

patron and employer have a right to demand that he has a good char-

acter, as well as that he is a good citi/.en ; and in employing him this

should be looked to from the very first, and seen to that he has a good

moral character. I shall not speak of the things which the t<

may or may not do ; it would be difficult to draw the line. I would

divide the classes of critics into two: first, the chronic fault-tinders.

To such people we should pay little attention. The second class is the

critic who is honest ; these do us good. A few weeks ago I went to

several persons and asked what was their especial criticism upon the

public school system. One said : You do not give enough time to the

.study ofmathematics. I can see use for mathematics in every vocation

of life. I think more attention should be given to the subject Another

said: You ought to teach chemistry in the schools. A knowledge of

this subject would be of vast benefit to the boys and girls. Another

wished more attention paid to the teaching of morals and manners.

And so each had a different topic to which he wished more atti

given. The man wh<> wished more attention given to chemistry was

an assayer, and the other two were specialists or cranks. But we must

admit that criticism is a good thing; it causes us to pursue new lines

of work and spurs us to better results It makes the pupil's education

17—I.
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so much more complete. We may permit these criticisms on the out-

side, but they must not be allowed to enter the school room. The
work of that place should be left to the teacher."

Geo. Wyatt:—

Since reference has been made to superintendents and principals

I am reminded of the course pursued by one who is recognized as one

of the best in the United States. Before his boys are permitted to

leave the school, he has a talk with them and invites them to offer any

criticism upon the work and conduct of the school. He also fre-

quently visits the universities and sees whether any of his graduates

are there. Now, if I have been raised on a farm, and my father is a

good farmer, I don't see why I might not be able to offer some sug-

gestions to the old farmer that would be of benefit to him, and I do

not see why we should not welcome criticism. Unfriendly criticism

certainly is of benefit to us. I remember the story of the painter who
painted a picture of a farm scene, where there were a number of pigs

drinking from a trough. The picture was placed on exhibition and

the painter sat behind the curtain, pencil in hand, noting down the

criticisms made upon the painting. A couple of farmer's boys stopped

before it and one of them said it was not natural, for no one ever saw

pigs eat without having their feet in the trough, and every one of the

eleven were standing uniformly, with their feet on the ground.

The artist took the picture and worked it over, and the result was a

masterpiece. So I think we may derive great benefit from professional

criticism if we are inclined to consider it and try to improve.

Mr. Baker:—

I want to say that if we have critics as competent to criticise our

work as the farmer's boys were to criticise the painting, we will never

make any objections.

Paper, "Shall the District be Required to Furnish Free Text

Books," O. S. Moles, Canon City.

There is no question, perhaps, of school economy which has so

engrossed the attention of school officers and educators during the

past ten years as that relating to the supply of text books. Several

states recognizing the fact that the private purchase of books at the

prices often charged by publishers and dealers has wrought undue

hardships and has been a hindrance to universal education, especially

among the poor, have tried the plan of state publication of series of

books for use in the states publishing them.
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not proved what I had hoped for. I would not advise other Bl
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Superintendent Sweet, of San Prancisco, wi:'

that the system has not been satisfactory. Had. the booka been all

that could be desired, the result would not have heen satisfactory as

the fact of the COSt <>f any series of hook-- is a harrier to the edu-

of many children.

A desire to have all the children within their boundaries enjoy

the full privileges of the schools led a number of prominent cities to

adopt the free text hook system. The plan i^ by no means one of

recent date. Philadelphia has used it for fifty-seven years; New-

York, for fifty years; Boston and < >maha, for eight years; and others

for longer or shorter periods of time. States have taken hold of

it, and Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Delaware, Michigan,

Wisconsin and Nebraska, require boards of education to furnish free

books, while Vermont, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, Maryland and Col-

orado, authorize it. Superintendent Brooks, of Philadelphia, to whom
I am indebted for this information, writes me, 'Tn all of these states

free text books have been found satisfactory, and the plan is growing

in favor.''

When this question was assigned me by the executive com-

mittee, I prepared series of questions and mailed them to the county

superintendents and city superintendents of Colorado; also questions

addressed to superintendents in Nebraska. Iowa, Boston, Philadelphia,

San Francisco and elsewhere. The answers have been as diverse as

human nature, and yet, upon the main question as to whether dist-

ricts should furnish free text books, every superintendent but one,

from the Atlantic to the Pacific, reporting that he had given free

texts a trial, answered "Yes," while the majority of the others fav-

ored it.

While free to say I am a firm believer in the intrinsic value of

free text books to our schools, which in many ways far outweigh the

objections that can be produced against them, I have, nevertheless,
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endeavored to obtain the facts concerning the system and the opin-

ions of the leading educators pro and con. I have tabulated these

with care, and shall give you in full the result of my investigations.

In the discussion of this question, I shall not follow the line of

thought indicated by the questions submitted to the various superin-

tendents of Colorado and elsewhere, but shall deal with the advauta-

ges and disadvantages of the system as they appear to its friends and
opponents, with the issues growing therefrom, and the practical appli-

cation to the question under discussion.

The first advantage of the system that might be cited is its economy.

While it is to be regretted that neither county nor city superintend-

ents of Colorado can give as satisfactory data as could be wished, what
can be given by them is highly gratifying. Superintendent Search, of

Pueblo, says: " The cost of first purchase for our district was $3,000

but formerly must have cost $5,000, and the books will probably

average three years of use." Superintendent Fleming, of Logan
county, says: "The average cost per pupil, in the twenty districts of

this county using free text books, is seventy-five cents." A number
of superintendents report the first cost of the books to the districts of

their counties, at fifty per cent, of the price paid to dealers. This is an

important matter, especially to districts financially embarrassed.

Reliable information concerning the comparative cost is very full and

accurate from other parts of the United States. Superintendent

Brooks, of Philadelphia, writes that the cost in his schools is:

Primary grades, first and second years, girls, fifty cents; boys,

sixty cents.

Secondary grades, third and fourth years, girls, eighty-six cents;

boys, ninety cents.

Grammar grades, fifth to eighth years, girls, $2.06; boys, $2. 10.

This includes sewing materials and all other appliances; the cost

for many years has ranged from eighty cents to $1.00 per pupil.

The average cost of supplying the pupils of the Boston schools

with text books, drawing materials and stationery for seven years

was 79 cents per pupil.

Superintendent Fitzpatrick, of Omaha, says that the 15,000 children

of that city are furnished with all school requisites at aji annual

expense of $6,250, or less than 40 cents per pupil.

The average cost per pupil for the state of West Virginia, exclud-

ing the city of Wheeling, was 22 cents per pupil.
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In answer to the question, How long will hooks last in the

primary, grammar and high school grades? Superintendent Seaver, of

Boston, writes :
" Hooks last about three years in the primary schools;

from four to six in the grammar schools, and six to ten in the high

schools. Some high school books last even longer than that."

Professor Hell writes of the Kellogg, Iowa, schools: "Primary,

four years
;
grammar, seven years, and high school, ten years."

Superintendent Fitrpatrick, of Omaha, writes :

" Primary, one

and one-half years
;

grammar, two and one-half, and high school,

three yea:

Superintendent Miller, of Fremont, Nebraska, writes :

" Primary,

three years; grammar, five years, and high school, seven years."

Other examples might be cited, but these will suffice.

The second advantage is, there is no delay in school work. Super-

intendent Seaver, of Boston, and other superintendents say that the

work can be assigned at the opening of school on Monday and Lessons

recited all around the second day. Every teacher of experience

understands the meaning of lengthy delays in furnishing the required

school requisites by parents.

The third advantage is no excuse for non-supply.

The fourth advantage is forty per cent, of the population is' tran-

sient and unable to meet the expenses of new supplies of books. This

removes from such a needless burden. This is especially true of rural

and mining districts. I heard the pastor of a large and flourishing

church in Leadville tell his congregation that the membership of that

church changed on an average once in eleven months. A change of

residence means a change of books at considerable expense. In my
own experience in the schools of Canon City it has never happened
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within the past three years that pupils entering school in grades, from
the fourth up, have ever come supplied with a full line of books from
another district. In the great majority of cases they do not have a

single book that can be used.

The fifth advantage is increased attendance. Superintendent

Search, of Pueblo, says: "Four hundred pupils were enrolled the

first week of this year more than the same week of last year, prob-

ably two-thirds due to the change in the plan of supply." Other

cities report an increase of seven per cent, or more.

The sixth advantage is closer classification of work. This is

mentioned by many county superintendents, who say that the use of

a number of series of books in the same school makes it well nigh

impossible to do satisfactory work in classification.

The seventh advantage that might be mentioned is that it admits

of a greater range of -work in all departments.

The eighth advantage is more careful use of books. This seems

to be the almost universal verdict of superintendents everywhere.

The ninth advantage is there is no class distinction, and it is the

advancement of our public school idea. Superintendent Jackson, of

El Paso county, says: " It makes our schools free in the full sense of

the term, and puts the poor man's child on equal footing with the

rich man's, without requiring him to confess his poverty."

Colorado's higher institutions of learning are leading in this matter

and are as near free as they can well be. Doctor Dennett said to the

writer less than a year ago, "The question, whether we should charge

the ordinary fee for diplomas was discussed, but it was finally decided

to make no charge, that the State University might be free in the

fullest sense."

The tenth advantage is, promotions or demotions may be made
without unnecessary expense or vexatious delay.

The eleventh advantage is, it protects the pupil from the penuri-

ousness of parent or guardian. This needs no elaboration.

Lastly, to use the language of Superintendent Brooks, of Phila-

delphia, it permits the purchase of the latest and best books at no addi-

tional expense, and tends to constant improvement. This is an age of

improvement. In no line of human activity is this more noticeable

than in school books and appliances. Books considered models of ex-

cellence when first published are soon supplanted by others, embody-

ing new ideas and improvements. This cannot be other than bene-

ficial. The pupil should receive the benefit of these improvements,
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Superintendent Lay, of San Miguel county, who fa

There may be > lessening fi msibility.*
1 Su]

tendent Gove, <>i Denver, 1 think nothing should besu]

free to a pupil which he can reasonably supply for himself, but that

paternalism may be extended in a school district to the supply "t

shoes ami stockings, when necessary , that fn e t< \t books are desir-

able in such communities as are made up of poor, ignorant and help-

and that uniformity Ol any sort is in contradiction •

hire's teaching. God never made two things alike, nor do any of

his laws encourage the nursing of uniformity." Superintendent

Fisher, of Mesa county, who favors the plan, says: "Pupils need

books at home ;" and Superintendent Greenlee, of Denver, adds,

future reference" Superintendent Timberlake, of Phillips county,

also in favor of the system, says: "Lack of pride in ownership."

The only disadvantage Superintendent Baker, of Durango, sees is "The

trouble to the principal and teachers would be too great." "There is

a common feeling of responsibility when we have a common expense

Some pay no tax, and if they are required to purchase the needed

requisites it is an indirect tax," says Superintendent Greenlee, of

Denver. President Snyder objects to free text books on account of

the contraction of contagious diseases. Superintendent Fleming, Lo-

gan county, says : "No. My experience is that when the districts are

first supplied, it is probably well enough, but soon some books are

destroyed, and then the teacher appeals to the parents for new books,

who in turn expect the school board to furnish them ; detrimental to

the whole school."

The Colorado statistics may be summed up as follow-

Out of twenty-one county superintendents who report free text

books used in their counties nineteen favor the system and only two

offer any objection; while, on the other hand, of the four county

superintendents reporting free text books not used in their counties,

three favor the system and one opposes it. Seven city superintend-

ents of the State favor the system and live oppose it. Seventeen

county and city superintendents of the State say they see no disad-

vantages in the system. This does not include a number who favor

the system, but see disadvantages in it. Outside of the State such

superintendents as Brooks, of Philadelphia, Seaver, of Boston, and
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of San Francisco, champion the system. This is true of forty

superintendents, while two oppose it. The superintendents of

Nebraska stand a unit in favor of it.

If free text books should be used in our schools, should they be

brought about by requiring boards of education to supply them ?

Should our school law be so amended as to require boards of educa-

tion to furnish free text books ?

Ten county and six city superintendents favor such amendment
and seven county and five city superintendents do not favor it.

Superintendent Jackson, of El Paso county, favors such a change,

"because the law would go into effect at once and would benefit all

alike, whereas now it is inoperative unless some one agitates the

matter and gets out enough votes to carry it.*' Superintendent Ham-
ilton, of Larimer county, says: "It is not wise to do by legislation

what can be done as well by reason and evidently more satisfactory

to the people." State Superintendent Goudy, of Nebraska, writes:

"The law making district ownership obligatory is to be preferred to

leaving it optional, as was the case under our former law."

Superintendent Seaver, of Boston, and Sweet, of San Francisco,

concur in this opinion. The fact that the question of the adoption of

the system has been submitted to a comparatively small number of

districts indicates the apathy concerning it. Superintendent Tague,

of Washington county, expresses this forcibly in the following lan-

guage: "The education of the children of every state and nation is of

national importance. Our public institutions, our form of govern-

ment, our society, our homes, are all touched and moulded by the

character of the men aud women our schools turn out, and questions

of such vital importance should not be left to individuals any more
than sanitary precautions should be left to uncertain conditions.

"Should the text books furnished by a district be of their own
selection or should they be the same as those used throughout that

county or state? Nine superintendents favor local selection; ten super-

intendents favor county uniformity; seven superintendents favor state

uniformity.

Time will not permit my giving extracts from opinions upon this.

The comparative advantages of the system in the city and rural dis-

tricts might cause some feeling of jealousy, but if we seek the golden

mean, we will find that the advantages of the one are counterbalanced

by those of the other.

This is a broad subject and worthy of the most careful considera-

tion of every friend of education. The sooner we meet the issue the

better for our schools and our people. If in the preceding pages, I
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/'. A. r\Utison
t
Colorado Springs

:

—

'*I agree with theposition taken by Mr. Moles; therefore, indi*

ing this question, perhaps it will be lome if the discnsaii

more argumentative than was the 1 >.ii >c-r. Therefore, this is the

proposition I submit to you : if it can beproveu that it ia better to

suppl) free text hooks on the ground of economic principles, and the

efficiency of tin schools be thereby increased
;

if this cm be proven to

anypeople of sound judgment, then the proposition is an economic

proposition This is tin- simple question t'> be decided by tin- p<

tin- question as to whether tin- purchase shall hi- made by tin- pupil

from the dealer, or on the other hand by the school board from the

publisher. I have read some reports upon this question of relative

expense, and one authority says: ' Private ownership of text bo

the most wasteful of all the methods that have been tried for the pur-

chase- and control of books.' Another: 'If all the states of the

I'nited States should adopt free text books, there would be an annual

saving of $10,000,000. Better terms can be secured by school boards

than by the pupils to the amount of thirty-three and one-third per

cent.' Again, school books owned by the district last one-third longer,

and save another million. The annual expense caused by the removal

of families from one district or county to another, and new books

thereby purchased, is greater than the annual income of $330,000,000

invested at five per cent.

"Then the efficiency of the public school would be increased in

many ways, because vexatious delays would be removed if uniformity

of text books be once established ; there would be an increased attend-

ance ; there would be better and more books, and therefore a broader

course of study established. There would be no division of pupils

into classes upon the basis of inability to purchase necessary text books.

All this follows as a natural consequence. Certain it is if free text

books were adopted and this plan carried out. the first day would find

each pupil supplied with necessary text books. Not a teacher would

hesitate to regrade pupils because of a fear that this would necessitate

the purchase of new books. All delays would be overcome from the

start. There would be the advantages of better classification and bet-

ter instruction. Some teachers have as many different classes and

text books as there are pupils in the school. There may not be such

in Colorado, but there are many elsewhere. Teachers should take

some step that will find legislative enactment upon this question
;
an
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enactment that will say that the districts shall furnish these text books.

Many times books remain too long in use, because of a feeling that a

change may create unfavorable public criticism. Hut we all know that

a change is sometimes necessary, and these books should be well

selected. If there be any Truthful James present who can answer how
this work of broadening our horizon can be done except by the pro-

posed plan, the speaker would be glad to have said Truthful James rise."

Ira M. Do Long, Boulder.

I am inclined to believe that Mr. Pattison and myself learned our

speeches out of the same encyclopedia. I had as my first point, that

the ownership of the text books by the district would add to the

organization of the school; and as a sub point under that head, first,

there would be books on hand the first day; classes would be organ-

ized the first day. As it now is, a number of the pupils in the country

districts fail to come supplied the first day. I know it is said that it is

an easy matter to have the dealer order a supply, but I think I have met
with difficulty there. Dealers refuse to supply books until they are

ordered, and I know occasionally we have difficulty even then, for deal-

ers are afraid to order them beforehand. Second, it would also assist in

the grading of the school. How often is it the case, when you call your

class up the first day, for one to have White's, another Ray's and another

Robinson's arithmetic ? That difficulty would be avoided if the district

owned a uniform set of text books; then your pupils would be study-

ing the same lesson in the same books and on the same day. Then it

would help you in changing pupils from one grade to another. Sup-

pose you have placed a pupil in a certain class and you find, after a

while, that you are mistaken in his ability; yet the pupil has bought

his books and you find he does not belong in that class. It is a very

difficult matter to put him in another grade, for that would necessi-

tate his buying another set. New classes could be much more easily

organized if the books were already there.

Then as to moving families. The parties who are least able to

buy books from year to year for their children, are the parties who
have most of them to buy, owing to the fact that they are moving from

county to county, or from district to district. Here is a family that

has bought three books; before a year passes that family has moved
into a new district, and is required to purchase an entirely new set,

because of non-uniformity. It is a point of considerable importance.

We wish to educate the children of these families, yet we place a per-

manent bar in the way, by compelling them to buy new books, and it

takes all their surplus cash, and the books that were used in the other

district are laid away in the garret. It would be a great thing if this

immense burden were removed.
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ferent firms to induce cfa dinary

terma were offered. Ul thia would be avoided if the diatricl •

the text booka The relative pricea ol books have already been men-

tioned. Think what .1 b iving from twenty fn

[ know it is claimed that the booka will do! ia through

private ownership, but I appeal to every one of you if it is not true-

in your own personal experience that if you have soiled a bon
hook, yon have not said, -'Well, now, I .mi so ut that; I

wouldn't care so much if it was my own." That oati I that

exists in you exists also in the child Mr. Pattisorj has told •

the immense amount of money that ran be saved. You ran see the

Of that argument when you think of the- hooks laid away in the

garret. I cm see them hooks used, perhaps, only three to nine

months, a permanent loss of property and money. It" these hooks

Could stay in the schoolroom and pass to one class and another, there

would he a savin- of hundreds of thousands of dollars annually. I

can see how they would he valuable BS reference book-.

Moved, That we are strongly in favor of free text hooks, hut

that we are not in favor of a change of the present law at this time.

Referred to the Committee on Resolution-.

Paper: "Uniformity," Aaron Gove, Denver.

"A manifest growing tendency towards uniformity in the conduct of

educational forces," said he, "is worthy of consideration. The school-

master, seconded effectively by the press, is a factor in the movement.

A school well systemi/ed in all its parts, uniform and regular in open-

ing and closing, in the time allotted for each recitation, with the

grading of classes carefully and definitely made, uniform in text for

the assignment of tasks, uniform rewards and punishments for uniform

accomplishments, when once under way, moves along like a well

trained army. It is not only comfortable for the commander, hut it

presents a beautiful and imposing front. The spectator views its har-

monious motion and admires the general effect. A few observers do

ask from time to time, while noticing the grand review, something

about the individuals that make up the parts of this grand pageant

It is true, it must be true, that the effort in conducting such an estab-

lishment is reduced to the minimum, and the general effect is one of

excellence^ and comfortable direction.
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" Variations from the regular movement are productive of friction

and annoyance. The management is vexed or at least worried by
endeavors to get out of line by individuals, either pushing to the front

in the intensity of desire or from natural ability, or lagging behind

from inability or disinclination It is not surprising then, that the

watchword of uniformity rings forth so loudly from him who seeks, as

a result of his work, to present a mass of young people uniformly

bright, scholarly and disciplined. Consider with me the cost of the

result.

" Nature presents to us no model of uniformity; man alone seeks

it, and so far in history, has succeeded only with inanimate things.

Stones can be squared and carved uniformly; logs and timbers can be

cut and sawed into uniform pieces; textile fabrics can, by the aid of

machinery, be duplicated indefinitely. With wood and stones and
metals this power ceases. The farmer tries in vain to breed uniform

grades of stock. The student of natural history has never found two
specimens, even of the same variety, identical. No two oak, or elm,

or maple trees grow exactly alike, neither are they clad with uniform

leaves. Uniformity is unknown in the cloud form above us, in the

faces of the horses or dogs about us, and among our human friends.

Of the millions of earth's peoples, from the beginning of time, no two

have been or are alike.

UNIFORMITY IN GENERAL TRAINING.

"This absence of uniformity becomes more marked when one

considers the immaterial, the intellectual attributes of mankind. In

view of these statements, may not one enquire as to the degree of uni-

formity proper to strive for in. the education and training of boys and
girls? Some measure of uniformity in general training must be con-

ceded. So long as a group of individuals be taught in company, a

general likeness in training is inevitable, and so it follows in school

work that generalization is a necessity. The extent of the generaliz-

ing is a proper theme for contemplation. Laws must be, as long as

communities are. The best government has the fewest formal laws.

Every intelligent community ought to be permitted to make all laws

for the regulation of its own affairs, except those that concern or are

related to other neighboring communities.

" Lniformity in text books for the state has been, in the minds of

some, a desirable measure. A few western states mo old eastern state

has attempted it) have or are trying the experiment. It is already

pronounced an experiment. The reasons that lead a state to

adopt uniform text books in its schools apply to two or more

adjacent states, from which it follows that one uniform set of
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"The law of Colorado permits uniformity just - eople

acting through the school board da quently one or mon
tiguoua countiea, people with like families, with like

engaged i" similar industries, choose to unite on a uniform

list who shall sa\ that tin- differences of interests, tin customs ol

people, the holm- life, the early training, the altitude <>f tlie home, -a

widely separated lines of effort in life do not constitute reasons for

each district to he permitted to select the hooks used in the schools

where only its interests lie. The difference of the coloring of the

domestic life of the seafaring man on the co.ist and that of the mer-

chant in an interior is no greater than that between the ranchman of

Kit Carson county and the miner of < "rilpin county. The higher in-

terests of the pupil will he best served by permitting the family in

each case to have a voice in the conduct of the school.

" Krror frequently travels fast and sometimes gains a foothold so

Secure as to make the suhstitution of truth difficult and discour

Especially is this true with regard to cost of school text hook-.

"
I have asked Mr. A. \V. Klder, principal of Longfellow school,

one of the largest schools in the State, ami containing the eight grades

representing eight years of the pupils' school life, from six to fourteen

of age, to write the required books for each year in his school

with the cost of each. The summary, including all accessories, such

as sponges, drawing material, etc., amounts to $18.70, or $2.34 a year

Till. ACT1 U. SCHOOL KXl-l.x

Complete necessary expenses for the equipment of pupils for each

of the first eight years in school district No. 1, Denver, Arapahoe

county, Colorado:

" First year—New National First Reader. 25 cents: slate and

sponge, 20 cents. Total, 45 cents

"Second year—New National Second Reader, 15 cents; lead pen-

cil, 5 cents; P., I). ,\: S , No. 2. Writing Rook, IO cents; three spelling

blanks at 5 cents, 15 cents; Normal Music Reader, No. 1. Total, fl.IQ.
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" Third year—New National Third Reader, 65 cents; P., I). & S.

No. 2, Writing Book, 10 cents; Stoddard's Intellectual Arithmetic, 35
cents; White's New Kleinentary Arithmetic, 65 cents; drawing tablet,

pencil and eraser, 25 cents; three spelling blanks at 5 cents, 15 cents;

Eclectic Primary Geography, 50 cents. Total, $2.85.

" Fourth year—New National Fourth Reader, 90 cents; three

spelling blanks at 5 cents, 15 cents; P., D. & S., No. 3, Writing Book,

10 cents; drawing tablet, pencil and eraser, 25 cents; Music Reader,

No. 2, 65 cents. Total, $2.05.

" Fifth year—New National Fourth reader (see fourth year); three

spelling blanks at 5 cents, 15 cents; P., D. & S. Writing Book, No. 4,

10 cents; New Complete Geography, $1.50; Maxwell's Grammar, 50

cents; drawing tablet, pencil and eraser, 25 cents. Total, £2.50.

"Sixth year—New National Fifth Reader, $1.15; two spelling

blanks, 20 cents; P., D. & S., No. 6, Writing Book, 10 cents; White's

Complete Arithmetic, So cents; Stoddard's Intermediate Arithmetic (see

fourth year ; Maxwell's Grammar (see fifth year); Music Reader, No.

2 (see fourth year); New Complete Geography (see fifth year); draw-

ing tablet, pencil and paper, 25 cents. Total, $2.50.

" Seventh year—New National Fifth Reader (see sixth year); two

spelling blanks, 20 cents; P., D. & S., No. 6, Writing Book, 10 cents;

Hatch's Civil Government, 75 cents; Martin's Physiology, 95 cents;

Green's Grammar, 95 cents; Normal Music Reader, No. 3, 65 cents;

White's New Complete Arithmetic see sixth year); Stoddard s Inter-

mediate Arithmetic 'see fourth year); New Complete Geography (see

fifth year); drawing instruments, pencil, tablet and eraser, 65 cents.

Total, $4.25.

" Eighth year—Spelling blanks, 20 cents; drawing tablet, pencil

and eraser, 25 cents; P., D. & S , No. 6, Writing Book, 10 cents;

Anderson's Popular History of the United States, $1.25; White's Com-
plete Arithmetic (see seventh year); Stoddard's Intermediate Arith-

metic (see seventh year); Third Music Reader (see seventh year);

Green's English Grammar (see seventh yean. Total, $i.So.

THE TOTAL AMOUNT REQUIRED.

Total expense required for students, $17.50; Witter 's Revised New
First Reader, 35 cents; fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth years, Joyne's

Otto's Introductory Lessons, 85 cents; total excepting pens, pencils

and paper, I18.70.

"Because children manage to persuade or coax the parent to a

greater expenditure in given cases does not increase the absolute

requirements. Young people will emphasize a pretext for the pur-
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Some of us are pedantic enough to insist quite too much on

uniformity. It is safe t<> affirm that no two pupils can properly

e precisely similar rewards for precisely similar results; th

two pupils can justly he assigned identical punishment for idei

offenses. That no single pupil can be taught, in the highest

exactly as any other pupil. The best school will never he until the

ge number belonging does not exceed twelve and the teacher

has passed through many years of preparatory professional study.

The best school to-day is one where fifteen little children are training

in a true kindergarten with a real, philosophical, trained and

altogether lovely mother for a teacher.

"But I am picturing the millennium. I shall have accomplished

some purpose, if I shall have persuaded some one to cast aw

unnecessary formality in the school room, and to treat with the pupils

as individuals. I have tried to do it in my own teaching life only

with measurable success, as some of the pupils still living and present

here will tell. Teachers in rural districts with small enrollment can

do it. City teachers with large enrollments cannot do it. All can

approximate the desideratum.

"Shun uniformity. Look not for it, work not foi it. Strive not

to display it in public examinations, and when you find a school or a

class uniform in excellent attainment, look hack along the trail and

see many stragglers fallen out of ranks, or dropped from the i I

the name of uniformity, where they may remain, their ambition

dampened, their pride hroken, their resolution gone and school ever

after to them a stranger. They leave and go to work, then grow up,

but not intelligent citizens, their worth sacrificed to uniformity.

Discussion.

E. /". HermaHs
x
Denver:—

When I was informed several weeks ago that I was to deliver

an extemporaneous speech on the subject of 'Uniformity," I was
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somewhat nonplused. It is such a large subject. I may be able, be-

fore I have finished, to see my way clear. Uniformity, but what?
The speaker has given me some intimation as to what uniformity he
thinks it best to discuss. There is one draw-back to my following

Mr. Gove, for he always marches in the van of school affairs ; and so

it should be quite natural that he and I should agree, and, therefore,

he has not furnished me any opportunity to make things lively. I

hardly agree with all Mr. Gove said in reference to uniformity. That
is one way of getting even with Mr. Gove for stealing my thunder.

But I can explain to the audience what he means. He means that

uniformity is objectionable when it is sought after. Uniformity of

text books ; methods of teaching—that uniformity is not objection-

able when it naturally occurs. It is the parent, the teacher and the

school doing the very best things. I am in favor of uniformity in

some things—the dress of a policeman, for instance. It is very neces-

sary that I should be able to tell him when I see him (laughter). But

I should not favor a similar uniformity in the dress of ladies. Just

think ; the same dress for the long and the short, the thick and the

thin, the blonde and the brunette. I think the ladies would be de-

prived of many pleasant occupations, and the charm would be taken

out of their lives—and also out of our lives (laughter). I should favor

uniformity of salary—between Mr. Gove and myself. On the other

hand, I should object to uniformity of dress between Mr. Gove and

myself, unless I was taken as a standard (laughter). In some things I

believe in uniformity ; in opening and closing school, for instance,

and in changing classes and books, because punctuality is something

that ought to be taught, and that ought to be taught as something

very seldom illustrated in this convention. I believe in uniformity of

movements in calisthenics, and in moving from and to various classes.

There's an inspiration and an enthusiasm in the harmonious move-

ments of classes. It tends to bring the body and all parts of it under

control of the will, and in no way can we do this better than by har-

monious movements. There is another item—thafis "the show ele-

ment." I think this element is receiving so much encouragement in

the schools that it needs very little mention. It costs a vast amount
of energy .on the part of teacher and pupils, without a proportionate

reward.

I believe in uniformity of text books in the same district, in uni-

form advancement for promotions from class to class and from the

high school to the university; not in all districts, but so far as from

the common school to the high school; not because uniformity is in

itself desired, but it is needed so long as we are not able to furnish

like pupils with like abilities. That is about as far as I can go in

uniformity. As has been stated by the speaker, the most serious
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'I am very much reminded by this discussion this morning, of

some of my work in the eastern states some fifteen

the fact that this question of uniformity in the public schools was a

subject then discussed among associations and in the school journals.

There have been criticisms against the public schools, some of them

just and some unjust. Many parents have taken their children out of

the public schools and have put them in private schools, on the

ground that we do not do what we can do for them. I will

not attempt to say whether this charge is true or not, but there

is much encouragement for the young teacher this morning.

Some of these are teaching out in the valleys and looking

forward to better times. To such I would say, " Thank God and take

courage." I was interested in noticing in a recent article that Super-

intendent Frank Fit* Patrick has gathered together a number of little

folks who failed to make their promotions, and they are being '

alone; and I think in time they will outstrip those who made the

grade work and were promoted * I believe in uniformity

along the lines ofschool management, but the machinery, that is to

say, the regulations, must never go before the teacher. The greatest

thing in the school room is the teacher; next to the teacher is the

school itself. If our schools are made as efficient as they ought to be,

there will be little ground for private and parochial schools. I be-

lieve there ought to be no place for parochial schools or private

schools below the high school. I believe that if we were doing all

that we ought to do, there would be no parochial schools. So it has

occurred to me that there is much encouragement to be offered to the

country teacher If you are out in some lonely valley, take courage;

you have an opportunity of becoming a real teacher. If you are sur-

rounded by mountains, take courage; stay where you are and work

out this problem, aud become a genuine, live and really good teacher.
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I would say to the young teacher, 'keep out of the city schools just

as long as you can; stay until you work out this problem; until your

pupils become trained, and you will have a glorious reward'."

Mr. Stevens:—
" I worked for fourteen years under a system of uniformity, and

know that there is nothing so good for us as uniformity."

Mr. Search:—

I believe in the uniformity that makes us all hungry about

this time of day, and move an adjournment for dinner."

Carried.

1:45 P- M.

Address, "Power," President James H. Baker, Boulder.

We enjoy Nature in repose—the autumn landscape, the glad light

of noon-day, the twilight hour of reflection, the starry night of cloud-

less skies, the unrippled surface of the deep, the silent majesty of the

mountain. But there is greater interest in contemplating the manifes-

tations of Nature's various energies—the breeze moving upon the ver-

dure, the fast swimming clouds, the ocean beaten into rugged masses

by the tempest. Especially, perhaps, do we enjoy energy when
directed to useful ends, as when the wind drives the vessel on its way,

or the falling stream turns the wheels of manufacture. A historic

period of peace and prosperity, a period of silent massing of forces

for an onward movement, please us, but we are more attracted by the

uprisings and conflicts, the struggles that make progress for the race.

A man of reserved force, of many unused resources, commands our

respect, but we delight in the strong expression of his inward power,

as when he sways the masses by his oratory, or leads a great move-

ment of reform, or carries forward a magnificent enterprise.

We may believe that passive existence is not the plan of Nature or

the purpose of life. Everywhere is evolution, progress, aspiration,

manifestation, from the upspringing of a blade of grass to the develop-

ment of high character; from the activity that meets daily wants to

the devotion to lofty ideals and the performance of acts of heroism;

from the growth of a flower to the wheeling of the planets in their

orbits; from the formation of a material earth to the attainment of a

spiritual heaven. We do not even know that there is material exis-

tence, but we do know that there is manifestation of force, and some

conjecture this to be all. Without power in action there would be no

world to be known and no mind to know.
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ist without the potency and manifestation of energy. Try t<> in

I, in which all the life pulaationa that constitute the various

kimls oi force m iy have ceased no cohesion, no resistance, no gravi-

tation, no sound, icy darkness, no sign from the outward world, no

active mind to i lign. One pari oi the conception ii faintly

suggested by Byron's Ode to Darkness

" The bright sun was extinguished, and th> -

i>i»l wander darkling In the eternal -pace.

M ami pnthleU ami the icy earth

Bwung black and blackening in the moonless air."

Now, try to imagine knowledge without power, a mind that is but

photographic sheet tor the objects of the outer world, a blank paper

for the writing of communicated thought—no active perception, no

Imagination, no reflection upon ideas, no impulses ending in action.

On the other hand, mental 'power without knowledge is inconceiv-

able. One without knowledge is in the condition of the newly born

infant. This attempt to separate the inseparable may a— ist us in what

follows.

As difficult to understand as the relation between matter and

force, between spirit and body, between thought and its sign, is the

relation between knowledge and power. In a way we may attempt to

separate and distinguish them, by a process of emphasizing one or

the other. Knowledge, in the sense of information, means an ac-

quaintance with nature in its infinite variety of kind, form, color and

force ; with man, in the history of his deeds and thoughts. Power

means the ability to gain knowledge, and the ability and motive to

use it for growth and for valuable ends. Mere knowledge serenely

contemplates nature and history as a panorama that moves before the

vision, without serious reflection or progress. Power is able to reflect

upon knowledge, and find motives for progress and useful action.

Knowledge is the product of the information method; power, of the

method of self-activity.

As we cannot divorce matter and force, so it appears we cannot

clearly separate knowledge and mental power ; the distinction is arti-

ficial, and almost fanciful. One cannot exist without the other; they

are opposite sides of the shield. Through knowledge comes power.

Knowledge is the material for reflection and action. Knowledge, as

it were, creates the mind, and is both the source of power and the oc-

casion for its use.
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We may speak of physical nature as made up of matter and
energy in repose or in action ; of mind, as possessing knowledge and
power in repose or in action.

SUGGESTIVE ILLUSTRATIONS AND SOME INFERENCES.

You will recall the familiar caricature of the Chinese lack of

original power. A merchant negotiated with a Chinaman for the

manufacture of a few thousand plates of a certain pattern, and fur-

nished a sample that by chance was cracked. The plates arrived in

due season, admirably imitating the original—and every one was
cracked. No need in this instance to employ the mandate once given

in my hearing by a choleric superintendent to an employee, who began

to apologize for a mishap by saying : "I thought so and so." "Con-

found it ! I have told 3-ou repeatedly you have no business to think."

The Chinese character may be expressed by a parody on a familiar

stanza :

For they are the same their fathers have been
;

They see the same sights their fathers have seeu
;

They drink the same stream and view the same sun,

And run the same course their fathers have run.

A timorous cow gazing wistfully over the garden gate at the

forbidden succulent vegetables, and nervously rubbing her nose by
accident against the latch, may open the gate and gain an entrance,

and afterward repeat the process. A new and peculiar fastening will

prevent any further depredations. An ingenious boy will find the

means to undo any kind of unique fastening to the gate that bars him
from the watermelon patch.

Charles Lamb humorously describes how the Chinese learned to

eat roast pig. A house burned ; the family pig perished in the flames;

the disconsolate family stood around, viewing the ruins ; by accident,

one touched the pig, burned his finger, thrust it in his mouth to cool it;

it tasted good ; he repeated the process. Soon there were marvelously

frequent conflagrations. All the neighbors burned their homes to

roast their pig, that being the only method they had learned.

From these somewhat trivial illustrations, we may rapidly draw a

few inferences: First, ingenuity of mind for novel conditions distin-

guishes man from the brutes. Second, the Chinese method of educa-

tion emphasizes too much the information side: it is not good. Third,

the human mind is ingenious when it is rightly educated and has a

strong motive. Fourth, ingenuity is the power that should grow from

education. In this idea—ingenuity of mind— I take it, is the very

essence of what we mean when we emphasize the power side of the soul.
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criticisms from certain high sources have at least a small element of

truth in them. A certain routine may easily become a sacred code

—

a law !>l' the tables and .my variation or omission an impiety.

A person possesses power when his conception ploughs through

the unfurrowed tissue of his brain to seek its proper affinity, anil

unites with it to form a correct judgment A person who is merely

instructed does not construct new lines of thought to bring ideas into

novel relations; hedoesnot originate or progress. An original thinker

- all congruous ideas around a dimly conceived notion and there-

is a new birth <a~ an idea, a genuine child of the brain. His ingenuity

will open a gate or construct a philosophical system.

I remember well the stages in my own education when there was

a new awakening by methods that invited thought—a power given to

conceive and do something not stated in the books or imparted by the

teacher. In some schools, even of to-day, it is difficult to find teach-

ers who can impart elementary science in the spirit of science; who
can successfully invite speculation as to causes; who can teach accur-

ate perception; who can interpret events in history; train in the use

of reference books or invite original thought in mathematics. There

is no high school which does not yearly receive pupils untrained in

original power, no college which does not annually winnow out fresh-

men, because they have not gained the power to grapple with virile

methods. This fault is sometimes innate, but it is oftener due to false

methods of instruction. Our great problem is to make scholars who
are not hopeless and helpless in the presence of what they have not

learned.

Pardon another illustration. The plant must have good soil,

water, air and sun, care and pruning, in order to grow, and it grows
of itself, gains strength by proper nourishment. The aggregation of

material about the plant does not constitute its growth. The plant

must assimilate; the juices of life must flow through it.

The teacher does his best work when he makes all conditions

favorable for the self activity of the pupil. Such conditions create a

lively interest in the objects and forces of nature; invite examination

of facts and discovery of relations; arouse the imagination to conceive
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results; awaken query and reflection; stimulate the emotional life

toward worthy and energetic action, and make the pupil ever pro-

gressive.

review.

A recent article in one of our magazines strongly emphasizes the

methods that make power. It considers the kind of training that

finally makes accurate thinkers; that makes original, progressive

men—men of power and safe and wise members of society and citi-

zens of the State. The author shows that clear observation^ accurate

recording of facts, just inference and strong, choice expression are

most important ends to be attained by the work of the schools, and
that these ends become the means for correcting all sorts of unjust,

illogical conclusions as to politics and morals.

There is much profound thought in the view maintained. Unjust

inferences—fallacies—are nearly the sum of the world's social and

political evils. No one doubts that many false ideas are held as true

concerning the currency problem, the tariff question, the theory of

strikes and boycotts, mind cure and the host of notions that take pos-

session of men's minds without logical reflection. The fallacy of

confounding sequence with cause is almost universal. Financial

depression followed the advent of a certain administration, therefore

it was caused by the administration. All kinds of subjective and

objective duties suffer from illogical minds.

To correct many errors and evils, to make thinking, useful men,

we must emphasize the processes recommended: (i) Observation, (2)

faithful recording, (3) just inference, (4) satisfactory expression.

The author shows wherein the work of the grades fails to give

the desired results. He holds that arithmetic, so emphasized, con-

tributes nothing because it employs necessary reasoning and does not

give practice in inference from observation and experience, a process

which develops scientific judgment. Inductive reasoning alone can

give scientific power. Reading, writing, spelling, geography, as

usually taught, contribute but little. Grammar does not add much.

For invention, for correct estimates of the problems of society,

government and morals, the original power of inference from observed

facts is necessary. It is asked, Do our schools give this power to a

satisfactory and attainable degree ? It is claimed in the article that the

high schools and colleges fail more or less, because so much time is

given to memory work and formulated results. In the high schools

the work to be most emphasized is not chosen with discrimination.

The courses include too many studies, not well done. There should

be fewer studies so pursued as to give power.
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THI-: RlXI.lsl. AND Till'. MAN OF ACTION.

Tin- times have changed. The old idea of the scholar was t>.

one, who, in the serene contemplation of truth, beauty and goo
found a never failing source of delight for himself and felt little obli-

gation to the world that sustained him, or the social environment that

nurtured and humanized him. The devotion to truth for its own sake,

the love of nature in repose, the admiration of great deeds, fine senti-

ments and noble thoughts, were for him sufficient, aa if he wea

lated in a world of his own. I am far from depreciating this power,

for life is worth nothing without it. But there is a demand for action,

a call to externali/e the power of one's being. Each man is the part

of the all, from eternity destined to be a factor in the progros of all.

The thoughts and impulses that evaporate and accomplish nothing are

not of much more value to the individual than to his neighbor. Do
something i> the command, alike of religion and of the nature of our
physical being. Every sentiment and idea that leads to action fornix a

habit, in the mysterious inner chambers of our nerve structure, for

action, and we gain in power, grow in mental structure day by day,

until we are ready for the work of giants.

EXAGGERATION OF POWRR.

Power comes through knowledge. There may be too great a ten-

dency to emphasize power to the loss of that knowledge necessary to

marshal in one field of view the necessary facts. Imagine a judge
trying to reach a decision without the points in evidence before his
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mind; a statesman that would interpret current events without a

knowledge of history; an investigator in science who had not before

him the results of the investigations of othe.s. Imagine, on the other

hand, one who has all the facts of history, without the power to gener-

alize, or one who has learned by rote the laws of physics, without the

power of proof or investigation. While the latter has knowledge
without power, the former lacks useful power through lack of knowl-

edge.

Ideally, knowledge should be varied and comprehensive. It

should comprise an acquaintance with the world environment; it

should cover, at least in an elementary way, the entire field of nature

and of man; it should reach nature in the quantitative aspect, and
spatial relations as learned in geometry; it should traverse the entire

circle of sciences, through the forms of matter and the forces o^

nature; it should enter the laboratory of the atoms, trace the evolu-

tion of the planetary system, the formation of the earth, and include

the forms, structure and growth of plant and animal life; it should

trace the deeds of men in history, the thought of men in literature,

the nature of man in mental science, and include the philosophy that

views and interprets all. Only then has the student the knowledge

for wisest power and fullest development. Then only is he best pre-

pared for his life work, if he would make the most of it. A man lost

in a forest directs not his steps wisely; when thoroughly acquainted

with his surroundings he moves forward with confidence. One who
has trained all the muscles of his body delivers a blow with vigor.

One who has trained all the powers of his mind, summons to his aid

the energy of all his faculties, when the mind acts in a given direction.

His knowledge is the light thrown on his endeavor.

CRITICISM OF CERTAIN VIEWS.

This view is opposed to the extreme one that knowledge is of little

value. Knowledge is necessary to power, but the abuse lies in not

making it the basis of power.

This theory also strongly militates against the position that a

student should specialize at too early a period, before he has traversed,

in an elementary way, the circle of studies and gained a harmonized

general development.

The discussion of a growing fallacy naturally appears in this

place, that it makes no difference what knowledge is used provided it

gives power. There is a difference in knowledge per se. It does make
a difference whether one gains power in deciphering an ancient

inscription in hieroglyphics, or gains it studying a language which
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Here we find an argument for higher education; for an accumn
lation of knowledge and power that comes through prolonged labor

in the field of learning under wise guidance and through self effort.

Many a youth, through limited capacity, limited time ami means, must

begin special education before he has laid a broad foundation, but this

is not th<> ideal method. The true teacher will always hold the highest

ideals before the pupils, will guide them in the path of general educa-

tion, until that education becomes what is called liberal. The broad

minded men who conduct schools for special education are strong

advocates of the highest degree of general training first. One of the

hopeful signs of the discussions at the National Council of Education

last summer was that prominent Normal school men deplored the

necessary limitations of a Normal course and said it should inspire a

desire for some degree of higher education, that there should be a

Connection between Normal schools and the colleges.

Four years of college life, with the methods of to-day, more than

quadruple the capital of the graduate of secondary schools. They
broaden marvclously the field of knowledge, and enlarge the capacity

fordoing. The world is full of demands for men of knowledge and

power. On a recent visit to many colleges, there was a universal

complaint that it was almost impossible to find men sufficiently

equipped in knowledge, power and character to take the direction, for

iustance, of college departments in Latin. Men of power and skill

are in demand everywhere, and not enough can be found for respon-

sible positions. One-half the fault is insufficient education.

POWKR TO ENJOY.

There is another phase of power that must not be neglected ; I

mean the power to enjoy, to feel the full vigor of manhood, to be rich

in emotional life. Knowledge, properly pursued, is a source of rich

and refined intellectual emotions. There is joy in discovery, joy in

the freedom and grasp of thought.
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Then there is the a.-sthetic power, based upon fine discrimination,

that finds a perpetual joy in sky and sea and mountain and forest, in

music and poetry, in sentiment and song. Our Teutonic ancestors

were better seers than we. The morning sun and the midnight dark-

ness were perpetually to them a new birth. The leaves whispered to

them divine messages ; the stouns and the seasons, the fruitful earth

wrere full of wonder and sacred mysteries. They were poets. This

matter-of-fact age will yet return to the primitive regard for nature—

a

regard enlightened and refined by science. Men will yet find in the

most common-place fact of nature, mystery, poetry, ground for rever-

ence and faith in a God.

Last is the ethical feeling, which gives an impulse toward right

action. Conduct under the guidance of principle is character, and it

leads the world in the line of aspiration toward the highest attain-

ment. Truth, beauty and goodness—these should be the constant aim

of man. They should be the soul of education ; they should put life

into the methods of the teacher, and infuse energy into the endeavor

of the scholar. Perfect ideals alone develop the power of completest

manhood and womanhood.

ENERGY OF CHARACTER.

I spoke previously of the power of enjoyment. But this alone

does not give a fruitful life. It is in the moment of action that we
gain the habit that makes power for action. As a recent philosopher

expressed it, " Do not allow your finer emotions to evaporate without

finding expression in some useful act, if it is nothing but speaking

kindly to your grandmother, or giving up your seat in*a horse-car."

To make his innate energy a power for the world, is the duty of

the young man. He must seek the avenues of approach to others. It

is said of an ancient prophet that he was willing to overcome the care-

less tendencies of his nature, that he might make himself pleasing to

men in order to influence them. Be a mediator between your powers

and the opportunities for influence. The man who influences others

lives in a thousand lives, multiplies his personality, and the sum of

power and enjoyment in the world.

There has been a weak and harmful philosophy in vogue for

years that would place the natural and useful in the line of the agree-

able. Even extreme evolution fails signally to show that the agree-

able is always teleological, that is always directed toward useful ends.

The latest teaching of the physiological psychology takes us back to

the stern philosophy of the self-denying Puritan and shows that

we must conquer our habitual inclinations and do something disagree-

able every day to prepare for the emergencies that demand men of

stern stuff. George Eliot proclaims the same thought with philo-

sophical insight, that we are not to wait for great opportunities for
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joy of the sea fowl. Later we find them contending earnestly for

their beliefs. Then they grew into the Puritan sternness <>t chai

abounding in the sense of duty. Their character has made them the

leaders and conquerors of the world It funis expression in the pro-

gress and influence of America. This energy has gradually become

more and more refined and humanized, and in its highest and best

form, it is the heritage of every young man; and by the pride of

ancestry, by the character inherited, by the opportunity of his age,

he is called upon to wield strongly the weapon of Thor and hammer
out his destiny with strong heart and earnest purpose.

POWBB IN AM. NATURE.

All nature is energy at rest or in action. Carlyle speaks of the

all-encircling mysterious tide of force, thousandfold, billowing shore-

less on, bearing us along with it, ourselves a part of it. From it^

bosom rise and vanish, in perpetual change, the lordliest Real-

Phantasmagory which is being. The making of systems, the forma-

tion of a world, the growth of the plant, the development of animal

life, the progress of man, spiritual aspiration are parts of the univer-

sal development which is but a manifestation of power. The race

obeys the law; the individual is under its direction and fulfills his

destiny when he exercises his powers in his own growth and in adding

to the universal tendency. As it were, he has received a spark of

divine life from heaven, making him a responsible originator a

creator. He is to create and add to the sum of force that tends ever

upward. Any profound contemplation of the problem of life gives

us faith that the end is not here; that the creative unit, called man,
has a destiny, to be completed beyond the limits of time, under other

conditions, in the exercise of a heaven-given power, in accord with

the divine plan of progress.
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3n toemoriam.

ISAAC C. DENNETT.

Address : Eugene C. Stevens, Trinidad.

Mr. President, Teachers of Colorado :—Since this Associa-

tion last met, the shadow of death has fallen across its roll of

membership. In consequence of this melancholy event, we deem it

not inappropriate to pause in our deliberations, while we recount the

virtues and pay our tributes of love to the memory of one who was an

active member of this organization from its early days upwards, and
one whom this body has honored with the gift of its presidency. I

refer, sir, to the late Dr. I. C. Dennett, who passed away from his

earthly home on the 14th day of last October.

Isaac Chase Dennett was of New England parentage. He was

born Decemder 7, 1849, and was, therefore, in his forty-third year at

the time of his untimely decease. His early education was obtained

in the public schools of his native city, Lewiston, Maine, and he

graduated from Bates College in the class of '73. For the three fol-

lowing years he was engaged in high school work in his native state.

In 1876 he dropped the work among the hills of New England to

resume it in the mountains of Colorado, taking the position of princi-

pal at Central City. After one year he removed to Pueblo to fill the

office of city superintendent. In 1S79 he was called to occupy a chair

in the State University at Boulder, and from that date until the hour

of his departure his life was intimately interwoven with the life of the

University.

Thus, briefly, have I outlined the biography of Dr. Dennett. He
was my friend. Although reared within thirty miles of the home of

his boyhood, I had not the pleasure of his acquaintance until after I

came to the Centennial State, where he was among the first, if indeed

not the first to extend to me the grasp of cordial fellowship and to give

me a schoolmaster's hearty welcome. I shall never forget the kind-

ness of that greeting. There was nothing cold, nothing distant, noth-

ing condescending about it. I felt that it was like the noble man who
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The north, east and the south have paid tribute in brave sons a::

daughters; public and private schools, normal schools, scientific insti-
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poured out tin- richness of their culture and tin- ripe fruit of their
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the full strength ol early manhood,' and in the flush of young life's

ambition, with s decision and an energy inherited from N

laud ancestry, he entered into the labors ot his chosen profe

lor sixteen years did he throw into the school work of Colorado the

Strength of his great individuality, exerting more than an ordinary

influence in shaping the educational thought of the State. But he

>ne. His bright eye, his beaming countenance, his royal fel-

lowship, his brilliant repartee, his accurate judgment -all are sadly

missed at this, our Christmastide gathering, and there are left to us

now only the loving remembrance of our dear friend, and the lofty

example of his noble life. Worthy lives are valuable libraries.

"Virtue alone outbuilds the pyramids; her monuments shall

when Bgypt's fill."

I regret, sir, that the briefness of the time at my command limits

the scope of analysis which the fulness of Dr. Dennett's life emi-

nently merits. His character was of the highest order— "A to v.

strength which stood four square to all the winds that blow." As a

friend, as a citizen and as a schoolmaster he was universally esteemed

and loved by those who came within the circumference of his influ-

ence. His nature was frank and ardent. Scorning all chicanery, he

pursued those lines of action which his conscience approved and his

judgment warranted with intense earnestm--

" A man to whom rare gifts were lent.

But manhood first ol all:

Ami that BO strong he was content

By that to stand or ("alt."

He was a student; not a mere recluse finding delight only in

the classics and in the masterpieces of pure English, but, also, a student

of the great book of human nature; his erudition was of that life-

giving character, that presented to his associates, and to his students

lofty and inspiring ideals; he " allured " to higher planes of intellec-

tual thought, "and led the way." IK- was an excellent citizen; his

example in this respect is a reminder that the teacher can be a teacher
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and still be a member of society. He was loyal to his profession. I en-

tertain no hesitation, sir, in making a free use of the word profession;

if teaching be not so commonly recognized, such omission is, in my
judgment, due more to the low standard of work entertained by
teachers, than it is to any other cause; our lamented friend never did

aught but that which had a direct and positive influence in elevating

the teacher's occupation to that high position, which, of itself, com-
mands the deepest respect. Withal he was a courteous gentleman,

unassuming in manners and unostentatious in all his professional

labors.

' Rich in saving common sense

And, as the greatest always are,

In his simplicity, sublime.''

His private life was pure and essentially Christian; he was a

loving husband, a wise father; and when some three years ago, death

removed from that charmed family circle, the cherished wife, the

tendrils of the father's affection clung more closely to his boy, and,

with a fond father's well-grounded pride, did he contemplate and plan

for his boy's future. But in the high-tide of life and mental vigor,

and in the full strength of usefulness, he is removed from earth's

narrow to heaven's wide field of action.

The commencement exercises are closed ; our loved friend has

graduated with honors from life's great university, and has entered

into that beautiful condition of peace where the soul of man comes

into fellowship with the God that gave it. In classic Boulder's beau-

tiful cemetery his body rests under the shadows of the mighty moun-
tains, fitting tombstones for such a noble man.

Ay, men may wonder while they scan

A living, thinking, feeling man.
Confirmed in such a rest to keep;

But angels say. and through the world

I think their happy smile is heard.

He giveth His beloved sleep."

But benign influences never die. A schoolmaster, with the cul-

ture, the force and the nobility which characterized our loved friend,

has engraved an epitaph on something more enduring than marble

columns or blocks of granite, the tablet of the soul of youth, and

when the mountains shall have crumbled, and time, as recorded on

earth, shall be no more, those influences will still live on, expanding

into greater perfection amid the environments of the eternal life be-

yond the "Great Divide.

"

Eugene C. Stevens.

Trinidad, Colo.



SUPERINT1

At the conclusion «•• Mi . Stevi tu

adopted, bj I that

a copy of them be forwarded to the orphan ton

WiihKi \s. Dr. [. C. Dennett, faithful metnbei and formei
;

dent of oni on, and fo leading educator in

Colorado, baa been removed by death, th< rel

Resolved^ That are recognise with gratitude the great value i

active life to the State and count

Thai we lament the great loaa which popular education and aound

classical learning sustain iii his untimely death ,

That we extend our warmest sympathy to his son, and to the

faculty of the State luivcrsity
;

That these resolutions be spread upon the records of th<

ation.

BB ICKBTT,

COURTNBY,

Committee.
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NAME. RESIDENCE.

Abrams, Mrs. Annie

Arnold, E. G.

Beggs. R. H

Bird, T.B

Bradley, C. A

Burchard, Ada H._ .

Bethel. E.

Cannon, Geo. L.. Jr.

Carter, Lillian

Carter, C. M.

Case, Zilla

Collier, Elsie J

Courtney, A. C.

Coy, Nathan B.

Devalon, Elizabeth.

Dewey, Lora C.

Draper, Carrie

Draper, Effie

Eagleton. M. E

Elder, Andrew W...

Erwin. J. M.

Faris. F. E.

Flower, Elizabeth ..

Fortuer, Sarah E

Force, Anna L

Gass. B. R.

Giddings, Ella E

Gove, Aaron

Greenlee, L. C

Guibor, Louise

Hale, Horace M.

Brighton

Denver .

.

Denver

Denver .

Denver .

Denver

Denver .

Denver .

Denver .

Denver

Denver _

Denver .

Denver _

Denver .

Denver .

Denver .

Brighton

Brighton

Littleton

Denver .

Denver .

Denver .

Denver .

Denver .

Denver .

Denver .

Denver .

Denver .

Denver .

Denver _

Denver _

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado
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Hays, Charles i

Henderson, Luell*

Hermans i-:<i :

Huiin.in. Kate

Holman, Cordelia v..

HOUghan, Mi> Fiona

llouian. Bird

Hour. Herbert a.

Johns, i a

Jone>. F.dith

Jones, Winifred

Knapp. \V. I!.

Krain. Mr- C V.

Laurence, Bine i..

M 1
'

Lloyd, Mrs. Louisa

ICednre /. J!

McClure, Francis C.

McDowell. W. F

Maxwell, K. E

Miller, Oma

Mitchell, Kmma Denver

Mitchell, Julia M. Denver

Morrison. Alice Denver

Murphy, Kate Harris

Murray, j. f. ... Denver

Murphy. KUen H
. Denver.

'I. I. P Denver.

Oaenhangh, C. M Denver

Parsons, Mary Denver.

Phillips, H. S. .. Denver.

PhiUiP" Denver

49—1.

I

I

Denver

I

Highland!

Denver

University Pai k

Denver

Denver

Denver

Denver

Denver

Denver

Denver

Denver

Denver

University Park

Denver

Denvi r

Arnp

Arapahoe

I

Arapahoe

Arapahoe

Arapahoe

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe..

Arapahoe

Arapahoe

Arapahoe.

.

Arapahoe.

.

Arapahoe.

.

Arapahoe.

.

Arapahoe

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe

Arapahoe..

Arapahoe..

Arapahoe-

Arapahoe..

Arapahoe..

Arapahoe.

.

Arapahoe..

loe

Arapahoe..

Arapahoe.

.

Arapahoe..

Arapahoe

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Color .

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado
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RESIDENCE. COUNTY. STATE.

Pease, Martha A

Pike. Ullian

Putman, Mary

Robinson, Fannie

Royce, Endora D

Sabin,Mary S

Shattuck. Joseph C...

Schayer, Fannie... ...

Scott, Jessie

Shepard, A. D

Smith, Nannie O

Smith, Sidney F

Smith. Hettie M
Spalding, F. S

Spear. W. M
Strong, William C_...

Tarbert, J. T

Taj'lor, Bertha B

Teall. W. J

Thompson, Lucy

Underbill, Annie

Vansickle, J. H

Wilson, J. M

Witter, M. A. B

Williams, Lelia

Wood, Alice M
Wyatt, G. W
Zirkle. H. W
Baker, F. J

Condit, P. M
Cowperthwaite, Julia.

De Bot, Etta

Dexter, E. G

Gile, M. C

Denver

Denver _.

Denver

Denver ...

Denver...

Denver

Denver...

Denver

Denver

Denver

Denver

Denver

Berkeley

Denver

Denver

University Park. .

.

Island Station

Denver

Denver

Denver

Denver

Denver

Denver

Denver

Denver

Denver

Denver

Denver

Colorado Springs.

Colorado City

Colorado Springs.

Colorado Springs.

Colorado Springs.

Colorado Springs.

Arapahoe

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

Arapahoe.

El Paso...

El Paso. .

El Paso...

El Paso...

El Paso...

El Paso...

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Co'orado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

1 Colorado

Colorado
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KeUar, George

PatrJaon, P. k

::n W I

Tuiuluill, r, B

Baker j. h

Bracken J. r

Casey. W. V

DeLong, Ira II

l-'onil.i. Mis I, la

Gardiner, John

Griffin. J. I.

Hall, Bnuna a.

Harding. C. I..

Kingaley C If.

Knight. Alice C.

Nichols. Frank

Hand. I.ouwi

Remington, w. u

Shellenger, S. H.

Tripp, Clara

Plata i. i;. if,

Baakell, if. i

King, Mary

Krnae, afrs. k. c.

Lake. Dr. E. K

Morris. J. Sherman

RnaaeU, Ifary

Smith, J. A.

Walters, Mrs. Man.- Wall

hi si: si Ml

Johnson. Clara T. gjrj

Matthews. J. H CMUe Rock

i<> ^j.rin^s

Colora

•lo Springa

Colorado Springs

toringi

tdo Springs

Boulder

Boulder

Boulder

Boulder

Boulder

Boulder

Valmont

Longmont

Boulder

Noland

Boulder

Longmont
.

Boulder

Lafayette

Salina

Bald Mountain

Central City

Central City

Central City

Central City

ell Gulch.

Bald Mountain

Central City

Bald Mountain

Top

El Paso..

Boulder

Boulder. ..

Boulder

Boulder

Boulder.

.

Boulder

Boulder

Boulder

Boulder

Boulder

Boulder ...

Boulder ..

Boulder

Boulder

Boulder

Boulder

Gilpin

Gilpin

Gilpin

Gilpin

Gilpin

Gilpin

Gilpin

Gilpin

Gilpin

Dougla-

Douglas . .

.

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

! Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado
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Fynn, A. J

McNaughton, Sarah ._

Brown, Tempie W. ...

Eddingfield, W. T

Dempsey, P. J

Oakes, Alta N.

Boyd, Psyche E...

Broadman, Alice E

Fowler, C. A...

Goodell, Nellie A

Griffith, Alice F

Hamilton, A. L...

Hamilton, S. T.

McGuire, L. B

Parker, C. V

Varney, E. D

Whitcombe, Lizzie

Price, J. M.

Drake, R. C.

Kesner, E.

Stephenson, D. E

Bourquin, Florence..

Collins, Mrs. E. W. ..

Hooper, Lydia

Lobdell, M. H

Wood, Mary M

Caldwell, J. O.

Cornell, C. S

Foley, T. H.

McClung, J. S

Search, P. W.

Sogard, John

Ward, Daniel

Holdridge, Adella....

RKSIDEXCE. COUNTY.

Conejos

Conejos

Pitkin

Pitkin

Logan

Logan

Larimer...

Larimer

Larimer...

Larimer...

Larimer...

Larimer...

Larimer...

Larimer...

Larimer...

Larimer...

Larimer...

Garfield...

Park

Park

Park

Clear Creek

Clear Creek

Clear Creek

Clear Creek

Clear Creek

Pueblo

Pueblo

Pueblo

Pueblo

Pueblo

Pueblo

Pueblo

Lake

STATE.

Alamosa

Alamosa

Aspen

Aspen

Sterling

Fleming

Fort Collins

Fort Collins

Timnath

Fort Collins

Fort Collins

Loveland

Fort Collins

Loveland

Fort Collins

Fort Collins

Fort Collins

Glenwood Springs

Como

Fairplay

Alma

Silver Plume

Georgetown

Idaho Springs

Georgetown

Silver Plume

Pueblo

Pueblo

Pueblo

Pueblo

Pueblo

Pueblo

Pueblo

Leadville

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado
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Hoyd. David

Bybee w 1

Copeland, a h.

J. Helen C...

Fennetnan N M

German, Caroline J.

Gttsan, Sarah Alice

Gu-s, Roland W.

fames h

• Bdgar l.

Howard. Marian...

Nora

McClelland. K. A.

McFie. I-:. Mabel

McFie, Vina

Reid. Mary D

Sargeant. Mary

Smith. Fred E.

Snyder. X. X

Sonvin, Elizabeth A.

Thomas, W. C

Work. C. T...

Augustine, J. \v

Kelley, Alice O

Robison, 1'. \V.

Donthit John \V.

Stevens, Eugene C.

Coudit, Janie-

Killeen. Marv A

I.taii'.

1 Milan .

Dur ingO

ey

< .1- elev

Greeley

Greeley

Greeley

Greeley

Greeley

Greeley

Greeley

Greeley

Greeley

Greeley

Fort Luptou

Highland Lake ...

-

Kvans

Greeley

Greeley

Greeley

Greeley

Erie ..

Greeley

Greeley

Burlington

Flagler

Delta

Trinidad

Trinidad
.

.

Bnena Vista

Salida

..

I. a Plata

Weld

P

Weld

Weld

Weld...

Weld

Weld .

Weld...

Weld

Weld ....

Weld ...

Weld....

Weld.. .

Weld...

Weld

Weld .

Weld

Weld .

Weld ....

Weld....

Weld

Kit Carson

Kit Carson

Delta

:'.imas

ma-

dia flee

Chaffe-

SI \| ) .

I oJorado

Ooloradn

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado
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Robinson, A. H.

Brown, H. J.

Bull, F. B.

Lindsley, C. F

Biggs, Alice

Gray, Nannie R. ...

Karr, Grant...

Shartel, S. Grant...

Hoff G. F.

Lowell, H. A

Carson, Mary G. ...

Daniels, J. M.

Fenlason, C. W
Haviland, Hattie A.

Kollock, W. M. ....

Lyon , Mary E

Newberry, H
Christensen, Dora..

Davidson, Eleanor.

Eagleton, J. S.

Green, R. C.__

Hatch, D. R.

Hay. Ida V. ...

Rooney, Alice

Strickland, Anna ..

Triplett, W
Allen, J. H.

Freeman, Jacob H.

Hall, Luella A

Irwin, Flora

Leake, Mrs. R. G. ..

Moles, O. S.

Seelye, Mabel V....

Allen, Lela

Buena Vista.

Elbert

Kiowa

Elbert

Gunnison

Monte Vista..

Monte Vista..

Monte Vista..

Lake City

Hngo

La Junta

La Junta

La Junta

La Junta

La Junta

La Junta

Fowler

Golden

Golden

Golden

Arvada..

Golden

Buffalo Creek.

Archer

Morrison

Golden

Canon City...

Canon City...

Canon City...

Cotopaxi

Florence

Canon City...

Canon City...

Walsenburg..

Chaffee

Elbert

Elbert

Elbert

Gunnison .

Rio Grande

Rio Grande

Rio Grande

Hinsdale .

.

Lincoln ...

Otero

Otero

Otero

Otero

Otero

Otero

Otero

Jefferson .

.

Jefferson ..

Jefferson .

.

Jefferson .

.

Jefferson .

.

Jefferson .

.

Jefferson ..

Jefferson .

.

Jefferson . _

Fremont ..

Fremont ..

Fremont ..

Fremont ..

Fremont ..

Fremont .

.

Fremont ..

Huerfano..

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado
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Report of the Organization of the State- Teachers1

Association, with List of Presidents and Revised

Constitution and By-Laws, as adopted December,

1892.

Report of the State Kindergarten Association.

Report of the Organization of the State Teachers1

Reading Circle.

Report of the Organization of the Colorado Center of

University Extension.

Report of the Organization of the State Library Asso-

ciation.

Report of the Committee on College Preparatory Courses

of Study.

General Circular of State Superintendent to County

Superintendents at the Beginning of a New Term,

January 13, 1891.

General Circular of Inquiry of State Superintendent

to County Superintendents, Respecting New Course

of Study, Free Text Books, Compulsory Education

Law and Penal Fund, etc., December 7, 1891.

Replies of County Superintendents.

General Circular of State Superintendent to County

Superintendents, Relating to Preparation of Annual

Reports, July 18, 1892.

Form of Blank for Reports of Private Educational

Institutions, November 21, 1892.





APPENDIX.

The Colorado State Teachers' Association

ORG \\i/ \Ti"\

The Colorado State Teachera' Aaaociation waa organized under the

Territorial administration by B convention that met in Denver, Decem-

ber, 1875, at tlu- call of Hon. Horace M. Hale, Superintendent of Pub-

lic Instruction.

PRESIDENTS, I'I.aci.s AND DATES OF MEETINGS.

ntBSIDl n 1 . pi aa

Horace M. Bale Denver December

Aaron Gove BonldeT January

Shattack Denver January 3-4

I.uclnda Washburn Denver - 1879. January 2-3

J. A Sewall Denver . «879. December

Jamei h. Baker Denver December

Isaac C Den&etl Colorado Spring! 1881, December 2--30

j B McCtaag Pueblo. December

Horace M. Hale Greeley December

David Boyd Denver 1884. December 29-31

Leonidas S. Cornell Denver 1885, December 29-31

h. f. Wegener Denver 1886. December 28-30

W. W. Remington Denver Decernbe 1

Eugene C. Stevens Denver . 1888. December 26-28

Pavil h nanus Denver - 1889, December

Fred Dick . Denver

Denver

1890,

'891.

Dec. v>Jan. 1

Warren E. Knapp December 29-31

Nathan B. Cov Denver December
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PREAMBLE AND CONSTITUTION.

Preamble and Constitution of the Colorado State Teachers' Asso-

ciation, as revised and adopted at a general meeting of the Associa-

tion, held Wednesday evening, December 28, 1892.

COMMITTEE ON REVISION.

Ira M. De Long, Boulder ; S. T. Hamilton, Fort Collins
;
Joseph

C. Shattuck, Denver.

At the request of the State Superintendent of Public Instruction,

the chairman of the committee, Professor De Long, kindly furnished

the following statement of the reasons which led to the revision.

The new Constitution originated as follows

:

The executive committee of the Colorado Teachers' Association,

for 1891, were all men inexperienced in this position. When they met
for organization, no one of them was familiar with the duties or the

powers of their office ; no records of meetings of previous executive

committees could be found ; even the minutes of the last meeting of

the Association were found with difficulty, and proved, when found,

very imperfect ; the old Constitution, when appealed to, informed the

committee quite fully of its powers and duties ; but, for all other offi-

cers and committees, was found very meagre in this respect. Facing

all these things, the committee decided to recommend to the Associa-

tion the appointment of a Committee on a New Constitution. In due

time the recommendation was made, and Ira M. De Long, S. T. Ham-
ilton and Joseph Shattuck were appointed as the committee. The
chairman of this committee had, for the three years previous, been

taking private notes of the excellences and defects of the old Consti-

tution. After his appointment upon the committee, at its request, he

wrote to Superintendents of Public Instruction in a score of states,

asking for copies of constitutions. More than a dozen such copies

were received. In June last the committee met in Denver, and com-

pleted its first draft of the new Constitution, this draft appearing in

the July number of the Colorado School Journal, as per the instruc-

tions of the Association ; the final draft was then made, just prior to

the last meeting of the Association, and was at that meeting unani-

mously adopted, after a careful consideration of each article and sec-

tion.

The new Constitution may be thus analyzed :

Preamble. Defining the constituency and objects of the Associ-

ation.

Article I. Stating the name, and providing for incorporation.



AIM

Article 1 1 i

'<•! mining to tl

berahip.

Article 1 1 1. Providing their dot

Article IV. Providing for the ition and government of

maJ departments.

Article V. Providing for th rnmenl of an

Bdncational Council.

Article VI. Pertaining to time of meetings, length ol papert and

speeches, order of business, voting, bylaws and amendments.

PREAMBLE AND CONSTITUTION OF THE
COLORADO TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION.

PREAMBLE.

We, the teachers of Colorado, for the purpose of increasing our

efficiency, elevating our profession, and promoting in every wise edu-

cational movement accessible to us, do ordain and establish this

Constitution for the Colorado Teachers' Association.

CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I-

INCORPORATION AND NAME.

The teachers'organized and acting under this Constitution shall

be incorporated as the Colorado Teachers' Association.

ARTICLE II.

MEMBERSHIP.

1.
% Any teacher or friend of education shall, upon paying the

stipulated dues, be entitled to receive B certificate of membership,

running from the date of payment.

2. Membership shall be : (a). For oneyear, depending upon the

annual payment of one dollar; or, for life, depending upon the pay-

ment either of ten dollars in one sum, or of one dollar annually for
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fifteen years. (b). Active, including all life members and such
annual members as are engaged in some distinctly educational work

;

or, associate, including all other members.

3. Associate members shall not be eligible to office ; but, in

speaking and voting, all members shall have equal rights, save that

associate members may not vote on any particular question when an

open objection thereto, made before taking up the next business in

order, has been sustained by a majority of the active members present.

ARTICLE III.

OFFICERS.

i. The officers shall be, a president; as many vice presidents,

and four times as many nominators as there may be sectional depart-

ments ; a secretary, who shall (when feasible) reside in the place of

meeting ;
a treasurer ; three directors, and three auditors.

2. Where not herein otherwise prescribed, an official year shall

begin with the final adjournment of the electing session and end with

that of the next regular session ; but all officers shall hold over

until their successors are duly qualified.

3. The president and vice presidents shall serve one year ; the

secretary and the treasurer three years ; the directors and the auditors

three years (but so chosen at the first election that only one need retire

each year thereafter); the nominators during the session at which

they are chosen.

4. The nominators shall consist of the nominators of the sectional

departments, co-operating with an equal number chosen viva voce by

the Association ; and it shall be their duty, sitting as a committee, the

chairman of the directors presiding, with right to speak and vote, and

a majority being a quorum, to nominate all officers not otherwise pro-

vided for, (giving due weight to fitness for the positions, sectional and

geographical rotation, and seniority in membership), and report the

same to the Association in a business session held at least one-half

day session before final adjournment. The adoption of this report as

given or as amended shall complete their election.

5. It shall be the duty of the president to preside at all meetings
;

appoint committees not otherwise provided for ; send and answer

fraternal messages ; time speakers with precision and fairness ; fill

inter-sessional vacancies not otherwise provided for, and call extra

sessions, subject in both cases to the prior approval of the directors;

and perform any other acts pertaining to his office.
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The vice-presidents shall consist o4 the chs

tionsl departments ; sod, when the president it shall in-

the dntj ofone of theii nnmber, in the order ol persons] leuiority, to

act in his j .l.i, <•

7. It shell be the duty Of the < .sith the aid of there-

porter, bo keep an accurate record <>t the proceedings, inclndii

motions, discussions, resolutions and reports, publishing the same :t

the directors so order ;
collect and tile all pa]

ciation, and copies of all circulars, programmes an<l other official pub-

lications; keep the necrology ofthe Association in a book for the pur

pose, reporting thereon annually to the Association ; act as secretary

of the directors and of the Educational Council, keeping a concise

record of their proceedings, and reporting thereon annually ; and per

form an\ other acts pertaining to his office.

8. It shall he the duty of the treasurer to collect and hold all

moneys due the Association, paying out the same only on the written

orders of the directors, attested by the secretary and acompanied by

tin itemized bills (duly receipted) of the payees, filing such orders

and bills a^ his vouchers to the auditors; make, under cla

heads, an annual statement of the receipts and disbursement^, start-

ing with the cash balance named in the report of the auditors for the

previous year ; issue all certificates of membership, retaining a mem-
bership stub as a voucher to the auditors ; collect the council fees and

issue credentials therefor ; furnish the secretary an alphabetical list

of all members, giving their addresses, their official positions as teach-

ers, and the sectional departments to which they belong ; and perform

any other acts pertaining to his office.

9. It shall be the duty of the directors, sitting as a committee,

the senior official being chairman, and two being a quorum, to meet

each year early in October, and at such other times as occasion may
require, for the transaction of business as follows : To execute orders

of the Association ; fix the time and place of meetings; prepare and

publish the annual programme before the end of November ; desig-

nate a suitable hotel for official headquarters; appoint annually a re-

porter, it feasible, and a clerk of rates; limit the annual expenses to

the funds on hand ; fix the remuneration of the secretary and of the

reporter, and pay the same when the year's work has been satisfacto-

rily completed; require all claims for money to be in the form of fully

itemized bills; draw all orders for the payment of approved bills; re-

vise trienniallv the basis of sectional representation in the council ;

designate subject to approval 1 annually, prior to each regular wtt

some standard school journal as the official organ for the ensuing year;
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reserve, at all sittings, central seats in a body for the use of members
;

and perform any other acts which the interests of the Association may
require.

10. It shall be the duty of the auditors, sitting as a committee,

the senior official being chairman, and two being a quorum, to make
annually a faithful examination of the books, vouchers, and member-
ship stubs, submitting a written report thereon, engrossed in a book
kept by the secretary for this purpose, setting forth the condition of

the books, the accuracy of the accounts as checked by the vouchers,

the cash balance with its place of deposit or investment, and any
other items which in their judgment should come before the Associ-

ation.

11. It shall be the duty of the reporter to keep an accurate re-

cord of the extempore proceedings, with the names of the speakers,

and to turn the same over to the secretary in legible long hand at the

close of each session.

12. It shall be the duty of the clerk of rates to arrange with the

railroads and hotels for reduced rates to members, making written

contracts when desirable, and providing for such identification as may
be demanded; report all terms secured to the directors in time for

insertion in the annual programme; and perform any other work
appropriate to his office which the directors may prescribe.

ARTICLE IV.

DEPARTMENTS.

i. Upon a written petition, signed by twenty members identified

with a special line of work in the State, permission may be given to

organize and maintain a sectional department.

2. Subject to the government of the Association, each depart-

ment shall qualify its own members, and determine its rules of pro-

cedure; choose at the opening of its annual session two nominators to

name (subject to amendment and approval) a chairman, a secretary, and

the representatives in the Council; make assessments for necessary

expenses not otherwise provided for; and take any other action

demanded by the special interests which it represents.

3. The chairman and secretary of each department shall perform

the duties suggested by their titles, and shall serve also as an execu-

tive committee for the preparation of the sectional programme, and

for the performance of any other work connected with their depart-

ment. Moreover, each secretary shall promptly file with the secre-

tary of the Association a copy of his minutes.
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Not in. >n- than oiu- h.ili .l.i\ of -uli regular session sh ill

set aj> i tional meetings, and the

meetings shall be printed In the annual programme <>i the A

provided that the committees in ch irge shall prep bmit them
to the directors prior to the middle ol November.

5. During any out- yr.ir. each department may; with tin-

approval of the directors, draw noon tin- treasurer for an amo
money not exceeding 'save with the prior consent of tin- \

one»fourtb of the tees contributed by its members at the last regular

ion.

6. If any department shall, at any regular lewiOU, fail to meet

h deliberation and action as its special line of work may need,

it shall thereby forfeit its organization, and can then be re-organized

only by the original process.

ARTICLE V

THE KDfCATlONAL COUNCIL.

i. An Educational Council, composed of representatives of tin-

sectional departments, on a ratio to be determined by the directors

and revised by them every three years thereafter, may be organized

by a two-thirds vote at any regular meeting of the Association.

2. Representatives shall be chosen for three year-, but so

chosen at the first election that, as nearly as may be, one-third of the

whole number may be chosen each year thereafter) from members in

attendance who attended the previous year also; shall forfeit their

council seats by absence from two successive sittings, unless excused

for serious cause; shall pay to the treasurer of the Association an

annual council fee of two dollars, and receive from him their council

credentials; and shall not be reimbursed for their expenses beyond an

annual rebate of not more than one half las may be allowed by the

directors) of their necessary outlay for a single railroad fare

3. The Educational Council shall meet annually, just prior to

the regular holiday session, and in the same place; and at other times

and places upon its own adjournment; or the call of one of its pre-

siding officers, the Superintendent of Public Instruction, or the pres-

ident of the Association, who, in conjunction with three representa-

tives chosen by the Council, shall act in all matters as its executive

committee.

4. It shall be the duty of the Educational Council to report to

the respective departments seats made vacant by absence or other-

wise; consider all matters referred to it by the Association; commuui-

50—

r
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cate with the directors respecting the work and welfare of the Associ-

tion; discuss advanced educational topics; propose educational

reforms in legislation and in practice; stimulate and maintain a local

interest in the National Educational Association, and co-operate in

every practical way with the progressive educational forces of the

State and country.

ARTICLE VI.

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

i. The regular sessions shall be held annually, some time during

the winter holidays, but extra sessions may be held at other times,

provided that all officers shall be personally notified by mail or other-

wise, and all other members by a prominent statement of the call in

the leading dailies of at least four large cities within the State.

2. All papers are limited to twenty minutes, and shall, when
read, be deposited with the secretary as the permanent property of the

Association. The leading discussions are limited to ten minutes

each, and shall be presented in extempore form. All other discus-

sions are limited to five minutes each.

3. A business session shall be held at least one half-day session

before final adjournment for the following purposes:

(1) Reports of special committees.

(2) Petitions for sectional departments.

(3) Reports and election of officers.

(4) Instructions to incoming officers.

(5) Consideration of amendments.

(6) Any other appropriate business.

4. Voting shall ordinarily be done by acclamation, but a minor-

ity of one-third may demand a ballot, and a majority of all the yeas

and nays.

5. A majority may at any time enact by-laws in harmony with

the constitution, and may in business session alter or suspend them.

In open session a two-thirds standing vote shall be required for all

changes. Points not otherwise covered shall be settled by Roberts'

Rules of Order.

6. This constitution shall be adopted in a business session by a

three-fourths vote, and may at any regular session thereafter be

amended in the same manner.
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BY I. wvs

l. Not more th.in tin- sli.ill be assigned to tilJ OBC ses-

sion of the annuiii programme

Speakers, who are Interrupted by the rail of time, a-

who do ii < » t respond In theix assigned order, may be allow* <1 by

the president to continue at the conclusion of the regular progrmmme.

3 in the organization of departmenti concise end i

names shall be chosen! inch names being In every ease subject to the

revision of the direct

4. Parliamentary points not otherwise covered shall he settled

by Robert-' Rules of Order.
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Report of State Kindergarten Association

The State Kindergarten Association was organized in the summer
of 1891, by a convention called to meet at Colorado Springs. It man-
ifested but little vitality until re-organized in the fall of 1892 by the

election of Superintendent Aaron Gove, of Denver, as president, and
Mrs. John H. Denison, of Montclair, as secretary. The following

report of the meeting, held during the week of the last meeting of the

State Teachers' Association, is taken from the Rocky Mountain News
of December 29, 1892:

Shortly before 10 o'clock yesterday morning, the corridors of the

East Denver High School building were filled with a throng of peo-

ple, in which the fair sex somewhat predominated. The uninitiated

observer in trying to decide the social status of the individuals would
have found them far above the average in intelligence and appearance.

It was the State Kindergarten Association which, with its friends to

the number of over 200, met for the discussion of the various ques-

tions relating to the future of the kindergartens of this State.

City Superintendent Aaron Gove welcomed the Association in a

short address. In speaking of the' movement to petition the legisla-

ture to incorporate the kindergarten into the public school system of

the State, he said it would add twenty-five per cent, to the school

expenses. He referred to the fact that Colorado has no school fund.

Her citizens pay for their schools out of their own pockets, just as

they do for their shoes and groceries. Although there is a school

fund of $1,000,000, $750,000 of it is badly placed, yielding onl}- three

per cent, interest, which was only $1 per capita. Speaking of the

subject of primary education, he said there were two broad sides to

be presented. The earnest advocates of the kindergarten believe that

the training of a child up to the age of six years has the most impor-

tant influence on its future life, laying the foundation of all good men-

tal and physical habits. The friends of the higher education claim
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on the contrary, th.it .1 broad, full education

eighteen, training him to the highest pitch

which he If c tpable, maket him of more value to th< i ommnnity and

tin world than hundreds or even thonaandi who leave school

earliei

.Mr Gove introduced Dr. Snydei of the Si hool, who
was listened to with the greatest interest and attention

A SPKCIES OI RVOI.I'TION.

"The kindergarten u an evolution. The law of unity in all

things is the great law on which it rests. Heraclitns, Socrates, Plato

and Quintilian .ill expressed true kindergarten principles. These

thoughts, however, slumhered for years in ignorance, to appear with

fresh vigor during the sixteenth century. Erasmus, Rabelais and

Montaigne, Bacon, Comenius, Locke, Rousseau and I'estalozzi wrought

them into philosophy, theory and practice. But it was left for Fred-

erick Froebel to weave them into a system of education. This system

has spread until it is found in every civilized nation. Some countries

and some states of this union have adopted it in thu system of public

instruction. It is found that wherever it has been given a fair trial it

has done all it claims. What is known as the new education is only

this kindergarten adapted to the various grades. The industrial phase

of education is entirely due to this kindergarten, whether in primary

school, high school, college or university.

"The science education, as found in the schools of the world, is

based upon the philosophy of the kindergarten. The partial failure

o( the school to meet our expectations is largely due to the fact that

the children are not gotten early enough, and that not enough of them
fall under the influence of the school for a long enough period. The
kindergarten is continuously compelling more and more recognition.

It now stands at the very verge of our public school system and will

presently step over and become a part. It is an historical fact that

whatever inroads the system has made have been gained by laymen

as a rule and not the regular school men. This is probably attributed

to inertia. Hence, from a historical standpoint: First, because of its

tenacity of existence, having gone through the mental crucible of

nearly every reputable philosopher and remained alive; second, be-

cause of its insinuation into our schools, giving us our best methods;

third, because it ha^s given us a philosophy of education, as we trace

in it the development of philosophy, the kindergarten should be treated

with judicial fairness and given a place in our public school system.
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"The philosophy of the kindergarten lies in the treatment of the

child as an involution of possibilities. It treats the child as a living,

pulsating, spiritual being, possessing inherent energies capable of evo-

lution, growth, strength, development. These energies are observed

in the unfolding of the three natures of the child—the physical, the

mental and the spiritual. This trinity of energies would lie dormant
were it not touched from without. A trinity of external energies

—

earth, man, spirit—all touch this inner germ. Hence the great work

of education, as based upon the philosophy of the kindergarten sys-

tem, is to bring about, as completely as possible, a harmony of all the

powers of the child with nature, with self and with others, and with a

higher power. This idea of harmonious development is accepted by
all thoughtful educators, but as a rule it is not applied early enough in

life. It therefore stands as a formidable argument for the introduc-

tion of the kindergarten into our public school system.

THE PLASTIC PERIOD.

" During the plastic period of the child's life, the first seven years,

he is most susceptible of impression. His senses are then active, his

perception intense, imagination vivid, emotions egoistic, will pliable,

and social and ethical nature formative. At that time all that touches

influences.

"The kindergarten is intended not to supplant, but to supplement

the home. In the training of a child, there is a gap between the

home and the lowest grade of public school. This gap the kindergar-

ten aims to fill, by supplementing the home and preparing for further

school work. Children from the very best homes need the kindergar-

ten. The transition from home to the public school is too sudden.

At home the child has not been associated with equals in age, disposi-

tion and tastes. In the majority of cases he is petted and spoiled.

At kindergarten the child is trained to surrender individual rights,

that the rights of the many may be preserved. The kindergarten is a

miniature society where the child meets its equals.

' 'The children of very busy parents need the kindergarten training.

As a rule this class of parents get their children all that is necessary

for health and support, but they are unmindful of any training which

will enable them to attain a high and noble life. The children of the

wilfully neglected homes need the kindergarten. From these homes
come most of our criminals. The children from them enter the public

schools, if they enter at all, with bad habits already formed. Could

these children be taken two or three years earlier than they are, at the

age of three or four, before they have become so habituated in wilful-

ness an<J vice, most of them would become bright and interesting
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children, tractable in the highei grades and able to help tin

boanea. The children of the foreigner need the kin<: Moat

of oni immigrants ild we pi children In

kindergarten they would get an English training fof three <>r four

yean at kaal I know of no better meana of bringing the foi

born parenl Into sympathy with our institutions than having his little

children in I kindergarten. I believe theki:

great Americanizer.

" i.et men a mighty influence t<»uch all the children of <>ur conn-

try between the ageaof tour and si\, and there would be inch a change

in American life in our generation as to mrpriae the moat aanguine

Three yean of that training would have more- to do in raiaingthe intel-

ligence and morality of our people than any other influence that

could be put to work. No other BVSteni of education than the kinder-

garten is fitted to deal with the little child. Consequently it mould

find a place in our public school ByStem."

SHoULI' BB tNCORPOB \Ti:i>

Mr. !•*. A. Meredith said the time had arrived when this work

should DC taken out of the hands of voluntary elTort and incorporated

in Colorado's public school system. He thought the addition of

twenty-five per cent, as stated by Mr. Gove was somewhat e\

At any rate it would apply only gradually and to the more prosperous

and wealthy portions of the State first.

Mr. Herbert Griggs, supervisor of music, wished to inquire if the

mothers of these children were all dead. He considered that they

were able to train their own children during the period of infancy. A

kindergarten over in the Bottoms might be a blessing. On Capitol

hill it was an outrage. This assertion was met with marked dis

and a storm of opposition.

Mr. Horace Hale, ex-president of the State University, said he

would like to inform the gentleman that, in a good many cases, these

mothers were supporting fathers. He wanted the kindergarten not

only to supplement but to supplant the home. He was speaking then

not of homes on Capitol Hill, but for the districts where there were no

homes to supplement. He did not care whether children from wealthy

homes entered the kindergarten or not. They had kindergarten at

home in the loving attention of mothers and relatives. He wanted it

for the thousands that had no such advantages.

Mr. Remington, of Boulder, said that the statement that a kinder-

garten on Capitol Hill was an outrage could not in any way be

supported. He knew that as primary teachers, they could all sa;
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they found just as much selfishness, wilfullness and ignorance in the

children from Capitol Hill as from anywhere else ; and had he a child

to send to kindergarten, he would rather it would go to the school at

the Bottoms than to the school on the Hill.

THR WORK OF THE MOTHERS.

Mrs. Charles Dickinson, who has been prominent in kindergarten

association work in the city, said that no one had yet answered poor

Mr. Griggs. He had asked what the mothers of Capitol Hill were

doing. It was a reasonable question, and she proposed to answer it.

Some of them were visiting schools and looking after these teachers.

vShe could not speak as an educator ; she was only a mother. It was
not allowed by most of the men of this country that a mother could

be an educator, or could speak with authority on any subject pertain-

ing thereto. Still many mothers were constant visitors at the schools

and kindergartens, and were identifying themselves more and more
with the work of education. They were striving to educate them-

selves so that they would not necessarily be relegated to the nursery

as their only proper place.

Miss McArthur, the teacher of a private kindergarten, rose to

inquire of Mr. Griggs at what precise period the insult to motherhood,

in taking her children from under her charge, was supposed to cease.

Was it presumably at the age of six ? Why was it any more an out-

rage to take them into school at the age of three than at that of six ?

Mr. J. J. Smith stated that the constitution of Colorado said that

not one dollar should be spent in the education of children under six.

His assertion wTas met by denials. Mr. Gove said there was no pro-

vision either way for children under six. The constitution only pro-

vided that the State should educate those between the ages of six and

twenty.

Mr. Smith went on to say that the cost of educating one child for

a month by the Free Kindergarten Association was ninety-seven

cents, and a millionaire died lately worth S72, 000,000, more than a

dollar a head to the entire population. And America allowed one

man to accumulate such a fortune as that while hesitating over ninety-

seven cents for the little children. The question of kindergartens was

a question of humanity, not commercialism. The spirit of commer-
cialism in the country is its ruin to-day.

PERTINENT RESOLUTIONS-

Mr. Meredith proposed the following resolution :

Resolved, That this Association respectfully hereby petition the

General Assembly of the State to make such provisions in the statutes
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ill enable an] ichool district in ti. ide, If

the education of children over three and und<

> the end thai any community m tbled, in its

option, to eatabliah and maintain kind-

(ben. The president of the I >n hi requested to transmit an

official copy of thii petition to the pro] of the 1

1

embly.

The resolution provoked much discnssjon. Misi McArthurstated
that she had children doing good work at three and a half years One
gentleman laid that he thought the state would hesitate to add three

years to the school age at one time ; that he thought the kinder)

age should be left to the option of school districti Host of them

would probably place it at five, adding only one year to the school

Mr. Berdick, of Boulder, inquired if the kindergarten education

i be made compulsory. It was one of the most difficult points to

be met in the east. Also, was any regard to be paid to the religious

question ? Believers in parochial schools objected very strongly to

sending their children to the kindergartens, believing that a great

moral influence was brought to bear.

The resolution was finally unanimously adopted as above.

Mrs. John I >enison, secretary of the Kindergarten Association,

was elected editor of the kindergarten column in the Colorado School

Journal.

Mr. Gove congratulated the Association on the very successful

meeting, the largest and most successful vet held.

Mr. Hale asked if it would not be proper to ask the State to make
some provision for the training of kindergarten teachers. Dr. Snyder

said that such provision was already made in the Normal school, where

several were now pursuing the course.

The meeting then adjourned sinr die.
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The Colorado State Teachers' Reading

Circle, 1892.

OFFICERS.

Secretary and Manager, W. T. Eddingfield, Aspen.

ADVISORY BOARD.

Hon. Nathan B. Coy, Denver.

J. P. Jackson, Colorado Springs.

James H. Hays, Greeley.

The Colorado State Teachers' Reading Circle was organized by
the State Teachers' Association at their annuul meeting in December,

1891. The plan of organization and the outline of work for the first

year are exhibited in the following circular, which was issued in

the summer of 1892, under the supervision of Mr. \V. T. Eddingfield,

th.e secretary and manager of the Circle.

To the County Superintendents and Teachers of Colorado, Greeting:

The Teachers' Reading Circle has been regularly organized in

this State, and a course of reading has been selected with a special

view to meet the requirements of the common school teacher. For

the benefit of those who are not already informed, it may be well to

explain something of the manner in which this Circle is to be carried

on.

PLAN OF ORGANIZATION.

The Reading Circle is under the general control of an Advisory

Board of three, with a secretary and manager, selected during the

State Teachers' Association.
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The Board meets in regular leaston il it-a^t once r, to

elect books, make mlei and regulations, end transact sny othei

business relating to the Circle generally

Bacb county mperintendent \a made manager <>i the Circle In hu
connty, and has supervision of the work in detail, so mi i

county it concerned.

All teachers in the State, or persons desiring to heeonie teacher*,

are eligible to membership No fee will be charged. The only

requirement made of members is that under the direction of the

county superintendent they pursue diligently the course of reading as

outlined by the State board.

The Reading Circle year begins July i end ends June 30. Pro

vision should be made on the programme of each Institute for Read

ing Circle work. This will enable the county superintendent to

explain fully to the teachers of his county what is expected of them

in this line.

All teachers showing that they have completed the course for the

year shall be furnished with a certificate to that effect, signed by the

advisory board and by the county manager.

FIRST VKAR'S COURSK.

The books selected for the present year are Page's Theory and

Practice of Teaching and Hale's Lights of Two Centuries, which will

be furnished to teachers at the special prices agreed upon with the

publishers.

An outline of reading for each month will be furnished free to

each member. The whole cost to the teachers during the next year

for this purpose will be small.

When the county superintendent has a supply of books on

deposit they will be furnished by him at the following special prices:

Page's Theory and Practice, ninety cents.

Hale's Lights of Two Centuries, $1.30.

Or they can be procured of the publishers by sending direct to the

American Hook Company, 25S Wabash Avenue. Chicago, 111., at the

following prices: When four or more copies are ordered at one time,
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books will be sent prepaid at the same prices they are furnished to

the county manager; or they will be sent by mail postpaid to Reading

Circle members direct from the publishers, at the following prices:

Page's Theory and Practice, $1.00.

Hale's Lights of Two Centuries, $1.40.

W. T. Eddingfield,
Secretary and Manager.

294 Lake Avenue, Aspen, Colo.

If you desire any further information on the above subject, call

upon or write to the county superintendent and manager
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The Colorado Center for University Ex-

tension.

in IICKKS.

President, Hon. Nathan B Coy, Denver.

Secretary, Chancellor Willian 1'. McDowell, I'niversity Park.

The Colorado Center for University Extension, a branch of the

\merican Society for I'niversity Extension, was organized March 12,

1892, by a conference of the presidents of the various higher institutions

of learning in the State with the Superintendent of Public Instruction.

The members of the Center consist of the faculties of these in-

stitutions, together with such other persons as may become members
by a vote of the presidents.

After organization was effected, by order of the Center, the fol-

lowing circular was published.

1. What is university extension?

A recent circular states:

"The design of the university and school extension is to supple-

ment and to strengthen the university and the school system; to

increase the culture and to promote the interests of teachers as mem-
bers of a profession; and, in general, to advance the knowledge of

letters and of the arts and sciences.

"The work is not, however, restricted to teachers; it is open to

all persons of the required ages. No one can expect, through the

university and school extension, to secure a university education; but

university graduates and others, ladies and gentlemen, will have an

opportunity of taking up each year some one or two studies under

university guidance and recognition.
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"The courses in university extension will be parallel to those of

the universities, and, within the necessary limitations, of the high

grade maintained in the best universities. The work in school exten-

sion, which will be slower in development, will be in the subjects

taught in the schools. It will also include the methods and the

principles involved in teaching the respective subjects.

"University extension is not simply a course of popular lectures;

it has distinguishing features, such as "home study, class work, lec-

tures, instructions by correspondence, lectures by correspondence,

the library, public examinations, prizes and certificates—various

marks of honor for work of high grade, but no degrees.

"The same lecturer gives from six to twelve or more lectures upon

the same subject. His audience is not a crowd to be amused, but a

class to be taught. The syllabus, in the hand of each hearer, is a

guide to the work in hand and to independent work in the absence of

the lecturer. Of course, university extension is not a substitute for

the university, any more than Chautauqua is. It is rather only car-

rying a certain taste of university life to the towns and country round

about. It brings people and schools into close touch."

2. How shall a town secure university extension lectures ?

Let two or three people call a meeting for the organization of a

local " Center." It may be a general meeting or a meeting of special-

ists, like teachers or farmers. A body already organized, like a Y. Mi

C. A. or a Chautauqua circle, could begin the matter. As a hint at

constitution and mode of procedure, some paragraphs are quoted from

the Greeley constitution, the first in Colorado, so far as known.

NAME AND OBJECT.

"The name of this society shall be the Greeley Center for the

Extension of University Teaching, and its object shall be to bring

within reach of the citizens of Greeley and vicinity the teaching of

such university studies as the persons thus associated together may
select. This Center shall be connected with the American Society for

the Extension of University Teaching, and shall conform to all the

requirements of the same.

MEMBERSHIP.

"Any person may become a member of this society by signing

the constitution and by-laws, and on payment of $1.00 there shall be

issued a membership ticket which shall entitle the holder to admission

without extra charge, to all the lectures and other exercises of the
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clan to which he may belong. The duties of tin- mem I be to

attend one <>i more ten by the so<

the class exercises belonging to the de bimsell

the tt-x t hooks choaen for such course, provided b) th<

to stud} th<- same.

I.Li Tl aSS AND | 0URJ I

;.Y

"The society shall give courses of lectures in university teaching,

is the members may deaire, upon conditions hereinafter named. The
lectnrera for such a course shall be Belected and engaged by the

executive committee, and the class exercisee shall be under th<

trol of the lecturer. Kach course shall he divided into two COUri

six lectures each The conditions instituting a course of lectures

shall he as follows: The hist course shall he on history, and the first

section shall he on 'The French Revolution.' When any number of

persons desire a COnrse On any other subject, they shall make their

deaire known in writing to the executive committee, with an agree-

ment to assume all necessary expenses attending such a course, pro-

vided always, that no member of a class shall be relieved of reaponsi

bility thereto by joining together.*'

3. What lectures can be obtained from the institutions in Colo-

rado? At a recent meeting, Presidents Slocum, Baker, Snyder, Kllis,

Chanvenet, Superintendent Coy and Chancellor McDowell being

present, the following announcements were authorized, showing what

each institution is prepared to do in this line:

SUMMARY OF TELB COURSES OS i.i.cTi Ki.s OFFERED BY COLORADO
COLLEGE.

(Treek literature, six lectures; Dr. Augustus Taber Murray.

Latin literature, six lectures; Dr. Wilfred P. Mustard.

Philology, six lectures; Dr. Wilfred I'. Mustard.

English language and literature, twelve lecture-; Professor

Augustus r,. Upton.

History, six or twelve lectures; Dr. Augustus Taber Murray and

Dr. Wilfred P. Mustard. "The Making of the United States Govern-

ment," nine lectures, Professor William M. Hall; "The English Revo-

lutions of 1 64 1 and [688," six lectures, Professor William M. Hall.

"Personal Glimpses of Historic Europe," four lectures, Professor

Augustus G. Upton.

51—1.
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Philosophy—Greek philosophy, twelve lectures, President Slocum;

modern philosophy, twelve lectures, President Slocum; ethics, twelve

lectures, President Slocum; psychology, twelve lectures, President

Slocum; elementary logic, six lectures, Miss M. McG. Noyes; ad-

vanced logic, six lectures, Miss M. McG. Noyes; modern philosophy,

six lectures, Fred R. Hastings, B. A.

Political Economy—Socialism, six lectures, Professor William M.
Hall; State and Local Taxation, six lectures, Professor William M.
Hall.

Physics—Electricity and magnetism, six lectures (illustrated),

Professor Florian Cajori.

Chemistry— " On the Application of Chemistry to the Arts,"' six

lectures, Professor William Struby; " Every Day Chemistry," de-

tached chapters of science, six or twelve popular lectures, Professor

Douglas Carnegie; The Elementary Theory of Electricity, six or twelve

lectures, Professor Douglas Carnegie.

Meteorology, six lectures, Professor F. H. Loud.

Address all inquiries to President Slocum, Colorado Springs.

STATE UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO.

The State L'uiversitv of Colorado announces the following sub-

jects for University extension courses. Additional subjects will be

announced as the progress and importance of the extension move-

ment may require.

Subjects, terms and dates may be arranged by direct correspond-

ence with the lecturers or with Professor M. E. Dunham, secretary of

the faculty.

Psychology—President James H. Baker; course of six or of

twelve lectures.

Isaac C. Dennett, Ph. D.; Roman history, Latin literature. Roman
archaeology, six lectures to a subject.

Literature and Art—J. Raymond Brackett, Ph. D.; comparative

literature and art, twenty-two lectures.

The aim is to cultivate a taste for the beautiful. Two courses of

six lectures. Each may be selected covering a period of two years.

At least one-half of the lectures will be illustrated by stereopticon.

Physics—William J. Waggener, A. M.

These lectures will be illustrated by suitable physical apparatus.
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Chemist tner, Ph. D four conra
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Biology John Gardner, B.

Dunham, A. M.

History an

ether with the- Dame oJ the pi : history ind political

my. will be announced early in September.

Ethics—The Rev. Charlm Caverno, 1. 1.. D.; one course; six

lectr.

KICCUTKAI. COW I

Professor James \\\ Lawrence, six lectures on mechanics.

Professor David O' Brine, six lectures on chemistry.

Professor Louis G. Carpenter, six lectures each on irrigation and
physics

Professor Charles S. Crandall, six lectures each on horticulture
and botany.

Professor Clarence P. Gillith, six lectures each on physiology and
entomolof

Professor Walter W. <Juick, six lectures on scientific agriculture.

Dr. Alston Ellis, six lectures each on history and literature.

For terms, dates, etc., address Dr. Alston Fllis, Fort Collins,
Colorado.

VTi: NORMAL SCHOOL.

History of Education, six or twelve lectures.

Educational Psychology, six or twelve lectures.

Psychology of Education, six or twelve lectures.

(Veneral Pedagogics, management, six or twelve lectures.

involution, six or twelve lectures.

All of the above courses are by President X. X. Snyder. Greeley,
Colo., to whom inquiries may be address

The State School of Mines makes no announcement at present.
Any special inquiries may be directed to President Regis Chauvenet,
Golden, Colorado.
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INIVERSITV OK DEXVKR.

Ethics, six or twelve lectures, by Chancellor McDowell.

Political Economy, six or twelve lectures, by Chancellor Mc-
Dowell.

History, French Revolution, six lectures, by Chancellor Mc-
Dowell.

Christian Evidences and Philosophy of Religion, six or twelve

lectures, by Chancellor McDowell

English Bible, six lectures, by Chancellor McDowell.

Astronomy, six or twelve lectures, by Dean H. A. Howe.

Mathematics, six or twelve lectures, by Dean Howe.

Greek Language and Literature, six or twelve lectures, by Dr.

Hyde.

Art Criticism, six lectures, by Dr. Hyde.

Latin Language and Literature, six or twelve lectures, by Dr.

Stroeter.

German Language and Literature, six or twelve lectures, by Dr.

Stroeter.

English Literature, six or twelve lectures, by Professor Anna A.

Fisher.

American Literature, six or twelve lectures, by Professor Fisher.

English Literature and Studies in American History and Litera-

ture, by Mrs. Mary Lowe Dickinson.

Greek Philosophy, six or twelve lectures, by Professor Mitchell.

Modern Philosophy, six or twelve lectures, by Professor Mitchell.

American History, six or twelve lectures, by Professor Mitchell.

Current Topics, six or twelve lectures, by Professor Mitchell.

Dante, six or twelve lectures, by Professor Mitchell.

French Language and Literature, six or twelve lectures, by Profes-

sor Annie Louise Lord.

Mathematics, six or twelve lectures, by Professor Herbert E.

Russell.

For terms, dates, etc.. address William F. McDowell, University

Park, Colorado.

Any general inquiries may be addressed to either the president or

secretarv.
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The Colorado Library Association

OFl [<

President, J. C. Dana, Denver Public Library.

Vice-Presidents, S. V. McCreery, State Normal School Library.

Greeley; B. M. Lewis, Young Men's Christian Association Library,

Denver; M. Chapman, McClelland Library, Pueblo.

Secretary and Treasurer, C. R. Dudley, Mercantile Library.

Denver.

The relations of libraries to schools, yearly becoming more inti-

mate and essential, justify the insertion with other State educational

organizations of the report of the Colorado Library Association, which
was organized during the week of the state Teachers1 Association.

The call for the meeting to organize and the action of the meeting are

herewith presented.

Denykk, Colorado, December 12, 1892.

A meeting of those interested in libraries will be held at 3 p. m.,

Thursday, December 29, in the High School, district number one,

Denver. The following question will be discussed :

" Is it advisable to organize an association of librarians for such

purposes as the following ?

"(i) To stimulate library interests in Colorado by means of

addressee, articles in the press, circulation of printed matter ami other

proper means,

" 21 To promote co-operation among the librarians of Colorado.

; To co-operate with the American Library Association i 11

promoting general library interests.
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"(4) To gather reliable statistics in regard to libraries of the

State.

"(5) To consider library legislation, etc."

Should it be decided at the meeting to form a permanent organiza-

tion, a constitution, similar to that outlined below, might be consid-

ered. This draft is the outcome of a comparison of the constitutions

of similar associations in other states.

1. This association shall be called The Colorado Library Associa-

tion.

2. Its objects shall be to promote the library interests of the

State of Colorado.

3. Any person engaged in library work, or interested in the ob-

jects above stated, may become a member on the payment of one dol-

lar ($1.00).

4. The officers of the Association shall be a president, vice-presi-

dents, a secretary and treasurer, who shall constitute the executive

committee, which shall have power to act for the Association in the

intervals between its meetings.

5. A meeting shall be held during the session of the Colorado

State Teachers' Association, and at such other times as the executive

committee may determine.

6. Dues for necessary expenses shall not exceed one dollar (#1.00)

per year.

It is hoped that you will attend this meeting. This circular is not

sent out to forestall criticism or suggestions, but simply to suggest to

you a possible course of procedure.

^Signed)

J. C. Dana,
Librarian Public Library.

C. R. Dudley,
Librarian Mercantile Library.

B. M. Lewis,

Librarian )'. M. C. A. Library.

N. B. Coy,

State Superintendent Public Instruction.
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in response t<> this call, a number of librs

otiu-i parts of the State met in the Bast Denvei Righ s. hool building

December 39 Afters brief discm ion th<

Library Association, snd elected the officers Lined

The constitution quoted shove was adopted, except si

five, which was changed to read si followi i I meeting!

shall be held each year, one during the leasion <>t the Colorado

Teachers1

Association, the other <>n the lecond Saturday in June.

Other meetings shall be held at such times as the executive commit*

tee may determine

The executive committee was instructed toappoint committee

legislation, library statistics and publication and library promotion.

It is expected that a special meeting will he called at an early date,

when m ttters of importance will he di-
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Report of Committee on College Prepara

tory Courses of Study, Colorado.

REPORT No. 2.

PRESENTED TO STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION, DECEMBER 30, 189I.

Iu December, 1889, the college and high school section of the

Colorado State Teachers' Association appointed a committee to pre-

pare courses of study that, in essentials, would make uniform the

high school courses of the State and recognize the same as adequate

preparation for admission to Colorado colleges. Report of progress

was made at the meeting one year ago, the work approved and the

committee enlarged and continued for further consideration.

A careful investigation of the educational opinion of the country

reveals the following principles recognized as essentially determina-

tive in the formation of the courses of study:

1. The course of study that best prepares for higher education

should also be, in the essentials, the best preparation for intelligent

citizenship and the active duties of life.

2. There should be no point iu the primary or secoudary courses

of study where the student may not go on to higher education; i. e.,

the primary school, the grammar school, the high school, the college

and the university should all be in line as integral parts of one com-

mon system, so that the student desiring to advance may do so with

economy of work and time whenever opportunity presents itself.
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location, the high

distin th.it bel entiallj to the grammar
grades ihOdld not .1 into the h :ng as

Applied stu.lv.

4. Tin- univrisiu ami college courses oi stud) should be adapted
to continue, without interruption, the work of the ap]

high schools.

Recognizing tin- determining valne of the pn
the committee is unanimous in recommending the adoption <>t tin-

following COUrSCS of study.

I i.ASsK AI. «. ()l KM.

Mathematics— Algebra, through quadratics; plane geometry.

Latin Latin lessons, with grammar; 1 mmentaries, 4
hooks; Virgil's .Kneid. 6 books; Cicero, 7 orations; prose compo-
sition.

Greek Greek lessons, with grammar; Xenophon's Anabasis, 4
hooks; Homer's Iliad, ; hooks; prose composition.

tern Languages—German or French, one year.

nee Physics, one year.

History—General history.

English Equivalent of the requirements of the New Bngland
Association of Colleges.

I.ATIN-SCIKNTIl'IC COURSE.

Mathematics—Algebra, through quadratics; plane geometry.

Latin Latin lessons, with grammar; Casar's Commentary
books; Virgil's .Kneid, 6 books; Cicero, *7 orations; prose compo-
sition.

Modern Languages—German or French, one year.

Science—Physics, one year; chemistry, one year: biology, one
year or biology, one-half year, and botany, one-half year; or physi-
ography, one-half year, and geology, one-half year, alternative with
one full year of biol<

//:.<tory—i Veneral history.

English—Equivalent of the requirements recommended by the
New Bngland Association of ColK:

Drattnng -Free hand and mechanical.
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SCIENTIFIC COURSE.

Mathematics—Algebra, through quadratics; plane geometry;
plane trigonometry or solid geometry.

Foreign Languages—Three, years of either Latin or German, or

division of the three years between the two languages, as schools

may prefer.

Science—Physics, one year; chemistry, one year; biology, one
year (or biology, one-half year, and botany, one-half year; or physi-

ography, one-half year, and geology, one-half year, alternative with

one full year of biology).

History—General history.

English—Rhetoric, and also the equivalent of the requirements

of the New England Association of Colleges.

Drawing—Free hand and mechanical.

Science work, as recommended in these courses of study, needs

definition. Mere knowledge of scientific facts is not the desired end,

and will not answer the requirements of scientific study. The pupil

should be led to investigate and thus arrive at conclusions as result of

his own, but properly guided, efforts. For that purpose he should be

given opportunity for laboratory practice, not necessarily involving

expensive equipment. The work in each of the sciences, physics,

chemistry and biology, should cover one year, by daily lessons, for

such study and investigation; and in the alternative studies, biology,

physiography, botany and geology, half of one year. Physiography

is a complex science of elastic definition and may include any or all

of the subjects indicated.

The following text books, implying a thorough experimental

course, will illustrate the plan of work recommended.

Physics—WortbingtorCs Physical Laboratory Practice; or the

Harvard Course of Preparatory Experiments; or Chute's Physics.

Reference books: Deschanel, Ganot, or Stewart and Gee.

Chemistry—Smith & Keller's Experiments; or Shepard's Chem-
istry; or Reynold's Experimental Chemistry. References: Richter's

Inorganic Chemistry; Barker's Chemistry; Mixter's Chemistry; Rem-
sen's Advanced Chemistry.

Biology—Huxley and Martin, for full year's course; or, for half

year, Sedgwick & Wilson, or MacGinley.

Physiography—Thornton's Physiography; or Guyot's Physical

Geography; or Young's Elements of Astronomy, or the equivalent of

any of these.
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it should be distinctly borne in mind thai I ont«

lined is not required in detail. The remarks on methods and text

are intended as suggestive merely, in order that 1

schools may understand the character oi work that will Ik- the more

acceptable to the higher institutions. That which is high

standard of work, m which equivalenti a^ to details will be cqnita-

bly considered.

Bqually important, hut perhaps better nnderstood, is th

ker of the preparation required in Crreek, Latin, Mathematics and the

other specified studies. Quantity of work, without attendant high

quality, cannot constitute adequate preparation.

The committee n commend tin- adoption of one at least, and all if

possible, of these courses of study by the individual high schools of

the State, atid the addition of such teaching force and equipment as

will enable all communities to have the advantage of superior recog-

nition; and also the adoption of some plan similar, perhaps, to that

used by the I niversity of Michigan, whereby graduates of approved

high schools may be admitted to the higher institutions on diploma,

without examination.

It is also suggested that a standing committee be appointed to

continue the work of the present committee, as far as may be here-

after needed; provided, no change in requirements adopted shall be

made without a year's notice in advance, to the high schools and col-

leges of the State.

Signed for, and with the unanimous endorsement of the commit
tee, by

P. W. Search,

Secretat

Committee:

Jas. II. BAKBJt, Denver High School,

President-elect of University of Colorado*

Isaac C. DSNNBTT, University of Colorado.

H. A. Howl, University of Denver.

Chas. S. Palmer, University of Colorado.

William P. Slocum, Jr., Colorado College.

P. W. Search, Public Schools of Pueblo.
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RESOLUTIONS.

Passed by the faculty, University of Colorado, December 17, 1891.

Resolved, That the president and faculty of the University of

Colorado, subject to the endorsement of the board of regents, pledge
themselves to adopt these courses of study for the preparatory school,

if they are adopted by the College and High School Section of the

State Teachers' Association.

Resolvedfarther, That the University will give one year's notice

to the high schools of the State, before making any material change
in the requirements for entrance to college.

The board of trustees and faculty of Colorado College have voted
to adopt, for Cutler Academy, the courses of study recommended by
the Committee on "College Preparatory Courses of Study," if they

are accepted at the next meeting of the State Teachers' Association.

William F. Slocum, Jr.,

President of Colorado College.

Augustus T. Murray,
Principal of Cutler Academy

Colorado College,
December 23, 1891.

The faculty of the University of Denver will accept these courses

of study as a preparation for college, if they are adopted by the State

Teachers' Association.

William F. McDowell,
Chancellor.

December 29.

The foregoing report was adopted by the State Teachers' Associa-

tion and the following committee appointed for the ensuing yeafr:

The State Superintendent of Public Instruction; the Presidents of

the University of Colorado, of the University of Denver and of Colo,

rado College; the Superintendent of Schools, Pueblo, District No 20,

and the Principals of High Schools, Denver, District No. i, Colorado

Springs, Aspen, Greeley, Georgetown, Trinidad and Durango.

At a meeting of the committee in the office of Principal Smiley,

Denver, District No. 1, on the afternoon of December 28, 1892, at

which the universities, colleges and leading high schools were repre-

sented, it was decided that experience suggested but little change in

the course as presented and adopted the preceding year. Many high

schools were reported as working in accordance with its plan with very

satisfactory results.
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mi decided to postpone all fnrth In the

until the t i port of the national committ

leading repreaentativea of colleges and - hoola, app
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CIRCULAR LETTER.

Stat.: 01 C< >IX>B LDO, /

hki'aktmi.m oi Public Instruction. i

To the County Superintendents of Schools

('.i;nti.i:mi:n :—The beginning of another official term, and the

unusual number of changes incident thereto, prompt me at this time

to call your attention to the nature o( your work and its bearing upon

the school interests of the State.

As you arc, doubtless, well aware from your acquaintance with the

school law, your duties are. to a considerable extent, Ci.kkr ai.

The distribution of supplies to the various school districts. /> The
apportionment of school funds, [c) The keeping of records

The compiling and forwarding of reports to the State Superintendent,

etc.

In all of these matters accuracy, thoroughness and neatness should

be carefully observed. Disregard of these particulars, especially in

making out the quarterly examination reports, and the annual reports

to this department, occasion much unnecessary labor and annoyance.

But by far the most important of your duties are Kxkci rivi; and

supervisor;. The examining and licensing of teachers, {b) The
fixing of district boundaries, (c) The visiting and inspecting of schools

and school property, [d] The examining of district records

accounts, [e) The conserving of the financial interests of the school

districts. f) The hearing of appeals from decisions of district boards.

(j The administering of oaths of office to district school directors.

[A The tilling of vacancies in district school boards, [i The revising

of district census reports. [J ) The guarding of the timber upon State

lands, [k) The collecting and assigning of the penal fund.

Faithfulness and thoroughness in the care of all these into I

will largely determine the character of the schools in your county.
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There were present at the meetings of the State Association held
in Denver, during the last week of December, forty county superin-

tendents, representing thirty-one counties Of nine counties, both the

retiring and the incoming officials were present. I think all will

admit that the sessions of the Association were both interesting and
profitable.

For the benefit of those who were not present at the meetings, it

may be well to formulate some of the more important conclusions

reached as expressive of the sentiments of the Association.

i. That the meetings of the Association should be attended by
every county superintendent.

2. That the ideal superintendent should combine the qualities of

an accurate accountant and an intelligent supervisor.

3. That incompleteness and inaccuracy are very common faults

of county superintendents' annual reports.

4. That district secretaries' reports to the county superintendent

are often exceedingly defective and erroneous ; hence superintendents

should take pains to visit directors and instruct them in the manner of

keeping their records and of making their reports ; to this end an

excellent plan is to organize county associations of district school

directors.

5. That the county superintendent should keep a close watch of

the financial condition of the school districts by examining the books

of the county treasurer.

6. That the county superintendent should inform himself as to

his duties, privileges and responsibilities, and firmly adhere to them
without fear of threat or intimidation.

7. That the county superintendent should be the educational

leader of his county.

8. That friction between patroDS and school managers may, to a

large extent, be prevented by a closer acquaintance of the county

superintendent with pupils, teachers, parents and school boards.

9. That the county superintendent should cultivate cordial rela-

tions with all county officers, especially the treasurer and commission-

ers, who, with a clear, correct understanding of school interests are

more than likely to be friendly to those interests.

10. That a county superintendent should guard against issuing a

temporary certificate without satisfactory evidence that the applicant

has sufficient scholarship to obtain a full certificate at a regular exam-

ination.
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I I. That tli«

Lntendent, .it tin beginning ol nia with

the educational condition of hia count} That thi

oni\ by personal visitation.

That to don ai modified by the Eighth <
I

era! laaembly, contemplatea the
'

i county achool fund of

: capita, so aa to enable districts bavin

Over to hold at least tour months school during the year; the fund

thus derived to be uaed only tor paying the teachers other

expenses to come from a Bpecial tax levied by the district hoard
;

fail-

bag to do which the ounty superintendent is empowered to certify the

- try amount to the county commissioner-, who shall thereupon

nOOCBfl the district for that amount.

To these recommendations of the County Superintendenta1

\

ciation, permit me to add th.it encouragement and aid should he given

to all organized means for raisin- tin- educational standard in the

State Among the organized means referred to may he mentioned :

County Association- of Teachers and of School Dire I

Normal District Institutes. , Th< : Associations of Teachers

and of County Superintendents, (d) The State Courts of Study,

elementary and secondary, [e) Teachers' Reading Circles, and

County Teachers' Circulating I.ihraries; also District Libraries for the

hctiefit of school children and communities. f) The State Higher

Institutions of learning -including the University, as the crowning

step in the general school system ; the Normal School, the School of

Mines ami the Agricultural College, for professional and technical

training.

Still further may he mentioned legislative enactments of recent

date for special ends, viz :

i. The act relating to the "Nature of Alcoholic Drinks and

Narcotics" i
v

2. The act to "Secure the Benefit of Elementary Education"

Bq).

3. The act " Prohibiting the Sale or Gift of Tobacco in any Form
to Minors" 1891).

The ohservance of these several enactments should he intelligently

hut firmly enforced.

The acts establishing Arbor Day and authorizing the " Pun
and Display of Flags upon School Buildings," an ve and sug-

gestive, rather than mandatory. Hut the spirit that prompts them -
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love of nature and love of country—should be regarded in the literary,

historical and geographical studies of the schools, in current topics

and in special public exercises.

You will thus see that your work is varied and far reaching ; that

it implies unflagging industry, "eternal vigilance."

The elective character of your office, and the consequent exposure

to the shifting sands of biennial political deals, hinders in no small

degree effective, progressive work. There is cause for congratulation,

however, that so large a proportion of those recently elected were

taken from the ranks, and so are practical school men. This fact gives

promise of efficient service from the start.

With best wishes to all for the term just entered upon,

Cordially,

Nathan B. Coy,

Denver, January 13, 1891. State Superintendent.
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ter not yet rendered, should reach me by December 15, if possible.

youn very truly,

Nathan 1'.. Coy,

S/a/V Superintendent.

REPORT ON GRADED COURSE <>1" STUDY.

ARAI'AHOK COI'XTV.

Twenty-one districts have a course of studv.

archii.kta COUNTY.

Working very successfully.

HOULDKK COUNTY.

I have insisted that teachers follow, as nearly aa possible, the

graded course of study prescribed hy the State Superintendent and the

committee appointed to draft such course, and my observation is that

much better work is done. I find more system to the work, and more
interest taken in school work hy both teacher and pupil. The district

boards, with few exceptions, are in sympathy with the efforts ma
this matter, and are lending assistance in every way they can. The
fact that the pupils are marked on their daily recitations, and look

toward to an examination at the end of the school term, has induced

better work, and the results are more satisfactory. The greatest diffi-

-I
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culty has b»en in schools that have, say, five months school in the

year ; I have instructed the teachers in such districts to divide the

work accordingly, and try to do thoroughly what is attempted. More
or less difficultly has been encountered in the fourth and fifth grades

within the past year, because pupils are not uniformly advanced. One
will be in advance of another—proficient in two studies of his grade,

and deficient in two more. Have instructed teachers to do the best

they can with such pupils, and see to it that the coming classes are

uniformly advanced in the grade work.

CHAFFEE COUNTY.

Followed by country schools in most districts. My observation is

that its chief value lies in the fact that it makes clear what is meant
and what is desired by grading. Hitherto, grading our country schools

has been an intangible idea ; now, all working from the same basis,

the ideas unified, we get a practical result. Our schools have been

much improved by this step.

CONEJOS COUNTY.

The teachers in all the schools of our county have been greatly

aided in the work of grading their schools by the "State Manual and

Course of Study," adopted at the May, 1890, meeting of the county

superintendents.

CUSTER COUNTY.

Very satisfactory. About one-half the schools have legally

adopted it.

DOUGLAS COUNTY.

Graded course of study in this county is a success. The greatest

difficulty to be overcome is the different length of terms schools are

in session during the year. This is corrected by extending the time

for completing the course in schools having short terms. On the

whole it has been a great benefit to the school work.

ELBERT COUNTY.

The "State Manual and Course of Study" is in the hands of all

teachers in the county. They have instructions to use them without

modification, if possible, with modification where absolutely neces-

sary. Its influence is apparent in the better gradation of our schools.

Questions for examinations in grades have been prepared by the
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superintendent and used In uumbei ol tin though not m
all. Altogether l considei that the neu course of stud
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HI. PAS'.

Some progreMhM been made during tin- in the graded

of study. Id have endeavored t<. gndt their

schools as outlined by tin- State course adapted for country schools,

hut work is slow

IfONI COUNTY.

I have insisted upon the teachers in tin- di^triit or rural schools

bringing the work of their respective Schools tO Conform as marly as

le t<> tin- " Graded Course," ami most of them have endeavored

to do so ami with result^ quite satisfactory.

r.iU'ix COUNTY.

There an- hut four graded sehools in the county. An attempt has

been made to grade the country schools, but from various causes,

SUCh as difficulty of getting co-operation of parents, ignorance or care-

ts of school boards, and sometimes even of teachers, ami the

irregularity and smallness of attendance-, wry little progress has yet

been made. I provided teachers last summer with classification regis

.1 blanks for report, and a few have reported. It is a beginning,

but small, but there is not much object in classifying a ->chool of six

or sometimes four pupils and they changing constantly.

IKi 1 Knson COUNTY.

The graded course of study is being followed in all our rural

schools. There is very little difficulty in adapting it to most schools.

The results are very encouraging.

Kiowa COUNTY.

We have not been able to do very much with the course of study

for the reason that many of our schools only have from four to SIX

months' school during the year, and some of the children live so far

from school in the country, that it is impossible for them to gi

larly. These are the two greatest disadvantages.
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KIT CARSON COUNTY.

But little has been accomplished owing to the following: i.

Sparsely settled condition of the districts and irregular attendance of

pupils. 2. Interference of parents. 3. Lack of energy upon the

part of the teachers. Still much good has been accomplished by
awakening a desire for a better condition for school work.

LA PLATA COUNTY.

The population of this county in the rural districts is so shifting,

that it has been impossible to do much with the course of study as

recommended by the State office. But we are hopeful of accomplish-

ing something in the next two years. At present I can report that

practically nothing has been done with it.

LAS ANIMAS COUNTY.

Impossible among Mexicans, but among English speaking people

has been carried on with success. Supervision necessary on account

of incompetent teachers often found in poor districts. Lack of intel-

ligence and stubbornness on the part of directors and the tyranny of

parents, who are disinterested in the welfare of the children, has more

weight than the individual advice of a superintendent. The county

superintendent has the power of an advisor, and cannot compel a

board of directors to adopt a course of study. Irregularity of attend-

ance due to long, muddy roads, snow, failure of close supervision, in-

efficience of teachers, all combine to make a failure of a graded course

of study.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

We have no graded course of study.

LARIMER COUNTY.

The graded course of study has increased the efficiency of our

schools fifty per cent. Teachers and pupils alike realize that some-

thing is expected of them. Attendance and interest have been in-

creased.

MESA COUNTY.

The graded course of study is only a partial success. Terms of

school too short. Too frequent changes of teachers. Too great a

variety of text books for the county superintendent to accomplish

much in aiding.
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We have adopted graded course ofstudy which isgiving B
don, but

IfORi

ided course of study has been put Into the hands of all the
teachers of this county, and it has been made th<

tion by them. But one district in the countyhas adopted it

of study for the school Several districts had adopted the i

issued by myself in arse was published.

OURAY COUNTY.

The graded course of study is used by three schools in this county,
and partially used bv four others. It "fills the bill" very nicely. The
progress is very rapid and thorough. The only trouble is to find
teachers who can carry it out. It seems to rne that the subject of
"grading a country school" might be made a hobby at our Normal
Institutes, with much benefit I find the average rural teacher dots
not know how to grade a school, much less to carry out graded course
methods.

park COUNTY.

The graded course of study has been adopted in nearly all the
schools in this county, with slight modifications, and with very satis-

factory results.

I'HlLl.ii-s COUNTY.

traded course of study has been quite satisfactory, and the pro-
gress made all that could be expected in the time since its introduction.
Our schools lack much of a perfect grade yet, but much advancement
has been made, and teachers are striving to still further perfect their
work

.

l'ROWERS COUNTY.

Teachers and pupils have been greatly benefited by the use of it.

ITEBI.O COUNTY.

Graded course of study has been adopted by all district boards in
the county, and an effort has been made to make the schools uniform
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throughout the county Monthly examinations have been held in all

schools, and reports have been sent to county superintendent and
parents. Report cards and blanks used are inclosed.

)

RIO BLANCO COUNTY.

The graded course of study has been in successful operation in

this county for a year and a half. At first there was some opposition.

Some parents claimed the right to dictate what their children should

learn and when they should learn it, but we have succeeded in per-

suading them that we have teachers who know how to teach

school and know what the children ought to study. A few pupils

completed the regular course last year and were awarded diplomas of

graduation. Considerable good was derived also from the use of

certificates of promotion to those who completed the course of any
grade. Heretofore children looked upon school life as something

which had no end, and believed that when they had gone until they

were tired of it they could stop. Under the graded course they realize

that there is so much work to be done each year, and that school life

is only seven or eight years in the common school. It gives them an

aim, and when finished the education is evenly balanced.

ROUTT COUNTY.

It has been successful and satisfactory.

SAGUACHE COUNTY.

Where we have been able to work with the graded course of study

our work has been more satisfactory in every particular. Several of

our schools are working to that end.

SAN JUAN COUNTY.

We have no properly so-called course of study in this county.

SAN MIGUEL COUNTY.

One school in this county graded. That one having but two

teachers.

SUMMIT COUNTY.

Good. Have followed daily register.
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We are working toward the course <>t atudj and find it helpful.

We arc not able to follow it very closely.

REPORT ON FREE TEXT I'.oOKS.

AKAl'AllnK COUNTY.

Four districts own the text books used in the schools.

\RCHri.KTA COUNTY.

All the school boards furnishing free text books seem thoroughly

satisfied with the plan and could not be induced to go back to the old

way. It is especially helpful to our country schools where school

boards and teachers are so much annoyed about enforcing the law re-

garding books when furnished by parents.

BOULDBR COUNTY

Two districts have bought text books and own them. Both

teachers and patrons are pleased. The teacher does not have the

ordinary trouble, as all pupils are supplied with necessary books, and

are held responsible for the care of them. The books are much
cheaper than when bought at retail of the dealers in our towns.

CONBJOS COUNTY.

With the exception of a few text books furnished to indigent

children, we have no free text books in Conejos county. I'nless the

experiment made by other states in providing free text book
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proved a failure, it seems to me desirable that the State should furnish

the text books for our public schools free of charge. I opened a

primary geography class in one of the public schools of our county

of twenty-four scholars, in which there were but four geographies. I

called the attention of the school board to the fact and they refused to

furnish the books on the ground that most of the parents whose
children were not provided with geographies could afford to buy, but

preferred to have the district pay for the books. The school closed

shortly thereafter, or I should have followed up the matter to action

of some kind.

CHAFFEE COUNTY.

Free text books is as yet an experiment in this county, only one

district having made provision therefor.

CUSTER COUNTY.

Only one school in the county furnishes text books and they h,ave

voted to stop it.

DOUGLAS COUNTY.

We have no district using free text books. Expect to have a few

districts vote on this subject next May.

ELBERT COUNTY.

We have not had occasion to try free text books. The people

prefer to provide the books for their children in all cases.

EL PASO COUNTY.

Free text books have not been adopted in any of the districts of

this county. I am now preparing a circular setting forth the advan-

tages of free text books and requesting school boards to submit the

question to the electors at their next annual meeting.

FREMONT COUNTY.

At present we have only one district wholly using free text books.

With that district it has proven a success. The teachers like it and it is

much more economical to the district and more convenient to

the teachers and pupils. The question has recently been discussed by

our Teachers' Association where it was strongly favored, and resolu-

tions adopted recommending its adoption by the school districts of the

county.
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There are fii fnrnishiii I books.

KI<>\\ \

We have thirteen districts using free text t>ook-. and the plan

gives on. We hope to have th

county soon.

KIT ( LRSON ( OUNTY.

The plan giv< '.ion. About one-ihird of the districts of

the county have purchased text books for the use of the pupils.

These schools show the largest per cent, of attendance, and are

making marked progress in tluir studies.

I.\ PL \T \ COUNTY.

Nothing has been done in this matter.

I. AS ANIMAS COUNTY.

We have none in this county. In fact, only one district could
afford them. In country districts, in many of which fifteen mills

would have to be levied to supply them, I believe in erecting and fur-

nishing school houses first. Free text books are secondary. I am in

favor of free text books in all the county, not in one or two districts

only.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

Free text books are in use in some of the districts and the system
is well liked so far. I am in favor of the system.

I.ARIMKR COUNTY.

Free text books are gradually becoming the rule in this county.
Twenty out of fifty-four districts have free text books, and district No.

15 will soon vote upon the question with certain result in favor. The
experience of those district using the free text books is the only
influence needed. The matter is now taking care of itself.
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MESA COUNTY.

Have been unsatisfactory. I am unable to give the reason.

Possibly the children are too careless with the books, which is the

fault of the teacher.

MONTROSE COUNTY.

I am heartily in favor of free text books for country schools.

MORGAN COUNTY.

Seven of the fourteen schools of this county are using free text

books. I have heard no complaint from either patrons or teachers,

where the system has been adopted. On the other hand, frequent

complaints are heard from other schools, and the remedy given in

each case is, "Furnish free text books for your school."

OURAY COUNTY.

Free text books are used in two districts, four schools. The ver-

dict is, it is economy
;
permits better classification and unity of work,

but that it requires much vigilance on the part of the teachers to pre-

vent unnecessary destruction, damage or loss of the books. I would

suggest that school boards be required to have regulations, keeping a

record of all books given out, and that they must be accounted for at

the close of the term, or when the grade is completed, and, if unneces-

sarily damaged or lost, must be replaced by the parent or guardian. I

think it would be a good thing to make the text books and their con-

dition a part of the secretary's annual report It would furnish statis-

tics as to the comparative life of a free text book.

PARK COUNTY.

The free text book system has been adopted by three districts,

and has been demonstrated a success. In time, I hope to see it adopted

in every district in the State.

PHILLIPS COUNTY.

Free text books are furnished to about one-half our schools, and

this number is being added to each year.

PROWERS COUNTY.

The use of them, where adopted, grand success ; causing an in-

crease of attendance.
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ami four district* have adopted them during the peal year Tin

ten has been decidi i and fully one-third of the dietri

the coimtv will adopt them next spring
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We have not been so successful with the We
have too many bachelors among our tax-payers for that I have put

forth my best e£folta in that direction, ami all I have been able to

accomplish was to get tree pens, pencils, ink and paper in a few of the

schools.

ROUTT COl ntv

Only one district and works well.

SAGUACHE COUNTY.

I can say nothing about free text books.

SAN JUAN COUNTY.

We have not adopted the free text book plan ( )ur pupils buy

their own books.

SAN MIGUEL COUNTY.

The question of free text books has never been agitated here. I

am much in favor of it myself, as one of the great troubles with a

shifting population is the difficulty of getting the children properly

provided.

SUMMIT COUNTY.

One district only has free text books; result good.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

Fourteen districts have free text books, and the system has

proven satisfactory, so much so that I think it is only a question of a

short time when all the districts in the county will adopt them. One
objection that I have to offer is the lack of care of the books that
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seems to prevail in many schools, that is, no one seems to assume the

responsibility for their care, and as a consequence many of them
show very hard usage.

WELD COUNTY.

Free text books are in use in a half dozen districts. None have

adopted them within a year. I favor it.

REPORT ON COMPULSORY EDCUCATION LAW.

ARAPAHOE COUNTY.

Six districts have reported that they have enforced the "Compul-
sory Education Law."

ARCHULETA COUNTY.

Very little attention has been paid to this by school boards.

Scarcely a case occurs within the two-mile limit, except in Pagosa

Springs, and the board there have not enforced the law, and I have

done nothing more than to urge the matter upon them. The board

seemed to think it best not to enforce the law in the cases that came
to their notice.

BOULDER COUNTY.

I have heard of a few cases where the compulsory law was not

observed. In each case I have spoken to the board in regard to the

matter, and have insisted that the parents of such children as had not

attended the legal number of months be informed of the requirement

of the law, and the law enforced. It is a difficult matter to get any-

one to proceed against delinquents in a district where such failure ex-

ists, as the children are, in nearly all cases, the children of poor par-

ents, and are kept out to assist in the support of the family. The
cases, I am glad to say, are rare in this county.

CONEJOS COUNTY.

The Compulsory Education Law is enforced in some districts vig-

orously ; in others, its enforcement would require the purchase of too

much clothing, shoes, etc., for poor children.
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DOUGl iS C01 n n

Compulsory Education Law has been enforced in <•

There is little Deed of it in this county. The twenty per cent, of chil-

dren not m school each year arc made np somewhat as follows Three

per cent, are too far from school houses; these live chiefly in the

mountain districts. Ten per cent, are over fourteen years of age, ami

tlready received a fairly good common-school education. The

other seven per cent, are made up of s few who ought to be in school,

and young married women, young teachers, young people attending

school in other counties, etc

Ki.r.KKT COUNTY.

Compulsory attendance has never been enforced in a single in-

stance in this county.

KL PASO COUNTY.

The compulsory education law has been enforced to a limited de-

gree. No case has been carried into court, but parties who have failed

to comply with the terms of the law have been waited on, and re-

quested to observe it, and in this way it has been reasonably well en-

forced.

FREMONT COUNTY.

Attention was called to "Compulsory School Law" by circulars

sent to teachers and school officers. In many instances it had a good
effect, but the law has never been strictly enforced.

-.ii.i'ix COUNTY.

I don't know a single case where the law has been enforced.

Where it is most needed it would not apply.

jKii i:rs<>\ COUNTY.

The Compulsory Education Law is practically a dead letter in

most places.
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KIOWA COUNTY.

We have no occasion to enforce the Compulsory Kducation Law
in our county. We have thought to use it a few times, but have suc-

ceeded in getting parents to send their children to school without. I

believe it a good law, and it has a good effect.

KIT CARSON COUNTY.

But little can be done in compelling attendance at school, owing

to the size of the districts and the distance children live from school

—

"more than two miles, etc." Still, something has been accomplished

by the influence of the law.

LA PLATA COUNTY.

The school officers report no necessity for enforcement, for there

are practically no infringements of it in rural districts. In town the

officials have been able to secure attendance in compliance therewith

without resorting to severe measures.

LA.RIMER COUNTY.

Compulsory Education Law is growing in favor and in efficiency.

Certificates of attendance are furnished to districts, and pupils com-

plying with law are given such certificates. Non-compliance is made
known to parents at the close of the first term by printed notice sent

to parents of such pupils as have not complied with the provisions of

the law.

LAS ANTMAS COUNTY.

The Compulsory Education Law has been enforced here in ten

districts since September, 1891. The law is all right if somebody
would enforce it. Very few people like to meddle with other people's

affairs, and consequently there have been no complaints or fines levied

during my term of office, but I have observed a decided increase in

attendance in these districts. In our coal mines boys of fourteen or

less work, and do not attend school owing to the rapacity of parents.

The remedy for our school law, in my humble opinion, would be to

amend such law and appoint a supervisor, whose duties would be to

visit different parts of the State, and, protected by law, compel such

children to attend school. Our present law is "everybody's business,"

and no head to direct it. If the superintendent were to complain

anathemas would be his portion and personal spite would be the cry.

Not many superintendents are posing as martyrs.
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It is all right in tl. th.it don't understand its

I have had it enforced in a fen case* where i was quite positive the

persons did not fully understand it.

HOI

It has helped the attendance but has not been fully enfor

IfORG \N COl NTY.

To my knowledge but one complaint has ever been made against

persons who failed to send to school, and in that case the children

put into school at once.

OURAY COUNTY.

The compulsory education law has been used as a threat or incen-

tive to compel attend. nice at school, hut I think in no instance has

the law been enforced. There are few evasions, however, where the

law would apply.

PARK COUNTY.

The Compulsory Education Law has not been enforced in this

county. Threats have been made in some instances.

i'Hll.Ul-s COUNTY.

The compulsory law is fairly well enforced.

PROWBRS COUNTY.

No case requiring enforcement.

PUEBLO COUNTY.

Circulars in regard to the Compulsory Education Law are mailed

to the hoards and teachers at the opening of the schools and also

reports are required from the teachers every month. In case it is
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reported that the law is not observed in any district, notice is sent

from the office of the superintendent. The law has very materially

increased the attendance, but the time should be extended to four

months, and where school is taught seven to nine months it should

be made compulsory to attend at least six months.

RIO BLANCO COUNTY.

The Compulsory Education Law has failed to compel.

ROUTT COUNTY.

We make law known and no occasion to enforce.

SAGUACHE COUNTY.

Compulsory Education Law is a step in the right direction, but

does not go far enough, and is too indefinite.

SAN JUAN COUNTY.

The Compulsory Education Law is inoperative—a dead letter.

The clause compelling the Board of Directors to supply the children

of indigent people with clothes renders the law null. Should it be

now attempted to compel folks to send their children to school they

make a plea of "no clothes," and the School Board would have need

of a ready-made clothing department. The law should be amended
giving the District Board the option of supplying clothes when in

their judgment needed.

SAN MIGUEL COUNTY.

There has never been any necessity except in one case, for apply-

ing the Compulsory Education Law.

SUMMIT COUNTY.

A dead blank.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

No attempt has been made to enforce this law, there being no

necessity for it. My private opinion of the law is that it is both

defective and incomplete, and can easily be evaded if desired.
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During the year ending September, 1S91, $3,495.66 was colK

from the penal fund.

\kCiiru-.TA COUNTY.

The law relating to this lias been observed by officers and county

treasurer.

BOULDBB COUNTY.

1 sent to each justice of the peace in this county a circular, stating

what fines should go to the penal fund, and requested that they make
their reports accordingly. Last year there \v the penal fund.

CHAPPBB COUNTY.

We have collected fines amounting to I135.50 during the past

year, and which has been credited to the general fund for school pur-

We think this amount would be larger were it not for the fact

that most of the offenses occur in the incorporated towns, and are

fined under an ordinance, usually, instead of a statute, and the

money received goes to the credit of the towns instead of the school

fund.

CONBJOS COUNTY.

The penal fund is regularly accounted for, though small in amount.

CUSTBK COl NTY.

Has all been turned into the general school fun

53 -I.
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I HUC, LAS COUNTY.

I can find but 55.00 from this fund since July 1, 1S91, and that was
placed to the credit of the special fund of District No. 21.

ELBERT COUNTY.

Forty-seven dollars penal fund has been collected and applied to
the school fund of the districts. I find that this fund is frequently
liable to be misapplied, and should be closely looked after bv the
county superintendent.

EL PASO COUNTY.

Strict attention has been given to the enforcement of the law con-
cerning the penal fund. The amount of money secured to the school
fund from this source has been small, only $444.

FREMONT COUNTY.

The attention of the proper officers has been called to their duty
in regard to the placing to the credit of the school fund all sums due
it, but the county treasurer has been relied upon to attend to the mat-
ter and, as far as we are able to tell, has satisfactorily done so.

GILPIN COUNTY.

The treasurer keeps no separate record of the penal fund, and the
two independent districts keep their own funds, including a great part
of the penal fund.

JEFFERSON COUNTY.

The revenue from the penal fund is so small in this county that
very little attention is given to it.

KIOWA COUNTY".

The penal fund of our county is very small indeed. In fact, it

has onty been a few dollars during the past year.

KIT CARSON COUNTY.

But little difficulty is met with in enforcing the requirements of
this act. ( 1

. ) The officers report promptly to the county treasurer. (2.

)

The settlers are few and law-abiding. Hence no fines.
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of penalties, <>ur rural popnlation at iding it would seem
from this state of affairs, while in town
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I don't understand our penal law in the- least it is not specific.

The superintendent has no record of tine- paid into the treasury. He
mu>t take the word of the county treasurer, or in really.

I haw sent out notices to all officials of the courts that their fin< i

be turned in. I collected a considerable sum in this way. But the

ness of the law leaves the superintendent in doubt
shall cite. A criminal under bond of £3,000 defaults and leaves the

country. Hisbondsmen an- sued; underdecision of State Superinten-

dent, this money can be paid to regular county revenue. It is un-

doubtedly a forfeiture and I should think should be credited to

fund. The ambiguity of Section 69 should be remedied. Th<

fund question has been an eyesore to me for the two vears of my
term.

I. INC< 'i.N COUNTY.

( tolly one contribution to the penal fund the past year. I trv

to look after this thing.

I.ARIMEK COUNTY.

We receive all penal fines, not otherwise provided, paid into the

county treasury. I have filed a list of the fines that belong to the

school fund with the treasurer, and he places to the proper credit all

titles collected.

MHSA COUNTY^

bad no trouble.

MONTR' TV.

There seems to be a difference of opinion in regard to whom the

funds belong, as we have both city and county attorney in the same
person. Outside of town no trouble.
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MOKCAN COUNTY

The penal fund is small in this county and justices are slow in

turning it into the county treasury. In my last inspection of dockets
I found three delinquents which were referred to the county board
and the matter settled by them.

OURAY COUNTY

The penal fund is very promptly turned over to the county treas-

urer and reported, except in the case of some forfeited bonds which
will require an order of court to turn over. Fines for the year have
amounted to $92.50.

PARK COUNTY.

Some collections are made for the penal fund, but in myjudgment
only a tithe of what would be made if the money would go to the

district in which the fine is collected.

PHILIPS COUNTY.

The penal fund I cannot report full)' on as yet.

PROWERS COUNTY.

None imposed nor collected in county.

PUEBIvO COUNTY.

Fines from the sheriff's office and the district court have been
placed to the credit of the general school fund. The city claims the

right to the fines from the police court.

RIO BLANCO COUNTY.

We are a law-abiding people and our penal fund since the organi-

zation of the county in 1888, has amounted to only $107.50.

ROUTT COUNTY.

Penal fund affords a small revenue.



I hardly understand what yon mean, »>ut wi:

need enforcing. \ greal man md nnpnu

I do not know to what yon refer when yon m ind.

The penal fnnd has illy added much to th

revenues. This year, however, there is considerable addition owing
to the raid made on the gamblers.

SUMMIT COUNTY.

ne.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

I have taken care to see that all the monies going to this fund were
properly reported, hut I found this year, that for the past two <>r three
years the county treasurer had credited all such monies to th<

tral county revenue fund instead of to the school fund. I at once
had a transfer made to the proper fund.

WELD COUNTY

No report.

OB \I»n. i

Department of Public [nstructk

To County Superintendents:

ntlf.m i:\-.\s you doubtless well know, the data for the statis-
tical tables of the biennial report of this department are d<
mainly from the annu.d report, of the county snperintendenta You
will agree with me, I think, that September i to November 15 is a
short time for the compiling of such tables. Hence tin necessity of
annual reports being not only on time, but uniform, accurate "and
compute, that there may )k- the least possible loss of time in the
revision of them at this office. If it is possible for counties having
only a small number of districts to report prior to September 1 such
special help will be greatly appreciated.
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Your reports should embrace all statistics for the year beginning

July i, 1S91, and ending July 30, 1892, and no others. It is suggested

that a list of all the districts should be first made, and then checked
off as the reports come in.

Before statistics from the secretaries' reports are entered those

reports should be carefully inspected to see that they are accurate,

consistent and complete.

All blanks should be filled and all columns added, but totals

should not be set down until the absolute correctness of the work has

been verified. Kach total should be proved by adding both ways.

To illustrate:

MALE. FEMALE. TOTAL.

School population between 6 and 16. .. 20

15

15

IO

35

School population between 16 and 21 25

School population between 6 and 21. 35 25 60

So of "enrollment," "number of teachers employed," etc. ; especi

ally should this method of proof be applied to financial statement on

pages four and five, where column five equals the sum of columns

one, two, three, four; and column ten equals the sum of columns six,

seven, eight, nine.

The census returns, as given in the annual report, should agree

with those reported separately in June. In two-thirds of last year's

reports there were discrepancies ; in some cases, wide.

The total number of applicants examined and receiving certifi-

cates during the year should agree with the sum of those reported

quarterly. Likewise of enrollment, which can in no case consistently

exceed school population.

There has been lack of agreement in the method of computing

averages. In a recent circular from this department, attention was
drawn to instructions on this point, given on the district secretaries'

annual report blanks. Unless those instructions have been strictly

followed, county superintendents will not be able to report correctly

upon the same items ; and statistics bearing thereon become thus

practically valueless. As a rule, the average for the county, in each

case where the average is required, may be satisfactorily obtained by
dividing the total by the number of districts in the county ; for ex-

ample : "the average number of days of school in the county" equals



tlu total mini!.

Dumb tricti in the count; tonthly
the count the sum •

ts, divided b> the nnmbei of diatrii ta Id

i month for each pupil,

etc., m.i\ ined.

Fin • tementa should I To thia

the books of the count] treasurer, aa well •

should in all c oaulted. bould
rutinized, in the pre* no

that the total receipts i qua! the ezpenditi
on hand.

Temporary loana should be added to items included in column
four, page four (county superintendent's rep< receipts in

"financial summary," on page

Distinction should be made between "number of mills levied by
County" .ind •number levied by district." Number 31, 01 |

includes only county tax levy.

"Assessed valuation of property in the county" num 1

er } >. page
9 . should be taken from tbe latest available returns.

If secretaries do not give all facts called for, let them be notified

of failure, and supplemental report be demanded. The same will be
required of you.

'1'he exact amount of money received by county superintendent
for his services during the entire school 3 ear should be reported. This
can be obtained from the books of the county treasurer.

far as possible, statistics of private as well as graded schools
should be given.

Let the report as submitted be in the best possible form
; neat and

free from note-, additions or correction-. Explanations may be marie
on separate sheet and enclosed with the report. If the report is double,
requiring two pages, page totals should not be entered at bottom of
first sheet, but carried to the top of second sheet as "brought forward."
For dollars and cent-, each figure should be placed in its proper col-

umn, and figures aa well as writing made plain and legible. Let all

head lines and dates be properly tilled in. Reports should not be
folded or creased, but rolled for insertion in pasteboard tubes, which
will be forwarded to you later. The reports of each year are bound
and filed for public inspection in the office of the Superintendent, of
Fublic Instruction.
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Please send in as soon as possible the revised list of school officers.

The information is needed for use as early as it can be procured.

Under " Remarks'' you are requested to make note of special

features of the school work in your county, whether favorable or

unfavorable, and to offer such suggestions as may have occurred to

you during the year's experience.

In closing we again urge promptness in the rendering of reports

;

thus may the labors of this department be materially lightened. Take
it for granted that there will be delay on the part of those who are to

report to you, and proceed accordingly, exercising unremitting dili-

gence until your reports are mailed to this office, accurate, consistent

and complete in every detail.

If the instructions and suggestions herein offered are faithfully

followed, we are confident that a large proportion of reports will this

year be found to stand the test of close inspection.

Cordially,

Nathan B. Coy,

State Superintendent.

Denver, July 18, 1S92.

State of Colorado, \

Department of Public Instruction,
[Denver, Colo., November 21, 1892. J

Dear Sir :—For the sake of a full representation of all the edu-

cational institutions of the State iu the Eighth Biennial Report of the

Department of Public Instruction, you are kindly requested to report

the institution under your charge on the attached blank, and forward

the same to this office on or about December 7, 1892.

Please report on separate blanks for each of years 1891 and 1892.

Respectful ly,

Nathan B. Coy,

State Superintendent Public Instruction.

STATISTICS FUR THE YEAR ENDING 1S9I.

Name of institution

Location

Name of presiding officer



\IM'I

1

U" ting year ;

institution

holidays

^regate att i

te absence (nam of day- absent]

/ Average daily attendance (d + b)

membership '(d e) * b

h. Per cent, of attendance id i (d • e)j

;. Average age of pupils isum of ages + a) .

.

Number of graduates for the year : mab :emale.

total

Whole number of graduate-

What degree- are conferred upon graduates

IRPORATION Ml \N- "l SUPPORT

If incorporated, in what year

If denominational, under what control

In what year opened

I low is institution supported

Total assets of institution, including buildings. libraries, cabinet

paratus, books of reference, supplies, etc. . 5

Volume- in library.

Receipts ; from productive funds . . . . . $.

Receipts from tuition

Receipts : from voluntary contributions and other sources not included

in foregoing..

Total recti p.-

Expenditures : for teachers' wage-

Expenditures : incidentals icurrent expenses

Expenditure-: sites, buildings, furniture, repairs, etc..

Total expenditures .
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TEACHERS' WAGES.

Number of teachers during year: male,
; female

total,

Average wages of teachers, per month of twenty days each : malt
-..; female, ..

LENGTH OF SESSION PER YEAR.

How many months of four weeks, or twenty days each (express frac-
tion of month in days), has the institution been in session?

COURSE OF STUDIES.

Please indicate what studies

following list :

Algebra,

Arithmetic,

Astronomy,

Bookkeeping,

Botany,

Carpentry,

Chemistry,

Civil Polity,

Cooking,

Domestic Economy.

Drawing,

English Grammar,

English Language,

English Literature,

English Written Composition,

French Language,

Geography,

Geology,

Geometry,

German Language,

Greek Language,

Gymnastics,

are taught by placing a cross (x) after each in the

History, General.

History of United States,

Latin Language.

Mineralogy,

Music.

Natural History and Nature Studies,

Orthography,

Painting,

Penmanship,

Physics,

Ph5'siology,

Printing,

Psychology,

Reading,

Rhetoric,

Sewing,

Stenography.

Surveying,

Telegraphy,

Trigonometry,

Typewriting,

Zoology.
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If institution publisi. Klld CO]

II not ftblfl tO furnish all I >1

h you can.

Kindly forward to offii rintendent ot Public instruc-

tion on or before December ;.

State Superintend

&reiqyi 3!W
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